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Α. INTRODUCTION 

PARTI 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The present dispute arises under the Treaty between the Federal Republic of Germany and the 
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection 
of Investments, signed at Prague οη 2 October 1990 ("the ΒΙΤ" or "the Treaty"). 

1. The Parties 

a. The Claimants 

1.2 The Claimants are ECE Projektmanagement International GmbH (''ECE International") and 
Kommanditgesellschaft ΡΑΝΤΑ Achtundsechzigste Grundstίickgesellchaft mbH & Co 
("ΡΑΝΤΑ"), both of which form part of the ECE Group, the ultimate holding company of 
which is ECE Projektmanagement GmbH & Co. KG ("ECE or ECE KG"). 

1.3 The first Claimant, ECE International, is a corporation incorporated and organized under the 
laws of Germany and a fully-owned subsidiary of ECE KG. 

1.4 The second Claimant, ΡΑΝΤΑ, is a limited partnership likewise organized under the laws of 
Germany. ECE International is the limited partner in Ρ ΑΝΤΑ, and holds all of the limited 
participation rights. The general partner in ΡΑΝΤΑ is ΡΑΝΤΑ Erste Grundstίicksgesellschaft 
mbH, a company also incorporated under the laws of Germany. 

1.5 The Claimants have been represented throughout the course of the present proceedings by 
DI - to. As at the date of the institution of pωceedings, DI was a 
PartneI in the Fiankfurt office of White & Case LLP. Duiing the couise of the hearing, the 
Tiibunal was notified that DI had left White & Case and had become a partneI in 
the Fiankfurt office of Ν orton Rose LLP. 

1.6 FoI the oral hearings in the present pωceedings, the Claimants weie also Iepiesented by 
ΜΙ ArthuI Marriott QC, 12 Giay' s Ιηη Square, London, and by Ms Mahnaz Malik. 

b. The Respondent 

1.7 The Respondent is the Czech Republic. 

1.8 The Respondent is repiesented by DI a PartneI in the Piague office of Squiie 
Sandeis, v.o.s., advokatni l<ancelar, and by ΜΙ Stephen Ρ. Anway, a PartneI in the New Yoik 
office of Squiie Sandeis LLP. 



2. Brief Overview of the Dispute 

1.9 The Claimants, and the ECE Group of which they are subsidiaries, are involved in the business 
of property development, and in particular the construction, management and sale of shopping 
centres. 

1.1 Ο The present dispute relates to the Claimants' planned construction of a shopping centre in 
a city of some inhabitants situated in the north of the Czech Reuublic. 

is some of Prague, close to · 

1.11 The Claimants' planned shopping centre, which has been refeπed to throughout the 

proceedings as GALERIE ("Galerie" or the "Galerie project"), was to have been 
constructed οη a sloping hillside site closely adjacent to the bus station in the centre of-

1.12 Although substantial earthworks were conducted in preparation for the construction of Galerie 
(a matter in relation to which the Tribunal will have to return later in this Award), the 
Claimants' project ultimately never progressed to the construction phase. 

1.13 Ιη broad outline, the Claimants complain about the actions of the relevant city, regional and 

national Czech administrative authorities having responsibility for planning matters. They say 
that the conduct of these authorities in respect of permits required for the construction of 

Galerie resulted in delays to the planned construction of Galerie, and that, in the circumstances, 
the combined effect of these delays left them ηο choice but to abandon their investment. 

1.14 Ιη the Request f or Arbitration, the Claimants alleged breaches of "the Claimants' right to fair 
and equitable treatment, protection against arbitrary measures, the right to admission of lawful 
investments, expropriation and non-discrimination". 1 

1.15 As remedies for these breaches, the Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim sought 

damages in the amount of "€70.289 million, plus moral damages", 2 which the Claimants 
asserted were made up of "obsolete expenditure and lost profits"; these damages were 
stipulated to be in respect of: 

a. the reduction in the value of the shares in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha (including a 
claim for imputed interest that could have been earned with comparable alternative 

investments); 

b. the obsolete expenditure of various entιtιes within the ECE Group other than 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha (again including a claim in respect of imputed interest 
that allegedly could have been earned with comparable alternative investments).3 

Ιη addition, a further sum of imputed interest was claimed "based οη the legal interest rate in 
the Czech Republic as of 31 May 2009 that exceeds the alternative investment yield". 4 

1 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 17. 
2 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 1. 
3 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, paras. 19 and 20. 
4 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 21. 
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Β. RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF ΤΗΕ ΒΙΤ 

1.16 As noted above, the present dispute arises under the ΒΙΤ, and the jurisdictio11 of the Tribu11al is 
derived solely from the dispute resolutio11 provisions it co11tai11s. 

1.17 The original parties to the ΒΙΤ were, οη the one hand, the Federal Republic of Germany, a11d 
οη the other, the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic. Following the separation of the latter the 
two successor States ( 011e of which is the Respo11dent i11 this Arbitratio11) regulated betwee11 
them successio11 to bilateral treaties co11cluded by the predecessor State. 011 the first day of 
the hearing in London οη jurisdiction and the meήts, in response to a question from tl1e 
Tribunal, the representatives of both Parties confirmed that there were ηο issues resulting from 
application of the rules of State succession.5 The Tribunal has accordingly treated the ΒΙΤ in 
the same way as if it had bee11 from the outset a treaty co11cluded betwee11 Germa11y a11d the 
Czech Republic. 

1.18 It is useful to begi11 by setti11g out the perti11ent provisio11s of the ΒΙΤ laying dow11 the 
standards 011 the basis of which the Tribu11al is required to decide the dispute. 

1.19 The Tribu11al llotes that the ΒΙΤ was co11cluded i11 the Germa11 and Czech languages, both 
being stipulated to be equally authentic. The ΒΙΤ was accompanied by a Protocol 
("the Protocol"), lil(ewise concluded in both Germa11 and Czech, both texts bei11g equally 
authentic. The Protocol contains additio11al provisio11s relating to Articles 1-5 of the Treaty 
itself, together with a further provision, not releva11t to the present case, about the 
transportatio11 of goods or perso11s co1111ected with a11 i11vestment. 

1.20 By its i11troductory provisio11, the Protocol is expressly made an integral part of the Treaty. 
This mal(es it u11necessary for the Tribu11al to consider what status the Protocol might have for 
interpretative purposes under Article 31(2)(a) of the Vienna Conventio11 οη the Law of 
Treaties, since the plain inte11tion of the Contracti11g Parties was that the terms of the Protocol 
were to be treated as if they had bee11 i11corporated i11to the text of the ΒΙΤ itself. 

1.21 It became apparent at an early stage i11 the proceedings (which by commo11 co11se11t were 
conducted e11tirely i11 E11glish; see paragraph 1.44 below) that the translatio11s i11to E11glish of 
the ΒΙΤ relied upo11 respectively by the Claima11ts and by the Responde11t were llot i11 all 
respects ide11tical. The Tribunal directed the Parties in its Procedural OrdeI Ν ο. 3 of 3 
DecembeI 201 Ο to "co11sult ονeΙ the possibility of providi11g to the Tribu11al at some 
conve11ie11t poi11t a11 agreed tra11slation i11to English of the treaty (and, as the case may be, its 
Protocol) - or, if that proves llot to be possible, a si11gle text in English indicating where and in 
what respect differences remain between the Parties over the coπect translation". 

1.22 The Parties, havi11g proved u11able to reach agreement 011 all points, in due couise οη 25 
January 2011 provided to the Tribunal a joint tianslation which for the most part was agreed, 
but which indicated a ceitain numbeI of remaining points of disagreement. Ιη setting out the 
relevant terms of the ΒΙΤ and Protocol below, the differences between the Parties as to the 
translation of particular words or phrases · are indicated in square brackets, with an 
indentification of which tianslation is prefeπed by which of the Parties. 

5 Tl, p. 34, 11. 10-17. 
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1.23 The Preamble to the ΒΠ is comparatively brief, recording the Parties'desire to intensify their 
mutual economic cooperation, their intention to create favourable conditions for reciprocal 
investments, and their recognition that encouragement and reciprocal protection of investments 
are apt to strengthen all forms of economic initiative, in particular in the area of private 
entrepreneurial activity. 

1.24 Article 1 contains definitions of certain defined terms, and provides as follows: 

For the purposes of this Treaty 

1) the term "investments" shall include every kind of asset [Claimants: which 
has been invested; Respondent: contrίbutedj ίn confωmίty wίth domestic 
law, ίn partίcular: 

α) movable and ίmmovable property as well as any other rights ίn 
rem such as mortgages, lίens and pledges; 

b) shares of companies and other lcίnds of interest ίn companies; 

c) receίvables and claims to money which has been used to create 
an economίc value or claίnιs to any peιformance which has an 
economίc value and which relates to an ίnvestment; 

d) ίntellectual property rights, ίn particular copyrίghts, patents, 
utίlίty models, ίndustrίal desίgns or models, trademarlcs, trade 
names, technίcal processes, know-how and goodwίll; 

e) busίness concessίons unda public law, ίncludίng concessίons to 
search fοι·, extract and exploίt natural resources. 

2) the term "Returns" shall mean the amounts yίelded by an ίnvestment, such 
as profit, dίvίdends, ίnterest, royaltίes or fees. 

3) the term "ίnvestor" shall mean α natural person wίth permanent 
resίdence or α jurίdίcal person wίth ίts seat ίn the respectίve area of 
applίcatίon of thίs Treaty, entίtled to engage ίn ίnvestments. 

1.25 Paragraph (1) of the Protocol provides, Ad Artίcle 1, as follows; 

Receίvables and claίms to money under Artίcle 1 ( c) ίnclude receίvables and 
claίms to money arίsίng under loans that are related to the ίnterest ίn α 
company and can be characterίzed as interest ίn companίes based on their 
[Claimants: purpose and extent; Respondent: importance and extent] (loans 
sίmίlar to interest ίn companies). Thίrd-party loans e.g. bank loans under 
bankίng condίtίons are not covered. 

1.26 Article 2 provides: 

1) Each Contracting Party shall ίn ίts territory promote as far as possίble 
ίnvestments by ίnvestors of the otha Contractίng Party and admίt such 
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ίnvestιnents ίn accoι·dance wίth ίts legίslatίon. It shall ίη αη)ι case accoι·d 
sucli ίnνestι11ents fαίι· and equίtable tΓeatnient. 

2) Neίtlia Contι·actίng ΡαΓt)ι shall ίη αηγ wα)ι ίι11pαίι· b)ι αι·bίtι·αιJι οι· 

dίscι·ίι11ίnαtοιJ1 nιeasιπes the manageι11ent, nιaίntenance, ιιse οι· enjoγnιent of 
ίnvestnients ίn ίts teπίtol)ι of ίnνestoι·s of the otha ContΓactίng ΡαΓtγ. 

3) Inνestιnents and Γetιπηs of ίnνestnient as well as [Claimants: ίη case of 
tlieίΓ ι·e-ίnνestιnent the ι·etuι11s thaeof; Respondent: Γeίnνestιnents and 
Γetuι71s tliaeofJ sliall enjo)ι full pΓotectίon ιιndα tliίs Τι·eαt)ι. 

1.27 Article 4(2) provides 

Investnients of ίnνestoι·s of eίtlia Contι·actίng Ραι·t)ι sliall not be 
expΓOpΓίated, natίonalίzed σι· sιιbjected to αη)ι otlia nieasuΓe the effects of 
wl1ίcl1 would be tantaniount to expΓopι·ίatίon ΟΓ natίonalίzatίon ίη tlie 
teπίtol)ι of tlie otha ContΓactίng ΡαΓt)ι except fοι· publίc ίntaest and 
agaίnst coιnpensatίon. Sucli compensatίon shall be equίvalent to tlie νalue of 
tlie expΓopι·ίated ίnνestnient ίn1n1edίatel)1 bejoΓe tlie date on wliίch the actual 
σι· tlπeatened eχpΓΟpΓίαtίοη, natίonalίzatίon οι· conψaι·able measuΓe 

[Claimants: lias beconie publίclγ known; Respondent: was publίclγ 

annoιιnced]. Tlie conψensatίon sliall be paίd wίthoιιt delaγ and sliall cαιηι 
the usual bank ίntaest untίl tlie tίme of paγnient; ίt sliall be effectίvel)ι 

Γealizable and freel)' tΓansfaable. Ρι-ονίsίοη shall haνe been niade ίη αη 
approprίate manna at οι· prίΟΓ to the tίιηe of expropΓiatίon, natίonalizatίon 
ΟΓ conψaι-able measuι·e jοΓ the detennίnatίon and paγιnent of sucli 
conipensatίon. [Claimants: Tlie legalίtγ; Respondent: Tlie ναlίdίt)ι] of αη)ι 
sucl1. expΓopι·iatίon, natίonalίzatίon οι· coιnpaΓable nieasuι·e and the aniount 
of compensatίon sliall be subject to reνίeΥΙι b)ι due process of law. 

1.28 Paragraph (4) of the Protocol provides, Ad Aι·ticle 4, that 

An ίηνestσι· ίs also entίtled to conψensatίon wliae α nieasuΓe set οιιt ίη 
Artίcle 4 (2) lianns the ίnνestnient b)ι affectίng an undataking ίn wl1ίcl1 
ίnνestoΓ has αη ίntaest. 

1.29 Article 7 provides inter alia that 

Eac/1 Contι·actίng Ραι·t)ι sliall obsaνe αηγ otlia oblίgatίon ίt has assunied 
with Γegaι·d to ίnνestnients of ίnνestoι·s of tlie otha ContΓactίng Part)ι ίn ίts 
taι·ito ιy. 

1.30 The dispute resolution provision οη which the Claimants found the jurisdiction of the Tribunal 
to hear the dispute is contained in Aiticle 1 Ο, which provides, insofar as Ielevant: 

1. [Claimants: Dif.faences of opinion Γegarding; Respondent: 
Disputes ι·elating to] inνestιnents between eitlia ContΓacting Ραι·t)ι and αn 
investoΓ of tlie otlia Contι·acting Ραι·tγ sliould as fαι· as possible be settled 
aniίcabl)ι between tlie paΓties ίη dίspute. 
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2. If α [Claimants: difference of opinion; Respondent: dispute] cannot 
be settled within six months of the date when it was [Claimants: raised; 
Respondent: notified] by one of the parties ίn dispute, ίt shall, at the request 
of the investor of the otheι- Contracting Party, be submitted to arbitι·ation. 
The provίsίons of paragι·aphs 3 to 5 of Artίcle 9 shall be applίed mutatίs 
mutandis subject to the proviso that the appointment of the members of the 
arbitral trίbunal according to Artίcle 9(3) shall be made by the paι·ties to the 
dispute, and that, if the periods specified ίn Article 9(3) are not observed, 
either party to the dispute may invite the Chairman of the Arbitration 
Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce to make the necessaιy 
appointments. This applies unless no other agreement applies between the 
parties to the dίspute. The award shall be recognized and enjorced under the 
Conventίon on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards 
(New Yorlc, 10 June 1958). 

3. During arbitration proceedίngs σι· the enforceιnent of an awaι·d, 
the Contractίng Party ίnvolved ίn the dίspute shall not raίse the objectίon 
that the investoι· of the otheι- Contractίng Party has receίved compensatίon 
under an insurance contract ίn respect of all σι· part of the damage. 

1.31 Ιη the light of the terms of Article 9(2), paragraphs (3) to (5) of Article 9, governing inter-State 
disputes, are also of relevance; they provide: 

[ ... ] 

3. The arbίtral tribunal shall be constituted ad hoc as follows: each 
Contractίng Party shall appoίnt one membeι-, and these two members shall 
agree upon α national of α thίrd State as theίr chairman, to be confίrmed by 
the two Contracting Parties. Members of the arbitral trίbunal shall be 
appointed within two months, and ίts chairman wίthίn three months from the 
date on wliich either Contracting Party has informed the other Contωcting 
Party that ίt ίntends to submit the dίspute to an arbίtral trίbunal. 

4. If the perίods specified in paι·agraph 3 above have not been 
observed, eίtha Contracting Part')ι may, ίn the absence of any other 
agreement, invίte the President of the Internatίonal Court of Justίce to make 
the necessary appoίntments. 

5. The arbitral trίbunal shall reach ίts decisions by α majority of 
votes. Such decisions shall be bίnding. Each Contracting Party shall bear 
the cost of ίts own member and of ίts representatίves in the arbitration 
proceedings, the cost of the chairman and the remainίng costs shall be 
borne in equal parts by the Contracting Parties. The arbίtral tribunal mα)ι 
make α different regulation concerning costs. In all other respects, the 
arbitral tribunal shall determine its own procedure. 
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C. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

1.32 By letter dated 7 NovembeI 2008 pursuant to Article 10(2) ΒΙΤ ("the Trigger Letter"),6 the 
Claimants gave notice to the Respondent of the existence of various claims of breach of the 
ΒΙΤ Ielating to "the unlawful administrative procedure regarding ECE's development and 
construction of a retail center in Liberec". 

1.33 The present proceedings were formally instituted by a combined "Request for Arbitration and 
Statement of Claim" dated 31 July 2009, by which the Claimants alleged that the Respondent 
had violated Aiticles 2(1) and 2(2) and 4 of the ΒΙΤ and sought the payment of compensation 
for the damage thereby suffered by the Claimants in the sum of € 70.289 million, as well as 
"moral damages to be determined by the Tribunal based οη furtheI submissions." 

1. Constitution of the Tribunal 

1.34 Ιη the Request foI Aibitration and Statement of Claim, the Claimants noted that they had 
nominated Dr Andieas BucheI to serve as member of the Tribunal, and that he had accepted 
that appointment. 7 

1.35 Subsequently, the Respondent nominated ΜΙ J. Christopher Thomas QC to serve as member 
of the Tribunal. He likewise accepted his appointment. 

1.36 Following consultations between them, ProfessoI BucheI and ΜΙ Thomas jointly nominated 
SiI Franldin Berman KCMG QC, to serve as the third member and Chairman of the Tribunal. 
By letteI dated 15 December 2009, SiI Franldin Berman noted this nomination and, in light of · 
the terms of Article 10(2) read with 9(3) of the ΒΙΤ, requested the Parties to state their position 
as to whetheI any further steps were required in ordeI to formalize his appointment. 

1.37 By letteI dated 18 December 2009, the Respondent confirmed the appointment of Sir Franldin 
Berman KCMG QC as Chairman of the Tribunal for the purposes of Article 9(3) read with 
Article 10(2) of the ΒΙΤ. 

1.38 Subsequently, as recorded in the approved Minutes of the Preliminary Proceduial Meeting held 
οη 2 February 2010, both Parties confirmed the appointment of Sir Franldin Berman as 
Chairman as well as the Iegularity of the appointment of all of the members of the Tiibunal 
and the constitution of the Tribunal as a whole. 

2. Preliminary Procedural Meeting 

1.39 As noted above, a Preliminary Procedural Meeting was convened by tl1e Tribunal οη 2 
February 2010 at Essex Court Chambers, Lincoln's Ιηη Fields, London, at which the 
Iepiesentatives of the Parties attended. 

6 Core 8/291 (Exhibit C-2). 
7 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 285. 
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1.40 Ιη advance of the Preliminary Procedural Meeting, the Parties had consulted and sought to 
reach agreement οη procedural matters; the remaining matters, οη which agreement had not 
been reached, were the subject of discussion at the Preliminary Procedural Meeting. 

1.41 Consequent upon the Preliminary Procedural Meeting, a draft Minute was circulated to the 
Parties f or approval and comment, as was a diaft of the Tribunal' s procedural order embodying 
the Parties' agreements οη procedural matters, and the Tribunal's decision οη those matters οη 
which it had not been possible to reach agreement. 

3. The Tribunal's Procedural Order Νο. 1 

1.42 The Tribunal's Procedural Order Νο. 1, as previously provided to and duly appωved by the 
Parties, was issued οη 19 March 2010. The Minutes of the Preliminary Piocedural Meeting 
held οη 2 February 2010, as likewise approved by the Parties, were annexed. 

1.43 Procedural Order Ν ο. 1, provided, inter alia, that : 

a. save as otherwise agreed, and subject to the provisions of Procedural Order Νο. 1 and 
any subsequent Procedural Order of the Tribunal, the 1976 UNCΠRAL Arbitration 
Rules were to govern the proceedings (Article 2); 

b. without prejudice to the power of the Tribunal to meet ΟΙ" deliberate in any other 
place, the place of the arbitration was to be Paris, and that without prejudice to the 
power of the Tribunal, having consulted the Parties, to hold hearing elsewhere, the 
hearings would take place in London (Article 3); 

c. a quorum for the Tήbunal was to be constituted by all three members of the Tribunal; 
that, save for agreement to the contrary by the Parties, a quorum was required for all 
hearings and meeting of the Tribunal; and without prejudice to the power of the 
Tribunal to delegate decisions οη purely procedural matters to the Chairman, the 
Tribunal was to make any Award or other decision by a majority of its members 
(Article 4); 

d. the language of the arbitration was to be English (Article 5); 

e. Mr Simon Olleson was to be appointed by the Tribunal to act as its Assistant and 
Secretary to the Tribunal, and was to undertake such tasks as in relation to the present 
proceedings as were directed by the Chairman or the Tribunal, as well as holding and 
retaining οη behalf of the Tribunal a copy of all pleadings, documents and 
coπespondence in the arbitration (Article 6); 

f. the International Bureau of the Permananent Court of Arbitration was to be appointed 
to act as registry for the arbitration, its tasks to include, in particular: holding and 
administering the deposits made by the Parties by way of advance of the costs of the 
proceedings; undertaking the organisation and logistical preparations for all hearings 
and any meetings of the Tribunal; providing administrative support and performing 
such other tasks as might be required upon the request of the Tribunal; and 
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maintaining an archive of all filings and coπespondence in the proceedings (Article 
7); 

g. as to document production, the document production phase was to be conducted in 
accordance with the 1999 ΙΒΑ Rules οη the Taldng of Evidence in International 
Commercial Arbitration ("the 1999 ΙΒΑ Rules") save insofar as inconsistent with the 
remaining provisions of Procedural Order Νο. 1. The timetable for the document 
production phase foreseen was that: 

1. the Parties were to exchange Requests to Produce by 6 April 2010; 

ii. production of any documents pursuant to a Request to Produce which the 
requested Party did not object to was to be made by 20 April 2010; 

111. where the requested Party objected to all ΟΙ part of a Request to Produce, or 
to the production of particulaI documents ΟΙ categoiies of documents, ΟΙ if 
the Iequesting Party was of the view that the otheI Party had not complied 
with a Request to PIOduce, the Parties weie tσ attempt to settle any 
disagieement by 23 Apl'il 2010; 

lV. in the case any such disagreements could not be settled, the Iequesting Party 
could, by Iequest in writing, submit the matter to the Tribunal f or decision 
ηο later than 6pm οη 23 April 2010; 

ν. the requested Paity was required to file any submissions in Ieply by 6pm οη 
26 April 2010, with any submissions in Iebuttal being filed by the requesting 
Party by 6pm οη 28 Apiil 2010; 

vi. theieafteI, the Tiibunal would pωvide its ruling, if at all possible, by 3 May 
2010, and in doing so would, subject to its Iesidual discietion, apply the 
1999 ΙΒΑ Rules; 

vii. any documents as to which the Tribunal oideied pωduction weie to be 
pωduced within fourteen days of the Tiibunal's ruling (Article 8); 

h. as to the schedule foI wiitten pleadings, the timetable oiiginally envisaged was: 

1. the Claimants' Request foI Aibitration and Statement of Clairn was to stand 
as the notice of arbitration foI the puφoses of Aiticle 3(1) of the 
UNCΠRAL Rules; 

11. by 15 Maich 2010 the Respondent was to file and seive an AnsweI to 
Statement of Claim, it being Iecognized that that document need not be a 
full pleading but should, οη the basis of the documents then available to the 
Respondent, contain an outline of the natuie of its substantive defences and 
of any objections to jul'isdiction or admissibility; 

111. by 13 August 2010 the Clairnants were to file and serve i) a "Memoiial οη 
the Meiits" and ii) separate ''Observations οη Juiisdiction and 
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Admissibility" dealing with any objections to jurisdiction or admissibility 
raised in the Respondent' s Answer to Statement of Claim; 

iv. by 12 November 2010, the Respondent was to file and serve a "Counter
Memorial οη the Merits" as well as a "Reply οη Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility; 

ν. by 10 December 2010, the Claimants were to file and serve a "Reply οη the 
Meήts" as well as a "Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility"; 

vi. by 14 January 2011, the Respondent was to file and serve a "Rejoinder οη 
the Merits" (Article 9); 

i. the Parties were to attempt to produce an agreed Chronology, to be pIΌνided to the 
Tribunal not less than 30 days in advance of the scheduled start of the Hearing 
(Article 10); 

j. the Hearing, which was to be held in London, and the scope of which was to extend 
to any objections to jurisdiction or admissibility raised by the Respondent as well as 
the merits of the Claimants' claim, was provisionally scheduled f or March 2011, with 
a time estimate of one week certain, with a furthei- weel( held in reserve in case of 
need, the precise dates and venue to be fixed by the Tήbunal subsequently (Article 
11 ); 

1(. a pre-hearing review by telephone was to be scheduled οη a date to be fixed but in 
any case ηο later than three weel(s prior to the scheduled start of the hearing (Article 
11.4 ); 

1.44 Detailed provision was made as to the form and content of the pleadings and the accompanying 
witness, expert and documentary evidence (Article 12), including specific provision that: 

a. the written pleadings were to be accompanied by all evidence, including witness 
statements and expert reports, οη which the submitting Party intended to rely 
(Article 12.1), and 

b. the Parties' respective Replies and Rejoinders οη juήsdiction and admissibility and 
upon the merits were to be limited to responding to points raised in the other Party' s 
immediately preceding pleading (Article 12.2); 

1.45 Ιη addition, detailed provision was made as to matters of evidence, it being specified, intei- alia, 
that: 

a. all evidence upon which a Party intended to rely was to be submitted with the 
Memorial or Counter-Memorial οη the Merits, and that, save with the permission of 
the Tribunal the evidence to be filed with the Reply and Rejoinder was to be limited 
to evidence relating to points raised in and arising from the other Party' s preceding 
pleading, with the same applying mutatis mutandis to the Parties' respective 
pleadings onjurisdiction and admissibility (Article 13.1to13.3); 
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b. all witness statements and expert reports relied upon by a party were to be submitted 
contemporaneously with the pleading to which they related, and were to stand as the 
direct testirnony of the witness ΟΓ expert, save that where a witness or expert was 
called to give oral evidence at the hearing, the Party calling them would be able to 
conduct a brief direct examination (Article 13.4); 

c. witnesses or experts would not be permitted to testify at the hearing unless a written 
witness statement or expert report had been pIΌνided; that each Party had the right to 
cross-examine at the hearing any witness or expert whose statement or report had 
been submitted by the otheI Party and that, save with the leave of the Tribunal, the 
evidence of any witness or expert who did not appear for cross-examination at the 
hearing was to be disregarded.(Article 13.5); 

d. the authenticity of documents was to be assumed unless expressly challenged by the 
otheΓ Party (Article 13.8); 

e. as regards any question in Ielation to the taking of evidence, subject to the Tribunal' s 
residual discretion, the TI"ibunal could take guidance from the 1999 ΙΒΑ Rules 
(Article 13.12). 

4. The Respondent's Answer to Statement of Claim and Objections to Jurisdiction 

1.46 By email sent on 15 March 2010, in accordance with the agreement reached at the Preliminary 
Procedural Meeting, as reflected in Article 9.3 of PIΌcedural OrdeΓ Νο. 1 (which at that point 
had been circulated to the Parties, but was still in draft form) the Respondent filed its Answer 
to the Clairnants' Statement of Claim ("the AnsweI to Statement of Clairn") accompanied by a 
separate document containing an outline of its Objections to Jurisdiction ("the Objections to 
Juήsdiction"). 

5. The Document Production Phase and the Claimants' Request for Extension of the · 
Deadline for Filing of their Memorial οη the Merits and Observations οη Jurisdiction 
and Admissibility 

1.47 As noted above, PIOceduΓal Order Να. 1 foiesaw that the Parties could submit to the Tribunal 
fοΓ decision any matters in relation to then· respective Requests to Produce on which they had 
been unable to Γeach agreement by 23 April 2010. 

1.48 By email dated 22 April 2010, subsequently confirmed by Counsel for the Respondent, 
Counsel fοΓ the Claimants wrote to the Tiibunal noting that the Parties were still attempting to 
Γesolve some issues in relation to then· respective Iequests for pIOduction, indicated that the 
Parties had agΓeed οη a modified schedule for the submission of unresolved issues and the 
subsequent timetable of submisions, and requested that the Tiibunal confirm those 
modifications. 

1.49 By email dated 23 April 2010, the Tribunal gΓanted the joint request made by the Parties. 
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1.50 Pursuant to the timetable as amended, the Parties submitted the matters relating to their 
respective Requests οη which they had been unable to reach agreement οη 26 April 2010, 
submitted their respective submissions in reply οη 27 April 2010, and submitted their rebuttal 
submissions οη 28 April 2010. 

a. The Tribunal's Gώdance οη Requests to Produce 

1.51 Οη 17 May 2010, in light of the several disputes which had arisen between the Parties in 
relation to their respective Requests to Produce, resulting in the refeπal of multiple issues for 
decision and extensive submissions from both Parties, the Tribunal provided the Parties with 
"Guidance οη Requests to Produce" (the "Guidance"), in which it noted that the procedure laid 
down in Article 8 of Procedural Order Νο. 1 was not sufficient to deal with the situation which 
had presented itself, and invited the Parties: 

a. in the light of the observations set out in the Guidance as to the principles governing 
the admissibility of Requests to Produce, to resume contact in particular as regards: 

i. the relevance and materiality of documents ΟΓ categories of documents 
requested (including the periods during which documents were likely to be 
regaΓded as being relevant ΟΓ material); 

ii. issues of pΓivilege and confidentiality; 

iii. the identity of the Parties, including issues as to the persons or entities from 
which documents could legitimately be requested; 

iv. pΓOcedural issues relating to refoΓmulation of ceΓtain Γequests, and 
objections taken thereto. 

b. to file, by 31 May 2010, a joint report setting out the points οη which they had been 
able to reach agreement, and those points οη which agreement had not been Γeached, 
including a brief statement of the position of each party, as well as a joint Redfern 
Schedule. 

1.52 The TΓibunal indicated that it expected both Parties to exeΓcise restraint and discipline in 
Γesolving the continuing disagreement, and that it would provide a ruling οη any remaining 
areas of dispute as soon as practicable following submission of the joint report. 

1.53 The Tribunal indicated :fαιther that the revised timetable for document production should not 
have any impact upon the timetable for pleadings contained in Procedural Order Νο. 1, and 
that the hearing schedule f or March 2011 would be maintained. It would however be open to 
either Party to make a reasoned application for extension of the pleading deadlines should 
delay in the document production phase make that necessary. 

1.54 By email dated 28 May 2010 from Counsel for the Claimants, subsequently confiΓmed by 
Counsel for the Respondent, the Parties requested an extension to submit the joint report 
requested in the Guidance. Β y communication sent οη behalf of the Tribunal οη 31 May 201 Ο, 
the Tribunal acceded to this request. 
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1.55 Ιη accordance with that short extension, the Parties submitted their joint report, accompanied 

by a joint Redfern Schedule, οη 4 June 2010. 

1.56 By letter dated 1 July 2010, the Claimants requested an extension of the deadline for 

submission of their Memorial οη the Meiits and Observations οη Jurisdiction and 

Admissibility from 13 August 2010 to 15 SeptembeI 2010. Pursuant to a request from the 

Tribunal, the Respondent provided its comments οη the Claimants' request οη 7 July 2010. 

The Claimants submitted additional comments οη 8 July 201 Ο, including new matters relevant 

to its application for a11 extension, to which the Respo11dent responded 011 9 July 2010. Counsel 
f(π the Claima11ts wωte to the Tribu11al requesti11g a decisio11 οη its application for extension 

01114 July 2010. 

b. The Tribunal's Ruling οη Document Production 

1.57 Οη 15 July 2010, the Tribunal issued its "Ruli11g 011 Document PIΌduction", to which was 

annexed a consolidated Redfer11 Schedule, in which it provided its decisio11 οη the outstanding 

issues in dispute as submitted to it i11 the joint report filed by the Parties οη 4 June 2010. The 

Ruling set a deadline of 29 July 201 Ο for production to the requesting Party of documents 

responsive to those Requests to Pωduce which it had upheld in whole or i11 part, or of 

confirmatio11 that ηο responsive documents were i11 the possession, custody or control of that 

Party. 

c. The Claimants' Request for Extension of the Deadline for Filing of their Memorial οη the 
Merits and Observations οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility 

1.58 As noted above (paragraph 1.56), by their letter dated 1 July 2010, the Claimants requested a11 

extensio11 of the deadline foI the filing of their Memorial 011 the Merits and Observations 011 

Juήsdictio11 and Admissibility, and the Parties then exchanged submissions in that regard. By 

email dated 16 July 2010, Counsel for the Claimants wrote to the Tribunal providing furtheI 

inf ormatio11 relevant to their request, and modified the extensio11 requested to eight weeks. The 

Claimants noted that that implied that it would not be possible to maintai11 the scheduled 

hearing date i11 March 2011. 

1.59 Οη 20 July 2010, the Chairma11 of the Tribunal held a teleconference with the representatives 

of the Parties to discuss the procedural timetable. 

1.60 Ιη consequence of the agreeme11ts reached during the teleconfeience, as subsequently recorded 

in PIΌcedural OrdeI Νο. 2 dated 26 July 2010, the Claimants' request for an extension was 

granted, a11d the timetable was modified to the effect that 

a. the Claimants were to file and serve their Memorial οη the Merits and Observations 

011 Jurisdiction and Admissibility by 15 OctobeI 2010; 

b. the Respo11dent was to file and serve its CounteI-Me1norial οη the Merits and Reply 

011 Jurisdiction and Admissibility by 11 Febωary 2011; 

c. the Claimants weie to file and serve their Reply οη the Merits and Rejoinder οη 

Jurisdiction and Admissibility by 8 April 2011; 

d. the Respo11dent was to file its RejoindeI οη the Merits by 3 June 2011; and 
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e. the hearing period scheduled for March 2011 was vacated, with the hearing to talce 
place after September 2011, at a date to be subsequently fixed, and consequential 
modifications were made to other procedural deadlines relating to pieparation f or the 
hearing. 

6. The Claimants' Memorial on the Meήts and Observations on Juήsdiction and 
Admissibility 

1.61 Ιη accordance with the timetable as modified, the Claimants filed their Memorial οη the Merits 
(incorporating their Observations οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility) οη 15 October 2010 ("the 
Memorial"). 

7. The Respondent's Applications dated 26 November 2010 

1.62 By letters dated 26 November 2010, the Respondent: 

a. drew attention to certain alleged deficiencies in the Claimants' document production 
and to the exhibits to the Expert Report of Deloitte & Touche filed with the 
Memorial; 

b. requested leave to submit a new Request to Produce in relation to various categories 
of documetns; 

c. applied to the Tribunal to reject what it alleged were certain "new and amended 
claims", which it said had been raised for the first time in the Memorial ("the 
Respondent's Appplication to Reject New Claims"). 

1.63 The Claimants' response was received οη 1 December 2010. The Respondent replied by letter 
dated 2 December 2010, and the Claimants responded by email dated 3 December 2010. 

1.64 Β y lettel' from the Chairman dated 3 December 2010 constituting Procedural OrdeI Ν ο. 3 ( a 
coπected veision of which was sent to the Parties οη 8 December), the Tribunal: 

a. as Iegards the alleged defective document production, directed that the Claimants 
weie, by 15 December 2010, "to provide to the Respondent the requested documents 
or to lodge with the Tribunal the reasons for its inability or, as the case may be, its 
refusal to do so", and furthel' directed that, from that point, the Respondent's initial 
Request for the production of documents "will be consideied as closed, and it will be 
open to either Party in its subsequent written and oral pleadings to invite the Tribunal 
to draw whatever inferences may be considered appropriate from the state of 
document pIOduction in connection with the Respondent's First Request"; 

b. as regards the Respondent's request foI leave to subrnit an additional Request to 
Produce, set a deadline of 8 December 2010 foI the Claimants to provide any further 
obseiνations as to whether the request should be granted, and indicated that it did not 
wish to receive any further submissions οη the issue thereafter; 
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c. directed that the Claimants should submit, by at latest 15 December 2010, their 
submissions οη the Respondent's Application to Reject New Claims. 

1.65 The Tribunal furtheI indicated that all otheI pIΌceduial time limits weie maintained, and that it 
expected the Parties to abide by them. 

1.66 Ιη accoidance with Procedural Order Νο. 3, by letter dated 8 Decem.ber 2010 the Claimants 
submitted obseiνations οη the Respondent' s request for leave to submit a furtheI Iequest for 
document pIΌtection, in which, inteI alia, the)' indicated their own intention to submit a furtheI 
request foI document production in the neaι- futuie. 

1.67 By Proceduial OrdeI Νο. 4, dated 13 December 2010, the Tribunal, recalling the pIΌceduie foI 

document pIΌduction set out in PIΌcedural OrdeI Νο. 1 and its Guidance (paι-agΓaph 1.51 
above), and recalling fuitheI that document pIΌduction could not be used for the purpose of 
developing new claims and defences, indicated that it was not prepaι-ed to entertain any further 

requests from eitheI Paι-ty at that stage in the pioceedings. It accordingly rejected the 
Respondent' s application for leave. 

1.68 Likewise in accordance with the directions contained in Procedural Order Νο. 3, by letters 

dated 15 DecembeI 2010 the Claimants submitted 

a. their observations οη the Respondent's Appplication to Reject New Claims; and 

b. theiI obseiνations οη the completeness of document production in the first round of 
document pωduction. The Claimants pωposed that certain m.issing documents be 
pIΌduced, or as the case may be, a confirm.ation that the documents requested did not 

exist be gi ven, within a deadline of 30 December 201 Ο. 

1.69 By em.ail dated 23 December 2010, the Tribunal recalled the terms of Procedural 0Ider Νο. 3 
(paι-agiaph l.64a., above), noted the proposal made by the Claimants in their obseivations 

dated 15 December 2010, and directed that any fuither documents produced, and any 
confirmations given, by the Claimants by 30 DecembeI 2010 would be taken into account, 
without prejudice to the right of the Respondent to make whateveI submissions it considered 

appropriate in that regaι-d. 

1.70 By PIΌcedural OrdeI Νο. 5, dated 4 Januaι-y 2011, the Tribunal Iejected the Respondent's 
Appplication to Reject New Claims (see below, paragraph 4.730). The Tribunal indicated in 

addition that the time limits Iemained as fixed in Proceduial OrdeI Ν ο. 2, but that it would be 
willing to entertain a Ieasoned application by the Respondent foI a short extension of the time 
for filing of its Counteι--Memorial οη the Meι-its and Reply οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility, 
while making clear that any amendment to the timetable, including consequent amendment of 
deadlines foI subsequent pleadings, would not affect otheI time limits, including in paι-ticular 

the dates foI the heaι-ing (which in the meantime had been fixed foI 19 to 30 SeptembeI 2011). 
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8. The Respondent's Application for Extension of the Deadline for Filing of its Counter
Memoήal οη the Merits and Reply οη J uήsdiction and Admissibility 

1.71 By letter dated 5 January 2011 the Respondent sought an extension for the filing of its 
Counter-Memorial οη the Merits and Reply οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility, which, pursuant 
to Procedural Order Νο. 2, was foreseen for 11 February 2011. Νο comment thereon was 
received from the Claimants. 

1. 72 Β y letter from the Chairman dated 12 J anuary 2011, constituting the Tribunal' s Procedural 
Order Νο. 6, the Tribunal 

a. granted an extension for the filing by the Respondent of the Counter-Memorial οη the 
Merits and Reply οη J urisdiction and Admissibility to 25 February 2011; 

b. as a consequence modified the deadline for filing of the Claimants' Reply οη the 
Meήts and Rejoinder οη J uήsdiction and Admissibility to 26 April 2011, and the 
deadline for the filing of the Respondent's Rejoinde!" οη the Merits to 25 June 2011. 

c. in the light of the Respondent's indication in its letter of 5 January 2011 that it 
anticipated that it would have difficulty in pωducing tl"anslations into English of 
witness statements and expeI"t reports within the deadline, provided f or a furtheI" 
period of two weeks (ie. to 11 March 2011)) for submission of translations of any 
statements and reports which were submitted in original in the Czech language 
togetheI" with the pleading. 

9. The Claimants' Application for Leave to Submit Further Requests to Produce 

1.73 By letter dated 26 January 2011, the Claimants sought leave to make a furtheI" I"equest for 
production of documents. 

1. 7 4 Β y letter sent οη behalf of the Tribunal dated 27 J anuary 2011, the Tribunal recalled that in 
Procedural OrdeI" Νο. 4 (above, paragraph 1.67) it had akeady indicated that it saw ηο 
justification for deviation from the pωcedures and timetables previously akeady laid down, 
and that it was not theref ore willing to entertain any further requests f or document production 
at the present stage of the pωceedings, and οη that basis stated that it would take ηο further 
action οη the Claimants request for leave for the time being. It further indicated that, should the 
Claimants wish to revert οη the matter following the filing of the Respondent' s CounteI"
Memorial οη the Merits and Reply οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility, foreseen for 25 February 
2011, it expected that any such application would be made within the shortest time possible 
thereafter, and that the Tribunal, to the extent that it decided to permit any further requests, 
would lay down a short timetable for production so as to maintain the timelimit for filing of the 
Claimants' Reply οη the Merits and Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility. 
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10. The Respondent's Counter-Memorial οη the Merits and Reply οη Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility. 

1.75 Ιη accordance with the revised time limit set in Procedural Order Νο. 6 (above, paragraph 
1.72), the Respondent filed its Counter-Memorial οη the Merits and Reply οη Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility ("the Reply") οη 25 February 2011. Β y letter dated 11 March 2011, the 
Respondent drew attention to a number of minor modifications to the Reply which were 
required in order to coπect eπoneous references, and οη 17 March 2011 provided a coπected 
electronic version of the Reply. 

1.76 Also pursuant to Procedural Order Νο. 6, οη 11 March 2011 the Respondent filed English 
translations of the witness statements and experts report which had originally been submitted 
in Czech in support of the Reply. 

11. The Claimants' Request for Extension of the Deadline for Filing of their Reply οη the 
Merits and Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility 

1.77 By letter dated 10 March 2013, the Claimants requested an extension of the deadline for the 
filing of theiJ: Reply οη the Merits and Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility, scheduled 
f or 26 April 2011. 

1. 7 8 Β y email dated 11 Maich 2013, the Respondent indicated that it opposed that request ( as well 
as the application made in the Claimants' second letter dated 10 Mai-ch 2013 (as to which, see 
below, pai-agraph 1.80), and that it proposed to file its obseivations οη both matters by 
18 March 2013 unless otherwise directed by the Tribunal. 

1.79 By letter from the Chairman of the Tribunal dated 13 March 2013, constituting Procedural 
OrdeI Νο. 7, the Tribunal 

a. granted the Claimants request and extended the deadline f or the filing by the 
Claimants' of the.iI Reply οη the Meiits and RejoindeI οη Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility to 27 May 2011; 

b. as a consequence, extended to 25 July 2011 the deadline for the Respondent to file its 
Rejoinder οη the Merits. 

12. The Claimants' Renewed Request for Leave to Submit Further Requests to Produce 

1. 80 Β y a further letteI dated 1 Ο March 2011, the Claimants renewed the.iI Iequest foI lea ve to malce 
furtheI Requests to Pioduce. 

1.81 As noted above (paragiaph 1.78), by its letteI dated 11 March 2011, the Respondent had 
indicated that it opposed the Claimants' Iequest, and that it intended to file its obseivations in 

that Iegaid by 18 March 2011. 

1.82 Β y letteI of 13 Mmch 2011, the Tiibunal, in oider to save time, and without piejudice to the 
issue of whetheI the Claimants had put foiward good giounds to justify the grant of leave, 
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invited the Respondent to comment οη the individual requests, as well to provide its 
observations as to whether leave should be granted by, at latest, 18 March 2011. 

1.83 Ιη accordance with the direction of the Tribunal, the Respondent provided its observations both 
οη whether leave should be granted and οη the individual requests οη 17 March 2011. 

1.84 By letter dated 22 March 2011, the Claimants submitted (unsolicited) comments οη the 
Respondent' s observations dated 17 March 2011. 

1.85 Also οη 22 March 2011, by Procedural Order Ν ο. 8, the Tribunal 

a. recalled the agreed parameters f or document production contained ιη Procedural 
Order Νο. 1; 

b. ruled that, in light of the fact tl1at the Claimants had formally pleaded a claim of 
discrimination in their Memorial, the making of requests for document production in 
that regard was in principle admissible; 

c. indicated that ηο production would be o!'dered upon matters covered by the witness 
statements submitted by the opposing Party if supporting documetns had been 
submitted with the witness statement; 

d. granted, οη a limited basis, certain of the requests f or document production made by 
the Claimants insofar as they related to the administrative proceedings relating to 
Multi's applications for permits, recalling in that regard the position previously taken 
by the Respondent that any objection to disclosure based οη the confidentiality of 
administrative proceedings under Czech law would be overcome to the extent that the 

Tl"ibunal ordered production; 

e. denied the Claimants' remaining requests for production; 

f. in accordance with the indication contained in its letter of 27 January 2011 (above, 

paragraph 1.74), o!'dered the Respondent to produce relevant documents by 4 Aψil 
2011. 

13. The Claimants' Reply οη the Merits and Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility 

1.86 Οη 27 May 2011, in accordance with Procedural Order Νο. 7 the Claimants filed their Reply 
οη the Merits and Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility ("the Reply"). Ιη the covering 

email, the Claimants requested leave to submit a second witness statement by Mr as 
soon as was possible thereafter, as Mr. had fallen ill and had therefore not been able to 
sign his witness statement prior to the deadline for submission. 

1. 87 Β y email dated 31 May 2011 the Tribunal granted the Claimants' request. 

1.88 Οη 13 July 2011, the Claimants provided an update in relation to the witness statement of Mr 
noting that he had recoved, that his statement had been finalized, and that the 

Claimants were awaiting completion of its translation into English. They requested the leave of 
the Tribunal to submit the statement, together with a translation into English, by 20 July 2011. 
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1.89 By email dated 14 July 2011, the Respondent requested that the Claimants immediately submit 

the original version of the statement of Mr . together with the original versions of any 
supporting documents οη which he relied, with the translations to follow as soon as possible 
tl1ereafter. Given the delay, it reserved its right to mal(e procedural applications once it had had 

the chance to review the statement and to assess how disruptive the delay was for the 
preparation of its Rejoinder οη the Merits and supporting witness and expert evidence. 

1.90 By email dated 14 July 2011, the Tribunal indicated that it wished to see Mr: 

statement, togetheI with its translation into English, as soon as possible, and Iequested the 
Claimants to provide the finalized statement, as signed by ΜΙ 

version, to the Respondent at once. 

in its original language 

1.91 By email dated 19 July 2011, the Claimants provided to the TΓibunal the Czech language 

· original of the statement of Mr togetheI with annexes, accompanied by English 

translations. 

1.92 By letter dated 20 July 2011, the Respondent objected to the late submission of the statement 

of Mr . . noting inter alia that, despite the Tribunal' s request contained in the email 

dated 14 July 2011, it was only οη 19 July 2011 that it had been pIOvided with the original of 

the of Mr. . statement and an11exes, togetheI with the tianslations; the statement was 
howeveI dated 6 juiy 2011 and was only six pages long, and at least two of the annexes had 

clearly been available to the Claimants prioI to 6 July 2011. As the statement and annexes had 

been pIOvided to the Respondent only shoitly befoie the deadline foI submission of its 

Rejoi11deI οη the Merits, due to be filed οη 25 July 2011, the Respondent Iequested that the 

statement of ΜΙ . and its annexes be declared inadmissible. 

1.93 Οη 21July2011, the TΓibu11al Iequested the Claimants to explain, ηο lateI than 25 July 2011, 

why the statement of ΜΙ and an11exes had not been pIOvided to the Reponsdent 
immediately following the Tiibunal's communication dated 14 July 2011, and to mal(e any 

otheI comments they wished οη the Respondent's Iequest. 

1.94 By letteI dated 21 July 2011, the Claimants apologized foI the late submission and explained 
tl1at the delay i11 pIOviding the oiiginal statement and annexes had been due, amongst otheI 

things, to the absence of Counsel Ποm the office. 

14. The Respondent's Rejoinder οη the Merits 

1.95 By email dated 25 July 2011, and in accoidance with the Ievised deadline set in PIOceduial 

OideI Νο. 7 (above, paragraph 1.79) the Respo11de11t filed its Rejoinder 011 the Merits ("the 

RejoindeI"). 

15. The Tribunal's Rulin~ οη the Respondent's Request to Exclude the Second Witness 
Statement of Mr 

1.96 By letteI dated 27 July 2011 the Parties weie pIΌvided with advance notice of the content of 

the Tiibu11al' s IU1i11g 011 the Respondent' s Iequest to exclude the .second statement of ΜΙ 
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That ruling was subsequently embodied in Procedural Order Νο. 9, also of 27 July 
2011, in w hich the Tribunal: 

a. noted the prejudice inevitably caused to the Respondent by the delay in provision of 
the statement of Mr 

b. observed that the Claimants had provided ηο satisfactory explanation for non
compliance with the Tribunal's direction of 14 July 2011, nor why it had not been 
possible to provide the Czech original of the statement of Mr substantially 
earlier; but 

c. declined to exclude the statement οη the basis that the statement and its annexes were 
relatively brief, and the issues it dealt with were familiar, but instead granted the 
Respondent the opportunity to supplement its Rejoinder by responding to any points 
arising from the statement or annexed documents which it felt it had not had the 
opportunity to address adequately, such supplemental submission to be filed by 9 
September 2011. 

1. 97 Ιη addition, the Tribunal fixed 15 August 2011 as the date f ΟΙ the notification by each Party of 
its intention to cross-examine the other Party's witnesses. 

1.98 Notices were received from the Respondent οη 15 August 2011, and from the Claimants οη 17 
August 2011. 

16. Joint Chronology 

1. 99 Β y email dated 19 August 2011, Counsel f or the Respondent infoimed the Tribunal that the 
Parties had not been able to agree a joint chronology of events, as requested in Procedural 
Order Νο. 1 (as later modified), and forwarded its own chronology. 

1.100 Β y email dated 19 August 2011, the Tribunal reiterated its wish to Γeceive an agreed 
chronology, and gΓanted the Parties an extra weelc for that purpose, whilst making clear that it 
was acceptable that the joint chronology could indicate areas of disagreement between the 
Parties. 

1.1Ο1 Β y email dated 22 August 2011, Counsel f or the Claimants made certain clarifications in 
Γesponse to the email from Counsel f or the Respondent dated 19 August 2011. 

1.102 By email dated 26 August 2011, Counsel for the Claimants submitted the Parties' joint agreed 
chronology, indicating areas of disagreement, in both list and table foimats. 

17. Pre-Hearing Review 

1.103 Ιη accordance with Procedural Hearing Νο. 1, a pre-hearing review was fixed for 30 August 
2011. 

1.104 Ιη ad vance of the pre-hearing review, by letter dated 29 August 2011, Counsel f or the 
Claimants: 
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a. submitted a revised list of the Respondent' s witnesses whom it wished to cross
examine; 

b. withdrew the testimony of three of their own witnesses, noting that, in lieu, they 
would rely οη the testimony of other witnesses, and invited the Respondent to 
indicate whether it wished to cross-examine those other witnesses; 

c. made various proposals as to the conduct of the hearing, including as to the order of 
witnesses, joint conferencing of experts, etc; 

d. noted that theiI witness Mr · had suffeied an injuiy and would be unable 
to attend the hearing in London, although he would be available to testify via 

videoconference. 

1.105 Β y letteI dated 29 August 2011, Counsel f ΟΙ the Respondent set out its views οη the Claimants' 
letteI. As Iegards the withdΓawal by the Claimants of certain of then· witnesses, the Respondent 
stated that it undeΓstood that, in accoΓdance with Article 13.5.2 of Pωceduial 0ΓdeΓ Νο. 1 
(above, paragraph 1.45c, the statements of those witnesses weie to be disΓegarded. As to the 
Claimants' statement that they weΓe Γelying οη the evidence of ceitain other witnesses "in 
lieu", the Respondent Γequested a short peΓiod to consider whetheI it wished to cross-examine 
those witnesses. 

1.106 The Claimants also proposed that a coΓe bundle should be prepared fοΓ use at the hearing, and 
that to that end a timetable should be set fοΓ the parties to designate the documents they wished 
to be included. 

1.107 Οη 30 August 2010, the Chairman held a pre-hearing conference with Counsel fοΓ the Parties 
at which various matteΓs Γelating to the conduct and oiganization of the hearing weΓe 
discussed, agreement was Ieached οη a variety of matteΓs (including that a core bundle would 
be pΓepared), and certain matteis were left ονeΓ fοΓ the subsequent decision of the Tiibunal. Ιη 

that last Γegard, in particulaI, issues aωse as to: 

a. the Respondent' s ΓepΓesentative and witness, ΜΙ . of the Ministiy of Finance, 
with the Claimants taking the view that he should not be piesent fοΓ the evidence of
any otheI witness pΓior to giving his own evidence; 

b. the oΓdeI in which the expeit witnesses weie to be heard; and 

c. the manneΓ in which the expert witnesses weΓe to be heaid, including whetheΓ theΓe 
was to be witness confeΓencing, and if so, whetheI joint examination by the TI"ibunal 
was to pΓecede, ΟΙ follow, cΓoss-examination of the individual expeΓts by the Parties. 

1.108 Β y communication dated 31 August 2011, the Tiibunal directed: 

a. that ΜΙ. evidence was to be talcen fiist, immediately following the conclusion 
of opening statements, and pΓiοΓ to the Respondent' s cross-examination of the 
Claimants' witnesses; ΜΙ would be permitted to be piesent fοΓ the opening 
statements of the parties, save that he would be Iequn·ed to withdiaw if eitheΓ Party 
made submissions addiessing his involvemenιin the matteis in dispute; once he had 
given his evidence, ΜΙ · would be ftee to be piesent in the hearing; 
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b. that the Tribunal wished to hear the experts as to excavations before the legal experts 

and experts οη valuation and tax, but that otherwise the Parties weι·e to attempt to 

agree the order in which they and other experts as to factual matteis were heard; 

c. that the expert witnesses would first give any evidence in chief and then be cωss

examined by the opposing Party, under the control of the Tribunal, following which 

there would be witness conferencing. 

1.109 By email dated 9 September 2011, the Respondent indicated that, in the light of the withdrawal 

by the Claimants of the evidence of the three witnesses, it wished to cωss-examine one 
additional witness. 

1.11 Ο Β y fuither email dated 9 September 2011, puisuant to the provision made in Pωceduial OrdeI 
Νο. 9 (above, paragiaph 1.96), the Respondent submitted an additional witness statement, 

accompanied by exhibits, in response to the late filing by the Claimants of the second 

statement of ΜΙ and its annexes. 

1.111 Β y email dated 12 SeptembeI 2011, the Claimants took note of the Tiibunal' s ruling that ΜΙ 

was to give his evidence fιrst, following the opening submissions, submitted that that 

option had not been canvassed duiing the pre-hearing Ieview, and noted that if it had been, the 
Claimants would have opposed it. They nevertheless stated that they accepted the ruling, 

although they Ieserved the Iight to Iecall ΜΙ foI additional questioning as the hearing 

progiessed. 

1.112 Β y letteI dated 15 SeptembeI 2011, the Claimants indicated, inter alia: 

a. that they had "been infoimed by ΜΙ. that he is not in a position to come to 

London", but that he "stands by and confιrms" the witness statements submitted with 

the Memorial and Reply; 

b. 

c. 

that notwithstanding his injury, it appeared that ΜΙ 

present at the hearing; 

that they intended to "ask ΜΙ. and Mr. 

of whetheI Respondent intends to cωss examine them". 

would be able to be 

a few questions, independent 

1.113 Β y letter dated 16 September 2011, the Respondent: 

a. expressed surpήse that Mr would not be attending, noting that he was a "very 

important witness", and obseived that despite the Claimants' assertion that ΜΙ 
had stated that he stood by and confirmed his witness statements, the Claimants had 

not sought the leave of the Tribunal that his witness statements should stand in spite 

of the fact that he would not be giving evidence, with the result that, in principle those 
statements should be disregarded. It observed, however, that this would be unfaiI 

given that ΜΙ had made important admissions in his witness statements, and 

asserted that the Czech Republic had not intended to cross-examine him οη those 

admissions. It submitted that his non-appearance should not prevent the Respondent 

from relying οη those admissions, whilst other aspects of his statements, οη which the 
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Respondent would not have the opportunity to cross-examine him, should be 
disregarded; 

b. submitted that, given that the written statements of witnesses were to stand as theiI 
direct evidence, it was improper for the Claimants to seek to elicit further eνidence 
from Mr · and Mr · by direct examination at the hearing; in that regard, 
they noted that the Claimants had not submitted a second statement by Mr 
with their Reply. 

18. The London Hearing 

1.114 Α hearing οη the objections to jurisdiction raised by the Respondent and the merits of the 
Claimants'. claims was held at the Inteinational Dispute Resolution Centie at Fleet Stieet, 
London between 19 and 30 SeptembeI 2011 ("the London Hearing"). 

1.115 Οη behalf of the Claimants, theie attended: 

DI , (PartneI, Norton Rose LLP), Counsel 
Mr Αrthιϊι' lv1arriott, QC, Counse1; 
Ms Mahnaz MaJίl(. Counsel 
Mr ." , (Noiton Rose LLP), Counsel 
Mr (Ν orton Rose LLP), Counsel 
Mr 1 (Ν orton Rose LLP), Counsel 
Ms (Norton Rose LLP), Counsel 

Mr ECE 

1.116 Οη behalf of the Respondent, there attended: 

Mr :Partner, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
ΜΙ Stephen Ρ. Anway (PartneI, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
Ms , '(European PartneI, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
Ms (Associate, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
Ms. 
Ms 
ΜΙ. 

ΜΙ 

ΜΙ: 

Ms: 
Ms :. -

. (Associate, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
. (Associate, Squire Sanders), Counsel 
(Partner, Hartmann Jelinek Fnίna a partneri), Counsel 
(SenioI Associate, Hartmann Jelinel( Frana a partnefi), Counsel 

(Ministiy of Finance, Czech Republic) 
(Ministiy of Finance, Czech Republic) 

(Ministiy of Finance, Czech Republic) 

1.117 The Tribunal heard the evidence of the following witnesses of fact οη behalf of the Claimants, 
who were cross-examined by Counsel for the Respondent: 

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
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Mr. 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr. 
Ms 
Mr 

1.118 The Tribunal likewise heard the evidence of the following witnesses of fact οη behalf of the 

Respondent, who were cross-examined by Counsel for the Claimants: 

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr: 

Mr 
Mr 

1.119 Ιη addition, the Tribunal heard the evidence of the following expert witnesses, who were 
subject to cross-examination by Counsel for the opposing party, followed by witness

conference during the course of which questions were put to them by the Tribunal: 

a. Dr Stanislav Kadecka (the Claimants' Czech law expert) and Dr Soiia Skulova (the 
Respondent' s Czech law expert) 

b. Mr Tomas Drtina of Incoma (the Claimants' Real Estate expert) and Mr Premysl 
Chaloupl(a and Mr Nick Powlesland of Κnight Frank (the Respondent's Real Estate 
experts) 

c. Mr Thomas Grίihn (Deloittes) (the Claimants' valuation expert) and Mr Sirshar 
Qureshi (PwC) (the Respondent's valuation expert). 

Ιη addition, by agreement of the Parties, the Tribunal conducted a session of witness 
conferencing involving Dr Dirk-Oliver Kaul (Deloittes) (the Claimants' tax expert) and 
Mr David Borkovec and Mr Jίirgen Scheidsteger (both of PwC) (the Respondent's tax experts), 
without any prior cross-examination by the Parties. 

19. Procedural Matters Aήsing Duήng the London Heaήng 

1.120 Duήng the course of the London Hearing, various procedural matters arose, and the Tribunal 

rendered a number of procedural rulings. 
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a. The Claimants' Request to Conduct Direct Examination of Certain Witnesses 

1.121 First, in Ielation to the Claimants' .indication contained in their letteI of 15 September 2011 
that they intended to aslc ΜΙ ' and ΜΤ a numbeI of questions by way of direct 
examination, and the Respondent' s obseivations in that Iegard contained in its letteI of 
16 SeptembeI 2011 (see above, paragiaphs 1.112 and 1.113), the Tribunal heard the 
submissions of the Parties οη the first day of the hearing, 19 SeptembeI 2011. 8 Ιη oideI to 
assist with its consideiation of the Claimants' pωposal, the Tl"ibunal invited the Claimants to 
provide as soon as possible a list of the issues which they weie intending to coveI with the 
witnesses. 

1.122 By email sent duiing the evening of 19 September 2011., the Claimants pωvided a list of the 
issues they intended to coveI with the witnesses, and explained why. 

1.123 Counsel foI the Respondent Iesponded to the points made in the Claimants' email at the 
beginning of the hearing οη the moining of 20 SeptembeI 2011, and indicated that the 
Respondent continued to Iesist the Claimants' pωposal. 9 

1.124 The Tiibunal pωvided its ωling oially, indicating that it was piepared to allow some direct 
examination of Messrs and · , but that any such direct examination was to be 
kept to an absolute minimum, and limited to the points which the Claimants had argued had 
been newly intωduced by the Respondent in the material accompanying its RejoindeI. 10 

b. Treatment of the Statements of Mr 

1.125 Second, as Iegards the appωach to be taken in Γelation to the statements of ΜΙ· given that 
he was not piesent at the hearing in oideI to be cωss-examined (see above, paiagiaphs 1.112 
and 1.113), the Tiibunal likewise heard the arguments of the Parties οη the fil"st day of the 
hearing, 19 SeptembeI 2011. 11 By way of elaboiation οη the position set out in their letteI 
dated 15 September 2011, Counsel foI the Claimants explained that ΜΙ had stated that, 
although he confirmed the contents of his statements, the partneis in his company had objected 
to his appearance, οη the basis that if he weie to give evidence it would rislc damaging the 
company's business. 12 The Claimants toolc the position that the Tiibunal should giant leave foI 
the witness statements of Mr to stand despite the fact that he would not appear. The 
Respondent initially took essentially the same position as it had taken in its letteI of 16 
SeptembeI 2011, suggesting that admissions made by ΜΙ should be allowed to stand but 
that the Iest of his statements should be excluded. 

1.126 The Tiibunal expiessed the view that the Claimants' position in effect involved the making of 
an application, and invited the Claimants to make that application in wiiting. 13 

8 Tl/8:20 -14:6. 
9 Τ2/1:19 - 6:2. 
10 Τ2/123:8 - 125. 
]] Tl/14:10-21:4. 
12 Tl/14:19-23; Tl/19:12-14. 
13 Tl/22:24-23:18. 
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1.127 By email sent during the course of the evening of 19 September 2011, the Claimants made a 
formal application for leave that the witness statements of Mr should remain οη the 
record, and argued that the Respondent' s position that only paιi of ΜΙ statements should 
be permitted to remain οη the record should be rejected. 

1.128 Β y email sent prior to the start of the hearing οη 20 September 2011, the Respondent modified 
its position, and argued that, for the sake of simplicity, the statements of Mr' should be 
excluded in their entirety. 

1.129 The Tribunal had decided that the witness statements by Mr would be disregarded, for 
Ieasons set out by the Chairman orally during the course of the second day of the hearing. 14 

c. Issues Relating to the Evidence of Mr Drtina 

1.130 Οη the eighth day of the London hearing, 28 September 2011, during the evidence of the 
Claimants' real estate expert, ΜΙ Drtina, he produced and provided to the Tι-ibunal copies of 
certain further materials relating to points raised by the Respondent' s real estate expert, Κnight 
Frank, in their second report, as filed with the RejoindeI. His evidence at various points also 
touched upon the matters dealt with in those materials. 

1.131 After an initial discussion with the Parties, during which the Claimants indicated that they had 
ηο objection to the new material being introduced into the record, whilst the Respondent 
expressed its concern as to the late production of the material, which had not previously been 
provided to it, the Tribunal invited the Parties to revisit the issue during the course of the 
hearing οη the next day. 15 

1.132 Thereafter, οη the ninth day of the London hearing, 29 September 2011, the Respondent orally 
made an application that the Tribunal not admit the new documents produced by Mr Drtina, 
and in addition that certain passages of his oral evidence, in which he made reference to and/oI 
explained the contents of those documents, be struck from the transcript. The Claimants 
opposed that application. The Tribunal indicated that it would reserve its decision, and that it 
would communicate its ruling οη the Respondent's application to the Parties in due course. 16 

1.133 By email dated 3 October 2011, the Claimants made further (unsolicited) submissions in 
relation to certain of the arguments canvassed at the hearing as to whether the new evidence 
should be admitted and the transcript redacted. Those submissions in turn provoked 
communications in response from the Respondent. 

1.134 Β y email dated 10 October 2011, the Tribunal communicated to the Parties its decision οη the 
Respondent' s application. Recalling the procedures laid down in Procedural Order Ν ο. 1 f or 
the oiderly introduction of documentary evidence, the Tribunal indicated that it saw ηο 
exceptional reasons justifying the admission of the new documents provided by Mr Drtina, 
with the result that they were not admitted into the record. Conversely, it took the view that 
there existed ηο exceptional reasons requiring the exclusion from the record of evidence which 
related directly to the issues resulting from the Parties' written pleadings, and οη that basis 

14 Τ2/126:10 - 127:25. 
15 Τ8/200: 14 - 202:2. 
16 Τ9/163:19-174:6. 
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declined to make any order varying the contents of the transcript of the evidence for the eighth 
day of the hearing οη 28 September 2011. 

d. Site Visit and Additional Hearing ίη Prague 

1.135 During the course of the London hearing, it was agreed that a further hearing would be 
convened in Prague οη 13 October 2013 in order to heaτ the Parties' closing submissions, in 
combination with which the Tribunal would undertake a site visit to Liberec οη 12 Octobeι-
2013. 

20. The Tribunal's List of Issues 

1.136 Β y email dated 7 October 2011 from the Chairman of the Tribunal, the Tτibunal circulated a 
list of issues as to which it would appreciate heaτing the submissions of the Parties in theiτ 
closing arguments. The issues identified were as follows: 

"FACTS 

Α. Ιη tl1e lίgl1t of tl1e wι·itten and οΓαl eνίdence, to wl1at extent do eίtl1a tl1e 
Claίmants ΟΓ tl1e Respondent 111aίntaίn an allegatίon of cσπ·ιιptίοn οι· sί111ilaΓ 
wι·ongdoίng, and if so ίη connectίon -vvίt/1 wl1at ίηdίνίduαl tι·ansactίons and 
wl1at Γelatίonshίps between specifίc pasons? 

Β. Το tl1e extent that tl1e Claί111ants' case depends upon an assatίon of tl1e 
bι·eac/1 of legitί111ate expectatίons pΓotected b)ι tl1e ΒΙΤ, wl1at actίons, b)ι 

whoni, and ίn what cίΓcu111stances, αι·e alleged to l1ave gίνeη Γίse to suc/1 
expectations? What actίons, b)ι w/10111, and ίn wl1at ciΓcu111stances, αΓe 

alleged to l1aνe caιιsed the failuΓe of suc/1 expectatίons? 

C. Το tl1e extent tl1at tl1e Claίιnants' case depends ιιpοη α clαίι11 of unlavιful 
disainιination, wliat spec{ficall)ι wae the elenιents ίη tl1e tι·eatnιent o.f tlιe 
Foι·unι pΓoject, b)ι cοηψαΓίsοη wit/1 tl1e Galaίe . ' pΓoject, tl1at αΓe 
alleged to constίtute sucli dίsαί111ίηαtίοn? 

D. Wl1ae does the buι·den of pωof lίe to establίsh, ΟΓ to dispΓoνe, tlie 
factual basίs fοι· αηγ of tlie aboνe claίnis? ls ηιοΓe eνidence Γequiι·ed, and if 
so lιow nιuclι, to establίslι coίTuptίon σι· otl1a wι·ongdoing? How should tlιe 
Τι·ίbιιηαl addΓess allegatίons of wΓongdoίng agaίnst α pι·iνate paι·t~/ (in casu 
Multi) whίcli ίs ηοt α pαι·t:,ι to the αι·bίtι·αtίοη and whίch thaefoι·e l1as not 
been ίη α positίon to adduce αηγ eνίdence ίη Γelatίon to tlιe allegatίons niade 
agaίnst ίt? 

LAW 

Ε. Wliat ίs the ι·elatίonslιίp (in the specifίc cίrcu111stances of the pι·esent 
case) between bΓeacli of treat)ι and bΓeacli of local law bγ (ί) tl1e Respondent 
σι· ίts agencies σι· officas; (ίί) tlιe Claίnιant(s)? What ίs tl1e thι·eslιold 

standaι·d (ί.e. l1ow sαίοιιs 111ust tl1e bι·eac/1 be)? Μα)ι tl1e tl1ι·esl1old 

standaι·d be 111et b)ι cunιulating sepaι·ate bι·eacl1es that do not reac/1 thίs 

standaι·d ίndίνίdually? Wl1at ίs tl1e ίιnpact of tl1e exίstence of, or exl1austίon 
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or non-exhaustίon of, local legal 01· other remedίes? Το wliat extent ίs tlie 
arbίtral Tι·ίbunal ίtself α judge of local law? How ίs tlie Tribunal to deal 
wίth questίons of local law that are unsettled or dίsputed? 

F. How (ίf at all) do the actions of α pΓίναte thίrd party (in casu Multί) 
engage or affect the ίnternatίonal Γesponsίbίlίty of the Respondent State? 

LIABIUTY 

G. What ίs the precίse lίnk between each of the above heads of claίm and the 
specίfιc protectίons guaranteed by the bίlateral ίnvestment treaty? 

DAMAGE 

Η. How are tlie damages claίmed justifίed ίn relatίon to specίfιc breaches of 
the specίfιc protectίons guaYanteed by the bίlateral investment tYeaty? Wliat 
pι·ίncίples of causatίon apply to lίnk the specίfιc damages claίmed to the 
treat)ι breaches alleged? How ίn thίs connectίon should the Trίbunal tι·eat 
αn)ι delays tliat may be attι·ίbuted to the Claίmants ίn tlie pamίttίng 
p1Όcess? 

!. What facts must be proved, by whom, and to what standard, ίn οι·dα to 
establίsh the specific damages claimed unda each head? 

J. What prίncίples (if any) of mίtίgatίon of damage apply to the specifίc 
damages claίmed?" 

21. Tbe Site Visit and Prague Heaήng 

1.137 Οη 12 October 2011, the Tribunal, accompanied by representatives of the Parties, visited the 
planned site of the Galeήe project, the Multi shopping centre, and various locations in the 
immediate environs selected and agreed by the Parties. 

1.138 Οη 13 October 2011, the Tribunal heard the Parties' closing submissions at the offices of 
Counsel for the Respondent ("the Prague Hearing"). 

1.139 During the course of the Prague Hearing, it was agreed that there would be ηο post-hearing 
bήefs. 

22. Correspondence Subsequent to tbe Prague Hearing 

1.140 Subsequent to the Prague Hearing, the Parties addressed coπespondence to the Tribunal οη a 
number of matters which will be dealt with, so far as required, later οη in this Award. 
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23. Costs Submissions 

1.141 By letter dated 26 March 2013, the Tribunal requested the Paι-ties to submit by 24 April 2013 

schedules setting out the legal costs and disbursements claimed by them in the arbitration, gave 

directions as to the form and content of the schedules, and indicated that each Party would be 

provided the opportunity to submit comments οη the other's claim within a period of 10 days. 

1.142 The Parties filed their respective costs schedules οη 24 April 2013. 

1.143 By email dated 1 May 2013, the Claimants requested an extension until 8 May 2013 for the 

filing of their comments οη the Respondent' s costs schedule. The Tribunal granted the request. 

1.144 By email dated 3 May 2013, the Respondent indicated that it did not intend to present 

comments οη the Claimants' costs schedule, but sought the Tribunal's leave to file a response 

to the Claimants' comments 011 its own costs schedule. 

1.145 By email dated 6 May 2013, the Tribunal i11dicated that it saw ηο good reaso11 to vary the 

procedure set out in its directions of 26 March 2013, provided that, should the positio11 change, 

it would i11form the Parties without delay. 

1.146 0118 May 2013 the Claima11ts submitted their comments 011 the Responde11t's costs claim. 

1.147 By email dated 10 May 2013, the Tribunal authorized a further excha11ge of submissions 

limited to a number of specific poi11ts raised by the Claima11ts i11 their comme11ts, with time 

limits of 17 May 2013 for the Respondent, and 24 May 2013 fοΓ the Claima11ts. 

1.148 01117 May 2013, the Respo11de11t submitted its Γeply to the Claima11ts' comme11ts. 

1.149 By email dated 21 May 2013, the Claimants requested an extension u11til 29 May 2013 for the 

filing of their rejoinder, which the Tribunal granted by email οη 21 May 2013. 

1.150 By letteΓ of 29 May 2013, the Claimants submitted their rejoi11der to the Respo11dent's Γeply. 
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Α. INTRODUCTION 

ΡΑRΤΠ 

FACTUALBACKGROUND 

2.1 The ECE Group, of which the Claimants form part, are in the business inter alia of developing 
shopping centres, an area in which they have had notable success. Of relevance for the 

purposes of the present dispute, they had previously developed a number of other shopping 
centres within the Czech Republic, including Arlcady Pankrac (Prague) and Galerie Vankovka 
(Brno). 

2.2 

2.3 Other entities within the ECE Group, in addition to the Claimants and ECE KG, also form a 
necessary part of the picture:-

a. Tschechien 7 hnmobilienkommanditgesellschaft lc.s. ("Tschechien 7") is a limited 
partnership incorporated under the laws of the Czech Republic. Tschechien 7 was the 
pήncipal vehicle used by the Claimants f or the purposes of the Galerie 
project. 

b. ECE Projektmanagement Praha s.r.o. ("ECE Praha") is a company incorporated 
under the laws of the Czech Republic. 
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The Claimants assert that ECE Praha acts as a service 
company foI the investments of the ECE Group within the Czech Republic. As such 
it was responsible foI development, planning, and pre-sales management, and foI the 
conclusion of pre-lease contracts, for the Galeiie Project. The Claimants further 
assert that had the Galerie Project come to fruition, and the shopping centre had been 
sold to investors, ECE Praha is the company which would have entered into the 
management agreement f ΟΙ Galeiie 

c. ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3 Immobiliengesellschaft s.I.o. ("ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3") is a limited 
liability company incorporated under the laws of the Czech Republic. 

d. ΕΚΖ Prag 1 Verwaltungsgesellschaft s.I.o. (''ΕΚΖ Prag 1") is a limited liability · 
company incorporated _under the laws of the Czech Republic. 

Β. 0VERVIEW OF ΤΗΕ PLANNING SYSTEM ΙΝ ΤΗΕ CZECH REPUBLIC 

2.4 It should be noted at the outset that the applicable planning legislation changed during the 
course of the pωject. The 1976 Building Code ("the Old Building Code")21 was in foice 
until 31 DecembeI 2006, whilst the new legislation which Ieplaced it ("the New Building 
Code"), which for the most part entered into foice from 1January2007.22 

2.5 UndeI the transitional clauses in the New Building Code, save foI certain exceptions not 
relevant foI piesent purposes, the provisions of the Old Building Code continued to apply to 

21 Old Building Code; Core 1127 (Exl1ibit R-5). 
22 Unnumbered provision, Part Seven, New Building Code, Core 6/197 (Exl1ibit R-4). 
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applications for planning permission that had been filed while the Old Building Code was still 
in force. 23 The Old Building Code theiefore applied to the application for planning pennission 
for the Galerie Project filed οη 28 December 2006 (see furtheI below). Conversely, the 
provisions of the New Building Code applied to the applications foI Building Pennits in 
relation to Galerie filed between January and March 2008, and the Iesulting proceedings. 

1. Planning authoήties 

2.6 Under the Old Building Code, there were tbiee Ielevant administrative levels for planning 
matters: in ascending oider, municipalities, Iegions and, at the national level, the Ministry f or 
Regional Development ("the Ministry"). 24 The position was maintained essentially 
unchanged under the New Building Code. 25 

2.7 Ιη the present case, the relevant authorities at sub-national level were, at the local level, the 
Building Office of the Municipal Authority of · ("the Building Office" or "MAL") 
and, at the regional level, the Regional Authority of ~"RAL"). MAL, although 
formally a part of the administration of the municipality of is nevertheless regarded 
undeI the scheme of Czech administrative law as being pait of the centralized administration, 
Iather than part of the decentralized areas of self-governance. RAL was the body with principal 
appellate competence in relation to decisions of the Building Office in planning matteis. 

2.8 As to the Ministry, although many of its functions may be exercised by officials, certain 
powers (in particular the final decision in relation to an appeal against a decision of a Ministry 
in an extraordinary review p1Όcedure (as to which see further below)) are, under the Code of 
Administrative Procedure ("CAP"), reserved to the Minister in person. 26 

2. Planning Permits, Building Permits and Occupancy Approval 

2.9 Under Czech planning and administrative law, the construction of a project such as Galerie 
Liberec consists of a number of distinct administrative phases. 

2.1 Ο First, it may be necessary as an initial step to apply for modification of the municipal zoning 
plan, so as to permit land use of the type Iequired. UndeI the Old Building Code (which was 
still applicable at the relevant time for the piesent dispute), the zoning plan was maintained by 
the local municipality. 27 

2.11 Α planning pennit is an administrative decision by which the competent authoiity approves the 
concept of a construction project, including its location and purpose, and verifies the feasibility 
of a project with respect to its access to utilities and roads; the planning pennit may impose 

23 S. 190(3), New Building Code; Core 6/197 (Exhibit R-4). 
24 S. 12(1) Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5); in addition, although not relevant for the purposes ofthe 
present case, the Ministry of Defence constituted a planning authority for certain narrow, specified purposes in relation 
to military land. 
25 S. 5(1), New Building Code, Core 6/197 (Exhibit R-4). 
26 S. 152(2) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
27 Ss 13 and 14, Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
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conditions as to the connection of the building to transport, energy, wateΓ, sewage, and otheι
inΠastructure, and as to the preparation of detailed construction plans ι-equired fοι- the 
application fοι- a building peι-mit.28 In addition, undeΓ the Old Building Code, it appears that a 
planning peι-mit could authoiize an application to carι-y out certain gΓOund foι-mation woι-ks. 29 

2.12 By contrast, under a Building Peι-mit the relevant building office authoι-izes the construction of 
a building, and sets out specific teι-ms and conditions as to the intended construction of the 
building and otheΓ constructions, fοι- instance, ΓOads, pavements and inΠastructure 

connections.3° Complex pι-ojects may ι-esult in the issue of several diffeι-ent building peι-mits 
Ielating to diffeient aspects of the pωject. Compliance with any conditions contained in the 
Building Pel"Πlit is monitoied and enforced by the Ielevant building authoι-ity. 

2.13 Finally, once a structuie is complete, it is necessary to apply foI occupancy appΓOval, which 
authorizes the intended use of the structure. The pι-ocess consists of veι-ification by the 
competent municipal building authority of compliance with applicable construction and safety 
regulations. 31 

a. Planning Permit Proceedings 

2.14 Undeι- the Old Building Code, once a complete application for planning peι-mission was 
received, "planning proceedings" weie opened. 32 Upon the opening of the pωceedings, all 
participants in those pΓOceedings weie to be notified by the relevant authoι-ity. 33 Ιη the case of 
proceedings concerning "an especially extensive structuι-e involving a particularly large 
numbeι- of parties" the opening of the pωceedings was to be announced by a public notice. 34 

2.15 So far as the location of a structure was concerned, participants in the planning proceedings 
included, in addition to the applicant and the municipality, "peι-sons whose owneiship οι- otheI 
ι-ights to plots of land οι- structuι-es located οη them may be directly affected by such 
peimission", including peisons owning neighbouring (adjacent) plots of land and structuies οη 
them. 35 Mere lessees of flats .ΟΙ non-residential premises could not be party to planning 
permission proceedings. 36 

2.16 Any individual ΟΙ entity which was deemed to be a participant in planning pel"Πlit proceedings 
had the right to raise objections to the grant of the planning pel"Πlission. The relevant 
authority was authorized to proceed without holding a hearing where it was possible to deal 
with the application οη the basis of the documentation, provided that it set a time-limit within 
which participants could file such objections.37 Once the deadline for any objections had 

28 Ss. 32 and 39, Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
29 Cf. s. 71(1), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
30 S. 115, New Building Code; Core 6/197 (Exl1ibit R-4). 
31 S. 122, New Building Code; Core 61197 (Exhibit R-4). 
32 S. 35(1), Old Building Code; Core 1127 (Exhibit R-5). 
33 S. 36(1), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5) .. 
34 S. 36(4), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5) .. 
35 S. 34(1), Old Building Code; Core 1127 (Exhibit R-5). 
36 S. 34( 4), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exl1ibit R-5). 
37 S. 36(3), Old Building Code; Coι·e 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
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passed, the relevant authority proceeded to decide whether or not to issue a Planning Permit. 
Α decision to grant planning permission was to be notified to the parties. 38 The standard 
procedure fοΓ notification to participants of the giant of planning permission was by service by 
post. HoweveI, in cases of the ldnd described in paragraph 2.14 above, notification was by way 
of display of a public notice for a period of 15 days "in the manner which is usual in the 
locality", with the last day of the period of display being deemed to be the day of service. 39 

2.17 Undeι· the generally applicable rules contained in the CAP, a decision to grant planning 
permission would only become legally effective after service οη all participants and expiry of 
the deadline for any appeals.40 

b. Building Permit Proceedings 

2.18 Under the New Building Code, the pIΌcedure for Building Permit proceedings was 
substantially the same as for Planning proceedings under the Old Building Code, with 
proceedings being opened following receipt of a complete application; there was provision for 
participants to submit observations and objections, following which the Building Authority 
would proceed to issue its decision.41 

c. Time Limits 

2.19 UndeI the CAP, decisions should, as a general rule, be issued within 30 days ofthe initiation of 
an administrative proceeding, although that period is extended to 60 days for complex 
matteis.42 Ιη addition, the time period is extended by the time required to prepare any expert 
report requested by the administrative authority. 43 Issuance of a decision occurs either οη the 
date of its dispatch to participants, or οη the date of its display οη the notice board of the 
relevant authority, as appropriate.44 The same period applies to the decision of appellate 
bodies, although time starts to run from the date οη which the file is handed over to the 
superior administrative authority, which should occur within 30 days of receipt of an appeal by 
the lower authority.45 

2.20 Of particular relevance fοΓ the present dispute is the fact that administrative bodies have the 
power to stay proceedings. The effect of a stay is not entirely to suspend the proceedings, but 
rather to stop the running of time for the purposes of the time-limit within which the authority 
must reach its decision. 46 The adoption of a stay also stops time Iunning for the purposes of 
calculation of the time period of 15 days within which notification of the opening of 
proceedings has to be displayed, as well as the period of 15 days within which participants in 
the proceedings are able to submit their comments and objections. 

38 S. 42(1), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
39 S. 42(2) Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
40 Ss. 73and 83 CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
41 Ss. 112 and 114, New Building Code; Core 6/197 (Exhibit R-4). 
42 S .71(3)(a), CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
43 S .71(3)(b), CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
44 S. 71(2), CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
45 S. 90(6), read with ss. 88 and 71, CAP; Core 1/28 (ExhibitR-6). 
46 Ss. 64 and 65, CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
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3. The System of Appeals in Planning Matters 

2.21 Under Czech law, participants in planning and building proceedings had (and have) a number 
of options for bringing a challenge to a decision (or the failure to take a decision). The 
principal remedies available in building matters are: 

a. appeal to the superior administrative authority;47 

b. the filing of a motion for extraordinary review proceedings with the superior 
administrative authority;48 

c. the filing of a motion for failure to act under sectionf 80 CAP;49 

d. judicial review. 50 

2.22 Αη appeal to the teπitorially competent regional authoτity from a decision of a municipal 
authority has to be lodged with the municipal authority which adopted the decision within 15 
days of delivery of the decision. 51 The filing of such an appeal will geneτally have suspensory 
effect, such that the decision of the municipal authority would not enter into legal effect. 52 The 
Old Building Code provided specifically that the suspensory effect of an appeal could not be 
excluded. 53 Following τeceipt of the appeal, the municipal authority is required to notify all 
otheI participants and invite comments.54 Thereafter, the file is transfeπed to the relevant 
appellate authority; as noted above, transmission of the file should occur within 30 days of the 
receipt of the appeal. 55 

2.23 The options open to the superioI authority include upholding the challenged decision ΟΙ 
modifying it; annulling the decision and remanding the case; and cancelling the decision and 
stopping the proceedings.56 The decision οη an appeal in planning or building proceedings 
becomes effective following deliveiy to the appellant and participants in the underlying 
proceedings. 57 

2.24 Α further Iemedy exists against decisions which have become legally effective, in the form of 
an application to the superior administrative authority foI extraoidinary review. Under the 
Code of Administrative PIOcedure, extraordinary review proceedings are designed to coπect a 
misapplication of the law,58 and can be initiated eitheI sua spσnte by the competent superior 

47 Ss. 81-93, CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
48 Ss. 94-99, CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
49 S. 80, CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
50 Ss. 65-78, Code of AdminisΙiative Justice; Core 2/45 (Exhibit R-7). 
51 S. 83, CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
52 Ss. 85(1) and 91(1), CAP, Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
53 S. 42(3), Old Building Code; Core 1/27 (Exhibit R-5). 
54 S. 85(2) CAP, Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
55 S. 88(1), CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
56 S. 90 CAP; Core 1/28 (Exl1ibit R-6). 
57 S. 91 CAP; Core 1/28 (Exl1ibit R-6). 
58 S. 94(1) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
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authority, or pursuant to a inotion filed by a participant in the proceedings.59 Α decision to 
commence extraordinary review proceedings is without any suspensive effect upon the validity 
of the underlying decision subject to review.60 The supe1·ior authority may either annul or 
modify a decision which it finds to be unlawful. 

2.25 However, under s. 94(4) CAP, a decision, even if found to be unlawful, cannot be annulled if 
the annulment would cause harm to rights acquired in good faith by any of the participants 
which would be disproportionate compared with the damage caused to other participants or to 
the public interest. If such disproportion is found, the administrative body is required to 
discontinue the proceedings.61 

2.26 Decisions in Extraordinary Review proceedings are subject to appeal; where the decision was 
by the Ministry, the appeal lies to the Minister. 62 

2.27 The thiJ·d available remedy is a motion for failure to act pursuant to section 80 CAP, and may 
be filed with the superior administrative authority, which, if it finds the motion to be well
founded, may either order the subordinate authority to take a decision within a deadline, or 
transfer the file to a different subordinate authority, or talce the decision itself. 63 

2.28 Finally, administrative decisions may be challenged before the adrninistrative courts provided 
that the claimant has exhausted any administrative remedies available within the administrative 
proceedings. 64 Actions may be brought either challenging an adrninistrative decision, 65 or 
challenging delay.66 The starting of proceedings challenging an administrative decision before 
the administrative courts does not have suspensive effect. 67 

C. 0VERVIEW OF ΤΗΕ ENVISAGED CONSTRUCTION OF ΤΗΕ GALERIE PROJECT 

1. The Planning Scheme for the Galeήe Project 

2.29 The various elements which were to be undertaken for the construction of the Galerie project 
were divided into a number of "Constructions" for the purposes of maldng applications for 
building permits, some of which in turn comprised a number of discrete sub-elements: 

a. Construction Ι related to the excavation of the site and construction of the main 
building; it also comprised: 

i. Construction I.a relating to waste water infrastructure; 

59 Ss. 94(1) and 95(1) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
60 S. 94 and 95(5) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
61 S. 94(4) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
62 S. 95(6) and 152(3) CAP; Core 1/28 (Exhibit R-6). 
63 S. 80, CAP. 
64 Ss. 5 and 68(a), Code of Administrative Justice; Core 2/45 (Exhibit R-7). 
65 Ss. 65-78, Code of Administrative Justice; Core 2/45 (Exhibit R-7). 
66 Ss. 79-81, Code of Administrative Justice; Core 2/45 (Exhibit R-7). 
67 S. 73, Code of Administrative Justice; Core 2/45 (Exhibit R-7). 
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b. 

c. 

11. Construction I.b, relating to internal roads within the Galerie site itself, and 

their connection to outside, public roads; 

Construction ΙΙ comprised works in relation to 

the City 

. a public road owned by 

Construction ΠΙ consisted of works changing the traffic layout οη 

including works in relation to its intersection with . 

public roads owned by the City 

· Street, 

Street, both 

d. Construction Ν comprised works in relation to the intersection between a number of 

public roads, owned by the City 

_Ι, located in the area separating the proposed site of Galerie from the site 

of the Forum retail centre to be constructed by Multi and adjoining the bus station. 
Construction Ν was sub-divided into a number of sub-elements: 

i. Construction Ν .a related to construction of a new intersection and 

modification of the road layout between 
, and involved the creation of a new intersection and 

crossings to replace the existing roundabout; 

ii. Construction N.b related to the construction of a new intersection of , 

Street. 

2.30 The Parties were in dispute as to the cause of the decision to split the planning permission into 

various constructions, and to sub-divide them. This is again an issue to which the Tribunal will 

return. 

2.31 The traffic intersection which was the subject of Construction N.b gave rise to a number of 

problems, and assumed a particular prominence in the building permit proceedings owing to 

the fact that the area which was to be modified overlapped with works in relation to the 

intersection to be undertaken as part of Multi's project. 

2. Acquisition of the project lands. 

2.32 All of the lands οη which the GALERIE retail centre was to be built ("the project lands") had 

previously been owned by tlώ:d parties. 

2.33 The actual transfer of title in the project lands to Tschechien 7 and other subsidiaries of the 

Claimants took place afteI the filing of the application for planning permission with MAL, 

although the evidence shows that sale and purchase agreements were in place at substantially 

eailier dates. Ιη suιnmary, the process of acquisition of the lands forming the main site οη 

which the principal structure of the Galerie project was to be built was as follows: 

a. 

·-· 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

2.34 Ιη addition, the application fοΓ planning pennission and subsequently the applications fοΓ 
building pennits Γelated to a ceΓtain numbeΓ of plots of land which weΓe not owned by 
Tschechien 7. Ιη particulaΓ, the City, · owned the public ωads which it was foΓeseen 
would be modified in οΓdeΓ to integΓate vehicle access to GaleΓie into the public ωad 
system. As discussed furtheΓ below, the City substantially coopeΓated with 

Tschechien 7 in this ΓegaΓd, including by giving its consent to modification of the public ωads. 
SIAL aΓchitektia inzenyfi spol. s Γ.ο. ("SIAL"), the finn of aΓchitects which acted οη behalf of 
Tschechien 7 in the planning and building pennit pωceedings, in a number of instances also 

acted οη behalf of the City in filing applications fοΓ building pennits in Γelation to 
land owned by the City . and in certain instances, filing appeals against decisions of 
MAL. 

68 Core 4/103 (Exhibit SQ-8). 
69 Core 4/105 (Exhibit R-52). 
70 Exhibit SQ-10. 
71 Cnr~ 4/1 Ο? (Exhibit SQ-7); Core 4/106 (Exhibit R-87). 
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D. ECE's APPLICATION FOR ΤΗΕ PLANNING PERMIT FOR GALERIE AND ΤΗΕ 
PLANNING PERMIT PROCEEDINGS (INCLUDING ΤΗΕ EXTRAORDINARY REVIEW 
PROCEEDINGS) 
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PARTlll 

ΤΗΕ JURISDICTION OF ΤΗΕ TRIBUNAL 

Α. PROVISIONS OF ΤΗΕ BIT RELEVANT ΤΟ JURISDICTION 

3.1 As set out above, Article 10 of the ΒΠ, insofar as relevant for present purposes, provides 
(taking account of the competing translations into English advanced by the Parties): 

1. [Claimants: Dif.feι-ences of opinion ι-egaι-ding; Respondent: 
Disputes ι-elating to] inνestn1ents between eitl1a Contι-acting Paι·ty and αη 
inνestoι- of tl1e otlia Contι-acting Ραι-t)ι sliould as fαι· as possible be settled 
aιnicabl)ι between tlie paι·ties in dispιιte. 

2. lf α [Claimants: dif.feι-ence of opinion; Respondent: dispute] cannot 
be settled witliin six 111ontlιs of tlie date vvl1en it was [Claimants: ι·aised; 

Respondent: notifieάj bγ one of the paι·ties in dispιιte, ίt sliall, at the ι-equest 
of the inνestoι· of the otheι- Contι-actίng Paι·ty, be subn1ίtted to aι·bitι-atίon. 
[ ... } 

3.2 The definition of "investment" is contained in .Article 1(1), which provides that it: 

sl1all include eνeι-γ kίnd of asset [Claimants: wliiclι lias been ίnνested; 

Respondent: contι·ίbuteάj in confonnίt)ι wίtlι do111estίc law, ίη paι-ticulaΓ: 

α) n1oνable and ίn1111oνable pι·opeι-t)ι as well as αη)ι otlieι- ι-iglits ίη 

renι suc/1 as nioι·tgages, liens and pledges; 

b) sliares of conipanies and otlieι- kίnds of interest ίη companies; 

c) ι-eceiνables and claiιns to 111οηe)ι wliicli lias been ιιsed to aeate αη 
econon1ic νalue σι· claiιns to αη)ι peιforn1ance vvliic/1 lias αη econ0111ic νalue 
and wliiclι ι-elates to αη inνestnient; 

d) intellectual pι-οpαt)ι ι·iglιts, in paι-ticulaι· copγights, patents, utilit)ι 
ιnodels, industΓial designs οι- n1odels, tι·ade111aι·ks, tι·ade naιnes, teclinical 
pι-ocesses, laiow-lιow and goodwill; 

e) business concessions undeι- publίc law, ίncludίng concessίons to 
seaι-clιfoι-, extι·act and exploίt natuι·al ι-esouι-ces. 

3.3 "Investor" is also a defined term, being stipulated by Article 1 (3) of the ΒΠ to mean: 

α natuι·al peι-son wίtli pennanent Γesίdence οι- α juΓidίcal peι-son wίth ίts 

seat ίη tlie respectίνe aι·ea of applίcatίon of tliίs Tι·eaty, entίtled to engage ίη 
inνestιnents. 
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Β. ΤΗΕ JURISDICΠONAL BASIS ASSERTED ΒΥ ΤΗΕ CLAIMANTS ΙΝ ΤΗΕ REQUEST 

FORARBITRAΠON AND STATEMENT OF CLAIM 

3.4 Ιη their Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, the Claimants dealt briefly with the 

jurisdiction of the Tribunal, asserting that: 

a. both Claimants constituted German investors within the meaning of Article 1(3) of 
the ΒΠ "as they have their seat in the Federal Republic of Germany, and are entitled 

to carry out investments"; 182 

b. the direct and indirect shareholdings of ECE International and ΡΑΝΤΑ in the Czech 
companies Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha qualified as "investments" within the 
meaning of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ insofar as they constituted "shares of companies 
and other ldnds of interests in companies"; the Claimants asserted that ECE 

International indirectly held 100% of the shares in ECE Praha and 99% of the shares 
in Ρ ΑΝΤΑ, whilst Ρ ΑΝΤΑ held 99 .999% of the shares in Tschechien 7. 183 

3.5 Ιη addition, the Claimants also asserted that those investments were made "in accordance with 

Czech law", as required by Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ, 184 and sought, preemptively, to rebut 
arguments that had previously been raised by the Respondent in the context of the negotiations 
with a view to reaching an amicable settlement pursuant to Article 1 Ο of the ΒΙΤ which took 
place between the Parties in February and March 2009 following the sending of the Claimants' 
Trigger Letter of 7 November 2008. The matters raised during the negotiations related to: 

a. the scope of the groundworlcs carried out by Tschechien 7 at the project site f ollowing 

issuance of the Planning Permit; 

b. certain issues relating to the involvement of Ms as legal representative οη 

behalf of the ECE companies in the various proceedings; and 

c. the acquisition of certain of the project lands through the purchase by Tschechien 7 of 
the shares in Perstyn Plus, the owner of the plots, from a company registered in 
Cyprus.18s 

3.6 Although the Respondent did not pursue the second matter as part of its Objections to 
Juήsdiction, the closely-connected question of the propriety ofthe actions of Mr who by 
letter dated 13 February 2009 made a complaint to the Czech Bar Association, the relevant 
domestic professional body, in respect of the conduct of Ms in the proceedings 
before MAL, was the subject of a number of procedural sldrmishes between the Parties. 

Mr vvas questioned οη behalf of the Claimants οη the subject at the hearing. 186 

182 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 186. 
183 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 189. 
184 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 190. 
185 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, paras. 191-207 (Section F.IV). 
186 Τ2/60:13 - 63:23. 
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3.7 The Tribunal is of the view that the questions raised in that regard are of ηο relevance to the 

matters in issue in the present dispute, and ηο more needs to be said about them here save to 

record that the complaint against Ms was rejected as unfounded by the Inspection 
Β oard of tl1e Czech Β ar Associatio11 011 1 Ο J une 2009. 187 

3.8 Το the exte11t that the Respo11dent has relied upo11 the first a11d third matters as part of its 

Objectio11s to Jurisdictio11, the positio11 take11 by the Claima11ts' i11 their Request for Arbitratio11 
and Stateme11t of Claim is summarized i11 what follows. 

C. ΤΗΕ RESPONDENT'S 0BJECTIONS ΤΟ JURISDICTION 

1. Procedural context 

3.9 As summarized i11 the Tribu11al's PIΌcedural 0Γder 1, dated 19 March 2010, at the Prelimi11ary 
Proceduial Meeti11g held 011 2 February 2010 it was agieed that there would be separate 

parallel pleadi11gs 011 the mel"its of the Claimants' claims a11d 011 a11y objectio11s to jurisdictio11 

raised by the Respo11de11t. It was further agreed, a11d Proceduial 0Ider Νο. 1 so recorded, that 

there would however be ηο bifuicatio11 of the proceedi11gs, a11d a11y objections to jul"isdictio11 

a11d/0I admissibility raised by the Respo11dent would be heard together with the meiits of the 
Claima11ts' claims.188 

3.10 Ι11 additio11, as 11oted above, it was agreed, and the Tribu11al so directed, that by way of i11itial 

response to the Claima11ts' Request foI Arbitiatio11 a11d Stateme11t of Claim, the Respo11de11t 

should, i11 the first i11stance, file by 15 March 2010 an A11swer to Stateme11t of Claim, 

i11corporati11g a11 outli11e of a11y objections to the juiisdictio11 of the Tribu11al ΟΙ the 

admissibility of the Claima11ts' claims. Procedural 0IdeΓ Νο. 1 expressly stipulated that the 

Answer to the Stateme11t of Claim: 

need not be α fiιll pleading, but niιιst, on tlie basis of tlie docιιnients 

cιιιτeηtl)' available to tlie Respondent, contain αη outline of botli the natιιre 
of its substantive defences and of αη)ι objections to jιπisdictίon οι· 

adniis sibility. 

3 .11 As noted above, pioνisio11 was also made in PIΌcedural OrdeI Ν ο. 1 foI the fili11g of furtheI 

pleadi11gs Ielati11g to a11y objectio11s to juiisdictio11 or admissibility Iaised by the Responde11t, it 

being stipulated that: 

a. the Claima11t would, if necessary, file Observatio11s 011 Jurisdictio11 and Admissibility 
i11 Iespo11se to a11y objectio11s raised by the Respo11de11t together with its AnsweI to 

the Stateme11t of Claim at the same time as its Memoiial 011 the Meiits; 

b. theieafteI, the Respo11de11t would, if required, file a Reply 011 Juiisdictio11 a11d 
Admissibility at the smne time as its CounteI-Memoiial οη the Merits; and 

187 See Request fοΓ AΓbitΓation and Statement of Claim, pai-a. 174. 
188 PωceduΓal 0Γder Νο. 1, Article 9.1; and Annex C: Minutes of tl1e Preliminai-y ProceduΓal Meeting, 2 FebruaιΎ 2010, 
at p. 7-8. 
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c. again, if required, the Claimants would file a Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction and 

Admissibility at the same time as its Reply οη the Merits. 

2. Overview of the Objections to Jurisdiction Raised by t~e Respondent 

3.12 Ιη its Objections to Jurisdiction duly filed οη 15 March 2010 in accordance with Procedural 

Order Νο. 1 together with its Answer to the Statement of Claim, the Respondent raised four 
objections to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal: 

a. first, the Respondent argued that, to the extent that the Claimants made claims in 

respect of losses suffered by Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha, those claims did not relate 

to an ''Investment" under Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ, and were therefore outside the 

jurisdiction of the Tribunal ("the Respondent' s objection of ηο investment within the 
meaning of Article 1 (1) of the ΒΙΤ"); 

b. second, the Respondent argued that the underlying facts relating to the Claimants' 

claims in relation to the abandonment of the Galerie Project "involved serious 

violations of Czech law". Οη the one hand it initially alleged suspected violations of 
Czech law as regards the manner in which Tschechien 7 acquired a portion of the 

lands οη which Galerie was to be built (although the objection οη that basis was 
subsequently abandoned), and οη the other hand it pointed to violations by 

Tschechien 7 of the terms of the Planning Permit as a result of the extent of the 

groundworks carried out ("the Respondent' s objection of illegality of the 

investment"); 

c. third, the Respondent argued that the Tribunal did not have jurisdiction ratίone 

materίae over the Claimants' claims f or damages in respect of losses allegedly 
sustained by companies other than Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha ("the objection to 

jurisdiction ratίone materίae"); 

d. finally, it was argued that the Tribunal did not have jurisdiction ratίone temporίs over 
any claims based οη events which pre-dated the date of the making of the Claimants' 

respective investments (the objection to jurisdiction ratίone teniporίs). 

3.13 Although the form of several of the objections underwent substantial modification during the 

course of the exchange of pleadings, the Respondent has formally maintained each of those 
objections to jurisdiction, and made express reference to them in opening at the hearing held in 

London in September 2012. 189 

189 Tl/197: 17 to 210:3. 
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D. ΤΗΕ POSITIONS OF ΤΗΕ PARTIES 

1. The Respondent's Objection to Jurisdiction οη the Basis of Νο "lnvestment" Within 
the Meaning of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ 

3.14 The Respondent's first jurisdictional objection is based οη the premise that the Claimant's 
claims are outside the jurisdiction of the Tribunal because the claims for the alleged losses of 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Piaha do not relate to an "investment" as pωtected by the ΒΙΤ. 

a. The Respondent's Objections to Jurisdiction 

3.15 Ιη theil' Objections to Jurisdiction, the Respondent pointed to the fact that the definition of 

"investment" in Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ does not define an "investment" as comprising every 
kind of asset dil'ectly ΟΙ' indiiectly owned ΟΙ' controlled by an investor, and οη that basis argued 
that so-called "derivative" claims brought by the shareholder of a company in Iespect of loss 
caused to that company do not fall within the scope of the ΒΙΤ. 190 

3 .16 Instead, the Claimant asserted that the definition of investment refers to assets "contributed" by 
an investoI. It placed reliance οη the fact that the Czech version of the ΒΙΤ uses the term 

"νlozene"', the coπect translation of which it submitted is "contributed", rathel' than "invested", 
and noted that the equally authentic German text uses the term "angelegt", which can be 
translated as either "contributed" or "invested". 191 Ιη support of the assertion that the coπect 
equivalent in Czech of the English term "invested" is "ίnνestoνane"', it drew attention to two 
bilateτal investment treaties entered into by the Czech and Slovalc Republic IOughly 

contemporaneously with the ΒΙΤ at issue in the present case one of the authentic texts of which 
was, and which, in each case, τendeI the tenn "invested" as some fonn of the verb 
"inνestoνane", IatheI than using the verb "νlozene"', as used in the ΒΙΤ. 192 

3.17 Ιη furtheI support of this argument, it argued that the context of Article 1(1) also dictated such 
an inteφretation, insofar as Article 1(2) of the ΒΙΤ contains a separate definition of "τeturns", 
and pursuant to Article 2(3), both investments and τeturns are pIOtected undel' the ΒΙΤ. 193 

3.18 Οη that basis, the Respondent argued that the τights and assets of Tschechien 7 and ECE Pτaha 
(including the pτoject land owned by Tschechien 7, and its τights to due pIOcess in the planning 
and building proceedings) did not constitute "investments" within the meaning of the ΒΙΤ. It 

furtheI argued that the Claimants' participatory rights in Tschechien 7 and ECE Pτaha likewise 
did not fall within the definition of pτotected investments undeI the ΒΙΤ. 194 

190 Objections to Jul'isdiction, paras. 8-10. 
191 Objections to JUl'isdiction, paras. 10-11. 
192 Objections to JUl'isdiction, note 2, l'efeπing to Article l(a), Agl'eement οη Encouragement and Recipl'Ocal Protection 
oflnvestments between the Κingdom of tl1e Netherlands and the Czech and Slovalc Federal Republic, 29 April 1991 
(Exhibit R-25); Article I(a), Agreement οη Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investments between the 
Government of Canada and the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic, 15 November 1990 (Exhibit R-26). 

193 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 13. 
194 Objections to Jurisdiction, paras. 14-15. 
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3.19 The Respondent emphasized that, despite the Claimants' assertion in the Request for 
Arbitration and Statement of Claim, 195 that their investments were constituted by their 
respective shareholdings in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha, Tschechien 7 was in fact a limited 
partnership, such that ΡΑΝΤΑ could have ηο shareholding in it. Rather, the Respondent argued 
that ΡΑΝΤΑ was a general partner in Tschechien 7, ΡΑΝΤΑ was contractually entitled to 
99.999% of Tschechien 7's profit, and that, as a matter of Czech law, that right was regarded 
as contractual, rather than proprietary .196 

3.20 It further observed that, under Czech law, PANTA's participatory rights in Tschechien 7 as 
general partner were not contingent upon any contribution of capital. As a consequence, the 
Respondent argued that PANTA's participatory rights as general partner in Tschechien 7 did 
not constitute "contributions" for the purposes of the definition of "investment". 197 

3.21 As foI ECE Inteinational, the Respondent argued that tl1e diiect and indirect shareholding of 
that entity in ECE Piaha had deiived Ποm a contribution of capital made by its legal 
piedecessoI, but that, given that the ΒΙΤ does not contain a "change-of-form" piovision, in the 
hands of ECE Inteinational the "the assets obtained in exchange foI assets contributed" 
likewise did not constitute an investment within the meaning of Article 1 (1) of the ΒΙΤ. 198 

3.22 The Respondent in any case obseived that the Claimants' claims οη the mel'its related only to 
the Iights and assets of Tschechien 7, and emphasized that ηο allegation was made that the 
Respondent had taken any measures directed against the Claimants' contributions to 
Tschechien 7 and/oI ECE Praha. The Respondent noted that, instead, the Claimants had 
alleged that the actions of the oigans of the Respondent had violated the due pωcess Iights of 
Tschechien 7 in the building and planning pIOceedings, and that the Claimants' claim was that 
those alleged violations had Iesulted in a loss of value of the project land owned by 
Tschechien 7. 199 

3 .23 The Respondent furtheI noted that, although the Claimants had aigued that the alleged 
violations of Tschechien 7' s procedural rights also caused actual damage and loss of pωfits to 
both Tschechien 7 and ECE Piaha, as well as a numbeI of other companies within the gIOup, 
the Claimants did not specify what Iights and assets of ECE Praha and those other companies 
had allegedly been affected.200 The Respondent obseived that the Claimants asserted that the 
intention was that ECE Piaha would become the management company foI Galerie once it 
became operational, but that, since the project had been aborted piioI to commencement of the 
construction phase, it appeared that ECE Praha had had ηο Iights ΟΙ assets in connection with 

195 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 188. 
196 Objections to Jurisdiction, paras. 15-16. 
197 Objections to Jurisdiction, paras. 16-17. 
198 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 18. 
199 Objections to Jurisdiction, paras. 19-20. 
200 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 21. The Respondent further asserted that the Claimants "make ηο efforts to properly 
identify" the various other companies referred to by the Claimants at Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, 
para. 249 (ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3, ΕΚΖ Prag 1, ΕΒΡ, Perst:Yn Plus and ECE Projektmanagement), and had not alleged that 
they constituted protected investments within the meaning of Article 1 (1) of the ΒΙΤ (ibid.). 
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the project, with the result that the dispute could not relate to the rights and assets of ECE 
Praha. 201 

3.24 Οη that basis, the Respondent argued ,!hat the claiωs brought by the Clailllants in relation to 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha fell outside the scope of its consent to arbitrate under Article 1 Ο 
of the ΒΠ. Specifically, the Respondent eωphasized that, pursuant to Article 10, it had 
consented to arbitrate only "disputes relating to an investωent", and that given the narrow 
interpretation which it said should be given to the definition of "investωent" in Article 1(1) as 

being liωited to "contributions", and the fact that the violations alleged by the Clailllants 
related only to the rights and assets of Tschechien 7, the derivative claiωs brought by the 

Clailllants did not constitute a dispute relating to the investωent within the ωeaning of Articles 
10 and 1(1) oftheBΠ. 202 

3.25 Ιη particular, the Respondent argued: i) that the claillls ωade by ΡΑΝΤΑ relating to the 

daωage allegedly sustained by Tschechien 7 weie not claiωs relating to aη investωent because 
Ρ ΑΝΤΑ' s participation in Tschechien 7 did not constitute aη "investωent" within the scope of 
the ΒΠ "because they weie not contributed by ΡΑΝΤΑ"; and ii) that those claiωs in any event 
Ielated to the rights and assets of Tschechien 7, which likewise did ηοt constitute aη 
"investωent" as they had ηοt been contiibuted by Ρ ΑΝΤ Α. 203 

3.26 As Γegaids the claillls by ECE Inteinational in Ielation to the daωage allegedly sustained by 

ECE Praha, the Respondent argued that those claillls likewise did ηοt constitute claillls 
"relating to an investωent" οη the basis that i) ECE International's shareholding in ECE Praha 
did not constitute an investωent because it had not beeη· "contributed" by ECE International; 

ii) the claillls of ECE Inteinational did not relate to any existing Iights ΟΙ assets of ECE Praha; 
and iii) even if those claiωs did relate to existing rights ΟΓ assets of ECE Pral1a, they would not 
constitute an "investωent", as they were not "contributed" by ECE Inteinational. 204 

b. The Claimants' Memorial 

3.27 Ιη their Meωorial (incorpoiating theiI Observations οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility), the 

Clailllants asserted that theil' "direct and indiiect shareholdings and other interests in 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha qualified as investωents under Article l(l)(b) of the ΒΙΤ", 
disputed that the scope of the ΒΠ was restricted by any requireωent of a "contribution" by the 

investor; and argued that, to the contraτy, the scope of the ΒΙΤ was "very bωad".205 

3 .28 As to the first point, the Clailllants noted that the Clailllants held all'nost the full participatoτy 

τights in ECE Pτaha and Tschechien 7, and accordingly had assets in the foIIn of shares within 
tl1e ωeaning of Article l(l)(b) of the ΒΙΤ.206 

201 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 22. 
202 Objections to Juiisdiction, para. 23. 
203 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 24. 
204 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 25. 
205 Memorial, paras. 349-350. 
206 Memoiial, para. 351. 
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3.29 As regards the Respondent's assertion that solely the rights and assets of Tschechien 7 had 

been affected, rather than the Claimants' shareholdings or other interests in then: other Czecl1 
subsidiaries, the Claimants noted that investors holding shares were permitted to bΓing a claim 
under investment treaties to recover losses due to the devaluation of the investor' s shares or 

participatory interests in the directly owned domestic subsidiary, and that such claims had been 
permitted even in the case of indirect shareholdings. The Claimants emphasized that they did 

not seek to recover the losses suffered by Tschechien 7, but rather the reduction in value of 

theh· shares and participatory interests in their Czech subsidiaries.207 

3.30 The Claimants dismissed the Respondent's reliance οη the inclusion of "returns" iη Article 

1 (2) of the ΒΙΤ and the separate mention of "investments" and "returns" in its Article 2(3) as 
"not convincing".208 They explained that "returns" constituted a "different protected value 

separate from the investment definition of Article 1(1)", and that the notion refeπed to "the 

revenue out of a pωperly operating investment in the future". 209 Οη that basis, they explained 
the relevance of Article 2(3) as clarifying that both an investment and the returns to be derived 

from it enjoyed protection under the ΒΙΤ, and argued that the provision should be understood 

as expanding the scope of protection available to investors, rather than limiting it. 210 

3.31 As regards the Respondent's suggestion, based οη the supposedly different meaning of the 

terms used in the authentic Czech and German versions of the ΒΙΤ, that Article 1(1) required a 

"contΓibution", the Claimants observed that the Respondent's argument was unclear both as to 
what should be understood to constitute a "contribution", and as to why the Claimants' 

shareholdings and interests in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha did not in any case fall within that 
concept. The Claimants furtheΓ denied that there was in fact any divergence in meaning 

between the two authentic versions of the ΒΙΤ, and argued that even if there were, that 

divergence fe11 to be resolved by applying the general rules of interpretation. 211 

3.32 As to the supposed divergence between the Czech and German texts of the ΒΙΤ, the Claimants 
argued that the German version of Article 1(1) could only be understood as meaning "every 

asset invested in accoΓdance with domestic law", and claimed, relying οη a German-English 

dictionary, that the German word "angelegt" could only be translated as "invested". Ιη support 
of that assertion the Claimants made reference to other investment treaties concluded by the 

Federal Republic of Germany for which ''official" English translations exist, and in which the 
word "angelegt" was likewise translated as "invested".212 The Claimants asserted that the 

German wording and the translation into English they proposed "represent a well known and 

frequently used phrase, that the investment is encompassing every asset invested in accordance 
with host state law",213 observed that ηο justification had been put forward as to why Article 

1(1) of the ΒΙΤ should be understood as having the "exceptional" meaning of "contributed"; 

207 Memorial, para. 353. 
208 Memorial, para. 354. 
209 Memorial, para. 354. 
210 Memorial, para. 354. 
211 Memorial, paras. 356-357. 
212 Memorial, para. 360, referring to the translations in the United Nations Treaty Series of the bilateral investment 
treaties concluded with Socialist Federal Republic ofYugoslavia (10 July 1989) 1707 UNTS (Exhibit CLA 41) and the 
Republic of Poland (10 November 1989) 1708 UNTS 324 (Exhibit CLA 40). 
213 Memorial, para. 361 (emphasis in original). 
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and refeπed to the rule of interpretation enshrined in Article 31(4) of the Vienna Convention 

οη the Law of Treaties, observing that a special meaning was to be attributed to a term only if 
"the parties' intention to derogate from the normal meaning is clearly established."214 

3.33 The Claimants' further argued that the Czech word "νlof.ene" could be translated either as 

"contributed", ΟΙ "invested", and that there was ηο reason to focus οη the possible meaning 

"contributed" when the meaning of "invested" was capable of reflecting both the Czech and 

German veisions. 215 

3.34 The Claimants submitted that such an approach was consistent with the approach proscribed by 
Article 33 of the Vienna Convention οη the Law of Treaties in Iespect of interpretation of a 

treaty authenticated in two or more languages, in particular the rule in Article 33(1) that where 

a treaty is authenticated in two or more languages, neither prevails over the other in case of a 

difference, and the general presumption contained in Article 33(3) that the terms of treaties 

authenticated in different languages have tl1e same meaning in each authentic text. 216 

3.35 Ιη the alternative, οη the ·hypothesis of a divergence of meaning, the Claimants refeπed to 

Article 33(4) of the Vienna Convention, and argued that "any difference should first be 

removed by interpretation in accoidance witl1 Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention to 

give each notion of the ΒΙΤ the content that better serves its purpose".217 They Claimants 

submitted that the meaning "which provides a broad scope of protection to the investor" shou1d 

take priority, postulating that, in signing the ΒΙΤ, "the parties to it intended a very high level of 
protection".218 Το that end, they relied οη the "prominent" invocation at the beginning of the 

preamble of the ΒΠ of the role of "foreign direct investment as part of a general strategy to 

enhance mutual economic relations", as well as the title of the ΒΠ itself, 219 as well as maldng 
reference to the historical context in which the ΒΠ was concluded. 220 

. 

3.36 The Claimants further submitted that it would be contrary to the ΒΠ's purpose of guaranteeing 
"a high standard of protection" "to interpret the scope of jurisdiction restrictively by saying the 

investment has to be a contribution to limit the wide definition of covered investments".221 

They Ielied οη certain observations of the tribunal in Salιιka ν Czecli Reρublίc in interpreting 

the definition of "investment" contained in Article 1 of the Netherlands-Czech Republic ΒΙΤ 

applicable 
0

in that case, and in particular the tribunal' s rejection of the suggestion that the term 

"investment" should be given "the meaning which that term might bear as an economic 

process, in the sense of making a substantial contribution to the local economy or to the well

being of a company operating withii1 it".222 

214 Memorial, para. 361. 
215 Memorial, para. 362. 
216 Memorial, para. 363. 
217 Memorial, para. 365. 
218 Memorial, para. 366. 
219 Memorial, paras. 367-368. 
220 Memorial, para. 369. 
221 Memorial, para. 370. 
222 Memorial, para. 371, citing Sαlιι!ω Inνestnιents Β. V. ν. Τ!ιe Czeclι Republίc (UNCITRAL), Partial AwaΓd of 17 
March 2006, para. 211. 
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c. The Respondent's Counter-Memorial 

3.37 Ιη responding to the Claimants' aiguments in the CounteΓ-Memoiial (incω:porating its Reply 
οη Jurisdiction and Admissibility), the Respondent reiteΓated its position that the ΒΠ did not 
"enable shaΓeholders' derivative claims because it defines investments as assets 'contributed' 
rather than simply 'owned or controlled directly or indirectly' like most investment treaties, 
such as the Energy Charter Treaty". 223 

3.38 Having reiterated its position that the English term "invested" should be translated into the 
Czech language as "investovane"', Iather than the term "vloiene"' used in Article 1(1) of the 
ΒΠ, the Respondent appaΓently conceded that the German term "angelegt" was properly to be 
translated as "invested", and submitted that the first issue was Iather "whetheI those terms are 
truly different". 224 It submitted that the Claimants "essentially aΓgue that the English 
expΓession 'invested' does not have any real meaning because it does not refer to an economic 
pΓocess", and aι·gued that that position is incoπect insofaΓ as tribunals inteφieting the term 
"investment" in Article 25 ICSID Convention had stressed that the ordinary meaning of the 
terms "investment" and "invest" required νaΓious elements, including contribution.225 Οη that 
basis, the Respondent submitted that "[t]he real difference, therefore, is not between the 
ordinaΓy meaning of 'invested' and 'contributed' but, Iather, whether the word 'invested' has 
meaning (as the Czech Republic says) or has ηο meaning (as Claimants say)."226 

3.39 The Respondent submitted that the second issue which aΓose was the reconciliation of the 
different meanings according to the rules of the Vienna Convention; in the Respondent' s view, 
the meaning which best reconciled the two versions was "contributed", as only that meaning 
was common to both the Czech and German versions of the ΒΠ. The Respondent argued that 
having regard to the object and puφose of the ΒΠ was circular and of ηο assistance given that 
the puφose of the ΒΙΤ was the protection of investments as defined in the ΒΙΤ.227 

3.40 The Respondent argued instead that the submitted divergence in meanings had to be resolved 
by reference to the context of Article 1 (1 ), including in particular the fact that Article 1 (2) 
immediately followed Article 1(1) and contained a separate definition of "retums". The 
Respondent noted that the Claimants recognized that "retums" constituted "a different 
protected value", and argued that that difference was confirmed by the fact that Article 2(3) 
expressly provided that both "investments" and "returns" were fully protected by the ΒΠ. As a 
consequence, the Respondent argued that the notion of "investment" had to be inteφreted as 
not including "returns", since otherwise Article 2(3) would be redundant, and that that 
conclusion was consistent with the narrower definition of "investment" as meaning assets 
contributed, rather than invested, by an investor. 228 

3 .41 Οη that basis, the Respondent maintained its position that the rights and assets of Tschechien 7 
and ECE Praha, and the Claimants' paΓticipatory rights in those companies, did not constitute 

223 Counter-Memorial, para. 223. 
224 Counter-Memorial, para. 223. 
225 Counter-Memorial, para. 223. 
226 Counter-Memorial, para. 224. 
227 Counter-Memorial, paras. 225-226. 
228 Counter-Memorial, para. 227. 
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pIΌtected investJ.nents. As to the respective participations of the Claimants in Tschechien 7 and 
ECE Praha, the Respondent repeated its arguments that they did not constitute investments 
because they 'λ'ere not contributions, and noted that the Claimants had not responded to those 
arguments in its Memorial.229 

d. The Claimants' Reply 

3.42 Ιη theiI Reply (incorporating their Rejoinder οη Jurisdiction), the Claimants maintained their 
position that their respective participations in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha constituted an 
investment within the meaning of Article l(l)(b) of the ΒΙΤ. 

3.43 The Claimants observed that the Respondent had put forward ηο proof, including ηο citation to 

any dictionary definition, in support of its view that the German term "angelegt" could be 
translated as "contributed", and argued that the German "angelegt" "does not mean 
cσntribιιtecf'. 230 They dismissed the Respondent' s allusion to Article 25 of the ICSID 
Convention as misleading, given that the ICSID Convention was inapplicable in the present 
case. 

3.44 The Claimants further argued, ex abundanti cautela, that even if there were some Iequirement 
of "contribution", the ρarticipation of the Claimants in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha was 
sufficient to meet any such Iequirement.231 They ρointed to contributions by ΡΑΝΤΑ to the 
capital of Tschechien 7 both at the time it became general partner of Tschechien 7, and 
subsequently.232 As regards ECE International's shareholding in ECE Praha and the 
Resρondent' s argument based οη the lack of any "change of form" pIΌvision in the ΒΙΤ, the 
Claimants observed that "it remains unclear how this transfer of title should affect the 
qualification of an asset as an investment".233 

2. The Respondent's Objection to Jurisdiction Based οη Alleged Serious Violations of 
Czech Law 

3.45 The Respondent's second objection was that the Claimants' claims are barred by the 
Iequirement of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ that any investment had to be made "in conformity with 
domestic law" because Tschechien 7 conducted the Galeiie project in violation of 
Czech law. 

a. The Claimants' Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim 

3 .46 As noted above, the Claimants anticipated ceitain of the Respondent' s objections in the 
Request f ΟΙ Arbitration and Statement of Claim. 

3.47 Specifically as regards the legality of the excavation work, the Claimants argued that the 
allegedly excessive and illegal scope of the gIΌundwo1·l(S carried out by Tschechien 7 "does 

229 Counteι--Memorial, paras. 228-230. 
230 Reply, para. 376 (emphasis in original). 
231 Reply, para. 377. 
232 Reply, para. 378. 
233 Reply, para. 379. 
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not change the fact Claimants have invested assets in accordance with Czech law".234 They 
argued fkst, that the scope of the groundworlcs was "entkely inelevant" because the 
investment at issue was the Claimants' shareholdings in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha, and not 
the operations canied out by them, and the Respondent had not taken the position that the fact 
of the shareholdings as such violated Czech law. 235 

3.48 Second, the Claimants claimed that although the secuήng works canied out by Tschechien 7 
had involved excavation in excess of the volume permitted under the Planning Permit, they had 
nevertheless been in accordance with Czech law as they had been requked in order to secure 
the site. They submitted that following completion of the authorized volume of groundworks, it 
became apparent that the slopes thereby created were not stable, and that there was a ήsk of 
landslides capable of causing severe damage or casualties. They relied οη the expert reports by 
Jold Appraisal v.o.s. and ,236 and noted that the Claimants had challenged MAL's 
order of 15 August 2008.237 

3.49 The Claimants had earlier submitted that the risk of landslides had been aggravated by the 
delays in the course of the administrative proceedings, and that Tschechien 7 had therefore 
been obliged to resort to securing worlcs "that explain the whole difference between the 
volume of groundworks permitted under the Planning Permit and the actual volume of 
groundworlcs".238 

3.50 Thkd, the Claimants argued that even if safety considerations had not justified the 
groundworlcs in excess of those permitted under the Planning Permit, in light of the object and 
purpose of the ΒΠ, which they submitted included fostering and protecting investors and their 
investments, the ΒΠ should be interpreted such that not every "formal breach of domestic law 
disqualifies an investment from ΒΠ protection that it would otherwise have had". 239 Rather, 
citing the decision in Desert Line ν. Yemen, the Claimants submitted that it was only 
"fundamental breaches" of the law of the host State that should have such an effect, 240 and 
noted that it had not been argued that the development of retail centres was per se unlawful, 241 

nor that the groundworlcs themselves were per se unlawful. 242 

3.51 The Claimants argued that the volume of groundworlcs was pennissible, and had in fact been 
permitted by MAL when it issued the Building Pennit for the main construction οη 26 
November 2008.243 The Claimants had earlier relied οη the fact that MAL itself had instructed 
Tschechien 7 to perform securing works οη 19 September 2008,244 as well as suggesting that if, 

234 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para, 192. 
235 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 193. 
236 Exhibits C-22 and C-25. 
237 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 195. 
238 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 147; Exhibit C-22. 
239 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 196. 
240 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 196, citing Desert Line Projects ILC ν. Republic ofYemen 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB/05/17), Award of 6 February 2008, para. 104. 
241 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 197. 
242 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 198. 
243 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 198. 
244 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 148. 
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following the allegedly improper interference by the Ministry of Finance, MAL had not 
improperly stayed the appeal pIΌceedings in relation to the building permit, the main building 
pennit would have become final and Tschechien 7 would have become entitled to carry out the 
groundworlcs it had in fact performed.245 

3.52 Οη that basis, the Clailnants submitted that the most that the Respondent could argue was that 
the Galerie project had been "temporarily in a formally unlawful status". However, the 
Claimants submitted that this would nevertheless not exclude then· investment fr01n the scope 
of protection under the ΒΙΤ.246 

3.53 As regards the anticipated objection to jurisdiction based οη the manner in which Tschechien 7 
had acquired certain of the project land previously owned by Perstyn Plus, the Claimants 
explained the mechanism by which Perstyn Plus was fυst purchased from the Cypriot 
company, Helier Trading Limited, and its assets merged into those of Tschechien 7.247 The 
Claimants argued that that pIΌcess 'Όbviously does not create any conceι-ns with regard to the 
ΒΙΤ protection of the Claimants' investment".248 

b. The Respondent's Objections to Jurisdiction 

3.54 Ιη the Objections to Jurisdiction, the Respondent relied οη two matters as constituting illegality 
by Tschechien 7 which it argued deprive the Tribunal of jurisdiction over the Claimants' 
claims. 

3.55 First, the Respondent set out its position (which, pending disclosure, it at that stage put as ηο 
more than suspicion) that the process by which Tschechien 7 acquired a substantial portion of 
the project land οη which Galerie was to be built from Perstyn Plus had been in violation of 
Czech law. Given however, that this objection was not ultimately pursued,249 the Tribunal sees 
ηο reason to set out in detail the Respondent' s position in this regard. 

3.56 Second, the Respondent relied οη the fact that Tschechien 7 had violated Czech construction 
and planning law, in particular insofaι- as it proceeded to excavate a quantity of earth and rock 
far in excess of the 170,000 m3 authorized in the Planning Permit. The Respondent alleged 
that, by Novembeι- 2008, Tschechien 7 had in fact excavated more than 290,000 m3

, some 80% 
more than was authorized under the Planning Permit. 250 

3 .57 As regards the Claimants' argument made in the Request f ΟΙ Arbitration that the excess 
excavation had subsequently been authorized by the Main Building permit, and that 
consequently the project was only "temporarily in a fonnally unlawful status", 251 the 
Respondent countered that the Main Building permit had not become legally effective because 

245 Request fol' Arbitration and Stateιnent of Claim, paias. 149-152. 
246 Request fol' Arbitration and Statement of Claim, paia. 199. 
247 Request fol' Arbitration and Statement of Claim, paia. 206. 
248 Request fol' Arbitration and Statement of Claim, paia. 207. 
249 See below, paia. 3.73. 
250 Objections to J Ul'isdiction, paia. 31. 
251 Above, paias. 3.51to3.52. 
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it was the subject of an appeal, 252 and that in any case, the violation in question was far from 
being a mere formality, but rather breached the "fundamental principle [of] Czech construction 
law that construction worlc requires pι·ior authorization". 253 

3.58 Ιη response to the Claimants' argument that the requirement that an investment should be made 
"in conformity with domestic law" contained in Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ related only to the 
acquisition of an investment, and that its investment was constituted by its participation in 
Tschechien 7, which it acquired prior to the excavation works, the Respondent responded that, 
all of PANTA's claims were derivative claims for damage to Tschechien 7 allegedly arising in 
relation to the construction of Galerie, and that Tschechien 7' s first step in the realization of 
the project had been constituted by the excavation worlcs, in violation of the planning permit. 
As a result, the Respondent toolc the position that "[t]he realization of the Galerie 
project thus was fJ:om the very beginning in severe violation of Czech law", and argued that 
"[t]he integrity of investment arbitration systems requiJ:es that the legality requirement in 
Article 1 (1) be interpreted in a manner that bars claims fοΓ pωjects that violate the law of the 
host state Γegardless of whetheΓ the investoΓ's involvement in the illegality is dil"ect οΓ 

indil"ect". 254 

c. The Claimants' Memorial 

3.59 At the outset of theil" MemoΓial, the Claimants emphasized that the Respondent had taken 
"advantage of Claimants' good faith settlement negotiations undeΓ the ΒΠ to gatheΓ data and 
evidence to influence the couΓse of this arbitration", 255 and submitted that the Ministry of 
Finance had impωpeΓly attempted to influence the GΓoundwoΓks Removal Pωceedings in 
οΓdeΓ to create the impΓession that the Claimants had acted illegally. The Claimants concluded 
that as a Γesult, the Respondent "should be pΓecluded from raising an objection against the 
Arbitral TI"ibunal' s juΓisdiction in that regard οη the basis of the unclean hands doctrine". 256 

3.60 As a geneΓal matteΓ, the Claimants disputed that the alleged illegality of the Claimants' actions 
in respect of Tschechien 7' s acquisition of the project lands and the alleged violation of the 
planning permit by reason of the volume of the excavation woΓlcs affected the juΓisdiction of 
the TI"ibunal. RatheΓ, they argued that those issues of legality concerned "whether a Claimant is 
entitled to the substantive protections offeΓed by a ΒΠ",257 relying in that Γegard on 
obseΓvations of the tribunal in Plaιna ν. Bulgaria, and the dissenting opinion in Fι-aport ν. 
Pliίlippines. 258 

3.61 In that regard, the Claimants postulated that "[a]t least in a case as this, where the question of 
the legality of the excavation works is inextricably interwoven with questions of the merits, the 

252 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 33. 
253 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 34 (emphasis in original). 
254 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 35. 
255 Memorial, para. 1 Ο. 
256 Memorial, para. 10. 
257 Memorial, paras. 379. 
258 Memorial, paras. 379 and 380, citing Plama Consortίuιn Lίιnίted ν. Republίc of Bulgarίa, (ICSill Case Νο. 
ARB/03/24), Award of27 August 2008, para. 112 and the Dissenting Opinion ofBernardo Μ. Cremades in Fι-aport AG 
Fι·ankfuι-t Aίιport Servίces Worldwίde ν. Republίc of tlie Phίlίppίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), 16 August 2007 
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problem must be dealt with in the merits", explaining that the question requires "profound 

knowledge of Czech administrative law".259 Ιη that regard they relied upon observations of the 
tribunal in Ρlισeηίχ Action ν. Czec/1 Republίc, in which a distinction had been drawn between 

''obvious cases of illegality and less obvious cases of illegality, whereby the latteI cases should 

be dealt with at the merits stage".260 

3.62 The Claimants disputed that they had violated Czech law. That position was taken οη the basis, 

already anticipated in the Request foI Arbitration and Statement of Claim, that until June 2008, 

the volume of the excavations had been within the amount permitted by the planning permit, 
and that from July 2008 it 11ad become appaτent that the geotechnical conditions of the site 

were complicated and that securing worlcs had been required in ordeI to protect individuals and 

property, such securing worlcs being required undeI Czech law. 261 

3.63 The Claimants furtheI submitted that the Respondent should be barred from Ielying οη any 

illegality which might have occuπed insofar as the Respondent had talcen advantage of the 

Claimants' participation in good faith settlement negotiations in order to obtain data of any 

illegal behaviour by the Claimants, and that it had subsequently used that .information in order 

to advance its claim of illegality.262 The Claimants submitted that the conduct of the 
Respondent in obtaining the evidence which it relied upon in alleging illegality "violates the 

unclean hands doctrine"263 and that as a consequence, the Respondent should not be permitted 

to rely οη the fruits of its bad faith behaviour.264 

3.64 The Claimants further argued that the objective of the ΒΙΤ meant that the relevant words of 

Article 1(1)265 should in any case be given a restrictive interpretation, such that only 

investments "that violate fundamental principles of law and that were made in bad faith" 
should be excluded from the scope of protection. 266 

3.65 Although admitting that "the ordinary meaning of the words in the ΒΙΤ connote that if an 

investment is made in violation of Czech law, such an investment is not entitled to 

protection",267 the Claimants argued that the object and purpose of the ΒΙΤ of encouraging 

foreign investment and promoting economic cooperation had to be taken into consideration.268 

Οη that basis, the Claimants argued that Aiticle 1 (1) was to be read restrictively and that as a 

result, only if three criteria weie fulfilled should an investment be held to fall outside the scope 

of protection of the ΒΙΤ, namely that: 

259 Memorial, para. 381. 
260 Memol"ial, para. 381, citing Plιoenix Actίon, Ltd. ν. Czeclι Republίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/0615), Award of 15 April 
2009, para. 147. 
261 Memorial, para 384, refening to Request fο.Γ AΓbit:i:ation and Statement of Claim, pa.Γa. 147. 
262 Memorial, para. 385. 
263 Memorial, paΓa. 385. 
264 MemoΓial, paras. 385 and 390-391. 
265 Although the Claimants bad initially argued that the words "in conformity with domestic law," should be tl"anslated 
as "in accordance with host state law", (Memαial, paΓa. 392) it apparently did not subsequently insist upon t11at 
tl"anslation in the agreed English tl"anslation of t11e ΒΙΤ. 
266 MemoΓial, paΓa. 392. 
267 Memorial, para. 393. 
268 Memorial, para. 393. 
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a. first, οη a subjective level, there had to be an element of intent or fraud οη the part of 

the investor; the Claimants posited tl1at only investments made in good faith could 
benefit from protection;269 

b. second, from an objective perspective, only violations of fundamental principles of 

the law of the host State, if not criminal conduct or a violation of international public 

policy, would exclude protection, such that not every minor irregularity would 
depήve the investor of protection;270 

c. third, only violations of the law of the host State concerning the establishment of the 
investment were relevant, insofar as the ΒΠ imposed ηο ongoing obligation to 

comply with the law of the host State, a violation of which would result in loss of 

protection of the ΒΠ. 271 

3.66 The Claimants toolc the position that none of those three criteiia were fulfilled. As regards the 

supposed "subjective" element, they argued that contl"ary to the situation in cases such as 

Plzoenίx Actίon, Inceysa, Fraport and Plama, in which the tl"ibunals had found either bad faith 

or fraud οη the part of tl1e investoI in Ieaching the conclusion that their investments were not 

protected by the applicable bilateial investment tl"eaties, the Claimants in the present case had 
acted with "the best of intentions", and had not acted fraudulently, but in good faith. 272 Ιη 
particular, the Claimants argued that up until July 2008, the Claimants believed that the 

volume of excavation works was covered by the Planning Permit, whilst after July 2008, they 
acted to secure the site, refeπing in that connection to section 177 of the Β uilding Act. 273 

3.67 As regards the supposed "objective" element, the Claimants characterized the provisions which 

the Respondent alleged had been violated as a result of the groundworks as constituting 
"regular administl"ative law provisions", and argued that there had been ηο violation of any 

"fundamental principles" of Czech law, that ηο crime (whether fraud or coπuption) had been 

269 Memorial, paras. 395 and 398-402, citing Plioenix Αctίοιι, Ltd. ν. Czech Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/06/5), 
Award of 15 April 2009, paras. 106 et seq; Inceysa Vallisoletana S.L. ν. Republic of El Salvador (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/03/26), Award of 2 August 2006, para. 242; Fraport AG Franlifurt Airport Services Worldwίde ν. Republic of the 
Philippines (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 396; and Planιa Consortiunι Limited ν. 
Republic of Bulgaιia, (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/24), Award of 27 August 2008, para. 143. 
270 Memorial, paras. 396 and 406-413, citing Inceysa Vallisoletana S.L. ν. Republic of El Salvadoι· (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/03/26), Award of 2 August 2006, paras. 245 et seq; Desert Lίιιe Pι-ojects UC ν. Republic of Υenιeιι (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/05/17), Award of 6 February 2008, paras. 104 and 106; Το/,ίοs To/,eles ν. Ukraίne (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/02/18), Decision on Jurisdiction of29 April 2004, para. 86; LESI, S.p.A. andAstaldi, S.p.A. ν. People's 
Deιnocratίc Republίc of Algerίa (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/3), Decision on Jurisdiction of 12 July 2006, para. 83(iii); 
World Duty Free Cοηψαιιy Lίmited ν. Republic of Κeιιyα (ICSID Case ARB/0017), Award of 4 October 2006, paras. 
136 et seq 
271 Memorial, paras. 397 and 417-418, citing Fι·aport AG Fι·anlifurt Aίιport Services Woι·ldwίde ν. Republic ofthe 
Philippίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, paras. 287 and 345; and Inceysa Vallίsoletana 
S.L. ν. Republic of El Salvador (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/26), Award of 2 August 2006, para. 237. 
272 Memorial, para. 403. 
273 Memorial, paras. 404-405. In addition, relying on the decision in Fraport AG Franlifurt Aiιport Servίces Worldwίde 
ν. Republίc of the Philίppίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 396, the Claimants 
further argued that rnistakes as to the interpretation of domestic law might be made in good faith, and accordingly, even 
if section 177 of the Building Act did not justify the volume of the excavation works, the provision was subject to 
different good faith interpretations (Memorial, paras. 401 and 405). 
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committed by the Claimants, and that there had been ηο contravention of international public 
policy. 274 

3.68 The Claimant further argued tl1at even if the lateI stages of the gIOundworks were held to 
constitute a violation of the law, they could have been legalized by the issuing of the building 
permit itself, that the excavation would have been permitted undeI any building permit, that 
any violation which occuπed was a question essentially of timing, and that the comparative 
lack of gravity of any violation was demonstiated by the fact that the fine imposed in the New 
Administrative Offence Proceedings had amounted only to approximately € 8,000. 275 

3.69 As regards the question of the timing of any violation, the Claimants argued that the alleged 
illegality in relation to the excavation "did not occur until very late in the project and was not 
in the least related with the establishment of the investment",276 which, they reiterated, was 
constituted by the shares and other participatoiy interests of the Claimants in the pIOject 

companies.277 

3.70 Finally, the Claimants argued that the Respondent was estopped from raising an objection 
based οη alleged illegality in relation to the gIOundworks as it had waived its right to do so.278 

First, the Claimants alleged that the Respondent itself had required fuitheI excavation worlcs in 
OideI to secuie the site, thus Cieating a legitimate expectation that further excavation worlcs 
were legal; they submitted that, by issuing the order to conduct security works, the Respondent 
had "induced Claimants to rely οη the legality of the excavation works". 279 

3.71 Second, it was argued that by issuing the main building permit οη 26 November 2008, the 
Respondent had legalized the excavation. The Claimants submitted, invoking the principle 
nenio audituτ· pτ·opτ·iani tuτpitudineni allegans, that a State cannot talce advantage of its own 
wrongful acts to exclude protection of an investment, and toolc the position that it was 
iπelevant that the main building permit was not legally effective, as, undeI Czech law, the 
relevant authorities were bound to issue a building permit without delay.280 

3.72 As regards the suspected iπegularities Iaised by the Respondents in relation to the acquisition 
of the project lands, the Claimants in the Memorial οη the Mel'its and Obsei-vations οη 

274 Memorial, para. 414. 
275 Memorial, para. 414. 
276 Memorial, para. 416. 
277 Memorial, para. 416. 
278 Memorial, para. 419. 
279 Memorial, paras. 420-424, citing, inter alia, Fι·apoι"t AG Fι·anlifιπt Aίιport Saνίces Woι·ldwίde ν. Republίc of tl1e 
Pl1ίlίppίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 346; ADC Affilίate Lίnιίted and ADC & 
ADMC Manageιnent Lίnιίted ν. Republίc of Ηιιηgαιy (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/16), Award of 2 October 2006, para. 
474; and Ιοαηηίs Kardassopoulos ν. Georgίa (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/18), Decision οη Jurisdiction of 6 July 2007, 
paras. 191 et seq. 
280 Memorial, paΓas. 425-427, citing Ιοαηηίs Kaι·dassopoιιlos ν. Geoι·gίa (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/18), Decision οη 
Jurisdiction of 6 July 2007, paΓas. 182 et seq. 
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Juήsdiction and Admissibility limited themselves to the observation that the Respondent had 

asserted those suspicions "without any evidence or facts". 281 

d. The Respondent's Counter-Memorial 

3. 73 At the outset, the Respondent made clear that it was ηο longer pursuing the objection based οη 

illegality in the acquisition of the project land, and stated that it only maintained the argument 

as to lack of jurisdiction based οη the "Claimants' deliberate decision to violate the basic 

principle of Czech construction law that excavations require prior authorization. "282 

3.74 Ιη that latter regard, the Respondent asserted that the evidence showed that the Claimants had 

intentionally violated Czech construction law, and that the decision to continue excavations 

once the volume authorized by the Planning Permit had been reached had been deliberate;283 in 
particular, the Respondent pointed to the fact that in June 2008, the Board of ECE had more 

than doubled the budget for excavation works from €3.2 million to €7.8 million, a sum asserted 

to coπespond roughly to the price for the entire volume of excavations, and at the same time 
had stated that the increased budget would permit Galerie to be opened early, in Spήng 2010, 

rather than in Autumn 2010.284 

3.75 The Respondent alleged that the Claimants had been fully aware of the necessity that they be 

in possession of a Building Permit authorizing the additional excavations over and above the 
volume authorized by the Planning Permit and submitted that the Claimants had "wilfully and 

deliberately decided to violate an essential principle of Czech construction law". 285 

3.76 Οη that basis, the Respondent disputed the veracity of the Claimants' claims that excavation 

conducted after July 2008 was dictated by the need to caπy out securing works, as well as the 
Claimants' assertion that up until July 2008, the Claimants had believed that the excavation 

was covered by the Planning Peπnit, and that after J uly 2008, the Claimants acted with "good 

intentions" to secure the site.286 The Respondent highlighted that the decision to continue 

excavations was in fact made οη 18 June 2008, that it was apparent from the site diary that the 

only securing works carried out in fact took place between 6 and 15 August 2008 in relation to 

1,455m3 of rock οη a plot next to the main construction pit, whilst excavation continued 
unabated in the main pit, and that ηο legitimate secuήng works could have required the 

excavation of the additional l 20,000m3 of rock in excess of the authorized volume. 287 

3. 77 As to the effect of the alleged breach of Czech law, the Respondent argued that the 
requirement of "conformity with domestic law" in Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ constituted a 

substantive element of the definition of an investment under the ΒΠ, and that therefore legality 

281 Memorial, para. 428. As noted above at paragraph 3.55, the Respondent subsequently did not pursue the objection to 
jurisdiction on this basis. 
282 Counter-Memorial, para. 231. 
283 Counter-Memorial, para. 232. 
284 Counter-Memorial, para. 232. 
285 Counter-Memorial, para. 233. 
286 Counter-Memorial, paras. 234-235. 
287 Counter-Memorial, para. 236. 
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was a jurisdictional matter. 288 Ιη response to the Claimants' suggestion that legality was a 

matter for the merits, the Respondent sought to distinguish the decisio11s in Pla111a a11d Inceysa 
relied upo11 by the Claima11ts 011 the basis that the relevant instrume11ts in those cases did not 
i11clude the requirement of conformity with domestic law i11 the definitio11 of i11vestme11t,289 a11d 

relied οη the assertion of the tι-ibunal in Fι·apoΓt that, where the requireme11t of legality is 

contai11ed in the definitio11 of "i11vestment", illegal behaviouι- οη the part of an investor goes to 
jurisdiction ι-αtίοηe mateι-iae. 290 As to the Claimants' reliance οη Plioenix Action foI the 

proposition that, where the issue of illegality is i11extricably interwoven with the question of 

merits, it should be addiessed οη the merits, the Respo11dent submitted that the Claima11ts' 

argume11t co11fused two issues, and that what that tJ:ibunal in that case had in fact been 

discussing was whether, i11 such a situation, theie should be bifurcatio11. 291 

3.78 As regards the Claima11ts' relia11ce 011 the doctri11e of "unclean hands", the Respondent, in 

addition to disputi11g that the doctrine constituted a11 established doctrine of public 

inteinatio11al law, furtheI submitted in relia11ce 011 the decisio11 of the tribu11al in the Guyana ν. 
Sιι,-ίηαιηe arbitratio11 that the doctrine operated solely to pieve11t a party fωm claimi11g a breach 

of a party's obligation if it had itself bieached a11 ide11tical obligatio11.292 By co11trast, the 

Responde11t characterized the objection Iaised by the Claimants as involvi11g "at best, a11 issue 

of alleged inadmissibility of evidence".293 It submitted that it was telling that the Claima11ts had 

11ot ide11tified the infoι-mation allegedly obtai11ed by the Czech Republic during the settlement 

negotiations, and fuitheI, that they had neveι- explai11ed what legal rule would pieve11t the 

Czech Republic from using that information.294 

3.79 Finally, the Respondent 11oted that the excessive excavatio11 was a11 objective fact "that is 

readily apparent to the 11alced eye"; that it was 11oticed by MAL in July 2008; that it has been 

admitted at least in part by Tschechie11 7; a11d that the Claimants' i11te11tion to violate Czech 

law a11d the exact volume of unauthoiized excavations were Ievealed by documents that the 

Claimants had been Iequired to produce i11 the co11text of disclosure i11 the prese11t arbitration, 

includi11g in particulaI the site diary, a11d the Minutes of the Advisory Board όf ECE. 295 

3.80 As to the effect of the alleged breacl1 of Czech law constituted by the excessive excavation, the 
Respondent obseived that the Clai1na11ts' argume11t that moie than "simple" illegality was 

required was supported 011ly by isolated dicta fωm a few awards u11deI i11strume11ts which 

288 CounteI-Memorial, paras. 237-238. 
289 Counter-Memorial, para. 239. 
29° Countel'-Memorial, para. 240, citing Fι-αpοι1 AG Fι·ankfuι-tAiιpoι1 Seι-vίces Woι·ldwίde ν. Republίc oftlie 
Pliίlippίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 404. The Respondent also noted that tl1e ad 
lioc Committee in Fι·apoι-t, although granting annulment οη othel' grounds, rejected the claim that the Tribunal had 
committed a manifest excess ofpowers by denyingjurisdiction (Counter-Memorial, paι·a. 241, refening to Fι·apoι-t AG 
Fι·αιιlifιιι-t Αiψοι-t Seι-νices Woι·ldwide ν. Plιilippines (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Decision οη the Application for 
Annulment of23 Decembel' 2010). 
291 Counter-Memorial, para. 242. 
292 Counter-Memorial, para. 243, citing Gιιyαηα ν. Suι·inaιne, Award of 17 September ,2007, paras. 417 and 421. 
293 Counter-Memorial, para. 244. 
294 Counter-Memorial, paι·a. 245. 
295 Counter-Memorial, para. 246. 
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were differently worded, and argued that any such restrictive interpretation was inapplicable in 

relation to Article 1 (1) of the Β Π. 296 

3.81 The Respondent noted that the Claimants accepted that, οη the ordinary meaning of the text of 
Article 1(1), the words "in conformity with Czech law" were not qualified in any way, and 

took issue with the Claimants' suggestion that the object and purpose of the ΒΠ in some way 

required that the ΒΠ should be held to apply to investments that were not in conformity with 
Czech law.297 The Respondent submitted that the Parties could ''obviously have ηο interest in 

granting Treaty protections to investments that are not in conformity with their laws", and that 
"it cannot be seriously argued that the object and purpose of the [ΒΙΤ] is to protect ίllegal 

investments". 298 Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that "even if considerations of the 

object and purpose of the ΒΠ could prevail over the ordinary meaning of the text of Article 
1 (1 ), there is ηο reason why the requirement of legality should be interpieted restrictively". 299 

3.82 As to the Claimants' reliance οη a "subjective" limitation, requiring conduct involving an 

element of intent and bad faith, the Respondent observed that that pωposition was not 

supported by any authority, and in particular did not follow from the teι·ms of Article 1(1) ΟΙ 

any of the decisions relied upon by the Claimants. 300 The Respondent disputed the coπectness 
of the Claimants' assertion that ''only an investment made in bad faith is deprived protection 

undeI a ΒΙΤ", and noted that the tribunal in Phoenίx Actίon, in which the investment had been 

formally legal under Czech law but had been made in bad faith, had regarded bad faith as an 
additional bar to jurisdiction in addition to illegality.301 Οη that basis, the Respondent argued 

that "the clear disjunction between legality and good faith actually shows that the illegality 

Iequirement is an objective one and does not depend οη the presence of bad faith ΟΙ fraud. 302 

The Respondent similarly sought to distinguish the decisions in Inceysa, Fraport and Plama as 

all involving illegality that involved both intent and bad faith, such that the treatment of the 

issue in those cases was not apposite to the question of whether illegal conduct which was 

nevertheless committed in good faith might bar jurisdiction. 303 

3.83 The Respondent in any case submitted that the issue was moot, ίη light of the clear evidence 

that the Claimants had acted intentionally and in bad faith insofar as the Advisory Board of 
ECE had deliberately decided to continue the excavations in full οη 18 June 2008. 304 

3.84 As to the ''objective" limit submitted by the Claimants, namely that only a breach of 

fundamental principles of law would bar jurisdiction, the Respondent observed that any such 

limit found ηο support in the text of Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ.305 

296 Counter-Memorial, paras. 247-248. 
297 Counter-Memorial, paras. 249-250. 
298 Counter-Memorial, para. 250 (emphasis in original). 
299 Counter-Memorial, para. 250. 
30° Counter-Memorial, para. 251. 
301 Counter-Memorial, para. 252. 
302 Counter-Memorial, para. 252. 
303 Counter-Memorial, para. 253. 
304 Counter-Memorial, para. 254. 
305 Counter-Memorial, para. 255. 
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3.85 · The Respondent moreover submitted that the violation of the requirement of prior 
authorization of excavations, at least of such a volume, did constitute a breach of a 
fundamental principle of Czech construction law, which "protects a vital public interest and 
security in planning and construction and represents tl1e ι-αίsοη d'etι-e of construction 
permits". 306 

3.86 The Respondent further disputed the Claimants' suggestion that the requirement of 
authorization constituted a mere formality, as well as their suggestion that it did not matter 
whether the work was carried out before or after the issuance of the relevant permit, ΟΙ that the 
voluιne excavated had to be permitted in any case. 307 It obsei-ved that, if that wei-e the case, 
Czech construction law would be unenfoi-ceable and noted that the Claimants had not put 
forward any expert witness who suppoi-ted their theόry. 308 The Respondent further noted that 
the Claiιnants' conduct had been inconsistent with the position they now took, insofar as they 
had applied for all pei-mits required. 309 

3.87 The Respondent also observed that the sanction for the illegality indicated the seriousness of 
the violation. It pointed to the ordei- issued by MAL οη 4 February 2010, by which the removal 
of the unauthorized works had been ordered, albeit also i-ecognizing that the order had 
subsequently been quashed "οη purely formal grounds".310 

3.88 As to the tiιne element, the Respondent disputed the Claiιnants' suggestion that the 
requirement of conformity with domestic law was limited to the establishment of the 
investment, again, arguing that the wording of Article 1 (1) of the ΒΠ pi-ovided ηο support for 
any such limitation. 311 

3.89 The Respondent noted that the leading decision cited by the Claiιnants in suppoi-t of their 
position was the decision in Fι-apoι·t, but observed that the language of the treaty in issue in 
that case was different fiom Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ, insofar as it refeπed to investments 
"accepted in confoi-mity with" domestic law, and submitted that that fact should be taken as 
explaining the focus by the Fι-apoι-t tribunal οη the malcing ·af the investment. 312 

3.90 Ιη light of the diffei-ent language contained in Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ, the Respondent 
submitted that the appi-opriate conclusion was that an "investment" "must be in confonnity 
with domestic law thioughout its whole dui-ation". 313 

3.91 The Respondent also took issue with the Claimants' suggestion that any illegality had to i-elate 
to the Claimants' pa11icipatory interests in Tschecl1ien 7 and ECE Pi-aha as their purpoi-ted 

306 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 256. 
307 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 257. 
308 Counter-MemoΓial, para. 257. 
309 Counter-Memorial, para. 258. 
31° CounteΓ-MemoΓial, para. 259. 
311 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 260. 
312 Counter-Memorial, para. 261. 
313 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 262. 
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investment, relying in particular οη the Claimants' own assertion in the Memorial that the 
development of the Project was an "inseparable part" of its investment. 314 

3.92 The Respondent also relied upon the rejection by the ad hoc Committee in Fraport of the 
investor' s criticism of that tribunal' s decision, insofar as it had refused to accept the argument 
that its investment should be regarded as split,315 as well as the decision of the tribunal in 
AES Summit Generation ν. Hungary. 316 The Respondent submitted that, as a matter of 
economic reality, an investment "cannot be artificially separated into the moment of its maldng 
and its subsequent life because additional investments are made when additional funds are 
spent",317 and submitted that this was precisely what occuπed in the present case, including in 
particular by reason of the authorization of additional funds by the Advisory Board οη 18 June 
2008.318 

3.93 Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that even if the requirement of legality only applied to 
the maldng of the Claimants' investment, the jurisdiction of tl1e TΓibunal would still be barred 
in relation to the period after 18 June 2008. 319 

3.94 Finally, the Respondent disputed the Claimants' assertion that it was estopped from raising the 
objection of illegality οη the grounds that none of the requisites for an estoppel were present. 
Ιη particular, it relied οη the decision of the tribunal in East Kalimantan ν. ΡΤ Kaltini in 
arguing that in order for an estoppel to arise: i) there had to be a clear and unambiguous 
statement of fact; ii) the statement of fact had to have been made voluntarily, unconditionally 
and to have been authorized; and iii) there had to be reliance in good faith upon the statement, 
involving either detriment to the party relying, or advantage to the party maldng the statement. 
The Respondent further argued that the burden was οη the Claimants to demonstrate that all 
those elements were present. 320 

3.95 The Respondent first disputed that it ever told the Claimants, let alone told them clearly, 
unambiguously, voluntarily and unconditionally that the excavation works in excess of those 
authorized under the Planning Permit were legal. 321 Ιη particular, it disputed that MAL' s order 
or 19 September 2008 to carry out securing worlcs fulfilled that test, and emphasized that the 
secuήng worlcs permitted by MAL' s order were limited to those worlcs up to 359m above sea 
level, whilst additional excavation was permitted only in the volume of 2,920m3

.
322 

3.96 Sim.ilarly, the Respondent disputed that the issuance of the building permits could result in the 
legalization of the excess excavation works which had been carried out by the Claimants, both 

314 Counter-Memorial, para. 263, citing Claimants' Memorial, para. 551. 
315 Counter-Memorial, para. 264, quoting Frapon AG Franlifurt Aίrport Seι-vίces Worldwίde ν. Philίppίnes (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Decision οη the Application for Annulment of 23 December 2010), para. 113. 
316 Counter-Memorial, para. 265, quoting AES Summίt Geneι-atίon Lίιnίted and AES-Tίsza Eι·onziί Kft. ν. Republίc of 
Hungary (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/07/22), Award of23 September 2010, para. 9.3.16. 
317 Counter-Memorial, para. 266. 
318 Counter-Memorial, para. 266. 
319 Counter-Memorial, para. 267. 
32° Counter-Memorial, para. 268, quoting Goveι-nnzent ofthe Provίnce of East Kalίmantan ν. ΡΤ Kaltίm Prίma Coal and 
otheι·s (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/07 /3), Award οη Jurisdiction of 28 December 2009, paras. 211-213. 
321 Counter-Memorial, para. 269. 
322 Counter-Memorial, para. 269. 
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011 the basis that the buildi11g permits had still 11ot acquired legal force, a11d 011 the basis that 

they were i11capable of doi11g so. 111 that latteI regard, the Respo11de11t explai11ed that as a matteI 
of Czech law, excavatio11 worlcs could 011Ιy be Iegulaiized i11 the Gωu11dw0Iks Removal 
Proceedi11gs 011 the basis of a11 expiess Iequest by the builder, i11cludi11g a detailed description 

of the scope of the unauthoiized excavations. The Respondent noted that Tschechien 7 had 
neitheI filed any such Iequest, nor provided detailed information as to the actual scope of the 
unauthorized exca vations. 323 

3.97 011 that basis, the Respo11de11t de11ied tl1at MAL had eveI assuied the Clairnants that the excess 
excavations were in complia11ce with Czech law, a11d emphasized that, to tl1e contrary, MAL 

had taken enforcement actio11 in the form of the Grou11dw0Iks Removal Pωceedings and 
Administrative Offence Pωceedings in Oider to investigate the illegal conduct of the 
Clairnants. FurtheI, the Respo11de11t aι·gued that the vaiious piior decisio11s relied upo11 by the 

Clairna11ts (F1·aport, ADC Affiliate a11d Kω·dassopoιιlos) were disti11guishable as co11cer11ing 
completely diffeient factual a11d legal issues, a11d weie tl1eiefoie of 110 assista11ce to the 

Clairna11ts.324 

3.98 Second, the Respo11de11t argued that even if there had been the 11ecessary cleaι· a11d 
u11ambiguous Iepiese11tatio11, the Clairna11ts had 11ot alleged that they had relied in good faith 
upo11 that statement, eitheI to theiI own detrime11t ΟΙ to the ad vantage of the Respo11de11t. 325 

3.99 Fi11ally, the Respo11de11t argued that the Clairna11ts' i11vocatio11 of the pii11ciple that a State may 

11ot Iely 011 its ow11 domestic law to escape its duties u11der internatio11al law was i11apposite 
i11sofaι· as the Claima11ts appeared to be saying that the issua11ce of the buildi11g permit a11d the 

illegality of the excavatio11 weie two separate issues. The Respo11dent argued that the 
Clairna11ts' argume11t piesupposed that the Respo11de11t had an obligatio11 u11der eitheI Czech ΟΙ 

inteI11atio11al law to Iegularize the excessive excavatio11; the Respondent denied that any such 

obligatio11 existed. 326 

e. The Claimants' Reply 

3 .100 Ιη the Reply, the Clairnants maintained theiI pos1t1011 that any illegality Ielated to the 
excavatio11 did 11ot affect the juiisdictio11 of the Tribu11al, οη the basis that the excess 
excavations weie but a "11egligible bieach of the law", which had· Iesulted i11 a comparatively 

small fi11e, a11d which could i11 a11y case have bee11 legalized by the issue of the Buildi11g 
PeΓmit. 327 The Claimants 11oted that, as a pΓecautio11, they had i11 the meantime applied foI 

legalizatio11 of the excavatio11 woilcs. 328 They lilcewise mai11tai11ed their position that the 
Respo11de11t could 11ot Iely οη the evidence pωduced i11 support 011 the basis that it had been 

obtai11ed in bad faith, a11d that the Respondent was i11 a11y case estopped f:rom Γaising any 

323 Counter-Memorial, para. 270. 
324 Counter-Memorial, para. 271. 
325 Counter-Memorial, para. 272. 
326 Counter-Memorial, para. 273. 
327 Reply, para. 382. 
328 Reply, para. 382. 
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objection based οη illegality due to the fact that it ordered securing works, and because of the 
issue of the Main Building Permit.329 

3.101 The Claimants first asserted that the alleged illegality constituted by the groundworks had ηο 
bearing οη the Tribunal' s jurisdiction, and submitted that illegality should be resorted to as a 
ground for denying jurisdiction "only restrictively". 330 

3.102 They argued that there was a "high threshold to deny jurisdiction" οη the basis of breaches of 
domestic law by investors. 331 They argued that the requirement that an investment be "in 
conformity with domestic law" in Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ "works in a restrictive fashion. It 
does not lead to an exclusion of jurisdiction in cases of good faith violations, minor violations 
or violations after the initiation of an investment".332 Relying οη the observations of the 
tribunal in Το/,ίοs To/,eles, the Claimants reiterated that that interpretation of Article 1 ( 1) of the 
ΒΙΤ was supported by the purpose of the ΒΙΤ, in particular insofar as they argued that the ΒΙΤ 
was intended to promote investment. For the Claimants, if the ΒΙΤ was to be interpreted as 
resulting in the risk of loss of protection as a result of a minor breach of domestic law, that 
would not be conducive to the required security of investors, and therefore would be contrary 
to the purpose of the ΒΙΤ.333 

3 .103 Ιη response to the Respondent' s argument that the wording of Article 1 ( 1) did not support theiΓ 
position, the Claimants observed that tribunals "have Γegul&ly found that 'in confoΓmity with 
domestic law' clauses do not cονeΓ all kinds of illegality". 334 

3 .104 As fοΓ the ''objective" limitation upon the exclusion of juΓisdiction οη the basis of illegality, 
accoΓding to which minoΓ breaches of the domestic law of the host State are irrelevant, the 
Claimants essentially reprised their pΓeνious arguments. They reiterated that the breach in 
question had been "minor" or "insignificant", again pointing to the fact that the fine imposed in 
the New Administrative Offence Proceedings amounted to only €8,000, adding that the 
relevant authorities had in fact invited the Claimants to apply for a permit. 335 

3.105 As to the latter matter, the Claimants noted that οη 17 January 2011, they had applied for a 
permit without admitting liability, and that the proceedings οη that application were pending.336 

The Claimants also added that there was ηο binding oΓder to remove the allegedly excessive 
groundworlcs, insofar as the decision of MAL of 4 Febru&y 2010337 had subsequently been 
quashed by RAL οη 2 June 2010.338 They further disputed the Respondent's assertion that that 
order had been quashed οη "purely formal grounds", and noted that instead the basis for the 

329 Reply, para. 383. 
330 Reply, para. 384. 
331 Reply, section heading prior to para. 385. 
332 Reply, para. 385. 
333 Reply, paras. 386-387, citing Tokίos Tokeles ν. Ukι·aίne (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02118), Decision οη Jurisdiction of 
29 Apήl 2004, para. 86. 
334 Reply, para. 388. 
335 Reply, paras. 391-392. 
336 Reply, para. 393. 
337 Reply, para. 394. 
338 Core 10/357 (Exhibit · •-24) 
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quashing of the order had been RAL's findings that MAL had not assessed, documented and 
appropriately justified the feasibility of returning the aiea to its pieνious state and had not 
addressed the objections made by the Claimants.339 

3 .106 Β y way of supplement to the cases previously relied upon as supporting their position that 
juiisdiction was not affected in the case of a minor breach of the law, and that it was only 
breaches Ielating to fundamental principles of domestic law or international public policy 
which have a bearing οη a tiibunal's jurisdiction, the Claimants also invoked the decision οη 
jurisdiction in Metalpaι· S.A. and Buen Aiι·e S.A. ν. AΓgentina that the failure by the investor in 
that case, in bieach of the applicable domestic law, to Γegister its investment did not preclude 
the jurisdiction of the tiibunal. 340 The Claimants noted that the tiibunal in that case had held 
that it would have been disproportionate to punish the investor for its omission by denying 
jurisdiction, and in that connection had taken account of the fact that the applicable domestic 
law had pωvided for other sanctions to address the illegality.341 

3.107 Tl1e Claimants argued that, similarly, the relevant Czech legislation provided for sanctions of 
breaches of the type alleged, and noted that a fine had in fact been imposed, as well as 
observing that the Groundworks Removal Proceedings also addressed their allegedly illegal 
acts. Οη that basis they submitted that there was ηο need to punish them by denying protection 
under the ΒΙΤ.342 Finally, the Claimants Γejected the suggestion by the Respondent that theiJ: 
position was that there was ηο requirement to abide by Czech law, and affirmed that their 
position was that the excavation beyond the scope of the permission granted was not a 
sufficiently seveΓe bΓeach of Czech law to result in the denial of jurisdiction by the Tribunal. 343 

3.108 The Claimants further Γelied οη a temporal limitation οη illegality, repeating their argument 
that the Tribunal should exercise jurisdiction οη the basis that the alleged illegality occuπed 
only afteΓ initiation of the investment, in particular insofar as the volume of the excavation 
exceeded the volume allowed under the Planning Permission only in June 2008, by which time 
they had already legally initiated their investment within the meaning of the ΒΠ. 344 

3.109 The Claimants refeπed in this connection to the decision in Saba Fakes ν. TuΓkey, including 
the observation of the tribunal in that case, in relation to what the Clailnants asserted was a 
comparably worded clause in the applicable Netherlands-Turkey ΒΠ, to the effect that the 
clause required only "compliance with the host State's domestic laws governing the admission 
of investment in the host State". 345 Ιη addition they invoked that tiibunal's reliance οη the 
object and purpose of the ΒΙΤ applicable in that case in support of its finding that "unless 
specifically stated" a State was not able to rely οη violations of its own domestic law "beyond 

339 Reply, para. 395. 
340 Reply, para. 398, citing Metalpaι· S.A. αιιd Buen Αίι·e S.A. v. Argentίna, Decision οη Juiisdiction of 27 April 2006, 
para. 84. 
341 Reply, paι·a. 398, 
342 Reply, para. 399. 
343 Reply, para. 400. 
344 Reply, para. 401. 
345 Reply, para. 402, citing Saba Falωs ν. Repιιblic ofTuι·/,e)> (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/07/20), Award of 14 July 2010, 
para. 119. 
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the sphere of investment regime" in order to escape the substantive obligations imposed upon 
it by the ΒΠ.346 

3.110 The Claimants also placed reliance οη the decisions of the tribunals in Fraport and Hamester 
in suggesting that a distinction was to be drawn between illegality in the initiation of an 

investment, and illegality in its subsequent life or performance, with the latter not affecting 
jurisdiction under a ΒΠ, although they admitted that it could well be of relevance in relation to 
the substantive merits of a claim. 347 

3.111 As to the Respondent' s attempt to distinguish the decision in Fraport on the basis that the 
relevant treaty provision had been differently worded, the Claimants observed that the 

Respondent had not explained why the difference in woΓding should dictate a different result in 
the present case, and in particular why Article 1 (1) of the ΒΠ should be interpΓeted as 

requiring that an investment be in conformity with domestic law throughout its whole 
duration. 348 They involced the observations of the Fι·apoι·t tribunal, specifically endoΓsed by 
the tribunal in Hamesteι-, to the effect that "the effective operation of the ΒΙΤ regime would 
appear to Γequire that jurisdictional compliance be limited to the initiation of the 
investment". 349 

3.112 As to the Respondent' s arguments based οη the continuous characteΓ of investments, the 
Claimants disputed that that implied that investments had continuously to comply with 

domestic law in ordeΓ for a tribunal to have jurisdiction, οη the basis that any other approach 
would mean that investors could not act safe in the knowledge that their investment was 

protected, and that this would inhibit investment. Whilst not as such disputing the continuous 
character of investments, the Claimants noted that ηο tribunal had ever relied upon that factoΓ 
in order to hold that an investoΓ had to comply with domestic law at all times in oΓder for theΓe 

to be jmisdiction, and emphasized that the tribunal in Fraport, in which a number of separate 
acquisitions ονeΓ time had been held to constitute a single investment, nevertheless had held 
that it was sufficient that the overall investment had been in conformity with domestic law at 
its initiation. 350 

3.113 As fοΓ the Respondent's reliance οη AES Summit Generation ν. Hungary as authority fοΓ the 
continuous characteΓ of investments, the Claimants noted that the tribunal in that case had in 
fact relied upon a theory of discontinuity, and treated the investor' s related business acti vities 
as two separate investments, and that it had done so in the context of consideration of the 

investoΓ's asserted legitimate expectations, ratheΓ than as regards any issue of illegality. The 
Claimants further noted that if the Tribunal were to adopt an approach based οη discontinuity 
of investments, that would not change matters insofar as all other parts of the Claimants' 

346 Reply, para. 402. 
347 Reply, paras. 404-405, referring to Fι·aport AG Frankfuιt Aίrport Servίces Worldwίde ν. Republίc of the Philίppίnes 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 345 and Gustav F W Hanιesteι· GmbH & Co KG ν. 
Republίc of Ghana (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/07/24), Award of 18 June 2010, paras. 127-128. 
348 Reply, paras. 406-407. 
349 Reply, para. 408, citing Fι·aport AG Frankfurt Aίrport Servίces Worldwίde ν. Republίc of the Phίlίppίnes (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 345 and Gustav F W Haιnesteι- GmbH & Co KG ν. Republίc of 
G/ιana (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/07/24), Award of 18 June 2010, para. 128. 
350 Reply, para. 409, citing Frapoι1 AG Frankfuι·t Aίιport Seι"Vίces Woι·ldwίde ν. Republίc of the Phίlίppίnes (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 262. 
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investment activities not connected with the excavation would constitute separate investments 

which would be within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. 351 

3.114 Οη the basis of the decisio11s in Fι·αpσΓt and Haιnesteι-, the Claimants toolc the positio11 that, at 

most, a11y illegality afteI the initiatio11 of an i11vestment could 011ly be releva11t as a substantive 

defence to the meiits of a claim, a11d made the new point that the Respo11de11t could not justify 
a11y of the alleged violations of the substa11tive sta11daids of protection contai11ed in the ΒΙΤ 

asserted by relia11ce 011 the allegedly illegal acts of the Claimants. The Claima11ts argued that 

none of the mattei-s i11 i-elation to which they inade complai11t had anything to do with t11e 
gωundwoi-lcs, in particular, assei-ting that 11one of the decisions adopted by the i·eleva11t 

authoi-ities aftei- Ju11e 2008, i11cluding i11 particular the various decisions to stay the Building 
Permit Pωceedings, made a11y mention of the excavatio11s; οη that basis, argued that any 

excessive excavatio11 could not sei-ve as a defe11ce to the meiits of theiI claims. 352 

3.115 The Claimants mai11tained theiI positio11 that the Responde11t was pi-ecluded ftom i-elying 011 

the evidence i11 oi-deI to substantiate the illegality of the gi-ou11dw0Ilcs due to the fact that it had 

been obtained i11 bad faith dui-ing the couise of the settlement discussions.353 

3.116 By way of supplement to the arguments pieviously i-aised i11 i-eliance 011 the pii11ciple of ηeπισ 

audίtuΓ pΓσpι·ίαιη tuιpίtudίneιn allegans, which they assei-ted had bee11 accepted by investme11t 

arbitiatio11 tiibu11als to constitute a ge11eial pi-inciple of inteI11ational law,354 the Claimants 

asserted that the Respondent was pi-ecluded ftom Ielying upo11 the evide11ce obtained i11 the 
walce of the i-epoit by ΥΒΝ Consult, as the Responde11t would pωfit f:rom its own bad faith if it 

wei-e allowed to i11tωduce it. 355 

3.117 As a separate matter, the Claimants also maintained theiI argume11t based 011 the pωposition 
that the "unclea11 ha11ds" doctiine co11stituted a geneial pi-i11ciple of intei-national law, arguing 

that the pi-i11ciple was not only applicable to substantive obligatio11s, as had bee11 submitted by 

the Respondent, but that it was also Ielevant to questions of pi-ocedui-e, includi11g the 

admissibility of evidence.356 

3 .118 The Claimants likewise maintained theii- aigument that the Respondent was estopped fi:om 

Ielying οη the alleged illegality Ielati11g to the gIΌundwoi-lcs 011 the basis of the fact that MAL 
had oi-deied secui-i11g woi-lcs, a11d the issue of the Mai11 Buildi11g Pei-mit, a11d asserted that they 

had i-elied in good faith upo11 the legality of the excavatio11 woilcs, such that the Respo11de11t 

could 110 lo11geI assei-t theiI illegality.357 Ιη additio11, as regards the Mai11 Building Pennit, they 

asserted that it had authoi-ized the constiuctio11 as pla1111ed, i11cludi11g the full exte11t of 

351 Reply, para. 410. 
352 Reply, paras. 411-412. 
353 Reply, para. 413. 
354 Reply, para. 414, referring to Inceysa Vallίsoletana S.L. ν. Repιιblίc of El Salvadoι- (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/26), 
Award of 2 August 2006, paras. 225 et seq; 229, 240 et seq and Plama Cοηsσι·tίuιη Lίnιίted ν. Republίc of Βιιlgαι-ία 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB/03/24), Award of 27 August 2008, paras. 141and143. 
355 Reply, para. 414. 
356 Reply, para. 415-416. 
357 Reply, paras. 417-419 
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necessary excavations envisaged, and that "[c]onsequentially, the Building Permit also 

incidentally contained the determination that the complete excavation woι-ks aι·e legal". 358 

3.119 The Claimants disputed that the fact that Building Permit had not become legally effective was 
of any ι-elevance, and submitted that the Respondent in its Counteι--Memorial had not 

addι-essed the Claimants' arguments that the relevant authoι-ities were legally obliged to issue 
the Building Permit, and that the Respondent could not ι-ely οη its own bι-eaches of its own 

domestic law. 359 

3.120 Finally, the Claimants argued that the Respondent's undeι-standing of the doctrine of estoppel, 
based οη the decision in East Kalίmantan ν. ΡΤ Kaltim, was unduly narrow and was restricted 

to the situation wheι-e the estoppel arose οη the basis of a prior statement of fact. The 
Claimants noted that in the Me1norial they had ι-elied οη authoι-ities, including in particular the 
obseι-vations of the tribunal in Fι·aport, which had espoused a moι-e geneι-al understanding of 

estoppel and waiveι-, and that the Respondent had not sought to address those authorities. 360 

3. The Respondent's Objection to Jurisdiction Ratione Materiae 

3.121 The Respondent's third objection to juι-isdiction was that the Tiibunal does not have 

juι-isdiction insofaι· as the Claimants make claims in relation to damages allegedly sustained by 
companies otheι- than Tschechien 7 and ECE Pι-aha. 

a. The Respondent's Objections to Jurisdiction 

3.122 Ιη its Objections to Juι-isdiction, the Respondent noted that the Claimants, in the Request foι
Arbitration and Statement of Claim, had made cleaι· that theiI claim f or daιnages included sums 

in respect of damages allegedly suffeι-ed by various companies within the ECE Group other 
than Tschechien 7 and ECE Pι-aha, (namely ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3, ΕΚΖ Pι-ag 1, ΕΒΡ, Peι-styn 

Plus a.s. and ECE Projelctmanagement), and obseι-ved that the Claimants "make ηο efforts and 

do not even allege that they constitute protected investments undeι- Article 1(1) of the 
Tι-eaty". 361 

3.123 The Respondent furtheι- observed that the Claimants had not explained what ι-ights or assets of 

those companies had allegedly been affected by the measuι-es adopted by the Respondent, and 
argued that, as a consequence, the Tι-ibunal lacked juι-isdiction ratίone materίae ονeι- the 

Claimants' claims in ι-espect of those companies. 

b. The Claimants' Memorial 

3 .124 Ιη ι-esponse, the Claimants argued that whether or not they weι-e to be compensated f or the 

daιnages in the foι-m of obsolete expenses was not a matteι- of jurisdiction, but a matteι- of the 

358 Reply, para. 419. 
359 Reply, para. 420. 
360 Reply. para. 421, refeπing to Memorial, paras. 422 et seq, and quoting Frapo11 AG Franlifurt Aίιport Seι-vices 
WoΓldwίde ν. Republίc of tlie Phίlίppίnes (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/25), Award of 16 August 2007, para. 346. 
361 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 37. 
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merits. 362 They explained that they had not claimed damages as an investor in ΕΚΖ Prag 1, 
ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3, Perstyn Plus and ΕΒΡ, but ratheI as investors only in Tschechien 7 and 
ECE Piaha, and that the costs and expenses incuπed by other companies in the -ECE GΓOup 
"meiely contiibute to the loss which Claimants suffeied as a consequence of theiI investment 
in Tschechien 7 and ECE Piaha" as set out in the lateI section of the pleading οη dainages. 363 

The Claimants aigued that "it is not necessaiy that the damage must itself constitute an 
investment" and that it was sufficient that "the injured paity made an investment in the host 
state and that it had suffeied loss by a breach of the ΒΙΤ. 364 

c. The Respondent's Counter-Memorial 

3.125 Ιη its CounteI-Memorial, the Respondent maintained in pait its aigument that the Tiibunal 
does not have jurisdiction ονeΙ the Claimants' claims foI obsolete expenses incuπed by 
cωnpanies otheI than Tschechien 7 and ECE Piaha, dealing with that ai·gument in conjunction 
with its objection that the Tiibunal does not have jurisdiction l"atione teηψσι·ίs in Ielation to 
claims based οη events that pre-dated the Claimants' Iespective investments. 

3.126 As reformulated, the Respondent's objection was that "the Tiibunal does not have juiisdiction 
over Claimants' claims for Obsolete Expenses incuπed prior to Claimants' respective 
investments in the Subsidiaiies that incuπed those expenses".365 

3.127 The Respondent submitted that, "[w]hen applied to the Claimants' claims foI damages, both 
objections Ielate to the same issue - Claimants disregai·d the limitations due to theiI relatively 
late and sequenced acquisition of the subsidiaiies whose expenses they now claim".366 

3.128 Ιη that connection, the Respondent Ielied οη the decision in Saluka ν. Czecli Republίc, in 
Ielation to what it asserted was a similaI issue, explaining that "the Tiibunal only has 
juiisdiction to heaI and decide the Claimants' claims foI dainages regaiding expenses ( or loss 
of value) that weie incuπed by Claimants' subsidiaiies - and not ECE International's paient 
ECE KG - afteI theiI acquisition by Claimants". 367 The Respondent took the position that the 
Tribunal only had juiisdiction with Iespect to claims Ielating to: 

a. expenses (οΙ loss of value) incuπed by ΕΚΖ Tschechien 3 and ΕΚΖ Piag 1, afieI 10 
July 2008; 

b. expenses (οΙ loss of value) incuιτed by Tschechien 7 and Peistyn Plus, afteI 1 July . 

2007;and 

c. expenses (ΟΙ loss of value) incuπed by ECE Piaha, afieI 11 J anuaiy 2007; 

362 Memorial, para. 374. 
363 Memorial, para. 375 
364 Memorial, para. 376 
365 See the title of Counter-Memorial, Section ΠΙ.C. (p. 70). 
366 Counter-Memorial, para. 274. 
367 Counter-Me1norial, paras. 275-276, citing Salιιka Inνestnιents Β. V. ν. Τ!ιe Czecli Repιιblic (UNCITRAL), Partial 
Awa1·d of 17 Mai·ch 2006, para. 244. 
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those being the relevant dates οη which the Claimants had acquired their interests in those 

companies. 368 

d. The Claimants' Reply 

3.129 Ιη response, the Claimants in their Reply maintained their position that the issue was not one 

which went to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. They dismissed the Respondent' s reliance οη 

Saluka ν. Czech Republic as being of ηο relevance insofar as it had not concern the issue of 

whether damage suffered by an affiliate company were within the jurisdiction of the 

tribunal. 369 Ιη accordance with that position, the Claimants' claims in respect of obsolete 

expenses incuπed by companies other than Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha were dealt with later 

οη in the Claimants' Reply in the section relating to damages. 

4. The Respondent's Objection to Jurisdiction Ratione Temporis 

3.130 The Respondent's fourth objection to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal was an objection that the 

Tribunal has ηο jurisdiction over the Claimants' claims to the extent that they are based οη 

events pre-dating the date of their respective investments. 

a. The Respondent's Objections to Jurisdiction 

3 .131 Ιη its Objections to J uήsdiction, the Respondent asserted that it was clear from the Czech 

Company Register that ΡΑΝΤΑ had become the general partner in Tschechien 7 οπ 1 July 

2007, and submitted that the Claimants had asserted that the conduct of the Respondent prior 

to that date resulted in a violation of the ΒΙΤ. 370 It argued that an investor could only raise 

claims based οη events occuπing after the maldng of its investment, and that any dispute 

relating to events prior to that date would not constitute a dispute relating to an investment 

within the meaning of Article 1 Ο of the ΒΠ. Οη that basis, the Respondent took the position 

that, even if the Tribunal were to conclude that PANTA's participation in Tschechien 7 

qualified as a protected investment, any claim by ΡΑΝΤΑ based οη conduct of the Respondent 

in relation to Tschechien 7 prior to PANTA's acquisition of Tschechien 7 οη 1 July 2007 

would be outside the Tribunal's jurisdiction ratione temporis.371 

3 .132 The Respondent further observed that Ρ ΑΝΤΑ made claims for the alleged loss of value of the 

project land owned by Tschechien 7 as constituting an asset of Tschechien 7, rather than in 

respect of PANTA's participation in Tschechien 7. Οη that basis, it likewise argued that, even 

if the Tribunal were to find that the land acquired by Tschechien 7 constituted a protected 

investment of ΡΑΝΤΑ, given that Tschechien 7 acquired the land between August 2007 and 

March 2008, its claims for alleged loss of value insofar as they were based οη events pre-

368 Counter-Memorial, para. 276. 
369 Reply, paras. 380-381. 
370 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 38. 
371 Objections to Jurisdiction, paras. 39-40. 
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dating the acquisition of the land by Tschechien 7 would also be outside the scope of the 

Tribunal' s jurisdiction Yatίone tenψo1·is. 372 

b. The Claimants' Memorial 

3 .133 The Claimants observed that the Respondent' s objection to jurisdiction οη the basis that, in 

order to be protected, an investment must have been made before the breach of the ΒΙΤ "states 

the obvious", but submitted that "it remains unclea.I how this finding should relate to the 
present case". 373 

3.134 Ιη the Claimants' submission, although the Respondent had submitted that the Claimants had 

ηο standing in relation to breaches committed prioι- to 1 July 2007 (the date οη which the 

Claimants' investment in Tschechien 7 was made), they had not alleged any breach before that 

date and "the first in the series of wrongs committed by Respondent in the admi11istrative 

proceedi11gs occuπed 011 6 July 2007, whe11 the planning pennit should have bee11 issued 
[ ... ]".374 

3.135 As for the Respo11dent's argume11t that the Tribu11al had ηο jurisdiction to hear claims with 

respect to land acquired afteι- the alleged chain of violations of the ΒΙΤ had commenced, the 

Claimants countered that the argume11t was flawed, i11sofar as it presupposed that the releva11t 

investment for the purposes of Article 1 (1) of the ΒΙΤ was the puι-chase of the la11d itself. The 
Claimants reiterated that theii· investme11t was co11stituted by the participatio11 of the Claima11ts 

i11 Tschechien 7 "a11d the other subsidiaries set up" for the purpose of the Galerie project. 375 

c. The Respondent's Counter-Memorial 

3.136 As 11oted above, i11 its Counter-Memorial the Respo11de11t dealt with its objectio11 to the 

jurisdictio11 1·atίone tempoYis of the Tribu11al in the context of its discussio11 of its objection to 

jurisdictio11 i11 relatio11 to claims in respect of damage alleged suffered by companies other than 

Tschechie11 7 or ECE Praha prioι- to the Claimants' i11vestme11ts.376 

3.137 Ι11 additio11, in the light of the positio11 talce11 by the Claima11ts i11 their Memorial, the 

Respo11de11t 11oted that there was agreeme11t betwee11 the Parties that the Claima11ts "cannot 

claim based 011 eve11ts pre-dati11g their respective i11vestme11ts,'' and 11oted the Claima11ts' 

affirmation that the first violation of the ΒΙΤ alleged had take11 place 011 6 July 2007, and 

aclc11owledged that this addressed its objection to jurisdictio11 1·atίone tenψo1·ίs as regards 

co11duct affecting Tschechie11 7. 377 

d. The Claimants' Reply 

3.138 The Claima11ts made 110 separate mentio11 of the Respo11de11t's objectio11 to jurisdictio111·atίone 

tenψoYίs i11 their Reply. 

372 Objections to Jurisdiction, para. 41. 
373 Memorial, para. 429. 
374 Memorial, para. 430. 
375 Memorial, para. 431. 
376 CounteΓ-Memorial, paras. 274-276; see above, paras. 3.125-3.128. 
377 Counter-Memorial, para. 277. 
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Ε. ΤΗΕ TRIBUNAL'S FINDINGS ΟΝ ΤΗΕ RESPONDENT'S 0BJECTIONS ΤΟ 

JURISDICTION 

3.139 By way of introduction to the Tribunal's consideration of the issues relating to its jurisdiction 

to hear the cuπent dispute, the Tribunal notes that Article 10 of the ΒΙΤ confers jurisdiction 

upon it in relation to "differences of opinion regarding investments" (Claimants' translation) or 

"disputes relating to investments" (Respondent's translation) "between either Contracting 

Party and an investor of the other Contracting Party". As noted above at paragraph 1.17, it is 
not in dispute that the Respondent succeeded to the ήghts and obligations under the ΒΙΤ as 

originally entered into by the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and that ECE International 
and Ρ ΑΝΤ Α each constitutes a juridical person with its seat in the area of application of the 

ΒΙΤ as those terms are used in Article 1 (3) of the ΒΙΤ. 

3 .140 The Respondent' s objectio11s to jurisdictio11 differ i11 their chaTacter. Whilst the first and second 
objectio11s based, respectively, οη 110 investme11t withi11 the meani11g of the ΒΙΤ, and οη 

illegality under Czech law, are presented as goi11g to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to hear the 

dispute as a whole, the third a11d fourth objections (i.e. the objectio11s ratίone materίae and 
ratίone temporίs) do 110t have such a far-reachi11g effect. Rather, in the case of the objection 

ratίone niataίae, its effect if established, would be to exclude certain of the claims fοι· 

damages made by the Claima11ts 011 behalf of subsidiaries of the ECE Group. Similarly, the 

objectio11 ratίone temporίs has as its aim solely to exclude claims based 011 eve11ts prioι- to the 
date of the maki11g ofthe Claimants' ι-espective i11vestments. 

1. The Respondent's Objection to Juήsdiction on the Basis of "Νο Investment" Within 
the Meaning of Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ 

3 .141 As regards the Respondent' s objection to jurisdiction based οη the asserted lack of any 

"investme11t" οη the part of the Claima11ts, withi11 the meaning of that term as defined in Article 

1 ( 1) of the ΒΙΤ, it is useful to set out again the terms of that pι-ovision. Article 1 (1) of the ΒΙΤ 

provides: 

the tam. "ίnvestments" shall ίnclude eve1y l(.ίnd of asset [Claimants: whίch 
has been ίnvested; Respondent: contι·ibuted] ίn conformίty wίth domestίc 

law, ίn partίcular: 

α) movable and ίmmovable property as well as any other 1·ights ίn 

rem such as mortgages, lίens and pledges; 

b) shares of companίes and otha kίnds of ίnterest ίn companίes; 

c) receίvables and claίms to mone)ι whίch has been used to create an 
economίc value or claίnis to an)' peiformance wliίch has an 
economίc value and whίch relates to an ίnvestment; 

d) ίntellectual property rίghts, ίn partίculaι· copyrίghts, patents, utίlίty 
niodels, ίndustrίal desίgns or niodels, trademarks, trade names, 
technίcal processes, know-how and goodwίll; 
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e) busίness concessίons unda pιιblίc law, ίncluding concessions to 
seaΓclι fοι·, extωct and exploit ηαtιπαl ι·esouι·ces. 

3.142 The Claimants allege that the relevant investment is comprised of their shareholding or other 

form of participation in companies incorporated under Czech law: Tschechien 7 (in the case of 

ΡΑΝΤΑ) and ECE Praha (in the case of ECE International). Although also making claims in 

respect of the obsolete expenses incuπed by other companies within the wider ECE Group, 

they put forward their claims for damages primarily οη the basis of the reduction of value of 

their shaieholdings ΟΙ otheI participation in those companies. 

3.143 Article 1(1) defines "investments" as including "every lcind of asset" invested/contributed in 

conformity with domestic law, and provides a non-exhaustive list of the types of assets which 

are to be regarded as constituting "investments". 

3.144 The Tribunal is of the view tl1at, other things being equal, and leaving to one side for one 

moment the question of the coπect translation of the word rendered by the Parties as 

"contributed" and "invested", respectively, οη the ordinary meaning of the terms of Article 

1(1) the shareholding or participation of the Claimants in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha, 

respectively, qualify in material terms as 'investments' inasmuch as they clearly fall within the 

literal meaning of "every lcind of asset ... in particulaι- ... shares of companies and other lcinds 

of interest in companies". 

3.145 The dispute between the Parties as to whether the Claimants can be held to have an investment 

thus turns exclusively οη the coπect interpretation of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ, and in particular 

of the words "vlozene'" and "angelegt" used respectively in the Czech- and German-language 

versions of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ. 

3.146 The question which aiises is whetheι- the concept those two words are intended to repiesent is 

to be undeistood as limiting the scope of application of the ΒΙΤ solely to assets "contributed" 

by an investor, as is submitted by the Respondent. 

3.147 As beca1ne cleaΓ during the exchange of written pleadings between the Parties, that question in 

fact breal(s down into two questions, namely, fn:st: whether the concept denoted by the words 

vlozene/angelegt in the Czech and Geiman languages is properly to be translated into English 

as having the meaning "contributed", rather than "invested"; and second, whetheι-, as a ι-esult, 

the relevant term is to be understood as irnposing any requirement that assets otherwise falling 

within the terms of the definition must have in fact have been "contl"ibuted" by the investor in 

oι-der to qualify as an invest1nent. 

3.148 As to the fιrst question, the Tribunal notes that the Respondent initially asseι-ted in its 

Objections to Jurisdiction that the Czech word "vlozene"' in the Czech version of the ΒΙΤ was 

to be tΓanslated as "contΓibuted", and that the Geiman word "angelegt" could be translated as 

eitl1eι- "conu-ibuted ΟΙ invested". 

3.149 The Tι-ibunal Iegards it as significant that the Respondent did not dispute the Claimants' 

assertion in its Obseι-vations οη Juι-isdiction that "vlozene"' is capable of being translated either 

as "contributed" ΟΙ as "invested". Furtheι-, the sole basis put forward by the Respondent for its 

assertion that the Czech-language woid "vlozen4" is to be translated as "contiibuted" in 
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response in its Reply οη Jurisdiction remained the ro:gument that in othel' treaties concluded 
contemporaneously by the Czech and Slovak FedeΓal Republic, and which had an authentic 
English text, the Czech-language counterpart for the word "invested" was the diffeΓent term 
"ίnvestovane". 

3.150 The TΓibunal is of the view that little assistance as to the meaning of the woΓd "ίnvestovane" 
can be derived from the bilateral investment treaties entered into by the Czech and Slovak 
Federal Republic with the Netherlands and Canada roughly contemporaneously with the ΒΠ at 
issue in the present case. The fact that the English word "invested" in the authentic English 
version of those treaties is Γendered as "investovane" in the equally authentic Czech-language 
version sheds little light upon the coπect interpretation of the different term "vlozene"' used in 
the authentic Czech version of the ΒΠ at issue, which has ηο authentic English language 
version. It is often the case that a number of synonyms, whether ΟΙ' not having subtle 
differences or shades of meaning, may be used to tΓanslate a single word from one language 
into another. The fact tl1at in these treaties "ίnvestovane'", rather than "vlozene" is used as the 
counterpart of the English word "invested" is not determinative of the question of whether the 
term "vlozene"' is propeΓly translated as "invested" or "contl'ibuted". 

3.151 The Tribunal also regards it as significant that in its Reply οη Jurisdiction the Respondent did 
not seelc to counter the assertion made by the Claimants in their Observations οη Jurisdiction, 
in reliance οη a German-English dictionary, that the German word "angelegt" was properly 
translated as "invested", and indeed appeared to accept that the Claimants' position was coπect 
insofar as they stated that the term could not be translated as "contributed". Rather than 
maintaining its position that the proper translation of the word "angelegt" could be either 
"contributed" or "invested", the Respondent instead queήed whether the meaning of the two 
terms "are truly different",378 and submitted that the real question was whether "the word 
'invested' has meaning". 379 

3.152 Again, an issue arises as to the reliance by the Claimants οη the bilateral investment treaties 
entered into by the Federal German Republic with the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and the Republic of Poland. However, the issue is a slightly different one than that 
just discussed in relation to the Respondent's invocation of bilateral investment treaties 
concluded by it with third States: although the term "angelegt" is translated as "invested" in 
what the Claimants refeπed to as the ''official" English versions of the treaties invoked by 
them, in the case of neither of the treaties does the translation relied upon constitute an 
authentic version of the relevant treaty. Rather, the authentic texts of the treaties were in 
German and Serbo-Croat in the case of the treaty with the SFRY, and German and Polish in 
the case of the treaty with Poland. The supposedly ''official" English translations relied upon 
by the Claimants are those published in the United Nations Treaty Series. However, in the 
absence of it being established that the Parties to those treaties agreed that those English 
tJ:anslations were to be regarded as authentic, 380 the Tribunal is of the view that those texts can 
be of only marginal relevance in interpreting the provisions of the ΒΙΤ at issue in the present 
case, and in identifying the meaning of its terms. 

378 Counter-Memorial, para. 223. 
379 Counter-Memorial, para. 224. 
380 Cf. Article 33(2), VCLT. 
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3.153 The ΒΙΤ stipulates in its final clause that it was authenticated in both the Czech and German 

la11guages. The Tribunal is thus faced with two versio11s of the smne term in the two authentic 
language versions of the ΒΠ which, 011 the positio11s adopted by the Parties, are capable of 
meaning both "invested" a11d "contributed" in the case of the Czech-la11guage word "νlof.ene", 

and solely "invested" in the case of the German word "angelegt". 

3.154 Article 33 of the Vienna Convention 011 the Law of Treaties mal<:es specific provision as to the 
basis οη which the interpΓetation of treaties authe11ticated i11 two or more la11guages is to be 

appωached; it provides: 

Aι·ticle 33 

Intapι·etatίon oftι-eatίes aιιtlιentίcated in tvvo ΟΓ πιοΓe languages 

1. Wlιen α tι·eat)ι Ιιαs been aιιtlιenticated ίη tvvo οι- ιnοι·e languages, 
tlιe text is equall)ι authoι·itatίνe ίη each language, unless tlιe tΓeat)ι pι·oνides 
ΟΓ the paΓtίes agΓee that, ίη case of dίνagence, α paΓticulaι- text shall 
pι·eναίl. 

2. Α ναsίοη of tlιe tι·eat)ι ίη α language οt!ια t!ιαη one of tlιose ίη 
wlιiclι the text was aιιthentίcated slιall be consίdaed αη aιιtlιentic text only ίf 
tlιe tι·eat)ι so pωνides ΟΓ tlιe paΓties so agΓee. 

3. Tlιe tanis of tlιe tι-eat)ι αΓe pι·esunιed to Ιιανe tlιe saιne ηιeαηίηg ίη 
eacli autlιentic text. 

4. Except wliae α paι·ticulaι- text pΓeνails ίn accoΓdance vvίtlι 

paι·agι·aplι 1, wlιen α conιpaΓison of tlιe autlιentic texts discloses α dif.faence 
of nιeaning wlιίch the applίcation of aι-tίcles 31 and 32 does not ι-enioνe, the 
ιneaning wliicli best ι·econciles the texts, haνing ι·egaι·d to tlιe object and 
pιπpose of tlιe tι·eat)ι, slιall be adopted. 

3.155 Ιη accordance with .Aiticle 33(1), the two authentic texts are thus to be ΓegaΓded as equally 
authoritative. Further, in accordance with the rule of i11terpretation embodied in .Aiticle 33(3), 
the terms of the treaty are to be presumed to have the same meaning i11 both authentic texts. 

Finally, under Article 33(4), whe11 compariso11 of the authentic texts reveals a diffeΓence in 
meaning that cannot be Γesolved tru:ough application of the 11ormal methods of interpretation 

contained in .Aiticles 31 a11d 32 the solution is to be found i11 the meaning which, in the light of 
the object and purpose of the treaty, best reco11ciles the texts. 

3.156 Approaching the questio11 011 that basis, the two terms are to be presumed to have the smne 
meaning. Ιη light of the fact tl1at, in the end, the Respondent did 11ot dispute that the German 
word "angelegt" can only properly be tΓanslated as "invested", whilst the Parties appeaΓ to be 
in agΓeement that the Czech-language teΓm "νlozene"' can bear the meaning eitheΓ of "invested" 

ΟΙ "contributed", in application of the presumption contained in .Aiticle 33(3) .VCLT, and in 
the context of the suπoundi11g provisions of .Aiticle 1(1), the Tribu11al concludes that the 
appropriate tΓanslation i11to English is that, in οΓdeΓ to constitute an "investment", a11 asset must 

have been "invested" in the ordinary sense of that term. · 
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3.157 As to the second question, the Respondent appeared to suggest in its Reply οη Jurisdiction that, 

even if the word "vlof.ene/angelegt" was properly to be understood as having the meaning in 
English of "invested", rather than "contributed", nevertheless there was still a requirement that 

the relevant assets had been "invested" in some meaningful sense by an investoι·, and that this 

was not the case in the present case insofar as neither of the Claimants could be taken to have 

"invested" in their shareholding or participatory rights in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha. 

3.158 The Tribunal does not believe that the Respondent's reliance οη the fact that the ΒΠ makes 

separate provision as regards "returns" as forming part of the context for the interpretation for 
Article 1 ( 1) is of any assistance in determining the scope and meaning of the term 
"investment" in the ΒΠ. Whether or not separate provision is made in relation to "returns" 

and particular protections are provided in that regard does not govern the scope of the meaning 
of "investment". 

3.159 Conversely, the Tribunal does not considel" that the Claimants' invocation of the Preamble to 
the ΒΠ, as containing an indication that the ΒΠ's object and purpose was to pωmote fol"eign 

investment, takes mattel"s much ful"thel". It agt"ees with the Respondent that this argument begs 

the question of whethel" Ol" not a particular asset constitutes a pl"otected investment. 

3.160 Rathel", the question is whethel", in light of the Tribunal's conclusion that Article 1(1) of the 

ΒΠ is to be pl"opel"ly translated as encompassing eνet"y kind of asset which has been 

"invested", the Claimants' shareholding Ol" other participatol"y interests in Tschechien 7 and 
ECE Pl"aha are pωpel"ly to be l"egarded as falling within that definition. 

3 .161 The Tl"ibunal has ηο doubt that this is indeed the case, and that, οη the Ol"dinary meaning of the 
terms of Article 1 (1 ), in particular given its express l"efet"ence to "shares of companies and 

othel" kinds of interest in companies" in Article l(l)(b), the Claimants' shareholdings or other 

participatol"y intet"ests in Tschechien 7 and ECE PI"aha do indeed constitute "assets", and 

thet"efol"e "investments" within the scope of that provision, and sees ηο basis fol" imposing a 
l"equirement that those assets should in some additional way have been "contributed". 

3 .162 Ful"thel", the Tl"ibunal sees ηο basis fol" excluding "derivative claims" by shareholdet"s Ol" other 

participants in companies which constitute investments, not least fol" the t"eason that the 
Pωtocol states Ad Article 4 that "Αη investol" is also entitled to compensation whel"e a measut"e 

set out in Al"ticle 4(2) harms the investment by affecting an undertaldng in which the investol" 
has an intet"est" 

3.163 Οη that basis, the TI"ibunal l"ejects the Respondent's objection that the Claimants do not have 
an "investment" within the meaning of Al"ticle 1 (1) of the Β Π. 

2. The Respondent's Objection to Juήsdiction Based on Πlegality 

3.164 As to the Respondent's objection to jurisdiction based οη the illegality of the Claimants' 

conduct, the Tl"ibunal notes that although ol"iginally put fol"ward οη the basis of both the 

suspected illegality in the acquisition of the plots of project land and the illegality of the 

gωundworks conducted by the Claimants, in its Counter-Memorial the Respondent disclaimed 
any reliance οη the former, and the objection was based solely upon the alleged illegality of the 
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groundworks (above, paragraph 3.73). The Tribunal need not therefore address any further the 
circumstances of the acquisition of the project land, and whether it involved any illegality. 

3.165 The Tribunal notes that the definition of "investment" in Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ expressly 
requires that the assets constituting the investment should have been invested "in conformity 
with domestic law". As such, the Tribunal is of the view that under the ΒΙΤ applicable in the 
present case compliance with domestic law constitutes an express requirement of an 

investment. 

3.166 HoweveI, οη the oidinary meaning of the teims, whateveI the position may be undeI otheI, 
diffeiently woided BITs, tl1e Tiibunal agiees with the Claimants that that Iequirement cannot 
be inteipieted as conditioning the existence of an investment within the meaning of Article 
1(1) upon compliance by the investoI with all applicable IUles of domestic law thωughout the 
life of the investment. This should not howeveI be taken as denying the obligation of an 
investoI to coιnply with domestic law duiing the lifetime of an investment, ΟΙ as implying that 
a failuie to do so may have consequences foI the meiits of that investoI' s claim. 

3.167 FurtheI, the Tiibunal does not accept the Respondent's argument that the making of the 
investment in this case was an ongoing pωcess, and that, given the illegality of the excavations 
afteI 18 June 2008, the Tiibunal's jul'isdiction is in any event excluded afteI that date. The 
Tiibunal notes in this Iegaι·d that the "investment" Ielied upon by the Claimants is theiI 
shareholding ΟΙ otheI participatoiy inteiests in Tschechien 7 and ECE Piaha. 

3.168 The Tiibunal is theiefoie of the view that the assessment of whetheI the Claimants' investment 
was made "in conformity with domestic law" foI the puφoses of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ falls 
to be made at the inception of the investment, i.e. at the point at which the Claimants acquired 
their Ielevant Iights in the project companies, and is limited to whetheI the way in which the 
Claimants acquired their investment was in confoimity with Czech law. The Respondent Iaised 
ηο ciiticism that the acquisition by the Claimants of theiI investment was not in all mateiial 
Iespects in conformity with Czech law, and as noted above, in the event furtheI disclaimed any 
reliance οη the suggestion that the manneI in which the pωject lands had been acquiied by 
Tschechien 7 involved any illegality. 

3.169 The Parties debated at some length the extent to which illegality connected with an investment 
might affect the juiisdiction of a Tήbunal to IUle upon a claim moie geneially, even in the 
absence of expiess language in the Ielevant bilateial investment treaty Iequiring compliance 
with domestic law. HoweveI, the cases in which ttibunals have found that they are without 
juiisdiction οη the basis of illegality, οη analysis, have all concel'lled illegality of a particulaι·Iy 
seήous natuie connected with the initial maldng of the investment, such as coπuption, ΟΙ fl'aud. 

3 .170 Ιη the piesent case, the Ielevant illegality Ielied upon by the Respondent consists of a violation 
of Czech administΓative law Ielating to excavations in excess of the aιnounts peimitted by the 
planning peΓmit obtained in Ielation to the Galeiie pIOject. Although the Tiibunal does not 
doubt that the IUles of Czech law Ielating to planning and pie-authoiization of constIUction 
woik are of centΓal significance in the oveiall scheme of Czech planning law, those IUles 
cannot be characteiized as being of the same ordeI of gΓavity as the IUles outlawing coπuption 

ΟΙ fiaud. 
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3 .171 Ιη these circumstances, the Tribunal is of the view that bι-each of those pι-ovisions, even if 
established, and even if committed deliberately by an investoι- (a question to which the 
Tribunal will return later in the context of its discussion of the meι-its of the claims), is 
incapable of affecting its juι-isdiction. At most, the bι-each by the Claimants of the relevant 
ι-ules of Czech law is relevant to the merits of the Claimants' claims. 

3.172 Οη that basis, the Tribunal is of the view that whateveι- illegality may have occuπed in the 
context of the excavation works connected with the Galerie project does not affect the 
jurisdiction of the Tribunal to rule οη the Claimants' claims, and οη that basis rejects the 
Respondent' s objection. 

3 .173 Ιη these circumstance it is not necessmy f or the Tι-ibunal to address, f οι- the puφoses of 
establishing its own jurisdiction, either the mgument that the Respondent is pι-ecluded from 
relying οη the alleged illegality in consequence of what is alleged to be its impropeι- conduct in 
gathering evidence in relation to the alleged illegality of the groundwoι-ks following the 
sending of the Trigger Letteι- by the Claimants, or in the alternative that the Respondent is 
estopped from ι-elying οη the illegality of the excessive gωundwoι-ks. 

3. The Respondent's Objections to Jurisdiction Ratione Materίae and Ratione Tempoιis 
ίη Respect of Obsolete Expenses 

3 .17 4 Given the manner in which the Respondent reformulated its objections to jurisdiction ratίone 
materίae and ratίone temporίs in ι-elation to obsolete expenses in its Counteι--Memorial, it is 
convenient to deal with the two objections together. 

3.175 The Tl'ibunal notes that, as originally formulated, the objection ratίone temporίs consisted of a 
general objection that the Claimants were not entitled to ι-aise a complaint under the ΒΙΤ in 
ι-espect of any action of the Respondent occuπing pήοι- to the Claimants' acquisition of their 
ι-espective investments consisting of their shmeholding or otheι- participation in Tschechien 7 
and ECE Pι-aha. 

3.176 Had the Claimants sought to ι-ely οη any conduct prioι- to acquisition of their ι-espective 
investments as constituting a bι-each of the ΒΙΤ, the objection would in principle have been 
well-founded; however, in light of the Claimants' confil'mation that they did not in fact rely οη 
any conduct of the Respondent prior to their acquisition of their investments in Tschechien 7 
and ECE Praha as constituting a breach of the ΒΙΤ, the objection to jul'isdiction becomes moot. 
It retains its life only to the extent that the Tribunal will, in its treatment of the merits, pay 
particulm attention to assuήng itself that the claims for adjudication do relate exclusively to 
conduct falling properly with the scope of the ΒΙΤ ratίone tenιp01·ίs. 

3.177 As reformulated, the objection to jurisdiction ratίone temporίs seems to the Tribunal to be 
closely connected to the objection to jurisdiction ratίone materίae. Both objections me of 
limited scope, and go to the question of the extent to which the Tribunal has jurisdiction over 
the claims made by the Claimants in respect of losses allegedly suff ered as the result of 
obsolete expenses incuπed by subsidimies of the Claimants within the ECE Gωup other than 
ECE Pι-aha and Tschechien 7. 
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3 .178 As explained by the Respondent, the point arises due to the "relatively late and sequenced 

acquisition" by the Claimants of the subsidiaries whose obsolete expenses it claims. 381 Ιη its 
ι·atίone ιηαteι-ίαe form, the objection is that the Claimants cannot claim for damages in Iespect 
of obsolete expenses incuπed by subsidiaries except to the extent that those subsidiaries were 

owned by the Claimants, and therefoie constituted their investments within the meaning of 
Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ. Ιη its ι-atίone teιnpoι-ίs version, the objection is that the Tribunal has 

ηο jurisdiction over Claimants' claims for damages for obsolete expenses incuπed by their 

subsidiaries save insofar as the latteI actually represented investments of the Claimants at the 

tiine those expenses weie said to have been incuπed. 

3.179 Ιη the opinion of the Tiibunal the argument underlying these objections is in piinciple valid. 

That does not however automatically mean that it is an mgument of a piefuninmy character 
going to jurisdiction itself, in the strict sense. UndeI Article 10(2) of the ΒΙΤ, read in 

conjunction with Article 10(1), the Respondent has given its consent to the submission to 

arbitration b;r this Tiibunal of [disputes relating to]382 investments between eitheI Contracting 

Party and an investoI of the otheI Contracting Party. Taken literally and in isolation, this 

phiase could be read as encompassing an;1 dispute between the parties so identified, so long as 

the dispute had some Ielationship with an 'investment', and without Iegmd, that is, to whetheI 

the subject of the dispute was an allegation by that pmticulm investor that the host State had 

bieached the investoι"s specific rights, as guaranteed undeI the ΒΙΤ, in Iespect of tl1at specific 

investment. Το Iead Article 10 in this way would not howeveI make good sense, and would 

not, in the Tribunal' s view, be in accoidance with the Iegiine foI inteipietation laid down in the 

Vienna Convention, which lays down as the fundamental rule that the search foI the propeI 

inteipretation of treaty language must always view the natural meaning of the words in their 

context, and in the light of the treaty' s object and puipose. Man;1 bilateral investment treaties 

are drawn in teims ratheI more specific than those used in Article 1 Ο. The Tiibunal is 
nevertheless in ηο doubt that, if one looks at the text of the ΒΙΤ as a whole in the light of its 

overall puipose, the less precise text of Article 10 was intended to achieve the same Iesult. 

The universe of possible disputes that would fall within the 'juiisdiction' of an arbitral tribunal, 

in the formal sense of its competence to adjudicate οη them, is tl1us coextensive with the 

univeise of possible clai1ns in respect of which an investoI could properly seek a substantive 
remedy ftom an arbitral tribunal for the bieach of its Iights under the treaty as a Iesult of the 

host State' s treatment of its investment. 

3.180 That conclusion having once been reached, it becomes in11naterial whether the point Iaised by 

tl1e Respondent in the piesent case is undeistood as a strictly 'jurisdictional' objection in tl1e 

ηaιτοw sense, ΟΙ as a bωadeI plea of inadιnissibility which the Tribunal ought to dispose of as 

a piefuninary matter, οι- as a matteι- going to the meiits, since in eitheI of the first two cases the 
objection would be so closely tied up with the substantive, content of the Claimants' claims that 

a tribunal would properly join it to the merits. It had howeνeI, been established ftom the outset 

in the Tribunal's Pωcedural 0IdeI Νο. 1 that preliminary objections and substantive ineiits 

should be aι·gued in parallel with one another. 

381 Counter-Memorial, para. 274; above, paragraph 3.127. 
382 The Respondent' s wording for the tι-anslation of tl1e paragraph, but the point 11ere discussed is independent of the 
dίsagree1nent between the Parties ονeΓ the translation. 
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3.181 Although, as noted above, the Claimants specified that they malce ηο claim of breach of the 
ΒΙΤ in respect of the conduct of the Respondent prior to 6 July 2007, and implicitly accept that 
Ρ ΑΝΤΑ had ηο investment in Tschechien 7 prior to 1 July 2007 and that ECE International 
had ηο investment in ECE Praha prior to 11 January 2007, this does not touch the Tribunal's 
competence to have regard to relevant events prior to the earliest of these dates insofar as those 
events constitute part of the background against which it must rule upon the allegations over 
which it does have jurisdiction. 

4. Conclusions οη Jurisdiction 

3 .182 Ιη the light of the above, the Tribunal: 

a. holds that the Claimants' respective shaΓeholdings and otheΓ participatory interests in 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha constitute investments within the meaning of Article 
1(1) of the ΒΙΤ and rejects the Respondent's objection to jurisdiction based οη the 
Claimants' lack of an investment; 

b. rejects the Respondent' s objection to jurisdiction οη the basis of illegality; 

c. joins to the merits the Respondent' s objections to juήsdiction ι·atione materiae and 
ratione temporis as refoΓmulated in the Respondent's Counter-Memorial. 

3.183 The Tribunal will therefoΓe proceed to consider the arguments of the Parties οη the merits of 
the dispute. 
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PARTIV 

ΤΗΕ MERITS OF ΤΗΕ CLAIMANTS' 

CLAIMS OF BREACH OF ΤΗΕ BIT 

Α. INTRODUCTION 

4.1 The core of the Claimants' claims in the present arbitration is that impropeI delays in the 
administrative proceedings relating to the necessary Planning and Building Permits for the 
construction of the Galerie project resulted in their being forced to abandon the project. 

4.2 More specifically, the Claimants' case is: 

a. that the various decisions of the Respondent's authorities resulted in delays which 
violated the standards laid down in the ΒΙΤ; 

b. that the consequence of those delays was that the opening date for the Galerie project 
had to be pushed back; 

c. that as a result, anchor tenants were lost; and 

d. that in turn the loss of key tenants, combined with the continued uncertainty over the 
opening date had so severe an effect οη the profitability of the project that the 
Claimants had ηο alternative but to abandon it. 

4.3 The Claimants' claims are thus premised not only upon showing a breach of one ΟΙ more of the 
relevant standards of protection contained in the ΒΙΤ, but also in showing that the breach or 
breaches caused the abandonment of the project and the consequential loss. 

4.4 Αη essential element in this context, without which the allegedly key importance of the 
opening date f or the Claimants' Galei-ie project cannot be understood, is the existence of the 
rival shopping centie project being constructed by Multi, in veiy close proximity to the Galerie 
project. The Multi project, Forum, would not only have been in direct competition with the 
Claimants' Galerie project for customers in the event that both opened, but was also, duiing the 
peiiod of permitting and construction Ielevant to the dispute, in fieice competition with the 
Claimants to secure tenants in advance of their Iespective anticipated openings. 

4.5 The Respondent' s essential position is that the administrative proceedings were conducted in 
an entirely propeI ιnanneI and that none of the decisions adopted by the Ielevant authoiities 
resulted in a bieach of the ΒΙΤ. The Respondent argues fuither that the great majority of the 
delays weie caused by the Claimants' failuie to file complete and timely applications with the 

relevant authoiities. Tl1e Respondent also talces issue with the Claimants' asseition that they 
were foiced to teiminate the pIOject because of the delays in the peimitting proceedings, the 
loss of anchoI tenants, and the alleged uncertainty, and suggest that the Ieal Ieason why the 
Claimants aboited the project was due to "their own bad business judgment, pooI local 
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management and the effect of the worldwide crisis in the real estate market in Central and 
Eastern Europe". 383 

4.6 There is thus a substantial dispute between the Paιiies not only as to whether anything done by 
the relevant authorities of the Respondent breached the ΒΠ, but also as to whether there is any 

causal link between any such breach of the ΒΠ (if established) and the decision of the 
Claimants' to abandon the project (and, indeed, when that decision was actually taken), and 
thus as to whether any loss suffered by the Claimants resulted from the breaches alleged. 

4.7 Ιη the present Part, the Tribunal examines the merits of the Claimants' claims of breach of the 
ΒΠ, without examining in detail the added layer of complication resulting from the dispute 

between the Parties as to what was in fact the cause of the abandonment of the project, and as 
to when the decision to abandon was tal(en. Nevertheless, given that they are fundamentally 
intertwined, the positions of the Parties οη the merits of the Claimants' claims and as to the 

reasons for abandonment and causation are set out togethel" in the following section. The 
Tribunal' s decision as to the date and cause of the abandonment and the issues of causation is 
then addI"essed separately in Part V below. 

Β. POSITIONS OF ΤΗΕ PARTIES. 

1. The Claimants' Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim 

a. Alleged Breach of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (Article 2(1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.8 Ιη the Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, the Claimants put forward theiJ: case of 

bI"each of the fail" and equitable treatment standard οη two fronts. Fil"st, they recalled that the 

Tribunal in Tecmed had held that the fair and equitable treatment standard requil"ed States to 
pωvide to investments treatment that does not affect the basic expectations that were taken 
into account by the foI"eign investor in maldng its investment. Second, relying οη the decisions 
in Metalclad, Occidental, and Waste Management, they argued that the concept of due process 
"concretizes the principle of fail" and equitable treatment with regard to administrative 
proceedings and I"equires that the host state acts transparently and predictably vis-a-vis foreign 
investors and, theI"efore, permits them to plan and organize theil" investments.384 The 
Claimants' position was that in general terms the breach by a State of its own laws both 

violated the I"equil"ement of predictability under the fair and equitable treatment standaI"d, and 
was pα se unfail". 

4.9 As to the facts of the pI"esent case, the substance of the Claimants' allegation of breach of the 
ΒΠ under the heading of the fail" and equitable treatment standard was that the relevant 
authorities had repeatedly failed to comply with the applicable ωles of Czech administrative 

383 See e.g., Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 3. 
384 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 213, citing Metalclad Corp01·atίon ν. Unίted Mexίcan States 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB(AF)/97/1), Award of 30 August 2000, para. 99; Occίdental Exploι·atίon and Productίon 
Coιnpany ν. Republίc of Ecuadoι· (LCIA Case Νο. UN3467), Final Award of 1July2004, para. 183; and Waste 
Manageιnent lnc. ν. Unίted Mexίcan States (Νο. 2) (ICSill Case Νο. ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 April 2004, 
para. 98. 
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law, and had thereby created "a significant delay that prevented Claimants from enjoying the 
benefits of their investment". 385 Ιη suppoΓt of this, multiple allegations of violation of 
applicable Czech administτative law weτe made in τelation to both the Planning Peτmission 
PIOceedings (with paτticular emphasis being placed upon the delays in the extraordinaτy 

review pIOceedings), the Building PIOceedings (including in particulaτ as regards the Third 
Stay adopted by MAL), and the conduct of the Groundworlcs Removal Pωceedings. 

4.10 The Claimants argued that "the complete lack of transparency and the laclc of adheτence to 
Respondent's own laws, which led to the temporaτy revocation of a lawfully rendered Planning 
Permit and to an unlawful stay of the building peτmit proceedings fοτ seveι·al months, 

manifestly offends judicial propriety",386 and that "the Respondent's conduct during the 
Planning and the Building Peτmit Proceedings, which was undisputedly unlawful under 
Respondent's own laws, violated Claimants' fair expectations to τeceive from Respondent fair 

and equitable treatment" and that therefoτe there had been a violation of the fair and equitable 
treatment standaτd contained in Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ.387 

· 

b. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Impairment of Investments by Arbitrary or 
Discriminatory Measures (Article 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.11 Second, the Claimants asserted, τelying οη Aiticle 2(2) of the ΒΠ, that the "eπatic and 
unexplainable conduct" of the administrative authorities "violated Claimants' legitimate 

expectation to be pωtected against aτbitraτy measures". 388 

4.12 The Claimants asserted that the Respondent "impaired Claimants' enjoyment of its investment 

in Tschechien 7 thIOugh the aτbitraτy measures of its authorities i.e. MAL, the Ministry and the 
Minsteτ", involcing in paτticulaτ: 

a. the fact that, despite the undeτlying facts not having changed, the Ministry in the First 

Ministry Decision decided to τemand the case back to RAL, but thereafter in the 
Second Ministry Decision decided to revoke the planning peτmit entirely with the 
consequence that the pIOceedings in relation to Tschechien 7' s application for 
planning permission would have had to be recommenced from the beginning;389 

b. the fact that the MinisteI, despite the undeτlying facts and paτties being identical, 
decided the same case in different ways in the First and Second MinisteI Decisions.390 

The Claimants τefeπed also to the fact that the Minster acted in contradiction of the 
opinion of the Adviso1Ύ Committee;391 

c. MAL's various decisions to stay the building peτmit proceedings; in paτticular as 
τegards the Third Stay, the Claimants invoked the fact that the decision to stay was so 

385 Request foI Aibittation and Statement of Claiin, paia. 214 
386 Request foI Aibittation and Statement of Clai.Jn, paia. 215. 
387 Request for Aibittation and Statement of Clai.Jn, paia. 216. 
388 Request for Aibittation and Statement of Clai.Jn, paia. 217-218. 
389 Request for Aibittation and Statement of Claiin, paia. 220. 
390 Request for Aibitiation and Statement of Claiin, paia. 220. 
391 Request for Aι·bittation and Statement of Claim, para. 220. 
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obviously unlawful that RAL "felt it necessary to explicitly stress in writing οη 
several occasions that it was impossible to legally defend the position MAL had 
talcen". 392 

4.13 Οη that basis, it was asserted that the Claimants' investment had been "frustrated" by a 
"multitude of violations of administrative legal provisions οη the adherence to which 
Claimants had relied when making their investments". The conduct of the Ministry and 
MinisteI f or Regional Development in the extraordinary review proceedings was qualified as 
"eπatic", and that conduct was said to have been "completed" by MAL's conduct in adopting 
the Third Stay. 393 

4.14 Finally, the Claimants pointed to the fact that the Ministry for Regional Development 
"intervened" in the Groundworks Removal Proceedings and Administrative Offence 
P1Όceedings as confirming "Respondent's piepaι·edness to act arbitrarily when it seives its 
purposes".394 They emphasized that the Ministry had had ηο competence under Czech law to 
interfere in the administrative proceedings, and submitted that it did so in an attempt to create 
an "obstacle" for the present proceedings, and had also sought to place pressure οη officials 
within MAL. 395 

c. Alleged Breach of the Obligation to Admit Investments (Article 2(1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.15 The Claimants in addition claimed that the conduct by the agencies of the Respondent of the 
Planning Permit and Building Permit Proceedings violated not only the Respondent' s own 
domestic law, but also the obligation under Article 2(1) of the ΒΠ to admit the Claimants' 
investments "in accordance with its legislation".396 

4.16 The Claimants asserted that the Second Minister decision confirmed that both the First and 
Second Ministry Decisions had been unlawful, and that, regardless of any flaws in RAL' s 
decision to dismiss appeals against the Planning Permit, under the applicable legislation, the 
rights acquired by the Claimants under the Planning Permit and its reliance thereon were such 
as to oveπide any concerns as to the lawfulness of the Planning Permit. The Claimants asserted 
that the First Minister decision "should have come to that conclusion, rendering also the First 
Minister Decision unlawful."397 

4.17 Ιη addition, the Claimants asserted that, as confirmed by the decisions of RAL in relation to the 
appeals against the Third Stay adopted by MAL, the Third Stay of the Building Permit 
Proceedings was unlawful as the fact that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings were pending 
did not affect the final and binding status of the Planning Permit. 398 

392 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 221. 
393 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 222. 
394 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 223. 
395 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 223. 
396 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 225. 
397 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 228. 
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d. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Expropriation (Article 4 ΒΙΤ) 

4.18 Fourth, the Claimants asserted that the conduct of the Respondent~ s agencies in the Planning 
Permit a11d Building Permit Proceedings a1nou11ted to "a measure tantamount to expropriation" 
for the purposes of the prohibition of expropriation, llationalization and measures having 
effects tantamount thereto contai11ed in Article 4(2) of the ΒΙΤ. 

4.19 Relyi11g οη the observations of the Μ etalclad tribunal that the pIΌhibitio11 of expropriation 
(undeΓ Article 1110 NAFTA) extendsed to "incidental inteΓference with the use of pIΌperty 
which has the effect of depΓiving the owneΓ, i11 whole or i11 significant part, of the use ΟΓ 
reaso11ably-to-be expected economic benefit of pIΌperty",399 the Claimants noted that the 
intended use of the pIΌperty as a retail centre was legitimate and that the Planning Permit was 
lawful and binding; alleged that the Respondent pΓevented the Claimants "from their intended 
use" because the Plan11ing Permit was Γevoked duΓing the ExtraoΓdinar;ι Review PIΌceedings ; 
and argued that the delays caused by the administΓative pIΌceedi11gs "created a situation in 
which Claimants could 110 1011ger pursue their inte11tion to develop, sell and manage the Γetail 
centre", such that the Claimants could "ηο 1011geΓ Γeap the i11te11ded economic benefits from 
their pIΌperty". 400 

4.20 The Claima11ts aΓgued that the inteΓfeΓence by the Respondent with the Claimants' rights was 
of sufficient "intensity" to qualify as indirect expIΌpriation; they stated that the 

classic case of α sιιffίcientl)' seνeι-e νiolation of an inνestoι·'s ι·iglιts is where 
tlιe lιost state νiolates an inνestoι-' s legitinιate expectations tlιι-ouglι lawful, 
but nιodifίed conduct. Tlιe cuπent sitιιation ίs sign(fιcantl)' wo1·se: 
Clainιants' legitinιate expectations, and tlιeiι· decision to set up Tsclιecliien 7 
as α project conιpan)' fοι· tlιe Galeι-ie project, weι-e based on 
adlιeι-ence of Respondent' s 01·gans to tlιeiι- donιestic laws. But Respondent 
undisputedl)ι νiolated its donιestic laws οη seνeral occasions, but duι·ing the 
Planning Pennit and tlιe Building Pe1mit P1·oceedings. Ιη ternιs of 
ι·estricting αη al1·ead)' acquired legal position, tlιe nιost seνere νiolation of 
Clainιants' legitinιate expectations was tlιe Second Ministl)' Decision, whiclι 
de facto too!G awa)' f1·011ι Clainιants tlιe planning secuτ·it)' alτ-ead)ι acqui1·ed 
tlιroιιgli α binding planning pernιit. In suclι α sitιιation, Clai1nants coιιld ηο 
longeι- inιpleιnent tlιeiι- business plan - and cannot do so ίn the future. 401 

4.21 Finally, whilst acknowledgi11g that they Γemai11ed i11 possession of the land constituting the 
pIΌject site 011 which the Galerie pIΌject was to be developed, and had the Γequisite peΓmits a11d 
approvals, the Claimants asseΓted that the land plots weΓe woΓthless to Claimants because 
"their concept fοΓ development of a Γetail ce11tre can ηο longeΓ be puΓsued. The business 
opportunity Γelated to GaleΓie is fοΓeνeΓ gone, which is tantamount to a taking of the 
Γights arising from Claimants' i11vestment."402 

399 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 235, quoting Metalclad Coιpoι-ation ν. Unίted Mexίcan States 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/9711 ), Award of 30 August 2000, para. 103. 
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e. "Non-Discrimination" 

4.22 Ιη addition, although not formally alleging a breach in this regard, the Claimants stated in 
general terms that they had "reason to believe that Respondent has also breached its duty of 
non-discrimination under the ΒΠ", and reserved their rights to "submit further facts, evidence 
and legal conclusions, including through requests for document production."403 

2. The Respondent's Answer to the Statement of Claim 

a. Overview and Factual Matters 

4.23 At the outset of its Answer to the Statement of Claim, the Respondent asserted that the 
Claimants' claim constituted a "thinly-veiled attempt by Claimants to use the [ΒΠ] as an 
insurance policy against their bad business judgment and poor local management". 404 

4.24 The Respondent charged that the Claimants had misrepresented the conduct of the relevant 
administrative proceedings; omitted to inform the Tribunal of their contribution to the delay of 
the proceedings; asserted with ηο supporting evidence that the alleged delays caused the 
abandonment of the project; and "asserted a damage claim seemingly from thin air."405 

4.25 As regards the third matter, the issue of causation of the abandonment of the project, the 
Respondent emphasized that the burden lay with the Claimants to establish that actions of the 
Respondent had in fact caused them to abandon their project. 406 

4.26 The Respondent explained that 1 Ο of the 22 months between December 2006, when the 
application for a Planning Permit was made, and October 2008, the point in time at which the 
Claimants asserted that they abandoned the project, was attributable to delays caused by the 
actions of Tschechien 7.407 The Respondent further argued that it had been impossible for the 
Galerie Liberec project to open in the Autumn of 2009 as the Claimants assert they had 
originally expected, and that, as a result of the delays, the earliest the Claimants could have 
expected the opening of the Galeriec Liberec centre was February 2011. 408 

4.27 As to the cause of the supposed delays, the Respondent pointed first to the filing of the 
incomplete application for planning permission in late December 2006, which was only 
remedied in May 2007, resulting in a delay of five months before the Planning Permit 
Proceedings effectively began.409 The Respondent further highlighted that the Planning Permit 
was thereafter issued οη 16 July 2007, and having been confirmed οη appeal by RAL, became 
effective οη 21 December 2007.410 Ιη that connection, the Respondent emphasized that the 

403 Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, para. 239. 
404 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 3. 
405 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 11. 
406 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 14. 
407 Answer to Statement of Claim, paras. 15-18. 
408 Answer to Statement of Claim, paras. 19-20. 
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effectiveness of the Planning Permit was not affected by the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings before the Ministry for Regional Developιnent, and that the Claimants were able, 
and in fact did, pIOceed with theil' applications fοΓ the Β uilding Permits. 411 

4.28 Second, the Respondent highlighted that the Claimants did not in fact complete the application 
for the Building Permit until the end of May 2008, a further five months afteI the Planning 
Permit had become effective.412 

4.29 As to the effect of the delays, the Respondent argued that in light of the relevant statutoiy rules 
applicable to the conduct of administrative pωceedings and Tschechien 7's own estimates as to 
the time necessary foI construction, at least 40 months were requiied between the submission 
of a complete application foI a planning peimit and the opening of the centre. 413 That position 
was taken οη the basis that: 

a. taldng account of the Ielevant statutoiy time-limits and Iequirements as to the display 
of notices, and assuming that theie would be appeals against the decision of MAL, at 
least six and a half months (195 days) was Iequired ftom the filing of a complete 
application foI planning pel'lllission, and the entry into legal effect of the Planning 
Permit·414 

' 

b. a period of at least two months was normally requiied between the issue of an 
effective building permit and the submission of a complete application for building 
permits, given the complexity of the detailed construction plans and documents 
required, and the need to comply with any specific teims contained in the Planning 
Permit·415 

' 

c. again taking account of relevant statutoiy time-limits and requiiements as to the 
display of notices, and again assuming that theΓe weie appeals against the decision of 
the municipal authoiity, at least a further six and a half months (195 days) was 
required from the filing of a complete application for a Building Pennit, and the 
coming into legal eff ect of a Β uilding Peimit; 

d. the Claimants themselves had estimated that the actual construction phase of the 
pIOject would take 23 months; 416 

e. the issuing of Occupancy Approvals would take at least 45 days, even assuming that 
ηο major issues weie identified which IequiΓed Iectification. Οη that basis, the 
Respondent estimated that two months was a Ieasonable pIOvision foI the final 
issuance of Occupancy Approvals. 417 

411 Answe!' to Statement of Claim, pMa. 17. 
412 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claίm, paΓa. 18. 
413 Answer to Statement of Claim, pMas. 19 and 70. 
414 Answer to Statement of Claim, paΓas. 58. 
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4.30 As such, the Respondent submitted that an opening in Autumn 2009 would only have been 
possible if Tscl1echien 7 had filed a complete application for planning permission towaΓds the 
beginning of the Summer of 2006, rather than in May 2007.418 Given that the complete 
planning permit application had in fact been filed in May 2007, the Respondent asserted that 
the earliest possible opening, assuming the speedy filing of an application for a building permit 
would have been early Autumn 201 Ο; however, given the fact that a period of five months 
elapsed before a complete application for the main Building Permit was filed, the Respondent 
asserted that the earliest possible opening date became February 2011.419 

4.31 Οη that basis, the Respondent asserted that the Claimants' claims that the project had to be 
abandoned in October 2008 as a result of the anchor tenants withdrawing because a Spring 
2010 opening was not possible were false.420 

4.32 By way of summary of its case οη the meΓits, the Respondent asserted that, even assuming 
Claimants' factual allegations were true, the claim would nevertheless fail οη the law, given 
that all of the Claimants' claims ι·elated to allegations that the Czech administrative bodies 
issued incoπect decisions and caused unjustifiable delays in administrative proceedings, and 

were therefore, in reality, disguised claims for denial of justice.421 The Respondent noted that 
the Claimants had not discussed issues of exhaustion of local remedies, and asserted that this 
was because all of the decisions of which complaint was made were either successfully 

appealed, appeals were lodged, but out of time, or ηο appeal was filed at all. The Respondent 
argued -that although the Claimants had put forward claims as to breaches of a number of 

provisions of the ΒΠ, analysis of the real nature of the claims disclosed that they were in 
reality claims for denial of justice, and that the applicable standard fοΓ denial of justice under 
international law required dismissal of the Claimants' claims. 422 

4.33 The Respondent further argued that the Claimants' claims in any case failed οη the merits, οη 

the basis that: 

a. insofar as the Claimants alleged violation of their legitimate expectations, the 

Respondent never made any Γepresentations, and the Claimants' alleged estimates as 
to timing were unrealistic; 

b. a mere violation of pωcedural rules did not ipso facto result in a violation of the fair 

and equitable treatment standard; 

c. relying οη the decision of the International Court of Justice in ELSI, a first instance 

decision which has been quashed cannot be held to be ipso facto arbitrary; 

d. insofar as the Claimants made complaint as to the admission of their investments, 
there was ηο dispute that the Claimants acquired their interests in Tschechien 7 and 

ECE Praha without any interference; and 

418 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 19. 
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e. there was ηο indirect expropriation, insofar as the Claimants retained full ownership 
and control ονeΓ both Tschechien 7 and ECE PΓaha, and over the project land owned 
by Tschechien 7.423 

4.34 The Respondent also criticized the Claimants' conduct subsequent to the supposed decision to 

abandon the project, which they noted the Claimants claimed was Γeached in OctobeΓ 2008. Ιη 

particular, the Respondent noted that the Claimants had at ηο point infoΓmed the building 
authoΓities that it was ηο longeΓ interested in completing the project, ηοΓ had it withdrawn the 

applications fοΓ building permits.424 The Respondent furthel' cΓiticized the conduct of 
Tschechien 7 in filing an appeal against the Building Permit fοΓ the Main Construction, as well 
in not appealing the decision by RAL to stay the appellate proceedings in relation to the 
Building Peπnits.425 The Respondent submitted that tl1e Claimants' "dilatoΓy conduct" had 
been intended to cause further delay in the hope of Cl'eating suppol't foI their investment 

claims.426 

4.35 Ιη the context of its discussion of events subsequent to the date οη which the Claimants 
allegedly abandoned the project, the Respondent also laid down a general marl<:er that, οη the 

basis of the Claimants' claims, events subsequent to the alleged date of abandonment in 
October 2008 could not have been causative of the supposed forced abandonment, and were 
ilierefore of ηο relevance for assessment of the Claimants' claims of breach of the ΒΠ. 427 

4.36 Ιη addition, the Respondent criticized Tschechien 7's conduct in the Planning and Building 
Proceedings as being inconsistent with the Claimants' asserted expectation that the opening 

date of Galerie would be in Spring 2010,428 making reference in particular to: 

a. the delay between DecembeΓ 2006 and May 2007 in providing the complete 
documentation supporting the application for a Planning Permit, with the result the 

Respondent asserted, that, all'eady at that stage, the opening date could have been ηο 

earlier than SeptembeI 2010;429 

b. the delay in submitting complete applications f01· the various Building Permits, the 

complete documentatio11 0111;1 having bee11 submitted 011 May 2008, with the result 
that, so the Respo11de11t asserted, the ope11i11g date would have had to have been 
pushed back to, at earliest February 2011.430 

4.37 The Respondent aι·gued i11 summary that the various proceedi11gs were, overall, co11ducted i11 a 
man11eI which was favouΓable to the Claimants, and weie thl'oughout conducted in a timely, 

faiI a11d tra11spaΓe11t ma1111el', with Tschechie11 7 havi11g the oppoΓtunity to seek ΓedΓess fοΓ any 
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correct decisions or delay.431 By way of amplification, the Respondent noted that, although the 
Galerie project resulted in vigoιΌus opposition from a variety of quaτters, the appeals by 
individual residents (supported by Cista Mesta), as well as by Multi, ultimately were all 
τejected.432 Further, the Respondent submitted that the authoτities οη a number of occasions 
acted of their own motion to Tschechien 7' s benefit; in particular, refeπing to MAL' s decision 
of 29 October 2008 to recommence the Building Proceedings, it noted that despite the fact that 
the appeals by Tschechien 7 had been filed · late, and were dismissed by RAL οη that basis, 
MAL in effect gave τelief of the form sought by Tschechien 7 in its appeals.433 

b. Merits of the Claimants' claims 

4.38 As to the merits of the Claimants' claims of breach of the ΒΠ, the Respondent characterized 
all of the various claims as essentially relating to the allegation that the Czech authorities 
issued incoπect decisions and caused delays in the administrative proceedings, and submitted 
that all of those claims were in Γeality disguised claims for denial of justice.434 Οη that basis it 
submitted that the Claimants' claims did not Iise to the elevated standard required f or a finding 
of bτeach οη that basis. 435 Ιη the alternative, even if the standards of denial of justice were held 
not to apply, the Respondent's position was that the Claimants' claims in any case failed οη the 
merits.436 

i. Denial of J ustice 

4.39 As to the assertion that the Claimants' claims were in reality disguised denial of justice claims, 
the Respondent, relying οη the decision in Amco Αsία, argued that the standards of denial of 
justice applied equally to administrative proceedings as they do to proceedings before judicial 
or quasi-judicial bodies.437 Οη that basis, it argued that the Claimants' claims failed because 
the Claimants did not complain of any measuΓe which went unredΓessed by the mechanisms 
available undeτ Czech administrative law, and, in any case, the conduct of the τelevant Czech 
authorities had not risen to the level required in οΓdeΓ to find a denial of justice.438 

4.40 By way of amplification of the first issue, the Respondent pointed to the normal requirement 
under international law in Γelation to a claim fοΓ denial of justice that available local remedies 
must be exhausted, and argued that the finality of the decision challenged constitutes a 
substantive element of the standard.439 The Respondent argued that Czech Republic could not 
be held to have caused a denial of justice unless it had been given the ''opportunity to remedy 
the alleged wιΌngdoing by the operation of its domestic system of remedies",440 and τefeπing 
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to the decision in Jan de Nul, aigued that it was only if the system as a whole had been tested 
and the initial wiongful decision had Ie111ained uncoπected (ΟΙ theie weie ηο effective Iemedy 
available, ΟΙ any Γemedy would have had ηο Ieasonable piospect of success), that the State 
could be held liable. 441 Relying upon the obseivations of the tiibunal in Jan de Νιιl, the 

Respondent fuΓtheΓ mgued that a single unfaiI fiist instance decision cannot peI se constitute a 
bieach of the faiI and equitable tieatment standmd. 442 

4.41 As to the meiits of the claims, assessed against the denial of justice standaΓd, the Respondent 

took the position that eνeiy single decision of which the Claimants c0111plained was eitheI 
successfull)' appealed, the appeal was lodged afteI the Ielevant statutoiy time liinit had expiied, 

ΟΙ ηο effoits weΓe made to lodge an appeal. 443 Ιη this IegaΓd, it emphasized that: 

a. the Fiist and Second Ministiy Decisions had ultimately been oveituined by the 
MinisteI in the Second MinisteI Decision; 

b. Tschechien 7 had not appealed MAL's decisions constituting the Thiid Stay within 
the applicable time limit; and 

c. Tschechien 7 had not appealed RAL's decision to stay the appellate pioceedings in 

Ielation to the main building peimit (Constiuction Ι).444 

Ιη addition, the Respondent pointed to the fact that Tschechien 7 at ηο point made use of the 
Iemedies available as IegaΓds a failuie to act undeI section 80 CAP.445 

4.42 Οη that basis, the Respondent asseited that "none of the alleged bases foI the claimed denial of 

justice satisfies the Γequiiement of finality and exl1austion of local Γemedies. That alone is fatal 

to all of Claimants' claims".446 

4.43 As to the second issue in Ielation to denial of justice, the Respondent posited that the 
applicable standard foI a denial of justice was a high one.447 It Iefeπed to the decision in 

Loewen foI the pΓOposition that a finding of denial of justice Iequiies a conclusion that theie 
has been "manifest injustice in the sense of a laclc of due piocess leading to an outcome w hich 
offends a sense of judicial piopiiety",448 as well as involcing Paulsson's suggestion that the 
standaΓd Iequiies that "the factual ciicumstances must be egiegious if state Iesponsibility is to 

aΓise οη the giounds of denial of justice".449 It furtheI noted, Ielying οη Jan de Nul and οη 
PanteclπιiJ,i, that "meie unlawfulness ΟΙ eποΙ in the inteφietation of domestic law cannot 
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amount to a breach of due process or a denial of justice if there was ηο breach of the investoι-' s 
fundamental rights to participate and defend itself in the proceedings."450 

4.44 As regards the facts, the Respondent argued that, even assuming the Claimants' claims to be 
true, the alleged irregularities in the planning and building proceedings fell well below the 
requisite level.451 The Respondent noted that Claimants had made ηο allegation of 
fundamental breach of procedural rights, of any lack of transparency, that Tschechien 7 did not 
have access to all relevant files, or that Tschechien 7 was in any way deprived of its 
opportunity to be heard. 452 

4.45 The Respondent further argued that the overall length of the Planning and Building 
Proceedings did not rise to the level of a denial of justice, noting that both MAL and RAL had 
delivered their decisions within the relevant statutory time periods.453 It fuι-ther argued that 
minor delays, such as that resulting fIΌm the early removal of the notification of opening of the 
Planning Proceedings, and the short delay in the transmission of the file from MAL to RAL 
following the appeals against the Planning Permit, could not be said to rise to the level of a 
denial of justice.454 More generally, it observed that the Planning Permission and Building 
Proceedings ι-elated to a complex matter, involving majoι- excavation worlcs and connection to 
existing roads.455 

ii. Meήts of the Claimants' Claims ofBreach of the ΒΙΤ 

4.46 Quite apart from its arguments as to denial of justice, the Respondent also disputed that the 
Claimants' claims as pleaded amounted to a violation of the substantive standaι-ds of treatment 
contained in the ΒΙΤ.456 

Alleged breach of the fαίι· and equίtable treatιnent standard (Artίcle 2( 1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.47 As to the Claimants' claims of breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard, the 
Respondent noted that the Claimants had asserted a violation of the general requirement of fair 
and equitable treatment, as well as arguing that the conduct of the authorities in relation to the 
Planning Permission and Building Proceedings frustrated their legitimate expectations of due 
process due to violations of Czech law, thus resulting in a lack of predictability and 
transparency. 457 

4.48 Ιη response, the Respondent emphasized that breaches of domestic law did not ίpso facto give 
rise to a violation of the fair and equitable treatment standard. 458 Ιη support of that position, the 

450 Answer to Statement of Claim, paras. 135-136, citing Jan de Nul Ν. V. and Dredging International Ν. V. ν. Arab 
Republic σf Egypt (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 206 and Panteclιniki S.A. 
Contractoι-s & Engineeι-s ν. Republic σf Albania (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/07/21), Award of 30 July 2009, para. 94. 
451 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 137. 
452 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 137. 
453 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 139. 
454 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 139. 
455 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 141 
456 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 143. 
457 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 143. 
458 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 144. 
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Respondent relied 011 a number of authorities, including i11 particular the observations of the 
tribunal in Continental Cαsιιαlt)ι and the decisio11 of the Cl1amber of the International Court of 
Justice in ELSI.459 Refeπing to the decisio11 of the NAFTA tribunal in ADF Gι·οιφ, the 
Respondent took the positio11 that sometl1i11g more tha11 alleged u11lawful11ess u11der domestic 
law was Γequired i11 ordeΓ to give Γise to violatio11 of the fair a11d equitable treatment 

standard. 460 

4.49 As to the Claima11ts' claim based οη legitimate expectations, the Respo11dent emphasized that 

the expectations protected undeΓ i11tenΊational law were those that the investoΓ toolc into 
account in mald11g its investment;461 argued, Γelying οη the decisio11 in Duke Εηeι-g)ι 
Electι-oqιιil ν. EcaudoΓ, that the Γeasonable11ess of expections had to be assessed in the light of 
"all ciΓcumstances, i11cluding not only the facts suπoundi11g the i11vestment, but also the 
political, socioeco1101nic, cultural a11d histoΓical co11ditio11s pΓevaili11g in the host State";462 and 

that legitimate expectations could only be based 011 specific assura11ces give11 to the investoΓ by 

the host State, ΓatheΓ than upon domestic legislation. 463 

4.50 The Respo11dent highlighted that the Claimants had not asserted that they had Γeceived any 

specific commitment from the Respo11de11t at the time of maki11g their investme11t, and 
submitted that the Claima11ts could 11ot have reaso11ably assumed that the peΓiod fοΓ the 
permitti11g a11d co11structio11 phases of GaleΓie would talce a11ythi11g less tha11 40 mo11ths from 
submission of a complete applicatio11 for plan11i11g peΓmissio11, ΟΙ' 31.5 mo11ths from the mald11g 
of a full applicatio11 fοΓ the Γequisite buildi11g peΓmits.464 The Responde11t noted that the ECE 

Gωup had pΓevious expeΓie11ce of developme11t of Ietail ce11tres i11 the Czech Republic, 
i11cludi11g its development of Ailaίdy Pa11knίc in Piague, which had take11 close to seven years 

to ope11.465 

4.51 Οη that basis, a11d give11 that the applicatio11 foI Planning Peimission had bee11 completed only 

i11 May 2007, the Respo11dent co11cluded that the Claima11ts could 11ot Ieasonably have 
expected that theie was a11y possibility that Galerie would ope11 at a11y time prior to SeptembeI 

2010.466 It fuΓtheI 11oted that whateveI estimates the Claima11ts may have made weie iπeleva11t, 
i11sofaI as the Respondent had made 110 specific assuΓances and those expectatio11s were not 
therefoie piotected undeΓ the ΒΠ.467 

459 Answer to Statement of Claim, paras. 14-146, citing, inter alia, Continental Casualt)> Coιnpan)' ν. Aι·gentίne Republίc 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB/03/9), Award of 5 SeptembeΓ 2008, para. 281 and,ElettιΌnica Sicιιla S.p.A. (ELSI), ICJ Repoι·ts 
1989, p. 15, at p. 74 (para. 124). 
460 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 148, citing ADF GΓOup Inc. ν. Unίted States o.f Αηιeι-ίcα (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB(AF)/00/1), Award of9 January 2003, para. 190. 
461 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 151, refeπing to Dιιke Eneι-g)> Electωqιιίl Paι·tneΓs αιιd ElectΓOqιιίl S.A. ν. 
Republίc o.f ΕcιιαdοΓ (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, para. 340; and EDF (Seι-11ίces) Lίnιίted 
ν. Rοηιαηία (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/05/13), Award of 8 October 2009, para. 219. 
462 AnsweΓ to Statement of Clai1n, para. 151, quoting Dιιke Enag)' ElectΓOqιιίl Paι·tneι-s and Electι-oqιιίl S.A. ν. 
Republic o.f Εcιιαdσι· (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, para. 340. 
463 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 152. 
464 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, para. 154. 
465 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 155. 
466 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, para. 156. 
467 Answer to Statement of Claim, pa!'a. 157. 
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Alleged bι·each ofthe pι·ohibition ofinipairnient of investιnents by aι·bitrary οι- disaiminatoιy 
nieasures (Aι-ticle 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.52 As to the Claimants' claims of violation of the prohibition of ilnpairment by aι·bitrary 

measures, the Respondent's principal defence, relying οη the decision in ELSI, was that the 
claim failed insofar as it rested οη the premise that the measures in question were arbitrary 
because they were unlawful under Czech law.468 The Respondent submitted that the relevant 
test of arbitrariness was that proposed by the Chamber in ELSI: 

Arbitrariness is not so much something opposed to α rule of law, but 
something opposed to the ι-ule of law. [ ... ] It ίs α wίllful disregard of due 
process of law, an act wliich shocks, σι· at least suφrises, α sense of judicial 
propι-iety. 469 

4.53 Approaching the Claimants' claims οη that basis, the Respondent argued that the two Ministry 
Decisions adopted in the extraordinary review proceedings could not be considered to be 
arbitrary as they had been overturned by the two Minister Decisions.470 It further observed that 
the Minister, although agreeing with the Ministry that the Planning Permit had been issued in 
violation of Czech law, only disagreed with the conclusions of the Ministry in the Second 
Ministry Decision οη the question of whether the quashing of the Planning Permit would 
constitute a dispIΌportionate interference with Tschechien 7' s rights acquired in good faith 
compared with the public interest considerations. The Respondent submitted that the 
application of the proportionality test was 'Όηe οη which minds can reasonably differ" but that 
the Ministry' s conclusion was not one which satisfied the test enunciated by the ICJ in ELSI of 
constituting a "willful disregard of due process of law", or which could be said to shock or 
surprise a sense of judicial propriety. 471 

4.54 As for the claim that the First Minister Decision was arbitrary because the Minister had chosen 
to quash the First Ministry Decision and remand the case to the Ministry, and the connected 
suggestion that the remand was unlawful, the Respondent first disputed that the Minister' s 
decision to remand was unlawful.472 Ιη its submission, the Minister's decision to remand was 
entirely proper given that he deemed it appropriate that further factual investigation be 
conducted, in particular as regards the scope and extent of any rights acquired in good faith by 
Tschechien 7 as a result of the Planning Permission.473 Ιη addition, the Respondent asserted 
that, in any case, any unlawfulness affecting the First MinisteΓ Decision under Czech law 
arising from the decision to remand to the Ministry, rather than terminate the extraordinary 

468 Answer to Statement of Claim, paras. 158-159, citing Elettronica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI), lCJ Reports 1989, p. 15, at p. 
74 (para. 124) 
469 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 160, citing Elettι-onica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI), ICJ Reports 1989, p. 15, at p. 76 
(para. 128). 
470 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 163. 
471 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 164. 
472 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 166. 
473 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 166. 
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review procedure, would not necessarily mean that the decision should be treated as 
arbitrary.474 

4.55 Ιη Ielation to the claim that the Third Stay of the Building Proceedings imposed by MAL in 
July 2008 was arbitrary because unlawful under Czech law, the Respondent lilcewise disputed 
that this was sufficient to justify a conclusion that the decision was arbitrary, and submitted 
that the decision fell below the relevant threshold.475 The Respondent emphasized that 
although MAL realized its mistake, it was prevented from rectifying it by reason of the fact 
that Tschechien 7 had in the meantime appealed the Thiι·d Stay to RAL, with the result that tl1e 
file had to be transfeπed, and that MAL acted sua sponte to resume the proceedings as soon as 
RAL had dismissed the appeal. 476 

4.56. Finally, the Respondent rejected the Claimants' claim that the Ministry of Finance acted 
arbitrarily in "intervening" in the Groundworlcs Removal Proceedings, οη the basis that the 
"intervention" was "a mere exchange of information with MAL" consequent upon receipt by 
the Ministry of the Claimants' Trigger Letter.477 The Respondent argued that such an exchange 
of inf ormation was entirely appropriate in circumstances in w hich a claim was raised in 
connection with ongoing administrative proceedings, and observed that the Claimants did not 
attempt to specif)' how the "intervention" was arbitrary. 478 Ιη a footnote, the RespQndent also 
recalled that the "intervention" took place in 2009, and therefore could not have had any effect 
upon the Claimants' decision to abandon the project in 2008.479 

Alleged bι-eacli of tlie obligation to adιnit investιnents (Aι-ticle 2 ( 1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.57 As regards the Claimants' claim that the Respondent breached its obligation under Article 2(1) 
of the ΒΠ to admit the Claimants' investment in accordance with its legislation because of the 
failure to issue the Planning and Building Permits in accordance with the relevant statutory 
deadlines under Czech law, the Respondent took the position that the obligation was only 
relevant to the initiation of an investment, which the Claimants claimed was their participation 
in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha. 480 

4.58 The Respondent obseΓved in this connection that theΓe had been ηο inteΓfeΓence in the 
acquisition by the Clairnants of those participatoΓy Γights, and that admission of the Claimants 
was entirely unconnected with the administrative pωceedings fοΓ the GaleΓie pIOject.481 

Alleged bι-eacli of tlie pι-ohibition of eχpι-οpι-ίαtίοη (Aι-tίcle 4(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.59 The Respondent, at the outset of its discussion of the Claiinants' claims of indirect 
expωpΓiation obseΓved that the Claimants' "articulation of this claim is difficult to follow", 

474 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 166. 
475 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 167. 
476 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 167. 
477 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 168. 
478 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 168. 
479 Answer to Statement of Claim, note 171. 
480 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 171. 
481 Answer to Statemen t of Claim, para. 171. 
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and noted that the Claimants "seem to argue that the Czech Republic indirectly expropriated 
theiT investment based οη the alleged delay in the administrative proceedings".482 

4.60 The Respondent took the position that expωpriation Tequired: i) action by the State 
constituting a taking of property rights; ii) having a substantially seveTe impact οη an 
investoT's investment as a whole, and which iii) did not fall into any of the categories of 
peTmissible and non-compensable expropriation (such as bona fide TegulatoTy action). It 
submitted that the Claimants had failed to establish any of those elements.483 

4.61 As to the Tequired "taldng", the Respondent noted that the only measure specifically identified 
as expropriatory by the Claimants was the supposed revocation of the Planning Permit by the 
Second Ministry Decision. It observed that, given that the Second Ministry Decision never 
became legally effective (i.e. due to the filing of Tschechien 7's appeal and the subsequent 
quashing of the Second Ministry Decision by the Second MinisteI Decision), the Claimants 
were wωng insof ar as they suggest that tl1e Planning Pel"mit had been revolced. 484 

4.62 Ιη the altemative, the Respondent argued that, even if the Planning Peimit had been Ievoked, 
that would have constituted a valid exeicise of regulatory powers and thus could not constitute 
a compensable taldng, and again emphasized that the conclusion of the Extraoidinary Review 
proceedings was that the Planning Permit had been issued unlawfully, altl1ough the Second 
Minister Decision had declined to quash it.485 

4.63 Foreshadowing its arguments οη causation, the Respondent briefly noted that, οη the 
Claimants' case, the decision to abandon the pωject was taken in OctobeI 2008, approximately 
two months after the Second Minister Decision, at a point at which the global financial and real 
estate Ciisis had been at its peak.486 

4.64 The Respondent further noted that the Claimants had not specified what pωperty right was 
allegedly expropriated. 487 It noted that even as regards the supposed revocation of the 
Planning Permit, the only Iight which was said by the Claimants to have been taken away was 
the "planning secuiity" resulting from the Planning Pel"mit, to which the Respondent's answer 
was that the mere issue of a Planning Permit pωvided ηο guarantee of "planning secuiity" 
since it provided ηο guarantee that the Building Permits would subsequently be issued, ΟΙ any 
assurance that they would be issued within any given time frame. It added that "planning 
secuήty" did not constitute a legal right, and could not be expωpriated. 488 

4.65 As to the Claimants' assertion that the project land had become worthless and that the business 
opportunity was "forever gone", the Respondent noted that this allegation was unsupported by 
evidence, but that in any case, οη the basis of voluminous authoiity, theie could be ηο 
expropriation in circumstances in which the investor retained full owneiship and control ονeΙ 

482 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 173. 
483 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 174. 
484 Answer to Statement of Clairn, para. 175. 
485 Answer to Statement of Clairn, para. 175. 
486 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 177. 
487 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 178. 
488 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 178. 
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the investment and its day-to-day operations.489 The Respondent noted that the Claimants 

maintained full ownership and control over their investments (Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha), 
and furtheI that Tschechien 7 Ietained full owneiship and contωl over the project land. 
Although acknowledging that use of the land to build a retail centie was contingent upon 

obtaining the necessary legally effective building peimits, the Respondent obseived that that 
had always been the case since Tschechien 7' s acquisition of the lands, and that Tschechien 7 
otherwise was able to use, enjoy ΟΙ dispose of the pωject lands.490 

iii. Causation 

4.66 Finally, the Respondent argued that even if it had been found to have violated the ΒΙΤ, the 

Claimants' claims still failed οη the basis that "their causation theoiy is legally flawed and 
unsuppoited by any evidence".491 Ιη particular, the Respondent asserted that the Claimants had 
failed to show that the alleged delays in the administrative proceedings caused the failure of 

the Galeiie Libeiec pωject, and submitted that the decision to abandon the project in OctobeI 

2008 was Claimants' own decision and the claim that they weie f oiced to take that decision 
was unf ounded. 492 

4.67 The Respondent emphasized that Tschechien 7 had acquired the majoiity of the project land 
between NovembeI 2007 and March 2008, and that the Planning Permit had become legally 
effective οη 21 DecembeI 2007. The Respondent diew the infeience that the Claimants must 

have been geneially satisfied with the planning pωceedings and their outcome, since otheiwise 
Tschechien 7 would not have continued to purchase the parcels of land. 493 

4.68 

. 4.69 

The Respondent further pointed to the fact that it was not until May 2008 that all infoimation 
Iequired in oideI to start the building peimit pioceedings had been filed, and that Tschechien 7 
must have been aware at that point that, in light of the applicable deadlines, as a Iesult it was 

likely that the building peimits would not be issued earlier than the end of 2008.494 

The Respondent disputed the Claimants' asseition that the abandonment of the pωject in 

OctobeI 2008 was caused by the loss of anchoI tenants once it became apparent that it was 
unable to guaiantee an opening in Spiing 201 Ο; it obseived that, in light of the ti111e needed foI 
permitting and the estimated period foI the construction woiks, a Spring 201 Ο opening could 
neνeI have been a Iealistic option.495 Given that the completion of the application for the 
Planning Peimit occuπed in May 2007, and that a complete application for the building 

peimits was completed only in May 2008, the Respondent asseited that it should have been 

evident at the time of the completion of the applications foI the Building peimits that an 

489 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pmas. 179-181. 
490 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pma. 182. 
491 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pma. 183. 
492 Answer to Statement of Claim, pma. 184. 
493 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pma. 185. 
494 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pma. 186. 
495 AnsweΓ to Statement of Claim, pma. 187. 
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opening prior to February 2011 was not feasible, and that a Spring 2010 opening would not 

ha ve been possible should ha ve been evident by the SummeI of 2007. 496 

4.70 The Respondent also attacked the Claimants' case οη causation οη the basis that it was 

unsupported by any evidence, including as to the existence of secured anchoI tenants f ΟΙ 

substantial peiiods, that if they existed, the anchor tenants weie entitled to withdiaw, or weie 

otheiwise Ieleased in the event of delays, or that the anchoI tenants did in fact withdiaw 

because of the alleged delays. The Respondents furtheI added that ηο evidence had been 

pIOνided to substantiate the assertion that if the Ietail centie had been completed, ECE Praha 

would have been able to manage it foI 25 years and thus earn the management fees. 497 

4.71 The Respondent furtheI ciiticized as inciedible what they chaiacterized as the Claimants' "fall 

back" case in Ielation to causation, namely that, but foI the alleged violations of the ΒΠ, the 

Claimants would have been able to achieve an ope11ing in Autum11 2009, 011 the basis that this 

would have requiied the making of a co1nplete application foI a pla11ning permit at some poi11t 

during SummeI 2006. 498 

4.72 The Respo11de11t furtheI 11oted that the Claima11ts' claim foI damages appeared "to be based 011 

the allegatio11 that the [Respo11dent]'s puφoited violatio11s of the Tieaty pieve11ted Claima11ts 

ftom selling the pIOject to a final investoI οη 15 DecembeI 2007", and obseived that the 

Claimants had pIOvided ηο evidence either that a11 investoI had been secuied, or that any 

investoI withdrew as a consequence of the alleged delays in the pIOceedings.499 The 

Respondent in addition submitted that the Claimants' position was in tension with theiI 

acceptance that the Planning Peimit PIOceedings had been "almost Iegular" and with the 

duiation of the planning permit proceedings of some seven months once the complete 

application had been filed. 500 

4.73 The Respondent submitted that the ''obvious flaws" in the Claimants' case οη causatio11 

indicated that the Ieal Ieason f ΟΙ the decision of the Claimants to aba11do11 the pIOject had bee11 

differe11t, a11d had i11 fact been the Ciisis in the Czech Ieal estate market, which was well undeI 

way by OctobeI 2008, and which had an impact οη expected Ientals, and sales piices, , as a 

Iesult of a tightening in the availability of ciedit, and heightened inteiest Iates.501 

4.74 The Respondent added that the Claimants' project was ill-conceived ftom the beginning, in 

ciicumstances in which had expeiienced a swift gIOwth in the 11UmbeI of Ietail centies, 

and, as at the initial pla11ned openi11g date of Autumn 2009, already had a near-satuiated Ietail 

market. Οη that basis, it submitted that a contiibuting cause of the Claima11ts' decision to 

abandon the pIOject was its oiiginal bad decision to embark upon the development of the Ietail 

centie, which had then been exaceibated by the geneial Ieal estate ciisis.502 

496 Answer to Statement ofClaim, paras. 188-189. 
497 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 190. 
498 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 191. 
499 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 192 
500 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 193. 
501 Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 194. 
502 Answer to Statement of Claim, pai-a. 196. 
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4.121 

b. Merits ofthe Claimants' Claims ofBreach of the ΒΙΤ 

4.122 By way of general introduction of its discussion of their claims οπ the merits under the various 
standards of protection contained in the ΒΠ, the Claimants emphasized, having quoted the 
decision in Azurix ν. Argentίna, that the specific standards of protection contained in the ΒΠ 

must not be confused with the "considerably lower standard of protection in customary 
international law", and that there existed "autonomous concepts of the substantive standards 
within the treaty framework that need to be assessed by interpretation of the treaty 
provisions".601 They further submitted, relying οη the Preamble to the ΒΠ, that the Parties to 
the ΒΠ had "intended a very high level of protection", and that the standard of protection it 

enshrined went "far beyond what Respondent argues it to be".602 

1. Denial of J ustice 

4.123 The Claimants rejected the Respondent's suggestion that their claims necessarily involved an 

allegation of denial of justice. Ιη that regard, they argued that 

597 Memorial, para. 282. 
598 Memorial, paras. 283-284. 
599 Memorial, para. 285. 
600 Memorial, para. 286. 

the obstructίon of the admίnίstratίve proceedίngs constίtutes α vίolatίon of 
the ΒΙΤ ίn several respects. Claίmants' claίms relate to α whole varίety of 
unla'Λful acts of Respondent's admίnίstratίon, whίch vίolate varίous 

standards of the ΒΙΤ. Whether the requίrements of denίal of justίce are 
fulfιlled has no bearίng on whether there have been vίolatίons of other ΒΙΤ 
standard. 603 

601 Memorial, paras. 433-435, quoting Azurix Corp. ν. Argentίne Republίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 
July 2006, para. 372. 
602 Memorial, para. 436. 
603 Memorial, para. 440. 
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4.124 Ιη support of that argument, they argued that the Respondent's approach was flawed, in that it 

implied that a given set of facts could only fall into one box or standaid. 604 The Claimants 
howeveI pointed to the fact that "in arbitral practice, a given set of facts may well constitute a 
violation of several treaty standards",605 and submitted that the same piinciple was applicable 
to the Ielationship between the standard of denial of justice and other treaty obligations. 606 

4.125 The Claimants also sought to distinguish the authority Ielied upon by the Respondent in 
suppoit of its position as to denial of justice.607 They argued that in Jan de Nul ν. Egypt, the 

tribunal had explicitly contemplated that the denial of justice standard was not exclusive with 
respect to otheI treaty standaι·ds, insofaι· as it had applied the faiI and equitable treatment 
standard to the Ielevant conduct alleged to constitute a bieach otheI than judicial acts. 608 They 
similarly argued that the decision in Anico ν. Indonesίa was not authoiity foI the pωposition 
that the denial of justice standard was exclusive in Ielation to adminiscrative pωceedings, 

emphasizing that the tribunal in Anico had meiely decided wlietlia the denial of justice was 
applicable to such proceedings.609 

4.126 Ιη furtheI suppoit of theiI position that theiI claims did not fall to be assessed against the 

standard of denial of justice, the Claimants submitted that the appωach advocated by the 
Respondent involving exclusivity of the denial of justice standard would have "alarming 
consequences", insofm: as eveiy otheI standard of pωtection would be Iendeied "almost 
completely meaningless".610 The Claimants obseived that States typically act thωugh theiI 
administrative bodies, and that if the Respondent weie coπect, given that "any act of State 
follows :f:rom some kind of 'pωceeding"', "almost eveiy investment dispute would have to be 

exclusively treated as a claim foI denial of justice". 611 They further submitted that the 
exclusivity of the denial of justice standard would allow States a mechanism by which to 
circumvent the standards of pIOtection contained in investment p1Όtection treaties meiely by 
taking action thiough flawed pIOceedings.612 

4.127 The Claimants submitted that IatheI the denial of justice standard was confined to situations in 
which an investor has "chosen to Ieso1i to tlie host state's courts befoie initiating arbitral 
pIOceedings under the ΒΙΤ",613 and that, in such cases, the denial of justice standard was 
exclusive due to the need to Iespect the host state's judiciary; they submitted that such Iestraint 
had "neveI been applied to situations wheie the administrative acts have not been judged by 
the domestic courts". 614 They Ielied οη the obseivations of the tribunals in Mondeν ν. USA and 

604 Memorial, paras. 442-444. 
605 Memorial, para. 442; and see para. 443. 
606 Memorial, paras. 442 and 444. 
607 Memorial, paras. 445-446. 
608 Memorial, paras. 447-449, quoting Jan de Nul Ν. V. ancl DΓedgίng lnteπιatίonal Ν. V. ν. ΑΓαb Republίc of Egypt 
(ICSJD Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, paras. 190-191. 
609 Memorial, para. 450, referring to Αηιcο Αsία Cοιpοι·αtίοη and otlιas ν. Republίc of lndonesίa (ICSJD Case 
ARB/81/1), Award in Resubmitted Proceeding of 5 June 1990, para. 44 et seq. 
610 Memorial, para. 452. 
611 Memorial, para. 452. 
612 Memorial, para. 453. 
613 Memorial, para. 454. 
614 Memorial, para. 455. 
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Azίnίan ν. Mexίco, and submitted that the quotations from authorities relied upon by the 
Respondent in support of its position as to the priority of the denial of justice standard were all 
taken from cases in which the tribunals had reviewed court decisions.615 

4.128 Although rejecting the position of the Respondent as to the exclusivity or priority of the denial 
of justice standard, the Claimants argued that the ''overall conduct in the administrative 
proceedings" in any case amounted to a denial of justice.616 They relied οη the decision in 
Amco for the proposition that a denial of justice may result from "a combination of improper 
acts".617 

4.129 The Claimants asserted that the conduct of the Respondent satisfied the test for a denial of 
justice, insofar as it '"shocks a sense of impropriety' [sic] and is adequately described by the 
teι·m 'egregious"'. They added that it even "goes beyond a combination of improper acts, but 
adds up to a tainted scheme".618 

4.130 By way of example, the Claimants relied upon the fact that the authorities had "initiated 
ancillary proceedings which were used to interrupt the building permit proceedings", and 
refeπed to: 

a. the allegedly unlawful reliance by MAL upon the ExtraoΓdinary Review Proceedings 
to stay the building permit proceedings in the Second and Third Stays in April and 
July 2008;619 

b. the way in which the Groundworks Removal Proceedings had allegedly been used to 
block the appeal proceedings in relation to the main Building Permit in March 
2009;620 

c. the conduct of the Administrative Offence Proceedings in Γelation to the excessive 
groundworks, and in particular the splitting of those proceedings into two, 
purportedly solely to keep the proceedings alive and avoid any decision constituting 
1·es judίcata being adopted; the Claimants emphasized that the proceedings were split 
despite the fact the underlying question was the same one of whether Tschechien 7 
had excavated too much earth;621 

615 Memorial, paras. 456-458, quoting Mondeν Inteι-natίonal Ltd. ν. Unίted States of Anierίca (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 126 and Robert Azίnίan, Kenneth Daνitian & Ellen Baca ν. United 
Mexican States (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/97/2), Award of 1November1999, para. 99. 
616 Memorial, para. 459. 
617 Memorial, para. 461, citing Aιnco Asia Corpoι·ation and others ν. Republίc of Indonesia (ICSID Case ARB/81/1 ), 
Award in Resubmitted Proceeding of 5 June 1990, para. 58. 
618 Memorial, para. 462. 
619 Memorial, para. 463. 
620 Memorial, para. 463. 
621 Memorial, para. 464. 
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d. the conduct of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, insofar as the Minister had 
"deviated from well-founded administrative practice without a justification, only to 
keep the pωceedings alive and to obstruct the Claimants project". 622 

4.131 The Claimants further submitted that, together with those specific examples, account was to be 
taken of the other irregularities in the proceedings, including the fact that "the relevant 
authorities exceeded the maximum statutory deadline in almost every case", that they had 
"lured Tschechien 7 into . . . separate filing of permits by the promise of a prompt decision οη 
the main building permit", and 11ad "aslced for splittings and new filings of permits without any 
comprehensible reason". 623 

4.132 The Claimants argued that these various matters "go way beyond the breach of a rule of law" 
and consti_tuted rather a "breach of tlie rule of law and hence a denial of justice". 624 

ii. Exhaustion of Local Remedies 

4.133 As to the Respondent's arguments that the Claimants had not exhausted all available local 
remedies, such that their claims (if subject to the denial of justice standard) were barred, the 
Claimants at the outset emphasized that they had filed fifteen appeals, as well as various 
motions, objections and statements, and recalled that they had made complaints to a number of 
Ministries, the Prime Minister, and the German Ambassador. Ιη addition, they drew attention 
to the fact that the Respondent had submitted that the appeal filed against the Third Stay had in 
fact delayed the progress of the proceedings. 625 

4.134 As to the substance of the Respondent's argument, the Claimants argued that: 

a. an investor was not in any event required by the ΒΙΤ to exhaust all local remedies; 

b. that this was particularly the case in circumstances in which the wrong complained of 
was delay in judicial and quasi-judicial proceedings; 

c. that there was ηο requirement to resort to re1nedies which were ineffective; and 

d. that the Claimants had in any case resorted to all remedies which were reasonable and 
effective. 626 

4.135 As to the first point, the Claimants emphasized, relying οη the decisions in Mondeν and Waste 
Managenient (Νο. 2),_ that the rule of customary international law requiring exhaustion of local 
remedies was not incorporated into the ΒΙΤ, whetheI as a proceduial prerequisite to arbitration, 
ηοΙ as a substantive requirement of a claim of denial of justice. 627 

622 Memorial, para. 465. 
623 Memorial, para. 466. 
624 Memorial, para. 467. 
625 Memorial, paras. 469-470. 
626 Memorial, para. 471. 
627 Memorial, paras. 472-475, referring to Μοιιdeν lnteπiatίonal Ltd. ν. United States o.f Aιneι-ica (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 96 and Waste Managenient Ιιιc. ν. Unίted Mexican States (Νο. 2) 
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4.136 As regards the second proposition, the Claimants invoked the observation of the Tribunal in 
Jan de Nul, that "the requirements of exhaustion of local remedies would not have been a bar 
to a claim of denial of justice οη the basis of excessive delays in the judicial proceedings had 
such delays been deemed a treaty bi·each".628 

4.137 Ιη relation to the third point, the Claimants relied upon the decision of the International Court 
of Justice in ELSI and its judgment οη preliminary objections in Diallo, emphasizing that those 
decisions made clear that the relevant question was whether any supposedly available local 
remedy was reasonable and effective, as well as submitting that the burden of proof to show 
the existence of such remedies was upon the State which argued that there had existed effective 
remedies in its legal system that had not in fact been exhausted.629 

4.138 The Claimants argued that none of the remedies referred to by the Respondent had in fact been 
effective: 

a. as Γegards the possibility of appealing against the Third Stay of the Building Permit 
proceedings adopted by MAL, it was emphasized that even the Respondent did not 
consider sucl1 a remedy to be effective insofar as it had argued that the filing of an 
appeal had prevented MAL fωm Γesuming the proceedings sua sponte. The 
Claimants further argued that the possibility of appealing against a decision to impose 
a stay could not be considered a remedy for the purposes of the exhaustion rule, 
insofar as a stay did not constitute a final decision;630 

b. in relation to the possibility of appealing against RAL's decision of 12 March 2009 to 
stay the appeal proceedings in relation to the Main Β uilding Permit, the Claimants 
argued that such an appeal would have been ineffective insofar as the project had by 
that stage already been abandoned;631 

c. as to the suggestion that resort should have been had to a motion for failure to act 
under section 80 CAP, the Claimants emphasized that the delays had not resulted only 
fιΌm inactivity, but predominantly from the allegedly unlawful decisions to stay the 
proceedings and unreasonable Γemands, such that an action to compel the taking of a 
decision was not an available remedy. 632 Ιη relation to those instances wheΓe the 
authorities had been inactive, such that the Γemedy had in principle been available, 
the Claimants emphasized tl1at the remedy would have not been effective insofar as, 
under the relevant legislation, the options open to the supervising authority were 
restricted to maldng an order requiring the suboΓdinate to adopt a decision within a 
particular period, itself taldng a decision, authorizing another body to conduct the 

(ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/00/3), Decision οη Mexico's Preliminary Objection concerning the Previous Proceedings of 
26 June 2002, para. 30. 
628 Memorial, para. 476, citing Jan de Nul Ν. V. and Dι·edging International Ν. V. ν. Arab Republic of Egypt (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 256. 
629 Memorial, para. 479, referring to Elettι·onica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI), ICJ Reports 1989, p. 15, at pp. 46-48 (paras. 61-
63) and Ahnιadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea ν. Democratic Republic of the Congo), Preliminary Objections, ICJ 
Repoι1s 2007, p. 582, at p. 600 (para. 44). 
630 Memorial, para. 480. 
631 Memorial, para. 481. 
632 Memorial, para. 482. 
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proceedings, or extending the statutory time-limits for the adoption of the decision. 633 

FurtheI, the Claimants emphasized that, in any case, the 11arm had alieady been done 
insofω: as the pIOceedings had alieady been delayed, and Iesoit to a motion for failuie 
to act would have resulted in fuitl1eI delay insofaI as it would have been necessary foI 

the supeivising authority to familiarize itself with the case, and then to adopt a 
decision. 634 

4.139 Finally, the Claimants argued that they had done everything in their power to prevent 

abandonment of the pIOject through puisuing numerous remedies. They submitted that it was 
unsuφrising that, given the number of proceedings, they might have missed or miscalculated 

some of the deadlines foI taldng particular procedural steps. 635 

iii. Alleged Breach of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (Aiticle 2(1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.140 The Claimants' claim undeI the fair and equitable tieatment standard was put forward οη a 

variety of bases, namely: 

a. violation of the right to due pIOcess; 

b. failure to pIOvide a tiansparent, piedicatable and stable legal frameworlc, in violation 

of the Claimants' legitimate expectations; and 

c. violation of specific legitimate expectations Cieated during the initial phase of the 
project. 636 

4.141 By way of pieface to its discussion of its claims, the Claimants accepted that a violation of 
domestic law did not ίpso facto result in a violation of international law, and that breach of the 

fair and equitable tieatment standard had to be ascertained in accordance with international 
law.637 HoweveI, the Claimants stl"essed that they did not Iely solely upon the domestic 
illegality of the actions of the Respondent' s actions, but rather upon the Respondent' s overall 

behaviouI, consisting of the alleged obstiuction of the Claimants' pIOject whilst favouiing the 
competing Forum pIOject, which had foiced them to abandon their project.638 

4.142 The Claimants Ielied in that respect οη the decision inADF for the proposition that where there 

was "something moie than simple illegality or lack of authoiity undeI the domestic law of a 
State", this could give rise to a violation of the fair and equitable tieatment standard.639 They 
fuither submitted that the decisions in ELSI and Contίnental Casualt)ι invoked by the 

Respondent, as well as the decision in Metalclad indicated that, although domestic illegality 

633 Memorial, para. 483. 
634 Memorial, para. 484. 
635 Memol'ial, para. 485-486. 
636 Memorial, para. 488. 
637 Memorial, para. 489. 
638 Memorial, para. 490. 
639 Memorial, para. 491, citing ADF Gι-οιψ Inc. ν. Uιιited States of Α111eι-ίcα (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/00/1), Award 
of 9 January 2003, para. 190. 
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did not automatically translate to international unlawfulness, a violation of domestic law might 
be relevant in ascertaining w hether there had been a breach of inteι-national law. 640 

Due Process and Procedural Propriety 

4.143 The first way in which the Claimants put their claim of breach of the fair and equitable 
treatment standard was under the heading "Due Process and Proceduι-al Propriety"; they 
asserted that the Respondent had "continuously obstructed the administrative proceedings 
concerning Galerie · in numerous individual irregular decisions", and that, compared to 
the "preferential treatment" accorded to the Forum project, "the background of these 
obstructions was to hinder Claimants from entering the market in " 641 

4.144 As to the applicable standard in relation to due process and procedural propriety, the Claimants 
involced the decision in Waste Management to the effect that 

Tlιe minimum standard of fαίι- and equitable treatnιent is iιψinged by 
conduct attributable to the State and harmful to the clainιant if the conduct 
[ ... ] involves α lac/, of due process leading to an outconie which offends 
judicial propι-iety - as might be the case witlι α manifest failure of natural 
justice in judicial proceedings or α complete lack of transpaι·enC)' and 
candouι· in an administrative process. 642 

4.145 They argued that that "threshold is significantly lower than Respondent claims it to be", and 
invoked the discussion by the tiibunal in Mondev ν. USA of the dicta of the International Court 
in ELSI as demonstrating that "the ICJ' s findings in ELSI are only a starting point for 
examining what is fair and equitable, but that the threshold in modern times is a lot lower". 643 

Το that end, they invoked the foimulation of the standard put forward by the tribunal ιη 

Mondeν that 

In the end the question is whetheι-, at an international level and having 
regard to genaally accepted standards of the administι-ation of justice, α 
tι-ibunal can conclude in the light of all the aνailable facts that the impugned 
decision was clearly impι-oper and disaeditable, with the ι-esult that the 
investment has been subjected to unfair and inequitable tι-eatment. 644 

640 Memorial, paras. 492-494; citing Elettronica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI), /CJ Reports 1989, p. 15, at p. 74 (para. 124); 
Continental Casualty Coιnpany ν. Aι·gentine Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/9), Award of 5 September 2008, para. 
281; and Metalclad Corporation ν. United Mexican States (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/9711 ), Award of 30 August 
2000, para. 97. As regards the decision in Continental Casualty, the Claimants highlighted that the observations of the 
tribunal relied upon by the Respondent had been made in the context of a claim of indirect expropriation, and not of 
breach of the fair and equitable treatrnent standard (Memorial, para. 493). 
641 Memorial, para. 496. 
642 Memorial, para. 497, quoting Waste Management Inc. ν. United Mexican States (Νο. 2) (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 Apήl 2004), para. 98 (text as quoted by the Clairnants). 
643 Memorial, para. 498. 
644 Memorial, para. 498, quoting Mondev International Ltd. ν. United States of Aιnerica (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/9912), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 116. 
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They further highlighted that the Mondeν tribunal had emphasized tl1at "in modern times, what 

is unfair and inequitable need not equate with the outrageous or the egregious". 645 

4.146 Applying that standard to the facts of the case, the Claimants asserted that "in numerous illegal 
concerted irregularities of the administrative authorities, the intention of Respondent was to 

obstruct Claimants' project in favour of the competing project". 646 

4.147 More particularly, they submitted that the Respondent, "being aware that time was a critical 
factor for Claimants, remained "frequently inactive without any justifiable reason or 
unnecessarily delayed tl1e necessary decisions". 647 Ιη support of that assertion, refeience was 
made to both the Building Permit proceedings and the Extraoidinary Review Proceedings. 

a. as regards the Extraordinary Review Pωceedings, attention was diawn in particular to 

the fact that: 

1. the Minister had delayed his decisions; 

11. the First Minister Decision had been rendered late, and had Iesulted in a 
Iemand which had meant the process had had to start again; and 

111. whilst the First Minister Decision had resulted in a Iemand, the Second 

Minister Decision had Iesulted in teπnination, despite the fact that the 
neitheI the law nor the facts had changed. 648 

b. As regards the Building Permit pωceedings, Ieliance was placed in particulaI οη the 

frequent stays of those proceedings by MAL, οη the basis of what weie alleged to be 

pietexts. 649 

4.148 The Claimants alleged a furtheI violation of due process due to the alleged attempt to depiive 
them of their right to be heard due to the decision of the Ministry that Tschechien 7 was not a 
party to the proceedings preceding the First Ministry Decision. 650 

4.149 The Claimants also invol<:ed furtheI alleged iπegula1ities following their abandonment of the 
pωject, pointing in particulaΓ to: 

a. the alleged eff orts to gatheI data and evidence under the pietext of settlement 

negotiations; 

b. the complaint made against Counsel who 11ad acted for the Claimants domestically; 

c. the alleged efforts by the Ministry of Finance to unduly influence the continuing 

proceedings before the Γelevant administΓative authoiities; and 

645 Memorial, para. 499, referring to Mondeν Intanational Ltd. ν. Unίted States of Αιιιαίcα (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 116. 
646 Memorial, para. 500. 
647 Memorial, para. 500. 
648 Memorial, paras. 501-502. 
649 MemoΓial, para. 501. 
650 MemoΓial, para. 503. 
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d. the Administrative Offence Proceedings, which were alleged to have been 
"artificially lcept alive to overstate Claimants' alleged illegality". 651 

4.150 The Claimants submitted that an overall assessment of these various matters led to the 
conclusion that in sum they "amount to a violation of due process", and are "improper and 
discreditable having regard to generally accepted standards of the administration of justice". 652 

Transpω·ency and Predictability 

4.151 The Claimants further argued that the alleged "violations of due process and rules of 
procedural propriety equally conflict with the obligation to provide a transparent and 
predictable business environment in which an investor can plan its business activities"653 

4.152 As to the applicable standard in that connection, tl1e Claimants invoked the observations of the 
tribunal in Tecmed that 

The fσreign investσι· expects tlie hσst State tσ act ίn α cσnsistent manner, 
free frσm anibiguity and tσtally transparently ίn its relatiσns with the fσreign 
investσι·, sσ that ίt may laiσw befσreliand any and all ι·ules and regulatiσns 
tliat will gσvem its investnients, as well as tlie gσals σf tlie relevant pσlicies 
and administι·ative practices σι· directives, tσ be able tσ plan its inνestment 
and cσniply with such regulatiσns. Any and all State actiσns cσnfσιming tσ 
such cι-iteria shσuld relate nσt σnly tσ the guidelines, directives σι· 

requirements issued, σr the resσlutiσns apprσved thereunda, but alsσ tσ the 
gσals underlying such regulatiσns. The fσreign investσΓ alsσ expects the hσst 
State tσ act cσnsistently, ί.e. wίtliσut arbίtrarίly revσkίng any preexίstίng 
decίsίσns σr peιmίts ίssued by the State that were relίed upσn by the ίnvestσr 
tσ assume ίts comnzίtments as well as tσ plan and launch its commercial and 
business actίvίtίes. 654 

4.153 The Claimants submitted that the present case was "a pήme example where the investor could 
not rely οη a predictable and transparent business environment". 655 They submitted that they 
had carefully planned the project οη the basis of "reasonable time schedules, relying οη the 
statutory time-limits in Respondent's domestic legal order, assuming that Respondent would 
act within these time limits and in accordance with its own law", 656 and further emphasized 
that "time was of the essence", as it dictated the feasibility of the project from a business 
perspective. 657 

4.154 The core of the Claimants' complaint was that the Respondent had "repeatedly disregarded its 
own codified timeframes and acted in an unpredictable manner in repeated violation of the 

651 Memorial, para. 504. 
652 Memorial, para. 505 
653 Memorial, para. 506. 
654 Memorial, para. 507, quoting Tecnίcas Medίoambίentales Tecιned, S.A. ν. Unίted Mexίcan States (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/00/2), Award of 29 May 2003, para. 154. 
655 Memorial, para. 508. 
656 Memorial, para. 508. 
657 Memorial, para. 508. 
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law";658 that was argued to have undermined the Claimants' "careful planning", with the result 
that they had had to abandon theiI original time schedule, and, due to the delays and the effect 
that they had had οη the planned opening of the shopping centre, ultimately had had to 

abandon the project. 659 

4.155 Quite apart from the alleged lack of predictability and transparency of the Respondent's overall 
behaviour, the Claimants alleged that the same was tωe of numeωus individual actions, giving 
as examples the fact that the Minster foI Regional Development had departed from the usual 

practice by Iefusing to follow the opinion of the Advisory Committee, and the fact that MAL 
had allegedly departed from its normal practice of requesting additional documents informally 

by instead imposing stays accompanying formal requests foI the provision of the documents. 660 

4.156 Ιη conclusion, the Claimants argued that the Respondent's "disregard of its statutory 
timeframes, legal provisions and established ad1ninistrati[v]e practice, the arbitral [sic] change 

of policy and the discrimination towards competitors constitute a breach of Respondent' s duty 
to provide a predictable busi11ess climate".661 

Legitinzate expectations 

4.157 Third, the Claima11ts asserted that "[w]ith regard to the favourable behaviouI of the City of 

. i11 the initial phase of Galerie . :, Respo11de11t' s subseque11t behaviour also 
vioiated the co11cept of protection of legitimate expectatio11s. "662 

4.158 The Claima11ts accepted that "the co11cept of legitimate expectatio11s created by stateme11ts of 
the host state requires two elements to establish a claim: (i) the existence of government 

represe11tatio11s and assurances ·a11d (ii) the reliance of the i11vestor 011 such assurances to malce 

its i11vestme11t". 663 

4.159 As to the existe11ce of represe11tations ΟΙ assurances οη the part of the Respondent, the 

Claima11ts argued, relyi11g 011 the decisions in AzuΓix ν. Aι-gentina a11d Saluka ν. Czech 

Republic, that such assurances 11eed 110t be made explicitly, but could also be made 
implicitly.664 They poi11ted to the assurances allegedly provided by the conduct of the City of 

through changi11g its zoni11g plan, which they alleged "created the impression that the 
City of Ι a11d thereby Respo11dent [was] supportive of the project",665 and further 
submitted that that impiessio11 was reinforced whe11 the City agieed with Claimants 

to apply for the permits foI the exteI11al roads and wateI, allegedly "i11 the joint hope that Multi 

658 Memorial, para. 508. 
659 Memorial, para. 509. 
660 Memorial, para. 510. 
661 Memorial, para. 511. 
662 Memorial, para. 512. 
663 Memorial, para. 512. 
664 Memorial, para. 513, citing Azuι·ix Coιp. ν. Aι·gentine Republic (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 July 
2006, para. 318; and Salιιka Invest111ents Β. V. ν. Tlie Czec/1 Republic (UNCITRAL), Partial Award of 17 March 2006, 
paras. 351 et seq. 
665 Memoiial, para. 514. 
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would not appeal a permit applied for by the City of itself'. 666 Finally, and more 
generally, they argued that the City had pIΌmised to provide equal treatment to both 
Foι-um and Galerie, and submitted that that was "sufficient to qualify at least as an implicit 
assurance". 667 

4.160 They submitted that they "could rely οη these assurances to the extent that their investment 

would be supported and be treated οη an equal footing with the competing developers".668 

4.161 The Claimants accepted that an investor could only rely οη assurances or representations "if 
the expectations are reasonable", and further accepted the Respondent's position, based οη the 
decision in Duke Energy Electroqu ίl ν. Ecuador that "in order to have a reasonable 
expectation an investor has to take into account all circumstances, including not only the facts 
suπounding the investment, but also the political, socioeconomic, cultural and historical 
conditions pΓeνailing in tl1e host State". 669 

4.162 However, they disputed the conclusion drawn in that respect by the Respondent. They asserted 
that the Claimants had been entitled to pay attention to the level of development of tl1e 
Respondent, and that in light thereof, "an investor geneΓally should not have to expect seΓious 
shortcomings in tl1e [Respondent's] legal system".670 Ιη particular the Claimants argued that 
the Respondent had been a member of the EuΓopean Union since 2004, "thereby claiming that 
its adιninistration will in any respect comply with the standards of good governance", 671 and 
that, as a result, the Claimants "did not have to expect any risky investment and did not have to 
be pΓepared for a discriminatoΓy, contradictory and obstructive behavior".672 More generally, 
the Claimants submitted that, although investors investing in States with a low stage of 
development should expect and may have to accept certain risks, "if an investor invests in a 
member state of the European Union, he should not have to expect serious shortcomings".673 

ιν. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Impairment of Investments by AΓbitrary or 
DiscriminatoΓy Measures CAΓticle 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

lmpaίnnent by arbίtrary measures 

4.163 As to their claim of breach of the prohibition of impairment by arbitrary measures by reason of 
the adoption by the authorities of the Respondent of arbitrary measures, the Claimants argued 
that the Respondent had denied having breached the standard "by seeking to raise the bar for a 

666 Memorial, para. 514. 
667 Memorial, para. 514. 
668 Memorial, para. 515. 
669 Memorial., para. 516, quoting Duke Energy Electroquίl Partners and Electroquίl S.A. ν. Republίc of Ecuadoι· 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, para. 340; cf. Answer to Statement of Claim, para. 151. 
670 Memorial, para. 517. 
671 Memorial, para. 517. 
672 Memorial, para. 517. 
673 Memorial, para. 518. 
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violation of the standard to a level high enough so that the inisconduct of its authorities would 

reιnain unremedied". 674 

4.164 The Claimants took issue with the Respo11de11t' s approach 011 three levels, aι·gui11g that 

a. the substantive threshold foI arbitrariness submitted by the Responde11t, relyi11g οη the 

ELSI case, was "i11 ηο way co11sistent with the ΒΠ at ha11d"; 

b. that when the coπect threshold was applied, the Respo11de11t' s acts weie arbitrary; 

c. that even if the supposedly higher thΓeshold fiΌm the ELSI case Ielied upo11 by the 

Responde11t weΓe to be applied, "it would need to discharge itself from the 
piesumptio11 of arbitraiiness". 675 

4.165 As to the fiist poi11t, the Claima11ts Γejected the Respo11de11t' s Γeliance 011 the decisio11 in ELSI 

to the effect that tl1e sta11dard Iequiies co11duct which may be classified as "a willful disregard 

of the due pIΌcess of law", ΟΓ which "shocks, ΟΙ at least suφrises, a se11se of judicial 

propriety".676 They submitted that that sta11dard was "i11app1Όpl"iate" i11sofar as it had bee11 

elaborated i11 the co11text of the 1948 US-Italy FCN Tieaty, sig11ed at a time "when the 

expectatio11s as to i11vestment protectio11 weie significantly loweI than they aΓe today". 677 

RatheΓ, the Claima11ts piefeπed the undeΓsta11di11g of "arbitrary" elaborated by the tribu11al in 

Lauda ν Czecli Repιιblic, a11d relied upon i11 subseque11t decisio11s, as mea11i11g "dependi11g 011 
i11dividual discietio11 [ ... ] fou11ded 011 pΓejudice οΓ piefeience IatheI tha11 011 Ieaso11 ΟΙ fact". 678 

4.166 As to the second poi11t, the Claima11ts submitted that the co11duct of the Respo11dent met that 

standard, insof aι· as it had 11ot bee11 "based οη Ieason ΟΙ f act, but οη piejudice a11d prefeience" 

a11d: 

a. pointed to the diffeie11ces 1η the permitti11g pIΌcess applicable to Foωm a11d 

Galerie· 679 , 

b. submitted that "i11 11umeIΌus co11certed iπegularities of the admi11istrative authoiities, 

the i11te11tio11 of the Respo11de11t was to obstruct the Claiιna11ts' pωject i11 favouI of the 

competi11g pωject", 680 and in particular that the Γeleva11t authorities, despite having 

been "aware that time was a cήtical factoI fοΓ Claima11ts, Iemai11ed Πeque11tly 

inactive without a11y justifiable Ieaso11 ΟΙ u1111ecessarily delayed the 11ecessary 

decisions"681 i11 both the Building Pennit pIOceedi11gs and the Extraoidinary Review 

Pωceedi11gs; 

674 Memorial, para. 519. 
675 Memorial, para. 520. 
676 Memorial, para. 521. 
677 Me1norial, para. 522. 
678 Memorial, para. 523-524, quoting Ronald S. Lαιιdeι- ν. Czecli Repιιblίc (UNCITRAL), Final Award of 3 September 
2001, para. 221. 
679 Memorial, para. 526. 
680 Memorial, para. 527. 
681 Memorial, para. 528. 
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c. recalled its earlier submissions that the First and Second Minister decisions in the 

ExtraoidinaιΎ Review Proceedings had been contradictoiy, and sub1nitted that that 
only confiimed "the MinisteI' s intentions to delay the proceedings";682 

d. asserted that "a furtheI violation of due pIOcess was Respondent' s attempt to depiive 
Claimants' from the Iight to be heard" in the process leading to the First MinistΓy 
Decision·683 

' 

e. Ielied οη the alleged inteifeience by the Ministry of Finance in the administΓative 
pωceedings following the sending of the TiiggeI Letter, suggesting that "incompetent 
authoiities unduly influenced the competent authoiities to arrive at conclusions 

favouiable foI the state".684 

4.167 Ιη summary, the Claimants asserted that the Ielevant behaviouI could not be Iegarded as 
having been "based οη Ieason 01· fact. Quite to the contrary, prίma facίe theie seems to have 

been a piefeience foI the competing project."685 

4.168 Ιη relation to tl1e third point, w hilst acknow ledging that the Inteinational Couit in ELSI had 
obseived that "without moie, unlawfulness cannot be said to amount to arbitΓariness", the 
Claimants placed particular Ieliance οη the Couit' s fuitheI statement that "a finding of the 
local courts that an act was unlawful may well be relevant to an argument that it was also 
arbitΓaiy". 686 

4.169 Relying οη academic commentary, they submitted that it was "not foI Claimants to pωve that 
theie has been 'something moie' than plain unlawfulness", and that Iather, once the Claimants 

had established "a prίma facίe case of arbitΓariness with serious consequences", it was foI the 
Respondent to provide "evidence which mitigates or explains the conduct which resulteqd in 
such aibitΓaiiness". 687 They argued that such an analysis was consistent with the decision in 

ELSI, insofaI as the Court had "denied arbitΓaiiness despite pIOven unlawfulness of one of its 
officials, but only because Italy could prove that the official acted innocently and had 
Ieasonable and comprehensible motives". 688 

4.170 Οη that basis, the Claimants asserted that despite the unlawful acts of the Respondent being 
prίmafacίe aibitΓary "yet Respondent has neveI explained why its authorities acted contΓary to 
the law persistently", and that "[u]nless Respondent provides a comprehensible explanation in 

this Iegard, these acts must therefore be consideied as arbitΓary". 689 

682 Memorial, para. 529. 
683 Memorial, para. 530. 
684 Memorial, para. 531 (emphasis in oήginal). 
685 Memorial, para. 532. 
686 Memorial, para. 533, referring to Elettι·onίca Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI), ICJ Repoιts 1989, p. 15, at p. 74 (para. 124). 
687 Memorial, para. 534, citing Grierson-Weiler and Laird in Muchlinslci et al (eds.) Τ!ιe O:iford Handbook of 
Intemational Investιnent Law (OUP, 2008), p. 287. 
688 Memorial, para. 535. 
689 Memorial, para. 536. 
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lnιpainnent bγ disainiinatol'J' nieasιπes 

4.171 Relying οη the decisio11 i11 Saluka ν. Czecli Republic, the Claimants furtheI asserted that the 
prohibition of impainne11t had bee11 breached by the Respo11dent i11 that "Respo11de11t 
undertook 110t to disciimi11ate against the i11vestme11ts of Genna11 i11vest0Is", yet the Forum 

project had bee11 treated i11 a much more favourable way than the Galerie project "without a11y 
reasonable justificatio11 a11d although both projects are i11 every way comparable". 690 

4.172 By way of elaboration, the Claima11ts explained that the two projects had bee11 alilce i11 every 
aspect relevant for the admi11istrative proceedings, a11d i11 particular that they had bee11 of 
similar size and located i11 neighbouri11g locatio11s, separated by 011ly a si11gle road, had bee11 

aimed at the same clie11ts, and were to be developed over much the same period. 691 

4.173 As to the differe11ce i11 treatme11t, the Claima11ts made refere11ce i11 particular to the difference 
i11 le11gth of the respective admi11istrative proceedings, and submitted that this resulted 

primarily from the fact that Multi had bee11 required to apply for only 011e building permit, 
whilst the Claima11ts had bee11 required to apply foI fouι-. Relia11ce was also placed οη the 
difference in treatme11t i11 iespect of the overlapping pla11ning permits, as well as the 

Respondent' s "respo11sive11ess" in relatio11 to motions for extraordinary review, insofar as the 
Claimants' application foI extraordinary review of Multi's buildi11g permit was "ignored". 692 

4.17 4 The Claimants asserted that there had existed 110 reaso11able ΟΙ justifiable grou11ds for the 
alleged difference i11 treatment, and relying οη the decisio11 in Nγkoιnb ν. Lαtνία, submitted that 
the burde11 of proving the existence of a11y such justificatio11, and that ηο discrimination has 

talce11 place, fell 011 the Respo11de11t. 693 

ν. Alleged Breach of the Obligatio11 to Admit Investme11ts (Article 2(1) ΒΠ) 

4.175 The Claimants mai11tai11ed their claim of breach of the obligatio11 to admit lawful investments, 

although appare11tly i11 the light of their response to the Respondent' s objections to jurisdictio11, 
they accepted that the investme11t was the shaΓes and otheΓ participatory Γights i11 Tschechien 7 
a11d ECE Praha a11d that the GaleΓie pωject had bee11 "aba11do11ed leaving the owneΓship of the 

shaΓes untouched".694 

4.176 As to the scope of the relevant obligation, the Claimants argued that the concept of admission 
i11 the pΓesent case was "11ot limited to the initial acquisition of participatoΓy rights" i11 the two 

companies.695 They 11oted that Tschechie11 7 had bee11 meΓely a special puφose vehicle foI the 
development of GaleΓie, a11d that Tschechien 7 a11d ECE Praha had been "a11 inseparable part 
of the Galerie ' · pωject, w hich was de11ied admission". 696 

690 Memorial, para. 537-538. 
691 Memorial, para. 539-540. 
692 Memorial, para. 542-546. 
693 Memorial, para. 547-548, citing Nykonιb Synagetίcs Teclιnolog)' Holding ΑΒ ν. Republic of La,tvia (SCC), Award of 
16 December 2003, para. 128. 
694 Memorial, para. 549. 
695 Memol'ial, para. 550. 
696 Memorial, paras. 550-551. 
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4.177 The Claimants further explained that "the establishment of Tschechien 7 and its value is 
connected to the ability to realize Galerie "; submitted that it would be "artificial" to 
separate the investment into, οη the one 11and, the creation of Tschechien 7, and οη the other, 
the project as such; and posited that in the case of a "complex investment" such as the Galerie 

project "which necessarily consist of several interconnected parts", "an investment can 
be seen as admitted only if the investor was able to realize his business goal".697 

4.178 The Claimants submitted that the passage from Fraport relied upon by the Respondent in its 
Answer to the Statement of Claim was not to the point, as it related "only to the implications of 
illegal investor behavior and the relevant timeframe in which illegality had to exist".698 

4.179 As to the substance of the claim, the Claimants toolc the position that the allegedly illegal 
withholding of the necessary permits amounted "de facto to a denial of admission of the 
investιnent", οη tl1e basis that the building pel"mit, if gl"anted, would "be useless, because due to 
the saturation of the marlcet and the opening of Forum, ηο shopping centel" as originally 
planned can open. The realization of Galerie was only possible in this short time frame 
until 2010 or not at all". 699 

vi. Alleged Breach of the PIΌhibition of ExpIΌpriation (Article 4(2), ΒΠ) 

4.180 The Claimants also maintained their claim that the conduct of the Respondent constituted "a 
measure tantamount to expropriation" within the meaning of Article 4(2) of the ΒΠ, 
suggesting that the overall conduct in the administrative proceedings amounted to "a taking of 
sufficient intensity", and that it did not fall within the exception for regulatory taldngs and 
police powers.700 

4.181 As to the alleged taldng, the Claimants submitted that "[a]ll illegal acts of the Czech authorities 
delaying and disrupting the administrative proceedings and thereby impeding the realization of 
Galerie togethel" constitute the taldng, in particular the withholding of the building 
permits", 701 asserted that the cumulative effect of the various measures had the same effect as a 
single act and argued that it was well accepted that a "cl"eeping" expropriation can talce place 
through a series of acts. 702 

4.182 Ιη support, the Claimants invoked previous decisions, including the decisions in Μ etalclad ν. 
Mexico, Goetz ν. Burundi and Middle East Cement Shipping ν. Egypt, which it submitted wel"e 
all cases in which "necessary permits such as construction permits wel"e withheld, 
incapacitating the investor to pursue its business", and in which tribunals had found an indirect 
expropriation as a result.703 

697 Memorial, para. 551. 
698 Memorial, para. 552. 
699 Memorial, para. 553. 
700 Memorial, para. 554. 
701 Memorial, para. 555. 
702 Memorial, para. 555. 
703 Memorial, para. 556-559. 
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4.183 The Claimants accepted that the required intensity of any talcing had to be substantial insofar as 
it must "deprive the foreign investor of fundamental rights of ownership or interfeie with the 
investment for a substantial period of tiine".704 They' argued that the Iequired intensity was 
present, insofar as there had been a "seveie impact οη the investment as a whole, as Claimants 
were deprived to make econornic benefits of their investment."705 

4.184 They explained that the conduct of the Respondent had had a "severe economic impact" 
insofar as the Claimants had been forced to abandon the project, leaving them with 
participatory interests in a c01npany "the only asset of which is the economically worthless 
formal ownership of the property. The use, enjoyιnent and management of the business has 
thereby been rendered useless fοτ Clailnants". 706 

4.185 As to the possibility that the building permit might still be issued at some point in the future, 
the Claimants emphasized that that would be of little value, as, due to the opening of Foτum, 
the retail market has been saturated, "thereby invalidating any chances of interesting an 
investor and realising a shopping center as oiiginally envisaged".707 As a result, the Claimants 
subrnitted that they weτe ηο longer able "to pursue their business", and asserted that, in the 
circumstances of the present case, a late building permit "is equivalent to ηο building permit at 
all". 70s 

4.186 The Claimants also stressed that, whilst they were still in possession of the land plots οη which 
Galerie was to be built, those plots, even if accompanied by the necessary permits, would be 
"worthless for Claimants, because their concept for a retail center can ηο longeτ be pursued".709 

They made cleaτ that a building permit was only now necessary to enable a sale of the plots; 
insofaI as, if a building pennit were in place foI a shopping centre, it made it more lilcely that a 
purchaseI would be able to build a different pIOject οη the land.710 

4.187 The Claimants subrnitted that the authorities made clear that the fact that they retained the 
formal ownership and control over the land was irτelevant, as what was important was the 
deprivation of economic benefit.711 They distinguished the decisions in Pope & Talbot ν. 
Canada, Feldnιan ν. Mexico, and othei· authorities relied upon by the Respondent οη the basis 
that they all conceτned situations in which, οη the facts, the investor had not been deprived of 
the economic benefit of its investment, but had only suffered a diminution in the amount of 
profits it was able to earn.712 

4.188 They invoked Middle East Cenιent Sliίppίng ν. Egypt, as an example of a case in which a 
tiibunal had accepted the possibility of expropriation of particulaΓ rights forming part of a 

704 Memorial, para. 560. 
705 Memorial, para. 560. 
706 Memorial, para. 561. 
707 Memorial, para. 562. 
708 Memorial, para. 562. 
709 Memorial, para. 563. 
710 Memorial, para. 563. 
711 Memorial, para. 564. 
712 Memorial, paras. 565-568. 
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wider business operation, without examining the question of whether the investor retained 
control ονeι· the entiI"e investment.713 

4.189 Finally, although accepting that the exercise of general regulatory powers in the public intel'est 
"do not constitute an expropriation",714 the Claimants disputed that the Respondent's actions 
constituted "general non-discriminatory measures" of the type required.715 Rather, the 
Claimants asserted, the relevant conduct had been "directed individually against Claimants in a 
discriminatory manner".716 

4. The Respondent's Counter-Memoήal 

a. Overview and Preliminary Points 

4.190 At the outset of its Countel'-Memorial, the Respondent placed emphasis upon: 

a. the unrealistic nature of Claimants' alleged expectations as to the time it would take 
to secure the Planning and Building Permits; 

b. t11e pιΌceduI"al mistakes of Tschechien 7, including its I"epeated failure pωperly to 
appeal the decisions now complained of by the Claimants; they argued that the failure 
to exhaust local remedies baπed the claims that those decisions breached the treaty; 

c. the illegal nature of the excessive excavations; the excessive excavations directly 
resulted in the Groundworks Removal Proceedings, which in turn resulted in the 
suspension of the appellate proceedings in relation to the Β uilding Permit. 717 

4.191 The Respondent further underlined that the failure to appeal the relevant decisions precluded 
any international claim, and argued that, although the procedural requirement to exhaust local 
remedies was not applicable, in the case of a denial of justice claim the requirement was 
substantive.718 They reiterated their argument that the Claimants' claims were all disguised 
claims for denial of justice insofar as they sought to challenge the relevant administrative 
decisions, and asserted that the Claimants "eithel' failed to appeal or successfully appealed 
almost all of the decisions" now challenged, the only exception being the First Minister 
decision, against which ηο remedies had been available, which they submitted fell fm short of 
the threshold for denial of justice.719 

713 Memorial, para. 569, referring to Mίddle East Cement Sliίppίng and Handlίng Co. S.A. ν. Arab Republίc of Egypt 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB/99/6), Award of 12 April 2002, paras. 101, 105, 107 and 127. 
714 Memorial, para. 571. 
715 Memorial, para. 571. 
716 Memorial, para. 571. 
717 Counter-Memorial, paras. 2-6. 
718 Counter-Memorial, paras. 7-8. 
719 Counter-Memorial, paras. 9-10. 
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c. Merits of tbe Claimants' Claims of Breach of the ΒΙΤ 

4.251 As regards the meήts of the Claimants' claims, the Respondent noted as a preliminary point 
that there existed a time-limitation, insofar as the Claimants had claimed that they abandoned 
their project in mid-October 2008, and claimed the damages allegedly sustained as a result of 
that abandonment. Relying οη "basic principles of causation", the Respondent argued that any 
breach had to precede the occuπence of damage, with the result that the Respondent could 
only be liable for the damages claimed if the Claimants were able to establish a breach of the 
ΒΠ prior to mid-October 2008. 837 

4.252 Οη that basis, the Respondent rejected as iπelevant any reliance by the Claimants οη events 
after mid-October 2008, including the Claimants' reliance οη the fact that the Building Permit 
for the main building had still not been issued; in addition, it noted that the Claimants' claim 
that the Respondent had violated the ΒΠ by the entirety of its conduct, rather than by 
individual measures, was similarly temporally limited. 838 

i. Denial of Justice 

4.253 The Respondent repeated the argument made in its Answer to the Statement of Claim that the 
essence of the Claimants' claims was that the Czech authorities had issued incoπect decisions 
and caused delays, and that those claims were in essence disguised claims for denial of 
justice. 839 

4.254 lt emphasized that the Claimants had complained only of alleged procedural mistakes and had 
not alleged that any final decision was substantively incoπect, and asserted that "the only 
effect of these procedural decisions was that Tschechien 7 did not obtain a final and binding 
building permit for the main building at a time when Tschechien 7 (eπoneously) expected its 
issuance". 840 

4.255 Further, it reiterated its argument that denial of justice claims could only be brought where 
there had been exhaustion of local remedies, and observed that, although the Claimants had 
complained of fIΓst-instance decisions, those decisions had either been coπected οη appeal, or 
not validly appealed (either because ηο appeal was lodged, or any appeal was filed out of 
time).841 

4.256 Οη that basis, the Respondent repeated its argument that, although the Claimants' claims had 
been f ormulated as breach of substantive treaty standards, they were to be assessed against the 

836 Counter-Memorial, para. 217. 
837 Counter-Memorial, para. 283 . 

. 
838 ko11m.er~M~ll1QI"ial, par~. 284-285. 
839 Counter-Memorial, para. 278. 
84° Counter-Memorial, para. 279. 
841 Counter-Memorial, para. 280. 
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principles underlying the standard of denial of justice, and measured against that standard, they 
. h . d b . d 842 were w1t out ment an were to e re1ecte . 

4.257 By way of expansion of those points, it first argued that the principles embodied in the 
standard of denial of justice specifically addressed the interplay between the responsibility of 

States under international law and their decision-malcing in multi-level administrative or 

judicial proceedings. It submitted that denial of justice could thus be seen as lex specίalίs 
governing state liability in such matters, despite the existence of other, inore general standards 

of protection. 843 

4.258 Relying οη the decision in Loewen, the Respondent submitted that, "a low-level administrative 

or judicial decision can constitute an international delict only if ηο effective remedy is 

available or if the aggrieved party' s applications for remedy do not lead to redress", 844 and 

reiterated its position that a State should only be judged by the final product of its decision

malcing processes, and "will only be held liable if the overall process of its decision-malcing is 

eπoneous". 845 

4.259 It submitted that those specific principles were "embodied in the standard of denial of justice", 

and that the Claimants' claims should be assessed against that standard; it relied in that respect 

οη the decisions in An1co ν. Indonesίa and Jan de Nul ν. Egypt, as examples of cases in which 

tribunals had applied the denial of justice standard to court and administrative proceedings. 846 

4.260 Ιη relation to the Claimants' argument that the tribunal in Jan de Nul had applied both the 

denial of justice and fair and equitable treatment standards, the Respondent responded that the 

Claimants had overloolced the fact that the tribunal had applied those standards to different 

facts, noting in particulaI that the conduct of Egypt in multi-level decision-making pωceedings 

had been assessed against the denial of justice standard, whilst only conduct outside those 

proceedings had been assessed against the fail" and equitable treatment standard. 847 

4.261 The Respondent further argued that, in any case, even where similar claims had been assessed 

against the substantive standaids of protection Ielied upon by the Claimants, tribunals had 

nevertheless "applied the principles undeilying the standaid of denial of justice"; it Ielied upon 
the obseivations of the ad hoc Committee οη annulment in Helnan ν. Egγpt, which it submitted 

weie "consistent with the traditional principles that a loweI-level decision can constitute an 

inteΓΠational delict only if it was not Iediessed upon appeal ΟΙ if such appeal would have been 

futile". 848 

842 Counter-Memorial, para. 282. 
843 Counter-Memorial, para. 287. 
844 Counter-Memorial, para. 289, citing Τ/ιe Loewen Gι-οιιp, Inc. ancl Raynιond L. Loewen ν. Unίted States of Αηιeι·ίcα 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/98/3), Award of 26 June 2003, para. 154. 
845 Counter-Memorial, para. 289. 
846 Counter-Memorial, para. 290. 
847 Counter-Memorial, para. 291, referring to Jan de Nul Ν V. and Dredgίng Internatίonal Ν. V. ν. Αι-αb Repιιblίc of 
Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 191. 
848 CounteI-Me111orial, paι·as. 292-294, citing Helnan Intenιatίonal Hotels AIS ν. Αι-αb Repιιblίc of Egypt (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/05/19), Decision of tl1e ad Ιιοc Committee of 14 June 2010, paras. 48-50. 
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4.262 It also invoked the observations of the ICJ in ELSI that a measure which has been quashed by a 
higher court or authority cannot be said to be arbitrary in the sense of inteι-national law as 
reflecting the "traditional principle of the standard of denial of justice that an incorrect decision 
does not constitute an international delict if it was remedied by a superior authority". 849 

4.263 Ιη the alternative, the Respondent argued that the Claimants had failed to respond to the 
substance of its argument based οη denial of justice; it submitted that the Claimants had 
attempted to sidestep that argument, and had not explained why first-instance decisions of the 
Czech administrative authorities had breached the ΒΙΤ. Rather, the Respondent submitted, the 
Claimants had concentrated οη "a mostly academic discussion" of whether the ΒΙΤ granted a 
higl1 level of protection, and had attempted to "dress up" their denial of justice claims as 
alleged breaches of provisions of the ΒΙΤ. 850 

4.264 The Respondent disputed the Claimants' assertion that the ΒΙΤ provides fol' a high level of 
protection, and that the standards under the ΒΙΤ are higheι- than those undeι- customary 
international law and NAFTA:851 

a. first, it took the position, relying οη a passage from Mondev, that investment treaties 
should be inteφι-eted neitheΓ expansively οι· ι-estι-ictively; 852 

b. second, it argued that the treaty "is an instrument of public inteωational law and must 
be inteφι-eted in accordance with such principles, including customary law", 853 and 
that the standards of pι-otection in the ΒΙΤ, even if autonomous, must be inteφreted 
against the Γelevant baclcground, including the fact that many of the standards were 
first introduced by Treaties οη Commerce and Ν avigation. The Respondent 
emphasized that the use of the term "arbitrary" must be understood as having its 
ordinary meaning undeι- international law. 854 

c. third, the Respondent complained that it was disingenuous of the Claimants to argue 
that the Respondent was attempting artificially to loweι- the standard of protection 
undeΓ the ΒΙΤ by ι-eference to NAFTA and the customary inteι-national law standaι-d, 
since οη its teΓms that cl"iticism was only even arguably applicable to the faiι- and 
equitable treatment standard; it asserted that the Claimants' argument was in any 
case incoπect· 855 

' 

d. fourth, the Respondent characterized the Claimants' argument, based οη the historical 
context, that the Parties intended a high level of protection, as "pure speculation", 

849 Counter-Memorial, para. 295, citing Elettι·onίca Sίcula S.p.A. (ELSI), JCJ Reports 1989, p. 15, at p. 74 (para. 124). 
85° Counter-Memorial, para. 298. 
851 Counter-Memorial, para. 299. 
852 Counter-Memorial, para. 301, citing Mondev lnteιnati.onal Ltd. ν. Unίted States of Amerίca (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 43. 
853 Counter-Memorial, para. 302. 
854 Counter-Memorial, para. 302. 
855 Counter-Memorial, para. 303. 
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which was not supported by the tΓαναuχ pι·epaτ·atoίι·es or other contemporaneous 

documentru:y evidence;856 

e. fifth, the Respondent denied that the supposed high level of pωtection under the ΒΠ 
allegedly intended by the Parties could be derived from its object and purpose, or the 
preamble; it pointed out that Germany had more or less contemporaneously 
concluded a bilateral investment treaty with Poland having the same object and 
purpose and an almost identical preamble, yet the protection offered was considerably 

lower insofar as the offer of arbitiation extended only to disputes relating to 
expropriation ΟΙ :free transfer. 857 

4.265 As regards the Claimants' suggestion that the denial of justice standard was non-exclusive, and 
its argument that, if the Respondent's argument weie to be accepted, almost every investment 
dispute would have to be tieated as a claim for denial of justice, the Respondent responded that 

its argument was far naσower; its position was merely that "liability fol' alleged proceduial 
mistakes in the conduct of administrative proceedings that were remediable by ordinary 
appeals must be assessed against the standard of denial of justice". 858 The Respondent in any 
case took issue with the premise u11deilyi11g the Claima11ts' argume11t, emphasizing that 
bieaches of a11 i11vestme11t treaty could arise from acts of a State which did 11ot i11volve a11y 
"pωceedi11g", most notably the passage of legislatio11 and the acts of the highest executive 

bodies, and submitted that 'Ό11ly a small minority" of i11vestme11t cases concerned decisions i11 

administrative proceedi11gs. 859 

4.266 The Respo11de11t furtheI attacked as misco11ceived the Claima11ts' argume11t that the denial of 
justice standard was limited to cases in which the i11vestol' sought Iedress before the domestic 
courts. It argued that the Ieliance by the Claima11ts οη the decision i11 Mondeν was misplaced, 

insofar as the relevant passage did not relate to the standard for denial of justice, but Iather 
Ieiterated the pri11ciple that i11vestme11t tribu11als are 11ot courts of appeal, a11d that their role is 
not to Ieview the decisio11s of domestic courts 011 questio11s of domestic law.860 The 

Respo11de11t fuithel' observed that the Mondeν tribu11al had been careful to stress that its 
willing11ess to Ieview administrative decisions was limited to "u11remedied acts", 011 that basis 
submitted that the decision i11 Mondeν did not support the Clai1na11ts' positio11, and asserted 

that the same was true of the decision in Αzίηίαη. 861 Finally, the Respo11de11t .submitted that 
investme11t tribu11als should "exeicise restrai11t whe11 reviewi11g highly complex and technical 

matters of domestic law", and invoked the observations of the tribu11al in Genaatίon Uk,-aίne, 
wl1icl1 had observed, inter alia, that in that case, 

the οι~l)ι possίbίlίty [ ... ] fοι· tlie saίes of conψlaίnts Γelatίng to liίglily 

teclinical niattas of Ukι·ainίan planning law to be tΓansfoΓnied ίηtο α ΒΙΤ 
νiolation would liaνe been fοι· tlie Clainiant to be denied justice befoΓe tlie 

856 CounteI-Memorial, para. 304. 
857 Counter-Memorial, para. 305. 
858 Counter-Memorial, para. 308. 
859 Counter-Memorial, p~a. 309. 
86° Counter-Memorial, paras 310-311, referring to Mondeν Inteπiatioιιal Ltd. ν. United States of Aιneι-ica (ICSill Case 
Νο. ARB(AF)/99/2), AwaΓd of 11 October 2002, para. 126. 
861 Counter·-Memorial, para. 312. 
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Ulcrainian courts ίn α bona fide attempt to ι·esolνe these technical 
matters. 862 

4.267 The Respondent further observed that the Claimants had introduced a new claim for denial of 
justice in their Memorial, and observed that the Claimants appeared to be arguing that "the 
Czech Republic's overall conduct constituted denial of justice, even though its individual 
decisions did not". 863 It noted that the Claimants had disregarded the ternporal limitation οη 
their clairns resulting from the fact that the damage claimed was alleged to have occuπed in 
mid-October 2008.864 

4.268 The Respondent further attacked the Claimants' denial of justice clairn οη the basis that that 
standard could only be violated by a final and binding rneasure which was not or could not 
have been remedied upon appeal, which it refeιτed to as a "substantive" ι-equ:iJ:ement of 
exhaustion of local remedies; it submitted tl1at that approach had been geneι·ally applied by 
international tribunals both under the denial of justice standard, and otl1er substantive 
standaι·ds. 865 It distinguished the substantive ι-equirernent of exhaustion frorn the pωcedural 
requirement of exhaustion under customary international law (and which it noted was 
applicable as a condition of admissibility befoι-e sorne inteι-national bodies, including the 
Euι-opean Court of Hurnan Rights), which it recognized was not provided foI in the ΒΠ, and 
emphasized that it had not argued that any pIOcedural requiι-ement was applicable. It submitted 
that the Claimants confused these two concepts.866 

4.269 The Respondent aι·gued: 

a. that the substantive ι-equirement of exhaustion in ι-elation to clairns of denial of justice 
was necessary in order to preserve the integrity of its multi-level administrative 
system;867 

b. that nothing in the ΒΠ submitted that the Parties had intended to allow investors to 
bypass the domestic system of ι-ernedies, and seek international justice in order to 
challenge first-instance adrninistrative decisions;868 

c. relying οη the decisions in Jan de Nul and Cheνι-on ν Ecuadoι-, as well as upon the 
wήtings of Paulsson, that the substantive requirement of exhaustion in the context of 
denial of justice was well-accepted; 869 the Respondent emphasized that the Clairnants 

862 Counter-Memorial, para. 313, quoting Geneι·ation Ukraine Inc. ν. Ukι·aine (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/00/9), Award of 
16 September 2003, para. 20.33. 
863 Counter-Memorial, paras. 314-315. 
864 Counter-Memorial, para. 316. 
865 Counter-Memorial, para. 319. 
866 Counter-Memorial, paras. 320-321. 
867 Counter-Memorial, para. 322. 
868 Counter-Memorial, para. 323. 
869 Counter-Memorial, para. 324, referring to Jan de Nul Ν. V. and Dredging International Ν. V. ν. Arab Republic of 
Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 191; Chevron Corpoι·ation and Texaco 
Petroleum Corpoι·ation ν. Republic of Ecuadoι· (UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award on the Merits of 30 March 2010, 
para. 321; and J. Paulsson, Denial of Justice in International Law (CUP, 2005), pp. 100 et seq. 
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had provided ηο authority in support of their position that the substantive requirement 

did not apply, save from an isolated academic commentator;870 

d. that the Ieliance by the Claimants οη the decision in Mondeν was misplaced, insofar 

as in the relevant passage quoted by thein the 1Tibunal was merely explaining that the 

claimants in that case had not been required to biing proceedings bef ore the domestic 

court (i.e. that theie was ηο proceduial Iequireinent of exhaustion under NAFTA), but 

that once they had done so, they could only bring a claim for denial of justice; 871 

e. that the Ieliance by the Claimants οη the decision οη jurisdiction in Waste 

Managenzent likewise demons1Tated theiΓ confusion of the substantive and procedural 

requirements of exhaustion, insofar as the 1Tibunal in that case had not dealt with 
denial of justice at all, but had Iather simply stated that there was ηο procedural 

requirement of exhaustion under NAFT Α. 872 

4.270 The Respondent further disputed the suggestion by the Claimants that the requirement of 

exhaustion of local remedies did not apply in cases of delay, and argued that it clearly did 

apply where an effective reinedy against delay existed. It asserted that such a remedy had 

existed in the present case. Ιη support of its arguinent on the point of principle, it again refeπed 

to the decisions in Jan de Nul and Clzeνι-on ν. Εcιιαdοι·.873 Refeπing to the latter decision, it 

also emphasized that any failure to exhaust available local Iemedies was in any case relevant 

insofar as it constituted a contΓibuting cause of any delay. 874 

4.271 In addition, the Respondent noted that the situations at issue in both Jan de Nul and Clieνι-on 

related to "delays Iesulting froin inactivity ratheI than foimal pIOcedural decisions", 875 and 

that, in con1Tast, the Claimants complained of specific decisions to suspend the proceedings 

relating to the Building Peimits which were subject to appeal, and would not have become 

binding unless upheld upon a timely appeal. Οη that basis, the Respondent asserted that the 

Claimants had failed to exhaust remedies w hich had been significantly better than those 

available to the claimants in those two cases.876 

4.272 Ιη Ielation to the Claimants' position that exhaustion was not Iequired in relation to proceduial 
decisions to stay pIOceedings, even if they were subject to appeal, the Respondent noted that 

such an argument was "patently incoπect". 877 The Respondent submitted that if an investor 

sought to hold a State liable for incoπect proceduial decisions, then the State had to be given 

87° Counter-Memorial, para. 324. 
871 Counter-Memorial, para. 325. 
872 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 326. 
873 Counter-MemoΓial, paras. 327-330, quoting Jan de Nul Ν. V. and DΓedgίng Intanational Ν. V. ν. Αι·αb Republίc of 
Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 256, and C!ιeνΓοη Coιpoι·ation and Texaco 
ΡetΓοleιιηι Cοιpοι·αtίοη ν. Republic of Εcιιαdοι· (UNCITRAL/PCA), Paι·tial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, 
para. 326. 
874 Counter-Memorial, para. 331, quoting Clιeνι·οιι Cοιpοι·αtίοη αιιd Texaco Ρetωleιιηι CοιpοΓαtίοη ν. Repιιblίc of 
EcuadoΓ (UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, para. 327. 
875 Counter-Memorial, para. 332. 
876 Counter-Memorial, para. 332. 
877 CounteΓ-Memol"ial, para. 334 
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the opportunity to "speal<: the last word οη those procedural issues";878 it submitted that the 
Claimants could not, οη the one hand, complain that procedural decisions were sufficiently 
seήous to constitute a denial of justice, whilst οη the other, suggesting that they were not 
serious enough to require exhaustion of local remedies.879 It relied οη the observation of the 
tribunal in Chevron ν. Ecuador that. resort to remedies for delay was required "in the same 
manner as in other contexts".880 

4.273 Ιη support of its position that the requirement of exhaustion of local remedies was applicable, 
the Respondent submitted that the Claimants' subsidiaries had had a reasonable and effective 
remedy (in the form of an administrative appeal) against every decision as to which complaint 
was made, with the exception of the First Minister Decision. 881 

4.274 Although accepting tl1at the buiden of proof was upon the Respondent to show tl1at remedies 
existed, relying οη tl1e decision in Clievron ν. Ecuadoι-, it submitted that it was foI the 
Claimants to show that any such remedies weie eitheI ineffective, futile, 01· unsuccessful. 882 

4.275 The Respondent ι·eiterated that, undeI the relevant provisions of the Code of Administrative 
Procedure, the subsidiaries of the Claimants had had: 

a. a right to appeal each first-instance administrative decision, including the two 
MinistιΎ Decisions, as well as the procedural decisions of RAL in the appellate 
proceedings. It pointed out that the effect of an appeal was that the decision 
challenged would not become legally binding unless and until it was upheld by the 
superior body;883 and 

b. the right to file a motion for failure to act so as to request the superioI authority to 
take action against delay once the statutory time-limit had been exceeded.884 

4.276 Ιη addition, the Respondent noted that final and binding administrative decisions which had 
been appealed within administrative proceedings could in any case be challenged before the 
Czech administrative courts, and that in such proceedings, the courts could ordeI that an 
administrative decision be issued within a fixed time-limit.885 

4.277 The Respondent observed that the Claimants had not disputed the existence of those remedies, 
although they had disputed their effectiveness. As to the Claimants' arguments as to the 
effectiveness of the available remedies: 

878 Counter-Memorial, para. 333. 
879 Counter-Memorial, para. 335. 
88° Counter-Memorial, para. 336, citing Clievron Coιpoι·ation and Texaco Petroleum Corpoι·ation ν. Republic of 
Ecuαdoι· (UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, para. 326. 
881 Counter-Memorail, para. 337. 
882 Counter-Memorial, para. 337, citing Chevron Coιporati.on and Texaco Petroleum Corporatίon ν. Republic of 
Ecuadoι· (UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, para. 329. 
883 Counter-Memorial, para. 338. 
884 Counter-Memorial, para. 339; in addition, it noted the availability in certain circumstances of various types of 
extraordinary review proceedings, although malάng clear that it did not rely οη the non-exhaustion of those remedies: 
ibid., para. 340. 
885 Counter-Memorial, para. 341. 
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a. first, the Respondent asserted that the Claimants had grossly mischaracterized its 

position insofar as they had submitted that the Respondent itself did not regard the 
appeal to RAL against the Third Stay as effective since it prevented MAL from 
resuming the proceedings sua sponte. The Respondent emphasized that the relevant 
appeals against the Third Stay had been filed out of time, and had therefore obviously 
been ineffective, but submitted that a timely appeal would have been effective. Ιη 
support, it pointed to the Claimants' success οη their appeal against the Third Stay 

insofar as it concerned the water-management proceedings.886 Ιη addition, it argued 
that the failure to appeal against the Third Stay in a timely manner as regards the 
other proceedings prevented the Claimants from arguing that the Third Stay had 
breached the ΒΙΤ. 887 

b. second, the Respondent rejected Claimants' argument that an appeal against RAL's 

decision of 12 Marcl12009 to stay the proceedings in relation to the appeal against the 
Building Pennit in respect of the main construction "would not have changed 
anything", pointing out that an appeal could have been filed against that decision with 

the Ministry, which, if upheld, would have meant that the stay would not have 
become final and RAL would have had to continue the appellate proceedings, and 
that remedy would therefore have been effective. 888 The Respondent accepted that 

such an appeal would not have changed matters, given that the project had already 
been abandoned, but submitted that this did not go to the effectiveness of the appeal, 
but rather indicated that events after mid-October 2008 could provide no basis for the 
Claimants' claims.889 

c. as for the Claimants' suggestion that a motion for failure to act was not applicable to 

a decision to stay proceedings, the Respondent accepted that this was · the case, but 
asserted that it had never submitted otherwise, and that its position was rather that a 
decision to stay could have been appealed; 890 

d. finally, as regards the Claimants' challenge to the effectiveness of a motion for failure 

to act οη the basis that the superioI body Iequired time in oider to Ieview the matter, 
and that it could in any case merely set a further deadline within which the decision 

was to be taken, the Respondent submitted that this highlightect the Claimants' 
misunderstanding of Czech administrative law, and the role of international law. Ιη 

particular, it explained that Czech law did not make compliance with statutoiy 
deadlines a condition of the legality of the decision, and argued that, similarly, delays 
in the issuing of a decision raised ηο issues undeI international law. It submitted that, 

οη the Claimants' case, any incoπect first-instance decision would violate 
inteinational law, insofar as it had to be appealed and theieby cieated delay, which by 
definition would be unremediable; it aigued that, οη the Claimants' case, the ΒΙΤ 
would become a guarantee that the Ielevant authoήties would issue substantively 

886 Counter-Memorial, paras. 342-344. 
887 Counter-Memorial, para. 345. 
888 Counter-Memorial, para. 346. 
889 Counteι--Memorial, para. 347. 
89° Counter-Memoiial, para. 348. 
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coπect decisions within the relevant time limits, failing which they would breach the 
ΒΙΤ. 891 It furthel' argued that the approach advocated by the Claimants would negate 
the requirement of exhaustion, since the delay inheient in pursuit of any remedy 
wouldper se violate the ΒΙΤ.892 

4.278 Finally, the Respondent rejected the Claimants' suggestion that they had done "everything in 
their power", and: 

a. emphasized that the relevant question was not the total numbel' of appeals filed, but 
whether appeals had been filed against the decisions of which complaint was made, 
and pointed out that ηο appeal had been filed against the First Stay; that the appeal 
against the Second Stay had been withdrawn following the lifting of the stay, and that 
the appeal against the Third Stay had been filed late (although it noted that the stay 
was in any case lifted by MAL in the light of RAL's indication that it was 
improper);893 and 

b. rejected any reliance οη the complaints made to the Prime Minister and the Minister 
or the approach made to the Gel'lllan Ambassador as being in any way relevant to the 
question of exhaustion. 894 

4.279 As to the standard for denial of justice, the Respondent adopted the f ormulation put f orward by 
the Loewen tribunal of "manifest injustice in the sense of a lack of due process leading to an 
outcome which offends a sense of judicial propiiety";895 it also relied upon the observations of 
the Chevron ν. Ecuadoι· tribunal that the threshold for denial of justice is high, and that while 
the standard was objective and did not requll-e a showing of bad faith "it nevertheless Iequires 
the demonstration of 'a particularly serious shortcoming' and egregious conduct that 'shocks, 
or at least surprises, a sense of judicial propriety"'. 896 

4.280 Further, relying οη Paulsson, the Respondent also argued that the factual situation had to be 
"egregious",897 and that a mere violation of domestic law did not in and of itself constitute a 
denial of justice, a proposition fοΓ which it also Γelied οη Jan de Nul. 898

· It fuΓtheΓ invoked the 
comments of the Tl'ibunal in Pantechnil'i ν. Albania to the effect that, although the general l'Ule 
was that a mere eπor in the interpretation of domestic law would not as such involve 
responsibility, a wrongful application of the law could nevertheless provide "elements of proof 

891 Counter-Memorial, paras. 350-352. 
892 Counter-Memorial, para. 353. 
893 Counter-Memorial, para. 355. 
894 Counter-Memorial, para. 356. 
895 Counter-Memorial, para. 359, quoting The Loewen Gι-oup, Inc. and Raymond L. Loewen ν. Unίted States of Ameι-ίca 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/98/3), Award of26 June 2003, para. 132. 
896 Counter-Memorial, para. 359, quoting Chevι-on Coτpoι-atίon and Texaco Petι-oleum Cοφοι-αtίοη ν. Republίc of 
Ecuadoι· (UNCΠRALIPCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, para. 244. 
897 Counter-Memorial, para. 360-361, quoting J. Paulsson, Denίal of Justίce ίn Inteniatίonal La.w (CUP, 2005), pp. 60, 
73 and 76. 
898 Counter-Memorial, para. 361, citing Jan de Nul Ν. V. and Dι·edgίng Inteniatίonal Ν. V. ν. Αι-αb Republίc of Egypt 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/13), Award of 6 November 2008, para. 206 
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of a denial justice", but that the test in that regard was stringent insofar as it requires that "the 
eπor must be of a ldnd which ηο 'comρetentjudge could reasonably have made"'. 899 

4.281 As to the meι-its of the Claimants' claims of denial of justice, the Resρondent asserted that "ηο 
measure comρlained of by the Claimants, or any combination of measures, comes even 

remotely close to egregious conduct or a ρarticularly serious shortcoming"900 constituting a 
denial of justice, and submitted that all that the Claimants had comρlained of were alleged 
ρrocedural eπors in the aρρlication of Czech administrative law. 901 It submitted that in the 

majority of cases, there had in fact been ηο eπor, and that where eπors had occuπed, they had 
been remedied οη aρpeal. 902 

4.282 As to the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, the Respondent: 

a. asserted that the initiation of the review proceedings by the Ministry was aρρropriate 
because the Ministry had reasonably determined that the Planning Permit had 

"serious deficiencies", and noted that the Claimants had offered ηο evidence 
suρρorting the assertion that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings had been initiated 
in order to inteπuρt the Building Permit proceedings; 903 

b. recalled that in the Answeι- to the Statement of Claim, it had stated its ρosition that 
the First Ministι-y Decision and the Second Ministry Decision could not constitute a 
denial of justice insofar as they had been successfully appealed by Tschechien 7, and 

accordingly had neveι- became legally effective. The Resρondent noted that the 
Claimants aρpeared to have acceρted that that was the case insofar as they had not 

asserted in the Me1noι-ial that either decision constituted a denial of justice;904 

c. asserted that the First Ministeι- Decision had not constituted a denial of justice; the 
Resρondent denied, as "unsuρρoι-ted as a matter of both fact and law", the Claimants' 

assertions both that the Ministeι- had deviated from noι-mal administrative ρι-actice 
without justification by not following the advice of the advisory committee and 
re1nanding the case, and that the motivation for doing so was to keep the pIΌceedings 

alive and obstruct the Claimants' pIOject.905 It asseι-ted that theι-e existed ηο 
administrative pι-actice accoι-ding to which a Ministeι- must always follow the advice 
of an Advisoι-y Committee, and noted that, as a matteι- of law, a Ministeι- was not 

bound to do so. 906 It fuι-theι- asserted that the First Minister Decision had not been 
impIΌpeι-ly motivated, and noted that ηο evidence had been put forward showing that 

the Ministeι- had intended to obstι-uct the pIOject; it observed that if the Ministeι- had 
in fact desired to obstruct the pIΌject, he would have uρheld the First Ministry 

899 Counter-Memorial, para. 362, citing Panteclinikί S.A. ContΓactoι·s & Engineeι-s ν. Repιιblίc of Albania (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/07/21), Award of 30 July 2009, para. 94. 
90° Counter-Memorial, para. 363. 
901 Counter-Memorial, paia. 363. 
902 Counter-Memorial, para. 363. 
903 Counter-Memorial, para. 364. 
904 CounteI-Memorial, para. 365. 
905 Counter-Memorial, para. 366. 
906 Counter-Memorial, para. 366. 
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Decision rather than quashing it and remanding the matter. Relying οη expert 

evidence, it further tool( the position that the decision to remand was coπect as a 

matter of law. Finally, it argued that even if the decision to remand had been 

incoπect, the difference between remand and reversal and termination of the 

proceedings was a "subtle point of Czech adm.inistrative procedure that pι·inia facίe 

cannot meet the high threshold for denial of justice";907 

d. finally, noted that the basis for Tschechien7's application to discontinue the 

proceedings before the Municipal Court in Prague for review of the First Minister 

Decision was its aclrnowledgement that the First Minister Decision had been 

remedied by the Second Minister Decision. 908 

4.283 As to the Building Permit proceedings, the Respondent likewise sub1nitted that there had been 

ηο denial of justice. Ιη particular, as regards the Tl1iι·d Stay: 

a. although admitting that MAL' s decision had been incoπect, the Respondent recalled 

that, in its Answer to the Statement of Claiιn, it had argued that Tschechien 7 had 

failed to appeal the relevant decisions in a timely manner and that that f act baπed the 

Claiιnants' claim of denial of justice, but that the Claiιnants in their Memorial had 

merely repeated their claiιn without joining issue in that regard;909 

b. the Respondent noted that the evidence of Mr as that he had been motivated 

to adopt the Thiι·d Stay by the fear that if the Building Permits had been issued but the 

Planning Permit had subsequently been cancelled in the Extraordinary Review 

Proceedings, the Building Permits would then lil(ewise have had to be cancelled;910 

c. the Respondent asserted that, although not in accordance with the principle of the 

coπectness of administrative acts under Czech law, Mr - decision had been 

reasonable, and that, even if the Claimants' claiιn in that regard was not baπed by 

reason of failure to exhaust domestic remedies, that decision fell far short of the high 

threshold for denial of justice.911 It further recalled that following RAL's rejection of 

Tschechien 7's appeal as out of time, MAL had nevertheless resumed the proceedings 

although not obliged to do so, with the result that the Third Stay was ultiιnately 

reversed οη 29 October 2008.912 

4.284 Ιη relation to the Second Stay: 

a. the Respondent recalled that Tschechien 7 had filed an appeal, which it had 

subsequently withdrawn f ollowing resumption of the proceedings by MAL, and 

submitted that that fact baπed any claiιn of denial of justice in that regard;913 it further 

907 Counter-Memorial, para. 367. 
908 Counter-Memorial, para. 368, referring to Core 9/333 (Exhibit R-27). 
909 Counter-Memorial, para. 369. 
91° Counter-Memorial, paras. 370. 
911 Counter-Memorial, paras. 370-371. 
912 Couneter-Memorial, paras. 371-372. 
913 Counter-Memorial, para. 373. 
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argued that the Second Stay had been fully justified as a matter of Czech law insofar 

as it was based οη grounds in addition to the pendency of the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings, in particular, Tschechien 7's application for partial withdrawal of the 
Planning Permit;914 

b. in the alternative, the Respondent argued that, again, the question was a "subtle" 

question of Czech administrative procedure and thus not capable of constituting a 

denial of justice;915 

c. the Respondent chaΓacterized the Claimants' suggestion that the Czech authorities 
had improperly requested splitting of the Building Permit proceedings as "baseless", 

on the ground that ηο such request had ever been made; it argued that any such 

request would have had to have been made in writing, and that the Claimants had 

provided ηο evidence in support of theiΓ allegation. 916 It submitted that the evidence 

was Iather that the splitting of the permits had been agreed between the Claimants and 
the City in its capacity as owner of the parcels οη which the relevant 

streets and crossings were built; it submitted that the Claimants had agreed to that 

approach in the hope that this would prevent Multi from becoming party to the 

building proceedings in relation to the main building (Construction Ι), since Multi 

owned ηο plots of land neighbouring the plots οη which Galerie was to be built, 

whilst the City had agreed based οη the Claimants' belief that Multi would 
not attempt to disrupt permit proceedings where the applicant was the City 

917 The Respondent further noted that the Claimants had put forward no 

evidence in support of theiI allegation that the relevant authorities had promised that 

the building permits would be delivered more quickly if the applications were split. 918 

4.285 On that basis, the Respondent argued that there had been ηο denial of justice prior to the 

Claimants' decision to abandon the project. It noted that, to the extent any statutory deadline 

was exceeded, it was by a matter of days, and that the proceedings relat.ed to a complex 

construction project. It noted that the tribunal in Jan de Nul had considered that even a delay 

of 10 years did not meet the thieshold foI denial of justice where the matters were complex, 
highly technical and involved extensive expert repoits.919 

4.286 The Respondent noted that the Claimants had complained of only one incoπect decision (the 

Thiid Stay), and obseived that decision had not been appealed in a timely fashion, but it had in 

any case been Iemedied sua sponte. It took the position that the delay of 3.5 months for the 

position to be Iemedied could not constitute a denial of justice.920 

914 Counter-Memorial, para. 374. 
915 Counter-Memorial, para. 375. 
916 Counter-Memorial, para. 376. 
917 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 377. 
918 Counter-Memorial, para. 378. 
919 Counter-Memorial, para. 379, referring to Jan. de Nul Ν. V. αιιd Dι-edgίng Inteπiatίonal Ν. V. ν. Aι·ab Repιιblίc of 
Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04113), Award of 6 NovembeΓ 2008, para. 204. 
92° CounteΓ-Memorial, paι-a. 380. 
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4.287 It further took the pos1t1on that the First and Second Ministry Decisions in the review 
proceedings did not constitute a denial of justice as they had been quashed by the First and 
Second Minister decisions, respectively.921 

4.288 Quite apart from this, the Respondent noted that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings had 
had ηο impact οη the Claimants' rights, and submitted that theiI only Ielevance was that their 
existence had "indirectly" caused MAL to issue the Third Stay. It noted that the Ministry had 
immediately confirmed that the review proceedings did not justify the Third Stay, and 
submitted that that was evidence that the Ministry did not intend the Ieview proceedings to 
obstruct the Building Permit proceedings, and that MAL's decision had been an "isolated 
mistake". 922 

4.289 Finally, the Respondent toolc the position that the conduct post-dating the Claimants' decision 
to abandon tl1e Galerie project did not constitute a denial of justice. It emphasized that any 
events after the abandonment could not justify the Claimants' claim foI damages, but stated 
that it would neveitheless respond to the Claimants' allegations as Iegards the period post-2008 
"foI the sake of completeness".923 

4.290 As Iegards MAL' s decision in March 2009 to stay the appellate p1Όceedings in relation to the 
Building Permit fo1· the main building (Construction Ι) whilst the Groundworks Removal 
PIOceedings were pending, the Respondent: 

a. noted that the Claimants had had the ήght to appeal the decision, but had failed to do 
so; the Respondent submitted that that fact in and of itself precluded any claim foI 
denial of justice;924 

b. argued that, in any event, as a matter of Czech law the stay was entirely legal insofar 
as the state of the site did not coπespond to the situation envisaged in the Building 
Permit, which assumed that only the excavations foreseen in the Planning Permit had 
been caπied out;925 

c. submitted that the issue was in any case a red heπing, insofar as if the Claimants' 
position was that its business opportunity to construct the shopping centre had already 
been lost, it made ηο sense for them to continue with the Building Permit 
proceedings. 926 

4.291 As Iegards the Administrative Offence Proceedings, and the Claimants' suggestion that the 
relevant authoiities had intentionally sought to avoid a situation in which a decision having the 

921 Counter-Memorial, para. 381. 
922 Counter-Memorial, para. 382. 
923 Counter-Memorial, para. 383. 
924 Counter-Memorial, para. 384. 
925 Counter-Memorial, para. 385. 
926 Counter-Memorial, para. 386. 
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force of Yes judίcata arose, the Respondent likewise denied that any denial of justice had 
occuπed.927 It noted that: 

a. the the use of MAL of the terms "misdemeanour" ( a term used f or offences 
committed by natural persons) and "administrative offence" (the term used for 

offences committed by legal entities) was an entirely formalistic matter, which had 
had ηο effect in substance;928 and 

b. the Claimants' argument that RAL's decision to close the proceedings based οη 
MAL' s mislabelling had ι-es ,iudicata effect was baseless as a matter of Czech 
administrative law.929 

4.292 Ιη addition, the Respondent observed that in their Memorial, the Claimants had put forward a 
"brand new theory that the Czech authorities somehow conspired to set up a tainted scheme to 
obstruct Claimants' project". 930 The Respondent rejected that theory as lacldng credibility and: 

a. noted that the Claimants had put forward ηο evidence at all to support their 
accusations· 931 

' 

b. submitted that the evidence showed that the authorities had harbouied ηο ill-will 
against the Claimants' pioject, relying in particular οη: 

i. the actions of the City in agreeing to allow construction to be 
carried out in relation to the external roads.932 The Respondent emphasized 
that the City had gone further than necessary by agreeing that the 
applications could be made in its name οη the basis that the Claimants hoped 

that that would discourage appeals by Multi;933 

11. the actions of MAL in 

(1) holding οη 19 June and 7 July 2008 that . and one of the 

Multi companies weie not parties to the Building Permit 
pωceedings in relation to the main building (Construction Ι), a 
decision which was subsequently overtumed by RAL οη 18 August 
2008;934 

(2) Iesuming the Building Permit proceedings sua sponte on 
29 OctobeI 2008; . 

927 Counter-Memorial, para. 387. 
928 Counter-Memorial, para. 387. 
929 Counter-Memorial, para. 388. 
93° Counter-Memorial, para. 389. 
931 Counter-Memorial, para. 390. 
932 Counter-Memorial, para. 391. 
933 CounteI-Memol"ial, para. 392. 
934 Counter-Memorial, para. 393. 
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iii. the actions of RAL, which, although it rejected Tschechien 7' s appeal 

against tl1e Third Stay as untimely by its decision of 8 October 2008, made 
clear its view that the ThiJ:d Stay was improper;935 

ιν. the action of the Ministry in confirming, in its letter of 28 July 2008, that the 

Third Stay was not justified οη the basis of the pendency of the 

Extraordinary Review Proceedings 936 

ν. the action of the Minister in not confirming the First and Second Ministry 

Decisions; the Respondent observed that the decisions depended οη an 
assessment of whether Tschechien 7 had acquired rights in good faith, and 

whether revocation of those rights would be proportionate, 

and submitted that those were issues that could easily have been decided against 

Tschechien 7. 937 

11. Alleged Breach of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (Art. 2(1) ΒΠ) 

4.293 As regards the claims of breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard, the Respondent 

submitted that the Claimants' claims failed: 

a. first, because the conduct of the proceedings had been, οη balance, fair and equitable 

in the circumstances, and 

b. second, because, as with the standard of denial of justice, the fair and equitable 

treatment standard was concerned with the overall process of decision-making, with 
the result that first-instance decisions could only violate the standard if remedies were 

either futile or unsuccessful. 938 

Relatίon ofthe Faίr and Equίtable Treatment Standard to the Cιιstomaιy Internatίonal 

Mίnίmum Standard 

4.294 The Respondent first submitted that violation of the fail' and equitable treatment standard 

required a high threshold, οη the basis that the standard in the ΒΠ was substantially identical 

to the cuπent minimum standard undel' customary international law. 939 

4.295 As to the interpretation of the "fail' and equitable" standard contained in the ΒΠ, having noted 

that the ordinary meaning of the words "fair and equitable" was of little assistance, 940 the 
Respondent took issue with the Claimants' argument that, in light of the fact that the purpose 

of the ΒΠ was the encouragement and reciprocal protection of investments, this militated in 

935 Counter-Memorial, para. 394. 
936 Counter-Memorial, para. 395. 
937 Counter-Memorial, para. 396. 
938 Counter-Memorial, para. 398, referring to Helnan International Hotels AIS ν. Arab Republίc of Egypt (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/05/19), Decision ofthe ad hoc Committee of 14 June 2010, para. 148. 
939 Counter-Memorial, para. 400. 
94° Counter-Memorial, para. 401, referring to Saluka Investments Β. V. ν. The Czech Republίc (UNCΠRAL), Partial 
Α ward of 17 March 2006, para. 297. 
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favour of a high standard of protection. The Respondent noted that the purpose of all 
investment protection treaties was the same, and, relying οη the decision in Saluka, submitted 
that that purpose did not imply that the encouragement of investments would be best served by 
an "exaggerated" standard of protection. 941 

4.296 The Respondent also submitted that, οη the basis of Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention 
οη the Law of Treaties, account should be taken of the cuπent international minimum standard, 
and in that connection made reference to the decision of the tribunal in Βαyίηdίι· ν. Pakίstan. 942 

It further submitted that a number of tribunals had held that the treaty standard of fair and 
equitable treatment is "materially identical" to the customary international minimum of 
treatment. 943 

4.297 As to the Claimants' suggestion, relying οη the decision in Azurίx ν. Aι·gentίna, that there was 
a "fundamental distinction" between the customary international law standard, and an 
autonomous treaty standard, the Respondent submitted that the tribunal in Αzuι·ίχ had in fact 
held exactly the opposite.944 It further observed that whether or not the Treaty standard was 
"autonomous" was iπelevant insofar as it was not interpreted as stricter than the customary 
international minimum standard.945 It noted that the tribunal in Bίwateι- Gauff ν. Ταηzαηία had 
adopted this approach and concluded that the fair and equitable treatment standard imposed a 
high threshold. 946 

The Claίniants' Claίnis of Breach 

4.298 As to whether there had been a breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard, the 
Respondent first reiterated its position that mere breaches of domestic law did not ίpso facto 

result in a violation of the fair and equitable standard. It noted that the Claimants had accepted 
that this was so in their Memorial, and had modified their case so as to suggest that the 
allegedly unlawful decisions of the authorities had been adopted in order to discriminate 
against the Claimants, to the benefit of Multi. 947 However, it took the position that those 
allegations were entirely unsupported by any evidence.948 

941 Counter-Memorial, para. 402-403, citing Saluka Inνestnιents Β. V. ν. Tlιe Czeclι Republic (UNCITRAL), Partial 
Award of 17 March 2006, para. 300. 
942 CounteΓ-Memorial, paras. 404-405, citing Bayindiι· Insaat Τιπίzηι Ticaι·et Ve Sanayί A.S. ν. Islanιic Republic of 
Pa/,istan (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/29), Award of 27 August 2009, para. 176. 
943 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 406, citing Duke Εηeι-g;ι Electι-oquil Paι·tneι-s and Electι·oqιιil S.A. ν. Repιιblic of Εcιιαdοι· 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, paras. 332-337; Αzuι-ίχ Coιp. ν. Aι·gentίne Republic (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 July 2006, para. 361; CMS Gas Τι-αηsηιίssίοη Conιpan)' ν. Αι-geιιtίιιe Repιιblic 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/8), Award of 12 May 2005, para. 284; and Biwateι- Gaιιff (Ταηzαηία) Linιited ν. Unίted 

Repιιblic of Tanzania (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/22), Awm:d of 24 July 2008, paras. 591-592. 
944 Counter-Memorial, para. 407, citingAzιιιix Coιp. ν. Aι·gentine Repιιblic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 
July 2006, para. 361. 
945 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 408. 
946 Counter-Memorial, para. 409, citing Biwateι- Gaιιff (Ταηzαηία) Linιίted ν. United Repιιblίc of Ταηzαηία (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/05/22), Award of24 July 2008, para. 597. 
947 CounteΓ-MemoΓial, paΓas. 410- 41 ι 
948 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 412. 
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• Legitiιnate Expectations 

4.299 Tl1e Respondent denied that the conduct of the various proceedings had frustι·ated the 
Claimants' legitimate expectations. It emphasized that the Claimants' alleged expectations as 
to the duration of the proceedings had not been reasonable, and that they had not been based οη 
any assurances by the Respondent. Οη that basis, it submitted that the alleged expectations did 

not qualify for protection under the fair and equitable treatment standard.949 

4.300 As to the reasonableness of the alleged expectations, the Respondent emphasized that the 
Claimants had not specified on what assurance the alleged expectations were based. It noted 
that the only specific expectation alleged was the promise allegedly made by the City of 

of equal treatment of the Galerie and Forum projects, and submitted that that specific 
promise had been fulfilled. 950 

4.301 As to the alleged legitimate expectation as to the duι·ation of the administι·ative proceedings, 
the Respondent argued that the Claimants unjustifiably relied upon a hope that ηο remedies 
would be pursued by third parties. It pointed to various internal documents from ECE which 

had made clear that the time projections given were reasonable estimates only οη the 
assumption that ηο appeals would be filed, and submitted that the Claimants had been fully 

aware that any appeals would affect their expectations as to the duration of the proceedings, 
which were, in effect, a best-case scenario. Οη that basis it claimed that the asserted 
expectation had not been reasonable, and could not therefore have been a 'legitirnate 

expectation' .951 

4.302 The Respondent further argued that the Claimants' time expectations could not in any case be 
regarded as reasonable in the light of their previous experience with other developments in the 
Czech Republic. Ιη particular, it pointed to the fact that at least one other development 
previously undertaken by the Claimants, the Arkady Pankrac centre in Prague, had been 
subject to severe delays in the permitting process as the result of objections and appeals filed 
by NGOs and neighbours, which had meant that in excess of five years had been required from 
the date of application for a planning permit in December 2001 to the Building Permit finally 

becoming legally effective in June 2007.952 

4.303 The Respondent submitted that that episode meant that the Claimants must have been aware 
that third party appeals were not uncommon, and could affect the duration of the proceedings, 

and that incoπect first instance decisions could result in issues being remanded. It observed 
that the time estimates for the Galerie project had nevertheless not in any way reflected the 
possibility of appeals or remands, but rather had proceeded οη the basis that all permits would 
be issued within three months. Accordingly, it argued, those expectations had been unrealistic, 
and inconsistent with the Claimants' prior experience, and could thus not be regarded as 
legitimate. 953 

949 Counter-Memorial, para. 413. 
95° Counter-Memorial, paras. 414-415. 
951 Counter-Memorial, paras. 416-417. 
952 Counter-Memorial, paras. 418-422. 
953 Counter-Memorial, paras. 423-424. 
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4.304 As to the existence of assurances provided by the Czech Republic, the Respondent noted that 

the Claimants had accepted that only expectations based οη a State's assurances upon which 
the investoI had relied when maldng its investment benefited from protection, and reiterated its 

position that legitimate expectations "can 011ly be based 011 specific - rather than implicit -

assuiances give11 to the i11vestor by the host state".954 

4.305 The Respo11dent emphasized that the Claimants had 11ot (a11d did not claim to have) received 

a11y assura11ces, whether implicit or explicit, as to the duration of the admi11istrative 

proceedings, but rather claimed to have received implicit assura11ces from the conduct of the 
City in: i) cha11gi11g the zoning plan i11 February 2007; ii) e11tering i11to the 

Cooperatio11 Agreeme11t dated 30 April 2008; a11d iii) the general promise to provide equal 
treatme11t to the Galerie a11d Forum projects. 955 

4.306 The Respo11de11t attacked each of those asserted souι-ces of implicit assurance as 11ot givi11g rise 

to any legitimate expectatio11 attracti11g protectio11 u11deι- the fair a11d equitable treatme11t 

standard: 

a. i11 relatio11 to the change of zoni11g pla11, the Responde11t 11oted that that co11duct could 

give rise to 110 pωtected legitimate expectation, i11sofar as it 011ly affected the 

permitted use of the la11d plots, a11d contained 110 assurance as to the conduct, duration 

and/or success of the proceedings. The Respondent further emphasized that the City 

as a body of "local self-government", was in any case not i11 a position to 
provide any assuι-ances in that regard since those matteι-s were not within its 

competence, but ι-ather within the spheι-e of compete11ce of the central government;956 

b. the Respondent likewise noted that the Cooperation Agreement was of ηο relevance 

to the duration or success of the proceedi11gs, a11d that the City 1 had in a11y 

case been acti11g i11 its capacity of owner of the releva11t plots of land οη which the 

relevant roads a11d traffic i11tersections were situated;957 

c. as to the promise of equal tι-eatment, the Respo11dent reiterated that the City 

had i11 fact provided equal tJ:eatment. 958 

4.307 111 co11clusio11, the Respo11de11t asserted that the Claimants had received ηο assurances 011 which 
they could base a claim fοι- frustration of legitimate expectations. 959 

• Due PΓocess and ΡΓοcedιιι·αl Ρι·οpι·ίet~/ 

4.308 As regards the Claimants' claims of·denial of due process, the Respo11dent noted that although 

the requireme11ts of due pωcess a11d procedural propriety were i11cluded in the standard of 
de11ial of justice, the Claima11ts had discussed some ofthose allegations separately.960 

954 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 425. 
955 CounteΓ-Memorial, paras. 426-427. 
956 Counter-Memorial, para. 428. 
957 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 429. 
958 Counter-Memorial, paι·a. 430. 
959 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 431. 
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4.309 The Respondent submitted that, given the inclusion of notions of due pιΌcess and procedural 
propriety in the denial of justice standard, its observations Ielating to denial of justice weie 
equally applicable to the Claimants' claims of violation of the fair and equitable standard οη 
that basis. It submitted that the applicable threshold was demanding, and that the duty to 
provide due pιΌcess and ensuie pιΌcedural propiiety could only be violated "by procedmal 
conduct that was confirmed upon timely recourse to local Iemedies or wheie ηο local remedies 
were available".961 

4.31 Ο The Respondent submitted that, in an attempt to downplay the demanding nature of the 
standaι·d, the Claimants had mischaiacterized the relevant case law: 

a. first, it submitted that the tribunal in Waste Managenient had not, as submitted by the 
Claimants, taken the position that an investoI can rely οη any statutoiy administrative 
pιΌvisions and proceedings, or that the threshold foI a violation of due process and 
pιΌcedural p1Όpriety was low.962 It emphasized that the relevant passage from the 
decision in Waste Managenient Iefeπed to "grossly unfaίr conduct, manifest faίlure 
of natural justice in judicial pIOceedings, or a conψlete lac/, of transparency and 
candor in an administrative pι·ocess",963 and aι·gued that it was thus clear that the 
tι"ibunal was of the view that the thΓeshold for a finding of bieach of the faiΓ and 
equitable treatment standard was demanding;964 

b. second, the Respondent took issue with the Claimants' suggestion that the tΓibunal in 
Mondev had stated that the findings of the Intemational Court in ELSJ constituted "a 
starting point foI what is fair and equitable but that the threshold in modern times is a 
lot lower"; it argued that the Mondev tribunal rather had "expΓessly agreed with the 
conclusion in ELSI and applied it in the context of a claim for denial of justice, i.e. 
also to claims for a violation of the duty of due pιΌcess and proceduΓal propriety";965 

c. οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that theie was "widespΓead agΓeement οη the 
demanding threshold f or a violation of the duty to guarantee due process and 
piocedural propriety". 966 

4.311 As to the merits of the Claimants' claims of violation of due process, the Respondent asserted 
that the Claimants' main argument was that the administΓative authorities had committed 
numeΓOus pωcedural iπegularities with the intent to obstruct the Galeiie project and favour 
Forum, and rejected that argument as baseless.967 It asserted that "the Czech Republic never 
had an intention to obstruct the Claimants' pΓoject. Similarly, its administrative bodies never 

96° Counter-Memorial, para. 432. 
961 Counter-Memorial, para. 433. 
962 Counter-Memorial, para. 434. 
963 Counter-Memorial, para. 435 (emphasis in original), with reference to Waste Management Inc. ν. United Mexican 
States (Νο. 2) (ICSill Case Νο. ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 April 2004, para. 98. 
964 Counter-Memorial, para. 435. 
965 Counter-Memorial, para. 435, referring to Memorial, para. 498 and Mondev Internatίonal Ltd. ν. United States of 
Aιnerica (ICS:ω Case Νο. ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 127. 
966 Counter-Memorial, para. 436. 
967 Counter-Memorial, para. 437. 
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engaged in any improper conduct," and again emphasized that the Claimants had put forward 
ηο evidence in support of their accusations.968 

4.312 It noted that the Claimants had relied upon a handful of incoπect first-instance decisions that 
had been remedied upon appeal or sua sponte, and observed that that was not sufficient to 

justify a claim for lack of due process or procedural propriety. 969 Ιη particular, it asserted: 

a. although the Claimants had submitted that the Β uilding Permit proceedings had been 
"frequently delayed", in fact tl1e proceedings in relation to Construction Ib, ΙΙ and ΠΙ 
and Ν a had been stayed only twice, once due to the incompleteness of the 
applications, and once (incoπectly) by reference to the ongoing Extraordinary 

Review proceedings (i.e. the First and Third Stays);970 

b. the proceedings in relation to the Building Permit foI the main building Permit 
(Construction Ι) had been stayed thiee times: 

Ι. as to the First and Second Stays, the Respondent repeated its position that 
they had been justified due to the incompleteness of the application, and the 
application by Tschechien 7 for modification of the Planning Permit; 

11. whilst admitting that the Third Stay was incoπect, the Respondent 
emphasized that the MAL had rectified that decision sιια sponte, despite 
Tschechien 7's belated appeal, 971 and submitted that the circumstances were 

insufficient to constitute a violation of due process.972 

4.313 The Respondent also denied any violation of due process in the context of the Extraordinary 

Review Proceedings: 

a. whilst observing that the Claimants had not been a party to the proceedings resulting 
in the First Ministry Decision, it noted that such a course was expressly permitted in 

expedited Extraordinary Review proς:eedings using the summary procedure;973 

b. in any case, it noted that a decision in expedited Extraordinary Review proceedings 
only became legally effective if it was not appealed within the relevant peiiod, and 
that this provided adequate protection to an affected party. It emphasized that 
Tschechien 7 had appealed the First Ministry Decision which had been quashed by 
the First Minister Decision and had thus never became legally effective. 974 

c. the Respondent submitted that the First Minister Decision had been perfectly 
appropriate in the circumstances, and that there was nothing unusual about Iemand if 
a matter was complex and required additional fact-finding, as, it submitted, was 

968 Counter-Memorial, para. 438. 
969 Counter-Memorial, para. 439. 
97° Counter-Memorial, para. 440. 
971 Counter-Memorial, para. 441. 
972 Counter-Memorial, para. 442. 
973 CounteI-Memorial, para. 443. 
974 Counter-Memorial, para. 444. 
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necessary in relation to the issue of whether Tschechien 7 had acquiied rights in good 
faith under the Planning Permit; 975 

d. the Respondent denied that theie had been any contradiction between the First and 
Second Minister Decisions. Ιη that connection, it submitted that there would have 
been contradiction only if the Second Minister Decision had confirmed the 
cancellation of the Planning Permit. By contrast, it noted that the only diffeience 
between the First and Second Minister Decisions was that the First Minister Decision 
had quashed the First Ministry Decision whilst remanding the matter, whilst the 
Second Minister Decision had quashed the Second Ministry Decision and terminated 
the proceedings.976 It further explained that: 

1. the reason for the difference between the FiΓst and Second MinisteΓ 

Decisions was that the Minister had been satisfied οη the second occasion 
that the Ministry's fact-finding "did not reveal any evidence that 
Tschechien 7 had acquired the rights undeΓ the Planning Permit in bad faith. 
Therefore, its good faith had to be presumed".977 

ii. upon considering the balance between Tschechien 7' s good faith as "against 
the public interest ίη cancelling the illegal Planning Permit", he had 
considered that cancellation would not be proportionate. 978 

111. the Claimants had agreed that the Second Minister Decision was coπect. 979 

e. Finally, the Respondent again reiterated that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings 
had caused ηο harm to the Respondent insofar as the outcome had been that the 
Planning Permit was not cancelled, and the Claimants had never lost, even 
temporarily, the rights granted by the Planning Permit. It repeated its position that the 
existence of the proceedings had affected the Claimants ''only indirectly" insofar as 
MAL had incoπectly stayed the Building Permit proceedings οη the basis of their 
pendency; however, it noted that that eπor related only to MAL's decision imposing 
the Third Stay, rather than the Extraordinary Review Proceedings.980 Refeπing to the 
decision in Waste Management, the Respondent argued that the fair and equitable 
treatment standard could only be violated by conduct that actually harmed the 
investor, and submitted that the "alleged delays and purported iπegularities" in the 
Extraordinary Review Proceedings had had ηο harmful effects οη the Claimants, and 
therefore could not h~ve violated due process even if they had been impropeΓ. 981 

975 Counter-Memorial, para. 445. 
976 Counter-Memorial, para. 446. 
977 Counter-Memorial, para. 447. 
978 Counter-Memorial, para. 447. 
979 Counter-Memorial, para. 447. 
98° Counter-Memorial, para. 448. 
981 Counter-Memorial, para. 449, referring to Waste Manageιnent Inc. ν. Unίted Mexίcaιi States (Νο. 2) (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 Apήl 2004, para. 98. 
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4.314 Ιη relation to events subsequent to the alleged abandonment of the project, and in particular the 
Claimants' allegations Ielating to the conduct of the Ministry of Finance during the settlement 
negotiations, the Respondent submitted that the allegations weie untrue and in any case 
umelated to the due process claim. It denied that the Ministry of Finance had collected 
evidence improperly, arguing that the Claimants themselves had decided to allow the site 
inspection in early Febωary 2009, without even proposing a non-disclosure agreement, such 
that the Ministry of Finance was accoidingly not constrained in the use of the evidence 
obtained during the inspection or during the negotiations.982 

4.315 The Respondent furtheI denied that tl1e Ministry of Finance had influenced the commencement 
of the administrative offence proceedings, which it submitted had been commenced in 
December 2008, well before the Ministry of Finance had started to investigate the excessive 
excavations.983 The Respondent noted that, in any case, the Claimants had failed to specify 
what pIOcedural rights had been violated by the conduct of the Ministry of Finance.984 

• T1·anspaι·ent and predίctable busίness enνί1·onnient 

4.316 As Iegards the Claimants' claim of bieach of the fair and equitable treatment standard as the 
Iesult of failing to provide a transparent and predictable business environment foI their 
investment, the Respondent argued that what was required was "a transparent, piedictable and 
stable Iegulatory jι·aniewoι·k", 985 covering both geneially applicable Iegulations and specific 
permits Iequired foI the opeiation of the investment. The Respondent took the position that that 
requirement did not target potential irregularities in specific administrative proceeding, which 
were betteI dealt with in the context of denial of justice ΟΙ laclc of due process.986 

4.317 As to the meiits of the claim, the Respondent argued that the Ielevant applicable Iegulatory 
framewoik had been entirely transparent, and the Claimants had known of all the Iules that 
would govein their investment, which had not materially changed since the time at whicl1 the 
investment had been made. Ιη particular, the Respondent emphasized that the Claimants had 
been aware that the Galerie pωject had requiied planning and building permits, as well as 
vaiious ancillary peimits and authorizations, and noted that the Claimants had not disputed that 
they had been aware of the peimitting process, and had not complained of any Iegulatoiy 
changes.987 

4.318 The Respondent furtheI noted that ηο peimits had eveI been Ievoked, repeating that, although 
the MinistJ:y had consideied that it was necessaτy to revoke the Planning Peimit, the MinisteI 
had οη appeal chosen not to confirm its decision, such that the Planning Peimit had τe1nained 
effective at all tiines. 988 

982 Countel"-Memorial, para. 450. 
983 CounteI-Memorial, para. 452. 
984 Counter-Memorial, para. 453. 
985 Counter-Memorial, para. 454 (emphasis in original). 
986 Counter-Memorial, para. 454. 
987 Counter-Memorial, para. 455. 
988 Counter-Memorial, para. 456. 
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4.319 The Respondent characterized the Claimants' claiιn as being that the permitting process had 

been unpredictable because it had taken longer than expected. It rejected that complaint as 
baseless, insofar as the fair and equitable treatment standard was concerned with the 
predictability of the business and regulatory framework, rather than the ability of the Claimants 
to predict the length of specific administrative proceedings. lt reiterated that the Claimants' 
estimates had been overly optimistic insofar as the Claimants had not budgeted for appeals. 989 

4.320 As for the Claimants' allegations of violation of long-standing administrative policies relating 

to i) the failure of the Minister to follow the recommendation of the Advisory Committee; and 
ii) MAL' s decision to stay proceedings οη the basis of missing documentation, rather than 
requesting the necessary materials informally, the Respondent replied that both the Minister 
and MAL had acted in strict compliance with Czech administrative law,990 and disputed that 
either of the supposed "administrative practices" existed. 991 

4.321 Finally, the Respondent disputed the Claimants' claim that there had been a violation of the 
fair and equitable standard οη the basis of the overall conduct of the parties: 

a. first, it rejected the Claimants' suggestion of a concerted effort to obstruct the Galerie 

project in favour of Forum as having ηο basis in tl1e evidence;992 

b. second, it again emphasized that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings had had ηο 
effect upon the legal effectiveness of the Planning Permit as a result of the quashing 
of the First and Second Ministry Decisions;993 

c. third, although accepting that the adoption of the Third Stay by MAL had been 

"eπoneous", the Respondent submitted that this was the only iπegularity, and an 
isolated eπor, as evidenced by the willingness of the Ministry to provide its opinion 
that the stay was not justified, RAL' s denunciation of the eπor, and MAL' s 

subsequent decision to revoke the stay sua sponte;994 

d. fourth, the Respondent sustained that the splitting of the building proceedings had not 
come about as the result of pressure by MAL, but had been mutually agreed upon by 
the Claimants and the City 995 

e. fifth, whilst noting that the Claimants in theiΓ Memorial appeaΓed not to have puΓsued 
their complaints as to delays set out in the Request for Arbitration and Statement of 

Claim, the Respondent noted that in any case the periods by which the statutory time-

989 Counter-Memorial, para. 457. 
99° Counter-Memorial, para. 458. 
991 Counter-Memorial, para. 459. 
992 Counter-Memorial, para. 461. 
993 Counter-Memorial, para. 462. 
994 Counter-Memorial, para. 463. 
995 Counter-Memorial, para. 464. 
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limits had been exceeded were measured in days, and could not have contiibuted to 
the failuie of the project;996 

f. sixth, the Respondent argued that the only reason why the Claimants had not yet 
obtained a legally effective Building Permit for the main building was due to the 
Claimants' wilful decision to engage in the illegal excavations, which had triggered 
the Groundworlcs Removal Proceedings, which in turn had resulted in the stay of the 
appellate proceedings before RAL in relation to the Building Permit for the main 
construction. The Respondent noted in this connection that RAL had confirmed all 
the other Building Pennits, which were not affected by the excessive excavations.997 

The Respondent further noted that the Claimants had chosen not to apply for 
regularization of the excessive excavations, and submitted that the motivation in that 
regard had been an attempt to bolster their position in the present arbitration. 998 

111. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Irnpairment of Investments by Arbitrary and 
Discriminatory Measures (Article 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.322 The Respondent noted that, in response to its refutation of the Claimants' claims of breach of 
the prohibition of impainnent by arbitrary measures contained in its Answer, the Claimants in 
their Memorial had criticized the applicability of the observations of the International Court of 
Justice in ELSI and repeated their previous accusations, whilst adding an allegation that the 
authorities had intended to obstruct the Galerie project and favour Forum.999 

Ιπιpαίπηeηt b)' aι·bitraι·γ ιneasuι·es 

4.323 Ιη relation to the Claimants' claim of breach of the pIOhibition by arbitiary measures, as 
regards the applicable test for arbitrariness, the Respondent 

a. maintained its position that the decision in ELSI constituted the leading authority as to 
the standard for arbitrariness, and submitted that this was particularly so as regards 
judicial ΟΙ administrative decisions; 

b. took the position that arbitrariness could not be assumed; and 

c. denied that, οη the evidence, the relevant conduct had arbitrarily impaired the 
Claimants' investment. 1000 

4.324 As to the first point, i.e. the applicable standaid of arbitrariness undeI inteinational law, the 
Respondent submitted that ELSI Iemained the leading authority, and that the observations of 
the International Court of Justice in that case weie particulmly apposite foI the present case as 

996 Counter-Memorial, para. 465. 
997 CounteΓ-Memorial, paΓa. 466. 
998 CounteΓ-MemoΓial, para. 467. 
999 Counter-Memorial, para. 468. 
100° CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 469. 
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the decision specifically concerned "adrninistrative process and the consequences of the 
quashing of an incoπect fll:st-instance decision by a superior authority". 1001 

4.325 The Respondent disputed the Clairnants' suggestion that the "rnodern" test for arbitrariness 
was to be found in the observations of the tribunal in Lauder, noting that the tribunal had 
merely rnade reference to a dictionary definition of the term "ai·bitrary", and ai·gued that the 
ELSI decision remained a "significantly better authority for the interpretation of the sarne 
term" contained in the ΒΠ which had been concluded subsequent to the decision of the 
Court. 1002 The Respondent further drew attention to decisions in which tribunals had refeπed to 
and applied the decision in ELSI, which it submitted confll:med that that decision rernained the 
undisputed leading authority for the legal test of arbitrariness. 1003 

4.326 Ιη relation to the second point, in response to the Clairnants' suggestion that the burden of 
proof should be shifted and that the Tribunal should assume the arbitrariness of the relevant 
conduct based οη the fact that it was unlawful under Czech law, the Respondent disputed that 
the relevant conduct was unlawful, and noted that in any case such a shifting of the burden of 
proof would be "unprecedented". 1004 

4.327 The Respondent further disputed the accusation by the Clairnants that it had provided ηο 
explanation "why its authoι·ities acted contrary to the law persistently", noting that it had 
provided a detailed explanation of the relevant conduct of the adrninistrative conduct in its 
Answer to the Staternent of Clairn. 1005 It submitted that, by contrast, the Clairnants had 
provided only "conclusory and generalized staternents of fact and law". 1006 

4.328 Third, the Respondent rejected the Clairnants' various accusations of breach of the prohibition 
of impairment by arbitrary rneasures, narnely that it had: 

a. withheld or withdrew perrnits f or the Galerie project; 

b. frequently rernained inactive or delayed decisions in the Building Perrnit proceedings 
and the Extraordinary Review Proceedings ; 

c. issued contradictory decisions in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings; 

d. denied Clairnants the right to be heard in the proceedings prior to the Fll:st Ministry 
Decision; and 

1001 Counter-Memorial, para. 470. 
1002 Counter-Memorial, paras. 472-474. 
1003 Counter-Memorial, paras. 475-477, referring to Noble Ventures, Inc. ν. Romania (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/11), 
para. 176; LG&E Energy Corp., LG&E Capital Corp. and LG&E International Inc. ν. Argentine Republic (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/02/1), Decision οη Liability of3 October 2006, paras. 156-157 and 162; and Siemens A.G. ν. Argentine 
Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/8), Award of 6 February 2007, para. 318. 
1004 Counter-Memorial, para. 478. 
1005 Counter-Memorial, para. 479, quoting Memorial, para. 536. 
1006 Counter-Memorial, para. 479. 
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e. had influenced the competent authorities, in particular as a result of the supposed 

attempts by Mr to influence RAL to stay the appellate proceedings in relation 
to the Β uilding Permit f or the mai11 buildi11g. 1007 

4.329 The Respo11dent submitted that it was sig11ifica11t that those accusations were copied verbatim 

from the Claima11ts' discussio11 of their claims of breach of otheI standards of protection, and 

argued that the claims were flawed insofar as the Claimants had 110t attempted to explain how 

each of those measures had impaired its investment. 1008 Relying 011 the decisio11 of the tribu11al 

in CMS ν. Aι·gentina, it argued that the ΒΠ did not prohibit arbitrariness as such, but only 
arbitrary measures that actually impaired the management, maintenance, use or enjoyment of 

the Claimants' investme11t. 1009 

4.330 It submitted that most of the measures complained of did not (and could not) impaiJ: the 

Claimants' investment in a11y way; 1010 specifically, it asserted that: 

a. ηο permits had ever been withdraw11, the cancellation of the Planning Permit by the 

Second Ministry Decision never having become legally effective due to the appeal 

filed by Tschechie11 7 and the quashing of that decision by the Second Minister 

Decision· 1011 

' 

b. 110 permits had bee11 withheld; as regards the main Building Permit, which was the 

only permit which the Claimants had applied for and not yet received, the Respondent 

again underlined that the proceedings in that τegard had been stayed as a result of the 

illegal excavations deliberately undertake11 by the Claimants. It reiterated its position 

that the stay was appropriate, and recalled that it had not been appealed; 1012 

c. the Extraordinary Review Proceedings had never caused any impairment of the 

Claimants' investment, insofar as the Planning Permit had never been cancelled nor 

its legal effective11ess at any point eve11 temporarily suspe11ded, and the Claimants' 

subsidiaries had 110t been denied due process. Fmther, the Respondent took the 

position that eve11 if it were to be assumed that the procedural rights of the Claimants' 

subsidial"ies had been denied, there had been ηο impaiiment of the Claimants' 
investment insofar as Tschechien 7' s rights undeI the Planning Permit had never been 

cancelled and there had been ηο adverse effect upon Tschechien 7's assets; 1013 

d. as regards the Third Stay, the Respondent argued that MAL's eπor had in fact been 

remedied sua sponte, and would have been remedied by RAL if an appeal had bee11 

filed in time. Involdng the observations of the International Court of Justice i11 ELSI, 

the Respondent submitted that it would be "absurd if this remedied incoπect first-

1007 Counter-Memorial, para. 480. 
1008 Counter-Memorial, para. 480-481. 
1009 Counter-Memorial, para. 481-482, referring to CMS Gas Τι·αηsηιίssίοη. Conιpan)' ν. Aι-gentίne Republίc (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/01/8), Award of 12 May 2005, para. 292. 
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instance decision qualified as aTbitrary undeT international law". 1014 It furtheT 
observed that, in any case, MAL's decision had been adopted οη the basis of a 
Teasoned decision "albeit a mistaken one due to an enoneous interpretation of the 
law"; 1015 lt Teiterated that MAL had had a Teasonable concern that, if the Planning 
Permit weTe to be cancelled in the ExtraoTdinary Review Pωceedings, it would have 
had to Te-open the pωceedings and cancel any Building Permits it had granted in the 
meantime, albeit Tecognizing that such a concern had been misplaced given the 
piesumption under Czech administrative of the regularity of administrative acts. 1016 

e. the Respondent denied the allegation of an attempt by Mr of the Ministry of 
Finance to influence the administrative authorities to the detriment of the Claimants, 
noting that ηο binding orders had been issued, and that the Ministry of Finance had 
not in any case been in a position to do so. lt furtl1er observed that, in any case, the 
alleged conduct had occuned after the decision by the Claimants to abandon the 
project, and thus could not have impaired the management, maintenance, use ΟΙ 

enjoyment of the Claimants' investment, and could not have constituted, or 

contributed to the alleged violation of the prohibition of non-impairment. 1017 

lmpainnent by discriminatory nieasures 

4.331 The Respondent noted that in their Memorial the Claimants had introduced an entirely new 
claim, found nowhere in their Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim, to the effect that 
the Respondent had treated the Claimants' investment less favourably than the Forum project. 
lt further noted that the Claimants had gone so far as to suggest that the Respondent had 
intentionally obstructed the project as part of a scheme to favour Forum, although it observed 
that there was ηο evidence to support that allegation. 1018 The Respondent submitted that the 
late introduction of that claim "spealcs volumes about its lack of support. lndeed the credibility 
of this last-minute addition is readily apparent from Claimants' failure to support it with any 

documentary evidence". 1019 

4.332 The Respondent noted that the Claimants' claims of discrimination were put forward οη fouι
bases, namely that: 

a. the permitting process f or the Forum project had been far shorteι- than that f oι
Galerie; 

b. Multi had only been required to apply for a single building permit, whilst the Galerie 
project had required f our; 

1014 Counter-Memorial, para. 487, referring to Elettronίca Sίcula S.p.A. (ELSI), JCJ Repoι1s 1989, p. 15, at p. 76 (para. 
128). 
1015 Counter-Memorial, para. 487. 
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c. only the Claimants had been adversely affected as a result of the overlap between the 
Planning Permits for the two projects; and 

d. Multi's motion for extraordinary τeview of the Planning Permit in τelation to Galerie 
had been granted, whilst the Claimants' application fοτ extraoτdinary review of the 
grant of the Building Peτmit in τelation to the Forum pωject had not. 1020 

4.333 The Respondent rejected each of those claims as baseless. 102
J 

4.334 As an initial point, in τelation to the applicable standaτd, it argued that the pωhibition of 
impairment by discriminatoτy measures would only be violated wheτe: 

a. Galeτie and Foτum had been treated diffeτently; 

b. that diffeΓent treatment had occuπed in lilce ciτcumstances; 

c. the diffeΓence in treatment had not been justified; and 

d. the different treatment had impaired the management, maintenance, use or enjoyment 
of the Claimants' investment. Jo22 

4.335 The Respondent submitted that although the Claimants had submitted fouτ instances of 
diffeτential treatment, which weτe submitted to have occuπed in "like circumstances", and 
without justification, they had not attempted to explain how the alleged diffeτential treatmeήt 
had impaired their investment, and submitted that the claim should fail οη that basis alone. 1023 

4.336 Second, the Respondent disputed that the administrative pωceedings fοτ Galeτie and Forum 
had been comparable ftom a legal peτspective. It refeπed to the decision in Βαyίηdίτ- ν. 

Pakίstan, and the rejection by the tribunal in that case of an argument that the domestic 
competitoτs of the claimant in that case had been in a similar situation simply because they had 
perfoτmed works fοτ an identical pωject in the same sectoτ. Ιη particular, the Respondent 
relied οη the tribunal' s explanation that the τequirement of comparability τelated to the 
contractual τelationship with Palcistan, τatheΓ than the mere fact that the companies had 
opeτated in the same sectoτ. 1024 Οη that basis, the Respondent took the position that the 
Claimants' reliance on the similaΓ size, neighbouτing locations, same target clients and 
duration of the developments weτe not sufficient to establish comparability. 1025 

4.337 Third, the Respondent argued that a finding of discrimination pτesupposed that any diffeτence 
in tΓeatment could not be justified by objective τeasons. The Respondent invoked in that 

102° Counter-Memorial, para. 492. 
1021 Countel'-Memorial, para. 493. 
1022 Countel'-Memorial, para. 494. 
1023 Countel'-Memorial, para. 495 
1024 Counter-Memorial, para. 496-497, referring to Βαyίηdίι- Insaat Τιπίzηι Tίcaι·et Ve Sanayί A.S. ν. Islanιic Repιιblίc of 
Pakίstan (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/03/29), Awal'd of27 August 2009, para. 402. 
1025 Counter-Memorial, ρaι·a. 498. 
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connection the decision of the tribunal in Consortίum R.F.C.C ν. Morocco, 1026 and observed 
that the Claimants had failed to analyse whether any of the differences in treatment of which 
complaint was made could be justified. 1027 

4.338 As to the Claimants' specific claims of discrimination, it submitted that in fact the differences 
in the proceedings had been justified as a result of "basic objective parameters of the 
administrative proceedings regarding the two competing projects". 1028 

4.339 Ιη particular, as to the length of the proceedings, although admitting that the proceedings in 
relation to Forum had been shorter than those in relation to Galerie, the Respondent submitted 
that the projects had had a number ofbasic parameters which were radically different: 

a. the different technical parameters to be assessed by MAL, including that: 

i. the Galerie pIΌject was to be constructed οη a steep slope, and would 
involve extensive excavations, wlιilst the Forum project was to be 
constructed οη a relatively flat site; and 

11. the Galerie project would involve extensive reconstruction of two streets and 
a major crossing in order to make it accessible by car, whilst Forum was 
situated next to a major road and only needed the construction of short 
connecting roads; 1029 

b. the different procedural context, in particular: 

i. the fact that Forum had not been opposed by neighbours and NGOs, whilst 
Galerie had actively opposed by third parties, including Multi, which had 
filed a number of appeals οη procedural and substantive matters, including 
the motion for Extraordinary Review; the Respondent noted that the result 
was that those objections had had to be addressed by MAL at fπst instance, 
and subsequently by RAL οη appeal, both of which had taken time; 1030 

ii. the large number of participants in the proceedings relating to Galerie, 
which meant that the decision had had to be delivered by display οη the 
notice board, which again took longeι-. By contrast, the proceedings in 
relation to Forum had had a smaller number of participants with the result 
that decisions could be notified to them by post; 1031 

1026 Counter-Memorial, para. 499, citing Consortίuιn R. F. C. C. ν. Kίngdom of Μ orocco (ICSID Case Ν ο. ARB/00/6), 
Award of22 December 2003, p. 51. 
1027 Counter-Memorial, para. 500. 
1028 Counter-Memorial, para. 501. 
1029 Counter-Memorial, para. 503. 
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111. the Third Stay, which had occuπed in a procedural context which had not 
existed in the proceedings relating to Forum; 1032 

iv. the issues resulting from the fact that the Claimants had violated the law by 
deliberately undertaking unauthorized excavations. The Respondent 

submitted that, as a result, the stay of the appellate proceedings in relation to 
the Building Permit for the main construction likewise occuπed in a context 
which had not existed in the proceedings relating to Forum. 1033 

4.340 The Respondent fuιiher submitted that, where the proceedings had in fact been comparable, 
they had been treated in a similar fashion; in particulaι-, it pointed to the fact that the 

timeframes for the respective first-instance pωceedings in relation to the applications for 
Planning Permits had been similar, with the Planning Permit for Galerie being issued in 
approximately six weeks, whilst that fοι- Forum had taken one month. It explained the small 

difference by reason of the fact that the pωceedings in relation to Galerie had been more 
complex, with MAL having to rule οη tmee objections. 1034 

4.341 Ιη relation to the claim that fouι- Building Peι-mits had been required fοι- Galerie, whilst only 

one had been required fοι- Forum, the Respondent first disputed the factual premise of the 
Claimants' claim, repeating that MAL had not required division of the building pωceedings, 
but that rather the splitting of the applications had been decided by the Claimants' subsidiaries 

and the City in an attempt to minimize the likelihood appeals by Multi. 1035 

4.342 Second, the Respondent noted that the Claimants themselves had admitted that the splitting of 

the permits had not impaired their investment. 1036 It further noted that the supporting 
documentation which would have had to be submitted would have been identical even if an 
application for a single Building Permit had been made, and that MAL in any case had in fact 

tΓeated the various applications as a single proceeding. As a consequence, it submitted that ηο 
harmful effect had been caused by the splitting of the proceedings.1037 

4.343 Third, it noted that the fact that Forum had been issued with a single Building Permit covering 

both the main constΓuction and the connecting roads had been fully in compliance with Czech 
law. It noted that the Building Office within MAL dealt with both geneι-al and local road 
constΓuction, and demed as eπoneous the Claimants' suggestion that local road constΓuctions 

were handled by the tΓaffic department. 1038 

4.344 As regaι·ds the Claimants' claim of discrimination in relation to the overlap of the planning 

permits, and in particular that the relevant authorities ''only toolc action to the detΓiment of 
Claimants", 1039 the Respondent explained that the overlap issue related to ConstΓuction Nb of 

1032 Counter-Memorial, para. 506. 
1033 Counter-Memorial, para. 507. 
1034 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 508. 
1035 Counter-Memorial, para. 510. 
1036 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 511, quoting Memorial, para. 261. 
1037 Counter-Memorila, para. 511. 
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Galerie, which involved the reconstruction of a major intersection, changing it from a 
roundabout to a normal intersection with traffic lights, and that the overlap Γelated to the fact 
that both Planning Permits covered a land plot adjacent to the crossing, with Forum's Planning 
Permit envisaging the pΓeservation of the status quo, whilst the GaleΓie Planning PeΓmit 
foresaw the cΓeation of a new turning lane so as to peΓmit vehicles turning right to avoid the 
intersection. lt noted that the issue had been resolved by the decision not to apply fοΓ the 
Building Permit in Γelation to Construction Nb.1040 

4.345 The Respondent admitted that the overlap issue had been one of the reasons underlying the 
Second Stay, although it submitted that this was so ''only very indil"ectly". lt explained that the 
Second Stay had been adopted, inter alia, οη the basis of Tschechien 7' s motion for partial 
withdΓawal, which had been treated as an application for a modification of the Planning 
Permit, which requil"ed a stay until the motion was Γesolved. lt noted tl1at the motion 11ad 
subsequently been withdΓawn by Tschechien 7, at which point tl1e pΓOceedings had 
resumed. 1041 

4.346 Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that MAL had taken ηο action detrimental to the 
Claimants, but Γather had only stayed the Building Permit proceedings as a consequence of the 
Claimants' Γequest for modification of the Planning Permit, and that the Γesumption of the 
proceedings, despite the fact tl1at the overlap issue Γemained, demonstrated that the existence 
of the overlap had not hindeΓed the Building Permit proceedings.1042 

4.347 lt fuΓtheΓ observed that the Claimants had not submitted what action MAL should have taken 
in relation to Forum; it observed that the overlap issue had arisen due to the grant of the 
Planning Permit for Galel"ie, and submitted that it would have been unfaiΓ to resolve the issue 
to the detriment of Forum, noting that the principle of acquisition of rights in good faith 
applied equally to Multi's Γights undeΓ the Forum Planning Permit. 1043 It noted that MAL had 
in fact of its own motion initiated review proceedings in relation to the planning permit f οΓ 
Forum in December 2007, but that those proceedings had been terminated in June 2008 after 
the oνeΓlap issue had been Γesolved as a Γesult of the decision by Tschechien 7 not to apply fοΓ 
the Building PeΓmit in relation to Construction Nb. 1044 

4.348 Finally, the Respondent noted that the Claimants had not sought to establish how theiΓ 

investment had been impail"ed by the overlap. 1045 

4.349 Ιη Γesponse to the Claimants' claim of discrimination in relation to the non-initiation of 
Extraordinary Review proceedings in relation to the Forum Building PeΓmit, as compared to 
Multi's motion for Extraordinary Review of the GaleΓie Planning Permit, which was granted, 
the Respondent noted that Multi's motion had been filed in a timely fashion and raised seΓious 
issues Γegarding the lawfulness of the GaleΓie Planning Permit. By contrast, it emphasized that 

104° Counter-Memorial, para. 515. 
1041 Counter-Memorial, para. 516. 
1042 Counter-Memorial, para. 517. 
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the Claimants' motion had been filed out of time, and in any case, had not been justified οη the 

merits. 1046 The Respondent 

a. noted that MAL was competent to act both as a general and special building authority 

the building permit for Forum, and had therefore been able to decide οη the 

application f or both the main construction and the connecting roads in a single 

proceeding; it argued that the only technical defect in the building permit foI Forum 

was that MAL had failed to state explicitly that it was acting as both a general and 

special building autl1ority; 1047 

b. noted that even if Extraoτdinary Review Proceedings had been opened, the τights 

acquired by Multi in good faith would have had to have been pτotected, and it was 

thus unlilcely that the building permit for Forum would have been cancelled;1048 

c. emphasized that the Galerie Planning Permit had had serious deficiencies, including 

that Multi had been denied the status of party to the proceedings, and that it had 

improperly authorized excavations; 1049 

d. furtheI highlighted that whilst Multi's motion for τeview had been filed immediately 

afteI RAL' s appellate decision in relation to the Galerie Planning Permit, the 

Claimants' letteτs alleging irregularity in Multi's Building Peτmit had been submitted 

afteI the lapse of the one-yeaI deadline f ΟΙ review pωceedings. 1050 

4.350 Finally, the Respondent likewise argued that the Claimants had failed to explain how the 

failure to initiate τeview proceedings in τelation to the Forum Β uilding Permit had impaired 

theiJ: investment, and noted that even if extraoτdinary review pωceedings had been initiated, 

the Building Peτmit would have τemained legally effective until such time as it was quashed, 

an outcome it submitted was unlikely. 1051 

1ν. Alleged Breach of the Obligation to Admit Investments (Article 2(1) ΒΠ) 

4.351 As τegards the Claimants' claim that the Respondent had failed to admit the Claimants' 

investment in accoτdance with its legislation due to the fact that it had allegedly withheld the 

necessary permits foI the Galerie pωject, and their argument in that context that "an 

investment can be seen as admitted only if the investor was able to τealize its business goal", 

the Respondent responded that ΒΠ was not "a guarantee against business rislc" and that it was 

under "ηο positive duty to guaτantee that investors will be able to realize their business 

goals". 1052 

1046 CounteI-Memoiial, paias. 522-523. 
1047 CounteI-Memoiial, paia. 524. 
1048 CounteI-Memoiial, paia. 525. 
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4.352 Ιη the alternative, the Respondent in any case denied that it had withheld any necessary 
permits, noting that the authorities had issued the Planning Pennit, that all but one of the 
Building Permits requiJ:ed for construction of the Galeι·ie project had been issued and become 
legally effective, and that the sole reason for the fact that the the Building Permit for the main 
construction was still not legally effective had been the Claimants' illegal behaviour. It 
submitted that, but for the excessive excavation, RAL would not have stayed the appeallate 
proceedings in relation to the Building Permit for the main construction, and the Building 
Permit would, in all probability, have become effective in early 2009. 1053 

4.353 Finally, the Respondent again pointed out that the Claimants could only claim damages for 
alleged violations occuπing prior to the decision to abandon the project, such that there could 
be ηο claim of violation of the obligation to admit investments οη the basis that the Building 
Pennit for the main construction had still not become legally effective. 1054 

ν. Alleged BΓeach of the Prohibition ofExpropriation (Aι·ticle 4(2) ΒΠ) 

4.354 As an initial point in response to the Claimants' claim of indirect expropriation, the 
Respondent asserted that the claim must fail οη the basis that there had been ηο taking. Relying 
οη observations of the tribunals in Bayindir ν. Pakistan and Generation Ulcraine ν. Ulcraine, 
the Respondent submitted that the starting point for analysis of any claim of expropriation was 
to identify what had been taken, and observed that the Claimants at ηο point identified what 
had allegedly been taken from them. 1055 

4.355 The Respondent noted that the Claimants had not in fact identified the property rights which 
they said been expropriated, but had rather attempted to sidestep the issue by suggesting that 
"where necessary permits such as construction permits were withheld [ ... ] arbitral tribunals 
allowed the investor to rely οη indirect expropriation". 1056 It further disputed that the 
authorities relied upon by the Claimants as support for that position were apposite; it observed 
that the decision in Goetz ν. Burundi had concerned the revocation of the status of a free export 
company, and argued that it was this revocation of previously granted rights which was held to 
constitute an indirect expropriation because it forced the company to stop any activity. 1057 

Similarly, it submitted that the decision in Middle East Cement Shipping ν. Egypt concerned a 
prohibition of the exercise of existing rights granted to the investor under a licence. 1058 As 
such, it distinguished those cases from the present case οη the basis that the Claimants and 
their subsidiaries had not had any previously granted ήghts revolced or cancelled. 1059 
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4.356 The Respondent further submitted that the Claimants had mischaracterized the decision in 
Metalclad ν. Mexico, emphasizing that the claimant in that case had obtained the federal 
permits necessary foI construction and operation of a landfill site, and had been assuied by 
federal officials that a municipal peimit was not necessary. It argued that it was the denial by 
the municipality, which the tribunal found had acted outside its competence, of the municipal 
construction peimit which had resulted in the claimant losing the rights it had been granted 
under the federal peimits, and that it was this which had been found to be a taldng. 1060 The 
Respondent emphasized that, by contrast, in the present case, the Claimants had always lcnown 
which permits were needed, that the issuance of the Planning Pennit was not a guarantee of the 
giant of the Building Permits, and that the peimits granted had neveI been Ievolced. 1061 

4.357 The Respondent asserted that the crux of the dispute was that the "applications foI Building 
Peimits were not issued quicldy enough in accordance with Claimants' oveily optimistic time 
estimates", and that it was οη that basis that the Claimants had decided to abandon the 
project. 1062 HoweveI, it obseived that pendency of an application, let alone pendency foI less 
than nine months (including delays caused by the incompleteness of the Claimants' 
application), could not constitute a taldng. 1063 Ιη support of that position, it Ielied οη the 
rejection of what it asserted was a similar expIOpiiation claim by the tribunal in Walta Bau ν. 
Thailand, noting that the tribunal in Walteι- Βαιι, in turn relying οη the decision in 
PSEG Global ν. Turkey, had held that there had been ηο deprivation to a sufficient degree of 
the investor' s control of its investment. 1064 Οη that basis, it submitted that the Claimants could 
not seriously argue that they had had any rights that had been taken. 1065 

4.358 The Respondent fuitheI argued that theie had been ηο taking of a sufficient intensity. It 
obseived that the Claimants' case was that because the Β uilding Permits had not been issued in 
line with their expectations, their project had become economically unsustainable and theiI 
owneiship of the pIOject land "became foimal and economically woithless". 1066 The 
Respondent noted that the legal status of the land as at the time of the abandonment had been 
ηο different than when it had been acquired by the Claimants, insofar as at neitheI point in time 
was theie a valid Building Pennit, so that "nothing has changed"; they observed that, at most, 
the Claimants had lost "their hope to realize the project with a pIOfit", but that "that hope neveI 
materialized into a legal Iight ΟΙ asset." 1067 Οη the basis that the Claimants had not lost any 
pieviously granted Iights, the Respondent toolc the position that the non-realization of the 
pIOject could not qualify as a taking, but submitted that even if it could, it would not have 
reached the required intensity f ΟΙ a finding of expIOpiiation. 1068 It ref eπed to the obseivations 
of the tribunal in Genaation Uf,raine ν. Ukι·aine to the effect that the fact that an investment 

106° CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 539. 
1061 Counter-Memorial, para. 540. 
1062 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 541. 
1063 Ibid. 
1064 Counter-Memorial, paι·a. 542, quoting Walteι-Baιι ν. Tlιailand (UNCITRAL), Award of 1July2009, paras. 10.16-
10.18, in turn quoting, inter alia, PSEG Global Ιηc. and Konya Ilgίn Elektι·ί/, ϋι-etίηι νe Tίcaι·et Lίnιίted Sίι-/,etί ν. 
Repιιblίc of Τιιι·ke)' (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/02/5), Award of 19 January 2007, para. 278. 
1065 Counter-MemoΓial, para. 543. 
1066 Counter-Memorial, para. 544, Γeferring to Memorial, paras. 561-563. 
1067 Counter-Memorial, para. 545. 
1068 Counter-MemoΓial, para. 545. 
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had become worthless did not without more mean tl1at there was an expropriation; that it was 
not sufficient for an investor merely to point to "some governmental initiative or inaction, 
which might have contributed to his ill fortune"; and tl1at it was not enough for an investor to 
rely upon an act of maladministration, abandon the investment without efforts to Γemedy the 
administrative default, and then claim an "uncompensated virtual expropriation" .1069 

4.359 Relying οη a variety of authority, including most prominently the decision in Walter Bau ν. 

Thailand, the Respondent further asserted that there could be ηο expropriation where the 
Claimant retained full ownership and control over its investment and its day-to-day 
operations.1070 The Respondent further noted that the Claimants had not denied that they were 
in fact able to fully control, use, enjoy, or dispose of the affected property, in particular insofar 
as the Claimants continued to fully own and control the rights relating to the participatory 
interests in Tschechien 7 and ECE PΓaha, and that those entities in turn fully owned and 
controlled their asserts, including the pωject land. 1071 

4.360 The Respondent further involced the decision of the tribunal in Pope & Talbot ν. Canada as 
illustrating the point that there could be ηο expropriation in such circumstances;1072 it 
submitted that the Claimants had missed the point insofar as they had argued that the decision 
was irrelevant insofar as the claimant in that case had been able to pursue other business 
opportunities. It noted that ECE Praha had been in operation since 1996 and pωvided services 
to companies within the ECE Gωup within the Czech Republic, and that there was ηο reason it 
could not continue to do so in the future. Similarly, it observed that Tschechien 7 continued to 
own the project land and could attempt to use it for a different kind of development. 1073 

4.361 The Respondent submitted that the decision in Pope & Talbot also illustrated a further point, 
noting that the tribunal in that decision had held that an interf erence resulting in the "loss of 
already established profits did not constitute an expropriatory taking" and that, by contrast, the 
Claimants' claim f or expropriation was based οη lost profits even though the planned business 
activity had not even started. 1074 It also refeπed in that connection to the observation of the 
Tribunal in Waste Management that it was not the function of the international law of 
expropriation "to eliminate the normal commercial ήslcs of a foreign investor", or to require 
States to pωvide compensation for the failure of an investor's flawed business plan. 1075 It thus 
concluded that even if the non-realization could constitute a taking (which it denied), the claim 
of expropriation would in any event fail. 1076 

1069 Counter-Memorial, para. 545, quoting Generatίon Ukι-aίne Inc. ν. Ulσaίne (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/00/9), Award of 
16 September 2003, para. 20.30. 
107° Counter-Memorial, paras. 546-547, quoting, inter alia, Walteι- Bau ν. Thaίland (UNCITRAL), Award of 1 July 
2009, para. 10.13. 
1071 Counter-Memorial, paras. 546; 548. 
1072 Counter-Memorial, para. 549, referring to Pope & Talbot Inc. ν. Canada (UNCITRAL), Interim Award of 26 June 
2000, para. 102. 
1073 Counter-Memorial, para. 549. 
1074 Counter-Memorial, para. 550, referring to Pope & Talbot Inc. ν. Canada (UNCITRAL), Inteήm Award of 26 June 
2000. 
1075 Counter-'Memorial, para. 550, quoting WasteManagement Inc.--v.--T:!nίted-Mexίcan-States fNo,--2-)-(J.GSillCaseNo. 
ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 April 2004, para. 177. 
1076 Counter-Memorial, para. 551. 
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4.362 Finally, the Respondent submitted that, insofar as the Planning Permit had been issued 
unlawfully, a potential revocation within the Extraordinary Review Proceedings would have 
constituted a valid exercise of its regulatory powers and thus would not have constitute a 
compensable taldng. It submitted that the same was tΓUe in relation to the conduct of the 
relevant authorities in instituting the Groundworks Removal Proceedings, and the decision of 
RAL to stay the appellate proceedings as to the main Building Permit οη the basis of the 
pendency of the Groundworlcs Removal Proceedings.1077 

4.363 The Respondent submitted that the Claimants had misstated the scope of the police powers 
exception insofar as they asserted that it extended only to general non-discriminatory measures 
aimed at regulating general welfare, such as taxation. 1078 Although accepting that in order to 
fall within the police powers exception, any measures had to be non-discrirninatory, it asserted 
that the rneasure in question could be individual, provided that it was adopted pursuant to a 
generally applicable statute; in support of that position, it noted that in Saluka ν. Czecli 
Republίc, the forced adrninistration of a bank had been held to corne within the police powers 
exception. 1079 

4.364 Ιη support of its pos1t1on that the relevant conduct had been within the police powers 
exception, the Respondent observed that the prior authorization of worlc constituted a 
fundamental principle of Czech construction law, and that unauthorized worlcs had to be 
rernoved unless the owner of the land applied fοΓ and obtained regularization. It subrnitted that 
any requiiernent to rernove unauthoΓized woΓks, although potentially constituting a taldng, 
neveΓtheless was not cornpensable insofar as it fell within the police powers exception. 1080 It 
further reiterated that the pendency of the GroundwoΓks Rernoval Proceedings had necessitated 
a stay of the rnain Building Perrnit pΓoceedings insofar as the subject rnattel' of those 
pΓoceedings would necessarily be affected by a futuΓe decision requiiing rernoval of 
unauthoΓized woΓks, or regularizing the situation. 1081 

4.365 The Respondent further noted that undeΓ Czech administrative law, puΓsuant to the principle ο{ 
substantive coπectness of administrative decisions, in certain ciicurnstances and subject to 
certain pΓOceduΓal safeguards, an administrative peΓrnit could be cancelled even afteΓ it had 
becorne legally effective, and that the pΓOceedings leading to such a cancellation could be 
opened by an adrninistrative body acting sua sponte. As such, it argued that any potential 
cancellation of the Planning PeΓrnit in the ExtraoΓdinary Review Proceedings would have corne 
within the police powers exception, and therefoΓe would not have constituted a cornpensable 
taldng. 1082 

1077 Counter-Memorial, para. 552. 
1078 Counter-Memorial, para. 553. 
1079 Counter-Memorial, para. 553, referring to Salulω Jnvestnιents Β. V. ν. Tlιe Czeclι Republίc (UNCITRAL), Partial 
Award of 17 March 2006, paras. 262 et seq. 
108° Counter-Memorial, para. 554. 
1081 Counter-Memorial, para. 555. 
1082 Counter-Memorial, para. 556. 
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d. Causation 

4.366 Quite apart from its case as to the merits of the Claimants' claims of breach of the ΒΙΤ, the 
Respondent took the position that the Claimants' case failed as a matter of causation. 

1. Incidence of the Burden of Proof as Regards Matters of Causation 

4.367 Relying inter alia οη the decisions in Azuriz ν. Argentina and Biwater Gauff and Tanzania, the 
Respondent submitted that the burden was upon the Claimants to show that there existed a 
causal link between each of the breaches of the ΒΠ alleged and the losses claimed. 1083 It 
argued that that the relevant causal link could not be remote or indirect, and that the relevant 
standard f or causation was a "but for" test. 1084 

ii. Alleged Failul'e by the Clai1nants to Establish Their Case οη Causation 

4.368 As to the facts, the Respondent asserted that in orde1· to establish theil' case οη caustion the 
Claimants would have to discharge the burden of proof upon them in relation to the following 

elements: 

( α) Tlie Czech Republic delayed and obstructed adnzίnίstι·atίve proceedίngs fοι· 
Galeι-ίe · and tlzus bι·eached the Treaty; 

(b) The delays caused the ίssuance of the buίldίng permίt to become 
unpredίctable; 

( c) The delays also requίι·ed tlzat tlze openίng date of Galerίe be 
postponed to fall 201 Ο,· 

( d) The postponement of the openίng date allegedly caused the loss of key 
tenants necessary for the success of the project; 

( e) The loss of key tenants prevented Galerie from prevaίling on the 
market and beίng sold to an ίnvestoι· wίtlz α profit fοι· Claίmants. 1085 

4.738 It argued that that the Claimants had established none of those matters. 1086 

4.369 The Respondent fil'st argued that the Claimants were unable to establish that any alleged 
breach of the ΒΙΤ had caused the postponement of the opening date to the Autumn of 2010. 1087 

It toolc the position that 

1083 Counter-Memorial, para. 558-559, citingAzurίx Corp. ν. Argentίne Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award 
of 14 July 2006, para. 297; and Biwater Gauff (Tanzanίa) Linιίted ν. United Republic ofTanzania (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/05/22), Award of24 July 2008, para. 779 and 782. 
1084 Counter-Memorial, para. 559-560, citing, inter alia, Biwateι· Gauff (Tanzanίa) Limited ν. United Republic of 
Tanzania (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/22), Award of 24 July 2008, paras. 785-786; and Chevron Corporatίon and Texaco 
Petroleuιn Corporation ν. Republic of Ecuador (UNCΠRALIPCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, 
para. 374; - -- ----- _________ _ 
1085 Counter-Memorial, para. 561. 
1086 Counter-Memorial, para. 562. 
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a. it was not credible that a delay of approximately two weeks in the issuing by RAL of 
its decision οη Multi's appeal against the Planning Permit resulted in the 
postponement of the opening of the Galerie centre from Autumn 2009 to Spring . 
2010;1088 

b. the Claimants had not established that the Third Stay of the Building Permit 
proceedings had rendered the Building Permit proceedings unpredictable, and 
refeπed to its earlier arguments that any uncertainty was self-inflicted and resulted 
from Tschechien 7' s failure to file a timely appeal, the fact that Tschechien 7 had 
improperly requested (and been granted) permission for excavations in the Planning 
Permit, and from the excavations in excess of those authorized in the Planning 
Permit· 1089 

' 

c. the Claimants had not established that the shift of the opening from Spring to Autumn 
2010 had been caused by the Third Stay, pointing to the Claimants' own internal 
documents, which showed that, during April and May 2008, the Claimants had 
envisaged opening in Autumn 2010; it submitted that the shift back to a projected 
Spring 2010 opening occuπed only after the Claimants had improperly decided to 
exceed the authorized volume of excavations; 1090 

d. the overall delay was mainly of the Claimants' own maldng; the Respondent refeπed 
in particular to the delay of five months in submitting the documentation necessary 
for the Planning Permit, the delay of two months in applying for the Building Permits, 
and the further delay of approximately three months in completing those applications; 
it noted that in total 1 Ο months of delay was attributable to the Cliamants, and that 
that far exceeded any delays attributable to the Respondent. 1091 

4.370 Second, the Respondent argued that the Claimants had failed to substantiate the allegation that 
the shift from a Spring to an Autumn 201 Ο opening had in fact been fatal to the project, 1092 

drawing attention to the fact that the Claimants had themselves envisaged an Autumn 2010 
opening from April 2008 onwards, but had not at that stage abandoned the project. 1093 Second, 
it submitted that the evidence showed that the departure of certain key tenants had in fact been 
due to the better location of Forum. 1094 It further noted that the Claimants had failed to disclose 
documents relating to the lease negotiations with certain prospective tenants, and invited the 
Tribunal to draw the inference that the reason why those tenants had not in the end signed up 
with Galerie had nothing to do with the pl'Ojected opening date of Galerie. 1095 It submitted that 

1087 Counter-Memorial, para. 563. 
1088 Counter-Memorial, paΓa. 564. 
1089 CounteΓ-MemoΓial, para. 565. 
109° CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 566. 
1091 Counter-Memorial, para. 567. 
1092 CounteΓ-Memorial, para. 568. 
1093 CounteΓ-MemoΓial, para. 569. 
1094 CounteΓ-Memorial, panίs. 570-572. 
1095 Counter-Memorial, para. 573. 
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the loss of key tenants, and failure to secure others, resulted from Galerie's inferior location, 
which was part of the Claimants' business ήsk. 1096 

4.371 Third, the Respondent attacked the Claimants' assertion that they would have pievailed οη the 
market but foI the alleged breaches of the ΒΙΤ; it submitted that the Claimants had failed to 
pΓOvide any evidence that this was in fact the case, and noted that the evidence of their real 
estate experts was that the high level of saturation of the marlcet in meant that all 
competitois would have suffered fιΌm high vacancy Iates and fieice competition, resulting in 
lower profitability .1097 

4.372 Fourth, in Ielation to the Claimants' claim for lost pΓOfits, which was based οη a valuation 
assuming a sale οη 15 December 2007, the Respondent submitted that the Claimants had not 
shown any actions of the Czech Republic prioI to 15 December 2007 "which even remotely 
appeaI as a possible violation of the Treaty", and Iecalled that the Claimants had themselves 
accepted that the proceedings Ielating to the Planning Pel"mit had been "almost regulaι·". 1098 It 
further noted that the Claimants had only piepared an Investment Expose in November 2007, 
which it was intended would be disttibuted only once a valid Building Permit was obtained, 
and οη that basis submitted that the Claimants had never intended to sell the pIΌject in 
December 2007. 1099 The Respondent submitted that the lack of causation and "implausible" 
valuation date undermined the entire claim foI lost pIOfits, and underlined that the Claimants in 
the Memoiial had not Iesponded to the Respondent' s arguments in that regard contained in the 
Answer to the Statement of Claim. 1100 

iii. The Cause of Abandonment of the Galerie Project 

4.373 Ιη addition, the Respondent put forward a positive case that, rather than resulting from any 
difficulties in the administtative proceedings, as asserted by the Claimants, the real reasons for 
the abandonment had in fact been the real estate crisis, which had an impact οη the availability 
of financing and depressed sale piices, and submitted that a furtheI important factoI had been 
the over-saturation of the Ietail market in 1101 

4.374 Although accepting that it had ηο documentary evidence that the real cause of the 
abandonment had been the financial pressuie Iesulting f1Όm the combined effect of the Ietail 
crisis and over-saturation of the market, it submitted that that was because the Claimants had 
not disclosed "the financial calculations and liquidity Ieports undeilying their decision", and 
other relevant documents, and invited the Tribunal to draw negative inferences in that 
Iegard. 1 102 

4.375 The Respondent further submitted that the Claimants had "ultimately realized that their time 
estimates had been umeasonable", and submitted that, despite their assertions to the conttary, it 

1096 Counter-Memorial, para. 574. 
1097 Counter-Memorial, paras. 575-576. 
1098 Counter-Memorial, paras. 577-578. 
1099 Counter-Memorial, para. 579. 
110° Counter-Memorial, para. 580. 
1101 Counter-Memorial, paras. 581-582. 
1102 Counter-Memorial, para. 583. 
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was unlikely that they would have been able to complete the centre within just 19 months; it 
noted that the Claimants had produced ηο documents supporting their assertions in that 
regard. 1103 

4.376 By way of conclusion of its arguments as to the cause of abandonment, the Respondent 
submitted that the Claimants "finally recognized the inherent risks of the project, 
exacerbated by the real estate crisis, and decided to abandon it" .1104 

iv. Relevance of the Excavations to Causation 

4.377 Fuιiher, the Respondent argued that, even if the Claimants weie able to establish their case 
as to causation, any chain of casuation had in any case been broken by the excavations in 
excess of those authorized by the Planning Permit; it argued that the violation of Czech 
law had as a consequence that the relevant authorities were required to address the 
unauthorized excavations through the Groundworks Removal Proceedings, and that the 
Building Permit proceedings could only recommence once the Groundworks Removal 
Proceedings had been resolved. 1105 

4.378 The Respondent emphasized that the Claimants had chosen not to apply for regularization 
of the excess volume of excavations, ΟΙ provide details as to theiΓ scope, which had 
pievented any consideiation by the authoiities of whetheI ΟΙ not to regularize them. 1106 

4.379 As such, the Respondent submitted that what it Iefeπed to as the "alteωative timeline" 
Iequired by the Claimants' case οη causation (i.e. the situation "but foI" the alleged 
bieaches of the ΒΙΤ), did not suppoit their claims. It argued that even if theie had been a 
bieach of the ΒΙΤ, the Claimants would still have found themselves in a situation in which 
the pIOceedings in Ielation to the Building Permit for the main constωction Iemained 
blocked due to the unauthoiized excavations with the result that Galeiie would not have 
been able to open in Autumn 2010 in any event. 1107 

4.380 The Respondent concluded that the excessive excavations in any event bIOke the chain of 
causation, such that the Claimants' entire claim for damages in any event failed. 1108 

5. The Claimants' Reply 

a. Overview and General Points 

4.381 At the outset of their Reply, the Claimants asserted that their claim related to acts of the Czech 
authoiities 

JJo3 Counter-Memorial, para. 584. 
1104 Counter-Memorial, para. 585. 
1105 Counter-Memorial, paras. 586-588. 
1106 Counter-Memorial, para. 589. 
1107 Countei--MemoΓial, para. 590. 
1108 Counter-Memorial, para. 591. 
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"whίch led to the destructίon of the Claίmants' ίnvestment ίn the Czech 
Republίc. Because of such ίllegal acts, Claί1nants were dίsrupted ίn tlieίr 
ίnνestnient actίνίty and 11ad to abandon an ίnίtίally promίsίng shoppίng 
centre project. Sίgnίficant cίrcumstantίal eνίdence poίnts to α corruptίve 
sche1ne ". 1109 

4.382 The Claimants went οη to suggest that they had created a "reasonable time schedule" for the 
development of the Galerie project, 1110 and that, despite the parallel development, in close 
proximity, of Multi's competing Forum project, οη the basis of that schedule they had been 
entitled to "assume that it would be them and not Multi who would succeed in attracting the 
relevant tenants and opening fπst" .1111 They submitted that the "obstructions and delays" in the 
permit proceedings had been unexpected, and that they had not fol"eseen the "privileged 
treatment" which they alleged had been granted to Multi, as they had not been aware of the 
"con·uption scheme created within Respondent' s authorities and related in particular to 
Multi." 1112 Tl1ey fuι1:her asserted that the circumstances were "highly suspicious", in particular 
in so far as the "numerous irregularities in the permit pιΌceedings and the prefeiences granted 
to Multi" could not be explained as meie "unfoitunate circumstances", and furtheI that the 
number of "illegal decisions rendered in unlawful ΟΓ non-standard proceedings" should be 
taken to exclude the possibility that they had occun-ed thIΌugh pure coincidence. RatheI, they 
suggest that "individuals in the authorities purposefully obstructed" the Claimants. They also 
pointed to othel" "conspicuous circumstances" which weie alleged to show that a scheme of 
coπuption existed. 1113 

4.383 Having summarised their complaints as to the conduct of the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings and the Building Permit proceedings, and their case that the delays in the 
pioceedings forced them to abandon the project, 1114 the Claimants Ieiteiated that they claimed 
breach of: 

a. the fair and equitable treatment standard (Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ); 

b. the prohibition of impairment by arbitrary and discriminatory measures (Article 2(2) 
of the ΒΙΤ); and 

c. the prohibition of expropriation and measures tantamount to compensation without 
compensation (Article 4 of the ΒΙΤ). 1115 

4.384 The Claimants affirmed that their case was not that it was the Respondent's 

1109 Reply, para. 1. 
1110 Reply, para. 3. 
1111 Reply, para. 4. 
1112 Reply, para. 5. 
1113 Reply, para. 5. 

"νarίous different acts that constίtute, each ίn and of ίtself, α breach of the 
treaty. [ ... ] Rather Claίmants submίt that Respondent breached the treaty 
throug/1 ίts oνerall obstructίve conduct ίn the Extraordίnary Reνiew and 

1114 Reply, paras. 6-13. 
1115 Reply, para. 14. 
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Μαίn Buίldίng PιΌceedίngs and thΓougli tlie favouι·able tΓeatnient of 
Multί. "1116 

4.385 They further argued that that was the case "irrespective of whether the numerous irregularities 

were part of a coπuption scheme to obstruct Claimants or result of mere coincidence", 
although they submitted that there were serious indices sufficient to prove coπuption. 1117 

4.386 The Claimants also made a number of observations in relation to the allegedly irregular 
conduct of the Respondent following the abandonment. Ιη particular: 

a. they reiterated the suggestion that the Ministry of Finance, in the person of -

had improperly used the settlement negotiations in order to 'Ίure" the Claimants into 

agreeing to permit an on-site inspection and provide additional information in relation 
to the excavation worl<s οη the project site, and that in doing so, the Ministry had 

improperly talcen advantage of the Claimants' good faith atte1npts to reach a 
settlement, in circumstances in which it had in fact had ηο real intention of seeldng a 

settlement, but was merely seeldng materialin order to raise a defence; 1118 

b. the Claimants stressed that the excavations had never been relied οη by the relevant 

authorities as a reason for the stays of which the Claimants complained, and 

submitted that any attempt by the Respondent to draw a connection between the stays 
and the excavation should be dismissed; 1119 

c. the Claimants also raised a number of additional complaints as to the conduct of the 

Respondent once the present proceedings had started: 

1116 Reρly, ρara. 14. 
1117 Reρly, ρara. 15. 

Ι. they repeated that the Respondent had made a f ormal complaint to the 
relevant Bar association against . one of the Claimants' main 

witnesses; 1120 

11. they complained that the Respondent had asl<ed employees of the Ministry 

of Regional Development to submit any witness statements first to its 

Counsel, thereby effectively preventing the Claimants fi.Όm obtaining 
evidence; 1121 

111. they observed that the Respondent had withheld from the Claimants 

information as to the worldngs of the Advisory Committee within the 

Ministry of Regional Development, despite the fact that undeI Czech law it 

1118 Reρly, ρaras. 16-17. 
JΙΙ 9 Reρly, ρara. 18. 
1120 Reply, para. 20. 
1121 Reply, para. 21. 
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was obliged to disclose it, and in nonnal circumstances would have done 
so;1122 and 

iv. noted tl1at the Respondent had deliberately selected as its expert witness οη 
Czech law a colleague within the same department as the Claimants' own 
expert witness; the Claimants expressed concern that the Respondent was 
thereby seeking to exert influence οη the Claimants' legal expert. 1123 

4.387 Finally, the Claimants sought to identify what it asserted were irrelevant issues, the relevant 
issues, issues οη which there was agreement between the Parties, and those issues which the 
Claimants deemed to be most important. 1124 

4.388 The Claimants submitted that the category of irrelevant issues included 

a. the iinposition of the stays in the ancillary Building Permit pIΌceedings (i.e. those 
relating to water, and to internal and external roads), which, althougl1 illegal, had not 
contributed to the delay which had foI"ced the Claimants to abandon their project; 

b. the conduct of the Respondent' s authorities following the abandonment, insofar as the 
Claimants were not claiining damages in Γespect of any conduct afteΓ 13 October 
2008, the asserted date of the abandonment. NeveI"theless, the Claimants submitted 
that those actions might indirectly be of relevance, in particular insofar as the conduct 
of the Ministry of Finance barred the Respondent from relying οη particular evidence 
obtained by it. 1125 

4.389 As regards uncontested issues, the Claimants submitted that the Parties were in agreement that: 

a. the Third Stay had been illegal under Czech law; 

b. MAL had not noticed that the appeal bωught by Tschechien 7 against the Third Stay 
had been out of time, and the issue had first been identified by RAL; 

c. an opinion adopted by an Advisory Committee within a Ministry was not legally 
binding; 

d. the First Stay had been legal (although the Claimants maintained their position that it 
had been unusual, and unnecessary); and 

e. "Claimants' excavations were legal at least until June of 2008". 1126 

4.390 As to the "Ielevant issues" to be decided, the Claimants submitted that these were: 

1122 Reply, para. 21 
1123 Reply, para. 22. 
1124 Reply, para. 23. 
1125 Reply, para. 24. 
1126 Reply, para. 25. 
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a. whether there was a "coπuption scheme involving Multi and individuals within the 
authorities"; they asserted that "Multi and its construction company Syner unduly 
influenced representatives of the City : and of MAL as well as the Minister 
of Regional Development"; 

b. whether, as part of the scheme, individuals within those authorities had illegally 
obstructed the Claimants; it submitted that the Claimants had been subjected to 
numerous non-standard and unjustified delays in the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings and in tl1e Main Building proceedings; 

c. whether, as part of the scheme, those individuals had "illegally favoured Multi"; 

d. whether, because of the "exceptionally high number of pre-lease agreements" 
concluded by the Claimants with premium tenants, there was a guarantee that the 
Claimants' project would have succeeded; 

e. whether the "numerous obstructions", as well as the favourable treatment accorded to 
Multi, had forced the Claimants to abandon the project; 

f. whether the Claimants had done "everything in their power to remedy the situation"; 
the Claimants submitted that the fact that the appeal against the Third Stay had been 
belated "does not play a role"; and 

g. whether the excavations had anything to do with the duration of the administrative 
proceedings, and the decision to abandon the project; the Claimants submitted that 
this was not the case, and that "the excavations do not play a role fοι- Respondent's 
liability". 1127 

b. Factual Matters 

1. The Claimants' Claim of Coπuption 

4.391 As to the facts, the Claimants first set out the basis fοι- their claim that the "significant and 
numerous circumstantial evidence points to a coπuption scheme whereby Respondent 
intentionally obstructed GALERIE to enable the competition Multi to succeed with its 
project FORUM".1128 They submitted that the iπegularities in the administrative proceedings 
had not been "a mere pearl chain of coincidences", but rather "the expression of a deliberate 
attempt to favouι- Multi over Claimants". 1129 

4.392 Ιη essence, the Claimants' case in this regard was that: 

a. Multi had had a vital interest in ensuring that Forum would open first, and that 
Galerie would open later, ΟΙ not at all; 1130 

1127 Reply, para. 26. 
1128 Reply, para. 27. 
1129 Reply, para. 27. 
1130 Reply, para. 29. 
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b. accordingly, it had influenced of MAL to obstruct the permit proceedings 
for the Claimants, and to simplify the permitting process fol' Multi; 1131 

c. that the vehicle for the alleged impιΌper influence was Multi' s construction firm, 
which, it was alleged, had a close relationship with the Mayor of 

the City 1 ; 
1132 

d. following RAL's rejection of Multi's appeal against the Planning Permit, Multi had 
sought to obstruct the Claimants by filing Extraordinary Review proceedings, and in 
that connection, that it had recruited Minister who was prepared to remand the 
matter to the Ministry, rathel' than terminate it; 1133 and 

e. Mr had improperly used the existence of the pending Extraordinary Review 
pιΌceedings as a pretext in 01·de1· to adopt the Thil'd Stay in the Building Peimit 
proceedings.1134 

4.393 The Claimants emphasized that they did not allege that all officials within the Γelevant 

authorities were part of the scheme; in particular they submitted that 

a. RAL was "incoπuptible and independent"; 1135 

b. the Deputy Mayor c :,Mr. had "stayed neutral"; 1136 and 

c. it was not all officials within the Ministry who we!'e involved, but only those involved 
in the ExtraoΓdinary Review Proceedings. 1137 

4.394 The Claimants further admitted that it had "ηο dil'ect proof of Multi paying the officials", but 
submitted that this was not necessary insofar as thel'e were "numerous serious indices that 
leave ηο other option but to conclude that a coπuption scheme exists". 1138 

4.395 The Tribunal will not attempt to summarize here the various detailed matters relied upon by 
the Claimants in ordel' to substantiate theil' claim of the existence of a scheme of coπuption, 
but rathel' will discuss those arguments in its substantive discussion of the Claimants' claim of 
corruption later in the present award. For present purposes, it is sufficient to note that the 
matters relied upon included: 

a. information, including from NGOs, relating to the level of coπuption within the 
Czech Republic generally, as well as to particular alleged instances of coπuption, 
none of which were connected to the facts of the present case; 1139 
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1132 Reply, para. 30. 
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b. information, including from NGOs, relating to the level of coπuption within 
itself, including specific alleged instances of coπuption, again none of which were 
connected to the specific facts of the present case; 1140 

c. allegations as to suspected coπuption by within none of which 

specifically related to the facts of the present case, as well as allegations as to the 
close connections between the owner of . . and Mr , the 
Mayor of: ; 1141 

d. allegations that the cause of a supposed "freezing" of relations between the City 
and the Claimants was due to the fact that - was not awarded the 

contract to build the Galerie project, and eventually endecl. up building Forum; 1142 

e. detailed allegations, largely based οη witness evidence, to the effect that the reasons 
underlying paiticular occuπences within the Building Permit proceedings, including 

the adoption of the stays, was either due to obstruction by Mr , or particular 
instructions given to officials within MAL to find ways to obstruct the progress of the 
proceedings. 1143 The Claimants emphasized that MAL had been fully aware of the 

rislc of abandonment by the Claimants in the evenϊ of delays as the result of a letter 
sent to MAL οη 23 May 2008 submitting the documents requested pursuant to the 
Second Stay;1144 

f. detailed allegations, again largely based οη witness evidence, as regards specific 
alleged iπegularities within the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, as well as various 

other iπegularities, which, it was alleged, could only be explained by coπuption and 
an intention οη the part of the relevant officials, including Minister to favour 
Multi. 1145 The Claimants relied upon: 

i. the fact of initiation of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, which they 
submitted was in itself unusual; 1146 

ii. the First Ministry Decision, an allegation that the employee of the Ministry 
who had prepared the draft of the decision had expressed the opinion that it 
was wrong, and the assertion that Tschechien 7 should have been heard and 
treated as a participant in the proceedings; 1147 

1139 Reply, paras. 41-43. 
1140 Reply, paras. 44-46. 
1141 Reply, paras. 47-50. 
1142 Reply, paras. 51-53. 
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iii. the denial of Tschechien 7' s status as a participant ~η the proceedings 
leading to the Fiist Ministry Decision; 1148 

iv. the fact that MinisteI had deviated ftom the opinion of the Advisory 
Committee in the First MinisteI Decision insofar as he had decided to 
Iemand the matteI, rather than terminate the pioceedings; although 
accepting that the opinion of the Advisoiy Committee was not legally 
binding, the Claimants submitted that the Minister had never before deviated 
ftom a recommendation of the Advisory Committee;1149 

ν. the fact that MinisteI had not followed the draft piepared by the 
Legal Department of the Ministry; the Claimants noted that, although a 
draft had been prepared by the Legal Department based οη the 
i·ecommendation of the AdvisoΓy Committee, the Ministe1· had Iequested the 
full file, following which the First MinisteΓ Decision had been issued in a 
foΓm diffeient ftom the dΓaft; 1150 

vi. the timing of the First MinisteΓ Decision οη 27 June 2008; the Claimants 
submitted that the decision was significantly delayed, the recommendation 
of the Advisoiy Committee having been issued οη 22 Apiil 2008, and 
sub1nitted that the decision was only issued as a Iesult of the appωach made 
by the Claimants to the Prime MinisteΓ in their letteI dated 16 June 2008; 1151 

νη. an allegation that Multi had inspected the First MinisteΓ Decision before it 
was dispatched; the Claimants alleged that the legal Iepiesentative of Multi 
had inspected the file at the Ministry, and had "checked the woiding as if it 
had been Multi's own dΓaft" prioΓ to its dispatch; οη that basis they alleged 
that Multi had communicated with the Minister and had requested that the 
pωceedings should impωpeily be remanded to the Ministry; 1152 

viii. the fact that subsequent to the First Minister Decision, the composition of 
the Advisory Committee had changed, with the Minister replacing two of its 
membeΓs with effect ftom 19 SeptembeΓ 2008; the Claimants submitted that 
the Minister had disappωved of the recommendation of the AdvisoΓy 
Committee, and had appointed partisan membeΓs so as to be able to 
influence the Iecommendation of the Advisory Committee in relation to the 
Second MinisteI Decision; 1153 

ix. the transfeΓ of an official within the Legal Department at the Ministry, Ms 
to another position; the Claimants emphasized that Ms was 

the official who had previously stated to a representative of the Claimants 

1149 Reply, paras. 87-92. 
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that the Minister had not previously deviated from a recommendation of the 
Advisory Committee;1154 

χ. the fact that the Second Minister Decision 11ad reached a different decision 
based οη what the Claimants alleged were the same facts as those underlying 
the First Minister Decision; 1155 

χ1. specific allegations in relation to a coπuption charge against MinisteI 1 

in an unconnected matter, which the Claimants characterized as a "further 
interesting coincidence" w hich cast doubt οη his integrity; 1156 and 

χη. the alleged illegality of a number of the administrative decisions, in 
particular all of the decisions in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings and 
the Second and Third Stays; 1157 the Claimants argued that it was clea.τ, even 
without regard to the evidence of the legal experts, that the decisions were 
"far from being standard", and submitted that the decisions "cannot 
plausibly be explained without assuming that they were part of a scheme to 
obstruct Claimants". 1158 

4.396 Although contained in the section setting out the Claimants' case οη coπuption, it is necessary 
to examine in more detail certain ·af the Claimants' arguments in relation to the Third Stay, 
which are also relevant to the Claimants' claims more generally. The Claimants noted that the 
Respondent had accepted that the decision was illegal, but drew specific attention to RAL' s 
ruling of 8 October 2008 οη the Claimants' appeal against the Third Stay, and in particular 
RAL' s observation that MAL had "artificially fabricated" a non-existent preliminary issue in 
order to justify the Thiid Stay. 1159 They submitted that the justification put foiward by the 
Respondent for the Third Stay, based on the possibility that the Planning Peimit might be 
revoked, was cynical, insofar as MAL had been fully aware of the Iisk of abandonment, which 
would have Iendeied Ievocation of the Planning Permit iπelevant. 1160 They furtheI argued that 
if the Planning Permit had been Ieνoked, this would not necessarily have resulted in 
cancellation of the Building Peimit and a need to demolish any construction which had alieady 
been caπied out, and in any case, that they could have applied foI a new Planning Permit. 1161 

4.397 The Claimants submitted that MAL had been aware of the illegality of the Third Stay afteI the 
Claimants had οη 31 July 2008 pωvided it with a copy of the opinion from the Ministry of 
Regional Development dated 28 July 2008. They asserted that MAL should accoidingly have 
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sought to resume the proceedings sua sponte, and could have done so prior to the filing of 
Tschechien 7's (belated) appeal οη 7 August 2008. 1162 

4.398 They further argued that MAL in any case had not been prevented from resuming the 
proceedings sua sponte even after the Claimants had filed their belated appeal, and submitted 
that it was crucial that MAL had not noted that the appeal was belated, and thus would not 
have regarded itself as prevented from resuming the proceedings.1163 They also made the point 
that if MAL had been concerned as to the Claimants' good foitunes, it could have informed the 
Claimants that the appeal would be an obstacle to it resuming the proceedings sua sponte, and 
the appeal could have been withdrawn. 1164 Instead, they noted that MAL had failed to respect 
what they alleged was the ten day time limit for tl"ansfeπing the case file to RAL, and had only 
supplied it after 30 days. 1165 

4.399 Finally, the Clahnants noted that following the delivery of RAL's decision οη the appeal οη 8 

October 2008, MAL had only ι·esumed tl1e proceedings οη 29 October 2008, some three weelcs 
later, and afteI the Claimants had abandoned the project. 1166 The Claimants noted that the 
Respondent had submitted that the file was returned fιΌm RAL only οη 30 October 2008, and 
m·gued that MAL must accordingly have been aware of RAL's decision prior to that date, and 
the delay in receiving the file could not theiefoie have been the cause of the delay. 1167 

ii. The Claimants' Claims of Disciimination 

4.400 The Claimants also devoted a substantial part of their discussion of the facts underlying their 
claims of discrimination as between the Forum and Galerie projects; they linked those 
arguments to their claim of coπuption, asserting that favourable tl"eatment of one competitior 
over another is "the most obvious indicatoI that coπuption is involved". 1168 

4.401 The fπst complaint in this regard was the disparity between the length of the various permit 

proceedings for Forum, which the Claimants submitted were speedy, and the far longer 
proceedings f or Galerie, w hich it was submitted, had been "severely disrupted by MAL". 1169 

4.402 Having noted that the Respondent had asserted that Forum had not met any opposition, the 

Claimants asserted that the reason why the Forum pioceedings had been quiclcer was that the 
relevant authoiities had miscalculated the number of neighbours, and therefore the numbeI of 
participants in the proceedings, which had simplified the peimit proceedings for Multi. 1170 

4.403 They submitted that, although officially there were fewer than 30 participants in the Forum 
proceedings, "it is hardly conceivable that a retail centre like Forum, in a similar location of 
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' like Claimants' project and even adjoining the pedestrian zone should have fewer than 

30 participants". 1171 The Claimants submitted that, οη the basis of the number of neighbouring 
plots of land, the proceedings should have involved well in excess of 30 participants, 
especially taking account of the numbeΓ of plots of land abutting Stieet, 
which was reconstructed by Multi as part of the Forum development. 1172 They further 
submitted that the Ieason for the low number of official participants was that MAL had failed 
to check the number of land plots involved, and that Multi had not mentioned the land plot 

coπesponding to . . street, and a number of other land plots, in the 
supporting documentation foI either the Planning Permit ΟΙ Main Building Peimit. 1173 

4.404 The Claimants fuitheI submitted that, iπespective of the numbeI of participants, the Ie
development of street had constituted a "line-type structuie" and that 
accordingly, undeI the relevant legislation a public notice should in any case have been used to 

communicate the Planning Peimit foI FoIUm. 1174 

4.405 The Claimants contrasted that situation with that of Galeiie, which had moΓe than 30 
participants, such that publication by public notice was Iequiied. The Claimants submitted that 
as a result, Iather than being served individually by post, as had been the case with the 
proceedings in relation to Multi, all decisions had had to be published οη the notice board for 
15 days, with the Iesult that the Galerie pωceedings had talcen longeI. 1175 They furtheI noted 

that, due to the publication οη the notice board, the general public had been informed of the 
pωgress of the pωceedings, and inteiested parties were able to Iaise objections and appeals, 

whilst in the case of the pωceedings relating to Foωm, only those participants who had been 
individually served could Iaise objections and file appeals, whilst otheI neighbouis that would 
normally have constituted participants were not informed of the progress of the proceedings 

and thus could not raise objections. 1176 

4.406 Second, the Claimants relied upon the differing numbeI of Building Permits requiied for the 
two projects, asserting that both should have been Γequiied to submit only two applications for 

Building Permits, the first foI the construction of the main building, to be issued by the general 
building authority, and the second for the construction of IOads, to be issued by the special 
building authority. By contrast, the Claimants noted that it had been Iequested that the Galerie 

project submit fouI applications, whilst Forum had only submitted a single application. 1.17
7 

4.407 The Claimants alleged that the requiiement to split the Building Permits had come from 

Mr of MAL, who had requested the separation of the Building Permits for the main 
building (ConstIUction Ι), the internal roads (Construction Ib ), and foI the external roads 
(Constructions Π, ΠΙ and Na). They furtheI alleged that he had thieatened that, if that couise 

of action were not followed, he would reject the application if an application was made for 
only two Building Permits, and promised that he would issue the Building Permits if the 
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Claimants were to proceed as requested. 1178 The Claimants further alleged that the cooperation 
agreement with the City of _ was concluded only because the Claimants had decided to 
accede to Mr _ _ s request. 1179 

4.408 The Claimants asserted that Mr ·s alleged request to split the proceedings had clearly 

been illegal, 1180 and that it put the Claimants at a disadvantage insofar as they had had to 
separate the documentation for the various sets of proceedings, resulting in further delay. 1181 

They further submitted that MAL subsequently took advantage of the multiple proceedings in 
order to find a justification for the Second and Third Stays, arguing that the proceedings in 
relation to the Building Permit for the main building could not be continued whilst the 
proceedings for the Building Permit in relation to the external roads were pending. 1182 

4.409 The Claimants noted that, by contrast, Multi had applied for a single Building Pennit, and had 
made ηο separate application for Building Permit fol' the external roads; they alleged that 

Forum's Building Permit had not even mentioned the external roads. 1183 

4.410 The Claimants submitted that Multi's Building Permit was illegal, and noted that, by a motion 
for extraordinary review, they had Iequested RAL to declare the peimit null and void. They 

emphasized that RAL, in a "decision" dated 1 Apiil 2008, although it did not find that Multi' s 
Building Permit was null, had held that the construction of the external 1Όads had not been duly 
authorized. 1184 The Claimants furtheI asserted that although RAL had thereafteI οη 2 April 

2008 sent a letter to MAL instructing it to Iemedy the illegality, MAL had refused and had 
chosen to ignore the legal opinion issued by RAL, and ignored a furtheI Iequest from RAL to 

talce Ielevant steps in that regard. 1185 

4.411 Finally, the Claimants diew attention to the fact that, although RAL had initially regarded itself 
as competent to decide those questions, following submission of the Claimants' Trigger Letter, 

RAL had expressed the view that the competent body was IatheI the Ministry of Transport. 
The Claimants submitted that that change of position was caused by the pendency of the 
piesent pioceedings and the undue influence of the Ministry of Finance. 1186 

4.412 Third, tl1e Claimants alleged that the relevant authorities had ignored unauthorized 
construction by Multi οη land belonging to the City ι and the damage caused to that 
pIOperty, including the removal of pavements, and damage to greenery. 1187 

4.413 They also pointed to the fact that in the course of the supposedly unauthoiized worlcs, οη 13 
July 2008 Multi had damaged the municipal water main, resulting in flooding of 
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street, a landslide in a neighbouring park, flooding of garages belonging to RAL and of 

neighbouring properties a11d damage to vehicles parked in RAL's garages. They submitted that 
the i11cident would 110t have occuπed if there had been due authorization of the worlcs. 1188 The 

Claiιna11ts noted that, although they had asked RAL to interve11e, ηο action had bee11 taken; that 

siιnilarly 110 actio11 had been take11 upon a crimi11al complai11t filed agai11st Multi by the 
Claiιnants οη 14 July 2008, which alleged that Multi was not authorized to construct οη the 

releva11t plots of land and that it had enda11gered public safety a11d u11lawfully e11joyed a thing 

of a11other; a11d that 110 actio11 had been taken f ollowi11g complaints to the City and 
Mayor: ΙΙ89 

4.414 Fourth, the Claima11ts complained of a differe11ce of treatme11t in relatio11 to the overlap issue. 

The Claima11ts asserted that 011ly they had suffered from the overlap, despite the fact that it 
arose as a result of the failure of MAL to coordinate the two projects. They pointed to the fact 

that the overlap was the basis 011 which Multi had challe11ged Galerie's Pla11ning Permit, and 

subseque11tly initiated the Extraordi11ary Review Proceedi11gs, which i11 tur11 had been the 

pretext for the Second and Third Stays adopted by MAL. 1190 The Claima11ts further submitted 

that 110t only had Multi made use of the overlap issue, but that MAL had done so as well; the 
overlap could have been solved by a11 "i11significant change" to the Forum Pla1111ing Permit, 

but, following the filing of a motio11 by the Claimants dated 22 November 2007 (i.e. during the 

pendency of Multi's appeal against the Pla1111ing Permit) for the Forum Plan11i11g Permit to be 

modified, MAL had remained inactive. 1191 The Claima11ts subrnitted that it was against this 

background that Tschechie11 7 had filed its motio11 dated 14 April 2008 to withdraw their 
intention to build the relevant part of the co11structio11, but that MAL had subsequently used 

that application i11 order to adopt the Seco11d Stay. 1192 

4.415 The Claimants submitted that the Respo11de11t had failed to provide any reaso11 why Galerie 
and Forum should have bee11 regarded as materially differe11t, noti11g that they were located 

close to each other, separated only by a road; that they were of a siιnilar size and complexity; 

were both already in the course of development a11d had comme11ced leasing activities; a11d that 

they were directed to a siιnilar group of consumers. 1193 

4.416 They further denied that there existed a11y justificatio11 for the differe11ce i11 treatme11t, 

suggesting that "most of Responde11t' s justifications i11deed are based 011 Respondent' s own 
discriminatory behaviour", and thus supported a finding of liability, rather tha11 of justification 

for the relevant behaviour: 1194 

a. the Claima11ts argued that the Respondent could 110t rely οη the oppositio11 to Galerie, 

11oti11g that most of it was fou11d to be "i11admissible" i11 a11y ~ase. The Claima11ts 

recalled their argume11t that MAL had ig11ored a 11umber of relevant la11d plots for the 
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purposes of the proceedings for Forum, thereby effectively reducing the possibility of 
opposition to Forum; 1195 

b. the Claimants denied that the road constructions for Galerie were in fact more 
complex, and in any case, argued that the Respondent could not rely οη that matter 
insofar as MAL had not granted the required authoήzation and Forum had built the 
roads illegally;1196 

c. the Claimants further argued that the Respondent could not rely οη the excavations; 
although admitting that such excavations were unusual, they submitted that the 
excavations had been authorized in the Planning Permit and in any case had not 
delayed the Planning Permit proceedings. 1197 They further submitted that even if the 
excavations had been illegal, this would not have caused any delay in the Building 
Permit proceedings; had not been relied upon by RAL as grounds fοΓ a stay at any 
point prior to the abandonment of the project, and that MAL had discriminated 
insofar as, although it took action against the excavations, it had ignored the illegal 
construction by Multi. 1198 

iii. PιΌspects of Success of Galerie 

4.417 The Claimants thereafter devoted a substantial section of its Reply to charting the 
transformation of the prospects of the project, :from a situation in which they characterized the 
project as having "outstanding chances of success" to the situation in which the Claimants 
alleged they had been forced to abandon. The Claimants submitted that the cause was the 
''obstructive and discriminatory tl'eatment" of the Galerie project by the relevant authoΓities. 1199 

4.418 The Claimants emphasized the "vast experience" of the project team, 1200 and, denying that the 
failure of the project was due to a bad business decision, argued that between 2005 and 2007, 
the Galerie project had had better chances of success than its competitors. The Claimants: 

a. relying οη the high number of inhabitants in the catchment area, asserted that the 
retail marlcet at that point in time was not yet saturated, and relied upon the number of 
developers contemplating projects as evidencing that the business opportunity was a 
good one; 1201 

b. subιnitted that the Galerie project had secured an unusually high number of pre-lease 
agreements, including a "Γepresentative and outstanding tenant mix" which was better 
than that secured at the time by Forum, and which they assert would have stayed with 
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Galerie, rather than shifting to Forum but for the uncertainty caused as to permits and 
the Claimants' opening date; 1202 

c. attributed the high numbeI of tenants to Galerie's betteI layout and design; its 
location, which was asserted to be better for customers aπiving by car; and the 
reputation of ECE, as evidenced by the number of pie-lease agreements concluded. 
The Claimants denied that the location of Forum οη the site of the foimer shopping 
centre was a factor which had been talcen into account by retaileis. 1203 

4.419 The Claimants οη that basis asserted that they would have succeeded in dominating the marlcet 
~η They denied the Respondent' s suggestion that high marlcet satuiation following the 
opening of all the planned Ietail centres would have resulted in lower tenancy rates in all 
centres; submitted that the strongest Ietail centre would have won; and claimed that they would 
not have had high vacancy rates since they had secured lcey anchor tenants and a high pre-lease 
Iate at an early stage, amounting to 65% by DecembeI 2007, with the majority of tenants 
signed up for terms of 10years. 1204 

iv. Cause of Abandonment of the Pωiect 

4.420 As to the abandonment of the project, the Claimants emphasized that the determinative factor 
had been the uncertain opening date of Galerie, dismissed the Respondent' s suggestion that the 
opening date was of lesser importance οη the basis that the importance of the opening date was 
clear from the position talcen by potential tenants, and submitted that the key factor was not 
whether customers would become accustomed to a shopping centie, but rather the views of key 

tenants. 1205 

4.421 The Claimants noted that the pre-lease agreements which had been concluded became invalid 
if the stipulated expected opening date was not met. They furtheI noted that the duration of a 
project depended to a large extent upon the amount of money that the developer was prepared 
to spend, and submitted that this explained the various projected opening dates apparent in the 
minutes of the BoaΓd Meetings, which varied accoiding to the stage of the permitting process 
and the possibilities foI accelerating the process by spending extra money. 1206 They noted that 
in an extreme case it would have been possible to commence construction works οη the date of 
issue of the Planning Permit, with the geneial construction contractor having been identified 
and the documentation for the Building Permit having been prepared whilst the Planning 
Permit was being consideied and submitted immediately thereafter such that the Building 

Permit could be issued soon afteI. They noted that such measures would have shoitened the 
projected duration of the development, and denied the Respondent's suggestion of 
coπuption. 1207 They further obseived that different parts of the construction could have been 
undertaken in parallel, and resort could have been had to additional acceleration measures, 
including the use of night shifts, but that this was in the end a question of how much money 
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was spent early in the project, which would have thus increased the Claimants' exposure. 1208 

Finally, the Claimants empl1asized that, contraιΎ to the Respondent's position, it was indeed 
possible that a delay of two ΟΙ" three weelcs could Iesult in the shifting of the opening by half a 
year, as shopping centres generally open only in the Spήng or Autumn. 1209 

4.422 As to the facts, the Claimants emphasized that immediately before abandonment of the project 

it had become apparent that a shift of the opening date to Autumn 2010 had become necessary, 
submitted that "even this opening date could not be guaranteed because there was ηο fair 

play", 1210 and noted that this would have had "severe implications οη the tenant structure" of 

Galerie, insofar as it would have resulted in the loss of 15% of the pre-lease agreements, and 
renegotiation would thus have become necessary. 1211 They emphasized that the Respondent 

itself had recognized that many tenants had been disappointed by the shift, asserted that Multi 
11ad been offering discounted rates, and gave illustiative examples of the i·eaction of a number 

of individual tenants to the situation. 1212 

4.423 Against that baclcground, the Claimants asserted that the cause for the abandonment had been 

the "unpredictability of the permit situation", and submitted that the Claimants had had to 

malce a prognosis in October 2008 as to whether a Building Permit would be issued in the near 
futuie and whether the Planning Permit would be upheld by the MinisteI. They asserted that 

the uncertainty was entiI·ely due to the conduct of the Czech authorities and was not self
inflicted.1213 

4.424 By way of explanation, the Claimants first asserted that there was ηο link between the 

excavation and the Building Permit, and submitted that the issue of the Building Permit was 

not dependent upon the termination of the Groundwork Removal proceedings. 1214 They 

submitted that, whatever the formal position as a matter of Czech law, the question was not 

relevant "because this issue could not have inflicted any uncertainty οη Claimants and 

therefore could not have influenced their decision to abandon the project" and submitted that 

the issue had only became relevant after the sending ofthe Claimants' Trigger Letter. 1215 

4.425 They explained that the Third Stay had not been based οη the Groundwork Removal 
proceedings, which had only been commenced οη 15 August 2008, following the site visit of 

13 August 2008, and therefore after the adoption of the Third Stay οη 9 July 2008, but rather 

had been justified by MAL οη the basis of the pending Extraordinary Review proceedings. 1216 

They further noted that the Gioundworlcs Removal Proceedings had not initially been actively 

puisued, and that between their commencement and the abandonment of the project, theie had 
been ηο discussion of whether a stay of the proceedings relating to the Main Building Permit 

1208 Reply, para. 180. 
1209 Reply, para. 182. 
1210 Reply, para. 183. 
1211 Reply, para. 183. 
1212 Reply, para. 184-192. 
1213 Reply, para. 193. 
1214 Reply, paras. 194-195. 
1215 Reply, para. 196 
1216 Reply, para. 197. 
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was required. 1217 Ιη addition they pointed to the fact that, despite the pendency of the 

Groundwork Removal proceedi11gs, MAL had resumed the Buildi11g Permit proceedi11gs 011 

29 October 2008 a11d thereafter had issued the Buildi11g Permit for the mai11 co11structio11 011 

26 November 2008. 1218 

4.426 Although aclmowledgi11g that the Mai11 Buildi11g Permit 11ever became legally effective, they 

submitted that this was because it co11tai11ed a11 illegal co11ditio11 as to its duratio11, and that this 

was the reaso11 why it had bee11 appealed by Tschechie117. 1219 They aΓgued that it was 011ly 

after the Mi11istry of Fi11ance had given i11structio11s to MAL a11d RAL followi11g the start of the 

settleme11t 11egotiatio11s that the questio11 of a stay of the Buildi11g Permit pωceedi11gs became 

live. They poi11ted to the fact that the GωundwoΓks Removal Proceedi11gs had 11ot been 

puΓsued, and 11oted that it was 011ly followi11g the i11structio11 given by the Mi11istry of Fi11a11ce 

that RAL, 011 25 FebruaΓy 2009, had i11 tuI"n i11structed MAL to take actio11 i11 that Γegard, that 

the questio11 of a stay of the Mai11 Buildi11g Permit proceedi11gs had bee11 raised, a11d that RAL 

had stayed the proceedi11gs 011 12 MaΓch 2009. 1220 

4.427 Seco11d, the Claima11ts submitted that 110 blame could be attributed to them fοΓ the fact that the 

Pla1111i11g PeΓmit had authol"ized excavatio11 woΓks; they submitted that the questio11 had 011ly 

bee11 Γaised by the Respo11de11t i11 the prese11t pωceedi11gs, 11oti11g that Multi i11 challengi11g the 

Pla1111i11g Permit had 011ly Γaised the question of the overlap, a11d that that issue had Γemai11ed 

the "single decisive issue" thωughout the appellate proceedi11gs a11d the subseque11t 

ExtΓaordi11my Review process. 1221 Although acknowledgi11g that the Seco11d Ministry 

Decisio11 had raised the illegality of the Pla1111i11g Permit 011 the basis of its authol"izatio11 of 

excavatio11 woΓks, they submitted that that was a "side-11ote", a11d simply the result of a semch 

by the MinistΓy fοΓ additio11al reaso11s for fi11di11g the Pla1111i11g PeΓmit illegal. They fuΓther 

obseΓved that although the Ministry had held that Tschechie11 7 could 11ot have bee11 i11 good 

faith as to the legality of the Planni11g Permit, that fi11di11g had bee11 based 011 the overlap issue, 

and the lack of coordi11ation betwee11 the two projects. 1222 They further submitted that the 

authorization of the excavation works had 11ot played a role i11 the Seco11d Ministry Decisio11, 

a11d that the excavatio11 was Γather Γelied upo11 as evide11ci11g that the Claima11ts·had Γelied i11 

good faith 011 the Pla11ni11g Permit. 1223 

4.428 Fi11ally 011 that poi11t, the Claima11ts mgued that, i11 any eve11t, whether the Pla11ni11g Permit 

could authorize excavatio11 works was iπelevant i11sofar as MAL had gΓa11ted the applicatio11 

and authorized the work, such that a11y illegality and the co11seque11tial risk that the Pla11ni11g 

PeΓmit might be quashed was to be attributed to the Respo11de11t, and 11ot to the Claima11ts. 1224 

4.429 Third, the Claima11ts argued that 110 u11certai11ty had bee11 caused by the late11ess of the appeal 

agai11st the Third Stay, suggesti11g that, at the poi11t at which the decisio11 to aba11do11 the 

1217 Reρly, ρara. 198. 
1218 Reρly, ρara. 199. 
1219 Reρly, ρara. 200. 
1220 Reρly, ρara. 201-202. 
1221 Reρly, ρaras. 203-204. 
1222 Reρly, ρara. 205. 
1223 Reρly, ρara. 206. 
1224 Reρly, ρara. 207. 
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project had been taken, there was ηο further uncertainty caused by that appeal, as RAL had 
already requested MAL to Iesume the proceedings sua sponte, and the Claimants thus were 
entitled to expect that the pIOceedings would Iecommence in the near future. The Claimants 
added that, in light of theiI previous experience, they had had ηο ceitainty tl1at MAL would not 
find a further pretext to delay the pIOceedings, and that it was that uncertainty that caused the 
Claimants finally to abandon the pIOject. 1225 

4.430 As to the Respondent' s arguments that the financial and real estate crisis or insufficient 
liquidity were behind the decision to abandon the project, the Claimants denied that those 
factois had played any role, asserting that the Claimants weie largely funded by cash by the 
owneis of the ECE Gioup and was not dependent upon external funding, and that ECE had not 
been dependent upon an investoI pαιchasing the pIOject, but could have held and managed the 
pIOject until a suitable oppoitunity aIOse. 1226 They made Ieference to otheI retail centl'es they 
had successfully developed duiing the crisis, and denied that the failure of ECE' s operations in 
Ulaaine was in any way probative, observing that the cause had been the conduct of its joint 
venture partneI. 1227 

ν. Date of Abandonment 

4.431 As to the date of abandonment, the Claimants denied the Respondent' s suggestion that the 
decision was linlced to the financial ciisis and had only been taken οη 8 December 2008, 
following the Second MinisteI Decision and the issue of the Building Permit for the main 
constl'uction; it asserted that the decision was taken οη 13 October 2008. 1228 Ιη support of that 

position, it relied principally οη the evidence of a number of witnesses who had participated in 
the meeting of the "kleineI Κ.reis" (small ciicle) of the Management Board, and explained that 
minutes of such meetings, in which sensitive decisions were discussed, were not kept. As to 
the ciicumstances of the abandonment, its position was that after Mr had given a 
presentation setting out the Iisks of the project, "the panel decided ad hoc to abandon the 
project", and that it was f ΟΙ this reason that theie were ηο wήtten documents evidencing the 

decision. 1229 

4.432 The Claimants also submitted that "it followed from" the TriggeI LetteI dated 7 November 
2008 that the abandonment had all'eady taken place at that time, in particular insofar as the 
Claimants would not have claimed losses of up to €56 m.illion if the project had not all'eady 
been given up. 1230 

4.433 As to the sequence of events Ielating to the communication of the abandonment to tenants, the 
Claimants asserted that although there had been some delay, that did not put into question the 
date of the abandonment insofar as they had decided to wait until after the opening of its 
Ailcady Panlaac shopping centre in Prague οη 13 NovembeI 2008. They explained that they 
had wanted to avoid the abandonment of the Galerie pioject overshadowing the opening of 

1225 Reply, paras. 208-210. 
1226 Reply, paras. 211-216. 
1227 Reply, paras. 217-218. 
1228 Reply, para. 219. 
1229 Reply, para. 220. 
1230 Reply, para. 221. 
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Arkady Pankrac; that, in any event, the period immediately preceding the opening was "very 
worlc-intensive"; and that following the opening of Arlcady Panlcrac the Claimants started to 
inform the prospective tenants of Galerie in the second-half of November 2008, with important 
tenants being infoimed in advance by individual conveisation in an attempt to limit the 
Claimants' loss of credibility, whilst the other tenants were officially informed by letter οη or 
around 8 DecembeI 2008. 1231 The Claimants submitted that, in that context, their actions in 
signing a pre-lease agreement with a prospective tenant οη 6 November 2008 were 

undeistandable. 1232 

4.434 Ιη relation to the Respondent' s allegation as to the continuation of excavation worlcs after the 
date of abandonment, the Claimants asserted that the only works carried out after OctobeI 2008 
were "excavations foI secuiing works" in Novembel' 2008, and "secuiing works without 
further excavations" in December 2008. 1233 They explained that excavation was necessary in 

ordeI to prevent steep slopes from sliding, in particular eitheI to Ieduce the angle of the slope, 
ΟΙ to prepare the slope for the building of pile walls ΟΙ nailed walls, and that excavations had 
been necessary in Oider to build approach ramps Iequired foI the heavy machinery necessary 
for securing works. 1234 They pointed to the low volumes of earth excavated, and submitted that 
only a few woikers had been piesent οη site from 13 October to the end of November 2008, 
pointed to the fact that an expert was engaged in mid-NoΎember in order to assess the stability 

of the consttuction pit and to determine the securing works necessaiy, and emphasized that ηο 
excavation, but only securing work, had taken place in December 2008. 1235 

4.435 Ιη addition, the Claimants disputed the Respondent' s argument that the permit situation as at 
the alleged abandonment date of 8 December 2008 submitted by the Respondent had in fact 
improved as a result of the issue in the interim of the Second Ministel' Decision and the Main 

Building Permit; the Claimants asserted that the aigument was flawed insofaI as they had only 
subsequently become awaie of the Second Minister Decision, and it had only been served οη 

them οη 16 December 2008. 1236 

vi. Reasonableness of Time Estimates 

4.436 The Claimants asserted that the time schedule elaborated by them had been "sound and 
reasonable", arguing that it was entitled to Iely οη its experience with Galerie Va11kova in Brno 

where the permitting process had been "speedy and efficient", whilst the delays it had faced in 
Ielation to Arkady Pankrac were to be ignored because of the "unique situation in Prague". 1237 

They further submitted that they had been entitled not to take into account appeals, both as a 
mattel' of principle, and οη the basis that they were not to be expected in Ielation to the Galerie 
project. 123s 

1231 Reply, paras. 222-226. 
1232 Reply, para. 227. 
1233 Reply, para. 228. 
1234 Reply, para. 228. 
1235 Reply, paras. 229-230. 
1236 Reply, paras. 231-232. 
1237 Reply, para. 233. 
1238 Reply, para. 233. 
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4.437 As to the Galerie Vaiikova project, the Claimants submitted that it had been broadly 
comparable with Galerie , both in terms of size and technical complexity. 1239 By 
contrast, it submitted that Arlcady Pankrac was not comparable, given the complexity of the 
p1Όject, including the fact that it formed part of a much larger development, which led to a 
number of requests for extension of time, 1240 and the stI"Ong resistance from civic associations 
in Prague, which, it was submitted, routinely opposed any major development. 1241 It submitted 
that ηο similar opposition should have been expected outside Prague. 1242 The Claimants added 
that the Planning Permit proceedings in relation to Arkady Pankrac were delayed because ECE 
had submitted a pro f orma application without supporting documentation in order to ensure 
application of the then-applicable version of the Building Act, in advance of the point it would 
normally have made its application, and that the complete documentation had only been 
supplied some 14 months later. 1243 

4.438 As to the issue of whetheI the statutory time-limits were binding, the Claimants first submitted 
that the question was not strictly relevant, and: 

a. characterized the Respondent' s attempt to justify the non-binding nature of the 
statutory time-limits οη the basis of the principle of substantive coπectness of 
administrative decision under Czech administι·ative law as "cynical", and submitted 
that even if it were true that time-limits could be disregarded in order to ensure 
coπect decisions weie made, that argument could have ηο application to illegal 
decisions (as to which it pointed to the stays in the Building Permit proceedings, and 
the two Ministry Decisions and First Minister Decision in the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings ) ; 

b. argued that the principle of substantive coπectness could not justify the alleged 
intention οη the part of the authorities to delay the proceedings to the detriment of the 
Claimants; and 

c. noted that the Respondent had not argued that the delays were necessary to reach 
coπect decisions, and observed that such an argument could not be made as the 
decisions were not of a complexity such as to justify the delays. 1244 

4.439 The Claimants nevertheless maintained their position that the statutory time-limits were strictly 
binding, and argued that the Respondent' s position to the contrary contradicted itself, insofar 
as: 

a. extensions of the statutory time limit had been sought and granted in relation to the 
Arkady Pankrac project; the Claimants submitted that that would not have been 
necessary if the time-limits were not in any case binding; 

1239 Reply, para. 234-235. 
1240 Reply, paras. 238-244. 
1241 Reply, paras. 245-251. 
1242 Reply, para. 252. 
1243 Reply, para. 253-255. 
1244 Reply, para. 257. 
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b. in its Answer to the Statement of Claim, the Respondent had relied upon detailed 
calculations of time, based οη the statutory time-limits; and 

c. RAL in its decision of 8 October 2008, rejecting Tschechien 7' s belated appeal 
against the Third Stay, had criticized MAL's handling of the Building Permit 
proceedings οη a number of bases, including for failing to respect the time-limit for 
transmission of the the case-file to RAL. 1245 

4.440 The Claimants asserted that they were entitled not to expect that appeals would be filed, 
insofar as it was a wide-spread practice in the area of property development, and that in any 
case, there was ηο indication that appeals from either Multi, neighbours or civil associations 
were likely. 1246 They further submitted that even taking account of appeals, an opening in 
Spring 201 Ο would still have been feasible. 1247 They characterized the Respondent' s suggestion 
as to the necessary time which should have been budgeted as a "worst case scenario", and 
subrnitted that the Claimants should not have had to expect that the Planning Permit would be 
quashed. 1248 They further argued that what the Respondent submitted was the maximum time 
period was not in any event applicable to the Building Permit proceedings, and that a Building 
Perrnit could have been expected promptly insofar as, under the Old Building Code, objections 
that could have been raised in the Planning Permit proceedings or in relation to the change in 
zoning plan could not then be raised in the Building Permit proceedings. 1249 

4.441 The Claimants further asserted that appeals by Multi should not have been expected, insofar as 
Multi did not qualify as a participant and was therefore not entitled to file an appeal, and in any 
case, Multi's appeal would not have been possible had it not been for the fact that the Planning 
Perrnit had been taken down from the notice board early by MAL. They argued that the need 
for repetition of the publication furnished Multi with the possibility of filing an appeal, insofar 
as its appeal was filed οη the last day of the statutory period for appeals following the second 
publication, and submitted that, but for the eπor, which effectively extended the time-limit, 
Multi would not have filed any appeal. 1250 Ιη addition, they submitted that there had initially 
been a "mutual understanding between Multi and ECE" that each would not appeal the other' s 
permits and that it would be left to the market to decide which project would succeed, and that, 
οη that basis, they had been entitled to expect that Multi would not attempt to obstruct the 
permitting process in relation to Galerie in elaborating their timetable. 1251 

4.442 The Claimants also disputed the Respondent' s suggestion that appeals by neighbours were to 
have been expected insofar as there had been "ηο indicators that would have led to the 
expectation that there would be more resistance by neighbours than usual". 1252 They argued 
that that expectation had in fact been confirmed insofar as the appeals filed by neighbours had 
not caused any delays, and it had only been the actions of Multi which had been, of any 

1245 Reply, para. 258. 
1246 Reply, para. 259. 
1247 Reply, para. 260. 
1248 Reply, para. 261. 
1249 Reply, para. 262. 
1250 Reply, paras. 263-268. 
1251 Reply, para. 269. 
1252 Reply, para. 270. 
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relevance. 1253 They submitted that the site for Galerie was in the city centre, with only a few 
residential neighbours, and that in any case, it was normally possible for a developer to 
negotiate a solution with neighbours, such that the existence of residential neighbours could 
not be understood inevitably to result in opposition. 1254 They further emphasized that ECE 
generally developed sites in city centres, similar to 
budget for appeals. 1255 

, and its normal practice was not to 

4.443 The Claimants further denied the Respondent' s suggestion that opposition was to be expected 
from civic associations, suggesting that the authorities in had not previously faced 
appeals, and civic associations in had not previously opposed major construction 
projects. 1256 They pointed to the lack of opposition to Forum as supporting its position. 1257 

They further submitted that although had not objected to Forum, this was because 
it was "the extended arm and the vehicle used by Multi to oppose Galerie: ". 1258 They 
pointed to the close similarity of the formulation of the appeals and objections filed by Multi 
and ·· in l'elation to tl1e Main Building Pel'mit, and alleged that Multi's aι·chitect had 
held a powel' of attol'ney fol' , and had appl'Oached neighboul's of the Galel'ie pl'Oject 
in an attempt to convince them to object to the pel'mits fol' Galel'ie. 1259 

4.444 The Claimants submitted that tl1ey had been ι-ealistic in budgeting fοι- the time necessaι-y foι
constl'Uction, again pointing to the expeι-ience of GaleΓie Vallkova in Brno, which was slightly 
laι-geι-, and fοι- which excavations had commenced only afteι- obtaining a Building Permit. They 
submitted that it would have been possible to acceleι-ate construction by having the 
gωιιndwoι-ks and construction of the main building overlap, which they asserted had been 
planned from the outset, and which they submitted was a common pι-actice. They fuι-theι

argued that the fact that the contract with Integia had made ηο ι-efeι-ence to measuι-es which 
would have peι-mitted such acceleι-ation was iπelevant, insofar as Integι-a had not at the time 
been selected as geneι-al contractoι- fοι- the construction of the main building. 1260 

vii. Cause of Delays 

4.445 The Claimants fuι-ther submitted that all delays in the pι-oject had been caused by actions of the 
l'elevant administrative authol'ities of the Respondent, in particular the FiΓst Minister Decision, 
the two Ministry Decisions, the stays in the Building Permit pι-oceedings in ι-elation to the main 
building, and the l'equest to split the Building Pel'mits. 1261 

4.446 Conveι-sely, they denied that any delays had been caused by them. They: 

1253 Reply, para. 270. 
1254 Reply, paras. 271-272. 
1255 Reply, paras. 273. 
1256 Reply, para. 274. 
1257 Reply, para. 275. 
1258 Reply, para. 276. 
1259 Reply, paras. 277-279. 
1260 Reply, paras. 280-281. 
1261 Reply, para. 282. 
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a. denied that any delay had been caused by the fact that the complete application for 
the Building Permits was submitted only οη 17 May 2007, after the application had 
been filed οη 28 December 2006, suggesting that that had always been the Claimants' 
plan, and emphasized that the filing in December 2006 was so as to ensure that the 
Old Building Law was applicable; 1262 

b. submitted that it had been sensible to wait two months from having obtained the 
Planning Permit to apply for the Building Permits, insofar as time was necessary in 
order to prepare the application, and noted that they had originally foreseen a longer 
period in that regard; 1263 

c. argued that the fact that the application for a Building Permit when filed was 
incomplete, and that further documentation was required, was irrelevant, and that the 
delays ratheI resulted from the First and Second Stays, which were "nonstandard", 
insofar as pIOceedings were not normally stayed when documentation was 
missing. 1264 

4.447 The Claimants further denied that any delay had been caused by local opposition, suggesting 
that the "few objections and appeals" filed duiing the course of the permit proceedings had had 
ηο effects. They drew a distinction in this connection between the objections and appeals of 
Multi and (which it was submitted was shown by the evidence meiely to be an 
"extended arm of Multi"), and the objections filed by otheI third parties. As to the latter, the 
Claimants noted that most of the appeals and objections had been ruled inadmissible, and had 
had ηο effect οη the proceedings. They submitted that there was "not a single objection ΟΙ 
appeal that can not eitheI be traced back to Multi ΟΙ that was inadmissible". 1265 

4.448 The Claimants went οη to note that in the Planning Peimit pioceedings, the majoiity of the 
objections and appeals had been rejected as inadmissible οη the ground eitheI that they were 
belated, or because the peison raising the objection did not have standing as a participant in the 
proceedings, and as a consequence did not have to be consideied οη the meiits, and had 
theiefoie caused ηο delay, ΟΙ were subsequently withdrawn. They emphasized that the only 
Ielevant opposition had been raised by Multi. 1266 

4.449 As regards the Extraoidinary Review PIOceedings, they emphasized that only the motion by 
Multi was of any Ielevance, with the motions of otheI persons and entities being irrelevant. 1267 

4.450 Ιη relation to the Building Peimit Proceedings for the main building, the Claimants submitted 
resistance by neighbours and civic associations had equally played ηο Iole. They noted that 
the objections raised by had been held to be inadmissible as ι had been 
held not to be a participant, and that objections I.aised by various neighbours, as well as by 
Multi, had been rejected οη substantive grounds in the Building Permit. The Claimants further 

1262 Reply, para. 283. 
1263 Reply, para. 284. 
1264 Reply, para. 285. 
1265 Reply, para. 286 (emphasis in original; footnote omitted). 
1266 Reply, paras. 287-290. 
1267 Reply, paras. 291-293. 
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dismissed the relevance of the appeals filed by neighbours against the Building Permit οη 
22 December 2008, as they had only been filed after the abandonment. 1268 Ιη addition, the 
Claimants argued that the objections made by neighbours and civic associations in the 
proceedings relating to the Building Permits for the intemal and extemal roads and wateΓ weΓe 
iπelevant, insofar as it was the Building PeΓmit for the main building which had been cΓucial 
for the progΓess of the project. 1269 

viii. Actions Taken Against Delays 

4.451 The Claimants submitted that they had taken "every possible and effective measuΓe against the 
delays", and rejected the Respondent's argument that the delays occuπed because they had 
failed to appeal every illegal decision rendered by the Czech authoΓities. The Claimants 
submitted that they had appealed against "each and eνeΓy decision where an appeal was 
possible", and in addition had taken "fuΓtheΓ political steps". 1270 Although admitting that they 
had failed to file a tiιnely appeal against the Third Stay, the Claimants submitted that this was 
iπelevant insofaι· as MAL had been obliged to resume the Building Permit pΓOceedings sua 

sponte, and submitted that, in any case, even a timely appeal would not have resulted in any 
different outcome in light of the Respondent' s alleged intention to obstruct the pΓOceedings. 1271 

4.452 By way of explanation, the Claimants asserted that they had appealed against each decision 
which was to theiΓ detriment in the Planning Permit pΓOceedings, and emphasized that those 
proceedings were neaΓly regulaΓ and that they complained in paΓticulaΓ of the ExtraordinaΓy 
Review PΓOceedings. 1272 They noted that the Respondent admitted that the Claimants had 
successfully appealed against the Γelevant decisions insofaΓ as possible, including appealing 
against the FiΓst and Second Ministry Decisions, and that they had commenced couΓt 

proceedings before the Municipal Court in Prague in respect of the First MinisteΓ Decision, 
although that action was subsequently discontinued as moot due to the issuance of the Second 
Minister Decision. 1273 They obseΓved that ηο appeal was brought against the Second Minister 
Decision because it was in their favour, and because it was Γendered afteΓ the abandonment. 1274 

4.453 As Γegards the Building Permit Proceedings fοΓ the main construction, the Claimants asseΓted 
that they had "successfully pΓOceeded against" the First and Second Stays. 1275 As ΓegaΓds the 
First Stay, they noted that Tschechien 7 had pΓOduced the documents Γequested shoΓtly afteΓ it 
was issued, with the result that it was lifted, and ηο appeal was necessaΓy. 1276 Ιη relation to the 
Second Stay, they observed that although an appeal had been filed οη 27 May 2008, MAL 

1268 Reply, paras. 294-297. 
1269 Reply, paras. 298-299. 
1270 Reply, para. 300. 
1271 Reply, para. 301. 
1272 Reply, para. 302. 
1273 Reply, para. 303. 
1274 Reply, para. 304. 
1275 Reply, para. 306. 
1276 Reply, para. 307. 
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thereafter initiated the proceedings οη 2 June 2008, with the result that there was ηο reason to 

pursue the appeal, and it was withdrawn. 1277 

4.454 Ιη relation to the Third Stay, the Claimants explained that the ad1nittedly belated filing of the 
appeal had been due to "an unlucky accident", in particular the f act that the Claimants had 

relied οη the time period based οη service of the Third Stay by public notice, without being 

aware that MAL had served the Third Stay personally οη Mr (who had failed to inform 

Ms of that fact), with the result that the deadline for filing the appeal by 

Tschechien 7 and ΕΚΖ Prag 1 was in fact some 11 days earlier. 1278 They noted that MAL itself 
had failed to realize that Tschechien 7's appeal was belated, and that it was only upon RAL's 

consideration of the appeal that the issue had been identified. 1279 

4.455 The Clairnants submitted that the belatedness of the appeal against the Third Stay was 

nevertheless not relevant. First, refeπing to RAL's decision of 8 October 2008, they argued 

that the Thiid Stay had been "manifestly and evidently illegal", 1280 and that MAL could and 

should have resumed the pIΌceedings sua sponte. They submitted that the pIΌceedings should 
have been Iesumed by MAL even prior to the filing of the appeal by Tschechien 7 οη 7 August 

2008, insofar as it had been pωvided with the opinion obtained from the Ministry for Regional 

Development dated 31 July 2008 which stated that a stay in such circumstances was illegal. 1281 

They further submitted that even afteI the filing of the appeals, MAL had been "legally entitled 

and obliged" to resume the pIΌceedings, and Ieiteiated theiι· argument that it was iπelevant that 
MAL could not auto-remedy the appealed decision because of the belated nature of the appeal 

due to the fact that MAL was not even aware that the appeal had been filed out of time. 1282 

Finally, they argued that following RAL's decision of 8 October 2008, which "unequivocably 

ordered to Iesume the pIΌceedings sιια sponte", MAL should not have waited until 29 OctobeI 

2008 to Iesume the pIΌceedings, by which tirne they had abandoned the pIΌject. 1283 

4.456 Second, they argued that even if the appeal by Tschechien 7 had been filed in tirne, this would 

have made ηο difference, insofar as MAL rejected the appeal, without noticing that it was 

belated. 1284 They furtheI submitted that, in light of the preceding events, MAL would in any 

case "have found a way to delay the Building Proceedings even furtheI, even if RAL had 
quashed the third stay". 1285 They pointed to the delay of seveial weeks between RAL 

requesting MAL to Iesume the proceedings, and MAL in fact doing so, and submitted that 

even if RAL had in fact quashed the Third Stay, MAL would in any case have delayed for 

several moie weeks to issue the Building Permit, such that it would in any case have been 

issued afteI the abandonment by the Claimants. 1286 

1277 Reply, para. 308. 
1278 Reply, paras. 310-311. 
1279 Reply, para. 312. 
1280 Reply, para. 314. 
1281 Reply, paras. 313-315. 
1282 Reply, paras. 316-317; see above, paragraph 4.398. 
1283 Reply, para. 318. 
1284 Reply, para. 319. 
1285 Reply, para. 320. 
1286 Reply, pal"a. 320. 
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4.457 The Claimants affirmed that the appeals in relation to the "ancillary" Building Permits 
concerning permits for the internal and external roads and water, were iπelevant as they had 
had ηο effect οη their decision to abandon the project; again, they submitted that it was the 
Main Building Permit which was crucial, explaining that the ancillary worla; could 11ave been 
undertaken after the start of construction of the main building. 1287 

4.458 Finally, the Claimants submitted that any appeals filed after the abandonment of the project οη 
13 October 2008 wel"e of ηο relevance; they explained that those appeals had been undertaken 
only in the hope that they would be able to sell the land plots. 1288 

4.459 The Claimants in addition made refeI"ence to the "political remedies" to which they had 
I"esorted, including wl"iting to the Pήme Ministel" in June 2008 to "infonn him of the 
iιτegulMities in the Extrao!"dinary Review Proceedings and to ask him to intel"νene". 1289 The 
Claimants explained that that lettel" had been wiitten in ciι·cumstances in which the Advisory 
Committee had in Apiil 2008 issued its I"ecommendation to tel"minate the pIOceedings, but 
Minister 1 11ad taken ηο action in that IegMd. They stressed that thel"e had been "nothing 
impIOper in tul"ning to political decision-makeI"s and to diplomatic measu!"es to point out the ill
treatment of an investol" and to point out an investment arbitration as a legal and ι·ightful 
alternative fol" the investol"'', 1290 and submitted tl1at, in a case of coπuption, and not "mel"e 
administrative mistake", "political measul"es aie mol"e appιΌpriate than administrative 
measures" .1291 

ix. Legality of the Claimants' Conduct, Including Excavations 

4.460 The Claimants furthel" denied that they themselves had engaged in any illegal behaviouI. They 
submitted that the Respondent had sought to "distl"act from its own coπuption scheme" by 
invoking the excessive excavations and alleging coπuption by the Claimants, noting that the 
Respondent "seems to insinuate without furtheI factual support that Claimants I"aised the 
budget to 'inteifeie' with the administrative pIOceedings and that it sent fabl"icated invoices to 
IntegI"a not in I"eturn foI sel"vices, but to conceal these payments''. 1292 

4.461 The Claimants denied that theie had been any coπuption οη their part, and chMacterized the 
Respondent' s allegations in that Iegard as ''outrageous''. 1293 

4.462 They denied that the incI"ease in the budget had been intended to conceal biibes, and affirmed 
that their aim had rathel" been to accelel"ate the pI"oject by use of I"egular measuI"es, in particulaI 
by funding architectuial services, including the pI"eparation of the detailed woik diawings to be 

1287 Reply, para. 321. 
1288 Reply, para. 322. 
1289 Reply, para. 323. 
1290 Reply, para. 324. 
1291 Reply, para. 325. 
1292 Reply, para. 326. 
1293 Reply, para. 327. 
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used by the general contractor f or construction of the main building, and preparation of the 
tender documents necessary for the award of the contract to the general contractor. 1294 

4.463 They further submitted that the Respondent was not fully aware of the baclcground to the 
issuing of the relevant invoices, and that the supposed "iπegularities" identified by the 
Respondent were due to a change in the pricing scheme for the excavation due to difficulties 
encountered due to the price applicable for different classes of earth which resulted in 
amendment of the price per cubic metre; disagreement with Integra as to the cost of the 
securing woiks, and difficulties linked to changes in the exchange rate between the Czech 
Crown and the EuIO. The Claimants pIOvided a detailed explanation and reconciliation of the 
course of events, and of the invoices issued by Integia and the sums paid. 1295 The Claimants 
explained that finalisation of the negotiations with Integia οη the various issues had taken 
some time, and that it was f or that reason that the amendment to the Integia contract had been 
finally concluded only οη 25 June 2009. 1296 

4.464 As regards the excessive excavations, the Claimants obseived that whilst "the amount of 
excavation talcen place and the necessity of secuiing works" was "largely undisputed", theie 
was disagreement as to whetheI all the excavations in excess of the amount permitted in the 
Planning Permit were justifiable as securing woiks. 1297 

4.465 As to the legality of the excavations, the Claimants invoked the fact that the Planning Permit 
authorized excavation of "approximately" 170,000 m3

, and submitted that the impiecise natuie 
of the figuie was necessary because of the fact that the works covered a large area, and weie 
based οη assumptions as to the soil structuie; they accordingly submitted that "the actual 
amount theiefore has to be adapted to the conditions found" 1298 They furtheI submitted that the 
authorized amount was not exceeded "during the oidinaiy groundwoiks", but that ratheI they 
had been forced to continue the excavation woiks in oideI "to secuie the construction pit". 1299 

They further emphasized that theie had been "ηο decision by the Czech authorities that has 
become effective and binding that finds against the legality of the excavations", 1300 noting that 
the decision in the New Administrative Offence pIOceedings had not become legally effective 
and binding, but those proceedings weie still pending before MAL, and that the Groundworks 
Removal PIOceedings were equally pending insofar as RAL οη 2 June 2010 had quashed the 
oideI of MAL dated 4 FebIUary 2010 by which MAL had ordeied Iemoval of the excessive 
gωundworks, and remanded the matteI to MAL. 1301 

4.466 The Claimants maintained theiI argument that the groundwoilcs had subsequently been 
legalized by the issue of the Main Building Peimit, suggesting that "[n]ot only weie the 
excavations theiefoie oiiginally legal, they weie also legalized by the Building Perrnit". 1302 

1294 Reply, paras. 327; 328-332. 
1295 Reply, paras. 327; 333-357. 
1296 Reply, para. 339. 
1297 Reply, para. 358, 359-360. 
1298 Reply, para. 361. 
1299 Reply, para. 362. 
1300 Reply, para. 363. 
1301 Reply, para. 363. 
1302 Reply, para. 364. 
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They submitted that the fact that the Building Peimit had not yet become effective was not the 
Claimants' fault, as the Claimants had had to appeal the Building Peimit due to the inclusion of 
the Iequiiement that the building had to be completed within two yeais of it becoming legally 
binding, which they submitted was illegal. 1303 

4.467 They fuitheI noted that they had submitted an application foI an additional sepaiate peimit οη 
17 J anumΎ 2011 without any admission of liability, and submitted that "even assuming that the 
Building Peimit does not allow foI such legalization and such legalization is necessaiy, such 
legalization can be expected within the coUise of this aibitiation, pIOνided that MAL does not 
find furtheI pietexts to delay these pIOceedings". 1304 

4.468 The Claimants submitted that the Respondent had 'Όνeiνalued" the issue of the excavations, 
insofaI as it had Iepioached the Claimants "foI having excavated moie soil than had been 
peimitted in the Planning Peimit, and a laige pait of which was justified by secuiing 
woiks", 1305 and submitted that it stood in "staik conti·ast" with the scheme of coπuption 
alleged by the Claimants. 

4.469 As to the seiiousness of the issue, the Claimants submitted that the violation was of a 

"negligible natuie", pointing to the fact that the fine imposed was only €8,000, and that, as the 
Respondent had emphasized, the woiks could be legalized in a subsequent peimit. 1306 

4.470 They fuitheI aigued that the Respondent had tiied to "oveiestimate the importance of the 
excavations", since the institution of the pioceedings, and submitted that events subsequent to 
the abandonment weie "piimaiily important to illustiate Respondent' s attempt not only to gain 
infoimation οη these excavations undeI a pietext, but also to keep the Ielated offence and 
GIOund Woik Removal Pioceedings alive to undeiline the impoitance of such a negligible 
offence, if it was one at all". 1307 They alleged that the Ministiy had issued "undue 

instiuctions", as a Iesult of which: 

a. the Ministiy of Finance had inteiνened in the administiative pIOceedings by 
commissioning an expeit Iepoit in Ielation to the excavations; 

b. the GIOundwoilcs Removal PIOceedings had been Iesumed by MAL, having 
pieviously lain doimant; 

c. the appellate pIOceedings in Ielation to the Building Peimit foI the main constiuction 

had been stayed by RAL οη the basis of the pendency of the GIOundwoilcs Removal 
PIOceedings; 1308 

1303 Reply, para. 365. 
1304 Reply, para. 366. 
1305 Reply, para. 367. 
1306 Reply, para. 368. 
1307 Reply, para. 369. 
1308 Reply, para. 370. 
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d. the Old Administrative Offence Proceedings had been commenced οη 16 December 
2008, shortly after the Claimants had sent their Trigger Letter giving notice of their 
claims; and 

e. the New Administrative Offence Proceedings had been instituted in order to keep the 

claims against the Claimants alive. 1309 

4.471 The Claimants submitted that the Ministry of Finance had had ηο authority to influence the 

further administrative proceedings, nor to instruct MAL and RAL as to their conduct in those 
proceedings. 1310 

4.472 Finally, the Claimants submitted that the excavations were irrelevant to the arbitration οη the 

basis that "[n]one of the numerous links that Respondent seeks to establish" existed. 1311 

Refeπing back to the treatment in their Memorial, the Claimants aτgued that: 

a. the excavations had played ηο role in the delays in issuing the Building Permit for the 
main building, insofar as the stays had been based οη the pendency of the 
Extraordinary Review Pωceedings, and that it was only after abandonment, and the 
involvement of the Ministry of Finance that the issue of priority between the 

Groundworks Removal Proceedings and the proceedings relating to the Building 
Permit for the main building arose; 

b. the question of whetheτ it was possible as a matter of Czech law to authorize the 

excavations in the Planning Permit was irrelevant, as the crucial issue in the appellate 
proceedings in relation to the Planning Permit and the Extraordinary Review 

Proceedings had been the overlap between the Claimants' and Multi's Planning 
Permits; 

c. the excavations could not serve as a justification fοτ the different treatment accorded 
to Multi and the Claimants, and indeed the fact that the authorities had ignored 
Multi' s "illegal activities" constituted a further ground of discrimination; 

d. there had been ηο iπegularities in the invoices issued by Integra "that could provide 

the smallest hint to coπupt activities by Claimants"; 

e. the question of whether the excavations could have been legalized in the Building 
Permit for the main building ΟΙ whether a subsequent permit was required was 

irrelevant, insofar as the Claimants had in the interim applied for such a permit, albeit 
without aclmow ledging liability; 

f. the excavations did not render construction or the permit proceedings any more 

co1nplex, and the alleged complexity in any case did not justify any longeI duration of 
the permit pωceedings. 1312 

1309 Reply, para. 370. 
1310 Reply, para. 372. 
1311 Reply, para. 374. 
1312 Reply, para. 374. 
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c. Merits of the Claimants' Claims ofBreach of the ΒΙΤ 

4.473 By way of preamble to their response οη the merits of their claims of breach of the ΒΙΤ, the 
Claimants reiterated their position that the ΒΙΤ "pιΌvides for a high level of protection"; they 
refeπed back to the discussion in their Memorial of the preamble of the ΒΙΤ and its historic 
context as supporting the conclusion that "the parties to the ΒΙΤ intended for effective and far
reaching investor protection". 1313 The Claimants asserted that, by contrast, the Respondent had 
frequently "understated" the standards of protection contained in the ΒΙΤ. 1314 

4.474 The Claimants further emphasized that their claims were not based οη the actions of "one or 
more individuals", but upon the Respondent's 'Όverall conduct", and asserted that the 
Respondent had attempted to focus analysis οη acts of individuals. 1315 They argued that, 
"[ w ]hile it may be true that not every single act of Respondent amounts of itself to an 
international wrong, there can be ηο doubt that Respondent's overall conduct does", 1316 and 
submitted that the purpose of the ΒΙΤ was "precisely [ ... ] that investors should not be 
ι-epeatedly obstructed in their investment activity by host states". 1317 

1. Alleged Breach of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (Art. 20) BIT) 

4.475 Ιη summary, tl1e Claimants alleged that the Respondent had bι-eached the fair and equitable 
treatment standard by acting in bad faith; violating the principle of due process; failing to 
provide a transparent and predictable business environment; and by frustrating the Claimants' 
legitimate expections. 

Applίcable standard unda the ΒΙΤ 

4.476 Prior to addressing the substance of their claims, the Claimants recalled their argument that the 
fair and equitable treatment standard as contained in Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ was intended to 
provide a "high level of protection", and submitted that the Respondent's arguments that 
Article 2(1) provided ηο greateι- protection than the minimum standard of treatment undeι
customary international law should be rejected. 1318 

4.477 They asserted that the level of protection under Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ "clearly exceeds the 
level of protection under customary international law and grants broad protection against host 
state actions", and submitted that the authorities involced by the Respondent were either "not 
comparable" or did not in fact "argue for a naπow level of protection under the fair and 
equitable treatment standard of the ΒΙΤ." 1319 Ιη addition, the Claimants rejected as baseless the 
suggestion by the Respondent that they had misstated the case law in the Memorial. 

1313 Reply, para. 423. 
1314 Reply, para. 424. 
1315 Reply, para. 426. 
1316 Reply, para. 426. 
1317 Reply, para. 426. 
1318 Reply, para. 428. 
1319 Reply, para. 429. 
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4.478 As regards the question of whether the level of protection under the ΒΙΤ exceeded that under 

customary international law, the Claimant submitted that by inclusion of the fair and equitable 

treatment standard in the ΒΙΤ, the Parties "granted investors a level of protection that exceeds 

the level of protection under customary international law", and refeπing baclc to their 

Memorial, further asserted that the States parties intended a "high level of protection of 

investors". 1320 They submitted that it would "contravene this clear intention of the parties" if 

the level of protection under the ΒΙΤ were assimilated to that under customary international 
law.1321 

4.479 They further argued that that conclusion was supported by the interpretatio11 of Article 2(1) of 

the ΒΠ i11 accorda11ce with its ordi11ary mea11i11g u11der Article 31 VCLT, a11d invoked 

Schreuer in support of their argume11t that there was ηο reason to thinlc that the ordinary 

meaning of the term "fair and equitable treatment" was to be taken to mean "in accordance 

with customary international law". 1322 The Claimants distinguished provisions such as Article 

1105(1) NAFTA, which explicitly make refere11ce to inter11atio11al law, a11d noted that Article 

2(1) of the ΒΙΤ "uses the autonomous term of fair a11d equitable treatment a11d must therefore 

be u11derstood as an auto11omous standard, i11depe11dent from customary inter11atio11al law". 1323 

4.480 The Claimants rejected the attempt by the Respo11de11t to rely on Article 31(3)(c) VCLT to 

argue that, in i11terpreti11g the ΒΠ, account should be take11 011 releva11t rules of inter11atio11al 

law applicable in the relatio11s betwee11 the parties, a11d that this should be talce11 to i11clude the 

minimum standard of treatme11t under customary i11ter11atio11al law; they argued that the 

minimum sta11dard of treatme11t formed part of the customary law of diplomatic protectio11 a11d 

was llot as such releva11t to the prese11t dispute, a11d that by conclusion of the ΒΙΤ, the parties 

established a11 auto11omous set of rules for protectio11 of i11vestments, which provided for 

"material guara11tees i11depe11de11t from the customary law of diplomatic protect'ion". 1324 The 

Claima11ts disputed the Respo11de11t' s suggestio11 that Bayindiι· ν. Pakistan was authority for 

a11y other propositio11, noti11g that although the tribunal i11 that case had observed that 

"customary inter11ational law a11d decisions of other tribunals may assist i11 interpretation" of 

the provisio11 containi11g the fair a11d equitable treatment ~ta11dard, i11 its subseque11t a11alysis, 

the tribu11al had made 110 refere11ce to the mi11imum sta11dard of protectio11. 1325 

4.481 As regards the other cases relied upo11 by the Respo11dent .i11 support of its argument that the 

sta11dard of protectio11 u11der the ΒΙΤ was to be equated with the customary minimum sta11dard 

of treatme11t, the Claimants first lloted that a number of the authorities were decided u11der 

NAFTA, a11d argued that, give11 the express refere11ce to "i11ter11atio11al law" in Article 1105 

NAFTA i11 its e11u11ciatio11 of the fair a11d equitable treatme11t sta11dard, they were i11applicable 

to the interpretatio11 of the ΒΠ which co11tai11ed 110 such refeΓe11ce. 1326 As regards the 

remaini11g decisio11s relied upo11 by the Respondent (includi11g Duke Energ)ι Electroquil ν. 

1320 Reply, para. 430. 
1321 Reply, para. 430. 
1322 Reply, para. 431. 
1323 Reply, para. 432. 
1324 Reply, para. 433. 
1325 Reply, para. 435. 
1326 Reply, para. 437. 
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Ecuador, Azurix ν. Argentίna, CMS Gas Transmίssion Company ν. Argentίna and Biwater 

Gauff ν. Tanzania, the Claimants submitted that they were irrelevant for the Respondent' s 
argument that the standard of protection under Article 2(1) of the ΒΠ was low, as the tΓibunals 
in each of those cases rather had held that the minimum standard of protection had evolved to a 
level equivalent to that in the individual ΒΠs, and thus did not conclude that the standard 
theΓeunder offered a low standard of protection. 1327 

4.482 Ιη support of their contention that Article 2(1) of the ΒΠ offered broad protection against host 
State actions, the Claimants first submitted that this followed naturally from the wording of the 
clause and the use of the terms "fair" and "equitable", which meant that that standard provided 
protection against "all lάnds of host state actions that unjustly harm the investor". 1328 Ιη 

addition, the Claimants submitted that that conclusion was supported by the object and purpose 
of the ΒΠ, which they submitted "show that the standaι·d is meant to be applied broadly and in 
a pΓo-active way". 1329 Ιη support of that assertion, having refeιτed to what they asserted weΓe 
relevant passages of tl1e pΓeamble to the ΒΠ, they involced the observations of the tribunal in 
MTD Equit)ι & MTD Chile ν. Cliίle, in respect of what was said to be a similaι· preamble in the 
ΒΠ at issue in that case. 1330 Ιη addition, they refeπed to the observation of the Azurix tribunal 
to the effect that the standaι·ds of conduct contained in ΒΠs pι·esuppose "a favourable 
disposition towards foreign investments", and a "pιΌ-active bel1aviour of the State to 
encouΓage and pΓotect it". 1331 

4.483 Relying οη the decision in Bayindir ν. Pakistan, the Claimants argued that Article 2(1) of the 
ΒΠ was to be understood "to offer bωad protection, comprising the obligation to act 
transparently and grant due process, to refrain from talάng arbitrary or discriminatory 
measures, from exercising coercion or from frustrating the investor' s reasonable expectations 
with respect to the legal framework affecting the investment". 1332 

4.484 The Claimants noted that the tribunal in Biwater Gauff, invoked by the Respondent, had 
identified such a broad scope of protection, in particular refeπing to the protection of 
legitimate expectations, and the obligations of the host state to act in good faith and to deal 
with investors consistently, transparently and in a non-discriminatory manner. 1333 

4.485 The Claimants denied the suggestion by the Respondent that in the Memorial they had 
mischaracterized the holdings of the tribunals in Waste Management and Mondev so as to 
"downplay the level of wrongdoing necessary" for a finding of violation of the fair and 
equitable treatment standard. 1334 They emphasized that in relying οη the decision in Μ ondev 

1327 Reply, para. 438. 
1328 Reply, para. 439. 
1329 Reply, para. 440. 
1330 Reply, para. 440, citing MTD Equity Sdn. Bhd. and MTD Chile S.A. ν. Republic of Chile (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/01/7), Award of25 May 2004, para. 113. 
1331 Reply, para. 441, citing Azurix Corp. ν. Argentine Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 July 2006, 
para. 372. 
1332 Reply, para. 442, citing Βαyίndίι- Insaat Turizm Ticaι·et Ve Sanayi A.S. ν. Islamic Republic of Pakistan (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/03/29), Award of 27 August 2009, para. 178. 
1333 Reply, para. 443, citing Bίwateι· Gauff (Ταιιzαnία) Linιited ν. United Republic of Tanzania (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/05/22), Award of 24 July 2008, para. 602. 
1334 Reply, para. 444. 
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they had only relied οη the decision as showing that the observations of the ICJ in ELSI 

constituted ''only a starting point for examining what is fair and equitable, but that the 
threshold in modern times is a lot lower", noting that the tribunal in Mondeν, having refeπed to 
the observations in ELSI, had thereafter established what was asserted to be a loweι- threshold 
fοι- violation, namely whetheι- "a tΓibunal can conclude in the light of all the available facts that 
the impugned decision was clearly impωpeι- and discι-editable". 1335 

4.486 As fοι- their ι-eliance οη Waste Maηagenient, they emphasized that they had interpι-eted the 
decision as showing that the fair and equitable treatment standard "compι-ises the ι-ight of due 
pι-ocess so that the investoΓ can ι-ely οη any statutoιΎ administΓative pι-ovisions and pωceedings 
to plan its investment and make sustainable business decisions". 1336 They submitted that the 
passages ftom the decision involced by the Respondent suppoι-ted that conclusion, and further 
noted that they alluded to transparency and candour in administΓative pωcesses, which they 
submitted demonstrated that an investor could ι-ely upon statutory provisions and proceedings 
in planning their investment. 1337 

Merits ofthe claim of bι-eacli offaiι- αηd equitable tι-eatnient 

• Badfaitli 

4.487 As to the merits of their claim of breach of the fair and equitable tΓeatment standard, the 
Claimants first submitted that the Respondent had acted in bad faith "by purposefully 
obstΓucting Claimants' project", and that the events in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings 
and the Building Permit proceedings "add uρ to a scheme to obstΓuct Claimants". 1338 

4.488 They invoked the comment of the Waste Managenient tΓibunal that it was a basic obligation of 
the State under the fair and equitable treatment standard "to act in good faith and form, and not 
deliberately to set out to destroy or frustrate the investment by improρer means", 1339 and noted 
that other tribunals had identified a requirement under the fair and equitable treatment standard 
that the host state should act in good faith. 1340 

4.489 The Claimants emphasized that while sufficient, it was not a necessary condition for breach 
that the Respondent should have intentionally harmed the Claimants. 1341 They furtheι- argued 
that even if ·the Tribunal were to conclude that the Respondent had not acted in bad faith, it 
should nevertheless find a violation of the fair and equitable treatment standard οη other 

1335 Reply, para. 445, citing Μοιιdeν Inteι-natίonal Ltd. ν. Unίted States of A111eι-ica (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/99/2), 
Award of 11 October 2002, para. 127. 
1336 Reply, para. 446. 
1337 Ibid., referring to Waste Managenient Inc. ν. United Mexican States (Νο. 2) (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/00/3), Final 
Award of 30 April 2004, para. 98. 
1338 Reply, para. 447. 
1339 Reply, para. 448, quoting Waste Manageιnent Inc. ν. Unίted Mexίcan. States (Νο. 2) (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 April 2004, para. 138. 
1340 Reply, para. 448, referring to Saluka Inνestnιents Β. V. ν. Tlιe Czeclι Repιιblίc (UNCITRAL), Partial Award of 17 
March 2006, para. 303; MTD Εqιιίt)> Sdn. Blιd. and MTD Chίle S.A. ν. Republίc of Clιίle (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/7), 
Award of25 May 2004, para. 109. 
1341 Reply, para. 449, quoting CMS Gas Τι·αιιsnιίssίοη Conιpan)' ν. Aι·gentine Republίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/8), 
Award of 12 May 2005, para. 280; Αzιπίχ Coιp. ν. Aι-gentίne Repιιblίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 July 
2006, para. 372. 
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grounds, including violation of due process, failure to provide a transparent and predictable 
business environment, and frustration of the Claimants' legitimate expectations. 1342 

4.490 Ιη addition, they emphasized the problems posed in proving coπupt behaviouι- between State 
authorities and a third party, in particular the difficulty of obtaining anything more tl1an 
circumstantial evidence of corruption. 1343 Relying οη the decision in AAPL ν. Sri Lanka, they 
submitted that in such circumstances, the burden of proof should be lowered or even 
reversed; 1344 that, given the difficulties of proof of coπuption, the Tribunal could be satisfied 
with only "serious indices"; 1345 and, relying οη an ICC decision, submitted that where some 
"relevant evidence" for its allegations had been produced by a party, the Tribunal might 
exceptionally require the other party to provide "counterevidence, if such task is possible and 
not too burdensome."1346 

• Due process 

4.491 Second, the Claimants argued that the Respondent had bι-eached the fair and equitable 
treatment standard by a failure to provide due process. They noted that the standard pι-otected 
investors against State conduct which "leads to an outcome that offends judicial pIΌpriety", 
and to that end tribunals had analysed whether there was a "laclc of candour and transparency 
in the proceedings". 1347 They submitted that that would be the case where theι-e were 
unjustified delays, or where a decision had been rendered in the absence of an investor such 
that the investoι- was denied the right to be heard. 1348 

4.492 Οη that basis, they reiterated that the Respondent had repeatedly delayed the proceedings, and 
that οη one occasion, the Claimants had been denied the right to be heard before the issue of a 
decision. As to the claims of delay, they emphasized in particular that MAL had delayed the 
Main Building Permit proceedings without justification by resort to the First, Second and Third 
Stays, and highlighted that the Respondent accepted that the Third Stay was unlawful, and that 
MAL had not ι-ectified the situation upon receipt of the opinion of the Ministry. 1349 They 
furtheι- pointed to the delays caused by the Ministry and Minister in the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings, and the resulting prolonged uncertainty as to the validity of the Planning Permit; 
they emphasized that the Second Minister Decision had not been based οη any new facts found 
by the Ministry, and submitted that this made clear that in the First Minister Decision, the 
Minister should not have remanded the matter to the Ministry. 1350 Although accepting that the 

1342 Reply, para. 450. 
1343 Reply, para. 451. 
1344 Reply, para. 452, citing Asίan Agιicultural Products Ltd ν. Republίc of Srί Lanka (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/87 /3), 
Final Award of27 June 1990, para. 56. 
1345 Reply, para. 453, citing ICC Case Νο. 8891; 127 JDI 1076 (2000), at 1079. 
1346 Reply, para. 454, citing ICC Case Νο. 6497 (Final Award); Yearbook of Commercial Arbitration 1999, Volume 
XXIVa, pp. 71-79, para. 4. 
1347 Reply, para. 456, refeπing to Waste Manageιnent Inc. ν. Unίted Mexίcan States (Νο. 2) (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/00/3), Final Award of 30 Apήl 2004, para. 98. 
1348 Reply, para. 456, refeπing to MohaιnmadAmmar Al-Bahloul ν. Republίc of Tajίkίstan (SCC Case Νο. V064/2008), 
Partial Award on Jurisdiction and Liability of 2 September 2009, para. 221; Metalclad Corporation ν. Unίted Mexίcan 
States (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/97/1), Award of 30 August 2000, para. 91. 
1349 Reply, para. 457. 
1350 Reply, paras. 457-458. 
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Planning Permit remained effective, they submitted that the delays in the Extraordinary 
Review Proceedings were crucial insof ar as MAL relied upon the pendency of those 
proceedings to justify the Third Stay, and noted that if the Minister had not wrongfully 
remanded the matter by the First Minister Decision, this would not have been possible. 1351 

4.493 In relation to the claim of violation of the right to be heard, the Claimants reiterated their 
complaint that the Claimants were not treated as party to the proceedings resulting in the First 
Ministry Decision, and were thus not heard. 1352 As regards the suggestion by the Respondent 
that the exclusion of the Claimants had been lawful under domestic law, the Claimants, 
invoking, inter alia, Article 3 of the Π.,C' s Articles on State Responsibility countered that this 
was irrelevant, as domestic legality was irrelevant to whetheι· conduct constitutes an 
internationally wrongful act; 1353 in any case, they denied that the Ministry's conduct was in 
fact lawful under Czech law. 1354 

• Fαίlιπe to pι·ονίde α tι·anspaι·ent and pι-edίctable bιιsίness enνίι·onnient 

4.494 Third, the Claimants alleged that the fair and equitable treatment standard was breached by 
reason of the fact that the Respondent had failed to provide a transparent and predictable 
business environment, insofar as it "repeatedly broke its own laws, thus frustrating Claimants' 
trust in Respondent' s legal system, and derogated from established administrative 
practices" .1355 

4.495 The Claimants first asserted that the Respondent had misstated the Claimants' position insofar 
as they characterized the Claimants as essentially complaining that the permitting process had 
taken longer than the Claimants had predicted, had argued that a specific expectation as to the 
duration of proceedings did not form part of a transparent and predictable business 
requirement, and had submitted that the Claimants' estimates had been overly optimistic and 
had disregarded the possibility of appeals. 1356 The Claimants responded that the claim was not 
premised 'Όη a specific expectation as to the duration of proceedings. Rather, Claimants are 
complaining of Respondent's specific behaviour in the present case", 1357 and emphasized that 
under the fair and equitable treatment standard, it was the acts of the host State which were 
scrutinized, and that the Claimants were complaining of specific wrongful acts of the 
Respondent. 1358 

4.496 Ιη support of their claim that the Respondent had systematically violated its own laws, the 
Claimants first contended that the Respondent' s argument that the Claimants had been aware 
of the relevant rules, and that those rules had undergone ηο material changes, although true, 
was irrelevant; they emphasized that they were not complaining of a change in the law, but 
rather of the fact that the Respondent had repeatedly violated the law. They submitted that the 

1351 Reply, para. 459. 
1352 Reply, pm·a. 460. 
1353 Reply, paras. 461-463. 
1354 Reply, para. 464. 
1355 Reply, para. 465. 
1356 Reply, para. 466. 
1357 Reply, para. 467. 
1358 Reply, para. 468. 
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Respondent had thereby deώed the Claimants a transparent and predictable business 
enviωnment. 1359 

4.497 The Claiιnants noted tl1at tl1e Parties were in agreement that a violation of domestic law did not 
ipso facto equate to a violation of international law, but submitted that it was "equally 
undisputed" that a violation of international law could arise from an action which was contrary 
to domestic law. Ιη support, they invoked the decision in PSEG Global ν. Turkey, and in 
particular the finding of the tribunal in that case that the host state had breached its own laws 
and its conclusion that there had been a breach of the fair and equitable treatment standard.1360 

They argued that the fair and equitable treatment standard was infringed if violations of 
domestic law were systematic and therefore affected the stability and transparency of the legal 
framework. 1361 

4.498 As to tl1e facts of the case, ilie Claimants first submitted that the Respondent had "violated its 
own laws repeatedly and systematically", and that "in doing so, Respondent undermined the 
business environment fοι· Claimants' investment and subjected Claimants to intransparent and 
unpredictable business conditions". 1362 They pointed in particular to ilie First Ministry 
Decision, which they asserted had purported to quash the Planώng Permit, and the First 
Minster Decision by which the Miώster had allegedly wrongfully decided to remand the case 
baclc to ilie Miώstry. They observed that the remand had enabled Mr to invoke the 
pending Extraordinary Review pωceedings as a "pretext" to stay the proceedings in relation to 
the permit f or the Main Construction. 1363 They further argued that the Respondent had violated 
ilie applicable "binding time-limits" contained in the Code of Admiώstrative Procedure. 1364 

4.499 Second, the Claimants submitted that the Respondent' s authorities "arbitrarily brolce with 
established admiώstrative procedures", in particular insofar as Miώster ·had deviated 
from the opiώon of the Advisory Committee and the draft decision prepared by the legal 
department. They submitted that there was an established admiώstrative practice that the 
Minister would follow the recommendation of the Advisory Committee, emphasizing that in 
20 cases decided since 2008, the Ministeι· had never previously departed from the 
recommendation of the Committee; they further submitted that the MiώsteI normally followed 
ilie recommendation of the legal department of the Miώstry. Although accepting that the 
Minister was not bound by the decision of the Advisory Committee, they submitted that this 
was iπelevant insofar as a stable and predictable business environment encompassed also the 
practices of the authorities. 1365 

1359 Reply, para. 469. 
1360 Reply, para. 470, refeπing to PSEG Global lnc. and Konya llgίn Elektrίk ϋretίm ve Tίcaret Lίmίted Sίrketί ν. 
Republίc ofTurkey (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/5), Award of 19 January 2007, para. 249. 
1361 Reply, para. 470. 
1362 Reply, para. 471. 
1363 Reply, para. 472. 
1364 Reply, para. 473. 
1365 Reply, para. 474-476. 
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• Fι·ustι·atίon of legίtίnzate expectatίons 

4.500 Fourth, the Claimants submitted that the Respondent had violated their legitimate expectations, 
aiguing that the Respondent had Iepeatedly pIOvided assuiances to the Claimants which had 
led to Ieasonable expectations and that those expectations had then been frustiated by the 
Respondent' s actions in the permit proceedings. 1366 

4.501 The Claimants aigued that the Respondent had mischaiacterized their position as being that 
they had had legitimate expectations as to the exact duration of the administiative proceedings; 
this was not their aigument, but IatheI that, given that the purpose of the fair and equitable 
tieatment standard was to scrutinize the behavior of the host state, they only complained of the 
specific WIOngful actions taken by the Respondent during the νaiious proceedings, and 
claiified that they did not complain of the actions of third paities, including appeals by NGOs 
or neighbours, which they accepted weie of ηο relevance in that Iegaid. 1367 

4.502 As to the specific legitimate expectations claimed, the Claimants asserted that "[t]hrough 
explicit and implicit representations and assurances, Respondent cieated and reinforced in the 
Claimants the expectation that the permit pIOceedings would be conducted swiftly and in a 
non-discriminatory fashion". 1368 

4.503 They relied fiist upon the actions of the City 1 Ι .: in changing the zoning plan and 
agreeing to allow the applications foI some of the Building Permits to be made in its name, 
which they submitted constituted "an implied assurance that Respondent would be supportive 
of the pIOject". 1369 

4.504 The Claimants disputed the Respondent' s assertion that legitimate expectations could only be 
deiiνed fIOm specific IatheI than implicit assurances, and noted that none of the decisions 
invoked by the Respondent made any distinction between "implicit", "explicit" or "specific 
assurances", but IatheI ref eπed to the fact that there had to be a "promise of the 
administiation" ΟΙ "conditions that the state offered the investoI". 1370 

4.505 Relying οη Article 4(1) and 7 of the Π,C' s Articles οη State Responsibility and in particulaI the 
proposition that the conduct of any State oigan is to be consideied to be an act of the State, 
iπespective of the organ' s chaiacter as an oigan of the cential government ΟΙ of a teπitoiial 
unit, and even if it exceeds its authority, they further aigued that whether the permit 
proceedings fell within the competence of the City ~, and whetheI it was competent to 
pIOvide such assuiances was iπelevant. 1371 

1366 Reply, para. 477. 
1367 Reply, para. 478-479. 
1368 Reply, para. 480. 
1369 Reply, para. 481 
1370 Reply, para. 482, quoting PSEG Global Inc. αιιd Konya Ilgin Elelaι-i/, ϋι·etiηι ve Ticaι-et Linzited Siι·keti ν. Republic 
ofTuι-key (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/5), Award of 19 January 2007, para. 241 and Duke Eneι-gJ> Electι·oquil Paι·tneι-s 
αιιd Electι·oqιιil S.A. ν. Republic qf Εcιιαdοι· (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, para. 340, 
respectively. 
1371 Reply, para. 483. 
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4.506 Second, they submitted that a specific assurance as regards the Extraordinary Review 

Proceedings had been provided insofar as Mrs . had represented to the Claimants in an 
email that _the Minister 11ad ηeνeΓ pΓeviously deviated ftom a Γecommendation of the AdvisoΓy 
Committee; they submitted that ΜΓs had theΓeby assured the Claimants that the 
ExtraoΓdinary Review PΓoceedings could be expected to be concluded quickly, as the 
Γecommendation of the AdvisoΓy Committee had been to teΓminate the pΓoceedings. 1372 

4.507 ThiΓd, the Claimants invoked (albeit without any fαιtheΓ explanation ΟΓ elaboΓation), the 
assuΓance allegedly provided by ΜΓ · · of MAL that the Building PeΓmits would be granted 
if the applications fοΓ Building PeΓmits were split. 1373 

4.508 Finally, the Claimants invoked the gumantee allegedly provided by Mr: Mayor of the 
City , that "theΓe would be ηο discΓimination between the competing pωjects of 
Claimants and Multi". 1374 

4.509 The Claimants mgued that the expectations following ftom the assuΓances they claimed had 
been made by the Respondent weΓe reasonable, and Γefeπing to the decision in Duf,e Energy 
Electroquίl ν. Ecuador, aι·gued that, "[t]aldng into account all the circumstances, including the 

facts suιτounding the investment and the political, socioeconomic, cultuΓal and histoΓical 

conditions pΓeνailing in the host State, Claimants could reasonable rely οη Respondent acting 
in accoΓdance with its assuΓance" .1375 Ιη particulaι· they Γefeπed to their prioΓ expeΓience with 

the Galerie V aiίkova pωject in Brno, in which they submitted that the peΓmitting pΓoceedings 
had been conducted in a "swift and efficient fashion and only took nine months ftom 

application to legal enforceability", and submitted that, οη that basis, they were could have 
reasonably expected that the Respondent would act swiftly, and in accoΓdance with the 
assurances given. 1376 Refeπing back to theiΓ earlieΓ discussion in that regmd, the Claimants 

sought to distinguish the pωceedings in Γelation to the AΓkady Pankrac project in PΓague, 
Γelied upon by the Respondent, again mguing that the length of those pωceedings was due to 
the "unique situation in Prague". 1377 

4.510 Ιη Γelation to the ftustration of theiΓ alleged legitimate expectations, the Claimants asserted, 
Γefeπing back to the factual section, that the Respondent "did not conduct the permit 
proceedings in a swift fashion but implemented numeωus stays and issued wωngful decisions, 

thus prolonging the proceedings intoleΓably. MoreoveΓ Respondent also discΓiminated against 
Claimants by treating Multi much moΓe favouΓably." 1378 

1372 Reply, para. 484. 
1373 Reply, para. 485. 
1374 Reply, para. 486. 
1375 Reply, para. 487. 
1376 Reply, para. 488. 
1377 Reply, para. 489. 
1378 Reply, para. 490. 
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11. Alleged Bieach of the Piohibition of Impaiiment of Investments by Aibitiai-y and 
Disciiminatoiy Measuies CAiticle 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

I1npaίnnent by aYbitra1)1 nieasures 

4.511 The Claimants maintained theiI claim of bieach of Aiticle 2(2) of the ΒΙΤ οη the basis that the 

Respondent had impaiied the use and enjoyment of theiI investment thωugh ai-bitiai-y 

measuies. 1379 They submitted that the Ielevant conduct of the Respondent "meets any test of 

ai-bitiai-iness"1380 asseiting in pai-ticulai- that the Respondent had acted ai-bitiai-ily thωughout 
the whole of the Extiaoidinai-y Review and Main Building pωceedings "even undeI the 

inapplicable high standai-d submitted by the Respondent". 1381 

4.512 As to the appiopiiate thieshold, the Claimants Ieiteiated theiI position that the appωpiiate test 

was that set out in Lauda ν. Czecli Republίc, and aigued that the Respondent's position based 

οη the decision in ELSJ was to be Iejected. Relying οη the definition enunciated by the tiibunal 

in Lauda that conduct is ai-bitiai-y if it is "founded οη piejudice ΟΙ piefeience IatheI than οη 

Ieason ΟΙ fact", 1382 the Claimants submitted that the decisive factoI was the Iationality of the 

conduct, and that the Tiibunal should not analyse whetheI it would have acted in the same 

manneI if it had been in the same position, but IatheI whetheI the conduct was based οη 

"tenable Ieasoning". 1383 

4.513 As to the Respondent' s invocation of ELSI, the Claimants ai-gued that the Respondent' s had 

attempted "incoπectly to inflate the thieshold foI a finding of ai-bitiai-iness as Iequiiing a 

violation of due pωcess ΟΙ the IUle of law", and submitted that it was telling that the 

Respondent had not Iesponded to its ai-guments that the decision in ELSI was based οη the 
1948 US-Italian Tieaty of Fiiendship, Commeice and Navigation, when inteinational 

investment pωtection was much less developed. 1384 They submitted that the "inteφietation of 

a tieaty ftom the Middle Ages of investment pΓOtection cannot be the basis foI undeistanding 
the modem times Czech-GeIΠlan ΒΙΤ, concluded in 1990."1385 Ιη Iesponse to the Respondent's 

ai-gument that Iecent decisions had applied the standai-d enunciated in ELSI, IatheI than that in 

Lauda, the Claimants submitted that the authoiities indicated that the Lauda IUle in fact 

pievailed.1386 They Iefeπed to the decision in LG&E ν. Aι·gentίna, and the emphasis they 

submitted was placed by that tiibunal upon the impoitance of Iationality and "Ieasoned 

judgment". 1387 Similai-ly, they invoked the decision in Sίemens ν. Argentίna; although 

Iecognizing that the Sίeniens tiibunal had Iefeπed to the decision in ELSI as an authoiitative 

1379 Reply, para. 491. 
1380 Reply, para. 491 
1381 Reply, para. 492. 
1382 Reply, para. 493, quoting Ronald S. Laudeι-v. Czecli Republic (UNCITRAL), Final Award of 3 September 2001, 
para. 221. 
1383 Reply, para. 494. 
1384 Reply, para. 495. 
1385 Reply, para. 495. 
1386 Reply, para. 496. 
1387 Reply, paras. 497-498, referring to LG&E Εηαgγ Coιp., LG&E Capίtal Cοψ. and LG&E Inteπiational Inc. ν. 
Aι·gentine Republic (ICSJD Case Νο. ARB/02/1), Decision οη Liability of 3 October 2006, para. 158. 
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interpretation of international law, they submitted that the tribunal had supported its finding 
that Argentina had acted arbitrarily not by reference to ciiteria deriving from ELS/, but solely 
οη the basis of a conclusion that Argentina's conduct had not been "based οη reason". 1388 

4.514 Οη the basis that the applicable test was that submitted by the tribunal in Lauder, the Claimants 
argued that the conduct of the Respondent had not been based οη reason or fact, but οη 
prejudice and prefeience. 1389 They reiterated their argument that the relevant actions "formed 
part of a scheme to obstruct Claimants", and submitted in the alternative that even assuming ηο 
such overall scheme, the only conclusion was that "various of the Respondent' s decisions were 
not based οη reason and thus arbitrary". 1390 Reference was made in particular to: 

a. the First and Second Ministry Decisions, which the Claimants asserted "arbitrarily 
decided to revoke the Planning Permit", thus delaying the proceedings; 

b. the First Minister Decision, by which the Minister "arbitrarily remanded the case 
bacl( to the Ministry"; the Claimants reiterated their observation that in the Second 
Ministry Decision, the Minister had decided differently based οη the same facts; 

c. the fact that MAL "arbitrru:ily stayed the Main Building Permit proceedings two 
times". 1391 

4.515 The Claimants submitted that each of those decisions was not only unlawful under Czech law, 
but "not based οη a Ieasonable judgment", and submitted that the Respondent had "failed to 
provide a satisfactory explanation of the conduct of its administrative bodies". 1392 

4.516 Ιη the furtheI alternative, the Claimants argued that even applying the ELSI standard, the 
Tribunal should hold that the Respondent had acted arbitrarily. Refeπing to the prior 
discussion under the fair and equitable treatment standard, they argued that the Respondent had 
violated the rule of law as it had "breached its own laws in a systemic f ashion in the course of 
the Extraordinary Review and Building Permit Proceedings with the intention to obstruct one 
party in favour of another one". 1393 Again, they submitted that the Respondent had offered ηο 
"sufficient explanation" for those breaches; noting the Respondent's denial that the buiden of 
proof shifted even in case of prima facie arbitrariness, they argued that the Respondent 
"effectively aι·gues that it does not have to offeI explanations foI its unlawful conduct". 1394 

They argued that if "even an unexplained breach of law did not constitute an arbitrary measuie, 
the standard of protection against arbitrary measures would hardly ever be breached and would 
be of ηο relevance whatsoever". 1395 

1388 Reply, para. 499, refeπing to Sίenιens A.G. ν. Aι·gentine Republic (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/8), Award of 6 
February 2007, paras. 318 and 319. 
1389 Reply, para. 500. 
1390 Reply, para. 500. 
1391 Reply, para. 500. 
1392 Reply, para. 501. 
1393 Reply, para. 503 (emphasis in original; footnote references omitted). 
1394 Reply, para. 504. 
1395 Reply, para. 504. 
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4.517 Ιη addition, again refeπing back to the previous discussion in relation to the fair and equitable 
treatment standard, they claimed that the Respondent had violated due process of law insofar 
as the Claimants had not been heard in the Extraordinary Review PlΌceedings, and because its 
authorities had caused multiple delays in the vaiious proceedings. 1396 They noted that the 
Respondent had alluded to the possibility of local remedies being available "in ordeI to evade 
the conclusion of arbitrariness", and cross-Iefeπed to their lateI discussion of that topic 
elsewhere in the Reply. 1397 

4.518 Ιη addition, the Claimants disputed the Respondent' s argument that the relevant acts had not in 
any case impaired their investment; they argued that the ordinary meaning of the term 
"irnpair" did not imply that the relevant object had to be completely destroyed, and submitted 
that it was sufficient if the object had been "damaged or made worse", and more broadly, if 
there had been "a detrimental effect", which they asserted clearly was the case οη the facts. 1398 

4.519 They submitted that the Respondent had engaged in "cheπy-picking" of specific administrative 
decisions which it asserted had not irnpaired the Clairnants' investment, but argued that this 
was to ηο avail as it was the "overall dilatory conduct and its effect οη Clairnants' investment 
that counts". 1399 They argued that the overall dilatory conduct had resulted in the abandonment 
of the project "and thus clearly impaired the investment", and argued that, in any case, even the 
specific decisions refeπed to by the Respondent constituted an irnpairment. 1400 

4.520 Ιη response to the Respondent' s argument that the investment was not irnpaired by the 
Extraordinary Review Proceedings insofar as the Planning Permit remained in force at all 

tirnes, the Claimants emphasized that they had never complained of the loss of the Planning 
Permit, but rather relied upon the "increased unpredictability" resulting from those 
proceedings; they further noted that the Extraordinary Review Proceedings had constituted the 
basis for the Second and Third Stays adopted by MAL, such that those decisions could not 
have been adopted but for the delays in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings. 1401 

4.521 The Clairnants characterized the Respondent' s argument that it had not withheld the Main 

Building Permit as "absurd", noting that the Main Building Permit proceedings had been 
stayed twice "undeI a pretext until Clairnants abandoned the project". 1402 Finally, the 
Clairnants also dismissed the Respondent' s reference to the stay of the appellate proceedings in 
relation to the Main Building Permit, and the Respondent's suggestion that it was lawful given 
the pendency of the Groundworks Removal Proceedings, as being without any relevance 

insofar as it had been adopted well afteI the abandonment. 1403 

1396 Reply, para. 505. 
1397 Reply, para. 506. 
1398 Reply, paΓa. 507-508. 
1399 Reply, para. 509 
1400 Reply, para. 509. 
1401 Reply, para. 510. 
1402 Reply, para. 511. 
1403 Reply, para. 512. 
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lmpairment by discriminatory measures 

4.522 Ιη relation to their claim of breach of Article 2(2) of the ΒΙΤ οη the basis of discrimination 
between the Galerie and Foωm projects, the Clahnants noted that there was agreement 
between the Parties as to the prerequisites for such a claim, and asserted that those conditions 
were met, insofar as: 

a. Galerie and Forum had been treated differently; 

b. the difference in treatment had occuπed in lik.e circumstances; 

c. the difference in treatment had been without justification; and 

d. it had impaiJ:ed the Claimants' investment. 1404 

4.523 As regards the first and fourth requirements, the Claimants cross-refeιτed to their submissions 
οη those points elsewhere in the Reply, as well as to their submissions in the Counter
Memorial. 1405 

4.524 As to the existence of a justification for the alleged difference in treatment, the Clahnants 
argued that the Respondent had unjustifiably argued that the burden was upon the Claimants to 
identify any justification for the different treatment, and asserted that, in that regard the burden 
undoubtedly fell οη the Respondent to bring forward and prove any possible justification. 
Refeπing to their submissions earlier in the Reply, they submitted that the Respondent had 
failed to do so as there had been ηο justification for the difference in treatment. 1406 Ιη relation 
to the comparability of the circumstances of the two projects, the Claimants likewise refeπed 
baclc to the earlier treatment of that topic in the Reply, 1407 and noted that the only legal 
argument raised by the Respondent in that connection was that the Claimants' treatrnent of the 
comparison of the factors of comparability had been insufficient. Their response was that there 
was nothing further to compare, and noted that the Respondent had refrained from specifying 
what additional factors might be relevant. 1408 

4.525 Further, the Claimants argued that the Respondent' s reliance οη the decision in Bayindir ν. 
Pakistan was misplaced. They distinguished that decision οη its facts οη the basis that in 
circumstances in which the allegation of discrhnination in that case had been that a State entity 
had wrongfully terminated a contract for works, and then entered into a contract for the same 
works with a local company, allegedly οη more favourable conditions, the comparison was 
necessaΓily between the terms of the two contracts; they argued that, by contrast, in the present 
case there were ηο contracts to compare. 1409 

1404 Reply, paras. 513-514. 
1405 Reply, para. 514. 
1406 Reply, para. 516, cross-referring to Reply, paras. 156 et seq (above, paras. 4.415 to 4.416). 
1407 Reply, para. 517, cross-referring to Reply, paras. 117 et seq (above, paras. 4.400 to 4.416). 
1408 Reply, para. 517. 
1409 Reply, para. 518. 
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iii. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition ofExpropriation (Article 4(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.526 The Claimants' repeated their claim of indirect expIΌpriation in breach of Article 4(2) of the 
ΒΙΤ, οη the basis that the Respondent had "deprived Claimants' shmes in ECE Praha and 
Tschechien 7 of their use and benefit for Clai1nants without acting within the framework of 
their police powers". 1410 

4.527 The Claimants first denied that it was of any relevance that they had not lost any previously 
granted rights, οη the basis that "ηο formal act of taking of the investment is necessmy"; they 
emphasized tl1at Aiticle 4(2) of the ΒΙΤ contains a pIΌhibition of measures "the effect of which 
would be tantaniount to expropriation", and submitted that consequently, there could be a 
taking under that provision even where the investor retained nominal ownership of the 
investment. 1411 They mgued that it was sufficient that measures were taken "the effect of w hich 
is to deprive the investor of the use and benefit of his investment". 1412 

4.528 They submitted that "[t]hIΌugh the vmious wrongful decisions and delays in the extraordinmy 
review and Main Building Permit proceedings, Respondent deprived Claimants' shmes in 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha of any use and benefit", and submitted that, from an ecomomic 
point of view, the actions of the Respondent "had the same effect as an overt taking". 1413 

4.529 Ιη suppo1i of that claim, the Claimants first mgued that expropriation may result from a series 
of State actions, each of which alone would not be sufficient to constitute an expropriation, and 
noted that the Respondent had not denied that a "creeping expropriation" οη that basis was 
possible. They asserted that "the whole ofRespondent's conduct amounts to expropriation". 1414 

4.530 By way of elaboration of the assertion that they had lost the use and benefit of their shmes in 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha, the Claimants explained that they could "ηο longer use these 
companies for imple1nenting a shopping centre project in :, as originally intended". 1415 

4.531 They recalled that Tschechien 7 was a special purpose vehicle created for the development of 
the Galerie project, observed that the Claimants had "spent a considerable amount of money 
and put it into the development of GALERIE through Tschechien 7, in the hope of one 
day being able to collect the benefits", and asserted that, following the abandonment, 
Tschechien 7 had "lost all use for Claimants and Claimants lost the money they had put into 
Tschechien 7". 1416 As for ECE Praha, the Claimants recalled that it had provided services to 
Tschechien 7 in relation to the development of the Galerie project, and that it had been 
intended that it would provide management services to the future purchaser of the project; they 

1410 Reply, para. 519. 
1411 Reply, para. 520. 
1412 Repiy, para. 521, citing Mίddle East Cenιent Slιίppίng ancl Handlίng Co. S.A. ν. ΑΙ"αb Repιιblίc of Egypt (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/99/6), Award of 12 April 2002, para. 108. 
1413 Reply, para. 522. 
1414 Reply, para. 523. 
1415 Reply, para. 524. 
1416 Reply, para. 525. 
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asserted that, as a consequence of the abandonment, their participation in ECE Praha had 
become "partially useless". 1417 

4.532 Ιη response to the Respondent' s argument that the legal status of the land plots οη which the 
project was to be built had not been affected by the abandonment, the Claimants submitted 
that, in the circumstances, that was irrelevant, and that it was the status of the shares which was 
decisive. They noted that the value of the shares had been "considerably diminished" due to 
the f act that the project was unfinished and abandoned; οη that basis, they rejected the 
suggestion by the Respondent that "nothing" had changed insofar as the situation was still that 
they had not received a legally effective Building Permit. 1418 

4.533 Ιη ι·esponse to the Respondent' s argument that the Claimants could still use their shares in 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha for some other purpose, the Claimants asserted, relying οη the 
decision in Biwater Gauff ν. Tanzania that only "reasonable ways of using the nominally 
remaining rights" weie Ielevant, and that the Respondent had failed to demonstι·ate that there 
existed any such reasonable alternative use for the shares. 1419 They submitted that it was not 
possible for Tschechien 7 to use the plots for a different type of development, noting that 
specialisation in a particulaι- field of development was ι-equired in order to be able to compete, 
and that the ECE Group was not in a position simply to develop an office building oι

residential properties. Οη that basis it was asserted that "[f]οι- ECE, the land plots owned by 
Tschechien 7, and thus Tschechien 7 itself, have become worthless". 1420 

4.534 Ιη relation to ECE Praha, the Claimants submitted that the fact that ECE Praha had provided 
seι-vices to other ECE shopping centres within the Czech Republic was beside the point insofar 
as a "partial deprivation of the use and benefits" could amount to an expropriation. They 
referred to Middle East Cement ν. Egypt as an illustrative example, noting that the tribunal in 
that case had not limited itself to an assessment of whether there had been a loss of the 
investment as a whole, but had "also analysed whether particular assets had been lost". 1421 

4.535 They argued that, οη that basis, the Tribunal should take account of tl1e fact that ECE Pι-aha' s 
business related to the Galerie project f ormed a "structural unit" that had been lost due to the 
Respondent' s actions; that the Respondent had "completely depι-ived Claimants of the use and 
benefit of its shares in ECE Praha as regards the project GALERIE '; and that this 
amounted to "an indirect partial expropriation". 1422 Ιη support of that argument, they observed 
that absurd results would be caused if theι-e was ηο protection against the particulaι

expropriation of separate business units within a single company insofar as investors would be 
better protected if they established numerous companies each of which dealt with specific 
business areas; that if there was ηο protection against partial direct expropriation, it would 
always be open to a host state to argue that some use fοι- the company remained; and that the 

1417 Reply, para. 526. 
1418 Reply, para. 527. 
1419 Reply, para. 528, citing Biwata Gauff (Tanzania) Limited ν. United Republic of Tanzania (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/05/22), Award of 24 July 2008, para. 463. 
1420 Reply, para. 529. 
1421 Reply, para. 530, refeπing to Middle East Cement Shipping and Handling Co. S.A. ν. Arab Republic of Egypt 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/99/6), Award of 12 April 2002, paras. 97 et seq and 131 et seq. 
1422 Reply, para. 531 (emphasis in original). 
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manner in which an investor's business had been organized could not be decisive for an 
expropΓiation claim. 1423 

4.536 The Claimants further asserted that the Respondent's argument that they still had day-to-day 
control over the business of Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha was "absurd", noting that such 
control could only be relevant where there remained some day-to-day business in existence. 1424 

They submitted that due to the abandonment, Tschechien 7 had ηο day-to-day business, but 
existed solely for the purposes of liquidating the project, and that denying the existence of an 
expropriation οη that basis would be "to ignore economic realities". 1425 As for ECE Praha, they 
asserted that it had ηο day-to-day business "with Iegard to GALERIE , and submitted 
that that was sufficient for a partial indirect expωpriation of the shares in ECE Praha. 1426 

4.537 The Claimants did not dispute the Respondent's observation that the purpose of the prohibition 
of expropriation in the ΒΠ was not to remunerate investors foI bad business decisions, but in 
response asserted that the project "would have had success, had it not been for Respondent' s 
interference". 1427 

4.538 As regards the Respondent' s reliance οη the police powers exception, the Claimants denied 
that the "delaying actions" of the Respondent had constituted a valid exercise of the 
Respondent' s regulatory powers, with the result that they did not fall within the exception.1428 

They noted that the police powers exception presupposed the pursuit of some "purpose of 
social and general welfare"; noted that the Respondent had only alluded to the alleged 
illegality of the Planning Permit and of the excavations, apparently οη the basis that its actions 
were in pursuit of the enforcement of domestic law; and submitted that that argument was 
without merit. 1429 

4.539 First, they denied that the Respondent had in fact pursued the enforcement of domestic law, 
arguing that various of the decisions in the Extraordinary Review and Main Building Permit 
proceedings had been unlawful and that the Respondent' s actions had been part of a scheme of 
obstruction; οη that basis, they submitted that the actions had not been in pursuit of any welfare 
purpose, but rather had been aimed "to hindeI a piivate business". 1430 

4.540 Second, the Claimants in any case denied that the enforcement of domestic law could 
constitute a valid welfare purpose, invoking the decision in Tecnιed as an example of a case in 
which an act an authority was bound to execute undeI domestic law had nevertheless been 
found to constitute a breach of international law resulting in an obligation to pay 

1423 Reply, para. 532. 
1424 Reply, para. 533. 
1425 Reply, para. 534. 
1426 Reply, para. 535. 
1427 Reply, para. 536. 
1428 Reply, para. 537. 
1429 Reply, para. 538. 
1430 Reply, para. 539. 
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compensation. They observed that if that were not the case, a State could simply enact a law in 
order to justify its actions. 1431 

4.541 Third, they argued that even if enfoΓcement of domestic law could be held to constitute a valid 
welfare purpose, the justification based οη the excessive excavations put forward by the 
Respondent was insufficient insofar as the First to ThiJ:d Stays in the Main Building Permit 
proceedings had made ηο reference to the excessive excavations. They reiterated their earlier 
observation that the stay of the appellate proceedings was irrelevant, as it had been adopted 
after the abandonment of the project. 1432 

4.542 Fourth, the Claimants postulated that, in any case, any application of the police powers 
exception was only valid to the extent it was non-discriminatory, and that that was not so οη 
the facts of the present case; they submitted that "Respondent's overall conduct [ ... ] favoured 
Multi to the detriment of Claimants", pointing in particulaι· to the dispaι·ate number of Building 
Permits ι·equired, and the delays in the Claimants' proceedings compaι·ed to tl1ose for Multi. 1433 

As regards w hat they characterized as the Respondent' s attempt "to justify its disciiminatory 
action by arguing that the exempted measure may be individual, i.e. imposed specifically with 
respect to the investor, if it is talcen in application of a general applicable statute", the 
Claimants accepted that the proposition was tΓUe as a general matteI, but denied tl1at it assisted 
the Respondent in the present case, suggesting that "the measuies in question were not taken in 
application of the law but in mίsapplication thereof. At all times MAL acted illegally in 
treating Claimants and Multi differently". 1434 

iv. Exhaustion of Local Remedies 

4.543 As regards the Respondent' s reliance οη the denial of justice standard and their arguments 
based οη what they labelled "a purported requirement to pursue local remedies", 1435 the 
Claimants first noted that the Respondent sought to depήve them of protection under the ΒΙΤ 
by relying principally οη the fact that the Claimants had missed the deadline f or filing an 
appeal against the Third Stay, and that despite the fact that that event had not been relevant for 
the abandonment of the project. They argued that the Respondent's arguments based οη the 
local remedies rule under customary international law should be rejected οη the basis that: 

a. the denial of justice standard did not apply exclusively; 

b. they had been required only to puisue "reasonable efforts foI domestic redress", had 
not been required to comply with the customary local remedies rule, and in any case, 
that what had been required of them was limited due to the fact that the actions of the 
Resopndent constituted a pattern of State conduct aimed at obstructing them; and 

1431 Reply, para. 540. 
1432 Reply, para. 541. 
1433 Reply, para. 543. 
1434 Reply, para. 544 (emphasis in original). 
1435 Reply, para. 545. 
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c. they had in any case pursued all efforts required by law. 1436 

4.544 As regards the asserted non-exclusivity of the denial of justice standard, . the Claimants first 
noted that, although the Respondent had originally argued that the denial of justice standard 
was the exclusive standard for the determination of liability under the ΒΙΤ in relation to any 
administrative proceedings, and had thereby attempted to introduce a substantive requirement 
of exhaustion of local remedies in relation to all claims, in its Counter-Memorial, the 
Respondent had limited itself to arguing that the standard applied to "multi-level decision
making proceedings". The Claimants submitted that the distinction between "multi-level" and 
other decision-maldng proceedings was an invention of t11e Respondent, and that local 
remedies did not have to be exhausted even in "multi-level decision-making proceedings". 1437 

4.545 Second, the Claimants argued that the denial of justice standard did not exclude the application 
of other ΒΙΤ guarantees; in addition to refeπing to the views of academic commentators, they 
relied principally upon the decision of the tribunal in Saipeni ν Bangladesh for the 
proposositions that, although expropriation by judicial act presupposed some illegal 
intervention by the court, it did not necessarily presuppose a denial of justice, and that the 
exhaustion of local remedies was not a substantive requirement for a finding of expropriation 
by a court. 1438 

4.546 Third, the Claimants asserted that the ΒΙΤ constituted lex specialis in relation to the customary 
law standard for denial of justice, and submitted that the Respondent was trying to invert the 
normal relationship by attempting "to make the customary law standard of denial of justice 
prevail over specific treaty standards". 1439 Relying οη the historical development of the denial 
of justice standard as part of customary international law relating to diplomatic protection, in 
which regard it was asserted that diplomatic protection embodied only an "absolute minimum 
standard that does not ensure an effective protection of investors", the Claimant submitted that 
States concluded BITs precisely to remedy that inadequacy, and that as a result, the customary 
standard can "therefore not exclude the explicit standards of the ΒΙΤ". 1440 They invoked the 
writings of Paulsson in support. 1441 

4.547 They emphasized that that conclusion was not subject to any modification to the extent that it 
was recognized that certain elements of the denial of justice standard were implicitly 
incorporated into the fair and equitable treatment standard. They argued that "[d]enial of 
justice does not form part of the ΒΙΤ guarantees so that the level of protection is lowered to the 
level of protection under customary international law. Rather, denial of justice only forms part 
of the ΒΙΤ guarantees so that it is ensured that the level of protection under the ΒΙΤ never 
undercuts the level of protection under customary law ."1442 

1436 Reρly, ρara. 546. 
1437 Reρly, ρara. 547 
1438 Reρly, ρara. 549, citing SaiJJenι S.p.A. ν. People's Republic o.f Bangladeslι (ICSill Case Νο. ARB/0517), Award of 
30 June 2009, ρara. 181. 
1439 Reρly, ρara. 551. 
1440 Reρly, ρara. 552. 
1441 Reρly, ρara. 553, quoting J. Paulsson, Denial o.f Justice in Inteπιational Lav.ι (ςUΡ, 2005), ρ. 111 
1442 Reρly, ρara. 554. 
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4.548 Fourth, they submitted that the exclusivity of denial of justice had only ever been applied to 

acts of the judiciaιΎ, and was not applicable to administrative proceedings, and submitted that 
it was irrelevant in that regard whether the proceedings weι·e "single-level" or "multi
level".1443 

4.549 As regards the Respondent's reliance οη Amco and Jan del Nul, the Clairnants noted that the 
decision in Amco was not concerned with the exclusivity of denial of justice compared with 
other ΒΙΤ standards, in particular because it was decided under customary international law .1444 

As fol" Jan de Nul, the Clairnants noted first, that the case had not concerned "multi-level" 
administrative proceedings, but rather court proceedings and "single-level" administrative 
proceedings; and second, that the tribunal had applied the denial of justice standard to the court 
pιΌceedings, whilst applying the fair and equitable treatment standard to the administrative 
pι·oceedings. 1445 

4.550 The Claiιnants ful"thel" submitted, refeπing to the decision in RoslnvestCo ν. Russίan 

Federatίon, that the denial of justice standard did not apply exclusively to administrative 
proceedings insofar as it had developed to deal with the specific issue of wrongful acts 

committed by the judiciaιΎ. 1446 

4.551 Finally, the Claimants argued that the denial of justice standard was not the exclusive 

applicable standard where there were multiple, interlocking acts of the State which 
cumulatively harmed the investor, and that such claims should be analysed under the 
individual explicit standards under the ΒΙΤ, which were more appropriate insofar as they 

allowed the assessrήent of the cumulative effects of the various actions as a whole. 1447 The 
Claimants again invoked the decision in RoslnvestCo, noting that the tribunal in that case had 
considered the actions of the host state' s courts under the denial of justice standard, but had not 

held that it could not exclude those decisions from its analysis of the claims under other treaty 
standards. 1448 The Claimants noted that their investment activities had not been impeded by a 
single decision, but rather by the "cumulative effect of multiple state actions οη different 

administrative levels", pointing in particular to the Extraoidinary Review and Main Building 
Permit proceedings. 1449 

4.552 As regards the argument that they had had only to pursue "Ieasonable efforts" foI domestic 
redress in ordeI to rely οη the investment protection guarantees under the ΒΙΤ, the Claimants 
asserted fiι·st that there was ηο requirement that they should have complied with the IUle 

requiring exhaustion of local remedies under customary international law, as ηο such 

1443 Reply, para. 555. 
1444 Reply, para. 556. 
1445 Reply, para. 557. 
1446 Reply, paras. 558-559, citing RoslnvestCo UK Ltd. ν. Russίan Federatίon (SCC Case Νο. V079/2005), Final Award 
of 12 September 2010, para. 274. 
1447 Reply, para. 560. 
1448 Reply, para. 561, citing RoslnvestCo UK Ltd. ν. Russίan Fedaatίon (SCC Case Νο. V079/2005), Final Award of 12 
September 2010, para. 280. 
1449 Reply, para. 562. 
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requi.rement was contained in the ΒΠ; they relied οη certain observations of the tribunal in 

Clieν1·on and Texaco ν. Ecuador. 1450 

4.553 Second, they submitted that even under the denial of justice standard, if it were held to be 
applicable and exclusive, there was ηο obligation to exhaust local remedies, but only to pursue 

reasonable efforts to do so, and that the same standard applied under the treaty guarantees. 1451 

The Claimants emphasized that the ΒΠ contained ηο substantive requi.rement to exhaust local 
remedies, and that the Respondent' s argument that the Claimants should have appealed every 

decision was thus without foundation. 1452 They noted that any strict requi.rement of exhaustion 
would contradict the purpose of investment protection, and submitted that the jurisprudence 
showed that an investor only had to undertalce reasonable efforts to obtain redress locally 
before commencing arbitration. 1453 

4.554 Although accepting that "not any wrongful decision οη the lowest administrative level can 

amount to a breach of international law", the Claimants denied that this meant that the 
exhaustion of local remedies rule established under customary international law applied with 
"full rigour". 1454 They submitted that any such conclusion, and the imposition of a substantive 

requi.rement of exhaustion of local remedies, would be inconsistent with the purpose of 
investment arbitration. 1455 They invoked various decisions as showing that only "reasonable 
efforts" to obtain redress had to be pursued, including the decisions in Generatίon Ulo·aίne ν. 

Ukraίne and Leniί1·e ν. Uk1·aίne. 1456 

4.555 Third, the Claimants argued that they were in any case under ηο obligation to seelc anything 

other than limited domestic redress by reason of what they submitted was a "pattern of state 
conduct, aimed at delaying Claimants' investment activities". 1457 As support for that argument, 
they refeπed to the comments of the ad hoc Committee in Helnan Hotels. 1458 

4.556 The Claimants submitted that the Respondent had utilized the Claimants' attempts to obtain 
redress to prolong the proceedings, and had thus compounded the breach; they made reference 
inter alia to the delay which had occuπed following the appeal of the Fi.rst Ministry Decision, 

including in particular the delay between the recommendation of the Advisory Committee and 
the adoption of the Fi.rst MinisteΓ Decision; the remand to the Ministry; and the Claimants' 
appeal of the Thi.rd Stay, including MAL' s delay in forwarding the case file to RAL. 1459 

1450 Reply, paras. 563; 565-567, refeπing to Cl~eνι·οιι Cοιpοι·αtίοη and Texaco Ρetι·οleιιηι Cοιpοωtίοη ν. Republic of 
Εcιιαdοι· (UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 2010, para. 321. 
1451 Reply, para. 564. 
1452 Reply, para. 568. 
1453 Reply, para. 569. 
1454 Reply, para. 570. 
1455 Reply, para. 571-572. 
1456 Reply, paras. 573-574, quoting Geneι·ation Ula·aine Inc. ν. UlcΓaίne (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/0019), Award of 16 
September 2003, para. 20.30; Joseplι C. Leιniι·e ν. Ula·aine (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/06/18), Decision οη Jurisdiction and 
Liability of 14 January 2010, para. 282. 
1457 Reply, para. 575. 
1458 Reply, paras. 576-577, quoting Helnan Intanatίonal Hotels AIS ν. Αι·αb Repιιblic of Eg;ψt (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/05119), Decision ofthe ad 11oc Committee of 14 June 2010, para. 50 
1459 Reply paras. 578-580. 
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4.557 Further, they reiterated their position that the various decisions had been the result of a pattern 
of State conduct, constituting a "scheme to obstruct Claimants". 1460 They noted that the 
authorities had adopted a number of obviously incoπect decisions, and subιnitted that the 
number of gross eπors was such that it could not be ι-egaι·ded as meie coincidence. They 
further invoked what they asseited was the allegedly more favourable treatment given to Multi. 
As a consequence, they submitted, they had had ηο prospect of obtaining a domestic solution 
through further appeals, and could not be required to have pursued any further domestic 
effoits. 1461 

4.558 The Claimants further claimed that they had in any case pursued every form of redress 
required, albeit without success, cross-refeπing in that regard to the development of the point 
earlier in the Reply; 1462 by way of summary, they emphasized that they had only had to seek 
redress in the Main Building and Planning Permit proceedings, and only as regaι·ds actions 
prior to the abandonment. 1463 They submitted that, οη that basis, tl1ey had done everything 
required by law, noting that they had appealed eνeΙΎ decision possible in the Extraordinary 
Review Proceedings save the Second Minister Decision, and had taken action wl1ere necessary 
against the various stays in the Building Permit proceedings.1464 

4.559 The Claimants denied that they should have had recourse to the Czech administrative courts, 
suggesting that because they had been continuously Iebuffed, they could not have been 
expected to seelc relief before the courts, and that, in any case, it was evident that any such 
recourse would have been ineffective as it would have only come far too late. 1465 

4.560 Finally, although stressing that it was not necessary for their claims, the Claimants asserted 
that, as a result of the conduct of the Respondent they had been denied justice, "because of 
procedural iπegularities, and because of manifestly unlawful decisions". They claimed that 
they had pursued all necessary local remedies. 1466 They reiterated their position that 
exhaustion was not strictly required and that "reasonable efforts for domestic redress" was 
sufficient, and again refeπed to Chevι-on ν. Ecuador. 1467 

4.561 As to the effectiveness of the remedies available, the Claimants repeated their argument, based 
οη the decision of the International Court of Justice in Diallo, that the burden to establish that 
effective remedies existed was upon the Respondent. 1468 The Claimants submitted that none of 
the various Iemedies theoretically available under Czech law were effective. They noted in 
particular that, as recognized by the Respondent, the motion against failure to act was not 
available against stays; that it was likewise not available in relation to the Minister, as he had 
ηο superior authority; and that in any case, it would have been likely to have prolonged the 

1460 Reply, para. 581. 
1461 Reply, paras. 581-582. 
1462 Reply, para. 583. 
1463 Reply, paras. 584-585 
1464 Reply, para. 586. 
1465 Reply, para. 587. 
1466 Reply, para. 588. 
1467 Reply, para. 589-591. 
1468 Reply, para. 592, refeπing to Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea ν. Deιnocratic Republic of the Congo ), 
Preliminaιy Objections, ICJ Reports 2007, p. 582, at p. 600 (para. 44). 
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proceedings. 1469 They argued that recourse to the administrative courts would likewise not 

have been effective insofar as administrative means of recourse first had to be exhausted, and 
in any case it would not have resulted in a decision prior to the abandonment. 1470 

4.562 Specifically as regards the Third Stay, the Claimants submitted that ηο effective remedies had 

been available, and rejected the Respondent' s argument that they were precluded from relying 
οη that decision because of their untimely appeal; they argued that even an appeal filed in time 

would not have made any difference, refeπing again to the fact that MAL had in any case 

ignored the opinion of the Ministry that the stay was improper. 1471 

4.563 As to the substance of the alleged denial of justice, they argued that consideration could not be 

limited to manifestly unlawful decisions (although they argued that decisions of that nature had 
been adopted), and submitted that a denial of justice had also occuπed as a result of the 

unwaπanted delay in the Main Building Permit proceedings as the result of the unlawful stay 

decisions, and the "grossly deficient" ma11ner in which the Respondent had administered 

justice as a result of failing to hem· the Claimants in the Extra01·dinary Review Pωceedings. 1472 

4.564 As to the duratio11 of the proceedings, the Claimants rejected the Respondent' s invocation of 

the decision in Jan de Nul to the effect that even a 1 Ο year delay in complex proceedi11gs might 

not co11stitute a denial of justice as inapposite, 110ting that they did not rely οη the overall 

duratio11 of the proceedi11gs but 011 specific delays; they further argued that the proceedings 

were 110t of a complexity such as to justify the delays which had occuπed, and submitted that 
the delays were rather due to the alleged scheme of coπuptio11. 1473 

4.565 By way of expansion of their claim of ma11ifest unlawfulness, the Claimants focused οη the 

Third Stay and the First Mi11isteI Decision, and disputed the Respondent' s attempt to suggest 

that those decisions weie justified by Ieasonable motives. On the one hand, they asserted that 

the intention of both ΜΙ and the MinisteI had been to obstruct the Claimants, 1474 and οη 
the otheI noted that the subjective intention of the decision-maker was not relevant for a denial 

of justice, emphasizing that no finding of bad faith was necessary. 1475 

4.566 They argued that 011 an objective approach, ηο justification foI the Third Stay was possible, 
and that i11 light of the Ielevant Czech law, it had been "manifestly unjust"; they asserted that 

the same was true of the Second Stay insofar as it had relied οη the pendency of the 

Extraordinary Review Pωceedings. 1476 As for the First Mi11ister Decision, the Claimants took 

issue with the Respondent' s attempt to poitray the difference between remand and immediate 

termination as a subtle poi11t of administrative piocedure, and argued that the manifest 

1469 Reply, para. 594. 
1470 Reply, para. 595. 
1471 Reply, para. 596. 
1472 Reply, paras. 597-599. 
1473 Reply, paras. 600-602. 
1474 Reply, para. 604. 
1475 Reply, para. 605, citing Clieνι·on Coιpol'atίon and Texaco Petι·oleuιn Coιpoι·ation ν. Republίc of Ecuadol' 
(UNCITRAL/PCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 Marcl1 2010, para. 244. 
1476 Reply, para. 606. 
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unlawfulness of the First Minister Decision resulted clearly from the fact that the Minister had 
Ieached a diffeient conclusion οη precisely the same facts in the Second Minister Decision. 1477 

ν. Causation 

4.567 Οη causation, the Claimants cι·oss-Iefeπed to their submissions οη the facts, repeating their 
assertion that the pιΌject would have prevailed but foI the alleged inteifeience by the 
Respondent, and that it had been the Respondent's "obsttuction" that had forced the 
postponement of the opening date to the Autumn of 201 Ο and made it impossible for the 
Claimants to guarantee even that date, as a result of which it was alleged that lcey tenants had 
been lost, and the Claimants had had "ηο other option but to abandon their project". 1478 

4.568 Ιη addition, the Claimants disputed the Respondent's suggestion, which they submitted 
entailed the idea of a "hypothetical timeline", accoI"ding to which even if the Second and Third 
Stays had not been adopted, the Main Building Peι·mit pIOceedings would in any case have 
been stayed due to the GIΌundwoiks Removal PlΌceedings. The Claimants aigued tl1at the 
Respondent had provided ηο authoiity that consideration of such "hypothetical chains of 
causation" had to be considered, noting in particular that the decision in Factoιy at Chorz6w 
pIΌνided ηο suppol"t in that regard. 1479 They continued by arguing that if such hypothetical 
situations had to be considered, investois would be disadvantaged as respondent States could 
involce I"easons foI decisions that had not been relied upon initially; they noted that the 
excessive excavations had not been Ielied upon by the Respondent as a Ieason for the Third 
Stay.14so 

4.569 Οη that basis, they submitted that the question for the Tiibunal was whetheI the Claimants 
would have had to abandon their pIOject without the decisions in the Exttaordinary Review 
PlΌceedings, the illegal stays and the illegal splitting of the Building Permits, and that the 
answer to that question was that the project would have continued uninteπupted. They further 
assertedthat, in the absence of those decisions, "[t]hel"e would not have been any excavations 
beyond the limit in the Planning Peimit in the first place because the Building Permit would 
have been issued even before the limit in the Planning Peimit 11ad been reached", with the 
I"esult that theie would have been ηο GIΌundwoilcs Removal PlΌceedings which could have 
had an effect οη the Main Building Permit proceedings. 1481 

6. The Respondent's Rejoinder 

a. Overview and Preliminary Points 

4.570 By way of inttoduction in their Rejoinder, the Respondent submitted that "[t]acitly 
acknowledging their failure to state a viable claim in either their Statement of Claim or their 

1477 Reply, para. 607. 
1478 Reply, para. 608. 
1479 Reply, para. 609. 
1480 Reply, para. 610. 
1481 Reply, para. 611. 
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Memorial" the Claimants had "completely revamped their case yet again" in the Reply. 1482 

They noted that whilst, in the Statement of Claim, the claims had been put forward οη the basis 
of the issuing of incoπect decisions and the causing of delays by the Czech authorities, the 
f ocus in the Memoiial had shifted to allegations of discrimination in respect of the manner in 
which the Claimants' investment had been treated by comparison to that of Multi, and that in 
the Rejoinder the focus had shifted again to allegations of bribery by Multi of Czech officials 
in order to procure incoπect decisions and cause delays. 1483 

4.571 The Respondent highlighted the Claimants' acknowledgment that it had ηο direct evidence to 
support the allegations of bribery, 1484 and set out in a table the principal allegations made by 
the Claimants and what it refeπed to as the "stunning lack of support" for the allegations of 
coπuption, as well as its own evidence in response. 1485 It submitted that in respect of all but 
one of the allegations, ηο evidence was put forward by the Claimants, and that as regards the 
remaining allegation (that employees of MAL were instructed to obstruct the permit 
proceedings in respect of Galerie), the only evidence was the witness statement of 
Ms 1486 

4.572 The Respondent rejected the claims of coπuption as unfounded. 1487 It submitted that they were 
"a creative afterthought to a failed case", noting that the Statement of Claim had made ηο 
mention at all of coπuption; it argued that the claims constituted a "flagrant violation" of the 
Tribunal's Procedural Order Νο. 1, Article 20 of the UNCΠRAL Rules, and "basic notions of 
due process", in particular insofar as the Claimants had failed to provide any explanation for 
the delay in raising the new claim. 1488 

4.573 They further took particular objection to the fact that in support of their claim, the Claimants 
had resorted to relying upon an unsigned witness statement attributed to Mr of the 
Ministry of Regional Development, and drew attention to the fact that the reason why that 
statement was unsigned was because Mr _ had been asked to sign it and had refused to 
do so. 1489 Relying οη the observations of the Tribunal in Azinian ν. Mexico, the Respondent 
strongly objected to this procedural impropriety, in particular insofar as it was alleged that Mr 

1ειηd another employee of the Ministry had not been informed that they were being 
approached as potential witnesses, and that they had a right to legal representation. 1490 It 
further submitted that the Claimants had attempted to obtain information from the Ministry 
under false pretences, including in particulaT by recruiting a law student to request information 

1482 Rejoinder, para. 1. 
1483 Rejoinder, paras. 2-4. 
1484 Rejoinder, para. 4, quoting Reply, para. 40. 
1485 Rejoinder, para. 4. 
1486 Rejoinder, para. 4. 
1487 Rejoinder, para. 5. 
1488 Rejoinder.ρaras. 6 and 7. 
1489 Rejoinder, para. 8 and 9. 
1490 Rejoinder, par~s. 10 and 11, citing Robeι-t Azinian, Kennetlι Dανitίαιι & Elleιι Baca ν. Uιιited Μeχίcαιι States 
(ICSill Case Νο. ARB(AF)/97/2), Award of 1 November 1999, para. 56. 
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as to the frequency with which the Minister did not follow recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee under the guise that it was required for "school research". 1491 

4.574 As an overview of its response to the Claimants' case as set out in the Reply, the Respondent 
submitted that the essential flaw in the Claimants' case was that they had believed that it was 
not necessary for them to calculate risk, that they could start development of their own project 
more than a year after Multi had started work, in a worse location, and "at the tipping point of 
a saturated market", and that the cause of the abandonment was that situation, coupled with the 
1 Ο month delay caused by the Claimants themselves in the permitting process, and the onset of 
the global economic crisis in late 2008. 1492 

4.575 It further submitted that, in response to the reply to their claims contained in the Respondent's 
Answer and Counter-Memorial, the Claimants' Reply had offeI"ed "little moI"e by way of 
rebuttal than a stI"ing of mischaracterizations and a wild-growth of new and unsupported 
assertions". 1493 

4.576 As to the new claim of coπuption, the Respondent argued tl1at it was "taken from thin air"; 
noting that if the Claimants had been serious about the claim, it would have been I"aised 
previously, but that ηο criminal complaint for coπuption had been filed in 2007 ΟΙ" 2008 whilst 
the project was ongoing, nor after the arbitration had been initiated. It repeated that the claim 
of coπuption was entiiely unsupported, and noted that, although the Claimants accused 
virtually all of the public officials involved, with the exception of the officials of RAL, of very 
seήous crimes, the only actual evidence relied upon was "newspaper clippings and general 
studies I"egarding so-called 'corruption scandals"' which were unconnected to the pI"esent 
case. 1494 They noted that the Claimants were in effect asking the Tribunal to infer a specific 
conclusion of corruption by Multi from "exceedingly general" conclusion that coπuption was 
present in the Czech Republic. 1495 

4.577 The Respondent noted that the 
(Mr , Mr · and ΜΙ" 
them. 1496 Further: 

piincipal officials against whom allegations were made 
) categorically denied the accusations made against 

a. as Iegards Mr it drew attention to the fact that he had issued numerous 
procedural and substantive decisions that were entirely favourable to the Claimants, 
including in particular the Planning Permit, the Main Building Permit and the 
building permit for the ωads, as well as other minor piocedural decisions, 1497 as well 
as the fact that he had "resumed all of the incoπectly-stayed building permit 
proceedings promptly" following the decisions οη the appeals by Tschechien 7 .1498 

They further highlighted that a numbeI" of mistakes made by Mr were 

1491 Rejoinder, paras. 12 and 13. 
1492 Rejoinder, para. 16. 
1493 Rejoinder, para. 17. 
1494 Rejoinder paras. 18-20. 
1495 Rejoinder, para. 21. 
1496 Rejoinder, para. 22. 
1497 Rejoinder, para. 23. 
1498 Rejoinder, para. 24. 
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favourable to the Claimants, in particular the authorization of the excavations in the 
Planning Permit, which it was submitted, had been contrary to Czech law, and that he 
had issued the Main Building Permit even though it was alleged that he should have 
requiied updating of tl1e documentation to take account of the unauthorized 
exca vations · 1499 

' 

b. as Iegards Mr : they recalled that the City of . aad changed its zoning 
plan in a manneI which assisted the Claimants, that the City had applied 
for certain of the main building peimits in its own name, and that οη 30 April 2008 it 
had enteied into the cooidination agreement with the Claimants to Ieconstruct the 
ωads owned by it that weie necessary to mal<e the Galeiie shopping centre accessible 
by road; 1500 

c. as Iegards Minister . the Respondent asserted that his decisions had been in 
accordance with Czech law, and had always been in the Claimants' favour. It notes 
that the only act of which ciiticism was made by the Claimants was his choice in the 
Fiist MinisteI Decision to remand, Iather than Ieverse the Fiist Ministry Decision, and 
submitted that that was the coπect decision, pointing to the fact that that was the 
couise of action which Tschechien 7 itself had oiiginally Iequested in its appeal. It 
noted that if the MinisteI had wished to obstruct the Claimants' pωject, he could 
easily have Iuled against Tschechien 7 by confiiming the Fiist ΟΙ Second Ministry 
Decisions, theieby cancelling the Planning Peimit, but that he had not done so. 1501 

4.578 Ιη addition to its Iesponse οη the meiits of the coπuption claims, the Respondent also Iaised a 
pωcedural objection to the allegations of coπuption, arguing that they weie inadmissible 
insofar as Article 12.2 of the Tiibunal's Pωcedural OrdeI Νο. 1 had pωvided that the Reply 
was to be limited to Iesponding to points Iaised in the CounteI-Memoiial. 1502 

4.579 As Iegards the Claimants' other claims, the Respondent submitted that the Claimants' 
allegations centred around tillee key dates, namely: 

a. 1July2007, the date οη which the Claimants made theiI investment in Tschechien 7; 

b. 15 DecembeI 2007, the Claimants' "valuation date" foI the purposes of its assessment 
of the lost pωfits claimed as damages; and 

c. 13 October 2008, the last date οη which the Claimants had alleged any violation of 
the ΒΙΤ.1503 

4.580 As regards the fiist key date of 1 July 2007, the Respondent noted, Iecalling its position οη the 
juiisdiction ι·αtίοηe tenφoι·is of the Tiibunal, that the Claimants had admitted that theie could 
be ηο violation of the ΒΙΤ piioI to the date when theiI investment was made. 1504 

1499 Rejoinder, para 25. 
1500 Rejoinder, para. 26. 
1501 Rejoinder, para. 27. 
1502 Rejoinder, paras. 28-29. 
1503 Rejoindeι-, para. 30. 
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4.581 As regards the second key date of 15 December 2007, the Respondent argued that, as a matter 
of public international law, the valuation date must immediately pι-ecede the bieach to which it 
relates, and that accoidingly the Claimants' selection of 15 December 2007 was an indication 
of when the Claimants believed that the bI"each of tl1e ΒΙΤ occuπed. 1505 Οη that basis, the 

Respondent submitted that the relevant period for analysis. of breach of the ΒΙΤ was between 1 
July 2007 and the end of 2007.1506 Although acknowledging that acts after late 2007 could in 
theory breach the ΒΙΤ, the Respondent argued that the Tribunal could not award any damages 

for lost-profit οη that basis insofar as the Claimants had not presented any evidence of 
valuation of their investment after 2007. 1507 

4.582 Finally, as regards ilie third date of 13 OctobeI 2008, ilie Respondent argued that, although in 
theory the Claimants could recover damages for the ''obsolete expenses" flowing from a breach 
after the end of 2007, the Claimants had expressly stated that they made ηο claim in respect of 

events after the alleged abandonment οη 13 October 2007, and that accordingly, οη the 
Claimants' own case, the Respondent could only be liable in that regard in respect of events 
between 1 July 2007 a11d 13 October 2008. 1508 It added that it could 011ly be liable in Iespect of 
expe11ses incuπed by the Claima11ts' subsidiaries whilst they were in fact ow11ed by the 
Claimants, a11d that those expenses would have to be valued as at the date of the breach. It 
argued that the Claimants' claim foI "obsolete expe11ses was "u11substantiated" insofar as they 

had not shown eitheι· that tl1e amou11ts claimed in that regard had been incuπed whilst the 
relevant subsidiaries were owned by them, 110r that the valuation had been undeitaken as at the 

date of the ι-eleva11t alleged breach. 1509 

4.583 Οη the basis of that a11alysis, the Respo11dent submitted that two periods were relevant for 
assessment of whether there had been a breach of the ΒΙΤ: 

a. first, in Iespect of the Claimants' claims in respect of lost profits, the relevant period 
was between 1July2007 and the end of 2007; 

b. seco11d, in respect of the Claimants' claims in respect of "obsolete expe11ses", the 

relevant period was between 1July2007 and 13 October 2008. 1510 

4.584 However, the Respo11dent emphasized that the Claimants had admitted in the Reply that 11one 
of the events prioι- to 13 October 2008 were in fact decisive for the abandonment of the project, 

and that the decision to abandon the project had been taken 011 the basis that they could "110 
longer be certain iliat MAL would 1101 soon find another pretext to delay the proceedings". 1511 

They further highlighted the fact that the Claimants' ow11 assessme11t as at the time of the 
alleged abandonment was iliat the shopping centre in Spήng/Summer 2010 was at least 50%, 
and repeated their argument that, 011 the basis of the position taken by the Claimants, the cause 

1504 Rejoinder, para. 32. 
1505 Rejoinder, para. 33. 
1506 Rejoinder, para. 34 
1507 Rejoinder, para. 34. 
1508 Rejoinder, para. 35. 
1509 Rejoinder, para. 36. 
1510 Rejonder, para. 37. 
1511 Rejoinder, para. 38, quoting Reply, para. 210. 
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of the abandonment was thus a fear of a future violation of Czech law.1512 They further 
submitted that, in any case, the fear of a future breach had not been the real cause of the 
abandonment, but that rather the project had been abandoned due to a belated appreciation of 
the riskiness of the project, Tschechien 7' s own delays in the permitting process, and the fact 
that, as a result of the financial crisis in the early Autumn of 2008, liquidity problems had 
arisen; the Respondent made reference to the PowerPoint presentation given to the board in 
October 2008 and submitted that that was conclusive proof that the actions of the Respondent 
had not been the real cause of the abandonment. 1513 

b. Factual Allegations 

4.585 

4.586 

4.58ί 

1512 Rejoinder paras. 38-39. 
1513 Rejoinder, paras. 40-41. 
1514 Rejoinder, para. 42. 
1515 Rejoinder, para. 45. 
1516 Rejoinder, para. 45. 
1517 Rejoinder, para. 47 
1518 Rejoinder, paras. 48-50. 
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c. Merits of the Claimants' Claims 

4.629 As to the merits of the Claimants' claims, the Respondent submitted that, despite the changes 
in the Claimants' case, the common thread had been complaints as to delays in the permit 
proceedings; it produced a table summarising the dates of the filing and completion of each 
application, as well of each first instance decision and any decisions οη appeal in relation to the 
various proceedings. It asserted that the Claimants complained of proceedings which had all 
ended in their favour, with the sole exception being the proceedings in relation to Main 
Building Permit, as to which the apρellate proceedings had been stayed οη 12 March 2009, and 
again submitted that the Claimants "had only themselves to blame" insofar as the stay was 
caused by the excessive excavations, and in any case noted that the Claimants asserted no 
breaches after October 2008. 1596 

4.630 Οη the basis that the Claimants had been successful in all of the relevant proceedings, the 
Respondent submitted that theiι· only complaint coul~ be that the successful outcomes had not 
come quicldy enough, and noted that that had never been held to be a sufficient basis foι

concluding that a State had violated international law .1597 

i. Denial of Justice and Exhaustion ofLocal Remedies 

4.631 Το that end, the Respondent reiterated its position that the Claimants' claims had to be 
assessed against the principles of denial of justice. 

4.632 As to the applicability of the denial of justice standard and its content, the Respondent noted 
that the Claimants in the Reply had taken the position that they only complained as to the 
conduct of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings and the Main Building Permit proceedings, 

1592 Rejoinder, para. 147. 
1593 Rejoinder, paras. 148-149. 
1594 Rejoinder, para. 150. 
1595 Rejoinder, para. 151. 
1596 Rejoinder, paras. 152-153. 
1597 Rejoinder, para. 154. 
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and emphasized that their complaint was not as to delays due to inactivity in the periods 
between the various decisions in those proceedings. It submitted that any such claim would 
have been hopeless insofar as the relevant authorities had "always decided the matters befoι·e 
them within a reasonable time" .1598 Rather, tl1e Respondent submitted, the Claimants' 
complaint was that "too many fπst-instance decisions were incoπect, and it caused delay by 
having to remedy them οη appeal", and argued that, whether assessed against the pl'inciples of 
denial of justice or against otl1er standards of protection, tribunals had consistently concluded 
that "incoπect decisions subsequently quashed by a superior authority (or which could have 
been quashed had the investor used available local remedies) do not give rise to an 
international delict". 1599 

4.633 By way of expansion of that argument, the Respondent explained that incoπect first-instance 
decisions were subject to "a substantive requirement of exhaustion of local remedies because 
States must be given an opportunity to quash incoπect fiist instance decisions in the usual 
appellate piocess". 1600 Relying οη the decisions of the tribunal and ad l1oc Committee in 
Helnan Hotels, of tl1e tribunal in EDF ν. Rοιnαnία, and of the tribunal in Amco Αsία ν. 

lndonesίa, it sub1nitted tl1at that conclusion had been Ieached "eitheI by analysing similal' 
claims under the standard of denial of justice ΟΙ by expiessly ΟΙ implicitly imposing the 
Iequirement undeI other standards". 1601 The Respondent submitted that the underlying 
justification foI that appωach was that it would be "unrealistic to inteφiet investment treaties 
as requiring that first instance administrative decisions always be procedurally and 
substantively coπect", and submitted that that was particularly the case where eπors could be 
remedied upon appeal, ΟΙ by anotheI domestic Iemedy. 1602 It furtheI argued that domestic 
bodies weie far better placed to deal with appeals against incoπect fπst instance administrative 
decisions, and involced the obseiνation of the tribunal in Generatίon Ukraίne ν. Ukraίne that it 
was for domestic bodies, and not international tribunals, to "ensuie that municipal agencies 
peήorm their tasks diligently, conscientiously or efficiently". 1603 

4.634 It noted that despite the fact that it had consistently reiteiated those piinciples, the Claimants 
had failed to addiess them. 1604 

4.635 Second, in response to the Claimants' argument that the denial of justice standard was not 
exclusive, the Respondent submitted that that argument missed the point, which was ratheΓ that 

1598 Rejoinder, para. 155. 
1599 Rejoinder, para. 156. 
1600 Rejoinder, para. 157. 
1601 Rejoinder, para. 157, quoting Helnan lntanatίonal Hotels AJS ν. A1·ab Republίc of Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/05/19), Award of 3 July 2008, para. 148; Helnan Intenwtίonal Hotels AIS ν. Arab Republίc of Egypt (ICSID Case 
Νο. ARB/05/19), Decision of the ad hσc Committee of 14 June 2010, paras. 48 and 50; EDF (Servίces) Lίmίted ν. 
Romanίa (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/13), Award of 8 October 2009, para. 313; and Amcσ Αsία Corporatίon and others ν. 
Republίc of Indonesίa (ICSID Case ARB/81/1), Award in Resubmitted Proceeding of 5 June 1990. 
1602 Rejoinder, para. 158. 
1603 Rejoinder, para. 158, quoting Generation Ukraίne Ιιιc. ν. Ula·aine (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/00/9), Award of 16 
September 2003, para. 20.33. 
1604 Rejoinder, para. 159. 
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ηο standard of protection under the ΒΙΤ could be violated by "an incoπect first-instance 
decision that was remedied upon appeal, or not appealed at all". 1605 

4.636 The Respondent subrnitted that the Claimants had failed to provide any "meaningful response 
to that well-established principle"; insofaI as the Claimants had invoked the decision in Saίpeni 
ν. Bangladesh for the proposition that a first-instance decision could constitute an 
expropriation, even if not appealed, the Respondent submitted that they had overstated its 
holding insofar as, although the tribunal in that case had expressed the view that exhaustion 
was not a substantive requirement of a finding of expropriation, it had held that it was not in 
any case required to make a determination οη that issue. 1606 The Respondent in any case 
criticized the "apparent readiness" of the tribunal in Saίpe1n to hold that exhaustion was not a 
substantive requirement for expropriation by a judicial act as "not in line with prevailing 
interpretation", and refeπing to, inter alia, the decisions in Loeνven ν. USA, Panteclinίkί ν. 

Albanίa, and EDF ν. Ronianίa submitted that otheI tribunals were "adamant" that exhaustion 
of local remedies was Iequired. 1607 

4.637 The Respondent also disputed the relevance of the reliance by the Claimants οη the decision in 
RoslnvestCo ν. Russίa, arguing that the tribunal in that case had held that the ciiteiia foI denial 
of justice had been developed in light of the diffeient functions of administrative oigans and 
judicial oigans and "tlie resultίng dif.ferences in their discietion when applying the law and ίn 
tlie appeals aνaίlable agaίnst tlieί1· decίsίons", and that that did not contradict its position. 1608 

4.638 The Respondent emphasized that all of the administrative decisions of which the Claimants 
complained (with the exception of the First Minister Decision) had been first instance 
decisions Iendeied in multi-level administrative proceedings, and thus weie subject to appeal 
and could have been quashed as efficiently as if they had been first instance couit decisions. 
Οη that basis it submitted that there was ηο difference between Czech administrative and 
judicial proceedings in that Iespect, and that accordingly the requirement of exhaustion of local 
remedies applicable to fiist-instance judicial decisions applied equally to first-instance 
administrative decisions. 1609 

4.639 Third, the Respondent asserted that denial of justice constituted the applicable lex specίalίs 

goveining claims based οη the conduct of adrninistrative pωceedings. It disputed the 
Claimants' assertion that, because the denial of justice standard allegedly pωvided f or a low 
level of protection, it could not constitute lex specίalίs as against the supposedly higheI 
standaid of protection contained in the ΒΙΤ; it submitted that the opposite was in fact true 
when claims related to the conduct, IatheI than t~e outcome, of administrative pωceedings. 
FurtheI, it argued that the Claimants' position appeared to be based οη a rnisundeistanding of a 

1605 Rejoinder, para. 160 
1606 Rejoindel', para. 161, quoting Saipenι S.p.A. ν. People's Republic of Bangladeslι (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/0517), 
Awal'd of30 June 2009, paras. 181-182. 
1607 Rejoinder, para. 162, refeιτing to Tlιe Loewen Gι-oup, lnc. and Raynιond L. Loewen ν. United States of Αηιeι-ίcα 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/98/3), Award of 26 June 2003, para. 154; Panteclιniki S.A. Contι·actoι·s & Engineers ν. 
Republίc of Albanίa (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/07/21), Award of 30 July 2009, paras. 96-102; and EDF (Seι-vices) Lίιnίted 
ν. Rοηιαηία (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/13), Award of 8 Octobel' 2009, para. 313. 
1608 Rejoinder, para. 163, quoting RoslnνestCo UK Ltd. ν. Russian Fedeι-atίon (SCC Case Νο. V079/2005), Final Award 
of 12 September 2010, para. 274 (emphasis in oΓiginal). 
1609 Rejoinder, para. 164. 
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footnote contained in an academic treatise οη denial of justice, and submitted that, where 
claims Ielated to matteis which weie coveied by the customaiy law of denial of justice, that 
standaid "should eitheI pieνail as lex specίalίs ΟΙ at least infoim the inteφietation of any other 
Treaty standaid."1610 It submitted that this was the case was confiimed by a number of 
decisions in which the authoI of the tieatise in question had acted as aibitrator, in particulaI the 
decisions in Generatίon Ukraίne ν. Ulcraίne, and Pantechnίkί ν. Albanίa. 1611 

4.640 Fourth, the Respondent disputed the Claimants' aigument that the Iequirement of exhaustion of 
local ι·emedies did not apply where an investment suffered ftom the "cumulative effects" of 
"seveial interlocking acts", suggesting that that aigument was an attempt to avoid the 
consequence of the fact that the Claimants were unable to def end their position that the 
requiiement of exhaustion did not apply to administrative p1Όceedings, and that it was without 
suppoit in the case law. 1612 

4.641 The Respondent noted that the Claimants had relied solely οη the decision in RoslnvestCo ν. 

Russίa, but submitted that the case was inapposite because it was based "οη νeiy different 
facts". 1613 Ιη any case, it aigued that theie had in fact been ηο "cumulative" delay, insofaI as 
the delay of which complaint was made had oiiginated in the Building Peimit p1Όceedings and 
had been fully Iemedied within those p1Όceedings. It Ieiterated its position that, of the thiee 
stays, only the Thiι·d Stay had been incoπect as a matteI of Czech law, and aigued that, insofar 
as the First and Second Stays had been entiι·ely pioper, the delay resulting ftom them could not 
be "added" to that Iesulting ftom the Third Stay. 1614 It further emphasized that although the 
pendency of the Extraordinaiy Review Proceedings had been the motivation undeilying the 
adoption of the Third Stay, they had not in any way added to the delay, and noted that the Main 
Building Permit p1Όceedings had resumed in October 2008 in spite of the continued pendency 
of the Extraoidinaiy Review Proceedings. 1615 

4.642 Ιη conclusion, it submitted that the only delay of which complaint could be made was that 
resulting ftom the Third Stay, and noted that the Third Stay had been Iemedied by MAL sua 

sponte. 1616 

4.643 Finally, the Respondent submitted that the Claimants had misunderstood the standaid foI 
exhaustion of local remedies, and had attempted to change the standaid altogetheI insofaI as 
they had aigued that they only had to pαιsue 'Ίeasonable efforts foI domestic Iediess", and that 
"ηο strict Iequirement for the exhaustion of local Iemedies exists". 1617 The Respondent 
submitted that the Claimants' aigument was based οη a "gross misiepiesentation" of the 
decision in Chevron ν. Ecuadoι·, which Ielated to a specific treaty p1Όνision which imposed a 

1610 Rejoinder, para. 165. 
1611 Rejoinder, para. 166, referring to Generation Ukraine Inc. ν. Ukι·aine (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/00/9), Award of 16 
September 2003, para. 20.33 and Pantechniki S.A. Contι·actors & Engineers ν. Republic of Albania (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/07121), Award of 30 July 2009, paras. 96-102. 
1612 Rejoinder, para. 167. 
1613 R .. d 168 eJOin er, para. . 
1614 Rejoinder, para. 169. 
1615 Rejoinder, para. 169. 
1616 Rejoinder, para. 170. 
1617 Rejoinder, para. 171, quoting Reply, para. 563. 
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less demanding lex specialis standard compared to the customary law prohibition of denial of 
justice, and which had ηο equivalent in the ΒΙΤ. 1618 

4.644 As to the applicability of the denial of justice standard and the require1nent of exhaustion of 
local remedies to the facts of the case, the Respondent asserted that the Claimants had 'Όften 
failed to make even reasonable efforts to use effective domestic remedies". 1619 

4.645 It argued that Czech law had provided effective remedies against delays in administrative 
proceedings. It submitted that insofar as the Claimants had complained of alleged violations of 
the statutory time limits for the issuing of decisions, an appropriate remedy had been provided 
by the possibility of bringing a motion for failure to act, whilst to the extent that they 
complained of allegedly incoπect decisions to stay the Building Permit proceedings, a remedy 
had existed in the form of a regular administrative appeal. 1620 

4.646 It submitted that the Claimants' argument appeared to be that those remedies were not 
effective solely οη the basis that the process of applying for those remedies in itself took time, 
and countered that that argument would "inexorably" lead to the conclusion that ηο remedies 
against incoπect decisions would ever even theoretically be possible insofar as any remedial 
process unavoidably required some time which, οη the Claimants' argument would have 
constituted "unwarranted delay". 1621 

4.647 Ιη relation to the Third Stay, the Respondent submitted that an ordinary appeal, if filed in a 
timely fashion, would have been an effective remedy; it submitted that if the Claimants had in 
fact filed their appeals οη time, then RAL would have quashed the Third Stay and the 
proceedings would have automatically resumed. HoweveI, given that that had not been the 
case, RAL had had ηο option but to reject Tschechien 7' s appeals, and MAL had been under 
ηο obligation to resume the proceedings. 1622 It invoked the outcome of Tschechien 7's timely 
appeal against the stay of the water management proceedings, as a result of which RAL had 
quashed MAL's decision, as demonstrating that a timely appeal would have been effective. 1623 

4.648 The Respondent disputed the Claimants' suggestion that a timely appeal would· have been ηο 
quickeI than the actual course of events, in which MAL had resumed the proceedings sιια 
sponte following RAL's rejection of the appeal as inadmissible οη 8 October 2008; it argued 
that if Tschechien 7 had filed an appeal against the Third Stay immediately afteI being notified 
of it, RAL could have issued a decision quashing the stay as early as 15 September 2008. It 
fuither noted that, in any case, if the Third Stay had been quashed, MAL would have been 
under an obligation to resume the proceedings, which had not been the case following the 
rejection of Tschechien 7' s belated appeal. 1624 

1618 Rejoinder, para. 172. 
1619 Rejoindel", para. 172. 
1620 Rejoinder, para. 174. 
1621 Rejoinder, para. 175. 
1622 Rejoinder, para. 176. 
1623 Rejoinder, para. 177. 
1624 Rejoinder, paras. 178-179. 
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4.649 Finally, the Respondent argued that there had been a further effective remedy available, of 
which the Claimants had not availed themselves, in the form of ι·ecourse to the administrative 
courts. It repeated its argument that the Claimants could not discard that remedy merely οη the 
basis that it would have talcen time. It noted that recourse to the courts required exhaustion 
within the administrative proceedings, and that where there had not been such exhaustion, any 
attempt to seize the courts would have been declared inadmissible, but submitted that it could 
not be blamed fol' the non-exhaustion by the Claimants of administrative remedies. 1625 

4.650 Second, the Respondent in the alternative argued that the Claimants had not in fact exhausted 
all reasonable remedies. Having noted that the Claimants had admitted that the First and 
Second Ministry Decisions had in fact been remedied by the First and Second Minister 
Decisions pursuant to Tschechien 7' s appeals, the Respondent submitted that as a Γesult, those 
decisions could not give Γise to an inteι·national delict. Similarly, it noted that tl1e Claimants 
had aclmowledged that the Second Stay had been l'emedied when MAL Iesumed the 
pIΌceedings, and submitted that as a result it also could not give rise to any violation of 

inteinational law. 1626 

4.651 As regards the Third Stay, the Respondent noted that the Claimants had failed to m.alce pωpeΓ 
use of the "reasonable and effective Iemedy" consisting of an appeal to RAL, and submitted 
that that fact alone pΓevented the Claimants from arguing that the Thil'd Stay violated the ΒΠ. 

The Respondent disputed the Claimants' suggestion that the belated natuΓe of their appeal was 
irrelevant insofar as MAL was undel' an obligation to Iemedy its eπor sua sponte at all times; it 

aι-gued that undeι- Czech law, an administrative body had the power, but was undeι- ηο 

obligation to ι-ectify incoπect suspensions of pι-oceedings sua sponte, and that the only binding 
ι-emedy was the quashing ofthe incoπect stay in appellate proceedings.1627 

4.652 Finally, the Respondent disputed the Claimants' argument that they were only under a limited 
obligation to exhaust local remedies because, in light of the alleged pattern of conduct by the 
Respondent against them and adverse to their investment, such remedies would have been 

futile and would used against them. The Respondent asserted that there was ηο such pattern of 
conduct, and that all of the appeals initiated by the Claimants had in fact been favourable to 
them, and οη that basis, denied the Claimants' suggestion that they had been "rebuffed in their 

efforts to gain redress" .1628 

4.653 Next, the Respondnent denied that, even if the requirement of exhaustion of local remedies 

were ignored, the Claimants had in fact been denied justice. 

4.654 First, it rejected the Claimants' suggestion that they had suffered a denial of justice as a 
consequence of unlawful decisions, arguing that "most of the decisions complained of were 
perfectly lawful and none weie egregious or manifestly unlawful" .1629 It argued that: 

1625 Rejoinder, para. 180. 
1626 Rejoinder, para. 181. 
1627 Rejoinder, para. 182. 
1628 Rejoinder, paras. 183-184. 
1629 Rejoinder, para. 186. 
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a. although the First Ministry Decision had been incoπect (insofar as it had failed to 
enquire as to whetheI Tschechien 7 had acquired Iights undeI the Planning Pennit in 
good faith), it had not been egiegious ΟΙ manifestly unlawful, and in any case could 
not constitute a denial of justice insofaI as it had been Iemedied upon appeal; 1630 

b. the First Ministel' Decision had been entil'ely coπect, including insofaI as it had 
Iemanded the case. 1631 The Respondent noted that the Claiinants had not sought to 
explain how the Fil'st Ministel' Decision had been WIOng, but Iathel' had focused οη 
the fact that the Second Ministel' Decision had Iesulted in a Ieνeisal IatheI than a 
Iemand, allegedly "based οη the exact same facts". 1632 The Respondent denied that 
that had in fact been the case, pointing to the fact that new evidence had been οη the 
Iecoid at the tiine of the issuing of the Second Ministry Decision, including intel' alia, 
coπespondence Ποm Tschechien 7 and RAL, as well as Tschechien 7' s appeal 
against the Second Ministry Decision, the amendment theieto, and fuitheI 
subinissions made by Tschechien 7. The Respondent noted that the coπespondence 
had Iaised seveial new factual issues, including the Iepeated statements by 
Tschechien 7 that the oveilap issue had been Iesolved in the building peimit 

pIOceedings, ' 
; it submitted that that 

mateiial had been highly Ielevant to the issue of the pIOpoitionality of any 
cancellation of the Planning Peimit. 1633 Quite apait Ποm that, the Respondent diew 
attention to the fact that the Claimants had accepted that a Iemand, as opposed to 
immediate tennination, could not give Iise to manifest unlawfulness, and noted that 
Tschechien 7, in its appeal against the Fil'st Ministel' Decision had itself Iequested a 
Iemand, and that it was only latel' that it had changed its position so as to Iequest 
teimination. 1634 Finally, the Respondent aigued that even if the First Ministel' 
Decision had not been lawful, it would be "wholly unpiecedented" that a bieach of 
treaty weie to be found based οη a decision which was essentially favouiable to the 
investol' solely because it had Iemanded the matteI foI futheI fact-finding; the 
Respondent invoked the decision in Mondev, and the obseivations of the tribunal in 
that case that questions of fact-finding upon appeal weie "quintessentially mattel's of 
local pIOceduial piactice", and the doubts expiessed as to how the application of local 
pIOceduial ωles as to matteis such as Iemand could Iesult in a violation; 1635 

c. although the Second MinistJΎ Decision had been incoπect insofar it had "eπed in 
impIOpeily assessing whethel' Tschechien 7 was in good faith Iegaiding the 
coπectness of the Planning Peimit", it had likewise not been egiegious ΟΙ manifestly 
unlawful; again, the Respondent submitted that the Second Ministry Decision could 

1630 Rejoinder, para. 187. 
1631 Rejoinder, para. 188. 
1632 Rejoinder, para. 189. 
1633 Rejoinder, paras. 189-190. 
1634 Rejoinder, para. 191, referring to Reply, para. 607. 
1635 Rejoinder, para. 192, citing Mondeν Inteniatίonal Ltd. ν. Unίted States of Anieι-ίca (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 2002, para. 136. 
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not constitute a denial of justice as it had been Iemedied upon Tschechien 7' s 
appeal; 1636 

d. the Second Stay adopted by MAL could not be qualified as manifestly unlawful, 
insofar as two of the thl'ee alteinative bases put foiwaι·d as justifying it had been 
lawful; the Respondent noted that although the Claimants' Czech law expert had 
disputed the validity of the second Ieason, he had not called into question the first 
Ieason (i.e. Tschechien 7' s Motion foI Partial Invalidation), and submitted that, even 

if the second Ieason had been incoπect (which it denied), this was in itself sufficient 
to have justified the adoption of the Second Stay; 1637 

e. the Third Stay had been incoπect, but could not be characteiized as egiegious ΟΙ 
manifestly unlawful; the Respondent again submitted that the Third Stay had been 
motivated by a "piecautionary appιΌach favouι·able to the Claimants", which, 

although incoπect as a matteI of Czech law, had been logical. Οη that basis, it 
submitted that it had not been iπational foI MAL to adopt the Third Stay, even if the 
pήnciple of administtative coπectness undeI Czech law dictated a diffeient Iesult. 1638 

The Respondent added that even if the Third Stay could be consideied to have been 
manifestly unlawful (wl1ich it denied), it was disputed that it could give Iise to a 
denial of justice insofar as Tschec11ien 7 had failed to exhaust available Iemedies; it 

invoked the decision in Pantechniki ν. Albanίa as an example of a case in which even 
an extteme misapplication of the law had been held not to constitute a denial of 

justice wheie the investoI had not puisued available Iemedies. 1639 

4.655 Second, the Respondent denied that the Claimants had suffeied any denial of justice due to 
departuie Ποm what the Claimants had submitted weie "well-established administtative 

piactices" that i) pel'mit pωceedings weie not stayed wheie an application was incomplete; and 
ii) that a MinisteI always followed the Iecommendation of his ΟΙ heI Advisory Committee. 1640 

4.656 The piimary gIΌund foI that position was that the asseited "administtative piactices" did not 
exist. Ιη Ielation to the imposition of stays of pωceedings based οη the incompleteness of 
applications, the Respondent pointed to the fact that stays had been imposed οη that basis in 
the Claimants' Planning and Building Peimit pωceedings in Ielation to Galeήe, in Multi's 

planning pIΌceedings, and in the planning and building pIOceedings in Ielation to Ailcady 
Pankl'ac. 1641 

4.657 As Iegards the extent to w11ich theie was an administtative piactice that Ministeis followed the 
Iecommendation of their Advisoiy Committees, the Respondent pointed to the evidence of a 
numbeI of witnesses who denied that t11is was the case, both in the Ministty foI Regional 

1636 Rejoinder, para. 193. 
1637 Rejoinder, paras. 194-195. 
1638 Rejoinder, paras. 196-198. 
1639 Rejoinder, para. 199, citing Pantechniki S.A. Contι·actors & Engineers ν. Republic of Albania (ICSill Case Νο. 
ARB/07/21), Award of 30 July 2009, para. 96. 
1640 Rejoinder, para. 200. 
1641 Rejoinder, para. 201. 
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Development, and in other Ministries. 1642 It further noted that, if the Claimants' suggestion 
were coπect, it would have been reflected in legal commentaries or court decisions, but that, to 
the contrary, the leading commentary merely confirmed that recommendations of Advisory 
Committees were not binding, and a decision of the Supreme Administrative Court confirmed 
that this was not the case. 1643 

4.658 The Respondent submitted that the Claimants' theory rested solely upon the email from 
Ms stating that, from her personal experience, the Minister had, up to that point, 
always followed the opinion of the Advisory Committee, and Ieiterated its early observation 
that that email had in fact clearly warned that theie was a Iisk that the Ministel' might not sign 
the proposed decision if he did not agree with it. 1644 

4.659 Thil'd, the Respondent denied that thel'e had been a denial of justice by reason of delays: 

a. as Γegards the allegations of delay Iesulting fl'Om the First to Thiid Stays, it reitel'ated 
its position that the First and Second Stays had been lawful and justified, and noted 
that the Third Stay, although unlawful, had been remedied after three and a half 
months, a poΓtion of which was attributable to the fact that Tschechien 7' s appeal was 
belated, and that MAL had Γesumed the pΓOceedings shoitly aftel' RAL's appellate 
decision had become legally effective. It submitted that in such circumstances "a 
voluntal"ily Iemedied delay of three-and-a-half months cannot qualify as denial of 
justice"; 1645 

b. in Γelation to the allegation of delay in the ExtraoΓdinary Review Proceedings, the 
Respondent noted that the First and Second Ministry Decisions had both been 
quashed upon the Claimants' appeals, and that the two appellate pΓOcesses had each 
taken appl'Oximately three months, delays which it submitted weie inheient in any 
Γemedial pl'Ocess. 1646 It argued that insofar as the First MinisteI Decision had coπectly 
remanded the mattel', it had not caused any undue delay. 1647 

-

4.660 Fourth, the Respondent denied that thel'e had been a denial of justice because the Ministry had 
not allowed Tschechien 7 to be heaι·d in the pl'Oceedings pieceding the First Ministry Decision. 
It noted that the Γelevant legislation did not Γequire the Ministry to allow Tschechien 7 to be a 
party to the pΓOceedings, 1648 and fuitheI submitted that Tschechien 7' s non-party status had had 
ηο adveΓse impact upon it, insofar as it had in fact submitted substantive comments; even if the 
First Ministl'y Decision had not been seΓved upon it by the Ministry it had been infoΓmed of it 
by both MAL and RAL; and insofar as the First MinisteI decision had been successfully 
appealed, that meant that it neveI pΓOduced any legal effects. 1649 

1642 Rejoinder, para. 202. 
1643 RejoindeI, para. 203. 
1644 Rejoinder, para. 204. 
1645 RejoindeI, para. 205. 
1646 RejoindeI, para. 206. 
1647 Rejoinder, para. 207. 
1648 RejoindeI, para. 208. 
1649 RejoindeI, para. 209. 
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4.661 Fifth, the Respondent submitted that the Claimants' allegation that they had suffeι·ed a denial 
of justice as a Iesult of the ''oveiall conduct" of the Czech authoiities was unsuppoited by 
authoiity. lt aigued that none of the individual acts of the Czech authoiities amounted to a 
denial of justice individually, and the same was ttue if they weie taken togetheI. Οη that basis, 
it aigued that it was thus unnecessaiy to deteimine whetheI the "oveiall conduct" could 
amount to a bieach of the ΒΠ wheie none of the individual actions "even Iemotely Ieach that 
thieshold". 1650 The Respondent aigued that the Claimants' Ieliance οη the decision in 
RoslnvestCo ν. Russίa was inapposite insofaI as, fiist, the individual acts at issue in that case 
"prίma facίe Ieached the thieshold foI a bieach of the applicable tieaty", and it thus did not 
addiess the question whetheI a bieach could Iesult Ποm "the alleged cumulative effect of a 
numbeI of non-violative individual actions"; and second, that, in any case, the decision in 
RoslnvestCo was ι·eadily distinguishable οπ the facts given the "devastating measuies" which 
weie at issue. 1651 

ii. Alleged Bieach of the Faiι· and Equitable Tieatment Standaid CAit. 2(1) ΒΠ) 

4.662 Ιπ Ielation to the Claimants' claims of bieach of the faiI and equitable tieatment standaid, the 
Respondent fiist Iecalled its eailieI submissions that the Claimants' "fabiication of a 
coπuption scheme is unsuppoited by any evidence, easily defeated οπ the facts, and 
inadmissible at this stage of the pιΌceeding", and that "the alleged violations of domestic law 
[ ... ] weie certainly not systemic". 1652 

4.663 Ιπ Ielation to the allegation of failuie to pιΌνide a ttanspaient and piedictable business 
enviionment, the Respondent asseited that the standaid guaianteed "a ttanspaient, piedictable, 
and stable legal framework foI the investment; it does not guaiantee against alleged pιΌceduial 
iπegulaiities in specific pιΌceedings", 1653 and Iefeπed back to its aiguments in the CounteI
Memoiial, which it submitted supported the conclusion that it had not violated that 
standaid. 1654 By way of supplement, the Respondent added that the Claimants' claims would 
fail "even if this standaid coveied Claimants' allegations that the Czech Republic Ίepeatedly 
bιΌke its own laws, thus Πusttating Claimants' tiust in Respondent' s legal system, and 
deιΌgated Ποm established administiative piactices"', οπ the basis that the eπois of Czech law 
weie not systemic, and in any event weie Iemedied; it submitted that "[I]emedied eπois of law 
ίpsσ facto aie not systemic". 1655 lt Ielied upon the decision in PSEG Global ν. Turkey, in 
which it submitted the tiibunal found a bieach of the faiI and equitable tieatment standaid (but 
not of the duty to pιΌvide a piedictable and tianspaient business enviionment) as a Iesult of the 
umemedied failuie of the Goνeinment to abide by a decision of the Constitutional Couit. 1656 

4.664 The Respondent aigued that the Claimants' claim of bieach of legitimate expectations lilcewise 
failed. It emphasized that the Claimants accepted that whetheI expectations weie legitimate 

1650 Rejoinder, para. 210. 
1651 Rejoinder, para. 211. 
1652 Rejoinder, para. 213. 
1653 Rejoinder, para. 214 (emphasis in original). 
1654 Rejoinder, para. 214, referring to Counter-Memorial, paras. 454-457. 
1655 Rejoinder, para. 215, quoting Reply, para. 465. 
1656 Rejoinder, para. 216, referring to PSEG Global Inc. and Konya Ilgin Elektrik ϋretim ve Ticaret Liniited Sirketi ν. 
Republic ofTurkey (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/5), Award of 19 January 2007, para. 249. 
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and protected had to be assessed taking into account "all circumstances, including the facts 

suπounding the investment and the political, socioeconomic, cultural and historical conditions 

prevailing in the host State", 1657 and submitted that the Claimants should have been aware frωη 
their prior experience with Arkady Pankrac that "decision making ίη administrative 

proceedings for a retail center may be complex - and thus time-consuming - because of, inter 

alia, appeals of third parties or incorrect first-instance decisions". 1658 

4.665 Further, invoking the decision in Walter Bau ν. Τ!ιαίlαηd, it reiterated its argument that only 

expectations based οη specific assurances were protected, and relied upon the decision in 
Total ν. Argentina in relation to the required degree of specificity and clarity of the alleged 

assurance. 1659 It argued that the Claimants' expectations in relation to the duration of the 

administrative proceedings had not been reasonable, and thus were not protected, and that in 

recognition of that fact, the Claimants had modified their case so as to rely οη four alleged 

specific assurances. 1660 

4.666 As regards those four alleged assurances, first the Respondent characterized the Claimants' 

argument that the change in the zoning plan by the City of ! and the subsequent 

agreement by the City to apply for certain of the building permits for roads constituted "an 

implied assurance that Respondent would be supportive of the project", 1661 as "absurd", 

observing that the conduct of the City of did not relate to the conduct, duration 01· 

success of the proceedings handled by MAL. It added that even if the City of :• · '·' had 

made clear promises in that regard (which it denied), those acts could not have given rise to 

any protected legitimate expectation insofar as the Claimants must have been fully aware that 

such matters were outside the City of 

not the conduct of the City of 

's competence. Further, it argued that whether or 

was attributable to the Czech Republic was irrelevant, 

insofar as the issue was not one of attribution but of the scope of the alleged assurance the 

reasonableness of the purported reliance by the Claimants. 1662 

4.667 Second, the Respondent dismissed the factual basis for the supposed assurance provided by Ms 

, that a speedy resolution of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings was to be expected 

insofar as, in the proceedings in ι-elation to the Claiiηants' appeal against the First Ministι-y 

Decision, the Advisory Committee had recommended termination of tbe pι-oceedings. Again, 

the Respondent emphasized that the email from Ms had highlighted the risk that the 

Minister might not follow the recomiηendation of the Advisory Committee, and submitted that 

there was nothing in tl1e eiηail wl1ich would be inteφι-eted as "an expι-ession of an intention to 

bind the Minister οι- the Ministry fοι- the future". 1663 

1657 Rejoinder, para. 217, quoting Duke Eneι-g)' Electroqιιil Paι·tneι-s and Electι·oqιιίl S.A. ν. Repιιblίc of Ecιιadoi' 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 Augιιst 2008, para. 340. 
1658 Rejoinder, para. 218. 
1659 Rejoinder, paras. 219 and 220, quoting Walteι· Βαιι ν. Τ/ιαίlαηd (UNCITRAL), AwaΓd ol' 1 July 2009, paΓa. 11.11, 
and Total S.A. ν. Mgentίne Republίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/04/01), Decision οη Liability of27 December 2010, para. 
121. 
1660 Rejoinder, para. 221. 
1661 Rejoinder, para. 222, quoting Counter-Memorial, para. 481 
1662 Rejoinder, para. 222 
1663 Rejoinder, para. 223. 
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4.668 Third, the Respondent likewise dismissed the factual basis for the alleged assurance given by 

Mr that the building permits would be granted if the applications for the building 
permits were split, arguing that he had done ηο such thing, and that ίη fact the splitting was 
agreed between the Claimants and the City of 1664 

4.669 Fourth, insofar as the Claimants claimed that there had been a "general promise of the City of 
to provide equal treatment to Forum and Galerie '', the Respondent argued that, 

if any such promise had been made, it had been more than fulfilled. 1665 

iii. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Impairment of Investments by Arbitrary and 
Discriminatory Measures (Article 2(2) BIT) 

/1npair11zent by Arbitrary Measures 

4.670 Ιη response to the Claimants' claims of breach of the prohibition of impairment by arbitrary 

measures, the Respondent fil"st Γeiterated its position that tl1e decision of tl1e ICJ ίη ELSI was of 
particulal" Γelevance, both, fοΓ its definition of "aΓbitΓaΓiness" as '"sometl1ing opposed to tl1e 

rule of law' ratheι· tl1an 'so111etl1ing opposed to a Γule of law,' 'a willful disregaι·d of due 

process of law, an act which shocks, or at least surprises, a sense of judicial propriety"', 1666 and 

second insofar as the ICJ had held that "quashed first instance decisions could not be qualified 
as arbitΓary just because they were quashed". 1667 It submitted that the decision ίη ELSI was 
particularly apposite, both because it emanated from the ICJ, and because it addressed "the 
issue of arbitrariness in an administrative process based οη the quashing of an incoπect first

instance decision by a superior authority". 1668 

4.671 The Respondent emphasized that ELSI had been widely followed by tribunals in relation to the 
question of arbitrariness. 1669 It contested the Claimants' criticism of the decision οη the basis 

that the underlying FCN tΓeaty at issue had been concluded ίη 1948, noting that the Claimants 
had provided ηο suppoΓt for their suggestion that the notion of aΓbitrariness had evolved over 

time, and adding that, in any case, the decision in ELSI had been delivered in 1989, only 

shortly before conclusion of the ΒΙΤ, such that ίt was safe to assume that the Parties to the ΒΙΤ 
had been aware of it. 1670 

4.672 The Respondent further aΓgued that, ίη Γeality, theΓe was Iess disparity between the definition 
in ELSJ and that given by the tΓibunal in Laιιder, Γelied upon by the Claimants, than tl1e 

1664 Rejoinder, para. 224. 
1665 Rejoinder, para. 225. 
1666 Rejoinder, para. 226, citing Elettronίca Sίcιιlα S.p.A. (ELSJ), JCJ Repoι1s 1989, p. 15, at pp. 74 (para. 124) and 76 
(para. 128). 
1667 Rejoinder, para. 226. 
1668 Ibid. 
1669 Rejoinder, para. 227, quoting Sίeniens A.G. ν. Argentίne Republίc (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/02/8), Award of 6 
February 2007, para. 318 and Duke Energy Electroquil Partners and Electroqιιίl S.A. ν. Republίc of Ecuador (ICSID 
Case Νο. ARB/04/19), Award of 18 August 2008, para. 378. 
1670 Rejoinder, para. 228. 
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Claimants had argued; it noted that the tribunal in Lauda, although putting forward its own 
definition, had not questioned the holding in ELSI that first-instance decisions cannot be 
characterized as arbitrary merely οη the basis that they were quashed as unlawful. It submitted 
that that alone was fatal to the Claimants' case. 1671 

4.673 As to the merits of the Claimants' claims of breach of the prohibition by impairment, the 
Respondent maintained its position that the various decisions had not been arbitrary, and by 
reference to its previous arguments in its Answer to the Statement of Claim and Counter
Memorial rejected the Claimants' accusation that it had failed to explain those decisions as 
"simply not CΓedible". 1672 

4.674 As to the specific decisions of which complaint was made, the Respondent refeπed back to its 
arguments that the Second Stay and the First Minister Decision had been coπect, and 
sub1nitted that, accordingly, they were not arbitrary. Ιη relation to the First and Second 
Ministry Decisions and the Third Stay, it recalled its position that those decisions had not been 
either egregious or manifestly illegal, and οη that basis submitted that they lilcewise did not 
reach the threshold of arbitrariness. It also noted that, in any event, the decisions were either 
quashed οη appeal, or, in the case of the Third Stay, the proceedings were subsequently 
resumed by MAL sua sponte following Tschechien 7's belated appeal. 1673 

4.675 It further reiterated its position that, even if any of the decisions were held to ... ~ave been 
arbitrary, they nevertheless had not impaired the Claimants' investment, and took.issue with 
the Claimants' arguments in response. First, as regards the Claimants' suggestion that it had 
been the "overall dilatory conduct" which led to the abandonment, and thus impaired their 
investment, the Respondent noted that this put "the cart before the horse", that the Claimants 
rather had to show that they had abandoned the project because it had been impaired by the 
Respondent's arbitrary measures, and that the Claimants could not "derive the impairment 
from the abandonment". 1674 

4.676 Second, insofar as the Claimants argued that the pendency of the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings had resulted in "increased unpredictability", the Respondent commented that the 
argument was "difficult to follow" and in any case "disproved by Claimants' own factual 
statements in their Reply", in particular the Claimants' acceptance that there was ηο 

uncertainty because of the illegality of the Planning Permit, and the position they took that the 
decision to abandon the project was in fact motivated by the future uncertainty as to whether 
MAL would find another pretext to delay the proceedings. 1675 

4.677 Third, insofar as the Claimants had argued that the Second and Third Stays had been adopted 
"under a pretext until Claimants abandoned the project", the Respondent noted that this 
assumed that their investment had in fact been impaired by the stays, but repeated its aΓgument 
that the Second Stay had been lawful, and that the Third Stay had not been arbitrary. Ιη 
addition, the Respondent noted that the Claimants themselves had stated that, at the time of the 

1671 Rejoinder, para. 229. 
1672 Rejoinder, para. 230. 
1673 Rejoinder, para. 231. 
1674 Rejoinder, paras. 232-233. 
1675 Rejoinder, para. 234~ 
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abandonment, they had expected that the pIΌceedings would have been resumed in the near 
future. 1676 Finally, the Respondent l'eiteι·ated its suggestion that the abandonment did not in fact 
actually occul' until December 2008, by wl1icl1 time the Main Building Permit proceedings had 
recoιnmenced, and further noted that even if the Claimants' case that the abandonment had 
occuπed οη 13 Octobel' 2008 were to be accepted, its corollary was that the fact of the 

abandonment was kept secret until Decembel' 2008, such that MAL' s resumption of the 
pIΌceedings could not have been influenced by it. 1677 

Iιnpaίrment by Discrimίnatoιy Measures 

4.678 As regards the Claimants' claim of breach of the prohibition of impairment by discriminatory 

measures, the Respondent noted that the claim was stated shol'tly, and did ηο mol'e than refer to 
the Claimants' factual submissions. It refeιτed geneι·ally to its previous pleadings, particularly 
as l'egards the applicable standard and the diffel'ences between Foι·um and Galerie, and added 

specific ΓemaΓlcs in relation to what it chal'acterized as "new Ol' amended discrimination 
claims".1678 

4.679 First, tl1e Respondent l'ecalled that in tl1e Countel'-Memorial, it had submitted that the smaller 

number of participants and laclc of opposition in the Forum pl'Oceedings had been an objective 
reason fol' theil' shortel' dul'ation, and that in Γesponse, the Claimants had argued that the 
smaller numbel' of participants in the Foωm proceedings itself resulted from discrimination, 
and that MAL had intentionally reduced the number of participants so that decisions could be 
delivel'ed without requiring publication οη the official notice boaΓd. 1679 The Respondent 

dismissed those allegations as "manifestly baseless", reiterating its arguments that MAL had 

coπectly identified the participants in the Foωm proceedings, and noting that, in any case, any 
individual who thought that they had been improperly omitted could have applied to be joined, 

or appealed Ol' filed a motion for review with RAL. 1680 Ιη any case, it noted that the claim was 
flawed insofar as the Claimants had acquil'ed their rights in Tschechien 7 οη 1 July 2007, but 
the planning and building permits fol' Fol'Um had been issued οη 19 June 2006 and 31 JanuaΓy 

2007, respectively, such that ηο claim of breach of the ΒΠ could be made by the Claimants in 
that regaΓd. 1681 Finally, it argued that the Claimants had failed to show that a requil'ement to 
publish decisions οη the notice boaΓd would have made any significant difference to the Foωm 
project, and dismissed as "pure speculation" the suggestion that Forum would have faced local 

opposition if notices had been so displayed. 1682 

4.680 Second, the Respondent disputed the Claimants' assertion that the differing number of pennits 
required for the Forum and GalleΓy projects had impaired the Claimants' investment, noting 
that the single building permit covering both the main building and modifications to the l'Oads 
for Forum had been lawful that MAL had been competent to grant it, and that a single permit 
could have been granted for the Galerie project, but that it was as a result of the Claimants' 

1676 Rejoinder, para. 235. 
1677 Rejoinder, para. 236. 
1678 Rejoinder, para. 237. 
1679 Rejoinder, paras. 238-239. 
1680 Rejoinder, para. 240. 
1681 Rejoinder, para. 241. 
1682 Rejoinder, para. 242. 
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agreement with the City of that the proceedings were split. The Respondent further 
noted that the Claimants had not explained how and οη what basis an application for a single 
permit could have been rejected by MAL. 1683 

4.681 Ιη addition, the Respondent submitted that a further, fundamental defect in the claim was that 
the splitting of the building permits had in ηο way impaired the investment, and that the 
Claimants had admitted as much insofar as, in the Memorial, they had accepted that the 
splitting of the proceedings had not endangered an opening before Forum. 1684 Although noting 
that, in their Reply, the Claimants had sought to change theil' position, suggesting that they had 
been put at a disadvantage, and that the splitting had caused delays, the Respondent noted that 
the Claimants had not explained how they had in fact disadvantaged, what delays had been 
incuπed, and how their conflicting positions were to be reconciled. 1685 

4.682 Thil'd, insofar as the Claimants alleged impairment by reason of the fact that the relevant 
authorities had not acted οη the Claimants' motion by which they sought review of Multi's 
building permit, the Respondent recalled that in theiι· Counter-Memorial, they had explained 
that the motion had been filed after the relevant deadline, and thus the circumstances had been 
materially different from those in which Multi had sought review of the Claimants' Planning 
Permit; they further noted that the Claimants had modified their position such that they f ocused 
οη exchanges between the director of RAL and the secretary of MAL as to whethel' the 
building permit for Forum had also authorized worlc οη the roads. 1686 It noted that MAL had 
taken the view that the construction οη the roads had been properly authorized, and that 
theiefore ηο action was necessary. 1687 

4.683 The Respondent criticized the Claimants as having misrepiesented the coπespondence as 
involving decisions, when in fact it was a simple exchange of letters, and emphasized that RAL 
had not issued any binding decision to MAL. It added that neither the director of RAL nor the 
secretary of MAL had any authority in relation to building proceedings, being instead 
responsible for administrative and organizational matters. 1688 The Respondent added that MAL 
had assured RAL that everything was in Ol'der, and RAL had then not pursued the matter, nor 
had the Claimants. 1689 

4.684 As to the merits of the Claimants' allegation, it repeated that even if a failure to take regulatory 
action against a competitol' could be considered to constitute impairment, there was in any case 
"practically ηο chance" that Forum's building permit would have been quashed, even if the 
Claimants' motion could have led to the commencement of an extraordinary review 
pωceeding (which it denied). It noted that the Claimants had put forward ηο response to that 
in their Reply. 1690 

1683 Rejoinder, pal'a. 244. 
1684 Rejoinder, para. 245, quoting Memorial, para. 165. 
1685 Rejoinder, para. 245, quoting Reply, para. 133. 
1686 Rejoinder, para. 246-247. 
1687 Rejoinder, para. 247. 
1688 Rejoinder, para. 248. 
1689 Rejoinder, para. 249. 
1690 Rejoinder, para. 250. 
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4.685 Lilcewise, it argued that even if the road construction had not been properly authorized, at most 
any action by MAL would have resulted in a temporary halt, the could have continued once 
MAL had legalized the constructions, and would have had ηο impact οη the construction of the 
Main Building, which would still have been fully completed by the Autumn of 2010. It 
submitted that it likewise did not assist the Claimants.1691 

4.686 Fourth, the Respondent argued that what it characterized as the Claimants' "new allegations 
regarding the alleged unresponsiveness of the Czech Republic to the Claimants' further 
complaints against Multi", in particular in relation to damage to a water pipe, were groundless, 
insofar as construction οη the land plots owned by the City of had been "fully 
authorized", and the works carried out by Multi had not constituted criminal behaviour.1692 

Although admitting that there had been some flooding of adjacent streets, the Respondent 
submitted that it was "far less dramatic" than had been submitted by tl1e Claimants, and noted 
that tl1e City of had not seen fit to talce any action, and that Multi had in any case 
repaiI"ed all damage caused. 1693 

4.687 Ιη addition, the Respondent noted that the authorities had never received any criminal 
complaints in relation to the Claimants' worlcs, and there was thus ηο basis οη which to allege 
discriιninatory treatment,. They submitted that the Claimants had not explained how their 
project had been impaired by reason of the facts tl1at Multi had not been fined, and that the 
City of : had not endorsed the Claimants' criminal complaint. 1694 

4.688 Fifth, the Respondent rejected as baseless the Claimants' claim that MAL had talcen action 
only to the detriment of the Claimants in respect of the overlap issue, again noting that the 
Claimants had provided ηο meaningful response to the Respondent's arguments in that regard 
in the Counter-Memorial.1695 It further rejected the Claimants' new argument that Μ ulti' s 
appeal and the motion for extraordinary review of the Planning Permit had only been possible 
because of the overlap; it argued that Multi had qualified as a participant in the Planning 
Permit proceedings οη two other grounds such that the overlap issue was "irrelevant", and that 
Multi had appealed the Planning Permit primarily οη the basis of the alleged insufficiency of 
the traffic solutions. It further noted that there were a number of other Ieasons why Multi's 
motion fol' Ieview had been gianted, including that RAL had incoπectly held that Multi was 
not a participant in the pioceedings, and had οη that basis rejected Multi' s appeal as 
inadmissible. 1696 

4.689 The Respondent added that, in any case, the overlap had not hindered the pl'Oceedings in 
Ielation to the Building Peimit, and that the oveilap had been Iesolved in the context of those 
proceedings. Οη that basis, it argued that the overlap had not impaired the Claimants' 
investment. 1697 

1691 Rejoinder, para. 251. 
1692 Rejoinder, para 252. 
1693 Rejoinder, para. 253. 
1694 Rejoinder, para. 254. 
1695 Rejoinder, para. 255. 
1696 Rejoinder, para. 256. 
1697 Rejoinder, para. 257. 
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ιv. Alleged Breach of the Obligation to Admit Investments (Article 2(1) ΒΠ) 

4.690 As regards the Claimants' claim based οη the alleged failure to admit the Claimants' 
investment in accoidance with its legislation, the Respondent noted that the Claimants had not 
responded to its arguments in that regard in the Counter-Memorial, which thus stood 
unchallenged. 1698 

v. Alleged Breach of the Pωhibition of Expropriation (Article 4(2) ΒΙΤ) 

4.691 As to the claim of bieach of the prohibition of exp1Όpriation, the Respondent submitted that the 
Claimants' various arguments in the Reply weie :iπelevant, insofaI as they had not articulated 
"what assets or legal rights had been talcen or made useless prior to theiI decision to abandon 
the Project,'' and noted that in all of the cases relied upon by the Claimants, there had been "a 
taking of previously granted rights or assets."1699 It submitted that the failure by the Claimants 
to identify lost assets οι· Iights was because there were none, and that that was the case was 
made clear by the fact that the Claimants had decided to abandon the project at a time when 
they themselves estimated that theiI chances of opening Galerie "were still at least 50%", and 
that at that time, the Claimants "were still in full control of their investment". 1700 

4.692 Ιη support of that submission, it pointed to the assertions by the Claimants that, following the 
abandonment, Tschechien 7 had "lost all use for Claimants", that they had 'Ίost they money 
they had put into Tschechien 7", and that "Tschechien 7 [had] ηο day-to-day business 
anyιnore. 1701 Although disputing that those statements were coπect, the Respondent submitted 
that they made clear that any loss of use occuπed after the abandonment, and argued that there 
could only have been an indirect expropriation if the loss had occuπed prior to the 
abandonment. 1702 

4.693 Further, the Respondent reiterated the argument put forward in its Counter-Memorial that, 
even if the Planning Permit had been revoked in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, the 
mere possibility of revocation would have been insufficient to constitute an expropriation 
insofar as it would have constituted a valid exeicise of the Czech Republic' s police powers. It 
asserted that the same was true of the decisions Ielating to the unauthorized excavations, 
including RAL's stay of the appellate proceedings in relation to the Main Building Permit, and 
any future decision requiring removal of the unauthoήzed excavation (i.e. by requiring them to 
be filled in). 1703 

d. Causation 

4.694 The Respondent furtheI submitted that the Claimants' claims failed "as the alleged wrongful 
conduct did not cause their alleged daωages"; it submitted that there was ηο "causal nexus" 
for five independent reasons, namely: 

1698 Rejoinder, para. 258. 
1699 Rejoinder, paras. 259-260. 
1700 Rejoinder, para. 261. 
1701 Rejoinder, para. 262, quoting Reply, para. 534. 
1702 Rejoinder, para. 262. 
1703 Rejoinder, para. 263. 
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a. that the Claimants had admitted that the project had been abandoned because of an 
anticipated breach; 

b. the Claimants had admitted that, "but for" the alleged wωngful conduct, the Project 
still had a 50% chance of opening when projected; 

c. the decision to abandon the project had not been caused by the administrative 
proceedings; 

d. the decision to abandon the project had been due to reasons unrelated to the conduct 
of the administrative proceedings; and 

e. the excessive excavations brolce any causal chain. 1704 

4.695 As to the first point, the Respondent reiteiated that the Claimants had asserted in the Reply that 
the cause of the abandonment was the uncertainty that "MAL would not soon find anotheI 
pretext to delay the proceedings", 1705 that this was an admission that the cause of the 
abandonment was an anticipated breach, and that such an anticipated breach was insufficient to 
give rise to liability unde1· the ΒΙΤ. 1706 It furtheI emphasized that the anticipated bieach had not 
in fact occuπed, insofaI as MAL had issued the various Building Peimits, including issuing the 
Main Building Peimit οη 26 Novembe1· 2008.1707 

4.696 As to the second point, the Respondent submitted that that conclusion was "buttressed" by the 
Claimants' own inteinal documents, which indicated that, at the time of the abandonment, the 
view was that the project had at least a 50% chance of opening in Spring/SummeI 2010; it 
submitted that if the project could nevertheless have succeeded "despite the Czech Republic's 
alleged acts, then theie can be ηο causation between the alleged acts and Claimants' 
damages". 1708 

4.697 The Respondent submitted that, although the Claimants appeared to dispute the need for "but 
f ΟΙ" causation, such a causal link was Iequired. Relying οη, inter alia, the decisions in Chevron 
ν. Ecuador, Azurix ν. Argentina and Biwater Gauffv. Tanzania, it argued that "Claimants must 
positively establish a 'but for' causal link between breaches of the Treaty and Claimants' loss", 
that the link "can be neitheI Iemote ηοΙ indirect", and that causation had to be established 
"with Iespect to each alleged bieach". 1709 It rejected the Claimants' approach based οη the 
"hypothetical time-line", which it submitted was one which did not involve consideiation of 

1704 Rejoinder para. 264. 
1705 Rejoinder, para. 265, quoting Reply, para. 210. 
1706 Rejoinder, paras. 266-267. 
1707 Rejoinder, para. 268. 
1708 Rejoinder, para. 269. 
1709 Rejoinder, para. 270, citing Chevι-on Corpoι·atίon and Texaco Petroleum Corpoι·atίon ν. Republίc of Ecuadoι· 
(UNCITRAUPCA), Partial Award οη the Merits of 30 March 201 Ο, para. 374, Azurίx Corp. ν. Argentίne Republίc 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/12), Award of 14 July 2006, para. 297; Bίwater Gauff (Tanzanίa) Limίted ν. Unίted Republίc 
ofTanzania (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/22), Award of24 July 2008, paras. 779; 785-786; and 782. 
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"what would have happened in the absence of the alleged breaches", and thus of "but for" 
causation. 1710 

4.698 Ιη relation to tl1e third point, the Respondent asserted that the Claiωants had failed to 
"positively establish causation" insofaI as the evidence supposedly underlying the Claiωants' 
factual allegations rather showed that the actions of the Czech Republic had not caused the 
postponeωent of the opening date to the Autuωn of 2010. It subωitted that there were four 
flaws in the Claiωants' theory of causation: 1711 

a. first it argued that the Claiωants' internal docuωents in evidence indicated that the 
Clailllants' had expected the project to open in Autunm 2010 as early as 28 April 
2008, such that nothing afteI that date could have been the cause of the 
postponeωent; it noted that this included the Second and Third Stays of the Building 
Perlllit proceedings, as well as the First MinisteI Decision and subsequent events in 
the Extraordinary Review Proceedings. 1712 It noted that, although it had ωade that 
point in the CounteI-Meωorial, the Claiωants in their Reply had put forward ηο 
answer; 1713 

b. second, it argued that the Clailllants had failed to show that the postponeωent of the 
opening date had in fact caused the loss of anchor tenants, and subωitted that rather 
ωajor tenants had left, at least in part, due to the fact that Foruω had a betteI location, 
and in part because Fοωω by that stage had already had a building perinit since 
Febωary 2007 (as to which it eωphasized that that latteI fact was not its fault); 1714 

c. third, it asserted that the Clailllants had failed to show that Galerie would have 
prevailed οη the Ietail ωarket in but foI each of the alleged breaches; it 
pointed to the expert evidence οη both sides as to high saturation of the retail ωarl<:et 
in which, it subωitted, "would have led to high vacancies, fierce coωpetition 
and thus lower profitability";1715 

d. fourth, it subωitted that the alleged breaches had not in fact prevented a sale of the 
project by .the "valuation date" of 15 DeceωbeI 2007, which was the fundaιnental 
preωise foI the Claiωants' clailll in respect of lost profits; it highlighted that the 
Clailllants had adωitted that the Planning Perωit proceedings had been "allllost 
regular", and noted that the Clailllants had ωade ηο efforts to sell the project by that 
date.1716 

4.699 As to the third and fourth points alleged to preclude causation, the Respondent repeated its 
assertion that the real reasons for the abandol1lllent had been unrelated to the administrative 
proceedings. It highlighted that it had requested documentation relating to the abandol1lllent of 

1710 Rejoinder, para. 271. 
1711 Rejoinder, para. 273. 
1712 Rejoinder, paras. 274-275. 
1713 Rejoinder, para. 276. 
1714 Rejoinder, paras. 277-281. 
1715 Rejoinder, para. 282. 
1716 Rejoinder, para. 283. 
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the project, asserted that the Clai1nants had "refused to produce many of them", but submitted 
that even the few documents which had been produced confirmed its tl1eory. 1717 

4.700 The Respondent observed that the presentation to the Supervisory Board made in advance of 
the alleged decision to abandon the project had: 

a. stated that there were two alternatives, namely carrying οη "with all consequences", 
οι· to halt the project and "through sale of the lands and a successful arbitration, to get 
compensation for the invested capital and damages that may exceed it", 

b. submitted that the chances of opening in Spring/Summer 2010 were still at least 50%; 

c. stated that the factor militating against continuance was "the requirement f or liquid 
funds".171s 

4.701 Ιη that last ι-egard, the Respondent again ι·ecalled that the pι-esentation had made ι-eference to 
various annexes, including calculations as to "liquidity needs" and "theoι-etical loss at 
postponement of the opening of the Centre", which had not been disclosed by the Claimants οη 
the ground that they had not been able to locate them. 1719 It fuι-theι- noted that the Claimants 
had likewise failed to disclose documents ι-elating to the pι-ofit/loss of similar pιΌjects in the 
Czech Republic οι· any otheι· country in Central οι· Easteι-π Europe in the last five years, and 
any otheι- similar project developed and then operated or sold by third parties, justifying the 
failure οη the basis that ηο such documents existed, as the Claimants' internal documents used 
earnings rather than profitability calculations; it cήticized the Claimants' position in that 
regard as "semantic gamesmanship". 1720 

4.702 The Respondent noted that, even in the absence of those documents, it was apparent from the 
evidence οη the record that in April 2008, the Claimants had increased the budget by 22.9% 
(from €100.18m to €123.15m), whilst its internal financing costs increased by approximately 
82.5% from €4.80m to €8.79m; the Respondent drew the conclusion that the "internal 
financing funds became scarcer and thus more costly". 1721 

4.703 Οη tl1at basis, it argued that the evidence showed that the project had been under intense 
financial pressure as the result of the "combined effect of the real estate crisis and the 
saturation of the retail market in ", and that the Claimants understood that the project 
was ηο longer financially viable; relying οη its own expert valuation experts, it submitted that 
the gross value of the project as at 15 October 2008 was €80.41m, whilst total costs amounted 
to up to €107.56m, resulting in a negative net valuation of some €27.15m. 1722 

4.704 Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that the truth was that the Claimants had realized that 
they would save money by abandoning the project, and that that was what they had done. 

1717 Rejoinder, para. 285. 
1718 Rejoinder, para. 286, quoting Core 8/288 (Exhibit R-58). 
1719 Rejoinder, para. 287, quoting Reply, para. 664. 
1720 Rejoinder, para. 288. 
1721 Rejoinder, para. 289. 
1722 Rejoinder, paras. 290-291. 
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Whilst suggesting that that decision may have been "entirely. reasonable", the Respondent 

denied that its conduct had been the proximate cause. 1723 

4.705 As to the fifth point, _based οη the assertion that the excessive excavations had broken any 

causal chain, the Respondent explained that the excavations had vastly exceeded the 

170,000rn3 authorized in the Planning Permit, excavating approximately an additional 

120,000m3
; denied that the excess excavations could be justified as emergency securing works; 

emphasized that the evidence showed that, the authorized amount of excavations having been 

reached around mid-June 2008, the Claimants had deliberately decided to exceed the 

authorized volume when the Board of ECE International had, οη 18 June 2008 approved a 

proposal to increase the budget for excavation works; and reiterated that excavation had 

thereafter continued "at full speed" until late August 2008. 1724 

4.706 Although noting that it was not disputed that Tschechien 7 had notified MAL of the alleged 

need to carry out emergency securing works οη 11 August 2008, it observed that when MAL 

had ordered securing works οη 19 September 2008, the volume of works authorίzed was 

approxirnately 1.7% of the amount authorίzed ίη the Planning Permίt, and argued that MAL's 

order had not addressed, stίll Jess Jegalized, any other excavations. 1725 

4.707 It subrnitted that it was irrelevant that, due to what it characterized as the Claίmants' 

obstruction, there had been ηο effective decision holding the excessive excavations to be 

illegal. It noted that MAL' s decisίon of 4 February 2010 had been quashed οη formal grounds, 

and that the substantive conclusion was unlikely to be affected in any subsequent decisίon. 1726 

4.708 It submitted that the effect of the excessive excavations was to put the Project in a "perίlous 

situatίon", due to tl1e fact that the immediate consequence was that MAL had opened the 

Groundworks Removal Proceedings with a view to ensuring rernoval. 1727 Although 

acknowledging that Claimants could have applied for regularization of the excavations, and 

could then have subrnitted updated documentation for the Main Building Permit to reflect the 

changed situation, it emphasized that the Main Building Perrnit should only have been issued 

after that process had been followed. It argued tl1at the fact tl1at MAL had neveΓtheless 

incorrectly issued the Main Building Permit was not relevant, insofar as the Main Building 

Permit had been appealed and had ηeνeΓ become Jegally effectίve, and RAL had spotted 

MAL's error, and l1ad therefore stayed tl1e appellate proceedings untίl a decίsion had been 

reached in the GroundwoΓks RemovaJ PΓOceedίngs. 1728 

4.709 The Respondent emphasized that the only means for legalίzation was by usίng tl1e specίal 

procedure availablefor tl1at purpose, and tl1at it had not been possible fοΓ the excessive 

excavations to be legalized by tl1e Building Pen11it. It empl1asized that the Claimants' argument 

to the contΓaΓy had been expressly rejected by a 2008 decision of the Czech SupΓeme 

1723 Rejoinder, para. 292. 
1724 Rejoinder, paras. 294-297. 
1725 Rejoinder, para. 298. 
1726 Rejoinder, para. 299. 
1727 Rejoinder, para. 300. 
1728 Rejoinder, paras. 300-302. 
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Administrative Court in unrelated litigation, which had been confirmed οη appeal by the Czech 
Constitutional Court. 1729 

4.710 The Respondent further disputed the Claimants assertion that it could be expected that 
legalization could be expected as a result of an application filed by the Claimants οη 

17 J anuary 2011, noting that that application was not one for regularization, and rather 
appeared to have been aimed at luring MAL into providing confirmation that the excessive 
excavations had been emergency securing works. It noted that MAL had subsequently 
discontinued the proceedings οη the application. 1730 

4.711 The Respondent further denied that the excessive excavations had been in any way provoked 
by the conduct of its authorities, and rejected the Claimants' argument to the contrary, which it 
subιnitted presumably were based οη tl1e fact that Tschechien 7 l1ad not had a Building PeΓmit 
by the time it 1·eacl1ed the volume permitted undeΓ tl1e Planning Permit. 1731 It aΓgued first tl1at, 
even if there had been a bI"each of the ΒΠ prior to mid-June 2008, as a matter of pI"inciple tl1at 
could in ηο way excuse the Claimants' violation of Czech Iaw. Second, it i11 a11y case disputed 
that there had been any violation pι·ioI" to tl1e relevant tίιηe, noti11g that the First and Seco11d 
Stays had been fuIIy justified, and that the existence of the Extι·aordinaΓy Review PΙΌceedings 
had played ηο role until the ThiI"d Stay, adopted 011 9 July 2008, afteΓ the Claima11ts l1nd 
exceeded the authoI"ized volume. 1732 

4.712 The Respondent fuI"ther submitted that, in fnct, the Claima11ts had been fuIIy aware from the 
outset of the pωceedi11gs relating to the Main Building Permit that they would have reached 
the volume of authorized excavatio11 before the permit was issued, given that the i11itiHI 
application filed 011 20 FebΓUary 2008 l1ad bee11 i11complete, the omissions 011Ιy being rectified 
at the begi1111ing of April 2008, a11d the fact that buildi11g permit proceedi11gs normalJy take 
appωximately six and a half months. 1733 

4.713 Οη that basis, the Respondent argued that even accepting for the sake of argument that the 
Thil"d Stay had resulted in a violation of tl1e ΒΙΤ, this would have had ηο impact upon the 
effect of the excessive excavatio11s 011 the Mai11 Building Permit proceedi11gs. 111 particular, ίt 

11oted that eve11 i11 the absence of the Third Stay, this would 11ot have affected tl1e fact that Cista 
Mesta had complained of the excessive excavations in July 2008, such that MAL would in a11y 
case have had to open the Gωundworks Removal Proceedings. It argued that, eve11 assumi11g 
that MAL had mistake11Iy issued the Mai11 Buildi11g Permit, ί11 spite of tl1e excessive 
excavatio11s, tl1is would have occuπed at eaΓliest i11 early August 2008, and that it was likely 
that Cista Mesta and Multi would thereafter l1ave appealed, and that RAL would have spotted 
MAL' s error, and stayed the appellate proceedings. 1734 

4.714 Ιη the alternative, it submitted that even if ηο appeals had been filed, the Main Building PeΓmit 
would have been "vitiated by eπor of law", RAL would have opened review pΓoceedings once 

1729 Rejoinder, paras. 303-304. 
1730 Rejoinder, para. 305. 
1731 Rejoinder, para. 306. 
1732 Rejoinder, paras. 307-308. 
1733 Rejoinder, para. 309. 
1734 Rejoinder, paras. 311-312. 
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it had become aware of the issue, and this could have resulted in the cancellation of the 
Building Permit; the Respondent again submitted that it was safe to assume that Cista Mesta 
and Multi would have brought the issue to the attention of RAL. 1735 

4.715 The Respondent submitted that events thereafter would have been dependent upon the attitude 
of the Claimants, and in particular whether they had been willing to admit their violation of the 
Planning Permit and apply for subsequent legalization; however, it submitted that even if such 
an application had been made, the consequent delay, and the need to submit updated 
documentation for the Main Building Permit "would have postponed the opening of Galerie 
until the fall of 2010, if not lateI", such that the situation would have been ηο betteI. 1736 

4.716 Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that even without the Third Stay, the proceedings 
would in any case.have been stayed οη the basis of the excessive excavations, such that the 
alleged chain of causation was broken by the Claimants' own illegal conduct. 1737 

C. ΤΗΕ TRIBUNAL'S ANALYSIS 

1. Introduction 

4. 717 As noted above, and as results from the preceding summary of the pleadings, the Claimants' 
claims underwent a profound modification during the course of the proceedings, both as 
regards the emergence of the allegation of coπuption, and as regards the specific breaches of 

the ΒΙΤ alleged. 

a. The Claimants' Claim of Corruption 

4.718 Το begin with the issue of coπuption, in their Request for Arbitration and Statement of Claim 
the Claimants' principal allegations were of breach of the standard of fair and equitable 
treatment, and in addition of the prohibition of impairment by arbitrary measures and the 
prohibition of expropriation. As noted above, as regards the "prohibition of discrimination" 
(by which the Tribunal undeistands to have been intended the second limb of the prohibition of 
impairment standard), the Claimants did ηο more than reserve their rights. 

4.719 Ιη the Memorial, the reliance οη an allegation of preferential treatment accorded to the rival 
project of Multi became more pronounced, accompanied by innuendoes of coπuption as the 
motivating factor underlying the iπegularities and delays that were said to have occuπed in the 
administrative proceedings. Those suggestions then became ex:ρlicit in the Reply. By the 
time of the hearing, the Claimants' case rested squarely οη an allegation of an overarching 
scheme of coπuption which infected and was the cause of all actions adverse to the Claimants. 

4.720 The Tiibunal will deal with the allegations of coπuption below. 

1735 Rejoinder, para. 313. 
1736 Rejoinder, paras. 314-315. 
1737 Rejoirider, para. 316. 
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b. The Claimants' New Claims 

4.721 Ιη addition, the development of the arbitral process also biought new claims into the light of 
day, even at a late stage. Ιη the Claimants' opening statement οη the fil"st day of the Oial 
heaiing, Counsel invoked foI the fil"st time Aiticle 7 of the ΒΠ (the "umbiella" clause), as well 
as the Most Favoured Nation clause contained in Aiticle 3, and the full pIOtection standard 
contained in Articles 2(3) and 4(1). 1738 Likewise at the resumed hearing in Piague, Counsel 
foI the Claimants argued that the conduct of the Respondent had violated "vil"tually all of the 
treaty's substantive obligations", 1739 and subsequently made Ieference to the full pIOtection and 
secuiity standaid; the requil"ement of most-favouied nation treatment and the umbrella 
clause. 1740 

4.722 Subsequent to the Prague Hearing, the Claimants sent a letter to the Tiibunal οη 4 Novembeι-
2011 in which, inter alia, it pIOνided a response οη certain points raised at the hearing, and 
submitted f ormal coπections to the transcript of the Prague HeaΓing. 

4.723 Part 6 of that letter put forward what were called "Factual Clarifications" of certain 
submissions made by Counsel fοι- the Respondent at the Pι-ague Hearing, whilst Section 7 
contained a new "Pι-ayeι- foI Relief ', in which the Claimants, "with Iefeι-ence to all of their 
wήtten submissions and theiI Oial submissions in London and Pι-ague", Iequested the Tribunal 
to find that the Respondent had breached: 

1.) the Guaι·antee of Fair and Equitable Treatment (Article 2(1) ΒΙΤ) 

2.) the Guarantee not to lmpair in any Way the Investment by Arbitrary or 
Discriminatory Measures (Article 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

3.) the Guarantees of Full Protection (Article 2(3) ΒΙΤ) and of Full 
Protection and Security (Article 4( 1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.) the Guarantee of Most Favoured Nation Treatment (Article 3 ΒΙΤ) 

5.) tlie Guarantee not to Expropriate without α Prompt, Adequate and 
Effective Compensation (Article 4(2) ΒΙΤ) 

6.) the Guarantee to Observe all Obligations under Domestic and 
International Law (the so-called "Umbι·ella Clause") (Article 7 ΒΙΤ). 

Ιη addition, the Pι-ayeι- foI Relief contained a Ief ormulation of the remedies sought by the 
Claimants. 

1738 Tl/34:22 - 39:16 (urnbrella clause); 39: 17-18 (full protection and security and Most Favoured Nation) ("if you don't 
agree with me οη applying 7(1) and 7(2) as Ι suggest, we rely οη the substantive protection standards ofthe treaty, 2, 
3.1, 4.1"); see also 39:21-25 (full protection and security) 102:4-16 (full protection and security) and 103: 18-23 (full 
protection and security) (Mr Marriott). 
1739 Tl0/122:25 -123:1 (Ms Malik). 
1740 Tl0/125:13 -127:23 (Most Favoured Nation and full protection and security); 128:8 -130:12 (umbrella clause) (Ms 
Malik). 
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4. 724 Invited by the Tiibunal to provide its observations, by letter dated 9 Ν ovember 2011 the 
Respondent objected to the "Factual Clarifications", as constituting "a shoit post-hearing brief 
in letter form" which had not been authorized by the Tiibunal, and Iequested the Tribunal to 
strike that part of the letteI from the record. , 

4.725 By email dated 11 November 2011, the Tribunal iQdicated that it was not, as then advised, 
minded to admit Sections 6 and 7 of the Claimants' Ίet~er (~ith one exception), but indicated 
that, should the position in that Iegard change, .the Respondent would at that point be affoided 
an opportunity to respond to the τηateiial in question. 

4.726 By letter of 15 NovembeI 2011, the Claimants submitted that there was ηο reason to strike 
Section 6 of its letter dated 4 November 2011 from the Iecord, although it left the matteI to the 
Tribunal' s discietion. As regards the PrayeI for Relief contained in Section 7 of that letter, the 
Claimants insisted that it should remain οη the recoid, noting that the Respondent had not 
Iequested that it be struck, and arguing that it did not contain new submissions "but merely 
summarises [ ... ] a consolidated version of Claimants' pleadings foI the relief sought afteI the 
written and oial submissions." 

4.727 By Iesponse also dated 15 NovembeI 2011, the Respondent expressed the view that the 
Tribunal in its email of 11 November 2011 had clearly Iejected the admissibility of Sections 6 
and 7 of the Claimants' letteI of 4 Ν ovember, and objected to what it characterized as the 
Claimants' unsolicited request to the Tribunal to Ieνerse its ruling. 

4.728 By letter dated 25 November 2011, the Claimants stated their undeistanding that the Tribunal's 
communication of 11 Ν ovembeI 2011 did not constitute a formal decision to strike the 'Factual 
Clarifications', but made ηο fuι·theI Iefeience to the PrayeI foI Relief. 

4. 729 The Tribunal' s communication of 11 Ν ovembeI 2011 Iefeπed to above contained the 
Tiibunal's piovisional view as to the appiopriateness of admitting Sections 6 and 7 of the 
Claimants' letteI of 4 NovembeI 2011. The Tiibunal now formally confirms that decision. It 
was pioceduially impωpeI foI the Claimants to seek to introduce a new piayeI foI Ielief in its 
letteI of 4 Ν ovembeI 2011; ηο provision had been made in that Iegard in the pioceduial 
timetable ηοΙ had it been contemplated in the discussion with the Parties at the close of the 
Piague Hearing, in which it was agieed that there would be ηο need foI Post-Hearing Biiefs. 
The pωceduial irregularity is not howeveI limited to the foimality of the submission of a new 
Piayei· foI Relief at that stage, but extends to the fact that the Claimants sought to introduce by 
this means new claims which had not pieνiously been the subject of any discussion in the 
wiitten pleadings. These new claims - undeI the umbiella clause, the guarantee of full 
pωtection and security, and the Most Favoured Nation clause - weie introduced in only the 
most general teims at the September hearing. The Claimants' closing submissions at the 
Piague Hearing οη those matters weie lilcewise pitched at a high level of geneiality, with ηο 
specification of wllich particulaI facts weie Ielied upon as constituting a bieach of those 
piovisions of the ΒΙΤ. 

4.730 The Tiibunal notes that it had been faced with a not dissimilar situation befoie. Ιη its 
Pioceduial 0IdeI Νο 5, dated 4 January 2011, in Iuling upon the Respondent's Appplication to 
Reject New Claims (see above, paragiaph 1.70), the Tiibunal: 
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a. made clear that it drew "a distinction between the claims formulated by a Party in its 
submissions to the Tι-ibunal and the facts asserted by that Party in support of those 
claims" (paragraph 1); 

b. expressed the view that the dispute submitted to the Tribunal was "a dispute over 
whether the Respondent's administrative procedures in relation to the Claimants' 
GALERIE project, and the effects thereof, constituted a breach of the [ΒΙΤ]" 
(paragraph 2); 

c. ruled that, "[s]o long as their submissions remain within the boundaries of that 
dispute, the Parties are at liberty to formulate their claims and defences as they 
choose, subject only to the exercise by the Tribunal of the discretionary power vested 
in it under Article 20 of the UNCITRAL Rules" (paragraph 3); and 

d. declined to strike out any part of the Memorial οη the basis that it saw ηο good reason 
to exercise the power contained in Article 20 of the UNCΠRAL Rules (paragiaph 4). 

4.731 Article 20 of UNCΠRAL Rules envisages that a Paity may amend or supplement its claim or 
defence dming the course of the proceedings, unless the tribunal considers it inappropriate to 
allow the amendment, "having regard to the delay in maldng it or prejudice to the other party 
ΟΙ any otheI circumstances". Article 20 does not expiessly require the making of a formal 
application for amendment, but adopts a permissive approach, in principle allowing 
amendments unless they are disallowed οη one or more of the grounds specified. 

4.732 That said, the Tribunal is of the view that if the Claimants wished to put foiward claims of 
bieach of pωvisions of the ΒΠ other than those relied upon in the pleadings, it would have 
been proper f or them either to make a f ormal application to the Tribunal f or permission to do 
so, ΟΙ at the least, to state clearly at the outset of the SeptembeI hearing that they were seeking 
to amend their case. Το have done so would have contributed to the oiderly conduct of the 
pωceedings. That was not howeνeI done. Ratl1er, t11e vaiious new claims were introduced 
duήng the couι·se of submissions, in the case of the Most-Favouied Nation clause indirectly 
through the invocation of Article 3 of the ΒΠ. Ιη the Iesult, the Respondent was never faced 
with a pleaded case setting out the Claimants' case in this Iegard. ΝοΙ has the Tribunal had 
the benefit of any Wiitten specification of the matteis οη which the Claimants relied as 
constituting the bieaches which undeilie their new claims. 

4.733 Although, as indicated above, PIΌceduial 0IdeI Νο 5 did not accept the Respondent's 
application to strike those portions of the Memorial which were alleged to contain new claims, 
the Tribunal takes the view that the introduction of new claims at and after the hearing is of a 
fundamentally different natme. Whereas the new claims in the Claimants' Memorial were 
introduced in writing, thus allowing the Respondent a propeI opportunity to Iespond, by 
contrast the late introduction of new claims, without adequate particulars, did not of itself 
allow the Respondent a proper opportunity to prepare its response within the framework of the 
agreed procedme. And even though the Respondent raised ηο formal objection at the hearing 
(and in its own opening, Iesponded to the umbrella clause claim οη the merits), the Tribunal 
does not feel that it would be appropriate to exercise its discretion under Article 20 of the 
UNCΠRAL Rules to allow this amendment and supplementation of the Claimants' claims 
"having regard to the delay in making it or prejudice to the other party or any other 
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c:ircumstances". The Claimants had more than ample opportunity to raise these claims during 
a phase of written procedure lasting roughly two years and, not having taken that opportunity, 
must be regarded as having lost it by the time the oral hearing began. The Tribunal will 
therefore assess the Claimants' allegations οη the merits against the standard of Articles 2(1), 
2(2), and 4(1) of the ΒΙΤ, in the light of the allegations of coπuption Γefeπed to above, but not 
against the standard of Articles 2(3), 3, or 7. 

4.734 The Tribunal notes, in addition, that the Claimants had originally pleaded a claim of breach of 
the obligation to admit investments contained in Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ, and maintained that 
claim in the Memorial. Although the Prayer for Relief in the Claimants' Reply still made 
formal reference to Article 2(1), the body of the Reply contained ηο further submissions in 
relation to that claim, and there was ηο reference to it in the oral argument of either Party at the 
hearing. 1741 The Tribunal therefore regards it as having been abandoned. 

c. The Tribunal's Approach to the Claimants' Claims 

4.735 Ιη light of the exclusion of the Claimants' claims other than those included in the written 
pleadings, the only claims remaining before the Tribunal are those of breach of: 

a. the obligation to provide fa:ir and equitable treatment (Article 2(1) ΒΙΤ); 

b. the prohibition of impairment by arbitrary or discriminatory measures Article 2(2) 
ΒΙΤ); and 

c. the prohibition of expropriation (Article 4(1) ΒΙΤ). 

4. 736 The Tribunal notes that the primary focus of the Claimants' claims is οη breach of the standard 
of fa:ir and equitable treatment. The facts relied upon as giving rise to a breach of the 
prohibitions of impa:irment by arbitrary measures and of expropriation are in essence identical 
to those relied upon in relation to fa:ir and equitable treatment. 

4.737 The Tribunal notes further that, although the Claimants invite the Tribunal to find that the 
actions of the Respondent were the result of a scheme of coπuption, they also rely οη breach of 
various standards contained in the ΒΙΤ even in the absence of coπuption. That being so, the 
Tribunal considers it appropriate to deal f:irst with the Claimants' claims of breach of the ΒΙΤ, 
leaving to one side the specific allegations of coπuption. Ιη other words, the Tribunal will 
begin by examining whetheI the facts of the case sustain the Claimants' claims of breach of the 
standard of fa:ir and equitable treatment, even in the absence of coπuption. It will then 
examine the claims of impaiiment by arbitrary or discriminatory measures and expIOpriation. 

4.738 The Tribunal will then deal with the Claimants' case οη coπuption, and assess whether that 
claim is made out. That appIOach is adopted οη the basis that if the Claimants weie able to 
establish that they had been adversely affected by an otherwise defensible l<:ey decision 
adopted by the authorities w hich had been tainted by coπuption, the decision in and of itself is 
likely to give rise to a breach of the requ:irements of fail' and equitable treatment and/oI be 

1741 Nor indeed in the revised Prayer fοι· Relief discussed above. 
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arbitraιΎ or (depending οη the precise circumstances) discrilninatory and thus result in a breach 
of the pIOhibition of impailΊnent. 

4.739 Finally, the Tribunal recalls that, as set out above, οη 7 October 2011, following the London 
Hearing, and in advance of hearing the Parties' closing arguments at the Prague Hearing, it 
circulated a list of issues οη which it would appreciate receiving the submissions of the Parties. 
This list of issues is set out in full at paragraph 1.136 above. 

2. Preliminary Matters: Denial of Justice; Exhaustion of Local Remedies; and the 
Relevance of Breaches of Domestic Law 

4. 7 40 Prior to turning to assess the meiits of the Claimants' claims, the Tiibunal thinks it appIOpiiate 
to addiess at the outset thJ:ee issues which weie canvassed by the Parties in the course of the 
written pleadings, and which, in the cίJ:cumstances of the present case, aι·e of tiansveisal 
Ielevance. Those issues are 

a. the Respondent's argument that all of the Claimants' claims aι·e in fact for denial of 
justice, and fall to be assessed against the standard foI denial of justice undeI 
customary inteinational law; 

b. the connected invocation by the Respondent of the Iequirement of exhaustion of local 
Iemedies; and 

c. the relevance of violations of domestic law. 

a. The Respondent's Argument that the Claimants' Claims Are Essentially for Denial of 
Justice 

4.741 As Iegards the Respondent's argument that the Claimants' claims are all in essence, claims of 
denial of justice, and that the moie stringent Iequirements of such a claim must therefoie apply 
(both substantively, and in teims of exhaustion of local Iemedies) the Tiibunal notes that ηο 
mention of denial of justice is made anywheie in the ΒΠ as a separate standard. 

4.742 That said, the Tiibunal equally notes that denial of justice is not limited to judicial pIOceedings 
but may equally occuI in administiative pIOceedings, and that a denial of justice in respect of 
an investment constitutes one foim of tieatment by a Iespondent State that would in geneial 
Iesult in a violation of the faiI and equitable tieatment standard. HoweveI, equally, a denial of 
justice approach is merely one way of characteiizing conduct of a State, and it is by ηο means 
an exclusive standard. 

4.743 The Tiibunal is of the view that in piinciple it is for the investor to allege and foimulate its 
claims of breach of relevant treaty standards as it sees fit. lt is not the place of the Iespondent 
State to recast those claims in a diffeient manner of its own choosing and the Claimants' 
claims accoidingly fall to be assessed οη the basis οη which they are pleaded. While the facts 
undeilying a particular claim might also be characteiized as Iesulting in a denial of justice, this 
does not mean that moie stringent conditions applicable to a claim foI denial of justice must 
necessarily apply to otheI claims to which the same facts may give rise. 
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b. The Respondent's Invocation of the Requirement of Exhaustion of Local Remedies 

4.744 The Respondent's aiguinents as to the applicability of the denial of justice standaid constitute 
the point of depaituie foI its related aigument that the Claimants weie Iequired to exhaust local 
Iemedies befoie Iaising their claims before the present Tribunal under the ΒΠ. 

4.745 Some tribunals have obseived that whether or not an investor has had recourse to the local 
courts of the host State in an attempt to obtain redress for the alleged haim suffered may be 
Ielevant in assessing whether or not there has been a bieach of the relevant treaty-based 

standaid of protection. But in these cases, where Iecourse to the local courts has been held to 
be relevant to the question of bieach, that does not make it into a mandatoiy precondition for 
the admissibility of the claim before an investment tribunal, nor into a constitutive requirement 
for the claim. Rather the extent to which an investor pursued available domestic remedies 
(and to which it in fact obtained a remedy for its complaint) has been treated as constituting 

one element which is relevant for the assessment of whetheI the investor has been treated in a 
manner which constitutes a breach of the respondent State' s obligations for the protection of 
the investment. 

4.746 This is however different from a claim for denial of justice aiising out of the operations of the 
courts themselves, where the requirement to exhaust local remedies is not a condition of the 
admissibility of the claim, but goes to its substance as a constitutive element of the claim itself; 

it is precisely the fact that the eπor has gone unremedied by the State's own courts which 
constitutes the international wrong. 

4.747 Ιη brief, given that the Claimants have not presented their claims in the form of claims of 

denial of justice, those claims aie not subject to any requirement to exhaust such local 
remedies as may have been available and effective. Nevertheless any remedies that were 
available to the Claimants, and would have been or were effective to remedy the defects in the 
local administrative proceedings, retain their potential relevance and the Tribunal will have 
regaid to them in assessing whether the conduct of the relevant authorities breached the 

standaids of protection contained in the ΒΠ. 

c. The Significance of Violations of Domestic Law 

4. 7 48 Finally, as the Claimants' claims of breach of the standaid of fair and equitable treatment rely 

heavily οη the alleged illegality of some of the decisions adopted by the domestic authorities, 
the Tiibunal observes it is well-established that a breach of domestic law does not, without 

more, result in a breach of international law. As expressed by a Chamber of the Inteinational 
Court of Justice in ELSI: 

Conψliance witli niunicipal law and conψliance witli the pΓoνisions of α 
tι·eat)ι αι·e dif.faent questions. Wliat is α bΓeacli of tι·eat)ι ιηαy be lawful ίη 
niunicipal law and wliat is unlavιful in tlie niunicipal law niay be fully 
innocent of violation of α tΓeat)ι pωνίsίοη. 1742 

The Chamber lateI observed: 

1742 Elettι·onίca Sίcula S.p.A. (ELSJ), ICJ Repoιts 1989, p. 15, at p. 51 (pal"a. 73). 
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[T]he fact that an act of α public authority may Jιave been unlawful ίn 

ιnunicipal law does not necessarily mean tlιat that act was unlawful ίn 
international law, as α breach oftreaty or otherwise. 1743 

4.749 That forms part of the moie general principle, recognized in Aι-ticle 27 of the Vienna 
Convention οη the Law of Treaties, and more generally in Al:ticle 3 of the Π..,C' s Micles οη 
the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, that the characterization of a 
given act as internationally wrongful is independent of its characterization as lawful under the 
internal law of a State. Aι-ticle 3 of the Π..,C' s Micles provides 

The characterίzatίon of an act of α State as internatίonally wrongful ίs 

governed by international law. Suclι characterization ίs not affected by the 
characterization of the saιne act as lawful by inteι-nal law. 

4.750 As indicated in the Π..,C's Commentm:y, the principle embodies two elements -

First, an act of α State cannot be characterized as internationally wrongful 
unless ίt constitutes α breach of an international obligation, even if ίt 
violates α provision of the State 's own law. Secondly and most importantly, 
α State cannot, by pleading that its conduct confornιs to tlιe provisions of its 
internal law, escape the characterization of that conduct as wrongful by 
international law. 1744 

4.751 The Tribunal has ηο doubt that these principles are applicable here, and that, accordingly, the 
mere fact that a particular act is illegal under the domestic law of the Respondent does not 
mean that it necessarily constitutes a bieach of the substantive standards of protection 
contained in the ΒΠ, or vice versa. The Tribunal will return as appropriate to the implications 
of these principles when discussing the breaches alleged by the Claimants of the specific 
standards of protection contained in the ΒΠ. 

3. Alleged Breach of the Fair and Equitable Treatment Standard (Article 2(1) ΒΙΤ) 

4.752 The Claimants identified thl"ee "strands" encompassed in the fair and equitable treatment 
standaι·d, which it alleged were violated as a result of the conduct of the authorities of the 
Respondent in the various administrative proceedings: frustration of the Claimants' legitimate 
expectations; violation of the requirement of transpaι·ency and predictability of the legal 
system; and violations of due process. The Tribunal will not however deal with these 
separately, but as elements entering into the assessment of whether the fair and equitable 
treatment standard has been breached. 

1743 lbid., at p. 74 (para. 124). 
1744 Π.,C, Articles οη the Responsibility of States for futernationally Wrongful Acts, State Responsibility, Commentary 
to Article 3, paragraph (1). See also Cοιnpαίϊία de Aguas del Aconquϋa SA and Vivendi Universal ν Argentine Republic 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/97 /3), Decision οη Annulment of 3 July 2002, paras. 95-96; SGS Sociέtέ Gέneι-ale de 
Surveillance SA ν Isla111ic Republic of Palcistaι1 (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01/13), Decision οη Objections to Jurisdiction of 
6 August 2003, para. 147; and Noble Ventures, Inc. ν Ro111ania (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/01111), Award of 12 October 
2005, at para. 53. 
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4.753 Prior to examining the substance of the Claimants' claim, however, it is necessary to deal with 
the debate between the Parties as to the applicable geneι·al standard under the obligation to 
accord fair and equitable treatment contained in Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ, and its relationship to 
customary international law. 

a. The Applicable Standard of Fair and Equitable Treatment Under the ΒΙΤ and Its 
Relationship to the Standard of Treatment under Customary International Law 

4.754 The debate as to the relationship between the fair and equitable treatment standard embodied in 
the ΒΙΤ and the standard applicable under customary international law is, in the Tribunal' s 
view, in the final analys an essentially academic one with little practical impact. What the 
Tribunal is called upon to interpret and apply is the fair and equitable standard as embodied in 
Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ, which coπesponds also to the limits of the Tribunal's jurisdiction, 
namely, whether the Respondent has complied with its obligations under the ΒΙΤ. 

4.755 The Respondent argues that the standard should be equated or limited to the minimum standard 
under customary international law and invokes arbitral decisions adopted in the application of 
Article 1105 of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Claimant argues 
to the contrary that, since Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ makes ηο reference to international law or the 
international minimum standard, it must be taken to impose a standard higher than that 
obtaining under customary international law. The Tribunal finds itself unable to accept eitheι
view. It does not find NAFTA Article 1105 (entitled "Minimum Standard of Treatment"), 
which explicitly requires the Parties to NAFTA to accoι-d treatment, including fair and 
equitable treatment, "in accordance with international law", to be of particular assistance in 
deriving the proper meaning to be given to a differently formulated provision in an 
unconnected and free-standing bilateral investment agreement between two European States. 
Conversely, it can see ηο logical basis for the Claimants' submission that a failure to mention 
international law in a treaty provision should be taken to be equivalent to the establishment of 
a particular relationship to the customary international law standard, either in general or in 
relation to a specific understanding of what the customary standard is. 

4.756 Several investment tribunals have held that, when a bilateral treaty adopts a standard of fair 
and equitable treatment without further qualification, the treaty is to be interpreted and applied 
in its own right and οη its own terms. The present Tribunal shares that view. The applicable 
principles fοι- the interpretation of Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ are theι-efore those laid down by 
Article 31 of the Vienna Convention οη the Law of Treaties. Under paragraph (1) of that 
Article a treaty is to be inte11πeted "in good faith, in accordance with the ordinary meaning to 
be given to the terms of the treaty in theil" context and in the light of its object and purpose". 

4.757 Article 2(1) of the ΒΙΤ reads in full as follows: 

Eacli Contι-acting Ραι-tγ sliall ίη its teπitoιy pι-oniote as far as possible 
inνestnients bγ inνestoι-s of tlie otheι- Contι-acting Ραι1γ and adniit sucli 
inνestnients ίη accoι-dance witli ίts legislatίon. lt sliall ίη αηγ case accord 
sucli inνestιnents fαίι- and equίtable tι-eatιnent. 1745 

1745 In the English-language translation agι·eed between the Parties. 
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4.758 lt is followed by two further paragraphs laying down, respectively, the non-impairment 
standard and the full pωtection standard. The language used is simp1e and stΓaightf orward, and 
appears plainly to lay down a standm:d that incorpoiates ample flexibility to determine wl1at 
should be regarded as "faiI and equitable treatment" in relation to the circumstances of 
particular cases. There is ηο indication either within the treaty or in the otheI information 
furnished by either the Claimants or the Respondent that the Parties to the treaty had intended a 
special meaning to be given to any of its terms, as contemplated in Article 31 ( 4) of the Vienna 

Convention. 

4.759 The immediate context of the reference to 'fair and equitable treatment' is the obligation in the 
same paragraph οη each Party to "promote as far as possible investments by investors of the 
other Contracting Party and admit such investments in accordance with its legislation," which 
suggests that 'fair and equitable treatment' should be understood against the background of the 
PaI"ties' wish to pl"Omote and encouΓage the making of investments and theiι· continued 
management thereafter. The Tribunal sees furtheΓ confirmation of this interpΓetation in the 
1Teaty' s pieamble, with its refeΓences to the intensification of mutual economic cooperation and 
the creation of favomable conditions fοΓ recipΓocal investments and its Γecognition that 
"encomagement and Ieciprocal pIΌtection of investments are apt to strengthen all f orms of 
economic initiative, inpaιiiculaι· in the area ofprivate entι·epreneurial activity". 

4.760 The conclusion that the fair and equitable treatment standard under the ΒΙΤ is not as such 
limited by refeΓence to the minimum standard of treatment under customary international law 
(whatever the content of that standard may be), does not mean that the standard is necessarily 
open-ended or subject to idiosyncratic interpretation by individual tribunals. Ιη particular, theΓe 
is broad agreement in the decisions as to the core of what is required by the fair and equitable 
treatment standard. As stated by the Mondev tribunal (in the context of application of Article 
1105 NAFTA), 

the questίon ίs whetheι-, at an ίnternatίonal level and havίng regard to 
generally accepted standards of the admίnίstratίon of justίce, α trίbunal can 
conclude ίn the lίght of all the avaίlable facts that tlie impugned decίsίon 
was clearly ίmproper and dίscredίtable, wίth the result that the ίnvestnient 
has been subjected to unfaίr and ίnequitable treatment. Thίs ίs admίttedly α 
somewhat open-ended standard, but ίt may be that ίn practίce no more 
precίseformula can be offered to cover the range ofpossίbίlίtίes. 1746 

4.761 The Tribunal will return as necessary to the question of the specific tι·eatment which the fair 
and equitable standard Γequires, and the types of conduct which may result in a violation, in the 
context of its discussion of the three strands which the Claimants say constitute specific 
elements of 'fair and equitable treatment'. 

b. The Claimants' Claims Based on Breach of Their Legitimate Expectations 

4.762 The Tribunal accepts the Claimants' argument that frustration of an investor's legitimate 
expectations is capable of constituting a breach of the standard of fair and equitable treatment. 
FοΓ a claimant's expectations to qualify in this sense, howeveΓ, they must normally be based οη 

1746 Mondev International Liιnited ν. United States of Anιerica (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/99/2), Award of 11 October 
2002, para. 127. 
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specific assurances given by the competent authorities to the investor prioI to or at the time of 
the making of the investment. The Tribunal will return below to the question of what specific 
assurances were in fact given to the Claimants, and the scope of the legitimate expectations 
which may reasonably have arisen as a result. 

4.763 Ιη the present case, however, the Claimants' assertion is the general one that they had a 
legitimate expectation that the law οη planning and building peimission would be applied in a 
proper manner, and that that expectation was impropeily frustrated as a result of the decisions 
of the Respondent's authoiities and the way in which these decisions were taken. 

4.764 Subject to the caveat that any such expectation must be within the limits of the reasonable, the 
Tribunal is prepared to accept that the Claimants were entitled to expect that the law οη 
planning and building permissions would be properly applied by the competent administrative 
authoiities within the wider framework of Czech administrative law, and, that if the courts 
were seized with disputes arising out of the foregoing, there would be fair disposition of such 
disputes in accordance with internationally accepted standards of justice. By reasonable in 
this context, the Tribunal means that it has to be accepted that it is an inheient feature of any 
legal system that the competent administrative authorities (and courts), in applying domestic 
law, may commit eπois and make mistakes, ΟΙ simply reach decisions as to the meaning of the 
law or as to the facts of a case οη to which a superior court or administrative authority 
subsequently takes a different view. It has also to be accepted that it is not the role of an 
international tribunal to sit οη appeal against the legal coπectness or substantive 
reasonableness of individual administrative acts or the judgments of a municipal court 
reviewing them. Its role is rather to assess whether the decision makers and the courts acted 
fairly and consistently with accepted standω:ds of due process, and that their decision making 
was not tainted by improper motives. It follows that the possibility that a decision was wrong 
under domestic law is not in and of itself a breach of the standard of fair and equitable 
treatment, although it may in appropriate circumstances constitute a relevant factor to be 
weighed in the balance alongside the availability of effective remedies. Ιη other words, the 
standard is about the operation of the State's administrative and legal system as a whole. 

4.765 Α particular point to be borne in mind in this connection is that the expectations of a given 
investor, howeνeI legitimate, do not exist in isolation, and rem.oved from the factual 
circumstances of the specific situation. The crucial factor in the present case is the existence 
οη the scene of a competing investoI, Multi, whose actions are not attributable to the 
Respondent and do not engage the Respondent's international responsibility. Competition is 
an inescapable component of the Iisk element that characteiizes the maldng of an investment in 
an open economic system. The fact therefore that Multi sought to exercise its legal rights in a 
way that impinged adversely οη the interests of its competitor, ECE, or asserted a claim to 
standing to do so before the Czech courts or administrative authorities, is not something for 
which the Respondent can be reproached by ECE undeI the standard of fair and equitable 
treatment - so long as the courts and administrative authorities dealt with the competing claims 
in conformity with the standaid described in the pieceding paragraph. It is of the essence of 
planning and building law that one of its central purposes is precisely to balance competing 
interests, which in specific cases may be many, varied and conflicting. 
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4.766 One of the consequences of the above is that an investor dependent οη the grant of a planning 
οι· building permit must be taken to be aware of the possibility of delays in the decision making 
process, and that there is a risk that otl1er participants, including opponents and competitors, 
will seek to slow or even halt the proposed project. The investor can have ηο 'legitimate 
expectation' opposable to the host State that such delays will not occur. Whether delay can 
reach a point at which it passes beyond what could reasonably have been anticipated is not a 
matter of kind but of degree. It will therefore be heavily dependent οη the particular facts, and 
a tι·ibunal will take special care to weigh the sequential investment decisions taken by the 
investor against the actual or assumed state of the investor's knowledge at the time that each 
decision was made. The tribunal will also assess the extent to which the investor might itself 
have caused or contributed to the delay. Ιη brief, it is not the function of the doctrine of 
'legitimate expectations' to remove the risk element fi.Όm commercial investment, including 
the risk of competitors or otheΓ parties Γesorting to domestic ι·emedies. 

4.767 As indicated above, 'legitimate expectations' in the context of investment arbitration would 
normally be based οη specific assuiances given by the competent authorities to the investol', 
and it is to that aspect that the Tribunal now turns. 

ι. Mr Assurance and the Claimants' Expectations 

4.768 The Claimants sought to make much of an assurance alleged to have been given by Mr 
to representatives of ECE in August 2005. Although in the written pleadings the Claimants 
had also invoked the fact that the City of changed the zoning plan so that the Galerie 
project could be constructed οη the intended site, in the end, as the argument developed in the 
oι·al hearings, Mr s assurance became the sole basis οη which the Claimants relied for 
their legitimate expectation that the planning process would be conducted in proper manner, 
and that they could accordingly expect the grant of the planning and building permits in time to 
allow an opening prior to Ol' contemporaneous with Multi's Forum project. 

4.769 The Tribunal is not convinced that the assurance made by Mr 
which the Claimants seelc to make it carry. 

can bear the weight 

4.770 As to the content of the assurance, when ΜΙ was aslced by Counsel for the Claimants 
whethel', when he had met with representatives of ECE in 2005, he had assured them that Multi 
and ECE 'would be treated fairly and equitably', his response was that he had assured them 
that "we approach all investors in the same manner."1747 He latel' explained that the policy of 
his administration when he was Mayor had been to provide support to all developers who were 
interested in investing in the City, and, effectively, to leave it to the investors and to the marlcet 
to decide which projects were feasible. 1748 That explanation is fully consistent with the 
account of the relevant meeting provided by Mr in his witness statement who recounted 
that "When the conversation turned to the role of Multi, the mayor remarked that both 
developers would be measured against the same standard and that it is each developer's 

1747 TS/104:18-23, 
1748 TS/118:5-16. 
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responsibility to m!'ike the best out of the project". 1749 Αη assurance of this kind, in effect that 
the City of would not take sides in the competition between different investors, falls 
well short of any kind of promise that the necessary planning and building permits would be 
granted within a particular time, or even that the permits would be granted at all. 

4.771 Αη important factor in this regard is the limited competence of the City of. and of Mr 
as its Mayor, in relation to the overall permitting process. Οη the evidence, there is a 

distinction under Czech administrative law between institutions of self-governrnent (including 
entities such as the City of ) and the central State authorities (which included the 

· Building Authority within MAL). Therefore, although the City of. had competence 
over the local zoning plan, it had ηο competence over the grant of planning ΟΙ building 
permits. Ιη those cil"cumstances, it would have been surpl"ising if ΜΙ had purported to 
provide any assurance as to the conduct of the planning and building permit proceedings. The 
Tribunal accepts his evidence, coπoborated by that of Mr . , that he did not do so, but 
merely gave an assuiance that the City of: would support the respective projects of 
Multi and ECE equally. 

4.772 Ιη actual fact, the evidence suggests that the City of did precisely that. Quite apart 
from, as already noted, changing its zoning plan at the outset so as to permit the construction of 
the Galerie project, it subsequently agreed to allow applications for the building permits in 
respect of the external traffic constructions to be made in its name by Tschechien 7' s 
contractoI, SIAL (apparently in the hope that in doing so, Multi would be less lilcely to 
challenge them). Moreover, once the overlap issue had arisen, the City of l entered into 
a cooperation agreement by which it agieed to take steps to assist the Claimants in resolving 
the problems which had arisen. 1750 It follows, in the Tribunal's view, that nothing in the 
conduct of the City of · including Mr 1 s specific assurance to ECE, can be taken 
as the ground for any fixed expectation οη the part of the Claimants that they would obtain the 
necessary planning and building permits within a specific time. 

ii. The Time Sensitivity of the Project 

4.773 The Claimants argued that the relevant authorities of the Respondent must at the least have 
been aware of the time-critical nature of the Galerie project. It must indeed have been clear to 
any knowledgeable observeI that Galerie and Forum were in stiff competition with one 
another. Nevertheless the Tribunal would only be able to regard the Claimants' commercial 
objective as entering within the realms of "legitimate expectation" if the competent Czech 
authorities had offered some forrn of specific assurance in that regard, and in such a way that 
ECE could fail"ly be said to have relied upon it. That would however have to be proved by 
evidence. The Tribunal has before it ηο evidence to that effect. Ιη the Tribunal' s view, the 
only. expiess assuiance provided was the one given by Mr ~ . discussed above, and that 
(as indicated) was piimarily in the form of an assuiance of non-discrimination as between the 
Galeiie and Forurn projects. 

1749 statement, para. 10. 
175° Core 6/184 (Ex11ibit R-49). 
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4.774 Ιη the Tribunal's opinion, even if it had been shown that the Claimants had informed the 
appropriate authorities at the outset of the commercial imperatives undeilying an opening at 
the same time or in advance of the Forum pIOject, that would not inean that the Claimants, by 
so doing, weie able to transfeI to the Respondent all or part of the commeicial Iisk inherent in 
the competitive situation in which the Claimants found themselves. 

4.775 Given that finding, it is not necessary foI the Tήbunal to investigate in detail the 
Ieasonableness of the Claimants' alleged expectations, based οη how much time the Claimants 
had in fact assumed foI completion of the permitting procedures when dl"awing up and 
adopting theil" internal decisions to undertake the investment. Such evidence as the Tiibunal 
has seen suggests that, in preparing their time schedule for the construction and opening of 
Galeiie the Claimants budgeted only foI the maximum statutoiy deadlines foI the 
gι·anting of the various pennits, and failed to take into account the possibility of appeals 
against the gΓant of planning ΟΙ building permits. 1751 Both Μι· and ΜΙ agieed in 
evidence that appeals weie a possibility and that they weie used to dealing with them, 1752 and 
there was further evidence that the Claimants had suffeΓed seveie delays ονeΓ a project of the 
same ldnd in PΓague as a result of the filing of appeals. Mr , explanation was that, 
judging Ποm the site inspection, the situation was not "particularly sensitive" compared to 
otheI projects. Μι· · admitted that tl1e time schedule was optimistic in not budgeting foI 
appeals, and that the Board of ECE lmew this. 1753 He said that he had been assured by the 
owneI of the principal construction contractoI that, in pievious of that contractoI' s pωjects, ηο 
appeals had been lodged and οη that basis he felt that appeals were not likely, and by SIAL, the 
Claimants' local pωject company, that appeals were not very common in the : area, at 
least outside the specific field of mining operations Iaising envil"onmental concerns, in which 
some local NGOs were active. 1754 These individual impiessions notwithstanding, the minutes 
of the ECE Board meeting οη 23 July 2007 noted that "some pIOtests" were to be expected in 
Iespect of the planning pennit, 1755 whilst those of the meeting held οη 7 July 2008 recognized 
that it was lilcely that Multi would appeal against the grant of the building permit. 1756 

4.776 The above leaves in the mind of the Tl"ibunal a picture of the Claimants knowingly entering 
into what was chaΓacteiized in the Memorial as a "hoise race" with Multi as to who could 
complete theil" respective projects fiist, οη the basis of time estimates foI the peimitting process 
which were not based οη a Iealistically hard-headed calculation of the likelihood of appeals ΟΙ 
of theil" eff ect. 

1751 Τ2/89:3-6 (Μι· ι; Τ4/75:4-5 (Mr. ). 
1752 Τ2/88:21- 89:2; Τ4/131:11-13. 
1753 Τ2/89:6-14; Τ4/77:20-21and78:1-13. 
1754 Τ4/131:3-10; Τ4/132:2-11; see also Τ4/76:6-10. 
1755 Core 4/114, (Exhibit R-39). 
1756 Core 6/218 (Exhibit C-64). 
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iii. The Planning Proceedings 

4.777 Ιη the light of the above, the Tribunal can now turn to whether the Claimants' reasonable 
expectations of the normal a11d regulaI operatio11 of the pla1111ing process weie frustrated i11 a 
way that might give rise to a bieach of the sta11dard of fair a11d equitable treatment. 

4.778 The Tiibunal llotes that, although initially the Claimants Iaised multiple allegatio11s of 

pIOcedural irregularity and unlawfulness i11 relatio11 to i11dividual actio11s and decisions in each 
stage of the planni11g pIOcess, in the fi11al a11alysis it relied esse11tially οη the conduct of the 

Extraordinary Review Proceedi11gs, a11d the various stays adopted by MAL in the context of 
the building permit proceedi11gs. 

4. 779 As Iegards the alleged irregularities in the planni11g permit proceedi11gs, i11cluding the episode 
in which the notice of the ope11ing of pla11ni11g peimit proceedings was removed prematurely 
Ποm the lloticeboard, resulting i11 the lleed for it to be Iepublished, the Claimants admitted that 

the various relatively mi11or delays suffered at that time had 110 adverse effect 011 the Iealization 
of the project a11d, i11 particular, 011 the timely pIOgress of the further proceedings a11d the 
possibility of Galeiie opening in adva11ce of ΟΙ contemporaneously with Multi's Foωm centre. 

HoweveI, they did argue stro11gly that it was only the piemature taking down of the application 
which peimitted Multi to lau11ch the process of appeal which set in train a course of eve11ts 
gravely dainagi11g to their i11terests. 

4.780 As to the Extraoidinary Review PIOceedings in relation to MAL's grant of the Pla11ni11g 

Peimit, i11itiated by the Ministry further to a motio11 by Multi 011 7 DecembeI 2007, although 

these proceedings did not as such affect the entry into force of the pla11ni11g permit, followi11g 

RAL's rejectio11 of Multi's appeal 011 3 December 2007, the Claima11ts assert that the pendency 
of the proceedi11gs created co11ti11ui11g uncertai11ty as to the validity of the Pla1111i11g Peimit and 
that this was a factor contributi11g to the decision to abando11 the project. They draw attention 

to the fact that the First a11d Seco11d Ministry Decisions puφoited to quash the planni11g peimit, 
albeit that those decisio11s lleνer e11tered i11to f orce in conseque11ce of Tschechie11 7' s appeals to 

the Minister. The existe11ce of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings is also of significa11ce 
i11sofar as MAL puφorted to rely 011 the fact that they were pending i11 adopti11g the Seco11d 
and Third Stays of the Buildi11g Permit pIOceedi11gs. 

4.781 The llext set of proceedings upo11 which Ielia11ce was placed was the Buildi11g Peimit 
proceedings which comme11ced co11seque11t upo11 the applications filed 011 behalf of 

Tschechie11 7 starting 011 20 Febiuary 2008. The Claimants assert that it was the co11duct of 
those pIOceedi11gs, a11d i11 particulai· the delay caused by the adoption of the Seco11d a11d Third 
Stays, whe11 take11 with the u11certai11ty mentioned above ονeΙ the validity of the Planning 
Permit, that forced ECE to aba11do11 the pIOject once it became clear that even a11 Autumn 201 Ο 

openi11g was injeopardy. 

4.782 Before examini11g whetheI a11ythi11g which occuπed i11 the proceedi11gs ca11 be regaι·ded as 

Iisi11g to the level of a bieach of the fair and equitable treatme11t standard, the Tribu11al recalls 
its observations above that the mere occuπence of irregularities i11 administrative ΟΙ couit 
proceedings, or the adoptio11 of mistaken decisio11s, does llot in itself give Iise to a breach of 

this ld.11d. What is llecessary in oider f ΟΙ a breach to be found is somethi11g that falls outside 
what is ge11erally accepted as fair i11 admi11istrative or judicial proceedi11gs. 
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The Plannίng Perniίt Proceedίngs 

4.783 As to the premature taking down of the planning permit, although the notice was taken down 
early, a certain length of time, however limited, still I"emained within which an appeal could 
have been filed, and the Tribunal cannot simply make the assumption that Multi would not 
have filed an appeal within that time period. 

The Extraordinary Revίew Proceedίngs 

4.784 It came as an unpleasant surpήse to the Claimants when the Fil"st Ministty Decision of 29 
February 2008 upheld Multi's challenge to RAL's decision dismissing Multi's appeal against 
the grant of the planning permission. The Tribunal, fol' its own pmt, finds it hmd to follow the 
pl'ecise chain of reasoning which led the Ministty to I"each this conclusion. Howevel', as 
previously noted, the pl'esent Tl"ibunal does not sit as a court of appeal or l'eview, and the 
fundamental fact, despite the strilά.ng nature of some of the Ministι:y' s findings, (including as 
to Tschechien 7's status in the proceedings), is that the Decision was subsequently reversed by 
the Fiι·st Minister Decision upon Tschechien 7' s appeal, and theref ore had ηο legal effect. 

4.785 As regmds the Fil"st MinisteI Decision itself, alth.ough the Claimants initially attempted to 
characterize it as not only unusual, but also improper insofm as it depmted from the prioI 
opinion of the Advisoι:y Committee which had recomιnended the teι:mination of the 
proceedings, it was subsequently accepted by the Claimants, in the light of the evidence οη 
Czech law, that the Minister was not bound to follow the opinion expressed by the Committee, 
and was free to adopt his own view. ΝοΙ, against this backgι:ound, has the Tl'ibunal been able 
to find anything improper in the Minister' s decision to consult Dr οη the approach he 
should adopt, however unusual that course may have been. 

4.786 As to the attack mounted by the Claimants οη the Minister's decision to remand the matter to 
the Ministry for consideration of the question of whether the rights acquil"ed in good faith by 
Tschechien 7 under the planning permit would be disproportionately affected by any decision 
to quash the planning permit, the legal experts agreed that, as a matter of Czech law, such a 
couι:se of action was open to the Minister, and the Tι:ibunal can appl'eciate his logic in so 
doing. It is not without significance that Tschechien 7 itself initially proposed to proceed this 
way in its appeal of 12 Mmch 2008,1757 and it was only in a supplemental submission dated 18 
April 2008 that it requested that the Fil"st Ministty Decision be cancelled and the proceedings 
discontinued. 1758 

4.787 Ιη summmy, the Tribunal can see nothing which could give rise to a conclusion that the Fil"st 
Minister Decision was anything other than an admissible application of the options w hich were 
open to the Minister undel' Czech law. 

4.788 As to the Second Ministty Decision adopted οη 15 August 2008 following the remand, 
although the Ministry again purported to quash the planning permit, once again its decision to 
that effect was subsequently reversed and never had effect, having been quashed by the Second 
Ministeι: Decision upon Tschechien 7' s further appeal. 

1757 Core 5/152 (Exhibits R-105/C-60). 
1758 Core 6/176, (Exhibit R-128). 
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4.789 Το pass now to the Second Minister Decision of 4 December 2008, which was fully in the 
Claimants' favour, the Claimants' main criticism is that it was delivered late, as well as 
drawing attention to the fact that it was inconsistent with the First Minister Decision; despite 
the factual basis not having changed. As already noted, however, the mere failure to comply 
with a procedural time limit, resulting in a relatively minor delay in the rendering of the 
Second Minister Decision, is not enough in and of itself to give rise to a potential breach of the 
standard of fair and equitable treatment. 

4.790 The Tribunal does not see anything in the way in which the Extraordinary Review Proceedings 
were conducted which violates an investor' s legitimate expectation that the planning and 
permitting process would be operated in a proper manner. The issuing of decisions by inferior 
decision-makers which were subsequently overturned οη appeal, the consequent delays, and 
the extent of non-compliance with statutory time-limits for the rendering of decisions, are none 
of them matters which should have been beyond the reasonable contemplation of an investor. 

Tlie Building Perniit Pι·oceedings 

4.791 As to the building permit proceedings, the Claimants criticisms focus in particular οη the 
Second and Third Stays of the proceedings adopted by MAL. As set out in paragraph 2.20 
above, the effect of a stay is not entirely to suspend the proceedings, but rather to stop the 
running of time for the purposes of the time-limit within which the authority must reach its 
decision. The adoption of a stay also stops time running for the purposes of calculation of the 
time period of 15 days within which notification of the opening of proceedings has to be 
displayed, as well as the period of 15 days within which participants in the proceedings are 
able to submit their comments and objections. 

4.792 Following the filing of the application for the main building permit οη 20 February 2008, the 
First Stay of the main building permit was issued by MAL οη 13 March 2008, consequent 
upon the applicant's failure to file a complete application. 1759 The missing information and 
documents requested by MAL were supplied οη 2 April 2008, 1760 and the stay was lifted the 
same day. The evidence before the Tribunal was that such an initial suspension of 
proceedings occurs frequently in practice, in consequence of the great number and complexity 
of documents to be submitted as part of an application. Ιη the end, the Claimants made ηο 
complaint about the delay caused by the First Stay, and admitted that it did not materially 
impair the time schedule. 1761 

4.793 The Parties and their legal experts disagreed as to the reason for the Second Stay, adopted οη 
28 April 2008. The Claimants argued that the stay was improper because it merely invited the 
Developer "to submit supporting documents clearly demonstrating that the provisions of 
Article 111 [2] of the Czech Β uilding Act have been satisfied", without specifying the nature 
and content of the further documents requested. Ιη addition, they argued that, as a matter of 
Czech administrative law, in accordance with the principle of pIΌcedural efficiency, a call for 
the supply of further documentation should be made once in relation to any application and not 
be divided in subsequent decisions, each causing an additional suspension of the proceedings, 

1759 Core 51155 (Exhibit R-50). 
176° Core 5/167, (Exhibit 291 ί 61) 
1761 ΤΊ/126:14-24 (DI 
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and that the First Stay already having requested supplemental documentation, it was improper 
for MAL subsequently to stay the proceedings in oι-der to seek production of further 
documents. Finally, the Claimants subιnitted that the Second Stay was iιnpIΌpeι- insofm· as it 
purported to rely οη the pendency of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings. 

4.794 The Tribunal does not accept any of these criticisms. Article 111[2] of the Building Act, 
contained in a provision dealing with applications for building permits, requires Building 
Authorities to verify the "effects (impacts, influences) of the future use of the structure" which 

is the subject of an application for planning permission. lt would seem, judging from the 
terms of the Second Stay, that MAL was not seeking further documents solely in respect of the 
original application for building permission, but rather that the request f or supplemental 
information was provolced in part by the application filed by Tschechien 7 itself οη 14 April 
2008, apparently in an attempt to resolve the p1Όblems caused by the overlap and conflict 

between the planning permission granted to Multi and the planning peι-mission obtained by 
Tschechien 7 for Construction IV.b, relating to the exterior ιΌads. Tschechien 7's letter was 
headed "partial abandonment of intention", in which it set out its abandonment of its intention 
to implement Construction IV.b, and asserted that, as a consequence the planning permit to the 
extent that it ι-elated to Construction IV .b "becomes invalid as of the date of delivery of the 
present notification [ ... ]". 1762 

4.795 ΜΙ 's evidence was that he had Iegarded such an attempt to effect a partial abandonment 
of the planning permit as legally impossible, οη the basis that "the law says that if you leave 

out a part of a construction, this is a change of the planning permit, and this has to be changed 
whole. Ιη other words, 1 am changing the whole planning permit, the original planning permit 

ηο longer exists, and has to be replaced with a new planning peimit, which again has to go 

through the whole process, being put up οη the public noticeboard and so οη and so forth."1763 

That this was Mr 's view at the time is reflected in the Second Stay itself, which stated 
the view that the motion of 14 April 2008 "amounts to a modification of the planning pennit". 

4.796 Dr ., the Claimants' expert οη Czech law, agreed that a partial abandonment of a 
planning permit "was not possible", 1764 and expressed the view that faced with such a situation, 
"it is the obligation of the building authority to find what the actual intention of the participant 

was". 1765 Ιη addition, although present as a witness of fact called by the Respondent, 

Dr . an expert in administrative law, stated his view that the appIΌach adopted by 
Tschechien 7 was flawed, noting that Tschechien 7 had sought to operate "a partial withdrawal 
from some rights, which is legally a nonsense". 1766 

4.797 lndeed, it appears to the Tribunal that Tschechien 7 subsequently realized the eποι- in the 
approach it had taken, or at least clearly understood the basis οη which MAL was analysing the 
situation cι-eated by its application for "partial invalidation". For, by a motion dated 22 May 
2008, Tschechien 7 withdrew its application for partial invalidation; the motion stated that the 

wording of the Second Stay, "indicates beyond any doubt that the Building Authority in 

1762 Core 5/171 (Exhibit · 
1763 Τ6/50:6-13. 
1764 ΤΊ/132:15-18. 
1765 ΤΊ/132:24-133:2. 
1766 Τ7/31:6-8. 
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deems the 14 April 2008 filing of Tschechien 7 to be an application for a change to the 

planning permit dated 16 July 2007" and stated that, although Tschechien 7 did not agree with 
that analysis, it withclrew the motion as "it was not the intention of Tschechien 7 to initiate 

proceedings οη changes to the 16 July 2007 planning permit."1767 

4.798 Given that the Second Stay was based in part upon Tschechien Ί's application of 14 April 
2008, rather than solely upon the original application for a planning permit, the argument 

based οη the principle of procedural economy proceeds οη a mistaken basis. Quite apart from 

this, given that the First Stay was adopted οη 13 March 2008, the initial request for 

supplementation of the application undeΓlying that decision could not possibly have extended 

to the matters arising from Tschechien Ί's application of 14 April 2008. 

4.799 Finally, although the Claimants suggest that the Second Stay was motivated by the pendency 

of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, this is not borne out by the text itself of the Second 

Stay. Although the text includes wording which in the circumstances can only be understood 

as refeπing to the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, nevertheless the explanation of grounds 

shows that the reason for the stay was not the pendency of the Extraordinary Review 

Proceedings as such, but rather the need to verify the effects of due use of the construction in 

circumstances in which various proceedings potentially affecting the overlap were pending, the 

actual connection of the roads was not clem· in light of the clash between the two planning 

permits, and the Building Authority was therefore of the view that it was not in a position in 
which it could verify "that the development will be sufficiently comprehensive and continuous 

to ensure creation of the technical requirements for due and proper use of the construction". 

4.800 Following receipt of the withdrawal of Tschechieri Ί's application for partial invalidation, 

MAL put an end to the Second Stay οη 2 June 2008 and decided to publish a notice of the 

commencement of the building permit proceedings through display οη the noticeboard. That 
decision appears to have been linked to the fact that, οη the next day, the proceeding to modify 

Multi's planning permit refeπed to in the Second Stay, which had been commenced by the 

Building Office οη 12 December 2007 pι·oprίo motu, was discontinued. The notice of 

discontinuance noted that, οη 17 April 2008, the application for building permission in respect 

of, inter alia, Construction IV.a, had been filed, in which the City of j was specified as 

builder, and reasoned that, since the City of : was also the owner of the land plots and 
the roads, "the 'overlap' of both respective planning proceedings will be removed within the 

building proceeding". 1768 It appears that it was οη this basis that MAL was of the view that the 

overlap issue was Γesolved, and that accordingly there was ηο further need for supplemental 

information as to the effects of Construction IV.b. 

4.801 As to the Third Stay, there was ηο dispute between the Parties that it was adopted οη a flawed 
legal basis, and was thus unlawful. However its illegality was quickly identified by the 
competent authorities as a result of the enquiry made by the lawyers acting οη behalf of 

Tschechien 7, and the Claimants ultimately obtained a Γemedy. Ιη the circumstances, the 

Tribunal does not regard the adoption of the Third Stay as rising to the level of a bΓeach of an 
investor's legitimate expectation that the law would be applied in a fair and reasonable manneΓ. 

1767 Core 6/192, (Exhibit R-51). 
1768 Core 61199, (Exhibit R-47). 
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The Tribunal notes in that Iegard that the delay in the Building Permit pIOceedings occasioned 
by the Thiid Stay cannot be attributed in its entirety to the Respondent; although the letteI 
from the Ministry obtained by Tschechien 7 and piovided to MAL οη 31 July 2008 stated 
clem:ly that the pendency of ExtraoidinaιΎ Review proceedings in Ielation to the planning 
peimit did not constitute a ground foI staying the Building Peimit pIOceedings, the ability of 
MAL subsequently to discontinue the stay in the light of that letteI was substantially 
complicated by the fact that Tschechien 7, ΕΚΖ Piag 7 and the City of : subsequently 
filed appeals with RAL against the various decisions constituting the Thiid Stay. 

4.802 Οη the evidence before the Tiibunal, the filing of those appeals meant that MAL was required 
to pIOvide the relevant files to RAL, which then prevented it from Iesuming the Building 
Peimit Proceedings of its own motion. At the same time, RAL was unable f oimally to quash 
the decisions constituting the Thiid Stay inasmuch as all but one of the appeals had been filed 
out of time. 1769 Although RAL's decisions put beyond any Ieasonable doubt that the Third 
Stay was not justified, and that MAL should discontinue the Thiid Stay and Iecommence the 
Building Pennit p1Όceedings sua sρonte, furtl1er delay in that regard was caused by tl1e 
Iequirement of publication of RAL's various decisions οη the noticeboard foI 15 days. The 
cIUcial decision of RAL dated 8 October 2008 in Ielation to the ιnain building permit 
(Construction Ι), in which RAL Iejected Tschechien 7's appeal as out of time, but indicated 
that theie was ηο basis foI the Third Stay, caιne into foice οη 25 OctobeI 2008. Veiy shortly 
thereafteI, οη 29 Octobel" 2008 MAL did in fact Γesume the Building Permit PIOceedings and 
declared the evidence gathering phase of the building pel"mit proceedings in that Γegard closed. 
Of course, by that stage, οη the Claimants' case, the Board of ECE had already resolved to 

abandon the project. 

4.803 It thus appears to the Tribunal that, but foI the filing of the appeals by Tschechien 7 and other 
entities, MAL would have been able to discontinue the stay substantially earliel". The Tribunal 
does not regard it as critical in this regard that the Claimants' appeal was filed out of time. 
More impoΓtant is that Tschechien 7, despite having a strong basis from the Ministry's letter 
(which it had forwarded to MAL οη 31 July) to argue that the Thiid Stay should not have been 
adopted and should be discontinued, decided to file appeals which, owing to the procedural 
requirements of Czech law, stood in the way of MAL taking any action οη the basis of that 
lettel". Whatever its othel" merits or demerits, it is clear therefore that a significant element in 
the delay caused by the Thiid Stay in the Building Permit plΌceedings was not attributable to 
the Respondent. 

c. The Due Process and Transparency Complaints 

4.804 The TΓibunal can deal somewhat mol"e briefly with the Claimants' claims of bΓeach of the 
standard of fair and equitable treatment οη the basis of the othel" 'strands' identified by the 
Claimants, namely violation of due process, and of the requirement that the legal system be 
transparent and predictable. The Claimants' Γeliance οη these 'strands' subsided noticeably 
duΓing the course of the oΓal pIOceedings. 

1769 By contrast, RAL was able swiftly to quash the Third Stay insofar as it related to the water permit proceedings, as 
the appeal by Tschechien 7 was filed in a timely fashion. 
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4.805 Taking first the question of due process, the Tribunal has ηο doubt that a failure to accord due 
process in administrative or judicial proceedings may, if unremedied and of sufficient 
seήousness, result in a violation of the fair and equitable treatment standard. The purpose of 
due process is however, while enabling the decision-maker to exercise its administrative or 
judicial powers, to see to it that that is done in a manner which is fair to the interests of an 
investor; it follows that there can be ηο violation of fair and equitable treatment in a flawed 
decision at first instance which is subsequently reversed οη appeal, and the effects of which 
were therefoie only temporary. 

4.806 The Claimants' argue that the First Ministry Decision was a breach of due process because of 
its denial to Tschechien 7 of the status of participant in relation to Multi' s appeal against the 
planning permit. The fact remains however that the Decision was quashed by the First 
Minister Decision, and in all subsequent phases of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings, 
Tschechien 7 was treated as a participant. MoreoνeI, albeit via a complex path through the 
remand, the Second Ministry Decision and the Second MinisteI Decision, Tschechien 7 did 
ultimately prevail οη the merits οη the question which was the subject of the Extraordinary 
Review Proceedings. The Tiibunal notes in any event that the finding in the First Ministry 
Decision that Tschechien 7 was not a participant did not apparently have the effect of 
precluding Tschechien 7 from filing submissions in relation to Multi's appeal in the 
pioceedings leading up to that Decision, which it duly did, and thereafter was able to appeal 
against that decision. The defects in the First Ministry Decision and the procedures leading up 
to it therefore seem to the Tiibunal to be moie formal than substantial. Finally, although the 
two sets of Ministry aμd Minister decisions in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings were 
undoubtedly complex and took time to complete, the Tribunal is of the view that the delays 
involved weie not out of the oidinary and thus not a violation of due process. The Tribunal 
theref ore sees ηο basis to conclude that Tschechien 7 was in f act denied due process in breach 
of the standard of fair and equitable treatment. 

4.807 The Tribunal can deal briefly too with the invocation by the Claimants of a transparency and 
predictability 'strand' in the standaτd of fair and equitable treatment. The essential thrust of 
this argument is, in turn, also closely related to the expectation that the Ielevant law is readily 
ascertainable and will be applied in a propeI manneI, so that the analysis of the various 
proceedings set out above is equally applicable to it. 

4.808 The Tribunal begins by obseiving that many of the cases in which the requiτement of 
transpaτency ΟΙ predictability of the legal system has been invoked have concerned situations 
in which the law has been changed to the detι·iment of the investoI following the making of its 
investment. By contrast, in the piesent case the overall structure of Czech administrative law 
remained unchanged throughout the relevant period. And, as Iegatds planning law, the 
possibility of appeals in Ielation to permitting matters (including the Extraordinaτy Review 
procedure) at all times foimed a paτt of the wideI applicable system, and must therefore have 
been witl1in the Claimants' Ieasonable contemplation when malάng and developing their 
investment plans. As Iegards the Building Code in paτticulaI, the Tribunal notes that although 
did undergo a change in 2007, there was ηο allegation that the change unduly disadvantaged 
developeis in general or the Claimants in particulaτ. It seems in any event to have been the 
case that a transitional device was available to developers to preserve the application of the 
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lrnown and tried procedures, and that Tschechien 7 took advantage of it. 1770 The Tribunal 

cannot regard the complaints raised by the Claimants about the handling of theii- planning 
permits as raising any serious question as to the transpaι·ency ΟΙ predictability of the applicable 
procedures. 

4. Alleged Breach of the Prohibition of Expropήation (Article 4(2) ΒΠ) 

4.809 The Claimants also allege that the conduct of the Respondent's authorities constitutes, 1η 

effect, an expropriation or nationalization of theil" investment, in violation of Article 4(2) of the 
ΒΠ. 

4.810 Article 4(2) provides, in relevant part 

Investments of ίnvestors of eίther Contracting Party sliall not be 
expropriated, nationalized or subjected to any otlieι· measure tlie effects of 
whίcli would be tantωnount to exproprίation or natίonalίzation ίn tlie 
territory of the otheι· Contractίng Party except for publίc ίnterest and 
agaίnst compensatίon. 

4.811 The Tribunal agiees with the Respondent's submission that, to bring this provision into play, 

there must have been some 'taking' of an investment. That applies equally to a claim for 
indil"ect expropriation or, in the words of Article 4(2), "measures the effects of which would be 

tantamount to expropriation or nationalization". 

4.812 The Tribunal in Metalclad framed the prohibition of direct or indirect expropriation and 

measures tantamount to such expropriation in Article 111 Ο of the NAFT Α as including 

ίncίdental ίnteιference wίth the use of property whίch has the effect of 
deprίvίng the owner, ίn whole or ίn significant part, of the use or 
reasonably-to-be expected economίc benefίt of property even if not to the 
obvίous benefit of the host State. 1771 

That has however been criticized as extending too far the boundaries of protection against 

indirect expropriation. The Tribunal need not form a definitive view as to whether the 

Metalclad standard is the appropriate one to be applied in the present case, as it is of the view 

that even applying that standard, the Claimants' claim of expropriation must fail. 

4.813 The Claimants appear to equate the Metalclad Tribunal's reference to the "reasonably-to-be 

expected economic benefit of property" to theiI own expectations of the economic benefit that 

they would have obtained from the project if it had come to fruition in accordance with theiI 
plans. The introduction of that approach would however subvert the notion of protection 

against expropriation or measures tantamount to expropiiation, and render it the equivalent of 

ηο more than a further protection of the legitimate expectations of the investor. Ιη the view of 

the Tribunal, the Metalclad tribunal had in mind the economic benefits which any owner can 

1770 See paragraphs 2.5and 2.8 above. 
1771 Metalclad Corporanon ν. Unίted Mexίcan States (ICSID Case Νο. ARB(AF)/97/1), Award of 30 August 2000, 
para. 103. 
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reasonably expect to enjoy as a result of his or her ownership of property. It is the 

interference with those benefits, short of an outright taking of the property but equivalent in 

terms of its intensity, seriousness and duration of its effects, 1772 which may, in an appropriate 
case, give rise to a finding of an indirect expropriation. The test is in other words an objective 

one, based οη a standard of reasonableness. 

4.814 Ιη any case, the Tribunal is of the view that the Claimants' claim of a "creeping" expropriation 

of their investment faces insurmountable difficulties οη the facts. The Claimants insisted 

throughout that their "investment" for the purposes of Article 1(1) of the ΒΙΤ was their 

shareholding or other participatory rights in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha. They were not 

however able to point to any measure adopted by the Respondent which had adversely affected 

theiι· rights in that regard. The Claimants retain their participatory rights in Tschechien 7 and 
ECE Praha; their complaint is that those rights are now worth less to them than they had 

hoped and expected. That does not however in and of itself give rise to a claim of 

expropriation, even if it could be shown that the Ieduction in value was solely attributable to 

the actions of the Respondent. 

4.815 MoreoveI, the Tribunal finds ηο basis for a finding that there has been either a direct or 

indirect expropriation of the land plots οη which the Galeiie pωject was to be built; the plots 

ι·emain the property of Tschechien 7. Similarly, although those plots of land may be worth far 

less to the Claimants in circumstances in which the Galerie project has not been built and there 
must now be severe doubts as to its future commercial viability, the meie drop in value of 

property cannot normally be characterized as amounting to an expωpriation. As explained 

above, the Claimants' business model was to sell οη projects of this kind to investors at a point 

prior to the start of construction work, and enteI into a long-term agreement with the investors 

to manage the centre οη their behalf. The expropriation claim theiefore mistakenly conflates 
the Claimants' rights constituting their investment, which they hoped to exploit, and the 

expectation of futuie benefit or futuie profits, if that exploitation had proved commercially 

viable. The position might have been different had the Galerie project in fact been completed, 

and had the Claimants now been complaining against some measure inteifeiing in a substantial 

way with their continuing right to its pι-ofitable exploitation. However, that is not the situation 

with which the Tribunal is faced; the Claimants' investment was at most for the most part 

executory, and the anticipated value to the Claimants of the project if it had in fact been 

completed cannot constitute something which was prospectively taken. 

4.816 Ιη the absence theiefore of any 'taking' of the Claimants' investment by the Respondent, the 

claim for breach of the prohibition of expropriation contained in Article 4(2) of the ΒΙΤ must 

f ail. 

1772 The Claimants recognized that in order foI" an expropriation to be found, the Tribunal would 11ave to fmd 
"significant and permanent deprivation" (Tl0/128:5-7). 
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5. Alleged Breach of tbe Prohibition of lmpairment of Investments by Arbitrary or 
Discriminatory Measures (Article 2(2) ΒΙΤ) 

a. The Applicable Standard 

4.817 Article 2(2) of the ΒΠ imposes an obligation upon the Contracting Parties not to 

ίmpaίr by arbίtrary or dίscrίmίnatory measures the management, 
maίntenance, use or enjoyment of ίnvestments ίn ίts terrίtory of ίnvestors of 
the other Contractίng Party. 

4.818 Although the Claimants originally only complained of the arbitrary nature of the conduct of the 
autl10Iities of the Respondent under the first limb of the test, reserving their position as 
whether those measuι·es could also be characterized as discriminatoiy, they subsequently 
pleaded in the Memorial that the measures were also disciiminatory by comparison with the 
treatment of their competitor, Multi. As noted above, in PιΌcedural OrdeI Νο. 5 the Tribunal 
rejected the Respondent' s application to strilce out certain parts of the Memorial in which the 
Claimants put forward a new claim alleging discrimination in bieach of Aiticle 2(2). 

4.819 The Parties are in disagreement as to the app1Όpriate standard to be applied to the p1Όhibition 
of impail"ment, in particular in the deteimination of whetheI the measuies adopted by the 
Respondent were arbitrary. Ιη theiI wiitten pleadings, the Claimants asserted that the 
touchstone foI the prohibition of arbitrary measmes is whetheI the conduct in question was 
rational. Ιη that Iegard, they submitted that the thl"eshold foI a finding of arbitrary conduct 
enunciated in the ELSI case was inconsistent with the standard enunciated in the ΒΠ, and that 
the coπect standard is that submitted by the tribunal in Lauder, where arbitrariness was defined 
as "depending οη individual discietion [ ... ] founded οη piejudice ΟΙ prefeience IatheI than οη 
Ieason ΟΙ fact". 1773 Ιη the alteinative, they submitted that even if the ELSI standard is 
applicable, that once a prίma facίe finding of arbitrariness has been shown, the buiden shifts to 
the State to pιΌvide an explanation which mitigates οι· explains the conduct in question. 

4.820 By contrast, accoiding to the Respondent, the applicable standard is that set out in ELSI (see 
paragiaph 4.822 below). Ιη any case, the Respondent questions whetheI the tribunal in Lauder 
did in fact intend to introduce a loweI standard than that set out in ELSI. 

4.821 As to the standard applicable in Iespect of the prohibition of impail"ment by disciiminatoη 
measures, the Claimants suggest that the standard foI discriminatoiy conduct laid down by the 
Tiibunal in Saluka provides the appropriate test, namely that "(i) similar cases are (ii) treated 
differently (iii) and without reasonable justification".1774 The Respondent did not as such 
dispute that Saluka provided the appropriate test, although it emphasized that a breach of the 
prohibition of impail"ment οη the basis of discriminatory measmes would only occm when an 
investment was in fact impail"ed by a difference in treatment in comparison to others in 
comparable circumstances, and that difference in treatment was unjustified. 

1773 Ronald S. Lιιudeι- ν. Czeclι Republίc (UNCITRAL), Final Award of 3 September 2001, para. 221. 
1774 Saluka Investnιents Β. V. ν. The Czeclι Republic (UNCITRAL), Partial Award of 17 March 2006, para. 313. 
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4.822 Ιη the Tribunal' s view the judgment of the Chamber of the International Court of J ustice in the 
ELSI case does indeed provide the appropriate standard: 

AΙ"bitΙ"ariness ίs not so niucli sonietliing opposed to α rule of law, but 
soιnetliing opposed to tlie ι·ule of law. [ ... ] It ίs α wilful disregaJ"d of due 
pΙ"ocess of law, an act vvliicli shocks, σι· at least suιpJ"ίses, α sense of judicial 
pι·opriet/ 775 

4.823 The Tribunal finds ηο inconsistency between this dίctuni and the decision in Lauda ν. Czech 

Republic; there the tribunal refeπed to a decision "founded οη prejudice or preference rather 
than οη reason or fact". 1776 But in the view of the present Tribunal, a decision of a decision
malcer based οη 'prejudice or preference' would normally constitute a wilful disregard of due 
process of law and would be likely to surprise a sense of judicial propriety. Moreover, the 
Tribunal cannot understand the Lauda tribunal to have been suggesting that the mere fact that 
a decision involved the exercise of discretion automatically meant that it was arbitrary, but 
rather to have been refeπing to decisions which ru:e adopted at the whim of the decision-maker, 
unconstrained by the facts or by reason. 

4.824 Nor can the Tribunal accept that it is sufficient foI an investor merely to establish apι·iιnafacie 
case of arbitrariness, and that thereafter it is for the respondent State to provide evidence 
mitigating ΟΙ explaining the conduct. The Chamber in ELSI was clear in its statement that 
"without more, unlawfulness cannot be said to amount to arbitrariness"; although the Chamber 
subsequently observed that "a finding of the local courts that an act was unlawful may well be 
relevant to an argument that it was also arbitrary", it also clearly envisaged that such a finding 
was not sufficient for that purpose. If an investor is able to show through its own evidence 
(including, where relevant, through the decisions of the local courts as to its unlawfulness) that 
a particular decision is presumptively arbitrary, it may well then be incumbent upon the 
respondent State to rebut the pΙ"ima facie showing of arbitrariness. But the burden of proof 
remains; it is for a claimant to prove its case, including whether a decision complained of was 

arbitrary. 1777 

4.825 As to the second limb of the prohibition contained in Article 2(2) of the ΒΙΤ, which prohibits 
impairment by disciiminatory measures, the Tribunal accepts the test enunciated by the Saluka 

Tribunal, namely that: 

State conduct ίs disainiinatoιy, if (ί) sίη~ίlαΓ cases are (ίί) treated dif.ferently 
(ίίί) and witliout reasonable justifιcation. 1778 

1775 Elettronίca Sίcιιlα S.p.A. (ELSI), JCJ Repσrts 1989, p. 15, at p. 76 (para. 128). 
1776 Memorial, paras. 523-524. 
1777 The authors of the academic commentary relied upon by the Claimants were not suggesting that there exists a 
formal reversal of the burden of proof, but rather were making precisely the point that once strong evidence as to the 
arbitrariness of a particulaι· decision is adduced by a claimant, it falls defacto to the respondent State to rebut the 
allegation. 
1778 Salιιka Inνestιnents Β. V. ν. Τ!ιe Czeclι Repιιblίc (UNCITRAL), Partial Award of 17 March 2006, para. 313. 
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b. The Claimants' Allegations of Breach 

4.826 Οη the question of ω:bitrariness, although the Claimants assert that the decisions complained 
about were prίma facίe arbitrary, they failed to put forward any coherent grounds as to why 
this was the case. The Memorial simply asserted their arbitrariness and submitted that the 
Respondent "has never explained why its authorities acted contrary to the law persistently" .1779 

4.827 The Tribunal refers to its discussion of the Claimants' claims of breach of the standard of fair 
and equitable treatment and is of the view that (although the converse is not always the case) 
any decision that is arbitrary would necessarily breach the fair and equitable treatment 
standard. That being so, it is not necessary for the Tribunal to review once again the individual 
decisions of which complaint was made by the Claimants. It is sufficient for it to Iecall that, 
as set out above in its consideration of fair and equitable treatment, οη theiι· face the ιnajoiity 
of the relevant decisions constituted Ieasonable applications of the applicable Czech law, even 
if some of them contained legal eπors. 

4.828 However, the Third Stay adopted by Mr of MAL calls for special comment. The 
decisions constituting the Third Stay were adopted οη 9 and 10 July 2008. At that time, the 
Ministry had already adopted the First Ministry Decision οη 28 Febωary 2008, which would 
have affected the validity of the Planning Permit. Although tl1at decision had neveI taken effect 
and had subsequently in turn been overtu1Ώed by the Fiι·st Minister Decision adopted οη 
27 June 2008, nevertheless the Minister had remanded the case to the Ministry for further 
decision. There was ηο dispute between the Parties or theiι· legal experts that the Third Stay 
was unlawful as a matter of Czech law, given that the pendency of the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings did not constitute a valid ground for suspension of the Building Permit 
proceedings, and that that had been confirmed by the Ministry' s letter of 31 July 2008. 

4.829 Ιη those circumstances, although it is not disputed that the Third Stay was unlawful, the 
Tribunal is of the view that it cannot be characterized as arbitrary. Ιη the Tribunal' s view, it is 
understandable that Mr , faced with the prospect that the decision of the Ministry upon 
remand in the ExtΓaordinary Review Proceedings might once again affect the validity of the 
underlying Planning Permit, which would inevitably have Iendered the Building Permit 
proceedings moot, should have taken the view that it was better to stay the Building Permit 
proceedings until the question was resolved. His evidence was that, at the time, he thought 
that what he had done was lawful. 1780 Although that was based οη a misundeistanding of what 
Czech law required in such circumstances (as Mr freely accepted at the hearing), the 
Tribunal cannot but have some sympathy with the situation in which he found himself, and 
cannot therefore characterize the decision he took as arbitrary. 

4.830 Further, although the Second Minister Decision was adopted after the critical date οη which the 
Claimants assert that the decision was taken to abandon the Galerie project, brief comment is 
also required οη it, as the Claimants rely upon the different result reached as evidence that the 
First Minister Decision had been arbitrary. 

1779 Memorial, para. 536. 
1780 Τ6/34:1-8. 
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4.831 The Tribunal cannot accept this submission. It has already noted that remand to the Ministry 
was an option that was open to the Minister under Czech law; moreover, given both that the 
assessment of the relative weight of rights acquired in good faith required a detailed factual 
investigation and that a remand had been the outcome originally requested by the Claimants, 
the Tribunal can find nothing inherently unreasonable in the Minister's decision in favour of so 
remanding the question. Moreover, the fact that the Minister in the Second Minister Decision 
chose to terminate the proceedings does not demonstrate that his first decision was wrong; by 

the time that Decision was taken the Ministry (in the Second Ministry Decision) had again 
purported to invalidate the planning permit, and evidence was available as to the rights 
acquired in good faith by Tschechien 7. Ιη these circumstances, the Tribunal finds the Second 
Minister Decision entirely understandable. 

4.832 As to the Claimants' claims of discriminatory treatment by comparison with the Forum project, 

the Tribunal must begin by considering whether the two projects were sufficiently similaι- as to 
require identical treatment. 

4.833 The evidence of Μι was that the scale of the works involved in the two projects was 

markedly different, and in particular, that the Galeι-ie pωject was far more extensive, in 
particular insofar as it involved majoι- modifications to the external roads. 1781 From having 
visited the site, and having had indicated to it the extent of the road modifications that the 

Multi project involved, and that the Galerie pIΌject would have necessitated, the Tribunal is of 
the view that there were material differences in the scale of the two projects. 

4.834 Although the Claimants ι-elied οη the fact that the Galeι-ie project required six separate 
planning permits, whilst the Forum project had required only two, the Tribunal concludes that 
that diffeι-ence was at least in part attributable to the differing scopes of the two projects; both 
building projects required only one building permit for the construction of the main building, 
whereas four of the total of six building peι-mits required for the Galerie project related to the 
external road woι-ks, with the final permit relating to Galerie' s internal roads. 

4.835 The Tribunal cannot moreover ignore the fact that, οη the evidence before it, the splitting of 
the permits was not imposed upon the Claimants, but was the result of negotiation and 
agreement between the Claimants, the City of : and MAL, apparently with a view to 
minimizing the risk of appeals by Multi. 

4.836 The Tribunal further sees nothing in the Claimants' complaints of discriminatory treatment in 

respect of the various appeals in the planning and building permit proceedings. 

4.837 The Tribunal is satisfied that the principal cause of delay in the planning permit proceedings 
and the Extraordinary Review Proceedings was the appeals filed by Multi, whereas Multi faced 

only minor appeals in its own permitting pIΌceedings. Once the appeal procedures were 
instituted, they had to ι-uη their natural course. The Tiibunal has already found that the actions 
of Multi in that regard do not engage the legal responsibility of the Respondent. 

4.838 As for the delays in the Building Permit Proceedings, the Tribunal sees ηο basis οη which they 
can pι-operly be characterized as discriminatory. The First Stay was the result of the 

1781 Τ6:48/21 - 49:5. 
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Claimants not having filed complete documentation, and, as the Claimant eventually accepted, 
was l'elatively l'Outine. The Second Stay was imposed pl'incipally as the l'esult of the 
uncel'tainties ι·esulting from the oνel'lap issue, and it goes without saying that, as Multi's 
building pel'mit pl'Oceedings came fil'st, they did not face similaι· problems. Finally, as to the 
Thil'd Stay, the Tribunal l'efel's to its findings above, which provide ηο basis οη which to 
conclude that the misundel'standing by Ml' σf the l'elevant law was the disingenuous 
l'esult of any discl'imination against the Respondent in faνoUl' ofMulti. 

4.839 The Tl'ibunal therefore rejects the Claimants' claims of breach of the prohibition of impail'ment 
by aι·bitrary or discriminatory measures contained in Article 2(2) of the ΒΠ. 

6. The Claimants' Allegations of Corruption 

4.840 Having concluded that the various decisions adopted in tl1e couι·se of the proceedings do not, 
οη their face, disclose any violation of the vaι·ious standards of protection involced by the 
Claimants, the Tribunal must now consider whether a different conclusion is warranted οη the 
basis of the Claimants' allegations that those decisions were in fact procured by coπuption. 

a. The Claimants' Position 

4.841 Νο complaint of coπuption was advanced in the Statement of Claim or the Memorial, although 
as noted above, the Memorial made reference to general information drawn from NGO reports 
as to the existence of coπuption as well as noting the allegations against MinisteI in an 
unrelated case and suggesting that it was a "striking coincidence" that in that case, the Minister 
was accused of taking bribes from a real estate developer and in the present case, he is 
primarily responsible for the failure of one real estate developer' s project to the advantage of 
another real estate developer. 1782 

4.842 Howeνel', Part 2 of the Claimants' Reply contains a section entitled, "Multi: Α Case of 
Coπuption", which argues that Multi had a "vital interest that its shopping centre would open 
fil'st and that GALERIE would open latel', 01' prefel'ably not open at all." It contends 
that Multi "therefore exercised undue influence οη Mr to obstruct the permit 
proceedings fοι· GALERIE and instead to simplify matters in the Building Permit 
Proceedings for [Multi's project] FORUM." It aι·gues further that "Multi used its construction 
fil'm which had an exceptionally good relationship to the mayor Ml' ; to influence 
the local authorities." 1783 

4.843 At the September hearing, the allegations of coπuption formed a major component of the 
Claimants' case, and by the Prague hearing, they formed the lens through which the Claimants 
submitted that all of theil' complaints were to be viewed. 

4.844 The Claimants do not adduce any specific evidence of coπuption. Theil' allegations of 
coπuption are inextricably bound up with theil' challenge to the merits of the decisions by 
various officials of the Czech Republic which they challenge. At the oral hearings, it was 

1782 Above, paragraph 4.121 and Memorial, para. 286. 
1783 Reply, paras. 29-30. 
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repeatedly contended that those decisions were "bogus", 1784 the implication being that ηο 
official acting reasonably and lawfully would have arrived at these decisions. Therefore, the 
Claimants assert, it is the cornbined weight of these unreasonable and unlawful decisions, 
taken together with what they say is geneial evidence of coπuption in the Czech Republic, 

Ξ>hould lead the 
Tribunal to the inference that coπuption rnotivated the decisions impugned in this Arbitration. 

4.845 After asserting their belief that Multi unduly influenced various officials at different levels of 

the Czech Governrnent so as to prejudice the Galerie project, the Clairnants' Reply observed: 

Claimants adniit tliat tlie)' do not liave direct pι·oof of Multi paying tlie 
officials. Howeva, tliis ίs not necessaιy. Dιπίηg tlie preparatίon of tliis 
Reply, Clai1nants found nunierous saious indices tliat leave ηο otlier option 
but to conclude that α cοι·πιptίοn schenie exists. Tlie following sιιniniarizes 
tlie ναrίοιιs iπegulaι·itίes tliat liave occuι·red ίη tliis case and tliat point to 
tlie aforeιnentioned schenie ... 1785 

4.846 The Reply then sets out the evidence which the Clairnants contend supports this allegation. It 
begins by directing the Tribunal 19 general evidence of coπuption in the Czech Republic. Α 

report prepared by Transparency International is cited in support of the proposition that the 

Respondent suffers frorn systernic coπuption. 1786 Ministerial resignations frorn the Czech 
Governrnent for improper acts are noted (the Minister of Environrnent and the Minister of 
Transportation have both resigned since Decernber 2010), as is the apparent suicide of an 
officer of the anti-coπuption police in Prague. 1787 It is also noted that Mr ' , ., the then

Minister who took two of the decisions that are challenged in this proceeding, was forced to 

step down frorn office ternporarily owing to allegations of irnproper conduct. 1788 

4.847 With regard to the City of , the Reply asserts that the Czech chapter of Transparency 
International ("TIC") has called a city "run by the building lobby", because of close 

connections between municipal politicians and local construction cornpanies. 1789 The Reply 
contends in particular that the . - 1, which constructed Multi' s Forurn 

cornplex, was MayoI forrner ernployer. is said to be highly influential in the 
City' s developrnental circles, 1790 and, indeed, it was that aπanged ECE' s first rneeting 
with Mayor · in 2005 and ECE's Mr considered hiring because of its 

1784 See e.g. Tl/103:24 - 104: 7: "The acts of this administration are so obviously unlawful, are so egregious and so 
damaging that Ι can get there without having to prove corruption, but we cannot avoid the circumstances in which these 
decisions were made at local and ministerial level. The decisions are perverse, they are unlawful, they are irrational, 
they are legally incoherent. The suspensions are bogus in the second and third cases, and admittedly unlawful in the 
third. They have catastrophic effects ... " 
1785 Reply, para. 40. 
1786 Reply, paras. 41-43. 
1787 Reply, para. 43. 
1788 Reply, paras. 109-114. He returned to office in April 2008. 
1789 Reply, ρara. 45. In fact, reference to Core 2/45 (Exhibit C-109), the Transρm·ency International Czech Republic 
report, shows that the report quotes an interview with then-Deputy Mayor of , in an October 
2003 article in Reflex magazine in which she is quoted as saying that " ... the volume of public contracts that ,· gets 
(is) the basis of the fact that · I1as the reputation of a city run by the building lobby." 
1790 Reply, paras. 44-50: "One of the constι-uction companies most involved in corruption schemes is the comρany 

which, coincidentally, was also the geneι-al contract for Multi's project FORUM": Reply, ρara. 7. 
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peiceived influence with City officials. 1791 The Reply asserts "that is well-known foI 
coπuption, in paiticular coπuption by constIUction companies"1792 and lists νaiious contJ:acts 
that the - was said to have Ieceived as a Iesult of its "coπupt entanglement" with 
then-MayoI 1793 

4.848 This geneial evidence in support of the close Ielationships and allegedly coπupt acts in Ielation 
to otheI building piojects was supplemented by moie specific evidence οη the vaiious peimit 

pωceedings Ielating to the Galel"ie . project, which came principally from the testimony 
of Ms . . Ms , a Czech lawyer in private practice at the time and 
now an employee of ECE Praha, was one of the external legal counsel who advised 
Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha οη vaiious issues relating to the permit proceedings and acted οη 
their behalf in filing motions and appeals. HeI two witness statements attest to events in 
which she participated, criticize νaiious decisions taken at the municipal level and by the 

Ministry and Minister of Regional Develop1nent, and Iecount state1nents made to her by 
νaiious Czech officials or recounted to l1eI by ΜΓ ΜΓ ' a paitneI in the 
company SIAL, was the chief designer of the Galerie - · project documentation and was 

responsible for procuring the relevant permits for Tschechien 7, ΕΚΖ PΓag 1 and the City of 

4.849 For example, in her second witness statement, Ms testified that Mr told heΓ that 

between the First and Second Stays of the building permit proceedings, employees of MAL 
had informed him that they had been instiucted to find ways to obstruct the permit proceedings 
for GALERIE : and in particulaI, to find grounds for suspending the proceedings. 1794 

4.850 Three officials in particular are singled out in the Claimants' coπuption case: 

: at the time of the events giving rise to the claim: 
Mr is alleged to have a paiticularly close relationship to the principal of Mr 

who was apparently best man at Mr. wedding. 1795 Mr was also a 
former manager of and said to have been οη the Company's Boaid ofDirectors. 1796 Thus, 

according to the Claimants, "through : . , there was a strong connection between 
and Multi."1797 Ιη addition to identifying certain allegedly improper transactions 

involving the company which occuπed wl1ile Mr the Claimants 
noted that he had recently been named in an investigation launched by the Czech anti
con·uption agency to inquire into the acts of certain municipal officials in relation to the letting 
of contracts for the construction of works when J 

1791 Τ4/82:14 -83:7. 
1792 Reply, para. 7. 
1793 Reply, paras. 48-50. 
1794 second witness statement, para. 61. Annexes 5 and 6 to Ms ι"s statement contain translations of 
contemporaneous notes of these conversations, recording Mr as saying that a MAL employee "received an order 
to findreason for suspension: 'Mr. ς not the only one in the city hall"'. 
1795 Reply, para. 50. 
1796 Ibid., para. 7. 
1797 Ibid., para. 7. 
1798 Τ5/88 et seq. 
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,: As noted above, it is contended 
that due to Multi's realisation that it could not compete with Galerie · ., it "therefore 
exercised undue influence οη Mr to obstruct the permit proceedings for GALERIE 

and instead to simplify matters in the Building Permit Pωceedings for FORUM."1799 

The Tribunal is invited to analyse certain of the decisions adopted by MAL and to find that 
they were tainted by coπuption. Ms · s evidence is cited in support of this allegation. 

the Minister of Regional Development at the relevant time: The allegations of 
coπuption pertain not to the performance of his office as minister, but rather to a real estate 
transaction in V setin. Ιη this regard, it was noted that it was alleged in the Czech Republic that 
when Mr was the Mayor of V setin, he toolc a biibe of 500,000 CZK from the Η&Β Real 
Company Ielating to the sale of the majoiity share of the municipal housing company.1800 

Fωm November 2007 until April 2008 Mr stepped down from his positions in the 
Czech government as Iesult of allegations made by a Czech television station. He 
subsequently Ieturned to government and took the First and Second Minister decisions in the 
Extraordinary Review Pωceedings. Ms 's evidence as to alleged irregularities in the 
acts of the Ministry and of the Minister himself is also cited in support of this allegation. 

4.851 Allegations are also made against the unnamed official who took Tschechien 7's Planning 
Permit down from the public notice board piematurely1801 as well as unnamed officials within 
the Ministry of Regional Development. 1802 Insofar as the Ministry of Regional Development 
is conceined, it is not contended that the Ministry as a whole is implicated, but rather that 
"individuals involved in the Extraordinary Review Proceedings" obstructed the Claimants.1803 

As in the case of ΜΙ , the allegation is that there must have been coπuption at the 
Ministry because Multi was the only party that benefited from ceitain decisions taken by the 
Ministry. 

4.852 Οη this basis the Reply asserts with Iespect to the coπuption allegations: 

1799 Reply, para. 30. 
1800 Reply, para. 110. 

Clainιants sιιbηιίt tliat tlie following αι·e tlie Γelevant issues to be decided: 

• Tliere was α coΓruption scl1e111e involving Multi and individuals 
witliin tlie autliorities. Multi and its constι·uction co111pan)1 
undul)ι influenced ι·epresentatives of tlie Cit;ι oj and of MAL 
as well as tlie Ministeι- of Regional Development. 

• As paΓt of tlιe coι·ι·uption scl1e111e, tliese individuals illegally 
obstructed Clainιants. Claiιnants weι-e subjected to nu111eι-ous non
standaι·d and unjustified delays in tlιe Extraordinary Pι·eview 

Pι·oceedings and ίη tlie Μαίη Building PΓoceedings. 

1801 Tl/55:17 -56:18 and Tl0/17:7-10" " ... the onlylogical explanation thatyou can findfor talάngit down half aday 
early is that it was a corrupt act, and it benefited Multi to do that." 
1802 Reply, para. 37. 
]803 Ibid. 
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• As part of the corruptίon scheme, these ίndίvίduals also ίllegally 
favoured Multί, ίn partίcular by applyίng an easίer, but legally 
ίnapplίcable, type of proceedίng and by ίllegally requίrίng only one 
applίcatίon for Multί's Building Permίt. 1804 

4.853 It was further contended that the :irregularities in the permit proceedings "were not a mere pearl 
chain of coincidences, but the expiession of a deliberate attempt to favour Multi over 
Claimants" and when viewed against this background, "most other issues discussed in this 
arbitration become irrelevant."1805 The Claimants point to differences in the treatment of their 
permit applications and those of Multi and consider that this is "the most obvious indicator that 
corruption is involved."1806 

4.854 Theι·e is a question as to whether the Claimants' case was that the identified and unidentified 
officials acted in concert. For example, Claimants made a point of excluding from their 
accusations , ΜΙ , and other 
officials in the Czech administration who "did not participate in the coπuption scheme of 
Multi, Mr. ·, Mr. ·· and Mr. "1807 Although the suggestion of a "scheme" 
involving different actors seemed to imply that it was being alleged that various officials in 
different offices and at diffeient levels of the State acted in concert with Multi, at the hearing 
counsel for the Claimants toolc the position that it was not necessary f or the Claimants to show 
that the officials acted in concert in ordeI to make out the claim. 1808 

4.855 As noted above, Ms s testimony is of relevance to both the alleged bieaches of the 
ΒΠ and to the coπuption allegations. HeI two witness statements submitted that: (i) incoπect 
decisions weie delibeiately made by the authorities; (ii) the Extraordinary Review 
PIOceedings, as well as the Building Permit proceedings were delayed for improper reasons; 
and (iii) incoπect and :irregular procedures were followed by the Czech authorities in relation 
to the various measures taken, or not taken, as the case may be. 

4.856 With Iespect to the splitting of the Building Peimit proceedings in February/March 2008 
(where the parties disagree as to who pressed for this to happen), Ms 's wήtten 
evidence was that told her and her ECE colleagues that Mr 

wanted the building permit pIOcess to be split; she argued against that approach, but 
· informed her that he could not do anything and that this was what Mr 

wanted. 1809 Οη heI account, she subsequently telephoned Μι· ·· ~ but he shouted at heI that 
he would Iefuse the application if it was not split. She was herself against splitting the 
applications because it did .not make sense to her and she "did not trust Mr to keep his 
word"1810 (although she did not say why). HoweνeI, after discussion with ECE Mr 

1804 Reply, para. 26. 
1805 Reply, para. 27. 
1806 Reply, para. 117. 
1807 Reply, para. 36. 
1808 Tl0/33:10-13. 
1809. 

1810' 
J 

ί second witness statement, paras. 38-39. 

·second witness statement, para. 41. 
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prevailed and the applications were split. Her view was that the splitting of the individual 
building permit process worked only to ECE' s disadvantage. 1811 

4.857 The Reply also contended that the "Claimants lmow from a conversation with two employees 
of MAL that the employees were instructed to find pretexts for delaying the proceedings and in 
particular to find reasons for suspensions."1812 Ms _ testified that she was told by 
Mr. of SIAL, that two employees of MAL inf ormed him that they had been instructed "to 
find ways to obstruct the permit proceedings for GALERffi:r' ;", and in particular that 
"they were advised to find grounds for suspending the proceedings."1813 

4.858 With respect to the Fiist Ministry Decision in the Extraordinary Review Proceeding, 
Ms, cestified that Ms told her that after that decision, (which 
had held that Tschechien 7 was not a participant), Ms · , had gone to see 

L for a meeting at which Mrs , , 
wιas present. Ms 

recounted that Mrs was reported by Ms ι to have been "aware of the 
incoπectness of deciding that Tschechien 7 is not a party to the [Extraordinary Review] 
proceedings."1814 Ms i testified that this "greatly disturbed" her and to her "it seemed 
as if Mrs and/or had made the decision according to the instructions 
of someone, but not according to the law."1815 She did not elaborate οη how she drew this 
inference from the comment made to heI by Ms 

4.859 As for Minister decision not to follow the Advisory Committee's recommendation 
adopted οη 22 April 2008, which had expressed the view that Multi's objections to the 
Planning Permit granted in favour of Tschechien 7 "should be iπeversibly refused", 1816 

Ms testified that before the Fiist Minister Decision, Ms i 1., 

ι, had informed her that according to heI experience, the Ministry had never before 
differed from the Advisory Committee's recommendation. She said further that she received 
an e-mail which indicated that the Minister's decision οη the challenge to the Fiist Ministry 

Decision had already been prepared in line with the Advisory Committee's resolution of 20 
May 2008 and that it was to be signed by the Minister. This of course did not occuι- and 
Ms ; noted that Ms was lateI tι-ansfeπed 

_ . (the implication apparently. being . that she had been demoted for having 
communidated with a representative of Tschechien 7).1817 Ιη the event, (as already indicated 

above) the Fiist Minister Decision differed from that recommended by the Advisory 
Committee, which counsel foI the Claimants characterized as highly iπegular. 1818 

1811 
' second witness statement, para. 46. 

1812 Reply, para. 9. 
1813 Reply, paras. 57-61. · second witness statement, paras. 61-63. 
1814 

1815 

1816 

1817' 

ί second witness statement, para. 13. 

second witness statement, para. 14. 

, second witness statement, para. 15. 
;econd witness statement, paras. 16-17. Tl1e Reply discussed this under the heading "Displacement of 

1818 Tl0/21:2-5. 
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4.860 

4.861 Finally, in her second witness statement Ms __ noted, with respect to the events 
occuπing within the Ministry, that after discussing various issues with Mr ι, it was 
agι·eed that he would make a wήtten witness statement for use in the arbitration proceedings. 
She testified that she summarised the contents of their conversation and sent the summary as 
the basis fol" a draft statement to Mr " one day after their meeting. 1821 However, 
Mr declined to pl"epare a witness statement along those lines. Ιη the event, the 
Claimants filed the draft of the matters to which Ms had expected Mr '· to 
attest. 1822 

b. The Respondent's Position 

4.862 The Respondent objects to the coπuption allegation οη procedural grounds and rejects it as to 
its merits. It characterizes the allegation as a new and belated theory in the Claimants' case 
and in the Rejoinder objected that the "change of claim" was a violation of Procedural Order 
Νο. 1, Article 20 ofthe UNCΠRAL Arbitration Rules, and basic notions of due process.1823 

4.863 With respect to the filing by the Claimants of the unsigned witness statement of Mr . 

4.864 

4.865 

1819 

the Respondent likewise,,raised---both-pr.gι;edural-and-substantive. objections;_ it argued that ; 
submitting an unsigned witness statement to be filed in the proceeding violated Article 25 of 
the UNCΠRAL Arbitration Rules and argued further that the reason why Mr , refused 
to sign it was because it was untrue. 1824 Ιη this regard, the Respondent directed the Tribunal's 
attention to Mr s signed witness statement filed with its Rejoinder in which 
Mr . makes precisely that point. 

The Respondent also objected to the ex parte circumstances ιη which Mr was 
interviewed by Ms J ιηd the Claimants' failure to advise the Respondent that he and 
another employee of the Ministry were being approached with a view to obtaining statements 
from them for use in the present proceedings. 1825 

Οη the merits of the coπuption claim, in its Rejoinder the Respondent noted the absence of any 
prior criminal complaint of coπuption made to the relevant authorities in the Czech Republic 

second witness statement, para. 21. 

. second witness statement, para. 22. 

second witness statement, paras. 33-35. 
1822 Exhibit C122. 

1820 

1821 

1823 Rejoinder, paras. 5-7. 
1824 Rejoinder, para. 8. 
1825 Rejoinder, para. 11. 
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prior to the matter being raised in the Reply. 1826 The Respondent asserts that the complaint is 

entirely unsupported by the evidence and it takes issue with the use of newspaper clippings and 
general studies of alleged coπuption in the Czech Republic that have nothing to do with this 
case. 1827 lt submitted with the Rejoinder witness statements by the individuals who are 

specifically alleged to have engaged in coπuption. 1828 

4.866 The Respondent stressed that the Claimants admitted that they had ηο evidence of Multi 
paying bribes to government officials. 1829 Ιη their written testimony, Messrs 

and each expressly denied the allegations ofbήbe-taking. 1830 When, at the hearing, the 
allegations were put directly to Messrs: and .:, they repeated theiJ: denials. 1831 

4.867 The Respondent also summarized in tabular form the various allegations with summaries of the 
evidence said to support them and submitted that, with the exception of one paragraph of the 
second witness statement of Ms there is ηο evidence which supports these 

allegations. 1832 

c. The Tribunal's Findings 

Ι. The Treatment of Mr · Witness Statements 

4.868 As noted above, the Tribunal was informed, prior to the hearing in London that Mr' ; had 

decided that he would not attend to be examined οη the contents of his two witness statements. 
At the hearing, the reason provided by Counsel for the Claimants was that his business partners 
feared that testifying against the Czech Republic would damage their firm's professional 

dealings with Czech authorities. 1833 

4.869 As also noted above, the Parties initially disagreed as to how the Tribunal should treat Mr 
written statements in view of his non-attendance. The issue was one of some 

considerable significance because in, addition to the content of his statements, which the 
Respondent was now to be denied the chance to challenge in cross-examination, Ms 

had testified as to statements attributed to certain officials that she said ΜΙ bad passed οη. 
to heI. 1834 Thus, the crucial intermediary between the Claimants and the local building 
authorities, οη whose statements Ms · i relied, would not be available to testify as to the 

events in which he participated directly. 

1826 Rejoinder, para. 19. 
1827 RejoindeI, para. 21. 
1828 Rejoinder, para. 22. 
1829 Rejoinder, paras. 4 and 21. 
1830 Rejoinder witness staternents ofMessrs. · -~ and ι (at paras. 2-3, 2-3, and 20, respectively). 
1831 For · Τ5/115:3-9 and for t'6/52:22-25. The allegation of corruption by Multi was not put to 
Mr 
1832 Rejoinder, para. 4. 
1833 Tl/14:10-23. 
1834 Ms · . also testified in her second witness staternent that Mr was not prepared to put the inforrnation 
concerning his conversations with MAL officials into his witness staternent because he feared disadvantages for his 
future cooperation with the authorities in , given that he depended οη a good relationship with the local 
authoiities for future projects. ( second witness staternent, para. 63). 
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4.870 However as detailed above, afteΓ hearing the submissions of both parties, the Tribunal decided 
that, consistent with Procedural Order Ν ο. 1, Mr statements should be struck from the 
record. 1835 Accoι·dingly, this Award malces ηο reference to the contents of either of his 
statements. 

ii. General Comments 

4.871 The Tribunal accepts the submission of the Claimants that it is bound to consider allegations of 
coπuption. International tribunals cannot turn a blind eye to coπuption and cannot decline to 
investigate the matter simply because of the difficulties of proof. 1836 

4.872 Coπuption is a serious matter and when it is alleged, a tribunal must weigh the evidence with 
care, both to see whether the allegation is made out (and if it is, to then determine the legal 
consequences that follow) and at the same time to safeguard those against whom coπuption is 
alleged, if the allegations turn out to be unproven. 

4.873 The burden of pι·oof is undoubtedly οη the party alleging corruption. 1837 As for the standard of 
proof that should be applied, different views have been expressed by tribunals, with some 
holding that a stricteΓ standard of proof is required1838

, while others have found that the 
seήousness of the allegation does not necessarily mean that the tΓibunal must apply a 
heightened standard of proof. 1839 Irrespective of the standard of proof adopted by the Tribunal, 
it must examine with care the facts alleged to prove coπuption. 

4.874 Νο direct evidence has been submitted to the Tl'ibunal of any bribe either being offered by or 
οη behalf of Multi or being accepted by any Czech official at any level. Nor has any evidence 
been submitted to sustain the allegation that the local construction company that is said 
to enjoy particularly .close links with local politicians and was constΓucting the Forum 

1835 Τ2/126:10-127: 5. 
1836 Counsel for the Claimants argued ίη his opening: "You also have your international law obligations. Tribunals, if 1 
may say so, with great respect, have to address this problem. It is part and parcel of what' s going οη internationally: the 
OECD Convention, the other Model International Agreement οη Investment for Sustainable Development, are imposing 
obligations οη host states to combat coπuption and talce measures to deal with it." Tl/103:8-15. 
1837 Wena Hotels Ltd. Arab Republίc of Egypt (ICSID Case Νο. ARB/98/4), Award of 8 December 2000, paras. 77, 117. 
See also EDF (Servίces) Lίιnίted ν. Romanίa, ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/13, Award of 8 October 2009, para. 221. 
1838 Judge Higgins made the general point ίη her Separate Opinion ίη Οίl Platforms, that "the graver the charge, the 
more confidence there must be ίη the evidence relied οη." (Separate Opinion of Judge Higgins ίη Οί/ Platfonns (Jran ν. 
Unίted States of Aιnerίca), ICJ Reports 2003, p. 225, at p. 234 (para. 33)). Ιη the context of an allegation of corruption 
ίη an investment treaty claim, the tribunal ίη EDF ν. Rοιnαηία, held that: " ... coπuption must be proven and is 
notoriously diffιcult to prove since, typically, there is little or ηο physical evidence. The seriousness ofthe accusation of 
corruption in the present case, considering that it involves officials at the highest level ofthe Romanian Government at 
tl1e time, de1nands clear and convincing evidence. There is general consensus among international tribunals and 
commentators regarding the need for a high standard of proof of coπuption"; EDF (Servίces) Lίmίted ν. Rοιnαηία 
(ICSID Case Νο. ARB/05/13), Award of 8 October 2009, para. 221 (Footnotes omitted). 
1839 Ιη the course of considering allegations of fraud against the claimant, the tribunal in Lίbananco ν. Turkey, accepted 
that while fraud is a serious allegation, "it does not consider that this (without more) requires it to apply a heightened 
standard of proof. While agreeing with the general proposition that 'the graveι- the charge, the more confidence there 
ιnust be ίη the evίdence relίed οη' ... this does not necessarily entail a higher standard of proof. It may simply require 
more persuasive evidence, ίη the case of a fact that is inherently improbable, ίη order for the Tribunal to be satisfied that 
the burden of proof has been discharged": Lίbananco Holdίngs Co. Lίιnίted ν. Republίc of Turkey (ICSID Case Νο. 
ARB/06/8), Award of 2 September 2011, para. 125. 
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shopping centre, in any way used its connections to induce officials to delay or thwart the 
Claimants' investment. 

4.875 Nevertheless, the Reply contends that "significant ... circumstantial evidence points to a 
coπuptive scheme whereby Respondent intentionally obstructed GALERJE. to enable 
the competitor Multi to succeed ... " 1840 The Reply makes the point that it "is usually 
impossible for the investor to gather anything more than circumstantial evidence, as is the case 
here" and requests the Tribunal "to consider these difficulties when assessing the 
evidence."1841 

4.876 When considering the Claimants' evidence the Tribunal has borne in mind the difficulties of 
obtaining evidence of coπuption. It is well aware that acts of coπuption are rarely admitted or 

. documented and that tribunals have discussed the need to "connect the dots". 1842 At the same 
time, the allegations that have been made are very serious indeed. Not only would they (if 
true) involve criminal liability οη the part of a numbeI of named individuals, they also 
implicate the reputation, commercial and legal interests of various business undertakings 
which are not party to these proceedings and which are not represented befoie the Tribunal. 
Coπuption is a charge which an arbitral tribunal must take seriously. At the same time, it is a 
charge that should not be made lightly, and the Tribunal is bound to express its reservations as 
to whether it is acceptable for charges of that level of seriousness to be advanced without 
without either some direct evidence or compelling circumstantial evidence. That said, the 
Tribunal must of course decide the case οη the basis of the evidence bef ore it. If the burden of 
proof is not discharged, the allegation is not made out. The mere existence of suspicions 
cannot, in the absence of sufficiently firm coπoboiative evidence, be equated with proof. 

4.877 One of the main predicates of the Claimants' coπuption case is the allegedly 'bogus' measures 
that the Claimants contend frustrated their investment. 1843 The alleged unreasonableness 
and/or unlawfulness of the decisions of MAL, the Ministry of Regional Development and the 
MinisteI of Regional Development have been addressed by the Tribunal above, in its 
consideiation of each measure complained of, and the Tribunal has ηο need to revert to the 
matter. All that needs to be said is that the predicate of a course of bogus measures has not 

1840 Reply, paras. 1, 27. 
1841 Reply, para. 451. 
1842 In this respect, the Tribunal notes the observation made by the tribunal in Metlιanex Cοιpοι-αtίοη ν. Unίted States of 
Αηιeι-ίcα, a claim under NAFTA Chapter Eleven and the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, where in somewhat similar 
circumstances the claimant sought to prove that the State of California' s true motivation in enacting certain measures 
was not its stated motivation: "Connecting the dots is hardly a unique methodology; but when it is applied, it is critical, 
first, that all the relevant dots be assembled; and, second, that each be examined, in its own context, for its own 
significance, before a possible pattern is essayed. Plainly, a self-serving selection of events and a self-serving 
interρretation of each of those selected, may produce an account approximating verisimilitude, but it will not reflect 
what actually happened ... ": Metlιanex Cοιpοι-αtίοη ν. Unίted States of Αηιeι-ίcα (UNCITRAL), Final Award on 
Jurisdiction and Merits of 3 August 2005, Part ΙΠ - Chapter Β, Mr Gray Davis, ADM, and the US System of Political 
Contributions, para. 3. 
1843 Tl/104:21-105: 6: "Now proving coπuption, the hand in the till, the money iri the briefcase, the transfer to a bank 
account, is never easy. It's never easy even for a government. But you have enough grounds to believe that there was a 
real risk of corruption, simply by looking at what happens in and what happened with this minister. Νο doubt 
about it. You have enough grounds in my submission to say, if you want to, that when you loolc at these perverse, 
irrational and unlawful decisions, there is another explanation, and the other explanation is, as the Americans would 
say, tl1e fix is in". 
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been made out by the Claimants, and has been rejected by the Tribunal. It remains however 
the case that, even if a measure and the stated reasons therefoie, is not 'bogus', it is still 
possible that the decision was made con·uptly. Α decision which οη its face appears to be 
propeily motivated or reasoned, could neveitheless have been made undeI impωper influence 

ΟΙ foI an impIΌper purpose. 

4.878 Ιη the Tiibunal's opinion, the Claimants' entil"e case οη coπuption encounteis serious 
difficulty. 

4.879 The Tiibunal must begin by stating that it finds to be deeply unattractive an argument to the 
effect that 'everyone knows that the Czech Republic is coπupt; therefore, there was coπuption 

in this case .. .'. The Tribunal acknowledges that some effort was made to adduce specific 
evidence of coπuption, but it did feel that theι·e was a strain of the 'eνeiyone lmows' argument 
in the overall case, for example in the reliance οη Ieports of NGOs as to the general piesence 

of con·uption within the Czech Republic. Tl1e Tribunal does not close its eyes to the fact that 
the Czech Republic, like other countl'ies, has had, and Ieportedly still has, pioblems with 
coιτuption. But the Tribunal Iemains vigilant against blanket condemnatory allegations which 

can have the appeaiance of an attempt to 'poison the well' in the hopes of maldng up for a lack 
of dil"ect proof. Refeience to other instances of alleged coπuption may pΙΌνe that coιτuption 
exists in the State, but it does little to advance the aigument that coπuption existed in the 
specific events giving Iise to the claim. Ν or do allegations of this kind, howeveI seriously 
advanced, give Iise to a burden οη the Respondent to 'disprove' the existence of coπuption. 

While the piesent Tribunal is therefoie willing to "connect the dots", if that is appIΌpiiate, the 
dots have to exist and they must be substantiated by relevant and probative evidence Ielating to 
the specific allegations made in the case bef ore it. 

4.880 Second, the Tribunal notes, as the Respondent has done, that theie was ηο mention of 
conuption in the Statement of Claim. When the Memoiial was filed, it contained only 
evidence of a general natme as to the existence of corruption as a problem within the Czech 

Republic, coupled with piess Ieports of (unconnected) allegations against Mr . and 
Ihetorical questions as to the motivations undeilying the adoption of certain decisions talcen by 
the relevant authorities. Indeed, even the less far-reaching allegations simply of disciimination 

against ECE and in favour of Multi were hardly adverted to in the Notice of Arbitration and 
Statement of Claim and emerged cleaily only in the Claimants' last written pleading. 

4.881 Thil"d, there is ηο evidence of any contemporaneous complaint of suspected conuption having 
been made by Tschechien 7, ECE Piaha ΟΙ ECE to any Czech authority during the relevant 
peiiod. Around the time of the fil"st letteis to Messis and ΜΙ ·~ held a 
press conference in which ECE tmeatened to bring an investment treaty claim. 1844 Yet, neitheI 
Mr letteis to Prime MinisteI nor Mr 's letter to MinisteI 
adverted to any allegation of corruption. Had ECE felt itself to be the victim of coπuption 
howeveI, it would have been advisable to express its suspicions to the relevant authoiities with 

1844 Τ4/113: 25 -118: 21. Mr 'testified that: "Since the minister was not willing to receive me, we had to take a 
certain step, we called a press conference, and at this press conference Ι called for a swift legal decision in this matter so 
that we would lmow what our position was, to be able to make a qualified decision as to whether to continue or not in 
this project". 
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a request that they be investigated. 1845 If all that was held were mere suspicions, it may be 
understandable that ECE decided that it would be indelicate or counter-pIΌductive to voice 
them. But that would not explain their absence from the Statement of Claim. 

4.882 Fourth, there is the issue of the alleged agent of coπuption, Multi, which is accused of having 
created the entire scheme. Ιη every case of coπuption, there is not only the coπupted; there 
must also be a coπuptor. Multi is a leading European developer and competitor of ECE. 
Prominent international firms have been charged and found guilty of foreign coπupt practices, 
so a company' s size and standing in its sectoI is ηο guarantee that its officeis and employees 
will comply with legal pIΌhibitions against coπupting foreign officials. However, when 
allegations of this seriousness are made against a leading company or against a government, 
there has to be a factual basis for them. 

4.883 Admitting that they have ηο evidence that Multi engaged in impropeI acts of this natuie, the 
Claimants put their case οη the following basis: (i) the governmental decisions being 
challenged in this arbitration lacked any rational basis; (ii) the only beneficiary of the various 
acts complained of was Multi; (iii) the decisions theiefore must have been committed at 
Multi's behest; (iv) it follows that Multi coπupted the various governmental actors to handle 
the permit applications and Extraordinary Review Pωcedure as they did. 

4.884 Multi is not a party to this arbitration. Relevant officers and employees involved with the 
Forum project in · have not been called upon to give evidence by either Party, and Multi 
has not had the allegations put to it, nor had an opportunity to respond. Although the 
Claimants adduced general evidence of proven ΟΙ suspected coπuption in the Czech Republic 
and . :, they did not adduce αη)' evidence of any prior ΟΙ subsequent acts of coπuption by 
Multi in the Czech Republic ΟΙ in any other country. 

4.885 Even had such evidence been offeied, it would have required careful evaluation. Although a 
company may have been convicted of crirninal offences in other contexts, it does not follow 
that it has engaged in criminal or impropeI activity in the events giving rise to the claim. For 
example, in Metlιanex Coιpoι·ation ν. Unίted States of Αιηeι-ίcα, the tribunal rejected a 
claimant' s attempt to assert that a third party company' s unlawful activity in another context 
provided a basis foI infeπing that it had engaged in criminal or illegal activity with respect to 
the enactment by the government of a particular measure that was injurious to the claimant' s 
business interests. The Metlιanex tribunal held that: 

Tlιe Tι·ibunal lιas ηο legal basίs fσι· concludίng tlιat one unlawful αctίνίt)ι of 
α coιpoι-ation wlιίclι leads to α αίιnίnαl convίctίon of sonιe of ίts officeι-s 
tι-ansfonns that entit)ι ίnto α αίηιίnαl oι-ganisatίon fοι- all pιπposes - eίtlιeι

tainting peι- se all otlιeι- actions by an)' dίvision, subsidiaιy οι- otheι- velιicle, 

no nιatteι- lιow sepaι·ate σι· ι-eniote ίts activities fι-οηι tlιose upon wlιίclι the 
conviction was based; οι· aeating α pι·esunιption of unlawful belιανίσuι· ίn 
all otlιeι- aι·eas and tlιeι-eby slιίftίng tlιe buι-den of pι·oof 1846 

1845 Such a request and the Respondent' s response thereto would tl1en form a fact in any subsequent international claim. 
1846 Met!ιanex Coιpoι·ation ν. United States of Anιeιica (UNCITRAL), Final Award οη Jurisdiction and Merits of 3 
August 2005, Final Award, Part ΠΙ - Cl1apter Β, para. 15. 
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4.886 The Tribunal has ηο doubt that Multi approached the market in a hard-headed fashion. 

Mr 1 testified that Multi broke the "unspoken law" that developers do not interfere with 
each other's peimitting processes and instead compete in the inarketplace. 1847 Ιη fact, Multi 
did quite the opposite, seeking to intervene in the permitting piocess, objecting to any change 

in the traffic solution and launching the Extraordinary Review Procedure before the Ministry 
of Regional Development. Multi plainly did not want Galerie - · to succeed and it 
appears to have done everything within its poweI to slow it down, including by emphasizing to 

prospective tenants that it was ahead of ECE and would remain so and therefore they should 
sign leases with its project. All these actions weie within Multi's rights and raise ηο 

presumption of competition by unlawful means. 

4.887 The Claimants relied οη a remarlc attl"ibuted to a Multi repiesentative by a significant potential 
tenant, , foI whose tenancy both developers weie competing. ΜΙ , an 

ECE employee Iesponsible foI leasing, testified in his second witness statement that: 

8. When 1 reviewed the negotiating liistory, which 1 had summarized for Mr 
after had 1nade tliei1· decision ... α discussion with Μ1· 

during the negotiations was called to mind. As mentioned before, 1 met Mr 
· to discuss the issue. We also spol\e 

about tlie state of tlie permit proceeding and Multi. Mr ι told me that 
Multi (General Manager Η. Dasbacli) had notίfied him that would not 
have to consider ECE ίn because ECE was not going to obtain α 
building permit. 1 cannot recall the exact wording. However, this was the 
message conveyed by Multi. The object of competition turned up repeatedly 
and ίn each negotiation due to the marketing of both properties ίn ·· 

9. Other tenants who had entered into negotiations with Multi were also 
always peifectly informed about the status of the permit proceeding 
regarding the GALERIE 1 One example for that ίs New Yorlωr. 1 
would lίl'e to illustrate the facts and enclose an email that 1 received from 
Mr on August 7, 2008, which was shortly before New Yorf,er 
announced their refusal ... The ωnαίl says that during the negotίatίons over 
the extension of the preliminary lease agreenient, New Yorker was also 
negotiating with Multi and apparently fully informed about the details 
regarding the status of ou1· building permit proceeding. Again, the decisive 
problem was, the email maf,es ίt clear, that we could not produce α 
guarantee or evidence that we would be able to open the center, since the 
building permit was still missing. 1848 

4.888 The Tribunal is unable to infer coπuption from this account of what Multi was reportedly 
telling and other would-be tenants in the competition between the two companies to 
secure commitments from retailers to take spaces in theiI Iespective shopping centies. It is not 
difficult to contemplate that Multi would have been contiasting its progress with Galerie 

comparatively slow progress - slowed in terms of the pall cast ονeΙ the Galerie 
project by Multi's own permitting objections to the Galerie project and its petition to 

the Ministiy to commence the Extiaordinary Review Proceedings. That is hard-nosed 

1847 Τ2/79:20-25. 
1848 Second witness statement of , paras. 8-9. 
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competition and the Tribunal does not doubt that Multi took the opportunity to emphasize its 
competitive advantages at every turn. 
the conversation between Mr 
of what Mr .ι told him Mr 

Moreover, as Mr '- himself notes, he did not witness 
ιηd Mr ~ . and he did not recall the exact wording 

had said to Mr 

iii. Analysis of the Allegations in Detail 

4.889 The Tribunal now turns to the allegations made against particular officials. 

4.890 Although counsel for the Clailnants submitted that they had ηο need to show a relationship 
between the State actors that were alleged to have been coπupted, it warrants noting that other 
than the structure prescribed by law as to the relationships between decision-makers, there was 
ηο evidence of αn)ι relationship between any of the principal actors said to have acted 
improperly to Multi's benefit. Ιη particular, the evidence shows that: 

a. MAL, including its Building Office of which Mi· was the head, was separate 
from the self-governing City of · 

, and was not subject to its legal or other control. 

b. Mr · testified that he could not interfere with the decisions of the building 
authority because the authority was independent of the Mayor' s office. 1849 His 
evidence in that regard was supported by that of the former deputy Mayor, Mi· 
a witness called by the Claimants. 1850 

c. The unnamed official who took the Planning Permit down half a day early was not in 
Mr 's office, nor subject to his direction and control. Mr :'s testimony in 
response to a question from the President of the Tήbunal was that after the eπor, 
which he admitted was serious, was brought to his attention, he complained to the 
Municipal Secretary and that steps were taken to prevent its reccuπence. 1851 

d. MAL was separated from the Ministry both in terms of the scope of their respective 
administrative decision-making competence and by geography. The Ministry was 
situated in Prague, not in . Fuither, in terms of hieim·chy, RAL was interposed 
between them. 1852 

e. The MinisteI likewise was formally separated from the Ministry in terms of 
administrative decision-making. The Advisory Committee was interposed between 
Minister ·c and the Ministry and there is ηο evidence that the MinisteI ilnplicitly 
or explicitly ordered his subordinates within the Ministry to render a particular 
decision in the case of the First Ministry decision. 1853 Indeed, it appeai-s that having 

1849 TS/109:20-23. 
1850 Τ3/121:14-123:19. 
1851 Τ6/59:10-18. 
1852 RAL' s actions are not challenged by the Claimants and its only role in relation to the Extraordinary Review 
Proceeding appears to be the transfer of the file under appeal. 
1853 The evidence is that the Minister did discuss the appeal with Mrs J Τ6/131:1-9) but at that point the first 
Ministry decision had already been issued. Witl1 respect to the Second Ministry Decision, there was ηο suggestion that 
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temporarily stepped down in Ν ovember 2007, Mr did not in fact occupy the 
office of Minister at the time that the First Ministry decision was tal(en (29 February 
2008). Οη his evidence, he was reappointed to his position in April 2008 1854 and 
became seized of the appeal in May. 1855 

4.891 Leaving aside the structure of the State's decision-making apparatus, having reviewed the 
evidence and the testimony, the Tribunal makes the following findings. 

Mr. 

4.892 Mr past employment relationship with and his friendship with Mr _ 
was not contested by Mr nor by the Respondent and can be taken to be common 
ground. Without more, it is however in and of itself evidence only of a peι·sonal relationship, 
not of coιτuption. 

4.893 The Tribunal notes moreover whatever may be the case in ι·elation to 's activities in 
. in connection with developing facilities · ,, 

they do not relate to the Forum ; or Galerie projects. There is ηο dispute that 
was Multi' s construction firm for the Forum project, but that too in and of itself is not 

proof of an allegation that, through the intennediation of , Multi conupted local officials. 

4.894 Shortly before the hearing, it was announced that Mr 
accused by the Czech anti-corruption police of abuse in relation to the 

management of property. This was pursued by counsel for the Claimants duήng Mr 
cross-examination. 1856 The investigation raises questions, but the criminal process is in its 
early stages and it is difficult for the Tribunal to make any assessment as to what it means in 
terms of Mr s conduct as Mayor or his cι·edibility as a witness in the proceeding. 
Moreover, · " it does not bear οη the events at issue in this arbitration. 
The Tribunal accordingly finds that this evidence is not decisive in sustaining the Claimants' 
allegation against Mr 

4.895 The Claimants are unable to point to specific evidence of any bribe or other favouι· said to have 
been proffered to Mr by Multi or any agent thereof, including - It was contended 
that the absence of such direct evidence is overcome by the evidence of Mr r's prior 
employment relationship with and his friendship with the company's pήncipal which 
enabled Multi to use "its construction firm ... to influence the local authorities." 1857 The 
Tribunal does not share this view. 

4.896 There are two glaring weaknesses with the allegation against Mr __ . The first is that there 
is nothing οη the record that supports the view that he (or the City Council, for that matter), did 
anything adverse to the interests of Tschechien 7 or ECE Praha, and through them to the 
Claimants. It was put to Mr · that he assured ECE's representatives that ECE and Multi 

he in any way ordered them to decide in a particular way other than consistently with the instructions set out in his 
remand decision. This instruction was rendered within the applicable legal framework. 
1854 Τ6/115:22-23. 
1855 Τ6/116:11-117: 22. 
1856 Τ5/88-92. 
1857 Reply, para. 30. 
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would be treated fairly and equitably and he acknowledged that he informed the ECE 

representatives that "we approach all investors in the same manner."1858 The Tribunal saw ηο 
evidence that he did anything other than that. 

4.897 Even more importantly, it is evident that the City could not and, οη the Tribunal's view of the 

evidence before it, did not seek to interfere with the local offices of the State 

administration. 1859 There is ηο evidentiary basis for a finding that the former Mayor acted 

adversely to Tschechien 7' s interests, let alone that he was coπupted by Multi or any other 

person. 

4.898 Finally, even though the Reply had alleged that Mr was coπupted by Multi (through 

), when it came to cross examining him, the allegation was not even put to him by 

counsel for the Claimants. It was left to counsel for the Respondent to do so and the 

allegation was met with a firm denial. 1860 Having regard to all of the evidence οη record, Mr 

s denial is accepted and the allegation of corruption against him is rejected for want of 

proof. 

Μι·, 

4.899 Likewise, there is ηο direct evidence of any bribe or other consideration being paid to to 

Mr " The Claimants contend however that he must have acted at the behest of Multi 

because Multi was the only party that benefited from ceitain decisions taken by the Β uilding 

Office within MAL. 

4.900 As noted earlieI, the coπuption allegation against ΜΙ : is bound up with the merits of the 

complaints against certain decisions of the Building Office. HoweveI, the Tribunal observes at 

the outset that some of MAL's decisions were undoubtedly favourable to Tschechien 7. So for 

example, MAL agreed to issue a Planning Permit that granted Tschechien 7 the right to remove 

170,000 cubic metres of earth from the site so as to expedite the project' s construction pending 

the issuance of the Building Peimits. Ιη the view of others, including both the Ministry and 

the Minister, as well as the legal expert tendered by the Respondent, this was not in fact 

permitted undeI the Old Building Code. 1861 However that may be, the permission to excavate 

was critical in allowing Tschechien 7 to begin preparing the site for construction and in 

retrospect, had it not been gianted, the Claimants probably would not have proceeded with the 

pIOject at all because they could have had ηο Ieal possibility of catching up with the Forum 

project. 

4.901 Mr "s office also ruled that Multi and otheis did nσt have standing to participate in the 

Planning Permit pIOceedings, a decision which was upheld οη appeal by RAL. The Claimants' 

pIOblems arose when Multi then Iefeπed RAL's decision to the Ministry in the Extraordinary 
Review Proceedings. Mr ·· , who testified that he had not previously encountered an 

1858 Τ5/104:18-23. 
1859 Τ5/109:20-23, and 114:4-115: 2. 
1860 Τ5/115:3-9. 
1861 The Respondent argues that this decision was incorrect; it was also one of the features of the Multi Extraordinary 
Review proceedings tl1at attracted the Minister' s attention. 
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Extraordinary Review proceeding1862
, was plainly influenced by the First Ministry decision 

adopted οη 22 Febι·uru:y 2008 quashing tl1e Planning Pennit. Althougl1 it is coιnmon gιΌund 
that the Planning Pennit remained in foice and did not have legal effect due to the subsequent 
appeal to the MinisteI, in the Tribunal's view, it hung ονeΙ the Building Peimit proceedings. 
The pendency of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings was in fact cited by MAL as a reason 
to issue the Third Stay, and as noted above, played a ωle, albeit minor, in the decision to issue 

the Second Stay. 

4.902 So far as the splitting of the applications for Building Pennits is concerned, the weight of the 
evidence seems to indicate that the splitting was discussed and ultimately agieed between the 
representatives of the City of and by the proponents of the Galerie project as a means 
of attempting to reduce the possibility that Multi would appeal certain otheI applications for 
Building Permit applications. At tl1e time that the issue aιΌse, Multi 11ad ah·eady appealed 

against the giant of the Planning Permit and was objecting to any change in the traffic solution. 
It may well have been that the impetus to do so came from MAL and the City of . , and 
the judgement that if the City of applied f or ceitain of the road permits, that would 

reduce the likelihood of Multi' s challenging such pennits seems to have been boine out by 

events. Ιη the final analysis, it seems to the Tribunal that the question of who instigated the 
splitting of the peimit applications is hardly material because (as Ms pointed out in 

her own testimony) MAL could have required this to be done οη its own initiative. 1863 

4.903 The allegation that the "Claimants know from a conversation with two employees of MAL that 
the employees weie instructed to find pietexts for delaying the proceedings and in particular to 

find reasons for suspensions" was one that arose from Ms s witness statements and 
the notes of heI conversations with ΜΙ However, the Respondent filed a witness 

statement from Ms in which she explicitly denied what she was alleged to have said 

toMr 

7. [ ... ] 1 have never receivedfrom anybody any instructions or directions to 
compound 01· protract intentionally the course of the building proceedings 
regarding Galerie and 1 have always approached tlιese proceedings 
in α totally standard manner. As an ordίnary desk officer at the building 
authority 1 do not even come ίnto contact with members of the cit)' 
management so 1 categorically reject the assertion that 1 got the instructίon 
to find α reason for staying the proceedings. 

8. 1 do not J,now what Mr said to Ms ' 
nonetheless 1 have de_finitely not said to Μι· · · anythίng of what Ms 

says. Of course, this apptιes also to my alleged 
spe9utatιons about τne relation ?f the city managen:ent of the pr~ject. 1 and 
Mr. · J.ιave always communιcated only and strιctly to the poιnt and our 
communicatίon regarded exclusively the documentatίon that was supposed 
to be submitted ίn the proceedings. 1864 

1862 Τ6/53:12-15. 
1863 

1864 

ί second witness statement, para. 40. 

witness statement, paras. 7-8. 
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4.904 Obviously, the Tribunal would have profited from the attendance of Mr' at the hearing. It 

is left with Ms ι ς notes and recollection of a conversation she held with Mr 
about a conversation that he is said to have had with Ms · i who was not called by the 

Claimants for cross-examination. While this does not mean that the Claimants are to be taken 

to have thereby accepted her evidence, in the circumstances, the combination of Mr 

decision not to attend for cross-examination and the express denial by Ms' _ of what she 

is alleged to have said to him means that it is not possible to accept as proved Ms ί's 

double-hearsay statement that Ms · had been instructed to find reasons to delay the 

building permit proceedings. 1 865 

4.905 The observation in RAL's decision dated 7 OctobeΓ 2008 that MAL had "artificially 
fabricated" a non-existent preliminary issue in order to justify the ThiΓd Stay, 1866 which was 

heavily relied upon by the Clai1nants, in particular in opening at the hearing was undoubtedly 

striking and suggestive, and raised some questions. 

4.906 However, it was not entirely clear what was intended by those words, nor why they were 

placed in quotation marks in the Czech original of the decision; Mr when questioned 

about the phrase, stated that he was unable to shed any light οη what the _author of the letter 

had intended, and the matteΓ was not pressed by Counsel for the Claimants. 1867 

4.907 Further, although a witness statement by the signatory of the decision, Dr had 

been submitted by the Respondent with the Counter-Memorial, and discussed the reasoning of 

the decision of 8 October 2008 in some detail, it did not refer to or discuss the relevant passage 

of the decision which had contained the suggestion that MAL had "artificially fabricated" the 

preliminary issue. DΓ, 's second witness statement, filed by the Respondent with 

its Rejoinder, did not discuss the decision of 8 October 2008, and the Claimants elected not to 

call Dr for cross-examination. As a consequence the Tribunal did not have the 

benefit of hearing her evidence as to what had been intended or meant by the unusual phrase. 

4.908 Ιη such circumstances, the Tribunal feels unable to attach any great weight to the comment that 

the preliminary issue had been "artificially fabricated", which must be Γegarded as being 

unexplained. Ιη paiticulaI it does not feel able to interpret this as evidence of a view οη RAL' s 

part that Mr had been coπupted, and that coπuption had been the reason f ΟΙ the 

adoption of the ThiΓd Stay. 

4.909 The Tribunal notes finally that, despite having alleged that Mr was coπupted by Multi, 

when it came to confronting him at the hearing, the Claimants did not even put the bribery 

allegation to him. It was left to Counsel for the Respondent to do so and, when asked whether 

1865 The Tribunal is not in any way bound by technical common law rules against hearsay evidence, but when a party 
Ielies upon alleged statements not witnessed by one person (Mi-s and denied by the person alleged to have 
made the statement and that witness is not challenged οη cross-examination, and the intermediate witness (ΜΙ ) 
declines to testify, it is appropriate to find that the party making the allegation has not discharged its burden of proving 
the ttuth of the statement. 
1866 Core 8/279 (Exhibit R-59). 
1867 Τ5:156:14-158:3; :Τ6:4:5 - 5:6. 
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he had ever accepted any form of bribe or kickback in connection with Galerie : or 
Forum ;, Mr responded simply "ηο". 1868 

Iniproper decίsίons by unnamed Mίnίstry officials 

4.910 The Tribunal is of the view that there was nothing per se objectionable about the Ministry's 
initiation of the Extraordinary Review Proceedings οη the application of a party claiming to 
have standing, in circumstances in which a subordinate decision-maker had denied that that 
party had standing. Νο evidence was offered of any official within the Ministry having been 
bήbed by Multi or any party acting οη its behalf, either in this regard or otherwise. 

4.911 Altl1ough the reasoning of the First and Second Ministry decisions taken in the Extraordinary 
Review proceeding are not entirely clear, and the parties dispute precisely what their findings 
were, it is at the least clear that the Ministry thought that Multi dίd have standing to complain 
about the grant of the Planning Penηit to Tschechien 7. At all events, the Ministry and 
subsequently the MinisteI undoubtedly both considered that tl1ere were defects in the 
procedure that resulted in the grant of the Planning Permit, since a 'good faith acquisition of 
rights' analysis would not have been conducted had it been the view that the Planning Peimit 
was c01ηpletely lawful. 

4.912 As regards Ms : 's testimony that the Ministry's Ms ,ί told her in a telephone 
conveisation after the Fn:st Ministry Decision had been adopted that Ms ί was 
"aware of the incoπectness of deciding that Tschechien 7 is not a party to the [Extraordinary 
Review] pioceedings"1869

, the latteI allegation was not met with any denial or explanation from 
Ms >r from any otheI official of the Ministry. Moreover, it appears that the decision 
not to consider Tschechien 7 to constitute a participant in the Extraordinary Review 
Proceedings was at the very least odd. Ιη the circumstances, it seems not unreasonable that an 
official could have expressed such a view privately. However, the inference drawn by Ms 

does not necessarily follow from what she was told. She testified that from this 
conversation "it seemed as if Mrs and/or her department had made the decision 
according to the instructions of someone, but not accoiding to the law."1870 She does not say 
that this is what Ms told her; rather, the conclusion is expressed as a sunηise, 
presumably of her own. 

4.913 The point is illustrated by two instances. First, with Iespect to MinisteI ·s decision in 
the Fiist Ministry Decision not to follow the recommendation of the Advisory Committee, Ms 

says that Ms a lawyer in the Ministry who acted as Secretary to the 
Advisory Committee, had informed her in advance that according to her experience, the 
Ministry had never before differed from what the Advisory Committee recommended, and that 
a draft decision had been prepared οη the basis of the Advisory Committee's resolution for 
signature by the Minister. Ms . then notes that Ms '· was later transfeπed to 
another department of the Ministry; The implication plainly was that Ms had been 

'871 transfeπed or demoted for disclosing the internal workings of the Ministry to Μ~ 

1868 The question was put to him οη re-direct. Τ6/52:22-25. 
1869 

1870 

1871 

second witness statement, para. 13. 

,i;econd witness statement nt, para. 14. 

second witness statement, paras. 16-17. 
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and that this was evidence of a hostility towards the proponents of the Galerie project or its 

legal representative. 

4.914 The Respo11dent addressed this issue in the wit11ess stateme11t of Mr: , filed with 
the Rejoinder. Mr j _ was appoi11ted Secretary to the Advisory Committee in October 

2007. Prior to the tra11sfer of Ms : i11 approximately May 2008, he fulfilled that role 
jointly with her, and he continued in the role alone after that. He testified that Mrs ί 

was i11 fact made head of a new sectio11 011 European and internatio11al law created within the 

Mi11istry, 1872 i11 otheI words that Mrs was not pu11ished, but Iather promoted. His 
evide11ce i11 that regaid was 11ot challe11ged i11 cross-exami11ation. 

4.915 ΜΙ ι we11t 011 to address a number of otheI allegations. He described his understandi11g 

of how the Mi11isteI' s First Decisio11 came about, includi11g the transfer of the file to the 
Minister' s office, 1873 the precise times whe11 various i11dividuals, includi11g Ms : and 
DI : (about which more below) visited the Ministry to review the MinisteI's Decisio11, the 

preparatio11 of the Second Mi11ister Decisio11, the events relati11g to the draft wit11ess stateme11t 
that Ms · prepared a11d sent to him f or his review and sig11ature, his view of the 
allegations made by Ms J and a11 incident i11 which ECE had a law stude11t contact the 

Mi11istry prete11ding to seek f or research purposes statistical inf ormation pertaining to the 
11umbeI of times that the Minister had departed from the advice of his Advisory Committee, 
that 'Iesearch' the11 bei11g used in these proceedings. 

4.916 Ms \ testified that the proceedings carried out by the Ministry were unusual a11d that 
she received "woπyi11g inf0Imatio11" from Mr _ :.ι who told her that "the file had 

disappeared from the building of the Ministry overnight."1874 She 11oted further that, as she 
experie11ced the situation i11 2008, the employees of the Ministry were "very afraid" of the 
Mi11ister, and asserted that Mr once left the building with her to talk about changes in 

the composition of the Advisory Committee "so that 110 011e could hear us." 1875 Mr 
denied all these claims, saying that theie had been ηο disappearance of the file, but rather that 
it had bee11 requested by the Mi11isteI a11d theiefore was put in his office for at least one day. 

He also de11ied that theie was a11 atmosphere of fear created i11 the Ministry when Mr 

was Minister. He stated that he did 11ot recall allegedly leavi11g the Ministry building because 
"someo11e could hear us", as alleged by Ms : 1876 He also said that it was ηο secret 

that the compositio11 of the Advisory Committee had changed. 1877 

4.917 Ιη the judgement of the Tribu11al, Ms ;vas too ready to read improper motives or 

1872 

undue pressuie i11to the behaviour of various officials. The Tribunal ca11 understand that her 
suspicio11s may have bee11 aroused, foI example by the Ministry' s decisio11 that Tschechie11 7 
did 11ot co11stitute a participant in the proceedi11gs, its decisio11 i11 the First Ministry Decision to 
quash the Pla11ni11g Peimit, the length of time taken foI the MinisteI to address the appeal, and 

witness statement, para. 9. 
1873 This testimony Ielated to the testimony of the then-MinisteI and Dr : as to how the former enlisted the latter 
to assist him in reviewing the Advisory Committee' s diaft and revising it to his satisfaction. 
1874. 

1875 

1876 

ί second witness statement, para. 21. 

second witness statement, para. 22. 

witness statement, paras. 23-24. 
1877 Ibid., para. 24. 
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the Minister's deviation fτom the recommendation of the Advisory Co1nmittee. But she was 

wrong in her belief that under Czech law he was bound by the Advisory Committee's 
decision1878 and altogetheI too prone to assume that everything that did not go the Claimants' 
way came together as evidence of an all-embiacing conspiracy against them. 

Mr 

4.918 Ιη tl1e case of the Minister, Mr , the Claimants are unable to point to specific evidence of 
any bribe or other favour said to have been proffered to him by Multi or any agent οη Multi' s 

behalf. The evidence put forward for coπuption by Mr ίs unrelated to the events giving 
rise to the claim. 

4. 919 The frailty of this evidence is illustrated by the Claimants' Reply. AfteI complaining about the 
pIΌlongation of the ExtiaOI"dinaiy Review PIΌceedings by talcing "unnecessarily long" to 
render his decision and by "illegally remanding the case to the MinistlΎ instead of deciding it 

in Claimants' favou1·", tl1e Reply asserts: 

. . . In doing so, the Minίster ίgnored the opίnίons prepared by tlie legal 
experts of his advίsoryι coniniίttee and of liis legal depaι·tnient, tlie only tίme 
lie dίd so ίn 20 cases decίded over tlie last three years. It ίs tellίng tliat whίle 
tlie legal experts from the coιnmίttee and tlie legal department were ίgno1·ed, 
α representative of Multί was able to read the decίsion before ίt was ίssued 
by the Mίnίster. Coίncίdentally, the Mίnista has been ίnvolved in cases of 
corruption before. 1879 

4.920 The Tribunal has found that the facts as alleged in the first sentence of this paragraph weie not 
improper, and do not give rise to a breach of the Treaty. Although the Minister's decision to 
consult a member of the Advisory Committee, Dr , in respect of the recommendation 

of the Advisory Committee and what he should do to decide the appeal was unusual, the 
experts οη Czech law foI both parties agieed that the Minister was not bound to f ollow the 

Advisory Committee's view1880 and Czech law did not prohibit him from engaging in this 
couise of conduct, including I"emanding the issue to the Ministry f or further consideration. 

4.921 With respect to the second allegation, namely, that a Multi representative read the decision 

before it was issued, the Reply elaborates upon this under the heading "Multi inspects the First 
MinisteI Decision before it is dispatched": 

99. There was another unusual circumstance related to the First Minίster 
Decίsίon. Before the Fίrst Minίster Decision was even dίspatched, the legal 
representatίve of Multi, Μ7·. .·, JUDr. vίsίted tlie Mίnίstry of Regίonal 
Development to ίnspect the file. As confirmed by the secretary of the 
Mίnίstry's appeal commίssion, Mr. z, ίt seemed that Multi's legal 
counsel checked the woι·dίng as if ίt had been Multί's own draft. Only 
thereafter, the Fίrst Mίnίster Decίsίon was dispatched. 

100. Claίmants submίt therefore that Multί had communίcated with ΜΓ. 

1878 Τ4/156:8 - 157: 10. 
1879 Reply, para. 6. 
1880 Τ7/54: 2-15; 82-85. 
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to dίscuss tlie contents of tlie decίsίon and ι·equested tlie Μίηίstα to 
ίllegall)' ι·eιηαηd tlie pι·oceedίngs back to the Μίηίstιy. 1881 

4.922 This claim was supported once again by the evidence of Ms : who testified 
specifically that Dr οη visiting the Ministry, "read the [Minister' s] resolution in a 
manner as if he had be (sic) the creator of the resolution, and as if he wanted to review whether 
the final version coπesponded to his draft." 1882 

4.923 Ms: did not specify in her witness statement when this visit took place (other than to 
say that it occuπed before the First Ministry Decision was delivered), nor how she had 
ascertained from those present that Dr appeared to be checking the ministerial decision 
to see if it coπesponded to his draft. She did not witness this event personally and it must be 
infeπed that she considers Mr .ι to be her source, because she says: ''Although, 
according to Mr : , this procedure was very unusual, Mr had the Minister' s 
resolution delivered."1883 

4.924 These allegations, if proven, would have been very damaging to the Respondent's case, 
because the obvious innuendo was that the Minister was improperly collaborating with Multi 
in delivering its prefeπed resolution of the petition that it had filed. Ιη a witness statement 
filed with the Rejoinder, Mr denied the allegation that he had allowed Multi to 
influence his decision. 1884 The Respondent also filed other direct evidence from Mr _ 
which is of obvious significance because of the circumstantial nature of the allegations and the 
fact that Ms : ; claimed Mr J. as heI souice of information. Ιη the event, what 
the Claimants filed was a draft witness statement that Ms r · had piepared which, she 
said, accurately summarized heι· discussions with Mr : but which, when presented with 
it, Mr : Iefused to sign. 

4.925 Ιη so doing Mr told Ms : hat he would only provide his statement through 
the law firm representing the Czech Republic in these proceedings. 1885 That statement was in 
due couise filed with the RejoindeI and in it ΜΙ · - ι rejected many of Ms 
allegations. Of particulal' Γelevance to the question of whethel' Multi had any advance notice 
of the MinisteΓ's decision and whethel' DΓ L' was complicit in foΓmulating its tel'ffis, 
accoΓding to ΜΓ . the Ministel' Γendered his decision 011 27 June 2008 and it was only 
οη 30 June 2008, thl'ee days latel', at 14:30, that DΓ: _ examined the file. Attached to ΜΓ 

,ι' s statement was an exhibit entitled, "Pωtocol οη examination of the file dated 30 June 
2008" to substantiate his testimony. 

4.926 ΜΓ also said: 

[ ... ] Ι consίder tlie allegatίon of Ms. tliat ίη 

exaniίnίng tlie file Dι·. . gave ιηe tlie ίnφressίon tliat lie was tlie authoτ 

1881 Reply, paras. 99-100. 
1882 

1883 

1884 " 

1885 . 

second witness statement, para. 31. 

second witness statement, para. 32. 

·~ Rejoinder witness statement, para. 20. 

ί second witness statement, Annex 4. 
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of tlie Minister's decision dated 27 June 2008, to be absolute nonsense. !η 
exωnination of the file, lιe read tlie Minister's decision and asl<ed for its 
copy. Ι do not lωow based οη that ίt would be possible to assume tlie 
above. 1886 

4.927 At the hearing, Mr ' k gave a full account of his decision to seek out the advice of Dr 
] and Dr • ~k in turn coπoborated the Minister' s account. As noted above, Mr 

denied Ms s account of their conversations and attached a document 
showing that Dr risited the Ministry after the decision had been signed by the Minister. 
There is ηο evidence οη the record to indicate that there was any contact between Dr : or 
any other representative of Multi and the Minister. Confronted with this direct conu·adiction 
between the witnesses, the balancing of direct versus secondhand evidence as to certain events, 
and the documents, the Tribunal 1nust conclude that the Claimants have not dischaι·ged the 
burden of proof in 1·espect of this seι·ious allegation. Ιη view of the contemporaneous 
documentary evidence recoΓding when DΓ: inspected the akeady-Γeleased Decision, the 
Ministe1-'s explanation of his 1·eaction to the opposing positions taken by his Ministry and the 
AdvisoΓy Committee, his denial of any misconduct, the combined effect of his testimony and 
that of DΓ Γegarding the pιΌνenance of the FiΓst Ministeι·ial Decision, Mr a.' s 
denial of the account pΓOνided by Ms : 's of heΓ conveΓsations with him as to 
DΓ visit, and ΜΓ evidence as to what in fact happened duΓing that visit, the 
asseΓtion that Multi' s legal Γepresentative had any ΓΟ!e in the dΓafting of the MinisteΓ' s decision 
is not accepted. 

4.928 Although he took some time to make the First and Second MinisteΓ decisions, οη both 
occasions duΓing the pendency of the Extraordinary Review PΓOceedings Minister ' 
ΓeνeΓsed the decisions of the Ministry by which they quashed the Planning Pennit. MoΓeover, 
to the Tribunal, his explanation of his Γeasons fοΓ deciding not to accept the Advisory 
Committee' s draft decision had the ring of truth. It is undeΓstandable that a Minister could be 
puzzled by the diametrically opposed positions taken by his MinistΓy and his Advisory 
Committee. 1887 The fact that he took note of the extensive amount of gΓOundworlcs authoΓized 
by the Planning PeΓmit, and his view that such a peΓmit should not be used to authorize such 
extensive woΓlcs pΓiοΓ to Γeceiving a building peΓmit also made sense to the TΓibunal. 1888 

4.929 While the First MinisteΓ Decision had the effect of continuing the ExtraoΓdinary Review 
Proceedings, with some adverse impact οη the tenants' peΓception of the viability of the 
GaleΓie . development, the evidence of the legal experts was that he was fully entitled to 
ordeΓ a remand, rather than terminate the proceedings.1889 FοΓ the Γeasons set out above, the 
TΓibunal is able to appΓeciate the logic of oΓdeΓing a Γemand in the particular circumstances, 
and does not Γegard the Minister' s decision to do so as tainted by bias ΟΓ unreasonableness. 

4.930 Finally, wheΓeas at paΓagΓaph 26 of the Reply, the Claimants alleged that: "Multi and its 
construction company Syner unduly influenced ... the MinisteΓ of Regional Development", 
theΓe is simply ηο evidence οη the recoΓd to support this allegation and the TΓibunal finds that 

1886 witness statement, para. 25. 
1887 Τ6/118:25- 119: 6; and 121:7-17. 
1888 Τ6/119:7-18, 120:17-22, 122:25 -123:13. 
1889 Τ7/125:14-125: 11; 126: 6-10. 
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the Claimants have also failed to discharge the burden of proof in respect of this aspect of their 
case. 

iv. The Tribunal's Conclusion οη the Allegations of Corruption 

4.931 Much of the Claimants' case rested in the end οη Ms s testimony, or at least οη 
inferences which the Claimants wished to draw from it. For the reasons given above, although 
the Claimants' evidence raised a number of questions of process and motivation, it is far from 
reaching a sufficient level of cogency. The Tribunal therefore cannot draw the inferences 
which the Claimants wish, even without taking account of the counter-evidence produced by 
the Respondent. 

4.932 Ιη sum, the Tribunal has found that the measures complained of do not rise to the level of a 
breach of the ΒΠ, and that the reasons given in all instances were comprehensible and not 
um·easonable in the circumstances in which each decision was made. None of the measures in 
question, including the Third Stay, was "bogus", and the other evidence offered by the 
Claimants did not discharge their burden of proof. Ιη the light of the totality of the evidence 
before it, the Tribunal does not find any substantial evidence of coπuption, be it in respect of 
individual acts or, as the Claimants put it, a "scheme" of coπuption. 

7. Conclusion 

4.933 Ιη conclusion, the Tribunal holds that the Claimants' claims of breach of Articles 2(1), 2(2) 
and 4(2) of the ΒΙΤ fail in their entirety. 

4.934 Ιη the circumstances, the Respondent's objection to the Tribunal's jurisdiction over the 
Claimants' claims ratίone tenψorίs and ratione niateriae, which the Tribunal joined to the 
merits, is moot. 

4.935 However, if the matter had arisen, the Tribunal would have been inclined to hold that it had ηο 
jurisdiction over the Claimants' claims insofaι- as they related to losses occuπing prior to the 
acquisition by the Claimants of its interest in the relevant subsidiary, and/or that the Claimants 
were unable to claim fοΓ losses s_uffered bv each subsidiar_y prior to their acquisition by the 
Claimants .. 
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Α. INTRODUCTION 

PARTV 

CAUSATION 

5 .1 The Tribunal has thus concluded that ηο action taken by the Respondent resulted in any breach 

of its obligations towards the Claimants under the ΒΠ. However, in addition to denying any 
breach of the substantive standards of protection contained in the ΒΠ, the Respondent 
mounted a sustained attack upon the Claimants' case theory as to causation, and the Tribunal 

considers it desirable to address this aspect of the case as it tool( up a significant paι·t of the 
pleadings and testimony. 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 

5.5 

Β. CAUSATION BETWEEN ΤΗΕ ALLEGED BREACHES AND ΤΗΕ DECISION ΤΟ 

ABANDON ΤΗΕ PROJECT. 

. - ~ 

1890 Memorial, para. 87. 
1891 Reply, !J[210. 
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5.98 

C. CONCLUSION 

5.99 

1972 Judgment ofthe Supreme Administrative Court (Ref. ηο. 6 As 38/2007 - 146), 19 March 2008; extracts at Core 
51159 (Exhibit Skulova-103). 
1973 Core 10/357 (Exhibit ,-24). 
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6.1 

6.2 

PARTVI 
COSTS 

Α. ΤΗΕ COSTS OF ΤΗΕ ARBITRATION (EXCLUDING ΤΗΕ COSTS OF LEGAL 
REPRESENTATION AND ASSISTANCE OF ΤΗΕ PARTIES) 

The Parties have made the following payments by way of advance of the costs of the 

arbitration: 

April 2010: Claimants € 150,000; Respondent € 150,000 

July 2011: Claimants € 200,000; Respondent € 200,000 

October/December 
2011: Claimants € 100,000; Respondent € 100,000 

Apri1/May 2013: Claimants € 90,000; Respondent € 90,000 

The total advanced by the Parties therefore amounts to € 1,080,000, of which each Party has 

paid € 540,000. 

6.3 The fees of the members of the Tribunal are fixed as follows: 

S:ir Franldin Berman KCMG QC, € 253,750.00 

PIΌfessor Andreas Bucher € 253,900.00 

Mr J. Christopher Thomas QC € 214,813.49 

6.4 For the purposes of Article 38 ofthe UNCΠRAL Rules, the costs of the arbitration (other than 

the costs of legal representation and assistance of the successful party) are in total 

€ 1,060,196.43 made up as follows: 

Fees ofthe members of the Tribunal (para. 6.3, above) 

Expenses of members of the Tribunal 

Fees and expenses of Mr Simon Olleson, Assistant / 
Legal Secretary to the Tribunal (inclusive of VAT) 

Hearing Costs (Court reporter; interpretation; hearing 
facilities, Tribuήal' s hotel accommodation foI hearings 

and site visit) 

Copying of Core Β undle 

Registry Fees (PCA) 
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€ 722,463.49 

€ 28,879.85 

€ 166,157.41 

€ 118, 780.53 

€ 11,685.31 

€ 11,682.50 



Miscellaneous costs (bank charges οη deposits; 

couι-ier expenses; conference calls) 

Β. ΤΗΕ PARTIES' CLAIMS FOR COSTS 

€ 547.34 

6.5 Amongst the other relief sought, each Party has asked for its costs οη an indemnity basis; the 

Claimants did so in their Request f or Arbitration and Statement of Claim, and their Memorial 
and their Reply, whilst the Respondent did so in its Answer to the Statement of Claim, 

Counter-Memorial and Rejoinder. 

6.6 Pursuant to the request sent οη behalf of the Tribunal dated 26 Maι·ch 2013, the Parties 
submitted their respective schedules of their legal costs and disbursements οη 24 April 2013. 

6.7 Tl1e costs claimed by the Claimants totalled € 941,204.60, comprising: 

a. € 518,365.40 in respect of the fees and expenses of Counsel 

b. € 376,120.82 in ι-espect of experts' fees and expenses; and 

c. € 46,718.38 in respect of disbursements (translation; copying and courier fees; and 
witness travel costs). 

The Claimants later clarified that ηο claim was made in respect of V ΑΤ. 

6.8 The costs claimed by the Respondent totalled CZK 89,477,833.12 (approximately 
€ 3,454,742.59 using the exchange rate of €1 = approximately CZK 25.9 as at the date of the 

submission), comprising 

a. CZK 38,466,037.03 (approximately € 1,485,175.17), in respect of the fees and 

expenses of Counsel; 

b. CZK 30,874,399.40 (approximately € 1,192,061.76) in respect of experts' fees and 

expenses; 

c. CZK 5,230,709.74 (approximately € 201,957.91) in respect of disbursements; and in 

addition 

d. CZK 14,906,686.96 (approximately € 575,547.76) in respect ofVAT. 

6.9 As noted above (paragraphs 1.143-1.150), the Respondent waived its right to present 

comments οη the Claimants' costs, whilst the Claimants' provided their comments οη the costs 
claimed by the Respondent οη 8 May 2013. Thereafter, οη 10 May 2013, the Tribunal 

authorized a further exchange of submissions limited to certain specific points raised by the 
Claimants in their comments, with the Respondent filing its response to the Claimants' 
comments οη 17 May 2013, followed by the Claimants' rejoinder οη 29 May 2013. 
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C. SUBMISSIONS OF ΤΗΕ PARTIES AS ΤΟ COSTS 

1. The Claimants' Comments, 8 May 2013 

6.10 The Claimants noted a "substantial discrepancy" between the Parties' respective costs, ιη 

particular as regards attorney's fees, the cost of experts, and VAT. Specificially, the Claimants 
noted that 

a. the Respondent' s legal costs were approximately three times their own; 

b. the Respondent' s expert fees were approximately four times their own; 

c. the Respondent's costs included a sum in excess of € 500,000 in respect of VAT, 
whilst the Claimants had not included V ΑΤ, inasmuch as "most of the V ΑΤ paid 
could be reclaimed from tax authorities". 

6.11 Ιη the Claimants' submission, the Respondent had ηο basis to claim reimbursement of VAT 
which was an "attempt at unjust enrichment" to the extent that it related to VAT paid for 
services provided in the Czech Republic, since any VAT paid by the Respondent to its advisers 
had to be accounted for by the adviseΓ to the Czech tax authorities, such that the VAT 
"effectively went from one of Respondent's pockets to the otheΓ". The Claimants invoked 
Article 38(e) of the UNCΠRAL Rules in support of the argument that only legal and other 
expenses in fact incuπed by a party were covered, and that the cost of V ΑΤ was not incuπed 
where the money in question "effectively remains with the Party". 

6.12 The Claimants further argued that to the extent that the sums claimed were, οη the other hand, 
for V ΑΤ paid οη services provided outside the Czech Republic, the Respondent should be put 
to the proof of that. 

6.13 The Claimants argued finally that Article 38(e) of the UNCΠRAL Rules should be so 
interpreted as to cονeΓ the costs of legal representation only to the extent that the Tribunal 
determined the amount of such costs to be reasonable, and submitted that the unreasonableness 
of the Respondent' s cost claims for legal repi-esentation was established by their disproportion, 
by a factor of three to one, by comparison with their own. 

6.14 The Claimants submitted that the level of the Respondent's costs was "further proof' of a 
tendency to oveΓ-litigate, which had been apparent throughout the pΓOceedings. They 
maintained that if a party conducted an arbitration without regard to cost, and thus caused both 
parties "extΓa and unnecessary expenses", it did so at its own risk, and that the ensuing costs 
should be boΓne by that party alone. They Γefeπed specifically to: 

a. Attorney's fees: it had been the Respondent's "choice and Γisk to involve a large 
team of attoωeys from multiple juΓisdictions theΓeby causing, inter alia, 
dispΓOportionate and not waπanted travel, coordination and other costs"; by contrast, 
the Claimants' in-house resources had been "taken up completely over long periods 
of time", but ηο account was taken of that in theiΓ own costs submission; the Tribunal 
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should however take account of the f act that "parts of Claimants' business were at 
times paralyzed for any other business than this arbitration"; 

b. Experts' fees: there was ηο reasonable explanation for the disproportion between 
expert costs, given that the Claimants' valuation expert was "a reputable company 

with experienced claim valuation specialists" who had conducted "an independent 
audit", whilst the Respondent's expert had "only verified its outcome"; 

c. Document production: the document production phase had been prolonged by the 
Respondent's "numerous requests and issues raised, including, for example, 
Respondent' s request that the Tribunal find that Claimants did not submit a request 

for document production at all, the numeιΌus legal issues raised by Respondent, the 
disproportionate requests to produce with which Claimants had to deal and the 
general objections Iaised for most of Claiιnants' Iequests"; tl1e Claimants' in-house 

legal team had been talcen up foI weelcs at a time dealing exclusively witl1 the 
Respondent' s Iequests, and the Claimants had in fact reqιιested at tl1e time that the 
Respondent "be stopped in this strategy of causing a massive expenditure of time, 

internal resources and costs". 

d. Submissions and core bundle: the Respondent's Counter-Memorial had been 
excessive in size, consisting of 15 binders; whilst the Claimants had proposed only 71 
documents f or inclusion in the coie bundle, the Respondent had proposed 446 
documents; the resulting cost of approximately f:l0,000 for the production of copies 

of the coie bundle was absolutely disproportionate given the actual use made thereof 

at the hearing. 

2. The Respondent's Reply οη Costs, 17 May 2013 

6.15 Puisuant to the Tribunal's direction, the Respondent's Reply οη costs was limited to the issues 
of 1) the dispropoι·tion between the parties' respective costs claims; 2) the Czech Republic' s 
claim for reimbursement of V ΑΤ; and 3) the conduct of the disclosure phase. 

6.16 As to the disproportion between the parties' costs claims, the Respondent submitted that its 
overall costs of less than € 3.5 million were "absolutely standard for an investment arbitration" 

and were in fact very reasonable given the fact-intensive character of the dispute. All of the 
Ielevant facts had been new to the Czech Republic, and had required carefully study and 

assessment by its legal team. 

6.17 The above, as well as other factors, explained the discrepancy between the parties' respective 
costs: the Respondent had had to learn all the relevant facts, which had to be gathered from the 
various administrative bodies, as well as documents produced by the Claimants pursuant to the 
Tribunal's orders, whereas the Claimants had known all relevant facts before the arbitration 

was begun. 

6.18 The Respondent further submitted that it had relied almost exclusively οη external counsel and 
experts, whilst the Claimants had used its internal team, without claiming their costs, so that 
the Claimants' was a partial costs claim only. The reliance οη external counsel and experts was 
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fully justified, as the Respondent did not have the internal resources available in particular to 

analyse the evidence, whereas there was ηο comparable need for Claimants' external counsel 
to analyse the proceedings to which Claimants had been party. The Respondent submitted that 
it had also had to retain external experts "to match the Claimants' lcnowledge of the vaiious 

commeicial and technical aspects of their own business". The Claimants had been free to 
divide the work between their internal team and external counsel and expeits as they saw fit, 
but the fact that the Respondent had relied οη external assistance did not render its higher costs 

umeasonable. 

6.19 The Respondent argued that it had incuπed higher costs because of the way in which the 
Claimants had pleaded the case, suggesting that the Claimants had pleaded the case in a 
"conclusory manneI", for example meiely pointing to the overall length of the administrative 
proceedings and what they alleged were incoπect decisions, whilst it had fallen to the 

Respondent to establish the full factual background and describe the "intense pωcedural 
activity in each of the undeilying administrative proceedings and pωvide the respective 
evidence in oideι- to defend against the Claimants' conclusory allegations of delays"; the 

process had been time-consuming and had involved high translation costs. 

6.20 The disCΓepancy between the costs of the parties' respective valuation experts explained itself 
by refeience to the obviously differing scope, level of detail, and sophistication of their repoits. 

The Respondent' s expert had done much more than merely ciitically assess and Iectify the 
assurnptions made by the Claimants' expert, and in addition had piepared "an independent 

cornprehensive analysis and two new valuations". The Respondent also ernphasized that, 
although the Claimants' experts had piesumably had access to the Claimants' accounting 
docurnents, analyses and other information Ielating to the pωject, its own expert had had to 

gatheι- those facts frorn the "lirnited documents" pωduced by the Claimants, publicly available 
mateiials, and expeit reports of the pωpeity expeits. 

6.21 Finally, the Respondent rejected the allegations of over-litigation, which weie "utterly non

specific, unsupported by any evidence and patently incoπect". Its team was of a standard size, 
and ηο larger than that of the Claimants, carne only fωm the Czech Republic and the US, 
whilst the Claimants' tearn had rnembeis from Geimany and the United Kingdorn, so that the 
allegation that the size and composition of its team had Iesulted in dispωportionate and 
unwaπanted costs was "baseless speculation that the Claimants cannot specify, substantiate ΟΙ 

support with any evidence". 

6.22 The VAT claim was standard piactice, and the Respondent had neveI before faced an objection 
that such Ieimbuι-sernent would constitute unjust enrichment; its claims foI legal costs, 
including VAT, had been granted in Pliσenίx Αctίση, as well as in the unpublished awards in 
Consortίuni Oecσnσniicus, Voecklίngliaus, Eurσpean Medίa Ventuι·es, and Nepσlslcy. 

6.23 The Respondent described how, in accordance with its pieνailing public piocuι-ernent laws, all 

services Ielating to its ι-epresentation in the piesent p1Όceedings (including seι-vices pωvided 
by third parties, both inside and outside the Czech Republic) had been Iendered and invoiced 
thωugh the local office of its legal repiesentatives, explaining that all third party seiνices had 

been charged to the local office, which had paid the invoices, and then charged the relevant 
amounts to its Ministry of Finance. It fuι-theι- explained that the Ministry of Finance was a 
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separate accounting unit, and that the costs charged to it in relation to the arbitration had been 

recorded as expenses of the Ministιγ in the full amount invoiced, including V ΑΤ. 

6.24 The VAT had been charged at the applicable statutory rate, and the Respondent's legal 

advisers were obliged by law to charge VAT οη both the:iI own services provided in the Czech 

Republic, and services pIOνided by third parties outside the Czech Republic. The Respondent 

noted tl1at, in accordance with the EU VAT Directives, the Ministry when acting as a public 

authority was not entitled to reclaim input VAT, with the result that the VAT was irrecoverable 

and constituted a real cost. 

6.25 Furtheimore: 

a. it was not possible to verify whether all of tl1e VAT paid to its legal advisers was in 

fact paid to the Czech Tax Authorities, as theI"e was an entitlement to set-off the V ΑΤ 
paid οη tl1e inputs against the output tax Ieceived; it was ιn0Ieove1· not possible to 

ttace the entire chain of VAT payments, and to veiify whetheI each business in the 

chain had in fact pIOperly self-assessed and paid the coπect amount of VAT, so that it 

was not possible to establish whetheI the Czech Tax AuthoI"ities had in fact received 

all of the VAT paid to the Respondent's legal adviseis; 

b. moieoveI, even if the tax had been duly paid to the Czech Tax Authoiities, it should 

not be consideied not to have been "incuπed" as it had actually been paid, 

independently of whether or not the tax authoήties subsequently collected a 

coπesponding amount; the V ΑΤ collected by the tax authoiities was redisttibuted to 

various entities and non-governmental bodies, with a significant part being paid to 

municipalities and regions, which were sepmate legal peisons with independent 

budgets, and a small amount was paid to the Euωpean Union. 

c. finally, as a matteI of Czech law (which Respondent submitted was the applicable 

law) IeimbuI"sement of legal costs, including VAT, was a legal obligation, and could 

not constitute unjust enrichment. 

6.26 The Respondent objected to the Claimants' characterizations of the disclosure exeicise, noting 

that: 

a. the Respondent had Iequested extensive document production in Ielation to "several 

key aspects" of its defence, giving by way of examples the Claimants' time 

management of the pIOject, the economics of the pioject, and circumstances and 

motivations underlying the decision to abandon the pIOject, and the Claimants' 

decision to excavate in excess of the volume authorized in the Planning Peimit. It 
observed that, by contl"ast, the Claimants had "always had full access to the f:iles 

Iegarding the underlying administl"ative proceedings"; 

b. the Respondent' s Iequests had been fully justified; it observed that it had initially 

made 29 requests, the Parties had disputed only ten of them, and the Tribunal had 

gianted all but one of the Respondent' s Iequests in its Ruling οη Document 

PIOduction, dated 15 July 2010. Ιη contrast, it noted that the Claimants had initially 
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made nine requests, of which the Tribunal had rejected five, and granted four "but 

only with significant limitations"; 

c. the disclosure exercise had not ended in July 2010, and in particular, the Claimants in 

March/ April 2011 had submitted an additional eight document requests in relation to 

the administrative proceedings in relation to Multi; the Respondent had been unable 
to comply with those requests due to applicable confidentiality rules, but following 

the ruling of the Tribunal, the Respondent had promptly produced 136 responsive 

documents. 

Οη that basis, the Respondent submitted that the document production exercise was "far from 

one-sided", and that although its requests had been more extensive that those made by the 
Claimants, they had been fully justified and necessary for its defence. 

3. The Claimants' Rejoinder οη Costs, 29 May 2013 

6.27 The Claimants' Rejoinder was in essence a reiteration and repetition of their earlier argument 

οη the "striking disproportion" of the Respondent's costs. They expressly rejected the 

Respondent' s justification based οη the complexity of the case, which largely resulted from the 

Respondent's own litigation tactics, and the Claimants' counsel and experts had faced the same 
complexity but had incuπed significantly loweI costs. 

6.28 The Claimants rejected the suggestion that the Respondent' s legal and expert team had had, 

uniquely, to learn the facts, noting that the same was true of their own team. They likewise 

Iejected the Respondent' s suggestion that the difference in costs was in part due to the fact that 

Claimants had used its internal team, noting that the ''overwhelming part" of the work had 

been done externally; the Claimants' external counsel had not been involved in the pIOject ΟΙ 

the undeilying administrative pIOceedings, and thus had had to study and assess the facts once 

they had been instructed. 

6.29 As regards the disciepancy between the costs of the valuation experts, the Claimants asserted 

that their expert had caπied out its own Iesearch, and had not simply relied οη data provided 

by the Claimants. 

6.30 Finally, the Claimants denied that there was any "standard" level of fees in investment 

arbitration, the only applicable standard being what a pl'Udent and diligent party would have 

spent foI the pIOtection and enfoicement of its interests; their own costs weie a suitable 
benchmark in that regaid. 

6.31 As to the V ΑΤ question, Ielying upon the Respondent' s explanation of the way in which its 

exteinal counsel and expeits had chaiged foI their costs, the Claimants asserted that the 

Respondent 11ad "admitted that any and all seivices weie Iendeied within the Czech Republic", 

that all V ΑΤ was incuπed within the Czech Republic, and that, as a Iesult, the Respondent paid 

to its adviseis' Czech office the VAT incuπed οη the fees invoiced by its advisers which they 

weie obliged to account for to the tax authoiities. They submitted that the services rendered to 
the Respondent by its adviseis' Czech office and the VAT theieon weie "the only ones 

Ielevant foI the Respondent's Iequest foI Ieimbuisement of VAT in the piesent case", and that 
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based οη those statements, the claim was clearly baseless; the Tribunal should, moreover, take 
into account that the Respondent had claimed reimbursement of sums which it lmew wel'e not 
due. 

6.32 The Claimants submitted that those considerations wel'e sufficient to dispose of the 
Respondent's claim in respect of VAT; howevel', in addition, "fol' the sake of precaution and 
completeness only", the Claimants also l'esponded to the Respondent's arguments as to the 
"second 'cycle"' of VAT. 

6.33 Ιη that context, they asserted that, whethel' third parties providing services to the Czech office 
of the Respondent' s legal advisers wel'e domiciled within or outside the Czech Republic, the 
Respondent's legal advisel's could, in eithel' case, Ieclaim the VAT paid by them from the tax 
authoι·ities. 

6.34 Οη that basis, the Claimants submitted that V ΑΤ payments and Iefunds "cieate a cycle 
independent of the charging of the fees and disbuι·sements" by the Respondent' s legal adviseι·s 
to the Respondent. They lilcewise Iejected the Respondent' s argument that, within the second 
cycle, it was impossible to ascel'tain whetheΓ the full amount of the VAT cl1aι·ged had in fact 
been ι·eceived by the Czech tax authol'ities, since that boiled down to suggesting that the 
Claimants should compensate the Respondent fol' the effects of potential tax fraud of othel' 
taxpayers. 

6.35 That the VAT Ieceived by the tax authorities was distήbuted to municipalities, Γegions and the 
EU did not change the fact that the V ΑΤ initially went back to the centl'al Government and was 
thus not "incuπed" by the Respondent. 

6.36 As fol' the Respondent' s reliance οη the argument that thel'e would be ηο unjust emichment as 
a matter of Czech law because Czech law tl'eated the reimbursement of costs as a legal 
obligation, the Claimants argued fil'st, that that was beside the point, as the issue in dispute was 
piecisely whethel' thel'e was a legal obligation of l'eimbul'sement undel' Al'ticle 38(e) of the 
UNCΠRAL Rules, and second, that the qualification undel' Czech law was in any case 
iπelevant as the pωceedings were governed by the ΒΙΤ, the UNCΠRAL Rules, and Fiench 
law as the lex arbίtrί. 

6.37 As to the authol'ities cited by the Respondent, in Phoenίx Actίon it was possible that tl1e VAT 
had not been incuπed in the Czech Republic, but in another State; the Award was silent οη the 
point. The others were unpublished awards, which could not be relied οη as it was not possible 
to vel'ify the Respondent's assel'tions. 

D. ΤΗΕ TRIBUNAL'S DECISION ΟΝ COSTS 

1. Applicable Rules, and Issues for Decision 

6.38 As regards the applicable rules and principles governing its powers to apportion costs, the 
Tribunal Iecalls that: 
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a. pursuant to Article 38(e) of the UNCITRAL Rules, the costs of legal representation 

and assistance of the successful party are to form part of the costs of the arbitration 
only to the extent that the Tribunal determines that the amount of such costs is 
reasonable, taking into account the circumstances of the case; 

b. it has a wide power under Article 40 of the UNCITRAL Rules to apportion both the 
costs of the arbitration generally and the costs of legal representation and assistance 
of the successful party, if it considers that to be reasonable in the circumstances. 

6.39 The first issue which arises is which party is to be regarded as the "successful party" for this 
purpose. 

6.40 Although an argument might be made in favour of proceeding οη an issue-by-issue basis in 
assessing which party had been successful, the Tribunal is of the view that such an approach is 
not appropriate in the present case; it plainly results fi:om the decisions recorded in Parts ΠΙ, 
IV, and V above that, overall, the Respondent is the successful party, having won its case οη 
the merits, even though the Claimants were successful in their opposition to the Respondent's 
objections to the Tribunal's jurisdiction. More precisely, the Respondent's principal 

jurisdictional objections based οη the lack of an in vestment and the illegality of the Claimants' 
investment were rejected, and its other objections ratione niateι-iae and ι·atione teniporis were 
in part admitted by the Claimants, and in part joined by the Tribunal to the merits, whereas the 

Tribunal has rejected all of the Claimants' claims alleging breach of the ΒΙΤ and its claims for 
damages οη their merits, as well as, in the alternative, οη the basis of a lack of causation. 

6.41 The Tribunal will return to the question of the Parties' respective success οη particular issues 
in the context of its discussion of apportionment below. 

6.42 It remains however for the Tribunal to decide: 

a. whether the V ΑΤ paid by the Respondent to its legal advisers falls properly within the 
costs of legal representation and assistance foreseen by Article 38(e); 

b. whether the Respondent' s costs of legal representation and assistance are reasonable, 
within the meaning of Article 38(e) of the Rules; 

c. whether, taking account of the circumstances of the case, it is reasonable for the 
Tribunal to apportion eitheI the costs of the arbitration, ΟΙ the Respondent' s costs of 

legal representation and assistance, or both, bearing in mind the applicable principles 
set out in paragraph 6.38 above. 

2. Recoverability of V Α Τ 

6.43 It is convenient first to consider the question whether, in principle, the VAT charged by the 
Respondent' s legal adviseis in respect of counsel' s fees and third paιiy services should be 
Iegarded as forming part of the Respondent' s costs of legal representation and assistance 
within the meaning of the UNCITRAL Rules. 
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6.44 Although the matter is not explicitly so phrased in Article 38(e) of the UNCΠRAL Rules, 1974 

the Respondent did not dispute that Aι·ticle 38(e) was limited to the costs that had been 
'incuιτed' by the successful party. It is in any case, in the opinion of the Tribunal, necessarily 
implicit that Article 38(e) relates to reimbursement (whether in whole or in part) of what it has 
in fact cost the successful party to prepare and argue its case. Does that therefore encompass 
VAT οη legal fees and disbursements paid by a State to its legal advisers in circumstances in 
which the legal advisers are then under a legal obligation to account for the VAT to the same 
State's tax authorities? 

6.45 That question appears to be one of fιrst impression; neither of the Parties has drawn the 
Tribunal's attention to any decision in which the issue had been expressly raised and dealt with 
by an arbitral tribunal, nor is the Tribunal itself aware of any such decision. Conversely, and 
without casting doubt upon the Respondent' s assertion that it 11ad in fact recovered V ΑΤ in the 
cases in question, the decisions tl1at weie cited by the Respondent offer the piesent Tiibunal 
very little assistance. 

6.46 The Respondent Ielied specifically οη the Award in Phoenix Action. However the Award 
contains ηο discussion of whetl1eI V ΑΤ should in piinciple be recoveι·able in circumstances 
such as the piesent, and the point appeaι·s not to 11ave been raised by tl1e Claimant in that case. 
Moieover the Award does not disclose οη its face whetheI the amounts claimed by the 
Respondent in that case did in fact include sums paid by it in respect of V Α Τ charged by its 
advisers, nor whether such VAT as it recovered was attributable to fees incuπed in the Czech 
Republic, or alternatively outside the Czech Republic. 

6.47 Phoenix Action aside, the other arbitral decisions cited by the Respondent are unpublished and 
have not been provided to the Tribunal. The Tribunal has, as a result, not been able to consideI 
how the issue of recoverability of VAT was raised by the successful party, resisted by the 
unsuccessful party, or decided by the tribunal. It would not be proper, therefore, for the 
Tribunal to talce those decisions into account. The question accordingly falls to be decided οη 
first principles. 

6.48 The Tribunal initially saw some force in the Respondent' s argument that it was not in any case 
possible to asceitain whether the VAT was in fact eventually received by the State, since its 
legal advisers would have been able to set off against it the input tax they had paid. The 
Tribunal was rather less impressed by the furtl1er argument based οη the difficulty of 
ascertaining whether third parties in the supply chain had in fact coπectly accounted foI the 
amount of V ΑΤ due. 

6.49 However, the Tribunal has in the end reached the conclusion that a Respondent State ought not 
in principle be allowed to recover as costs sums which, although paid out, it is entitled by law 
(its own law) to be paid back via the liability of the payee to account for the VAT charged by 
it. 

6.50 It reaches that conclusion οη the basis that, for the purposes of public international law, a State 
is treated as a single legal person. Ιη consequence, it is iπelevant whether under Czech law the 
Ministry of Finance is entitled to recoup input VAT or whether the Ministry is a separate 

1974 At least in the English language version; the French text is more direct. 
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accounting unit. If the organs or constituent entities of a State are liable in law to pay V ΑΤ in 

respect of services provided to them, then the coπect analysis is that the State as such must be 
regarded as both paying V ΑΤ and then recovering back the V ΑΤ paid, with the net result that 
the State l1as incuπed ηο overall financial detrirnent that can rank as part of its 'costs' for legal 

representation and assistance in the conduct of an arbitration. Ιη the view of the Tribunal, that 

conclusion stands iπespective of whether the repayment operates by way of output tax οη 
services provided, or by way of a reverse charge in respect of services provided by third parties 

located outside the Czech Republic. 

6.51 The Tribunal rega.Ids it as beside the point that an individual entity providing services may be 

entitled to set off any input tax it has itself been charged when remitting to the State the V ΑΤ 

received. That is, in the Tribunal's view, essentially an accounting operation as between the 
individual taxpayer and the tax authorities. The economic reality is however that that the 

cumulative total of the V ΑΤ due οη the underlying transactions remains unaffected, as does the 

fact that the tax levied ultimately finds its way into the hands of the State. It follows that, in 

the absence of specific proof to the contrary in particular cases, the V ΑΤ levied οη legal advice 

and services to the State cannot be treated as part of the costs envisaged in Article 38(e) of the 

Rules. 

6.52 The Respondent has affirmed that all such services in the present case were invoiced through 

the offices of its legal advisers located within the Czech Republic, and that the V ΑΤ clairned 
consists solely of the output tax charged by its legal advisers οη the fees charged by them and 

disbursements made. The Tribunal ·expresses ηο view οη the situation where the service 

provider is based outside the teπitory of the Respondent State. Ιη those circumstances it is 

possible that different considerations may apply. 

3. Reasonableness of the Costs Claimed by the Respondent. 

6.53 The Tribunal begins by noting that there has been ηο suggestion that the sums clairned by the 

Respondent were not in fact properly incuπed by it. The only issue thus relates to whether the 

costs incuπed were reasonable. 

6.54 As to the reasonableness of the sums claimed by the Respondent (excluding the VAT element; 

see above ), the Tribunal is of the view that, having regard to the circumstances of the case, the 
costs clairned by the Respondent are not in principle unreasonable. 

6.55 It will be convenient to take separately the legal costs and expenses, and the costs of expert 

evidence, in that order. 

6.56 The Clairnants point to the marked discrepancy between the levels of the clairns put in by the 

Parties in Γespect of their legal Γepresentation. The existence of this discΓepancy is undeniable, 

but is not in itself proof of unreasonableness. One of the reasons for the discrepancy is that, as 

the Claimants 11ave themselves explained, some of the work undertaken by the1n οη the case, in 

particular in Γelation to disclosure, was done in-house. It is also not clear to the TΓibunal 

whether the Claimants have in fact claimed in full for all of the legal costs they incuπed 

(including their in-house costs), which, if so, would furtheΓ undermine tl1e usefulness of a bare 

comparison between tl1e two figures .. 
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6.57 As to the nature and oι·igin of the legal fees and expenses incuπed, the Tribunal staι·ts from the 
proposition that litigating parties are entitled to be represented in a manner of their own 
choosing. This is a basic right, figuring in various permutations in the leading contemporary 
human rights conventions. Το impose a cost penalty οη a party to an investment arbitration foI 
cl1oosing one way or another would clearly act as a brake οη the exercise of this basic right, 
which could in some circumstances be severe. The Tribunal does not believe that it was in any 
way Iepiehensible that the two Parties in the present arbitration opted for different solutions 
both as to the mixture of in-house and external legal resources employed, and as to the origin 
and identity of their external legal advisers and counsel, and sees ηο sign that the choices each 
of them made led in themselves to any over-litigation of the case. The Tribunal cannot 
therefore entertain the Claimants' criticism that it was in some way unreasonable for the 
Respondent to retain Counsel from different jurisdictions, with the travel and coordination 
costs which that necessaι·ily entailed. 

6.58 It is a common feature of investment arbitration that Parties choose to be represented by 
Counsel and advisers based outside theiι· own countries, as indeed happened in the present case 
for Claimant and Respondent alike. It is a furtheI featuI"e of investment arbitration that 
hearings may be held at locations otheI than those in which the Parties or theiι· Counsel are 
based, leading to additional costs for tl"avel and accommodation for repiesentatives of the 
Parties and for witnesses, irrespective of who the legal counsel aι·e. Once the Tribunal laid 
down in Procedural 0I"der Ν ο.1 that the seat of the arbitl"ation would be Paris, and that hearings 
would in principle be held in London, it became inevitable that both Parties would incur at 
least some additional tl"avel and accommodation costs. 

6.59 The Tribunal cannot therefore see any basis, quantitative or qualitative, for a finding that the 
scale of the Respondent' s costs was in itself unreasonable. 

6.60 Further, the Tribunal notes that the Claimants did not attempt to quantify more closely the 
extent to which the Respondent' s costs should be considered unreasonable, otheΓ than the 
comparison with theiI own claimed costs. But, in the view of the Tribunal, the standard under 
the UNCΠRAL Rules for assessing the reasonableness ΟΙ otherwise of a successful Party's 
costs is an objective one, which depends οη the nature of the case which the successful Party 
had to establish or, as the case may be, to meet, not simply οη a comparison with the level of 
the costs incuπed by the opposing Party. 

6.61 The criterion should in other woι·ds be, in a case of genuine doubt as to the reasonableness of a 
Party's legal costs, an assessment of the aιnount of woik which would reasonably have been 
required in order adequately to defend the interests of the Party concerned. Many aspects of 
the present arbitration were relatively stl"aightf orward. Such complexities as there were 
deήved mainly from the intricacies (which are quite substantial) of Czech planning legislation, 
and to a lesser extent from the need to unravel the internal decision-making processes of the 
Claimant group of companies. Both of these elements were however givens of the situation 
that had led to the dispute which was brought to arbitl"ation. And both meant, inevitably, that a 
considerable effort in time and resources would be spent by both Parties in establishing, to the 
satisfaction of the Tribunal, not merely what had actually happened, but its relevance in law to 
the legal framework of the ΒΠ under which the arbitration was brought. 
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6.62 That being so, the Tribunal does not find any basis to conclude in general terms that either 

Party was responsible for 'over-litigating' the case. Το the extent that a criticism of that kind 
finds ground at all, it is in the extensive disputes in which the Parties enmeshed themselves 
over document production. Ιη that regard, however, the Tribunal does not believe that the 

criticism can be levelled at one Party only. The Claimants' specific complaint as to the effects 
οη its own in-house legal function of having to handle the question of disclosure is in ηο way 

linked to the reasonableness of the costs incuπed by the Respondent, and would at most have 

been relevant to the reasonableness of the Claimants' own costs claims. 

6.63 As to the costs incuπed in respect of experts, the Tribunal notes (as above) that it is not 

disputed that the costs claimed in that respect were in fact incuπed. The Claimants' criticisms 

focused in particular upon the difference between the level of fees of the Parties' respective 
valuation and tax experts, although the Tribunal notes that the fees paid by the Respondent to 

its experts in all fields were consistently higher than those paid by the Claimants to its experts 

in the same field. 

6.64 Ιη the Tribunal's view, the Claimants have not put forward any cogent reasons for suggesting 

that the costs claimed by the Respondent in respect of expert fees are unreasonable, and does 

not accept in that connection the Claimants' proposition that its valuation experts "conducted 

an independent audit" whilst the Respondent' s experts ''only verified its outcome"; it seems to 

the Tribunal, from the scope of the reports, that both Parties' experts caπied out extensive 

amounts of work. 

6.65 Ιη the Tribunal's view, the overall level of the fees claimed by the Respondent in respect of the 

fees paid to its valuation and tax experts, although at the upper end of the bracket which might 

have been expected in a dispute of this type, cannot be characterized as having been 

unreasonable, and the same is true in respect of the fees in respect of the other experts. 

6.66 The Tribunal is not therefore minded to disallow for cost allocation purposes any part of the 

Respondent' s claimed expenses. The Respondent' s costs of legal representation and 

assistance, excluding the VAT element, which are to be treated as forming part of the costs of 
the arbitration therefore amount to CZK 74,571,146.17, which, converted into Euros using the 

exchange rate ruling οη the day prioI to the date οη which this Award is made, 1975 is equivalent 

to € 2,888,898.86. 

6.67 The question that remains is accordingly that whether the Respondent' s costs should be 

apportioned in pal't. 

4. Apportionment of Costs 

6.68 The question whether to depait from the general pl"inciple that the unsuccessful party should 

pay the costs of the arbitration and the question whether to apportion the successful party' s 

costs of legal representation and assistance are similar in natul'e. The only difference is that 

theie is a rebuttable presumption under the UNCITRAL Rules that the costs of the arbitration 

1975 I.e. € 1=CZK25.813, being the reference exchange rate for 18 September 2013, as published by tl1e Eul'Opean 
Central Banlc (11ttp://www.ecb.europa.eu/stats/excl1ange/eurofxref/html/index.en:html). 
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should follow the event, but ηο equivalent presumption for apportionment of the costs of 

representation. Nevertheless, both raise issues of apportionment, and both al'e remitted undel' 
the Rules to the wide discl'etion of an arbitration tι"ibunal, based upon its assessment of 

reasonableness, taking into account the circumstances of the case. The Tribunal is accordingly 

of the view that the relevant criteria are in both cases essentially the same, and include in both 

cases the extent to which the successful party has succeeded οη the principal questions in issue 

in the dispute. 

6.69 Ιη the present case, there are various circumstances which, in the view of the Tribunal, confirm 

the appropriateness of the presumption that the costs of the arbitration should f ollow the event, 

and at the same time confirm both that there should be some apportionment of those costs and 
that, while the Respondent is entitled to recover the costs of defending itself, there should be 

some apportionment of those costs as well. 

6.70 First and fore1nost, the Respondent has totally succeeded οη the merits. More specifically, a 

centι·al element in the Claimants' case revolved around accusations of serious misconduct οη 

the part of a number of Czech public officials as well as thil·d pmties. If anything, this element 

became even more central to the Claimants' case as it was presented at the oral hearings. The 
Tribunal has howeve1· found earlier in this Awaι·d that the Claimants' entire case of corruption 

was devoid of any real evidential support - so much so that the Tribunal was led οη occasion 

to wonder whether some of these insinuations of corruption ought ever pIOperly to have been 
made at all. But this cannot alter the fact that the case was made, and relied upon, and the 

Respondent had to meet it. The Tribunal has all'eady set out at paragraphs 4.871 and following 

tl1e serious view an investment tribunal is bound to talce of corruption and the special duty that 
this imposes οη it to scrutinize with care the evidence led before it οη that matter. But that is 

not the same as saying that an investment tribunal can or should condone the bringing of wide

ranging imputations of corruption without direct evidence to back them up, nor can it ignore a 

party' s persistence in such allegations once it has become clear that the necessary evidence is 

not available. Corruption is not always easy to prove, the Tribunal is mindful of that. That 
does not however mean that corruption may be alleged without pl'oof. The Tribunal has, at all 

events, not allowed its judgement to be clouded by mere imputations of impIOpriety, and has 

decided the case in strict objectivity οη the basis of the evidence led before it. 

6.71 Moreover, other aspects of the conduct of the Claimants in the pl'esent proceedings are open to 

criticism as prejudicial to the ordel'ly conduct of the arbitration, all of which had implications 

as to costs. Prime amongst these ranlc the attempts to introduce new claims both late and out of 
time; the continued reliance οη an unsigned witness statement which Mr Kytlicka had 

indicated he did not endorse; and the recruitment of a law student in an attempt to obtain 
evidence under false pretences. 

6.72 Set against this, however, is the fact that the Respondent maintained formally in being its 

jurisdictional objections (even though certain among them were ηο longer being pursued in any 

depth by the time of the oral hearings), and that, as indicated, the Tribunal has found in the 

Claimants' favour in that respect. 

6.73 Furthermore, the Respondent is not immune from criticism of its own over the cost 

implications of certain aspects of its conduct of the proceedings. The Tribunal sets aside in 
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this respect the unedifying argument that emerged between the Parties as to the propriety of Ms 
Nemcova's involvement as legal representative of the ECE companies which in the end was 
not being pursued in the decisive stages of the proceedings. It does however regard at least 
some part of the Claimants' strictures ονeΙ the document production phase as well-founded, 
although, as already indicated, it is of the view that both Parties are to blame and that each 
contributed to the wide-ranging disputes over document production in which the Parties and 
Tribunal became bogged down, leading eventually and inevitably to the modification of the 
procedural timetable originally provided for in Procedural OrdeI Νο. 1 and, as a consequence, 
the vacation of the hearing window that had been foieseen for March 2011. 

6.74 Having given careful consideration to the matters set out in paragraphs 6.70-6.73 above, the 
Tribunal has come to the view that in broad terms they cancel one another out in the sense that, 
when all of the circumstances of the case are taken into account, they give ηο gωunds for 
departing fωm the presumption that the costs of the arbitration should be boine by the 
unsuccessful party, and that accordingly the Claimants should reimburse the Respondent its 
share of these costs. At the same time the Tribunal is of the view that these same 
circumstances, taken as a whole, do require an apportionment both of the costs of the 
arbitration and of the Respondent' s costs of legal repiesentation and assistance, and that the 
appropriate allocation is 85% : 15%. 

5. Conclusion 

6.75 The Tribunal accordingly orders that the Claimants are to make payment tσ the Respondent in 
the sums of :-

a. € 371,068.75, being 35% of the costs of the arbitration (excluding the Respondent's 
costs σf legal repiesentation and assistance); and 

b. € 2,455,564.03, being 85% of the Respondent's costs of legal representation and 
assistance (exclusive of VAT) (CZK 63,385,474.24), converted into Euros at the 
exchange rate ruling ση the day prior tσ the date οη wlllch this Award is made. 

6.76 The total sum payable tσ the Respondent by the Claimants under paragraph 6.75 above is 
€ 2,826,632.78, and will caπy simple interest at the rate σf 4% per annum as from the date of 
this Award. 
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PARTVΠ 

CONCLUSION AND 0PERATIVE PART 

For the foregoing reasons, the Tribunal holds: 

Α. As to jurisdiction: 

1. that the Claimants' respective shareholdings and other participatory interests 
in Tschechien 7 and ECE Praha constitute an investment within the meaning 
of Article 1(1) of the ΒΠ and that that the Respondent's objection to 
jurisdiction based οη tl1e Claimants' lack of an investment is therefore 
Γejected; 

2. that the Respondent' s objection to jurisdiction οη the basis of illegality is 
rejected; 

3. that the Respondent's objections to jurisdiction ratione materίae and ι·atίone 
temporis are joined to the merits; 

4. that as a consequence it has jurisdiction to rule upon the merits of the 
Claimants' claims. 

Β. As to the merits: 

1. that the Claimants' new claims for breach of: 

i. Article 3 (Most-Favou!'ed Nation Tl'eatment); 

ii. Article 2(3) (Full Protection) and Article 4(1) (Full Protection and 
Secuήty); and 

111. Article 7(1) (the obligation to observe any obligation assumed with 
regard to investments of investors) 

are disallowed pursuant to Article 20 of the UNCΠRAL Arbitl'ation Rules; 

2. that the Claimants' claim for bl'each by the Respondent of Article 2(1) (the 
obligation to admit investments in accordance with its legislation) is deemed 
to have been abandoned, and thus fails in limίne; 

3. that the Claimants' claims for breach by the Respondent of: 

1. Article 2(1) (the obligation to accord fair and equitable tl'eatment); 
11. Article 4(2) (the prohibition of expropriation); 

111. Article 2(2) (prohibition of impairment of the management, 
maintenance, use or enjoyment of investments by arbitl'ary Ol' 
discriminatory measures) 
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fail in the.ir entirety and are rejected. 

4. that, therefore, the Respondent' s objections to jurisdiction. ι·atίone niateι-ίae 
and ι-atίone tenipoι·is do not call for a ruling from the Tribunal. 

C. Ιη accordance with Article 38 of the UNCΠRAL Rules, the total costs of the 
arbitration, including the Respondent' s costs of representation and assistance, are 
fixed at € 3,949,095.29. 

D. Ιη accordance with paragraphs 6.75 and 6.76 above, the Claimants are to pay the 
Respondent the sum of € 2,826,632.78 in respect of the costs of the arbitration 
(including the Respondent's costs of legal representation and assistance). 

Ε. Interest is to run οη the sum payable under paragraph D above at the rate of 4% per 
annum from the date of the present Award until payment. 
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Done at the place of arbitι·ation, Paris, France on the ιι'}~day of September, 2013 

.... v.:(.~ ...... 
Prof'essor Andreas Bucher Mr J Christopher Thomas QC 

~ ····1·:··········~···········"''" 
S~ Franklin Berman KCMG QC 
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